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PREFACE

v

TO THE SECOND EDITION.

In preparing this new edition for the press, advantage has
been taken of experiences gained in campaigns which have
taken place since the book was originally compiled. These
include the French advance to Antananarivo and their later
operations in Madagascar, the guerilla warfare in Cuba
previous to the American intervention, the suppression of
the rebellions in Rhodesia, the operations beyond the
Panjab frontier in 1897-98, the re-conquest of the Sudan,
the operations of the United States troops against the
Filipinos, and many minor campaigns in East and West
Africa.
Some of the later chapters have been re-arranged and in
part re-written, and new chapters have been added on hill
warfare and bush warfare. Useful hints have been obtained
from the notes which Lieut. -Colonel Septans, French Marine
Infantry, has incorporated in his translation of the first
edition. Anindex has been added.
My acknowledgments are due to the many officers who
have afforded valuable information, and who have aided in
revising the proofs.
Chas. E. Callwell,
Major, R.A.
July, 1899.

(8336)

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION, ;906.

This book has now been revised and brought up to date by the
author, Colonel 0. E. Callwell. Itis recommended to officers
as a valuable contribution on the subject of the conduct of
small wars. Itis full of useful facts and information on all
the details which must be considered in the management of
those minor expeditions in which the British Army is so
frequently engaged. But it is not to be regarded as laying
down inflexible rules for guidance, or as an expression of
official opinion on the subjects of which it treats.
N. G. LYTTELTON,
Chief of the General Staff.
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SMALL WARS.

CHAPTER I.
Introduction.
Small war is a term which has come largely
° J into use of late Meaning
the term
years, and which is admittedly somewhat difficult to define. " Small
Practically it may be said to include all campaigns other than ar
those where both the opposing sides consist of regular troops.
It comprises the expeditions against savages and semi-civil
ised races by disciplined soldiers, itcomprises campaigns under
taken to suppress rebellions and guerilla warfare in all parts
of the world where organized armies are struggling against
opponents who willnot meet them in the open field, and it
thus obviously covers operations very varying in their scope
and in their conditions.
"
"
The expression small war has in reality no particular
connection with the scale on which any campaign may be
carried out ; itis simply used to denote, in default of a better,
operations of regular armies against irregular, or compara
tively speaking irregular, forces. For instance, the struggle
in 1894-95 between Japan and China might, although very
large forces were placed in the field on both sides, from the
purely military point of view almost be described as a small
war ; for the operations on land were conducted between a
highly trained, armed, organized, and disciplined army on one
side, and by forces on the other side which, though numeri
cally formidable, could not possibly be described as regular

of
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troops in the proper sense of the word. Small wars include
the partisan warfare which usually arises when trained
soldiers are employed in the quelling of sedition and of
insurrections in civilised countries ; they include campaigns
of conquest when a Great Power adds the territory of bar
barous races to its possessions ; and they include gunitiye
expeditions against tribes bordering upon distant colonies.
The suppression of the Indian Mutiny and the Anglo-French
campaign on the Peiho, the British operations against the
Egyptian army in 1882, and the desultory warfare of the
United States troops against the nomad Red Indians, the
Spanish invasion of Morocco in 1859, and the pacification of
Upper Burma, can all alike be classed under the category of
small wars. "Whenever a regular army finds itself engaged
upon hostilities against irregular forces, or forces which in
tbeir armament, their organization, and their discipline are
palpably inferior to it, the conditions of the campaign become
distinct from the conditions of modern regular warfare, and
itis with hostilities of this nature that this volume proposes
to deal.
Upon the organization of armies for irregular warfare
valuable information is to be found in many instructive mili
tary works, official and non-official. The peculiar arrange
ments as to transport, the system of supply, the lines of
communications, all these subjects are dealt with exhaustively
and in detail. Inthis volume, therefore, questions of organiza
tion willbe as far as possible avoided. Itis intended merely
to give a sketch of the principles and practice of small wars
as regards strategy and tactics, and of the broad rules which
govern the conduct of operations in hostilities against adver
saries of whom modern works on the military art seldom take
account.

Arrangement
adopted.

The earlier chapters will deal with the general principles
of strategy, the later chapters with tactics. In a treatise
which necessarily covers a great deal of ground it is difficult
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to avoid a certain amount of repetition, but it has been
thought better to incur this than to interpolate constant

references from one part of the book to the other. The sub
ject will throughout be discussed merely from the point of
view of the regular troops. The forces opposing these,
whether guerillas, savages, or quasi-organized armies, will
be regarded as the enemy. A comparison willbe to a certain
extent established between the conduct of campaigns of this
special character and the accepted principles of strategy and
tactics.
The teachings of great masters of the art of war, and the
experience gained from campaigns of modern date in America
and on the continent of Europe, have established certain
principles and precedents which form the groundwork of the
system of regular warfare of to-day. Certain rules of con
duct exist which are universally accepted. . Strategy and
tactics alike are in great campaigns governed, in most
respects, by a code from which itis perilous to depart. But
the conditions of small wars are so diversified, the enemy's
mode of fighting is often so peculiar, and the theatres of
operations present such singular features, that irregular war
fare must generally be carried out on a method totally
different from the stereotyped system. The art of war, as
generally understood, must be modified to suit the circum
stances of each particular case. The conduct of small wars
is in fact in certain respects an art by itself, diverging widely
from what is adapted to the conditions of regular warfare,
but not so widely that there are not in allits branches points
which permit comparisons to be established.
In dealing with tactical questions arising in small wars General
the more recent campaigns are chiefly taken into consideration, rea men
owing to the advances in the science of manufacturing war
material. Tactics necessarily depend largely on armament,
and while the weapons which regular troops take into the
field have vastly improved in the last 40 years, it must be
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remembered that the arms of the enemy have also improved.
Even savages, who a few years ago would have defended
themselves with bows and arrows, are often found now-a-days
with breech-loading rifles —the constant smuggling of arms
into their territories, which the various Powers concerned seem
wholly unable to suppress, promises that small wars of the
future may involve very difficult operations.
On the other hand, the strategical problems presented
by operations of this nature have not altered to at all the
same extent. Therefore there is much belonging to this
branch of the military art still to be learnt from campaigns
dating as far back as the conquest of Algeria and as the terrible
Indian struggle of 1857-58. And the great principle which
—
regular troops must always act upon in small wars that
of overawing the enemy by bold initiative and bj resojute
action, whether on the battlefield or as part of the general
plan of campaign —can be learnt from the military history of
early times just as well as it can be learnt from the more
voluminously chronicled struggles of the present epoch.
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CHAPTER 11.
Causes

of small

The

wars as

affecting

their conditions

various kinds of adversaries

met with.

— Classes into
Small wars may broadly be divided into three classes
6
campaigns of conquest or annexation, campaigns for the
suppression of insurrections or lawlessness or for the settle- may be
divided.
ment of conquered or annexed territory, and campaigns
undertaken to wipe out an insult, to avenge a wrong, or to
overthrow a dangerous enemy. Each class of campaign will
generally be found to have certain characteristics affecting
the whole course of the military operations which itinvolves.
Campaigns of conquest or annexation are of necessity Ca^gajgnaflf
directed against enemies on foreign soil, they mean external
not internal war, and they willgenerally be directed against and tlleir clia
,
,
racleristics.
foemen under control of some potentate or chief. Few
countries are so barbarous as not to have some form of govern
ment and some sort of military system. So it comes about
that campaigns of conquest and annexation mean for the most
part campaigns against forces which, however irregular they
may be in their composition, are nevertheless tangible and
denned. Glancing back over the small wars of the century
the truth of this is manifest. The conquest of Scinde and the Examples.
Punjab involved hostilities with military forces of some
The
organization and of undoubted fighting capacity.
French expedition to Algeria overthrew a despotic military
power. The Russians in their gradual extension of territory
beyond the Caspian have often had to deal with annies —ill
armed and organized, of course, but nevertheless armies. To
oppose the annexation of his dominions, King Thebaw of
Burma had collected bodies of troops having at least a sem
blance of system and cohesion, although they showed but little

.
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fight. The regular troops detailed for such campaigns enjoy
the obvious advantage of knowing whom they are fighting
with ; they have a distinct task to perform, and skilful leader
ship, backed by sufficient force, should ensure a speedy termi
nation of the conflict.

2

The suppres
But campaigns for the subjugation of insurrections, for
sion ofWsur
feetftflflf'aM the repression of lawlessness, or for the pacification of terri
lawlessness,
tories conquered or annexed stand on a very different foot
and its
features.
ing. They are necessarily internal not external campaigns.

They involve struggles against guerillas and banditti. The
regular army has to cope not with determinate but with
indeterminate forces. The crushing of a populace in arms
and the stamping out of widespread disaffection by military
methods, is a harassing form of warfare even in a civilised

This, a
frequent
sequel to
conquest and

annexation.

country with a settled social system ; in remote regions
peopled by half-civilized races or wholly savage tribes, such
campaigns are most difficult to bring to a satisfactory conclu
sion, and ara always most trying to the troops.
Itshould be noted that campaigns of conquest and annexa
tion not infrequently pass through two distinct stages. In
the first stage the forces of civilization overthrow the armies
and levies which the rulers and chieftains in the invaded
country gather for its defence, a few engagements generally
sufficing for this ; in the second stage organized resistance
has ceased, and is replaced by the war of ambushes and
surprises, of murdered stragglers and of stern reprisals. The
French conquest of Algeria is a remarkable illustration of this.
To crush the armies of the Dey and to wrest the pirate strong
hold which had been so long a scourge of neighbouring seas
from his grasp, proved easy of accomplishment ; but it took
years and years of desultory warfare to establish French rule
firmly inthe vast regions which had been Won. The same was
the case in Upper Burma ; the huge country was nominally
annexed, practically without a struggle, but several years
of typical guerilla warfare followed before British power was
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thoroughly consolidated in the great province which had
been added to the Indian Empire.
Insurrections and revolts in districts difficult of access, Examples,
where communications are bad and information cannot
readily be obtained, involve most troublesome military
operations. In Europe, the Carlist wars and early wars of
Balkan liberation are examples of this. Inthe United States,
the pericdical risings and raids of the Red Indians led to
protracted indecisive hostilities of many years' duration.
The Kaffir and Matabili rebellions in South Africa have
always proved most difficult to suppress.
The case of
the Indian Mutiny is somewhat dfferent, at least inits early
stages, for here the rebels owing to the peculiar circumstances
of the case were in a posi'ion to pu'3 armies in the field, and
this led to field operations of most definite and stirring
character ; but, as the supremacy of British military power
in India became re-established, and as the organized muti
neer force i melted away, the campaign degenerated in many
localities into purely guerilla warfare, which took months to
bring to a conclusion.
As a general rule the quelling of
rebellion in distant colonies means protracted, thankless,
invertebrate war.
Campaigns of the third class have characteristics analo- Cam£ajg©§.... to
gous to the conditions ordinarily governing wars of conquest ""^l,"^or
~'
and of annexation.
Hostilities entered upon to punish an &^£JjE*f
insult or to chastise a people who have inflicted some injury, »'-*"***"
will generally be on foreign soil. The destruction of a for
midable alien military power willnecessarily involve external
war. Under this heading, moreover, may be included expedi
tions undertaken for some ulterior political purpose, or to
establish order in some foreign land —wars of expediency,
in fact. Campaigns of this class when they do not (as is so
frequently the case) develop into campaigns of conquest,
differ from them chiefly in that the defeat of the enemy need
not be so complete and crushing to attain the objects sought for.
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The Abyssinian expedition of 1868 is a typical example of
a campaign to avenge a wrong ; it was undertaken to compel

the release of prisoners seized by King Theodore. The China
War of 1860, and the Spanish invasion of Morocco in 1859,
were of the same nature. The Ashanti imbroglio of 1874
and the French operations against the Hovas in 18 S3 and
the following year may be similarly classed. Most of the
punitive expeditions on the Indian frontier may be included
in this category ; but many of these latter have resulted in
annexation of the offending district, and the French cam
paigns in Annam in 1861 and recently in Dahomey ended in
like fashion.
Wars entered upon to overthrow a menacing military
Campaigns
for the
The Zulu
overthrow of power likewise often terminate in annexation.
—
a dangerous
War was a campaign of this nature the disciplined armies
power.
of Ketchwayo were a standing danger to Natal, and the
crushing of the Zulu power was indispensable for the peace
of South Africa ; the war, however, ended in the incorpora
tion of the kingdom in the British Empire. The Russian
expeditions against the Tekke Turkomans were partly puni
tive ; but they were undertaken mainly to suppress this
formidable fighting nomad race, and the final campaign
became a campaign of conquest.
The short and brilliant
operations of the French against the Moors in 1844 afford
a remarkable instance of a small war having for its object the
overthrow of the dangerous forces of a threatening state, and
of its complete fulfilment ; but in this case there was no
subsequent annexation.
Wars of expediency undertaken for some political pur
Campaigns of
expediency.
pose, necessarily differ in their conditions from campaigns of
conquest, punitive expeditions, or military repression of
rebellious disorders. The two Afghan wars, and especially
the first, may be included in this category. The Egyptian
war of 1882 in another example. Such campaigns are neces
sarily carried out on foreign soil, but in other respects they
may have few features incommon.
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To a certain extent then the origin and cause of a small The great j
war gives a,j&kl&Jbo > jblie nature of the operations which willnatures Tf
follow, quite apart from the plan of campaign which the enemy to \ e
commander of the regular forces may decide upon. But
when conflicts of this nature are in prospect, the strength
and the fighting methods of the enemy must always be most
carefully considered before any decision as to the form of
operations to be adopted is arrived at ; the tactics of such
I
opponents differ so greatly in various cases that itis essential
that these be taken fully into consideration. The armament
of the enemy is also a point of extreme importance.
In
r
regular warfare each side knows perfectly well what is to
be expected from the adversary, and either adversary is to
*
a certain extent governed by certain rules common to both.
But in small wars all manner of opponents are met with, in
no two campaigns does the enemy fight in the same fashion,
-t
and this divergence of method may be briefly illustrated
from various campaigns of the past century.
Some small wars of late years have been against antago- Opponents
nists with the form and organization of regular troops. The wifcn a form
hostile armies have been broken up into battalions, squadrons, organization,
and batteries, and in addition to this the weapons of the
enemy have been fairly efficient.
This was the case in
1882,
to a certain extent in Tonkin as far as the
Egypt in
Chinese were concerned, and also in a measure in the Indian
Mutiny. In such struggles the enemy follows as far as he is
able the system adopted in regular warfare. In the cam
paigns above-mentioned, the hostile forces had enjoyed the
advantage of possessing instructors with a knowledge of
European methods. In cases such as these the warfare will
somewhat resemble the struggles between modern armies,
and the principles of modern strategy and tactics are largely
if not wholly applicable.
At the outset of the last Afghan war the hostile forces
had a form of regular organization ; this could, however,
f:
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scarcely claim to be more than

a travesty, and the

armament was, moreover, most inferior.

Highly dis
ciplined but
badly armed
opponents.

Fanatica

Afghan

The Russians in
their campaigns against Khokand and Bokhara had to deal
with armies standing on a somewhat similar footing as regards
organization and weapons. Somewhat lower in the scale, but
still with some pretence to organization and efficient arma
ment, were the Dey of Algiers' troops which confronted the
French invasion in 1830. There is, of course, a great variety
in the extent to which the hostile forces approximate to regular
armies in various small wars ; but there is a clear distinction
between troops such as Arabi Pasha commanded in 1882, and
mere gatherings of savages such as the British and French
have at times to cope within Western Africa.
The Zulu impis, again, presented totally different charac
teristics. Here was a well disciplined army with a definite
organization of its own, capable of carrying out manoeuvres
on the battlefield with order and precision ; but the Zulu
weapons were those of savages.
The Matabili were
organized on the Zulu model, but their system was less perfect.
Zulus and Matabili fought in a fashion totally different from
the Chinese, the Afghans, and Arabi Pasha's forces, but they
were none the less formidable on that account.
The Hadendowa of the Red Sea Littoral, the Afghan
Ghazis, and the fanatics who occasionally gave the French
such trouble in Algeria, had not the discipline of the Zulu
or of the Matabili, nor yet their organization ; but they
fought on the same lines. Such warriors depend on spears
and knives and not on firearms. They are brave and even
reckless on the battlefield. Tactics which serve well against
forces armed with rifles and supported by artillery, are out
of place confronted with such foes as this. Face to face
with Sudanese and Zulus old orders of battle, discarded in
face of the breech-loader and of shrapnel shell, are resumed
again. The hostile tactics are essentially aggressive, and
inasmuch as they involve substitution of shock action for
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fire action, the regular forces are compelled, whether they
like itor not, to conform to the savage method of battle.
In the Boer war of 1881 the British troops had a different The Boers,
sort of enemy to deal with altogether. The Boers were armed
with excellent firearms, were educated and were led by men
of knowledge and repute, but they at that time had no real
organization. They were merely bodies of determined men,
acknowledging certain leaders, drawn together to confront a
common danger. The Boers presented all the features of
rebels in a civilized country except in that they were inured
from youth to hardship, and that they were all mounted.
As a rule adversaries of this nature prefer guerilla warfare, for
which their weapons and their habits especially adapt them,
to fighting in the open. The Boers, however, accepted battle
readily and worked together in comparatively speaking large
bodies even in1881 The incidents of that campaign, although
the later and greater war has rather overshadowed them and
deprived them of interest, were very singular, and they afford
most useful lessons with regard to the best way of operating
against adversaries of this peculiar class. In 1901 and 1902,
after the overthrow of the organized Boer armies had driven
those stillin the field to adopt guerilla tactics, the operations
partook of the character of irregular warfare against a daring
and well armed enemy gifted with unusual mobility and
exceptional cunning.
The Turks in Montenegro, the Austrians in Bosnia, and Guerilla-,
the Canadian forces when hunting down Kiel, had to deal savage.
with well armed and civilized opponents ; but these preferred
guerilla methods of warfare, and shirked engagements in the
open. Organization they had little or none ; but in their
own fashion they resisted obstinately in spite of this, and
the campaigns against them gave the regular troops much
trouble. These operations afford good illustrations of guerilla
warfare of one kind. Guerilla warfare of a totally different
kind is exemplified by the Maori and the Kaffir wars, inwhich
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the enemy, deficient in courage and provided with poor
weapons, by taking advantage of the cover in districts over
grown with bush and jungle managed to prove most difficult
to subdue. To regular troops such antagonists are very
troublesome, they shun decisive action and their tactics almost
t lnecessity bring about a protracted, toilsome war. The
operations on the North-West Frontier of India in 1897 afford
admirable examples of another form of guerilla warfare —that
against the well armed fanatical cut-throat of the hills, fighting
in a terrain peculiarly well adapted to his method of making
war.
Armies of
savages in the
bush.

Savages dwelling in territories where thick tropical vege
tation abounds, do not, however, always rely on this desul
tory form of war.

In Dahomey the French encountered

most determined

opposition from forces with a certain
organization which accepted battle constantly. The Dutch
in Achin, where the jungle was in places almost impenetrable,
found an enemy ready enough to fight and who fought under
skilful guidance. The Ashantis during the campaign of 1874
on several occasions assembled in large bodies ; they did not
hesitate to risk a general engagement when their leaders
thought an opportunity offered.
Enemies
who fight
mounted.

The

importance
of studying
the hostile
mode of war.

Another and altogether different kind of enemy has been
met with at times in Morocco, in Algeria, and in Central
Asia. In the Barbary States are to be found excellent horse
men with hardy mounts. The fighting forces of the Arabs,
Moors, and Tartars have always largely consisted of irregular
cavalry, and the regular troops campaigning in these
countries have been exposed to sudden onslaught by great
hordes of mounted men. The whole course of operations
has been largely influenced by this fact.
Military records prove that in different small wars the
hostile mode of conducting hostilities varies to a surprising
extent. Strategy and tactics assume all manner of forms.
It is difficult to conceive methods of combat more dissimilar
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than those employed respectively by the Transkei Kaffirs,
by the Zulus, and by the Boers, opponents -with whom British
troops successively came in conflict within a period of three
years and in one single quarter of the African continent.
From this striking fact there is to be deduced a most
important military lesson. It is that in small wars the
habits, the customs, and the mode of action on the battle
This is
field of the enemy should be studied in advance.
—
not imperative only on the commander and his staff all
officers should know what nature of opposition they must
expect, and should, understand how best to overcome it. One
of the worst disasters which has befallen British troops of recent
years, Isandlwhana, was directly attributable to a total mis
conception of the tactics of the enemy. The French troubles
in Algeria after its conquest were due to a failure to appreci
ate for many years the class of warfare upon which they
were engaged. The reverses inthe first Boer war arose from
entering upon a campaign without cavalry, the one arm of the
service essential to cope with the hostile method of conduct
ing warfare. In great campaigns the opponent's system is
understood ; he is guided by like precedents, and is governed
by the same code ; it is only when some great reformer of
the art of war springs up that it is otherwise. But each
small war presents new features, and these features must
if possible be foreseen or the regular troops will assuredly
find themselves in difficulties and may meet with grievous
misfortune.
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CHAPTER 111.
The
Selection of
objective in
the first place
the cause of
the campaign,

Cases where
the hostile
country has
a definite
form of

government,

objective

in small

wars.

The selection
of the objective in a small war willusually be
•
iiigoverned m the first place
by the circumstances which have
e<^ UP
c camP aign Military operations are always
undertaken with some end in view, and are shaped for its
If the conquest of the hostile territory be
achievement.
aimed at, the objective takes a different form from that
which it would assume were the expedition dispatched with
merely punitive intent. A commander bent on extorting
terms from some savage potentate will frame his plans on
different lines from the leader sent to crush the military
power of a menacing tribe. But in allcases there are in war
fare of this nature certain points which will, apart from the
cause of the campaign, influence the choice of the objective,
and which depend mainly on the class of enemy to be dealt
with.
The enemy is often represented by a people with com
paratively speaking settled institutions, with a central form
of government, and with military forces regulated and cornmanded by a central authority. Monarchial institutions are
to be found in many semi-civilized and savage lands,
amounting often to forms of despotism which are par
ticularly well calculated to ensure a judicious management of
available military forces when at war. The savage Zulu warriors
fought in organized armies controlled by the supreme autho
rity of the king. • Runjeet Singh was a respected ruler who
could dispose of organized forces completely at his com
mand ; the Amir of Bokhara stood on a similar footing
during the campaigns which ended in the annexation of his
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khanate to the Russian Empire. The Ashantis and Dahome
yans were nationalities which although uncivilized were
completely dominated by their sovereigns. In cases such as
these the objective will generally be clear and well defined.
There are armies the overthrow of which willgenerally bring
There are centres
the head of the hostile state to reason.
of government the capture of which willparalyse the forces of
resistance of the country. To a certain extent the destruction
of the military forces of the enemy under such conditions
almost necessarily involves the fall of the capital, because
the military forces gather for the protection of the capital
and the fall of the capital follows upon their defeat almost as
The conditions approximate to those
a matter of course.
of regular warfare in the very important particular that from
the outset of the campaign a determinate scheme of operations
can be contemplated and can be put in force.
In great campaigns of modern history it has come to be The question
considered as the usual objective that the capital of the importance of
the caPital as
hostile nation should be threatened, and that it should if an
objective,
possible be actually captured. In a civilized country the
metropolis is not only the seat of government and of the
legislature, but itis also generally the centre ofcommunications
and the main emporium of the nation's commerce. Its occupa
tion by an enemy means a complete dislocation of the executive
system, itbrings about a collapse of trade, and, if the occupa
tion be long continued, it causes financial ruin. But the
capitals of countries which become the theatres of small war
are rarely of the same importance.
In such territories there
organization,
is little commercial
the chief town generally
derives its sole importance from being the residence of the
sovereign and his council, and its capture by a hostile army
is initself damaging rather to the prestige of the government
than injurious to the people at large.

.

In the last Afghan war Kabul was occupied early in the campaign, after
the overthrow of the troops of Yakoub Khan. But its capture by no
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means brought about the downfall of the Afghans as a fighting power, on
the contrary it proved to be merely the commencement of the campaign.
The country was in a state of suppressed anarchy, the tribes scarcely acknow
ledged the Amir to be their King, and when Kabul fell and the government
such as it was, ceased to exist, the people generally cared little; but
they bitterly resented the insult to their nation and to their faith which the
presence of British troops in the heart of the country offered.
\

But, although the relations of Kabul to the Afghan race
may be taken as typical, there are often exceptions, and cases
have often occurred in these wars where the capital of the
country has proved the core of its resistance. Inthe case of a
petty chieftain the capital means his stronghold. Sekukuni's
and Morosi's mountains are examples of this, and their
capture put an immediate end to the campaign in each case.
When the object of the war is to extort certain conditions
or to exact reparation from some half-civilized or savage
potentate, the capture of his capital willgenerally have the
desired effect. It was so in the Chinese war of 1860, when
all efforts at negotiation failed tillthe allied forces were at
the gates of Pekin.
When the capital is really the focus and centre of a State,
•yghenthe
place^ofrlal no^ever barbarous, any approach to organized resistance
|plsiSS in under the direct control of the head of the State, will almost
always cease when the capital falls ; but it does not by any
its capture
means follow that the conflict is at an end. The capture of
regular
Algiers in 1830 closed the campaign as one against armies
opposi ion.
jnc i
vudmg troops of allarms ;itproved, however, to be only the
prelude to years of desultory warfare. It was the same in
Dahomey, where the fighting power of Benanzin's forces was
utterly broken in trying to bar the advance of the invaders to
Abomey, but there were troublesome hostilities with guerillas
subsequently. On the other hand, the fighting after the
occupation of Ulundi in the Zulu war and of Buluwayo in the
|Matabili campaign, was only of a desultory description.
The amount of resistance offered to the regular troops after
they have overthrown the more or less organized forces of the

di^oses^of
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enemy and seized the chief town varies in different cases. But
the French experiences in Algeria, and the British experiences
in Afghanistan, show that these irregular, protracted, indefinite
operations offer often far greater difficulties to the regular
armies than the attainment of the original military objective.
The advantage of having a well defined objective even The great °
for a time can, however, scarcely be over-rated, and the Central \^mgT
and
Asian campaigns of Russia illustrate this vividly. „.
Turkestan clear
well-defined
was territory inhabited largely by nomads, but its rollingplains objective.
and steppes were studded with historic cities many of which
had been for ages the marts of oriental commerce. The
invaders went to work with marked deliberation. They
compassed the downfall of the khanates by gradually ab
sorbing these cities, capturing them in many cases by very
brilliant feats of arms. The conquests were not achieved by
any display of mighty force, the actual Russian armies in
these operations were rarely large, but th& objectives were
always clear and determinate ; the capture of one city was
generally held sufficient for a year, but it thereupon became
a Russian city. The troops had always an unmistakable
goal in front of them, they went deliberately to work to
attain that goal, and when itwas attained they rested on their
laurels till ready for another coup. Such is the military
history of the conquest of Central Asia. It is a record of
War in which desultory operations were throughout con
spicuous by their absence. Such conditions are, however,
very seldom found in small wars ; important towns and
centres of trade, moreover, are not the sole conditions offering
distinct objectives.
Sometimes the circumstances of the case will cause the
enemy to muster infullstrength, and willpermit of a decisive
victory being gained which concludes the war, and it is
most fortunate when the operations take this form. The
enormous importance of moral effect in these campaigns
willbe dealt with in a later chapter, suffice it to say here

.
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that itis a factor which enters into all their phases ; a defeat
inflicted upon a large force of irregular warriors terrifies not
only those engaged, but also alltheir kind. Itis the difficulty
of bringing Jfre foe to action which, as a rule, forms the most
unpleasant characteristic of these wars ; but when such
opponents can be thoroughly beaten in the open field at the
commencement of hostilities, their powers of further serious
resistance often cease. And so, when by force of circumstances
the enemy is compelled to accept battle to defend some point
of great importance to him or to safeguard some venerated
shrine, thus offering a well-defined objective, the regular
troops greatly benefit. Many examples of this might be quoted.
Denghil Tepe, for instance, became the stronghold in which
practically the whole military power of the Tekke Turkomans
concentrated itself in 1879 and 1880, although the Turkomans
are, in the main, a nomad race ; the Russians failed in their
first campaign through mismanagement, but the objective
never was indoubt, and intheir second venture the formidable
nomad race, which might have taken years to subdue, was
crushed for good and all when the fortress fell. The ex
perience of the French in Annam in 1861 is another case
in point. They had formed a small settlement at Saigon,
and this the Annamese, profiting by the inability of the French
o detach troops thither during the China war, blockaded in
great force, forming a regular entrenched camp close by.
Thus it came about that when the French were at last able
to land a large force at Saigon, they found a formidable hostile
army before them in a highly defensible position, which was
just what they wanted. By bold and skilful dispositions they
signally defeated the Annamese drawn up to meet them, and
the effect of the blow was so great that they were able to over
run the country afterwards almost unhindered.
The Tirah campaign of 1897 affords a singular example
of the advantages of a definite objective. It was the just
boast of the Afridis and Orukzais that the remarkable upland
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valleys which constitute their summer home, and which were
practically unknown to the British, had defied the efforts of all
invaders. The duty of Sir W. Lockhart's army, therefore, was
to overrun these valleys, and to prove to the formidable
tribesmen that whatever might have been their experience in
the past, they had now to do with a foe capable of bursting
through the great mountain barriers in which they put their
trust, and of violating the integrity of territory which they
believe to be incapable of access by organized troops. The
army performed its task of penetrating into Tirah, and of
leaving its mark in the usual manner by the demolition of
buildings and destruction of crops. Nor did its subsequent
retirement, harassed by the mountaineers in defiles where they
could act to the very best advantage, appreciably detract from
the success of the operation as a whole. For the enemy had
learnt that an Anglo-Indian army could force its way into these
fastnesses, could seize their crops, destroy their defences,
burn their villages, and could, after making its presence felt in
every ravine and nook, get out again ; and that settled the
matter. The conditions here were peculiar, but they illus
trate well the broad principle that in warfare of this nature
itis half the battle to have a distinct task to perform.
Sometimes when the war is undertaken, as in the case of Objective
Zululand, to overthrow a dangerous military power, the ruerece™se of
objective is the army of the enemy wherever it may be. The hostilities is
the overthrow
i—
¦¦¦*¦->/r'- -rVr -c
-TT generally
Tt cause of
very r~v
fact ofivi.
this being a formidable
force will
a dangerous
it to accept battle readily to confront an invader. The objec
tive becomes primarily some point inhostile territory which
the hostile army will certainly endeavour to protect —the
capital or some stronghold involving the military prestige of
the enemy, and an advance on this leads to a pitched battle,
which is what the regular troops want. Thus in the Spanish
campaign of 1859 against the Moors the town of Tetuan was
made the goal of the invaders, and in endeavouring to bar the
road the forces of the Sultan suffered several severe defeats. on.
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the Red Sea littoral, in the days when Mahdism was a power
in those parts, the very fact of any Anglo-Egyptian advance
always ensured great gatherings of dervishes eager for the
fray. In the Matabili war the advance of the small British
force on Buluwayo forced the impis of Lobengula to assemble
and to fight.
Objective
But when there is no king to conquer, no capital to seize,
¦when there
organized army to overthrow, and when there are no
no
is no capital
and no army, celebrated strongholds to
capture, and no great centres of
population to occupy, the objective is not so easy to select.
Itis then that the regular troops are forced to resort to cattle
lifting and village burning and that the war assumes an aspect
which may shock the humanitarian. "In planning a war
against an uncivilized" nation who has, perhaps, no capital,"
says Lord Wolseley, your first object should be the capture
of whatever they prize most, and the destruction or depriva
tion of j/which willprobably bring the war most rapidly to a
conclusion." This goes to the root of the whole matter. If
the enemy cannot be touched inhis patriotism or his honour,
he can be touched through his pocket.
Fighting the Kirghiz and other nomads of the steppes the
Eaidaou live
Russians have always trusted largely to carrying off the
camels and flocks of the enemy as a means of bringing their
antagonists to reason. In Algeria the French, adopting the
methods of Abd-el-Kader and his followers, made sudden raids
"
"—dealt with later in the chapters on
guerilla
or razzias
—
warfare and raids carrying off the live stock and property
of their wandering opponents. In the Kaffir wars, especially
in 1852, this mode of procedure has been very common,
adapted with success, and it is the usual plan of action in
the small punitive expeditions inEast and West Africa. The
United States troops used to retaliate upon the Red Indians
in similar fashion.
Destruction
The destruction of the crops and stores of grain of the
of crops, etc,
enemy is another way of carrying on hostilities. This method
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of warfare is more exasperating to the adversary than carry
ing off live stock ; for while they appreciate the principle
that the victor is entitled to the spoils, wanton damage tends
to embitter their feeling of enmity. The same applies to the
destruction of villages so often resorted to inpunitive expedi
tions, but ithardly does so to the same extent, since the dwell
ings of these races can be reconstructed easily while their
food supplies, if destroyed, cannot be replaced. Itis so often
the case that the power which undertakes a small war desires
to acquire the friendship of the people which its armies are
"
chastising, that the system of what is called military execu
tion "isilladapted to the end in view, The most satisfactory
way of bringing such foes to reason is by the rifle and sword,
for they understand this mode of warfare and respect it.
Sometimes, however, the circumstances do not admit of it,
and then their villages must be demolished and their crops and
granaries destroyed; still itis unfortunate when this is the
case.
When, however, the campaign takes the form of quelling
Suppression
""
,
of rebellions,
,
,
,
, ?
i
is
insurrection,
prove
oppos
object
the
not only to
to the
an^
ing force unmistakably which is the stronger, but also to inflict
punishment on those who have taken up arms. In this case
it is often necessary to injure property. "A war," wrote
"
Sir G. Cathcart from Kaffirland in 1852, may be terminated
by the surrender or capitulation of the hostile sovereign or
chief, who answers for his people ; but in the suppression of
a rebellion the refractory subjects of the ruling power must
all be chastised and subdued." Still there is a limit to the
amount of licence in destruction which is expedient. Hoche,
whose conduct* of the campaign against the Chouans and insur
gents from La Vendee willever remain a model of operations of
this kind, achieved success as much by his happy combination
of clemency with firmness, as by his masterly dispositions in
the theatre of war. Expeditions to put down revolt are not
put inmotion merely to bring about a temporary cessation of
?

i
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—
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hostility. Their purpose is to ensure a lasting peace. There
fore, in choosing the objective, the overawing and not the
Special
objectives,

Conclusion

exasperation of the enemy is the end to keep inview.
In some small wars the conditions have imposed certain
objectives on the regular forces of necessity. For instance,
the Nile Expedition was undertaken for the relief of Khartum,
and itwas only when the beleagured city fell that any doubt
with regard to its objective arose. The Chitral campaign was
analogous. Such cases are, however, peculiar.
The subject of the selection of the objective does not lend
itself to exhaustive treatment, and is certainly not one with
regard to which rules of conduct could with advantage be
drawn up. Each case must be decided on its merits. The
main points of difference between small wars and regular
campaigns in this respect are that, in the former, the beating
of the hostile armies is not necessarily the main object even if
such armies exist, that moral effect is often far more important
than material success, and that the operations are sometimes
limited to committing havoc which the laws of regular warfare
do not sanction. The conditions of a campaign undertaken
against a savage race swayed by a despotic sovereign differ
so fundamentally from hostilities against gatherings of inde
pendent clans, that principles which govern the operations
from the very outset in the one case are wholly inapplicable
to the other. The crushing of an insurrectionary movement
or the settlement of a conquered country, are undertakings
so distinct from enterprises entered upon to overawe a semi
civilized state, that what may present istself as the obvious
objective under the former set of circumstances may be
non-existent in the latter. Itis this extraordinary diversity
of conditions which makes the consideration of small wars so
complex and so difficult to discuss as one general subject.
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Of late years ithas become the practice at the head-quarters Absence of
of all regular armies to study the strength and organization information
of other countries in view of possible eventualities, and to frequent in
collect information as to, and to prepare plans of, theatres of
war which may some day take place. Accurate information
as to the organized military forces of other leading nations
is not difficult to obtain ; the topographical features, the
communications and the military resources of civilized
countries are well known. But it is a very important feature
in the preparation for, and the carrying out of, small wars
that the regular forces are often working very much inthe dark
from the outset.
The reasons for this are obvious enough. Small wars
break out unexpectedly and in unexpected places. The
operations take place in countries often only partially ex
plored if not wholly unexplored. The nature of the enemy,
his strength, his weapons, and his fighting qualities can be
only very imperfectly gauged. The routes which the troops
willhave to follow are little known. The resources of the
districts to be traversed cannot be estimated with any cer
"
" is
tainty. What is known technically as intelligence
.
defective, and unavoidably so.
The difficulties which arise from this ignorance of the Want of
conditions under which the regular army will be operating m&y'be as to
really divide themselves into two main headings ; difficulties tte theatre °*
war or as
l»Ssßr««ilSH*»-.i'¦*

to
the enemy.
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arising from want of knowledge of the theatre of war, and

difficulties consequent upon the doubt that exists as to the
strength the organization, and theSghting qualities of the
*~
enemy. Of these the former may be said upon the whole to
be the most important as a rule. For itis perhaps the most
distinguishing characteristic of small wars as compared with
regular hostilities conducted between modern armies, that
they a,re it] tliftjTiia^J^a^paig^s against nature.
The evil effects which will from time to time result from
Illustrations
of effect of ignorance of the theatre of war
can perhaps best be de
uncertainty
as to routes; monstrated
by a few examples. One fruitful source of
trouble, for instance, is that the route to be followed may not
be accurately known.
This is well illustrated by Hicks Pasha's disastrous attempt to march
from the Nile to El Obeid in 1883. The staff were not familiar with the
position or the wells, t£e'disfaiices, and the difficulties to be encountered.
The guides were treacherous.
The force lost its way, lost time, and lost
heart, and when at last the Mahdists attacked it, the troops, worn out and
despairing, made no fight of it, and were annihilated.
In the Ambela campaign of 1863, the route over the Sukhawai Pass
leading to Chl&mTa had been reported to be easy in the extreme, but it
turned out to be quite the reverse, and this disarranged the plans.
Sir H. Stewart's force on its march from the Abu Klea wells to the Nile
in 1885 was taken, unnecessarily as was subsequently discovered, through
some thick bush at night.
The movement being conducted in the dark
great confusion occurred amongst the transport ; and the force was so
seriously delayed that itfailed to reach the river before daylight and was
forced to fight at a great disadvantage in consequence.
"
General Dodds in writing of his campaign in Dahomey remarks, Le
manque complet de renseignements serieux a etc la plus grosse difficult©
qu'ait rencontree la conduite dcs operations."
The French expedition despatched to effect the capture of the Mada
gascar capital and the subjugation of the Hovas in 1895, is a good illustra
tion of the unfortunate consequences of defective information as to a
theatre of prospective war. After studying available sources of intelligence,
the Paris War Office decided to make a carriageable road from the point
selected for disembarkation, and to trust almost entirely to wheeled trans
port. It was not known that there were extraordinary engineering difficul
ties to be overcome and that the work involved an inordinate amount of
manual labour. The construction of this road caused much serious delay,
and kept the troops hard at work in unhealthy districts for months, which
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resulted in a deplorable mortality. In the end General Duchesne threw
the paper scheme to the winds, and, pushing on with a fraction of his army
equipped with pack transport, made short work of the Hovas before An
tananarivo.

Again, the resources of the theatre of war in supplies, °as toresources
ea re 5
in wajfeer > and in transpprt may not be properly estimated. It
is a most serious thing if an operation has been undertaken
in the belief that supplies willbe found in a certain locality
and ifthis belief is, when too late, discovered to be unfounded.
On the other hand, an under-estimate of the resources of a
district may lead to the troops being encumbered with a mass
of transport which might have been dispensed with, and
which hampers them in their operations.
j

In both the Russian campaign against Khiva in 1873, and in the French
expedition into Dahomey in 1893, great inconvenience arose from water not
being found where it was expected. One of the Russian columns against
Khiva was indeed obliged to turn back and suffered considerably from
privations.

Inconvenience and even disaster may be caused by doubt as°to exact
0
as to the exact position of some topographical feature or ffoCaiitieS
locality, or by an error in a map in which the commander of
the troops is trusting. Ignorance as to the nature of a place
which it has been determined to capture may also cause
much trouble.
(1) A remarkable example of this is afforded by an incident in the first
Dutch expedition against the Sultan of Achin in 1873. The primary object
of this expedition was the capture of the Sultan's capital and stronghold
Kota Raja. Only the approximate position of this was known. But the
force fought its way to its immediate vicinity, the country being for the
most part overgrown with thick tropical vegetation in which were scattered
numbers of fortified villages.
The troops had gained a place of some importance known to be close to
Kota Raja. A fortified village crowded with warriors was found a few
hundred yards off, and as a preliminary it was decided to capture this. A
part of the force was detached for the purpose which after severe fighting suc
ceeded in gaining a footing within the defences ;but it soon became mani
fest that the troops detailed were insufficient to clear the place, artillery
especially being wanting. The officer in command thought itbetter not to
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ask for support. He decided to retreat, and the enterprise therefore mis
carried. Largely owing to this reverse it was resolved to retire to the
coast, and as a consequence the expedition completely failed in achieving
the object for which ithad been sent, and itre-embarked.
It was afterwards discovered that the village, some of the defences of
#hich had been carried by a portion of the Dutch force as above described,
was Kota Raja itself. Had this been known at the time of attack, and had
all available troops been launched against it, it is quite possible that the
place would have fallen and that a most important success would have been
achieved.
(2) Asomewhat analogous episode, but attended by no bad consequences,
occurred when General Bourmont was preparing to attack the fortress of
Algiers in1830. A heavy mist hung over a plain near the city, and this was
mistaken for the sea. The general had no great confidence in his maps
which, however, turned out to be perfectly correct. He assumed from the
position of what he took to be the sea, that the point he was making for lay
quite differently from that what was shown on the map, and he started his
columns in an altogether false direction. The mistake was only rectified
when, riding, forward on to some high ground, he was startled by finding
Algiers lying immediately below him, and close at hand.
(3) During the first part of the Bhutan war in 1864, a column of 2,000
men with a transport train including 150 elephants was sent over 40 miles
of most difficult country, hilly and overgrown with jungle, to capture the
hill fort of the Bhutias known as Bishensing. After a toilsome march of
some days the place was reached, and was found to consist of a single stone
house occupied by an old Lama priest. No fort existed, and the place was
destitute of any importance whatever, military or other.
(4) The disastrous battle of Adowa seems to have been brought on by a
mistake as regards a certain locality, or rather by the fact that there were
two localities of the same name a few miles apart. Owing to this, one of the
three separate Italian columns advanced towards Adowa by night, moved
considerably further than was intended by General Baratieri, and its ad
vanced guard came unexpectedly on the Abyssinian host early in the
morning. The consequence was that the column was soon enveloped and
almost annihilated, and that the whole of the arrangements designed by the
Italian commander -in-chief were thrown out of gear.

Uncertainty
in the mind
of commander
reacts upon
his plan of
operations.

These few examples give actual instances of mistakes
occurring through ignorance of the theatre of war. But it
is not only mistakes and miscalculations of this kind which
may prove a source of inconvenience and possibly of danger.
There is also the uncertainty in the mmd, of the commander
to be taken into account.
The effect "of this uncertainty
cannot be illustrated by instances selected from history,
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although it willoften be a gawerful factor in influencing his
course of conduct. Nothing more tends to hinder the framing
of a decisive and assured plan of campaign and to delay the
execution of the plan when ithas been resolved upon, than
this feeling of doubt, the fear that something unexpected
will mar the combination and upset the calculations upon
which it was based.
But while many small wars— the Indian Mutiny for in- Effect of
stance, some of the campaigns of the United States troops strength* and
against the Red Indians, the first Boer war, &c.—take place in fighting
theatres of operations which are well known, where the uncer- enemy,
tainty above spoken of as regards communications, supplies,
and so forth, does not then exist, there is almost always doubt
as to the fighting strength of the enemy. Information as to
this is invariably defective. The intelligence department
finds great difficulty in organising an efficient service of
—
espionage for obvious reasons the spy captured by civilized
troops does not have a very good time, in the hands of bar
barians his lot is even more unenviable. Even where the
opposing force has an organization which has been studied in
peace time, itis not known how far it will work when put to
the test of war against a civilized power. Even^ ,mpre._. im
po^jnj^Jli^n the fighting strength of such antagonists, more
over, are tli,eirJiglituig qualities ; although these can at times
be fairly wellestimated itis surprising how often the estimate
—
turns out to be quite incorrect as in the case of theSouth
AM LJE^ojUB99 ;
49O2.
be given to show the uncertainty on
examples
may
A few
these points which is such a feature of small wars. It may,
—
however, be accepted as a general rule and fche reason why
this is so needs no demonstration —that the less organized
the forces of the enemy are, the more difficult is it to form
any estimate of their strength or their quality;
Twice over during the last Afghan war the strength of the Afghans was Examples,
altogether under-estipLated, and on both occasions with somewhat unfor
tunate results. The first occasion was in the winter of 1879, when the great
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uprising of the tribes took place which ended in the siege of Sherpur ;serious
losses were suffered in endeavouring to hold an extSi3e<r TimTround Kabul,
owing to the great numerical strength of the enemy not becoming for some
time known. The second occasion was, later on, when Ayoub Khan ad
vanced from Herat to the neighbourhood of Kandahar with a large force
well supplied with artillery ;owing to a failure to appreciate the importance
of this movement only a brigade very weak in British troops was sent to
confront it,and this was disastrously defeated atjVfaiwand.
The unfortunate reverse suffered by the Italian troops at Dogali near
Massawa arose almost entirely from ignorance of the hostile strength. A
small force was left isolated, and the reinforcements sent to its assistance
were overwhelmed by vastly superior numbers.
The French in Dahomey were not prepared to find the enemy inposses
sion of guns ; and as they operated in compact formation the hostile
artillery proved somewhat inconvenient on one or two occasions.
Similarly
the United States troops had not at first expected to find the Filipinos with
artillery ;but these brought up two guns to defend Kalumpit.
At the outbreak of hostilities between the British andj^e BoegiJn^lg^l,
the prevailing opinion in Natal, and in South Africa generally, was that the
Boers would fight with little spirit and would easily be dispersed by the
slender force under Sir G. Colley. But the event proved that the general
estimate of their capabilities and courage was wrong, that the campaign
had been undertaken with an altogether insufficient number of troops, and
that the quelling of the revolt must have proved a difficultand costly under
taking had it been persisted in.
The Dutch in their first expedition to Achin were altogether unprepared
for the warlike qualities displayed by the Achinese and for their skill in
constructing works of defence. The consequence was that the campaign
was entered upon withan insufficient force, and that unnecessary loss was on
several occasions incurred in attacking fortified localities without proper
preparation.

The Italians appear to have altogether under-estimated the fighting
capacity and the numerical strength of King Menelek's army before the
battle of Adowa. This was the chief cause of the very serious reverse which
befel their arms. Neither the commander -in-chief nor his brigadiers seem
to have had any idea that they were within a few miles of an army five-fold
superior to their own, and consisting of formidable warriors effectively armed
and full of fight, when the unfortunate nocturnal advance was made which
brought on the battle.
The French, on the other hand, entered upon their final campaign against
the Malagasies with an exaggerated notion of the opposition they were likely
to meet with. Visitors to the country came away with the idea that the
Queen's army was a fairly efficient force which would give a good account of
itself under the circumstances.
In previous campaigns, moreover, the
Malagasies had given the French a good deal of trouble. The consequence
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was that it was very properly decided at Paris to send a large expeditionary
force, to make the road already referred to, and to take the campaign very
seriously. The resistance proved, however, beneath contempt, and there
seems now to be little doubt that the invading army was unnecessarily large
and that its size proved an incubus to its commander, who eventually con^
eluded the campaign in brilliant fashion with a small flying column.

In irregular campaigns it is, always doubtful how far the Uncertainty
as to extent
people of the hostile country, or in minor operations the to which the
hosijk
° The atti-- J^
tribe, ?x..put forth
their entire strength.
fcile.P°P?
*•«•»**- --¦' will
lation
itself,
---;•¦
moreover,
tude,
of neighbouring peoples and tribes is at times and the
ng
a jjujaj^jiuaf,..great uncertainty. The very serious inconve- 'tribes °t"
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neighbouring tribe unex- 71l7ll\ take Parb
nience which may
J arise when a
ln the cam*
.
pectedly assumes an unfriendly demeanour is singularly well paign.
illustrated by the Ambela campaign.
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The operations were undertaken with a view of attacking and dispersing Example of
settlement of Hindustani fanatics at a place called Malka, north of the Ambela,
Peshawur valley (see plan opposite). The plan decided upon was to fall
a

upon the place from the north by a sudden march through the Ambela defile
in the Chamla valley, so as to drive the enemy towards the Indian plains
ami into the arms of troops advancing from about Sitana.
'
The expeditionary force under Sir N. Chamberlain was advancing slowly
into the Ambda defile, a long and difficult pass through the hills;when the
Buner tribe, a warlike mountain race dwelling in the hill country north of
the Chamla valley, suddenly assumed a threatening attitude. For a march
from Ambela to Malka withso formidable an enemy on the flank, a far larger
army than that toldoff would have been necessary, and the consequence was
that Sir N. Chamberlain found himself obliged to halt in the defile. The Hin
dustanis who were blocking the exit were supported actively by some small
Mahommedan tribes, and were supported passively by the Buners. The
inaction of the British force tended to encourage the enemy. For nearly
a month it was in close contact with a resolute and enterprising foe, and
severe fighting took place in which considerable loss was suffered. In tho
end the Buners were conciliated and, the hostile gathering in the defile
being dispersed, the column marched to Malka and carried out the pro
gramme decided upon at the outset.

The difficulty of dealing with Orientals and savagesj Difficultyof
whether as informers or spies, is referred to in many text! recTmforma"
tion from
books and • works of reference on• reconnaissance
and intel natives,
•
t
i
mi
iduties,
lhe ordinary native found m theatres of war
ligence
peopled by coloured races lies simply for the love of the things
(8336)
D
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t

.
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and his ideas,, oL timfyj^umbeis, and distance are of the
vaguest, even when he is trying to speak the truth. Most
officers have experienced this during the ordinary course of
foreign service. In small wars the field intelligence depart
ment is often greatly hampered by this difficulty in eliciting
—
correct information from the people of the country more so
than would generally be the case in civilized countries. But
that this difficulty is one which can be overcome has often
been proved in actual campaigns, and notably in the remark
able set of operations which carried the Anglo-Egyptian troops
by successive stages from "Wadi Haifa to Omdurman in the
years 1895-1898, and which afford a signal illustration of
what can be achieved by a thoroughly efficient intelligence
department. Even then, however, the incapacity of appre
ciating numbers which Orientals habitually display, was evi
denced by the fact that the Khalifa mustered for his last stand
a considerably larger army than the native reports had given
him credit for.
One other difficulty which the regular army has some
times to contend within small wars is treachery on the part of
ostensibly neutral bodies or tribes, while in civilized warfare
guch a thing is almost unknown. The Indian Mutiny furnishes
the ever memorable case of Cawnpore, and in the campaigns
against the Red Indians the United States troops had con
stantly to be on the watch against hostile perfidy. The
standard of honour varies greatly among different uncivilized
or semi-civilized races ; but itis not by any means the case
that those lowest inthe human scale are the least to be trusted.
"When operating incertain parts of the world or incontact with
certain people a commander has always to be on his guard, and
the followingincidents are worth citing as showing what has at
times to be expected :—:

.

—

In1884 the French concluded a treaty of peace relative to Tonkin with
the Chinese, in virtue of which Tonkin was acknowledged to be a French
acquisition. Shortly afterwards, however, a column of troops marching
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through the country was suddenly attacked by the Chinese near Bac Le ;a
regular ambush had been formed, and the column was very roughly handled.
Hostilities were therefore resumed.
During the march of the Anglo-French expeditionary force from the
Taku Forts towards Pekin in 1860, the Chinese had consented in the course
of negotiations that the allies might advance to Tang Chow, ten miles short
of the capital ;but the hostile army was found barring the road and, in con
sequence of the enemy's threatening demeanour, it was found necessary to
attack this army and to drive it off.
The Boer war of 1881 commenced with the incident of Bronker's
Spruit— an incident that would never occur in regular warfare. Part of a
British regiment was marching through the Transvaal, no hostilities having
occurred. An ambush for it was prepared, and it was suddenly ordered
to halt. The commanding officer naturally declined. The troops were
fired upon when practically unprepared, and so many were killed and
wounded that the force was obliged to surrender.

In every class of warfare uncertainty must exist as to Uncertainty
the movements, intentions, and whereabouts of the enemy.
™n,i"
t
Unless there is some special reason for acting to the contrary, intentions of
a commander always endeavours to keep his antagonist in vaiis i
nau
mBes oi
&mß
e
s
&
the
points.
interpret
upon
correctly
auguries
doubt
these
To
derived from reconnaissances, from information brought in
by spies, and from the various forms of circumstantial evidence
provided by the theatre of war, is often one of the most difficult
of military problems. But the causes which tend to bring
about this uncertainty differ considerably inirregular warfare
from those prevailing ingreat campaigns.
Regular armies are governed by certain strategical laws Difference in
elastic laws no doubt, but none the less laws a complete between^ 0
wardisregard
° of which willlead to disaster. They conceal their regular
fare and small
T
movements and concentrations behind screens of outposts, wars ;reasons
They control as far as practicable the telegraph lines, the fojMt<
postal system, the press, and the other channels for dissemi
nating news, and by these methods they can for a time keep
their adversaries inperplexity as to when and where the blow
willfall, and can conceal combinations by which they propose
to parry the adversary's attack. But this concealment can
only be kept up for a certain time and till the opposing forces
(8336)
d 2
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—

—
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come in contact. Once the two armies really confront each,
other, and the veil which has hidden one from the other is rent
asunder, each can guess not only the position and strength but
also the intentions of the other, and each can infer how the
other will act in the various contingencies that may arise.
Both are governed by the same laws, and are as it were playing
the same game.
But in a small war itis not so. The more irregular and
the less<orgajuzedjbh£ forces of the enemy are, the more inde
pendent do they become of strategical rules. An army wnich
disperses if itis beaten, cannot be treated in the same way as
an army which under such circumstances retreats inas compact
and regular formation as the case admits of towards its base.
It is far more difficult to infer from the indications which
come to hand what such an enemy means to do, and to foresee
what will happen under any conditions which the regular
army may be able to bring about.
There is, moreover, another peculiarity which is very
generally found in the antagonists with whom the organized
forces insmall wars have to cope. This is the extreme rapidity
with which the enemy conducts his movemenTsandoperationsT
'
This mobility, which as willbe seen mTa^eTTn^p^eis greatly
influences the strategical and tactical conditions, is attributable
—
to various causes actual marching power, freedom of impedi
menta, knowledge of the theatre of war, and so forth. But
one important consequence of this mobility on the part of the
enemy undoubtedly is to increase the perplexity and un
certainty in which the regular army is plunged. In the Red
Indian campaigns the great difficulty was generally to find the
camps of these nomad marauders, who travelled huge distances
in a few hours after one of their devastating forays. In
Algeria the French were incessantly despatching expeditions
against the Kabyles which could effect nothing because the
The mobility of the Zulu impis kept the
enemy disappeared.
British in constant bewilderment as to tneir approximate
1
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positions, in the earlier stages of the war. As a consequence
of the rapidity of the enemy's movements, large hostile forces
were on more than one occasion met with quite unexpectedly
in the Afghan and Sudan campaigns.
Itmay be taken, then, to be a feature of small wars that ||
the regular army labours under grave embarassments dueW
to want of accurate intelligence as to the theatre of war, 1
and as to the movements, the strength and the fighting value I
of the bodies opposed to it. The extent to which this is so »
varies of course greatly in different campaigns. But inopera
tions of this nature there is always an amount of uncertainty
which ought seldom to exist in regular warfare between two
modern armies maintaining efficient staffs in peace time.
This doubt reflects itself in the movements of the regular
forces ; it dogs them in their advance, cramping their liberty
of action to such an extent that it not unfrequently brings
them to a complete standstill, to the great encouragement of
the enemy and to the detriment of a decisive campaign.
On the other hand, the enemy enjoys many advantages Advantages
"
in the matter of intelligence." Itis of course the case that l^lnemy
semi-civilized or barbarian nations, that tribes on the borders ?9? 9 regards
of the foreign possessions of Great Powers or insurgents
within their borders, that the class of people, in fact, who
form the enemy in small wars, are very ignorant as to the
resources, the military strength, and the, comparatively
speaking, perfect army organization of the country with which
they engage in hostilities. Were it not so small wars would
be of far rarer occurrence. But from the very nature of such Knowledge of
theatre ot
campaigns the enemy is generally operating m a theatre of war war.
with which he is familiar. He knows the tracks over the hills,»
the paths through the jungle, the passages over the rivers, the
points where he can be sure of replenishing his few requirements.
[ More than this. The enemy, however little he may under8
stand the fighting system of the regular troops, or appreciate to KMtr^he
S of
the value of their weapons, or grasp what they are aiming at,
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is generally aware of every movement which they make as
soon as it is completed, and often before it has begun. This
arises from the social system in such theatres of war and from
the manner in which the inhabitants live. News spreads in
a most mysterious fashion. The people are far more observant
than the dwellers in civilized lands. By a kind of instinct
they interpret military portents even when totally deficient
of courage or fighting capacity. Camp gossip is heard by those
who are attracted by the ready payment which supplies
brought to a civilized army always meet with, and it flies
from mouth to mouth tillit reaches the ears of the hostile
leaders. The regular army is being watched in all its opera
tions and cannot prevent it. The enemy has no organized
intelligence department, no regular corps of spies, no tele
graphs and yet he knows perfectly well what is going on.
He sees his opponent's hand. And it may be added that the
press is apt to favour the enemy, for the war correspondents
are generally all on the side of the regular army, and may,
even with the best intentions not to prejudice the course of
operations and inspite of censorships, give information to the
foe.

—

!

To take a recent example of the difficulty of concealing movements and
intentions from the enemy. In the campaign against the Hunza-Nagaf
tribes north of Kashmir in 1891, the British force was, after tEe" storming
of the fort of Nilt, brougnTto a standstill for several days by a formidable
line of defence works covering an extensive mountain position of great
natural strength. Attempts were on more than one occasion made to gain
a lodgment inthese lines by a night attack, but the enemy seemed always to
know what was intended beforehand. One night an attack had been in
tended ; but it did not actually take place because the enemy suddenly
opened a heavy fire before the storming parties approached, evidently
knowing "fh"at an assault was impending.

Inconvenient as itis that the enemy seems always to be
regular army does or is going
to do, this circumstance can sometimes be turned to account.
y^informa.
By spreading fictitious information as to proposed movements,
imentigns.
or by publishing it abroad that some imaginary enterprise is
This can be
turned to
account by
publishing

so wellinformed as to what the
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impending, the hostile leaders can be put on a false scent;
The news is sure to reach them. And although the troops in
small wars find their opponents as a rule skilled in the arrange
ment of ambushes and the carrying out of surprises, masters"
inthe art of military deception, crafty and cunning, they find
them on the other hand to be by no means so wary inavoiding
snares as they are artful in setting them. This fact theease with which such warriors can often be deceived, surprised,
lured into ambushes, and so forth — willbe referred to again
in another chapter. Suffice it to say here that when the plan
is adopted of propagating misleading intelligence as to pro
spective operations, the enemy generally falls into the trap

—

readily enough.
During the war in Tonkin in 1884, an advance was about to be made
from Hanoi to Bacninh by the French. The Chinese and Black Flags had
constructed a series of fortifiedpositions blocking the direct road, and were
prepared to contest the passage. The French general therefore spread the
report that he meant to fight his way through ; then he suddenly marched
off to a flank, and, moving across country, reached Bacninh from another side.:
The enemy, completely deceived, was unprepared to bar the way to th3
French force, which gained its destination withlittle trouble.
The transfer by sea of the British expeditionary force from Alexandria
to Ismailia, in 1882,, was carried out under the cover of a pretencTed attack
ontffiboukir. ft was of the utmost importance that a secure footing shouldbe gained in the Suez Canal before Arabi Pasha should guess that this wag,
the real point of attack. Rolling stock, which it was foreseen would be
required on the railway from Ismailia to the Nile Delta, was embarked at
Alexandria on the pretence of being sent to Cyprus. Orders were drawn up
for a combined attack by land and sea upon the Aboukir forts. The fleet
and the transports on their way from Alexandria to Ismailia actually
steamed into Aboukir Bay, and on the same day 3,000 Egyptian troops
were sent thither from Cairo. Itis said that Arabi Pasha first heard of the
great transfer of force from one side of Egypt to the other a year later when
a prisoner in Ceylon.
Previously to the second attack on Pg,rga^in_the Tirah campaign, infor
mation had been allowed to leak out that it was contemplated to conduct
the operation on the same lines as on the previous occasions to advance,
direct on the position with one column and to turn the right with another.
The consequence was that large bodies of the enemy remained on the hostile
right flank awaiting this expected turning movement, a turning movement
which was never really intended to take place. This division of thetrital

—

i
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forces reduced, at any rate during the earlier part of the day, the numbers
available to hold the formidable position against which the assault was
eventually delivered. On hearing that the Dargai heights were likely to be
held in strength, Sir W. Lockhart had ordered the tribesmen's attention
to be occupied in front, while a force was to proceed as rapidly as possible
past the front of Dargai so as to threaten their line of retreat ;this turning
movement was not, however, carried out, the result being that great difficulty
was experienced in capturing a position which would probably have been
evacuated by the enemy the moment our troops had established themselves
in rear of it. But the storming of the heights, ifit was attended with
serious loss, exerted great moral effect on the tribesmen and gave the
enemy the severest losses of the whole campaign.
The evening before the battlejof Khartum information reached Sir H
Kitchener that the Khalifa contemplated a night attack. Such an eventu
ality was most undesirable, and so villagers were sent out to reconnoitre the
hostile position and to convey the idea that the Anglo-Egyptian army
intended a night attack upon the Mahdists. The consequence was that the
enemy's host remained inits position, and that the battle was deferred till
the morning.

.

But all that has been said in this chapter with regard to
Conclusions
arrived at in the peculiar conditions as to intelligence
which prevail in
chapter only
to be con
small wars must be understood to be applicable only generally.
sidered as
In many cases they hold good only partially. In some cases
generally
applicable,

they do not hold good at all. The operations may take place
indistricts to the full as well known to the regular army as
they are to the enemy, perfect acquaintance with the organiza
tion and strength of the hostile force willat times be enjoyed,
the inhabitants of the theatre of war may be strongly infavour
of the regular army and may avoid giving information of
any kind to the other side. Allthis depends upon the circum
stances of the case. The conditions vary so greatly in small
wars that the principles which govern them, as a whole, are
in the highest degree elastic. It can therefore only be laid
down as a usual condition in warfare of this nature that the
regular army is at a disadvantage as compared to the enemy
as regards what we call military intelligence, but it is by no
means an invariable rule.
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CHAPTER V.
The

influence of the question of supply upon small
WARS AND THE EXTENT TO WHICH IT MUST GOVERN THE

-PLAN OF OPERATIONS.

The fact that small wars are, generally speaking, campaigns Small wars
ce
ey
rather against nature than against hostile armies has beeii Jre cam
already referred to. Itconstitutes one of the most distinctive paigns
against
characteristics of this class of warfare. Itaffects the course nature are
of operations to an extent varying greatly according to cir- ™ri^/to°
cumstances, but so vitally at times as to govern the whole supply.
course of the campaign from start to finish. It arises
almost entirely out of the difficulties as regards supply which
the theatres of small wars generally present.
Climate affects the health of troops, absence of commu
nications retards the movements of soldiers, the jungle and
the bush embarrass a commander ; but if it were not for
the difficulty as regards food for man and beast which roadless and inhospitable tracts oppose to the operations of a
regular army, good troops well led would make light of such
obstacles in their path. It is not the question of pushing
forward the man, or the horse, or the gun, that has to be
taken into account, so much as that of the provision of the
necessaries of life for the troops when they have been pushed
forward.
The less fertile and productive the theatre of war, the Reasons for
18
more elaborate have to be the arrangements for the commissariat: The worse are the tracks, the more difficult is it to
ensure an efficient transport service to carry the supplies
which do not exist on the spot. The larger the columns of
transport are, the greater force do they require for their pro
tection from hostile raids. This all-important question of

.
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supply is in fact at the root of most of the difficulties, and
has been the cause of some of the disasters, to which regular
troops engaged insmall wars seem ever to be prone.
Supply and transport are intimately bound up in all
military operations. On the Continent of Europe where
roads, railways, and canals generally abound, where the dis
tricts which may at some future period become scenes of war
can be foreseen in times of peace, and where contending
armies can live largely if not wholly upon the country they
traverse, an organized supply service comes into existence as
armies change from the peace to the war footing. Unless
railways make it unnecessary, arrangements are generally
made for ensuring that with, and immediately in rear
of, the troops, shall move great trains of wagons
carrying rations for the force to last for several days ;
and, as the army advances on a broad front, it covers
these trains from hostile attacks, and their protection is not
therefore a source of great anxiety to the leader. Then,
as the supplies carried in these trains are consumed, they
are made good, partly from what can be obtained from the
theatre of war, and partly by the empty transport moving
back to fixed supply magazines for replenishment. As long
as the army does not move forward with great rapidity and
does not outstrip its supply train, or does not suddenly change

its course as a result of defeat or of some unforeseen event,
there is no reason why all should not work smoothly.
In small wars the circumstances are, however, wholly
Supply trains
in small wars.
different. The absence of communications makes the trans
port of a given quantity of food a matter of far graver difficulty
than itis in the average European theatre of war. Animals
can draw a considerably greater weight than they can carry,
and therefore the substitution of pack transport for wagons
at once greatly increases the size of the train a British
battalion on the Indian scale requires for its Ist and 2nd line
transport a little over a mile of track, if from its nature

—
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the mules have to move in single file. Moreover, the worse
the route is, the slower does the transport move. Supply in
fact is largely dependent upon the nature of the route which the
force is following, and if the route is very bad or very narrow
the commissariat service is apt to suffer inproportion.
If no supplies can be obtained from the theatre of war,
as is so often the case in these operations, everything in the
way of food for man or beast has to be carried. Itmust be
remembered that the transport animals themselves have to be
fed, and that if no forage is obtainable they have to carry
their own food. It may be taken as a rough rule that a
transport animal cannot under the most favourable circum
stances carry food for itself for more than a month ; this,
moreover, takes no account of the return journey. A little
consideration of these points makes clear what difficulties the
question of supply is apt to raise.
Experience shows that in small wars very great distances
have often to be traversed through barren arid districts,
where the soil is not cultivated, where no sheep or cattle
are to be found, where a scanty population subsists on food
nnsuited for European soldiery, and where no forage for
horses or mules exists. Supplies have then to be carried
sufficient to subsist the force while it traverses the whole
distance, and the consequence of this is that supply trains grow
to an enormous size and become very troublesome to control
and difficult to protect. The army in fact becomes a mere
escort for its food, and itoften has to establish some form of
entrenched camp to leave its food inunder the guardianship
of part of the force, before it can fight a battle. A few ex
amples of these great unwieldy moveable magazines may
be cited here inillustration.
Inthe British expedition to Abyssinia in 1868, the moveable magazine
for a force of 10,000 fighting men amounted to 26,000 animals and 12,000
followers. When the Russians conquered Khiva in 1874, the column from
Tashkend, consisting of 5,500 men, was accompanied by a supply column of
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8,800 camels. When during the last Afghan war Sir D. Stewart marched
from Kandahar to Kabul, his force of 7,000 had 6,000 transport animals ;
and later on, on Sir F. Roberts'® return march to Kandahar, his army of
iO.OOO had withitover 8,000 transport animals. The French expeditionary
force of 15,000 men despatched to capture Antananarivo started with 5,000
two-wheeled wagons ; eventually the flying column which captured the
place, and which was 4,000 strong, moved off with 2,800 pack animals.

Into the question of how best to protect these great
supply columns, it is not proposed in this chapter to enter.
But it is obvious that their convoy through a country occu
pied by a hostile population is a formidable problem ; and as
a consequence it may be accepted as a general principle that
in small wars supply presents not only great difficulties in
the way of organization, but exerts also a powerful influence
over actual tactics when the regular troops meet their
antagonists in conflict.
So great indeed are the difficulties that arise in many
Difficulties as
to supply
supply, that it becomes necessary to cut
tend to limit small wars from
the force
down the forces engaged to the lowest possible strength con
employed,
sistent with safety, and that campaigns have to be embarked
upon with armies barely capable numerically of performing
the work which they may have in hand. A condition of
things is evolved, in fact, such as called from Henry IV of
France the remark with regard to campaigns against Spain
"
inhis day :—": — Invade with a large force and you are destroyed
by starvation ; invade with a small one and you are over
whelmed by a hostile population." General Skobelef, when
engaged upon his campaign against the Turkomans in 1880,
which willbe referred to later, was constantly in fear that the
Russian Government would take alarm at the slowness of his
progress and would send reinforcements across the Caspian ;
weakness of force to him was under the circumstances a source
of strength.
An element moreover enters into the question of supply
The question
of water.
in many small wars which seldom need to be taken into con
sideration except transitorily in a Continental campaign.
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This is the question of water. When the theatre of war is
only a few scattered wells, water becomes a
matter of supply, and has to be carried with the force. Its
The transport
transport is exceptionally troublesome.
animals themselves require it as well as troops and horses.
From its nature much of it is apt to be lost in transit. It
requires special arrangements for its storage as well as for its
carriage. A failure of the water supply means disaster if not
annihilation.
During the protracted operations of the
German military forces against the Herreros and other tribes
of Damaraland and Namaqualand, this question was con
stantly a source of difficulty and a cause of delay.
a desert with

(1) During the Russian campaign against Khiva one of the three invad
ing columns, that based on the Caspian Sea at Krasnovodsk, after suffering
terrible privations from want of water, was in the end obliged to turn back,
and never reached the Khivan oasis. In 1866, a Russian column under
General Tchernaieff attempted to march from Tashkend to capture Samar
cand ;but after proceeding a considerable distance it was obliged to turn
back owing to difficulties as to supply, principally water.
(2) In 1840, a small British force holding Kahan in the Marri country
which flanked the Bolan route to Kandahar, was hemmed in by hostile
tribesmen ;a detachment sent back from ithad met withdisaster ;the garri
son was known tobe in grave jeopardy from lack of good water and sufficient
food ;so a force was organised to succour it.
The relieving troops had been assured of water at the foot of an im
portant pass ; but on reaching the spot designated none was found : the
Marris were holding the heights, the water supply with the troops was
exhausted, there was nothing for it but to storm the position and get to
Kahan. But the assault miscarried. The waverers among the hostile
tribesmen lurking among the hills to watch the issue, then rushed down
eager to participate in the fray,and only by dint of resolute fighting was this
counter-attack repelled. The force was now in desperate straits from want
of water and had to retire to seek it, abandoning everything. When the
stricken remnant reached water the supply train had been lost and there was
no food left, so the force had to march back 50 miles to its original starting
point, where it arrived in piteous plight. Kahan had to be left to its fate
and the disaster was at the time irretrievable. This misfortune appears to
have been entirely caused by the failure to find water where its existence
had been calculated upon.
It may be mentioned that the Kahan garrison, after a most gallant
defence, was granted a safe conduct, and eventually reached the frontier
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emaciated, ragged, hungry and destitute, yet bringing with them
their gun and their honour."
(3) During Admiral Rawson's advance on Benin in 1897, it had been
expected that water would be found in a place called Agagi, 12 miles from
the capital, but on reaching the locality the wells were found to be dry. It
was decided therefore to push on as a flying column, carrying three days
water supply as well as provisions and ammunition.

post,

Supply a
matter of
calculation,
but there is
always great
risk of this
being upset
by something
unforeseen.

The position of the wells fixes the lines of military opera
tions in a desert, just as it fixes the caravan routes and the
highways of commerce.
They become points of supreme
strategical importance, a fact of which the enemy is well
aware. The Mahdists made a desperate attempt to prevent
Sir H. Stewart's forces from reaching the Abu Klea wells ;
and it is said that during Hicks Pasha's ill-fated attempt to
march to El Obeid from the Nile, they closed up the wells in
rear of his force as it advanced, so as to make its retreat im
possible. The enemy is generally fully alive to the impor
tance of destroying the water supply, which can easily be
done in the case of scattered wells ; in the Mohmund cam
paign of 1897, the hill men broached their tanks, and this
was one of the chief difficulties General Elles had to contend
with. It is clear then that the question of water exerts at
times a dominant influence over the course of these campaigns.
In almost all tropical campaigns the subject of water is a
source of anxiety and it is constantly in the mind of the
commander as he shapes his plan of operations.
Supply both of food and of water is in reality merely a
matter of calculation. For a given force proceeding a given
distance at a given rate, the amount that willbe required is a
question of figures, and, in a theatre of war possessing good
communication, problems of this kind can be worked out
with considerable probability of the results arrived at in
practice corresponding to those arrived at in theory. But in
uncivilized countries it is almost impossible to predict the rate
at which the force willadvance. Trustworthy information as
to the country to be traversed is often lacking ; unexpected
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obstacles spring up, quite apart

from the endeavours
of the enemy to check progress ; the extent to which the
theatre of war itself may assist as regards providing supplies
is undetermined ; doubts and perplexity on this score are
constantly arising and thwarting the regular army. A good
example of a wholly unforeseen difficulty arising as regards
supply, and falsifying predictions based on a most careful
review of the situation with reference to available food,
occurred during the Nile expedition of 1884-85.
The River Column, starting from Hamdab beyond Korticarried with it
100 days' supplies, which was believed to be sufficient to take it to Berber.
Itwas discovered, however, after the force had proceeded some distance
that one-third of the biscuits were unserviceable, which reduced the time
that the column could operate independently by more than one month.
This unfortunate contretemps, which could not of course be foreseen, com
pletely upset the calculations upon which the general plan of campaign had
been based.

In countries where small wars take place, communications Rivers as
affecting
are generally most indifferent. Eailways there are none. SU ppiy fn
Proper roads admitting of the passage of wheeled transport small wars
are seldom existent. The inhabitants of the theatre of war
are generally satisfied with rugged tracks available only for
pack transport. But navigable rivers are often to be found,
and these, even if they are not used for the actual movement
of troops, are of incalculable assistance at times as channels for
forwarding supplies, especially if steamers can be put on them.
The rivers in Cochin China and Tonkin proved in this manner of great
service to the French in their campaigns in 1861 and 1884-85. The Achin
river similarly aided the Dutch in their second expedition against the Achin
Sultanate.
But this is especially well illustrated by the French campaign against
Dahomey in 1892-93. The Weme river leading into the heart of this junglegrown theatre of war, enabled General Dodds to advance with assured
steps more than half way from the coast to Abomey the capital, in spite of
determined action on the part of the enemy, for supply and water were during
that stage a matter of little difficulty. As soon as the French column waa
obliged to strike off from the river the difficulty of protecting the trans
port train began to manifest itself, and progress became deliberate and
dangerous.
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The use of steamers may, however be, denied by circum
stances. Itmay be impossible to tow barges from the bank.
Sailing is generally impracticable. And from the nature of
these wars it is generally the case that the regular forces are
advancing from the sea, and that the current is therefore,
against them. But two notable British campaigns have shown
how rivers can be used for forwarding supplies even under
such unfavourable circumstances. In both the Red River
Expedition and the NileExpedition of 1884-85, row-boats were
used, by which at once the force itself and the supplies for
the force advanced. The troops rowed the boats themselves
and carried their supplies with them, thus forming their own
transport —a transport which from its nature needed no
forage to be carried for it. The Red River Expedition moved
through a country wholly destitute of supplies, the entire
force going by boat. The Nile Expedition moved through a
country where some supplies were obtainable ; part of the
foree —the mounted portion —marched, some steamers and
barges were available, and the force was assisted by some
transport on its line of advance. But both these campaigns
show how rivers can be made use of as channels of supply,
the troops themselves forming the transport.
Earlier in this chapter the enormous amount of transport
required for a force penetrating far into a territory destitute
of supplies has been
, pointed
„ out. The fact that this trans
port has to be fed itself and that it may have to carry its
own food has been commented upon. It is clear that the
longer the troops are operating in a resourceless country the
more supplies will they want, and the larger will be the
transport columns. Obviously, therefore, it is often of vital
importance in the conduct of such operations that the army
should be as short a time as possible away from its base,
and that the troops should be kept back while the supplies.
are pushed ahead under the escort of the smallest force which
can safely be entrusted with the duty.
_^
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Itoften occurred in the later days of the South African
War of 1899-1902, when the struggle had degenerated into
guerilla warfare that, at the cost of vast trouble and accom
panied by an imposing escort, a convoy would be sent out
into the heart of some district far from the railway. But then
the supplies which it carried would be consumed by troops
which were not engaged on active operation at the moment
because there happened to be no enemy at hand —by troops
which could have been fed without the slightest difficulty on
the railway. Sometimes the very column which had escorted
a convoy far afield would bivouac by the convoy tillits con
tents were consumed, and would then escort the empty wagons
back. That this occurred so often can only be attributed
to a failure to realize the interdependence which exists between
the administration of supply and the strategy of the campaign.
The commander who does not realize this interdependence,
and who does not frame his general plans of operations with
itin view, willassuredly not make the most of that aggregate
of righting men and animals and non-combatants and trans
port and stores which make up his command, under the con
ditions usually prevailing in small wars.
But on the other hand the principle of holding back the
bulk of the troops and pushing supplies on ahead, must not
be carried too far. The supplies must move under adequate
escort and must be guarded by a sufficient force when they
have reached their destination. As the escorts and guards
consume supplies, the great object is to reduce them to a
minimum, and the best means of doing this is to create fortified
depots inthe enemy's country, where the supplies are collected
and stored ready for the army to use when itadvances inforce.
Or it may be necessary, as suggested above, to push out a
portion of the army to fight its way into the theatre of war and
to holdits ground, while supplies are moved forward inrear of it
and collected under its protection, the rest of the force remain
ing at the base waiting till all is ready. But however the
E
(8336)
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operation is carried out, the broad principle is to advance with
the smallest force consistent with safety under the given
circumstances, and to store sufficient food for the whole army
to be enabled to perform its allotted task. The Russian cam
paigns in 1879 and 1880 against the Turkomans, and the ad
vance of the British troops form the Suez Canal to the Nile
delta in 1882, afford fine examples of this great principle of
conducting a small war in a desert country.
Examples
illustrating
this.

(1) In 1879 a Russian army of some 16,000 men under General Loma
kin was detailed to move from the Caspian Sea into the Turkoman country
and subdue its people. A place called Chikislar, in somewhat unhealthy
surroundings near the southern end of the sea, was made the base, and there
elaborate preparations of all kinds was made for the campaign. But the
enterprise failed disastrously, mainly owing to a disregard of the principle
enunciated above.
The country between Chikislar and the Tekke oases is not a desert, but it
is not on the other hand a district which a large army could live uponThe greater part of the distance to be traversed was practically free of any
formidable hostile force. But instead of keeping the bulk of his army west
of the Caspian Sea while supplies were collecting, General Lomakin assembled
his troops immediately at Chikislar, they ate up the supplies as fast as they
were disembarked, and, as a consequence, the large force was for months
detained in an unhealthy locality. Depots of supplies were not formed in
advance along the line to be followed, and when the army eventually moved
forward it was followed by a gigantic but nevertheless insufficient transport
train. The difficulty of feeding the troops grew from day to day. Nothing
could, indeed, more clearly show the fatal effects of a failure to grasp the
essential principles of supplying an army operating in a desert country, and
of a defective organization of the commissariat and transport services, than
the fact that only 1,400 fighting men out of the original force of over 16,000
could be assembled for the one battle of the campaign the disastrous
assault on Denghil Tepe.

—

(2) General Skobelef the following year conducted the campaign on
altogether different lines. He did not assemble his main body at Chikislar
tillthe last moment. He pushed out small bodies and formed defensive
posts on the intended line of operations, where he stored provisions for
the army he was about to lead to Denghil Tepe. He recognised that the
campaign he was undertaking hinged upon supply, and with this constantly
inview, everything was arranged for deliberately and in advance. His system
was slow, but it was absolutely sure. Itis indeed a remarkable illustra
tion of the great influence which the question of supply exerts over the con
duct and course of small wars, that a leader like Skobelef, whose daring and

rt
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resolution had been so signally conspicuous two years before in the campaign
in Bulgaria against the formidable Turkish troops, should, while operating
against the feeble military forces of the Tekke Turkomans, be found spending
months in organizing his commissariat and in forming advanced food dep6ts,
while he must from his intrepid disposition have been even more anxious
than were the Russian army and the Russian people to wipe out promptly
the disgrace of the previous year's disaster. In the end organization and
calculation triumphed, and the campaign concluded with a brilliant success.

(3) The Egyptian campaign of 1882 differed from those against the
Turkomans above referred to in that the distance was short, and that the
line of advance from Ismailia was through country held strongly by the
enemy. To ensure the water supply it was of vital importance to secure the
Kassassin lock on the sweet water canal, which marked the course of the
proposed line of operations, and owing to the difficulty of forwarding sup
plies up to this point is was necessary to send the smallest possible force to
seize it, and to hold it. Therefore a mere fraction of the expeditionary force
was pushed to the front and bore the brunt of the Egyptian attacks, while the
bulk of itremained idle at Ismailia and was only moved forward when
sufficient foodhad been collected for itto operate with rapidity and decision.
The operations lasting up to the fight of Tel el Kebir serve as a model of
how a campaign should be conducted in a country where the transport of
supplies is a main difficulty.

The difficulty of supplying an army in warfare of this class
may arise from the nature of the country as in Tirah and in
the district about Ismailia, or from the great distances to be
traversed as in the Turkoman campaigns and in South Africa,
or from both, as was the case inLord Wolseley's Nile Expe
dition and the later campaigns which broke up the Mahdist
power. But the principle remains the same.
Before finishing this chapter on supply as affecting the Example of a
f
course of small wars, an example may be cited of a campaign
where this question decided the selection of the actual theatre selected
of war. The Nile Expedition of 1884-85, serves this pur- r^ns of
pose well. Apart from the exigencies of supply, the shortest suPP^-r
route by far to Khartum was that from Suakin vid Berber :
but between Suakin and Berber, water is only to be found in
a few wells scattered far apart, so it would have been necessary
to carry water ; and as a great part of the Egyptian Sudan
north of Khartum is practically a desert, a force advancing
(8336)
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through itneeds

a vast transport train to carry its food

unless

it follows the line of the great natural highway of the Nile.
But an army following the course of the great river was free
of all anxiety as to water, and was able, by using boats as
shown in an earlier paragraph, to dispense with the huge trains
of transport animals which usually form so essential a feature
of a desert campaign. Thus it was that the supply question
almost necessarily made the Nile valley the theatre of the
campaign for the relief of Khartum, instead of the desert
between Suakin and Berber.
The Nile
This Nile Expedition has been frequently referred to
Like many of the Russian cam
a remarkable throughout this chapter.
'
Pai
n
8i
in
like
the
French
Madagascar expedition of 1895,
n8
Asia
of P SnBS
this chapter, and like many other small wars, it was essentially a campaign
against nature, a struggle against the difficulties arising from
supplying the wants of troops traversing great stretches of
desert country. But it had this peculiarity —it was a cam
paign not only against nature but also against time, because
it was undertaken to relieve a beleagured city. For this
reason, and also because of the remarkable manner in which
its phases demonstrate the influence which the question of
food and water may exert over a small war, an outline account
of it from the point of view of supply will not be out of place
in closing the subject.

tKuVeet

Sketch of this
From Lower Egypt to the second cataract at Wadi Haifa, the railways
campaign
along its course and the numerous steamers upon its waters make the Nile
from the
an( j g vaj]
ey an excellent line of operations for a small
, ?,army.
, For this?
. .
point or view
r., _,
?_
reason the Nile Expedition may be taken as having had its base at Wadi
of supply
Haifa.
Above Wadi Haifa up to the Third Cataract (see the plan facing next
page) the Nile,at the season when the despatch of the force really commenced,
and for several months afterwards, forms a series of rapids most difficult to
navigate. From the Third Cataract to Hamdab the river offers no difficulty
to small steamers ;but only two were available on this stretch. Armed oppo
sition was not to be expected north ofKorti, therefore between Wadi Haifa
and that point the transport of the troops and their food, and the arrange
ment of supplies for feeding them en route, were practically the only points
to be thought of. The campaign proper would only begin after passing Korti.
?

1
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Lord Wolseley's plan was to start his force from Korti with 100 days'
supplies, which, supplemented by supplies which would be conveyed across
the desert from Korosko to Abu Hamed as soon as that point had been
reached, it was hoped would carry the army from Korti to Khartum. The
force was to row itself from Wadi Haifa to Kortiin the boats specially sent
out for the purpose, carrying its 100 days' supplies with itand fed by the
way from depdts established in advance along the route. A small mounted
detachment and the specially organized camel corps, however, marched the
whole way.
The first thing, therefore, was to push on supplies by every available
means so that the whole force should be fed on its way toKorti, and so that
there should be sufficient supplies at the front for the mounted troops (who
had not the boat supplies to depend upon) to be able to carry out such opera
tions as might prove necessary. In the meantime most of the troops were
held back below Wadi Haifa up to the last possible moment, although a
small force had to be pushed on to protect the supply depots and secure
the line to Korti.
In spite of the most strenuous exertions, the difficulty of collecting the
necessary supplies along the route and at Korti gave rise to delay. The
force took longer to assemble at its advanced base than had been antici
pated, because food for its consumption took longer to collect than had been
expected. Time was throughout of the most momentous importance. And
so it came about that when the troops eventually began to reach Korti, the
situation had become so critical at Khartum that Lord Wolseley decided to
at once send the camel corps across the desert from Korti to Metemma, to
open up communications with General Gordon. The camel corps had been
organized with the possibility of this contingency in view, although the
original plan of campaign had been that the whole force should move by
river. The difficulty of calculating the time within which supplies can be
stored along a line of communications, even when the enemy has not to be
taken into account, was thus demonstrated before the actual campaign
began.
The force detailed to march to Metemma reached Gubat close to that
point and 180 miles from Korti;but it took 21 days to do so. The delay
was entirely due to supply difficulties, for instead of marching straight
across, it was found necessary to form a depot at Jakdul about half way
where there were good wells, and to send the transport back from there to
Kortito bring up more food, before the rest of the distance could be covered.
The fightat AbuKlea, which willbe referred to in other chapters, had a most
unfortunate effect as regards supply, for the transport suffered considerably
in the action ; and the transport being throughout heavily worked and
getting little rest was seriously crippled by the time that the force had
reached its destination near Metemma.
Khartum having fallen immediately after this and a complete change
having thus occurred in the strategical situation, the desert force after a
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time withdrew to Abu Klea. Lord Wolseley had for a time hoped before
closing operations for the season to capture Berber by a combined movement
of the desert force and of the River Column which was in the meantime
following the Nile, and thus to establish an advanced post at an important
strategical point in anticipation of a campaign against Khartum some
months later. But it was found that the transport of the desert force had
completely collapsed under the strain thrown'upon it, and that the necessary
food for the force intended for this enterprise could not have been carried.
Owing to the supply question the desert force had thus become inoperative.
But the River Column had also become practically inoperative, likewise
on account of supply. This advanced by boat with its 100 days' ration
as originally intended, but, owing to an exceptionally low Nile, the rapids
to be ascended proved to be more difficult than had been anticipated, and the
progress of the column was unexpectedly slow. Aconvoy had been organized
to move from Korosko to Abu Hamed and replenish supplies ;but before the
column reached that point it became clear that, even allowing for this
assistance, the supplies would not suffice to carry it to Berber and back
the already referred to loss of a month's biscuits very seriously affecting the
question. So it became necessary to recall the column to Korti, and the
operations came to an end.
Itmay seem strange that the conveyance of a large store of food from
Korosko to Abu Hamed should have offered no serious difficulties, consider
ing the great distance, 230 miles two-thirds of that from Wadi Haifa to
Korti and across an almost waterless desert. But in this case the camels,
starting fresh, would have made, as it were, a forced march in a very few
days, so that their own food was not a serious item. As long, moreover, as
they reached Abu Hamed with their loads, the operation was successful even
if they then collapsed. Such conditions seldom occur. As the force did
not reach Abu Hamed this notable item in the programme was not actually
carried out ;but itis practically certain that it would have been, had not
the River Column been recalled.
From beginning to end the question of food governed the movements of
the expeditionary force. The question of water also greatly influenced the
operations of the desert force, and introduced this important element of
supply into the problem. It was not the impossibility of getting the troops
themselves to Khartum, with or without fighting,in the short space of time
available which brought about the failure of the campaign, but the impossi
bility of arranging for their supply within that time. And it must be
added that the supply difficulties were enormously increased by the lateness
of the start, by the unfortunate postponement in deciding on the despatch
of the expedition. A few weeks sufficed to convert the Nile between the
second and third cataracts from a great waterway up which the steamers
from below Wadi Haifa could have steamed with ease, into a succession of
tortuous rapids passable only with difficulty by small boats.
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CHAPTEE VI.
Boldness

and

vigour

conducting

the

essence

such

of

effectively

operations.

Itis an established canon of the art of war that the seizure The
of the initiative at the outset and its maintenance thencefor- imfciatlve>
ward, is one of the best assured means of commanding success.
To dominate the course of operations, to hold the lead and
compel the antagonist to follow suit, is the way to achieve
the victory.
In an earlier chapter it has been pointed out that the Forced upon
conditions which bring about small wars are such as generally armyTo^start
to throw upon the regular troops the responsibility of acting. with.
Whether the object with which it enters upon hostilities be
to wipe out an insult, to repress a rebellion, or to consolidate
a conquest, the onus of opening the campaign willrest usually
with the trained and organized army. It follows therefore
from their very nature, that the initiative in small wars at
the start belongs to the regular force, and that the question
of seizing itdoes not in consequence arise.
Under certain circumstances the enemy will sometimes
make the firstmove. Inan insurrection this is indeed generally
the case it was so in the Indian Mutiny. But rebels,
unless the disaffection has been carefully concealed and
unless the movement is organized and controlled by very
capable leaders, rarely open proceedings by an effective
operation of war. The massacre of a few settlers, the cap
ture of some small defensive post, the banding together of
a few parties of armed and angry men, does not constitute a
seizure of the initiative in its military sense. The campaign

—
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only commences when troops are put inmotion to put down
Promptitude

°

UtSe
of less
moment than
maintenance
of the
initiative
when

operations

bave begun.

Beasons for
this.

the disturbance by force.
In regular warfare between two nations possessing highly
organized military systems, this taking the lead at the outset
i
s an object which both seek to obtain. Each has its plan
„
,
,
.
of campaign. The one that gets the start can thereby dislocate
the whole scheme of operations which has been elaborated,
although prompti
in theory,
by the ,other. But in small wars,
,
,
,
,
tude in opening hostilities is more or less incumbent on the
regular army, there are not the same reasons for precipitating
events. The opponents have no intricate mobilization
system which a sudden blow may throw out of gear. Itis
not a case of seizing the initiative, for that is not in the early
stages, except in a few rare cases, indispute. The great point
to aim at is not so much that there should be no delay in
getting into motion, as that when once inmotion there should
be no check. An ephemeral triumph is dearly purchased at
the cost of a subsequent period of discreditable inaction.
For it is a cardinal principle in the conduct of warfare of
this nature that the initiative must be maintained, that the
regular army must lead while its adversaries follow, and that
the enemy must be made to feel a moral inferiority throughout.
They are greatly in
The lower races are impressionable.
fluenced by a resolute bearing and by a determined course of
action. "A la guerre," wrote Napoleon, "le moral et
""
P opinion sont la moitie de la realite —a maxim which is
especially applicable to small wars. "Do not forget that in
Asia he is the master who seizes the people pitilessly by the
"
throat and imposes upon their imagination was Skobelef's
view. The spectacle of an organized body of troops sweeping
forward slowly but surely into their territory unnerves them.
There must be no doubt as to which side is in the ascendant,
no question as to who controls the general course of the
war ; delays must not occur, they cause the enemy to pluck up
courage ; every pause is interpreted as weakness, every halt
_,

.

.

?,.,¦

?.
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gives new life to the foe. That being so, itis essential that the
campaign should not be commenced till there are sufficient
forces on the spot to prosecute the work with vigour, and
till these are thoroughly organized and equipped for the task
which they have in hand, whatever it may be. "Ifyou have
at any period of the operations to halt for some time in order
"
to bring up provisions," says Lord Wolseley, you give the
enemy such renewed courage as to make him often forget the
success you had perhaps already achieved ; he imagines you
halt from fear."
The Ambela campaign, already referred to on p. 49, is an excellent
example of embarking on an expedition insufficiently prepared. The Indian
Government ordered this undertaking against the advice of Sir H. Rose,
the Commander-in-Chief, who pointed out that an adequate transport
service did not exist and that one could not be got ready for a considerable
time, and who wished the campaign to be deferred. As soon as the force
.moved offinto the hills the transport broke down to such an extent that it
was impossible to deliver a blow at the tribesmen who were preparing to bar
the way, and a halt ensued. This decided the Bunerwals, who were waver
ing, to throw in their lot against the British force ;and although they even
tually held aloof their attitude compelled Sir N. Chamberlain to await
reinforcements.
Inconsequence his army was, as previously related, for a
considerable time acting on the defensive and it felt to the full all the
disadvantages of that situation.

Small wars for the most part take place in distant lands.
If they are entered upon without a correct estimation of the
strength and organization of the army necessary to achieve
the end in view, and ifitis found out when the die is cast that
more men are required to ensure a triumph, itis sometimes by
no means easy to get reinforcements within a reasonable time.
For instance, in 1884 the French undertook operations in
Formosa with a quite inadequate force, and, being unable to
afford it any assistance after its insufficiency had become
apparent, they were obliged to withdraw it after it had
gained some ground and had made the French army respected
inthat part of the Chinese dominions.
Once the war has commenced, a delay has the effect of
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giving the enemy an opportunity of organizing his fighting
strength, and this he willnot be slow to take advantage of.
Previous to the opening of hostilities such people often do not
recognize what is impending, and they are in consequence apt
not to avail themselves of the chance which the respite affords
them ; so that at that stage a pause on the part of the regular
troops does little harm. On the other hand the history of
small wars offers many striking examples of the evil which
results when a miscalculation of supply and transport require
ments brings the operations of the regular army to a standstill
in the middle of a campaign, or when circumstances arise in
the course of military events which demand action on its
part for which it was not organized.
Examples of
the evil
consequences
which, arise
from
insufficient
organization
when the
campaign is
in progress.

When in 1880 the British disaster at Maiwand led to the investment of
Kandahar by Ayoub Khan's forces, there were considerable bodies of troops
on the line of communications from Kandahar to India. These, had their
transport service been in effective condition, could have rapidly concen
trated and moved forward for the relief of the threatened city. But, as it
was, the Afghan army was for a time permitted to hold a complete mastery
in this part of the theatre of war, a condition of things which might have
led to very serious results but for the despatch of Sir F. Roberta's force
from Kabul.
Owing to the circumstances attending the outbreak of the Indian mutiny
the rebels for a time secured the initiative. It was due to no want of
vigour, and it was certainly in no way the result of want of foresight, that
the force organised at Allahabad by Sir H. Havelock and Colonel Neill was
unable to move on Cawnpore till the small British force holding out there
in grievous straits had been induced to surrender.
But the delay a delay
arising chiefly from transport difficulties to start with had disastrous con
sequences quite apart from the terrible massacre with which the name of
Cawnpore willbe associated for all time. Itenabled the rebels to gather
strength and for a time to hold a complete ascendancy in the Doab and
Oudh. Itleft them with the upper hand at that most critical stage of a
small war, its opening phase after hostilities have actually taken place.

—

Examples of
decisive
results being
obtained by

promptitude
at the outset.

—

But, on the other hand, occasions willarise when prompt
action at the outset may crush the enemy before he becomes
formidable, and may stave off a troublesome campaign. The

effect of a heavy blow struck without hestitation is always
very great when uncivilized races or guerillas have to be dealt
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with. Obviously circumstances may sometimes attend the
outbreak of a small war when vigour and promptitude may
achieve brilliant results, and when itbehoves the commander
to strike at once even with inferior forces. This course is, of
course, the best to pursue if the circumstances promise
decisive results in case of the operation succeeding, and when
the conditions willnot require the success to be followed up.
The campaigns of the United States troops against the Red Indians fur
nish frequent examples of this. But there the detachments in the territory
subject to the hostile raids were kept constantly on the alert and ready for
action. The nature of the warfare, moreover, was not such as to call for a
great development of force demanding elaborate organization. The Indian
forays which gave rise to the punitive expeditions were very sudden, and
they could only be met by prompt and vigorous action.
The affair at Sarras near Wadi Haifa, in 1887, is an excellent specimen
of an operation of this class. A force of Mahdists, the advanced guard of
more formidable bodies, had occupied this point, 33 miles from the Egyptian
outposts. No sooner was news of this brought to Wadi Haifa than Colonel
Chermside, who was in command, arranged for a night march of mounted
troops, so as to surprise the enemy in the morning and to occupy his atten
tion tillthe infantry should come up. The Mahdist force was completely
defeated and Sarras remained free of hostile bodies for some months after
wards. The risk of news of the impending attack of the Egyptian troops
reaching the enemy was averted by the promptitude with which the opera
tion was carried out.

It cannot be insisted upon too strongly that in a small Strategical
war the only possible attitude to assume is, speaking strate- essential,
gically, the offensive. The regular army must force its way
into the enemy's country and seek him out. It must be
ready to fight him wherever he may be found. It must play
to win and not for safety. It was his thorough grasp of this
great principle and his insistence on its being kept constantly
inview which, rather than any transcendent display of tactical
genius or powers of organization on his part, has made the
name of General John Nicholson so illustrious. It is not a
question of merely maintaining the initiative,but of compelling
the enemy to see at every turn that he has lost itand to recog
nize that the forces of civilization are dominant and not to be
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denied. And it must be remembered that the strategical
offensive is not incompatible with acting on the defensive
This not
on the battle-field.
In many recent campaigns the regular
f°
have,
rule,
rces
as
a
when it came to actual fighting allowed
wTth^aetical
defensive.
themselves to be attacked.
The Zulu war illustrates this
;
principle very well Colonel Wood's force at Kambula and
Lord Chelmsford's force moving to relieve Ekowe were both
on Zulu ground, they compelled the Zulus to fight or to
acknowledge inferiority ; but both at Ginghilovo and at
Kambula it was the Zulus who assumed the offensive not the
British, and it was the same at Ulundi.
Effect of
There is one very important point in which the hostile
actionTipon fc>rces met with in small wars differ from those met with in
waverers in °
They swell and contract according to the
great campaigns.
the hostile
, «.
•
•
ranks and
moral effect
which is produced, and quite apart from 7losses in
ac ti°n or from the exigencies of the conflict. Irregular armies
throw intheir always count many waverers, there are always crowds of
, .
,
lot with the
i
warriors ready to flock to the standard in case of victory,
enemy.
even on the battle-field a large proportion of the opposing
force consists generally of mere lookers-on. But these lookerson willbe the foremost in pursuit should the regular army
meet with disaster, and willprobably join in the next engage
ment should it meet with a reverse. A vigorous offensive
has the effect of keeping at home those who hesitate to take
up arms and of thereby diminishing the fighting strength of the
enemy. A bold plan of campaign tends to reduce the hostile
forces to the lowest limits and to disincline those who are
uncompromised from joining in.
i• i

hesitatinelo

.

n

i

-i

?.,.,.,.

The effect of a victory in this respect is well illustrated by the fight at
was initself of little importance ;
but the colonial troops gained a distinct success over the Galekas who made
a concerted attack upon them, and this occurred just as the Gaikas were
about to rise. The consequence was that this latter tribe deferred com
mencing hostilities for some months, by which time the forces in the
colony had been augmented and were far better prepared to deal withthem.
Sir F. Eoberts's action when advancing on Kabul in 1879, in attacking at
Charasia withonly the part ofhis force available at the time, so as to prevent

Ibeka in Kaffirland in 1877. The affair
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threatening gatherings of tribesmen from joining the Afghan troops in their
resistance to the British advance, illustrates the effect which vigorous action
willhave in preventing waverers from taking up arms. A part of the Amir's
army had occupied a strong position barring the way to Kabul, and the
advanced British brigade found its further progress arrested. On the hills
on the flanks were to be seen parties of hill-men evidently meditating mis
chief, and reports gave grounds for expecting that their numbers would
rapidly swell. It was decided to attack without waiting till the other
brigade, which was a march in rear, should come up, and the attack completely
succeeded, the Afghan troops being driven in confusion off the ground.
The tribesmen, as soon as they saw which way the issue was decided, dis
persed to their homes and offered no molestation to the British army, which
occupied Kabul without further opposition. Although, later on, a great
uprising of the tribes round the city took place, there can be no doubt that
the prompt action at Charasia, for the time being, prevent3d a national
movement against the invaders at a juncture when these were in a position
full of danger.

Itmust, of course, happen sometimes in small wars that Even when
C
the regular troops are for a time compelled by the existing arm y f8
conditions in the theatre of war to adopt a defensive attitude obliged to
strategically. It is most unfortunate when this occurs, because cally on the
it puts the disciplined army in a thoroughly false position, fy^^not
The enemy gathers courage, many who have held aloof flock be a passive
to join the hostile standards, the longer the situation lasts, the
more formidable willbe the forces which must eventually be
overthrown. But under these undesirable circumstances the
great tactical principle that a passive defensive is inadmissible
must be kept inview. Itmay not be possible to act decisively,
to carry out great operations of war, or to seize the initiative
in the theatre of conflict as a whole ; but it willrarely happen
that isolated enterprises cannot be undertaken which will
prevent the troops from becoming disheartened and which
willensure that the enemy maintains his respect for the forces
of civilization.
The army before Delhi, in spite of the tremendous difficulties of the
situation, never permitted the mutineers to dominate the surrounding
country. On the other hand the disasters of the first Afghan war are
mainly traceable to the want of boldness and vigour shown at Kabul when
the situation began to grow grave. And itis worthy of note that during the
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Boer war of 1881, at a time when the troops on the Natal frontier were
acting strategically on the defensive, waiting for reinforcements, a cavalry
reconnaissance under Sir E. Wood to Utrecht in the Transvaal assumed
an importance out of all proportion to its military significance, from the
impression which the news of it created among the Boers who were daily
growing bolder, and from the satisfaction which it caused in the British
camps and throughout Natal.

Great

m^defu^on
the
enemy

action.

When such conditions prevail it is, of course, essential
that any offensive movement by the regular army should not
meet with reverse. Any chance of such a contretemps must
be avoided.
But it will often happen that the situation
admits of some sudden stroke being delivered, not necessarily
on a great scale, which will prove to the enemy that the
regular army is only biding its time to regain the upper hand,
and which will exert a great moral effect within the force
itself. Opportunities of this kind must not be allowed to
slip away.
records of small wars show unmistakably how great
*s The
c iimP ress i°n made upon semi-civilized races and upon
by savages by a bold and resolute procedure.
The military
history of our Indian Empire affords proof of this on every
page. From the days of Clive down to the present time
victory has been achieved by vigour and by dash rather than
by force of numbers.
The spirit of attack inspiring leaders
Arcot,
and subordinates alike has won the day for us.
;
their story
Plassey, and Meani may be cited as examples
is familiar to all. And in no campaign has this spirit been
more constantly evinced, and has its influence been demon
strated with such irresistible force, as in that where the enemy
Was from strength of numbers and from the peculiar condi
—
tions which prevailed the most formidable the Indian
Mutiny.
During this great struggle the operations in the field con
sisted, almost to a monotonous extent, of a succession of
combats in which small British columns always attacked the
very superior forces of the enemy, and always beat them.
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Blow upon blow was delivered, and the rebels were never
allowed to strike back. It was not that there was no resist
—
ance far from it ;the mutineers in the earlier stages always
fought with courage, at times they fought with desperation.
Nor was itthat the enemy was crushed by force of armament ;
relatively to the British troops the rebels were supplied with
efficient weapons. It was the spirit of the offensive animating
the British leaders and their men throughout the vicissitudes
of a singularly active campaign, which led to their long succes
sion of victories. Conspicuous for the unflinching courage
and the restless energy with which the operations were con
ducted was Sir H. Rose's memorable struggle in the Central
Provinces. The rebels were given no rest and no breathing
space. Every success was instantly followed up. The cam
paign of Gwalior was not merely a triumph of strategy and
tactics but also of resolution.
Asiatics do not understand
by
such vigour and are cowed
it. The records of the Mutiny
teach us the art of conducting small wars with unmistakable
clearness, and they cannot be too carefully studied as examples
of leadership. In the field after the first few gloomy weeks
the issue never was in doubt, it was only where, as at Delhi,
attack was impracticable, that the enemy was for a time
enabled to hold his ground.
In the Russian campaigns in Central Asia it has generally
been the same. Energy and resolution have been the watch
word. The procedure has been rather to overawe the enemy
by a vigorous offensive, than to bring against him a mighty
force, and the results achieved by comparatively speaking
small forces in that vast territory speak for themselves.
Prestige is everything in such warfare. It is the commander
who recognizes this and who acts upon it, who conquers
inferior races absolutely and for good.
The secret of overcoming such adversaries does not, how- The
ever, lie only in bold attack. In all warfare a victory to be
complete must be followed up. In small wars a single blow successes
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with rigour.
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willoften achieve important results, but a succession of blows
paralyses the enemy. Irregular warriors do not understand
the importance of following up a success at once ; if they
defeat their opponents they are satisfied for the time being,
and they pause to glory in their triumph and to divide the
spoils which they have won. When they find themselves
struggling against a foe who is not content to rest on his laurels
after a victory but who presses vehemently on and gives them
no rest, their hearts fails them and they collapse.
Vigour in
pursuit is as important insmall wars as is intrepidity inattack.
This was well illustrated in a recent campaign. Colonel
Kelly in his daring advance from Gilgit to Chitral acted
upon the principle of giving the enemy no breathing space
to recover from his reverses. After driving the hillmen from
their formidable position at Chokalwat, as a result of some
hours of fighting, he pushed on and completed his day's
march as if nothing had happened. This sort of thing be
wildered the Chitralis. They did not understand it. It was
the same principle as had been adopted in the Indian Mutiny,
where the rebels were always pursued relentlessly, no
victory was held to be complete enough, every success being
followed up as long as man or horse could march. This
method is sound on tactical grounds in all wars ; but in
campaigns against savages and guerillas the procedure is
not merely sound on tactical grounds but also as part and
parcel of the system of overawing and terrifying the enemy
which is the great object always to be kept in view, and
it can be employed with far less risk against irregular
forces than it could against a regular army, inasmuch as
irregulars have so little rallying power.
The alarm which this sort of resolute offensive creates inthe
Small forces
can at times
ranks of the enemy in small wars can scarcely be exaggerated.
perform
exploits of
Amasterful military policy bewilders such antagonists. Moral
great
force is even more potent than physical force in compassing
subsequent
importance
history shows that this is so, and before
by means of their downfall. All
bluff.
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concluding this chapter it will not be out of place to point
out how, in campaigns of this class, a happy appreciation of
this great principle has from time to time enabled soldiers
of decision and resource to achieve most signal results, and
has led to their gaining startling triumphs with relatively
insignificant forces. Dash and audacity displayed at the right
moment have given rise to episodes flavouring the tedious
operations which are characteristic of, and inevitable in, war
fare of this nature, with a spice of romance. Handfuls of men
have overawed a host. Mere detachments have wrested
historic strongholds from the grasp of potentates with warlike
races at their beck and call. For such episodes great cam
paigns offer no opportunity and grand combinations of war
afford no precedent.
(1) The capture of the great walled city of Tashkend by General Tcher- Examples
naieff in 1865, is a case in point. The place contained more than 100,000
inhabitants, and it was defended by 30,000 fighting men. Itwas one of the
great commercial centres of the East, its name was known from Stambul to
the Yellow Sea. Its perimeter was about 16 miles, its ramparts were of
stout design, and its battlements sheltered a respectable artillery.
The Russian General arrived before it with 2,000 men and 12 guns, and
determined upon a coup de main. An entrance was surprised at dawn of day
at two points by storming parties, and these opened the gates. The guns
upon the battlements on one side were seized and spiked. So great was
the effect produced within the city by this daring feat of arms, that its
notables surrendered at once, this in spite of the fact that in street fighting
the Russian troops could not have successfully coped with the great numerical
superiority of their adversaries. Tashkend fell and was incorporated in the
Tsar's dominions from that time forward.
From a number of examples which the Indian Mutiny affords two may
be given.
(2) A handful of civilians were holding out in a bungalow in Arrah
against the mutineers of several regiments from the neighbouring garrison of
Dinapore, who were aided by the inhabitants of the district. Itwas one of
the opening scenes of the outbreak, the rebel cause was in the ascendant
still, and the besiegers of Arrah had heavily defeated a relieving column
from Dinapore under circumstances which willbe referred to in another
chapter. But Major Eyre, who was proceeding by water up the Ganges
withhis battery, heard of the perilin which the little band was placed, and
he deter- ined to make one effort for its succour. He formed a little flying
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column, consisting of a company of infantry borrowed from a small canton
ment close by, of two ofhis own guns, and of a party ofmounted volunteers.
He landed this insignificant detachment at a point a few miles from Arrah,
and marched against the enemy. The rebels gathered in great force to bar the
way, but the petty British force attacked them without hesitation. The
struggle was severe, the odds desperate. The determined attitude of the
small British force, however, daunted the mutineers.and by resolute fighting
itforced its way through the middle of their line of battle. So great was the
effect of the intrepid bearing of the assailants upon the hostile array, that all
resistance to the British ceased when the column was still some miles from
Arrah, and that the garrison was relieved without further conflict. Itwas a
brilliantexploit, not so much inits execution, skilful as this was, as initr
conception. This is the way to deal with Asiatics to go for them and to
cow them^by sheer force of will.
(3) The other instance from the Indian Mutiny is of a somewhat differ
ent kind, an episode which involved no fighting. The story is a familiar
one, and the sequel to it, which does not here concern us, has excited keen
controversy. Just as the British troops after the storming of Delhi had
finally gained the mastery in the city, but while parts of itand many of the
villages around were still infested with armed rebels, a report came to hand
that the King of Delhi, the descendant of the Moguls who had been set up
by the insurrectionary forces as a kind of puppet figure-head upon the
throne of his ancestors, had taken refuge at a tomb a few miles distant.
Major Hodson with only 50 troopers rode out to bring him in. The road
was thronged with sullen angry crowds retiring from Delhi. Around the
tomb the followers of the king were mustered in great force. Their de
meanour was so grim and ominous that it was clear that the least in
decision would change their attitude from one of passive hostility into one
of active resistance, but Hodson's iron willand hardihood fairly daunted
the mob. Not one of the vast multitude dared to lift his hand when,
arrived at the tomb, he rode up to it alone and ordered the fallen monarch
to surrender. No one ventured to intervene when the king was brought
back a prisoner to Delhi. On the following day Hodson under very similar
circumstances, but supported by a somewhat stronger detachment, captured
the king's two sons at the same place.
(4) A fine example of a great military achievement by a force insignifi
by the Due D'Aumale's
cant as compared with that
" opposed to it,is afforded
" Smala,"
attack on Abd elKader's smala "in1843.
is the name given in
Algeria to a nomad settlement an assemblage of families or clans, or even
at times of whole tribes which moves from place to place in search of suste
nance or safety ; with it go its camels and its herds which form its principal
wealth. The general-in-chief had ascertained the approximate position of
the smala, far beyond the chain ofdefensive posts which at that time marked
the limits of French sway, and he resolved upon a combined movement
to attack it. The Due D'Aumale's column consisted of 600 cavalry and
300 foot soldiers. The mounted portion, pushing on ahead of the less
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mobile infantry, came suddenly upon the great gathering, just as it was
taking up new camping ground after one ofits periodic changes inposition ;
Abd el Kader himself happened not to be present, but 5,000 of the Emir's
regular troops were on the spot. The Due resolved upon a bold stroke.
Without waiting for his infantry, without heeding the vast superiority of
the hostile force, he attacked withhis squadrors, profiting by the confusion
in the smala and by the circumstance that his appearance on the scene was
wholly unexpected. His success was complete. The enemy was utterly
dispersed. Numbers of prisoners were taken. Animmense booty in camels,
sheep, and cattle was secured, and the banners and the treasure of the
great nomad chieftain fell into the hands of the insignificant body of French
cavalry. The most decisive reverse suffered by Abd el Kader throughout
his years of struggle with the conquerors of Algeria was inflicted upon him
in what was almost an accidental encounter with a few troops ofhorse.
(5) Another cavalry exploit of later date deserves a mention here. This
was the capture of Cairo after the British victory at Tel-el-Kebir. The cir
cumstances are so wellknown that they need not be detailed. Suffice it to
say, that a few squadrons succeeded, without firing a shot and by mere
exercise of moral force, in competing the surrender of a great Oriental city,
crowded with armed soldiery and containing all the needful means for
driving such a force in confusion from its gates.
(6) Only one more instance need be given Lieutenant Grant's memor
able feat of arms at Thobal in Manipur.
Lieutenant Grant commanded a detachment of 84 men in Tamu, one of
the nearest posts to the town of Manipur when the outbreak occurred there.
On the news reaching Tamu he volunteered to advance and to try to succour
the prisoners believed to be in the Manipuris hands, and he obtained the
necessary sanction.
He advanced for three days, gaining about 30 miles,
driving the enemy before him and marching chiefly at night. Advancing
again on the third night, the party came early in the morning of the fourth
day upon the enemy in force on a stream, the bridge over which the Mani
puris were destroying.
Grant attacked at once, forced the passage and then formed a defensive
post beyond. This the enemy, who had guns, attacked for two days. Then
three days were spent in negotiations in which Grant throughout adopted a
peremptory demeanour and impressed the enemy with the belief that his
force was far larger than it was in reality. The negotiations having fallen
through, the Manipuris attacked again, but they were beaten off and the
following day they withdrew. Grant then received orders to retire. With
this insignificant detachment he had been 14 days in the enemy's country
unsupported, had defeated far superior hostile forces again and again, and
had created an impression among the Manipuris which went a long way
towards re-establishing British prestige in the country.

—

These numerous illustrations of remarkable results attained
by, relatively to the hostile strength, feeble forces have been
(8336)
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quoted not merely to demonstrate what small bodies of regular
troops can achieve in warfare of this class. They serve also to
point the moral which it has been the object of this chapter
to enforce, to teach the great principle that vigour and decision
are at the root of effective conduct of such operations. To
attempt to lay down rules for guidance in such enterprises,
to suggest the conditions under which such exploits may or
may not be safely ventured on, would be wholly out of place.
The military instinct of the responsible authority on the spot
must point the way and must hold the balance.
To the commander thrown upon his own resources in a
distant land, hedged round by dangers and perplexity, out
numbered and perhaps at bay, who sees a great chance open
should he risk all on one single throw, the accepted code of
strategy and tactics is of no avail and the maxims of the
academic school of military thought have small significance.
A reverse means not defeat alone, it means destruction. If
he decides to venture there is no going back. It is in cases
such as this that genius triumphs over theory, and that the
leader endowed with the gift of command knows instinctively
how to act and to create for himself his own rules of conduct.

p
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CHAPTER VII.
Tactics

the regular army while strategy
the enemy
therefore
the object is to

favour

favours

fight, not to

—

manoeuvre.

Itis a singular feature of small wars that from the point of The regular
view of strategy the regular forces are upon the whole at a disadvantage
from the
distinct disadvantage as compared to their antagonists.
point of view
In spite oi sea power, in spite ot the initiative,m spite 01 of strategy.
science, and in spite of the wealth, of the reserve of fighting
strength and of the resources at their back, the trained and
organized armies of the civilized country have undoubtedly
the worst of it as regards strategical conditions, and that it
is so is actually in a large degree directly traceable to the
very causes which establish their tactical superiority, and
which eventually lead as a rule to the triumph of the forces
of civilization. For it is the elaborate organization of the
regular troops which cramps their freedom in the theatre of
war, and it is the excellence of their armament and the com
pleteness of their equipment which overburdens them with
non-combatant services and helps to tie them to their base.
The bonds which fetter a modern army to its starting Couimunica
point result partly from the supply question dealt with in a c^ge^j^.
former chapter, partly from the necessity of replenishing
ammunition and military stores, and partly from the obliga
tions of sending sick and wounded to the rear. They enforce
the establishment of a line of communications and its main
tenance and defence. They hamper the commander's liberty
of action at every turn. In a special chapter dealing with
lines of communications later on it will be shown what a
terrible drain in men they are, and how they reduce the

. .
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fighting force with which it is hoped to decide the issue.
As it presses forwards the regular army drags after it a
lengthening chain which increases inburden at every step.
Moreover, communications are not required on account of
the replenishment of food and war material alone. They may
also be required to afford a line of retreat should a reverse be
met with. An organized force must from its nature maintain
its cohesion, come what may, and it must if beaten hold to
gether as best it can and fall back on its base ; to enable it to
do so it should be linked to this base. Lines of communica
tions are in fact a necessary consequence of elaborate and
systematic organization, of modern armament, of the exten
sive requirements of the soldier of to-day, and of the con
ditions under which a regular army operates. The enemy,
on the other hand, in most small wars works upon an alto
gether different system.
The adversaries with whom the regular troops in these
Enemy, has
little anxiety
campaigns have to cope depend on no base and have no fixed
as to communioations, system of supply. They are operating in their own country.
and operations
Their food requirements are small — what they need they
cannot be
directed
against them carry with them. Each man takes with him all the ammu
nition that he wants. The wounded in battle have to shift
for themselves as best they can. The enemy lives in fact
from hand to mouth, and itfollows from this that he does not
need communications as a channel for replenishing food or
warlike stores, nor does he need lines of communications to
retreat by if defeated. Warriors such as form the enemy in
small wars simply disperse when they are worsted. They dis
appear in all directions, but unless awed by their experience
into submission they are ready to collect again should an
opportunity offer at a later period.
So it comes about that the enemy is untrammelled by
the shackles which so limit the regular army's liberty of
action, a fact which is of great strategical importance ; for
while the organized forces are dependent upon communications

.
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which their antagonists may attack and even cut, they
cannot retaliate.
And as operations directed against an
opponent's communications represent the most effective
weapon in the armoury of strategy, the regular army is clearly
at a disadvantage.
(1) The extent to which the enemy disregards the safety of his commu- Examples of
nications in this sort of warfare is well exemplified by the campaign of 1889 this,
on the Nile, which terminated in the fight of Toski. Wad en Nejumi, the
Mahdist emir, was sent to invade the territories effectively occupied by
Egyptian troops. He directed his advance by the left or west bank of the
river. The frontier post Wadi Haifa, a formidable fortress to warriors such
as formed Nejumi's following, lies on the right bank. Below itthe Egyptian
forces had armed steamers at their command, which empowered them to
cross the river from side to side at pleasure. Therefore from the moment
that he passed Wadi Haifa making northwards, Nejumi was making a flank
march along an obstacle of which his opponents held the passages, he was
leaving his communications at the mercy of his adversary, and he was,
judged by the experience of regular warfare, placing himself in an impossible
strategical position.
Nejumi nevertheless resolutely pressed on. Soon after passing Wadi
Haifa he was attacked in flank and roughly handled by the Egyptian
frontier forces, under Colonel Wodehouse, but he moved on undismayed.
He was eventually brought to a stindstill and defeated, not by the sever
ance of his exposed communications, not by the attacks upon his rear which
his antagonists could deliver where and when they liked, but by an enemy
who confronted him and beat him on the battlefield in a fair stand-up fight.
(2) Another example from Nile warfare is afforded by the situation
previous to the battle of the Atbara. The capture ofShendi cut the Dervish
communications with Omdunnan. No European army would under such
circumstances have maintained its ground and accepted battle.

But it is not alone from the fact that the regular forces The enemy's
are hampered by communications while the enemy is not,
that the strategical advantage rests with the latter. The strategically.
rapidity of the hostile movements, which arises partly from
the freedom from impedimenta and partly from the singular
marching power which are characteristics of irregular warriors,
prejudices the course of the campaign to their great benefit.
Ifdefeated they disperse, so that the victory cannot be followed
up. The regular army finds that some mysterious influence
¦
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will on occasions draw down great hosts of angry foemen to
give itbattle, but those hosts melt away and vanish when their
design miscarries. Restricted by no precedents, governed by
no strategic code, embarrassed by no encumbrances, they
come and go at will.
The doubts and perplexities which such unconventional
procedure causes the commander of the regular forces, has
been referred to in an earlier chapter. He is moving as it
were in a groove, chained to a fixed line of operations and to
a fixed line of conduct, while the enemy enjoys an independ
ence amounting at times almost to absolute freedom of action,
and this freedom of action is a direct consequence of the
conditions under which the irregular warriors assemble for a
conflict. In the hostile ranks there is no solid cohesion and
no mutual reliance. No man fully trusts his comrade or his
leader. As long as all goes well, irregular forces hold together
and obey their chiefs, but in the hour of trial the bonds which
keep the mass intact are apt to snap, and then the whole
dissolves and disappears.
This is not only the case with
even
guerilla
;
mere
bands
when the hostile forces have a
military organization, even when they comprise battalions,
batteries and squadrons itoften is the same.
His power of
In the Afghan wars and in most Indian hill campaigns
sudden
concentration these sudden gatherings and prompt dispersions have been a
and
feature of the enemy's mode of levying war ; after a fight
dispersion,
Afghans and hill-men hide their arms at home and then come
out and welcome troops who are pursuing them. In Spain's
campaign against Morocco in 1859 the bulk of the Moorish
array similarly disappeared after each fight before pursuit could
be organized, but it always collected again a litttle further
back ready for another trial of strength. The French opera
tions against Abd el Kader drifted on for years ; the Kabyle
chieftain would appear withhis following where least expected
and inflict much damage, but he always vanished when an
organized body of troops was put upon his track. Although
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the enemy was of quite a different character, these same con
ditions prevailed in the later stages of the South African war,
it was the difficulty of inflicting serious injury on the nomad
Boer commandos which was the main cause of the operations
being so protracted. Dealing with adversaries who operate
in this capricious fashion, regular troops are, in so far as
strategy is concerned, clearly at a serious disadvantage.
While emphasising the fact that in small wars the enemy Note" that"the
almost always possesses far greater mobility than the regular bg^of
troops, and that strategically this mobility favours the side does not
of the irregular warriors, it is well to point out that the prevent^
leaders of the hostile forces are apt to under-rate the strategical
surprises by
mobility of the disciplined army. They see what a cumbrous the regulars,
machine it is, how long it takes to get ready for its advance,
how tied and bound it seems to be to its communications,
and they persuade themselves that it is incapable of rapid,
deft, and sudden strokes. No greater mistake can be made
than to suppose that because the enemy enjoys the singular
power of sudden concentration and dispersion, and of rapid
transfer of force from one part of the theatre of war to another,
it is impossible to carry out a strategical surprise upon such
adversaries. Indeed such enterprises are to a certain extent
favoured by the contempt which irregular opponents enter
tain for the marching powers of the regular \ It appears
that the Khalifa meant to confront Sir H. Kitchener's army
in a favourable position for defence two marches short of
Omdurman, but that he was not prepared for the rapid advance
of the Anglo-Egyptian forces. An earlier incident inthe re
—
conquest of the Sudan the surprise of Abu Hamed by
General Hunter after a rapid march of several days from
near Hamdab affords another remarkable illustration of
strategical surprise by a disciplined force in a campaign
against adversaries noted for their powers of movement.
Still these examples, and others which might be quoted, in
no wise disprove the fact that in small wars the enemy is

—
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mobility the superior of the regular army and
gains thereby from the strategical point of view.
While laying down the principle that the strategical con
as regards

The better

enemyHhe
less does he
enjoy the
strategical
a van age.

ditions in small wars favour the enemy, it is necessary to
omt out that the extent to which this is the case varies
p
x
greatly with the nature of the hostile forces. For, as already

sho^ jn Chapter 11, these differ widely in their composition,
in their organization, and in the circumstances under which
they take the field in different cases. Sometimes the regular
army has to cope with a military system not unlike its own
the forces of Arabi Pasha in 1882 had, in appearance at
least, a modern organization, and the Chinese troops who
opposed the French in 1884-85 were on the same footing. It
is an undoubted fact indeed that the more nearly the enemy
approximates in system to the European model, the less
marked is the strategical advantage he enjoys.
Strategy is not, however, the final arbiter in war. The
On the
thfadTantago battle-field decides, and on the battle-field the advantage
passes over
passes over to the regular army. Superior armament, the
a
force of discipline, a definite and acknowledged chain of
forces/
responsibility, esprit de corps, the moral force of civilization,
all these work together to give the trained and organized
army an incontestable advantage from the point of view of
tactics.
The tactical superiority of the regular troops is somewhat
Eeasons for
the tactical discounted, it is true,' by the enemy's rapidity of movement
; J
superiority of
the organized when in action, by his power of getting over difficult ground
arm^'
and by the physical endurance of warriors of this class. But
nothing can compensate for the difference in weapons, in
training, in cohesion and in method, between regular troops
and the forces of an uncivilized adversary. Preponderance of
numbers may at times give victory to the other side, some local
feature on the battle-field may turn the scale against the
regular army, the impulse of a ghazi rush may break the line
and smother the efficacy of its overwhelming ascendancy in
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armament. In the hills and in the jungle the activity and
knowledge of the terrain of the enemy tend to minimize the
benefits which disciplined troops enjoy owing to their weapons.
No rule in war is absolute. But under the ordinary circum
stances under which small wars take place, and as a general
rule during their progress, the tactical conditions are all in
favour of the trained and organized force. Man for man, the
fanatic or cut-throat, the hardy nomad or the reckless savage,
may match or be more than a match for the European soldier ;
in the aggregate irregular warriors fail.
And so we arrive at a great broad principle which stands since tactical
***
out clear and well defined amid the vague uncertainties favourable
which enshroud all operation's of this class. Since tactics while
favour the regular troops while strategy favours the enemy, conditions are
e'
the object to be sought for clearly is to fight, not to manoeuvre, c r? Ter!
to meet the hostile forces in open battle, not to compel them to bring
,
matters to a
iir\e
to give way by
having recourse to strategy. Of
course tactical isBue
exceptions to this rule willarise at times. They are rare, how
ever, and it cannot be too strongly insisted upon that, to beat
irregular opponents and savages, the most efficacious plan is
to engage them on every possible occasion.
It will sometimes happen that the adversary takes up Usually
ground eminently favourable to his mode of combat, thus better to fight
the enemy
*.
minimising tactical inferiority, and m such a case it may be than to
better to dislodge him by some manoeuvre not involving 21^^^
battle. Such conditions must, however, be understood to be h™ position,
exceptional. In the majority of cases which present them
selves, the boldest willbe found to be the wisest course, and
—
an assault upon the enemy it may be on his flank, it may be
—
on his rear willprove at once a safer and a more efficacious
procedure than some profound strategical combination de
signed to drive him from his ground without a fight. It
constantly occurs that the opponents of the regular troops
have occupied a position from which it is imperative that
they should be dislodged. Rarely will it occur in such

.
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a contingency that the officer in command does not find
presented to him two alternatives —one of driving the enemy
out by force, the other of demonstrating against his line of
retreat in such a manner that he willmake his escape. But
there should rarely be any doubt as to which alternative to
follow. When there is a chance of a fight it should not be
allowed to slip by.
One single example may be cited in support of this, an
example which illustrates with exceptional vividness and force
the principle enunciated above.
Example of

Tel-el-Kebir,

The Egyptian forces in 1882 had strongly entrenched themselves in the
important strategical position of Tel-el-Kebir, covering the point where the
railway from Cairo to Ismailia and the fresh water canal quit the Nile
delta and enter the shallow depression in the desert by which they reached
the Suez Canal. This depression formed the line of advance selected by
Sir G. Wolseley. The British expeditionary force having advanced to within
striking distance of the Egyptian lines, it was necessary either to carry them
by assault or to pass them by a flank march through the desert. The latter
course would have compelled the enemy to evacuate their entrenchments
and to fallback into the delta, and it would inall probability have brought
the British army on to well watered and highly cultivated ground without a
serious action. But Sir G. Wolseley's great object was to fight a decisive
battle in the desert ; for in the intersected ground beyond, Arabi Pasha
could probably have avoided a general engagement, and could have carried
on a harassing resistance for some time. It was also foreseen that, if
the hostile leader and his troops found themselves being worsted and were
given time for mischief, great damage might be done to Cairo and elsewhere.
The surest means of averting this danger was to inflict a crushing defeat
on the enemy, which would paralyse his further action and which would
enable Cairo to be occupied by a sudden coup.
But the works thrown up at Tel-el-Kebir were evidently formidable, and
to storm them in broad daylight would have incurred most serious loss.
Therefore it was decided to attack the lines at dawn of day after a night
march in line ofbattle. The complete success which attended the execution
of this plan is a matter of history. The issue which might have been decided,
though less promptly and less absolutely, by a strategical manoeuvre, was
left to tactics to decide, and the result was a prompt and brilliant termination
to the war.

Then, again, there may sometimes be a choice between
attacking the enemy, and embarking on an elaborate strate
manoeuvres
which, should it succeed, will achieve
as compared gical combination
Objection to
elaborate
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success, but the execution of to direct
with
difficulties.
Profound plans carefully w lonwhich bristles
Worked out on paper in advance are very apt to miscarry when
they come to be put in practice in irregular warfare, which is
so often carried on in a difficult and not very well known
terrain. In Chapter IXit willbe shown how difficult it is
to ensure co-operation between separate columns and forces
in this class of warfare, and any elaborate plan almost neces
sarily means the attempt to manoeuvre a number of separate
columns and forces with some definite object in view. Therewill often be temptation to attempt some far-reaching com
bination, but in nine cases out of ten it will probably be
better to fall upon the enemy with whatever forces are to
hand and thereby to make sure of a fight, even if there be
no hope of annihilating the foe.

a brilliant and far reaching

A good example of this has recently been provided in the attempt of the
Germans to surround the main body of the Herreros in the Waterberg in
1904. There were only about 2,500 troops with 30 guns actually engaged
in this operation, but, broken up into small columns, they moved very slowly
owing to transport difficulties, and they had to operate over a wide extent
of country before anything like a ring round the Waterberg was completed.
While this ring was closing in the enemy was, however, breaking out through
the intervals, and although there was some desultory fighting, the result was
that the Herreros with their wives, children, and herds, practically all
escaped. They withdrew, it is true, into a district of sand -veld where they
appear to have suffered severely.
A rapid movement of the Germans more or less concentrated and a
sudden attack, would almost certainly have produced a greater moral effect,
and it would have permitted of an energetic and obstinate pursuit by forces
not already exhausted by long marches in a difficultcountry.

In the latter days of the South African War of 1899-1902
it came to be fully recognised that it was not elaborate
manoeuvres, but rapid movement and attack wherever the
"
enemy could be found, which paid. The drives "itis true,
involved carefully and deliberate planning. But that was
a special phase of the campaign, and one which was only
rendered possible by exceptional conditions as regards
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blockhouses, and by the circumstances of the case permit
ting of great developments of force.
Circum
Circumstances will,no doubt, sometimes arise where it is
stances when
desirable
to resort to strategy. If the enemy has taken up a
this principle
does not hold
position so formidable as to make its attack a risky operation,
good.
it may become unavoidable to manoeuvre him out of it ;orhe
may be covering some point the occupation of which with
promptitude is essential, and it may be possible to reach this
by a turning movement ; or the immediate objective may be
the succour of some beleaguered garrison which may be best
effected without fighting. In such cases engagements are to be
avoided, and the general principle above laid down does not
hold good. The following instances where commanders of
regular troops have to a certain extent shirked actual combat
and have gained their object by manoeuvres, and where their
action appears to have been quite justified, may be quoted
before concluding the chapter.
(1) The case of the French march from Hanoi to Bacninh in 1884,
already referred to on p. 55, is a good illustration. The occupation of
Bacninh was most desirable in view of the moral effect which it must
inevitably have in Tonkin, where the general situation gave rise to anxiety.
The enemy was in great force, and had thrown up elaborate earthworks on
the direct line. The French troops would, no doubt, have fought their way
through successfully ifcalled upon, but the losses must have been severe.
By marching round the hostile flank Bacninh fell into the French hands
almost without fighting, and the Chinese in consequence withdrew out of
this part of the theatre of war inhaste.
(2) Colonel Kelly in his advance for the relief of Chitral, while never
hesitating to attack the hostile forces if these attempted to bar his way,
managed by detours over the hills to avoid conflicts insome positions excep
tionally favourable to the enemy. His object was to reach a hard-pressed
garrison with all possible despatch ; the overthrow of the enemy was sub
sidiary to the relief of Chitral, and in this case the judicious course clearly
was to fight when necessary, but not to court battle. The mountainous
tracts between Gilgit and Mastuj were eminently favourable for an obstinate
defence, and the Chitralis showed considerable aptitude inselecting formid
able positions to bar the road to Colonel Kelly's column. In the two actions
which were fought the British commander turned the enemy out of their
positions by pushing detachments round their flanks. With a small force
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having a difficult and dangerous task to achieve, direct frontal attacks
would have been quite out of place. Under such circumstances the broad
principle that an irregular opponent should be attacked and not manoeuvred
out of his ground, cannot be said to apply.

The object in this chapter has been to explain that since The question
irregular warriors have generally the advantage strategically mounded,
over disciplined forces, these latter enjoy a tactical superiority
in virtue of their arms. Before closing it, however, a word
may be said about one especial difficulty under which the
regular army labours in this class of warfare —care of the
wounded. Alike in their movements to and fro about the
theatre of war, and when in the presence of the enemy on the
battle-field, the wounded are almost always a special cause of
anxiety to the regular troops. Strategically as well as tactically
the disciplined army is at a very serious disadvantage inthis
respect.
Fighting against savages, Asiatics, Red Indians, and foes
of that class, the responsibility for safeguarding the troops
who may happen to be placed hors de combat is a perpetual
source of worry to the commander.
Nor does this difficulty
arise only when campaigning against uncivilized races. In
guerilla warfare in civilized countries the wounded can seldom
be left to the tender mercies of the peasants in arms. Civil
strife is demoralising and leads to pitiless reprisals on the part
of soldiery and insurgents ; the partisan warfare in La Vendee,
in the Peninsula, and in Cuba was marked by the utmost
ferocity on the part of the guerillas. Itwas, on the other hand,
a most gratifying feature of the prolonged struggle against the
Boers in 1901-1902 that, even at a time when the British troops
Were sweeping the whole country bare and were burning farms
and collecting the Boer women and children into concentration
camps whether they would or no, when the contest had lost
all semblance of regular warfare, and when the roaming bands
of the enemy were suffering great privations in what had
degenerated into a hopeless resistance to overwhelming forces,
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the Boers almost invariably treated British wounded who fell
into their hands with the utmost consideration.
How this may
Inlater chapters the influence of this question of wounded
, ? ,
hamper the
.
?,
?
ne tactical
dispositions will
on
appear. But quite apart
regular troops
strategically. from
being one of the many causes which necessitate
the maintenance of communications by regular troops in the
field, the presence of wounded —and often of sick will
sometimes seriously hamper the strategical freedom of an
army in this class of warfare, and of this the following episode
is a good example :—: —

*

?

...

—

During the advance of Sir B. Blood's division against the Mohmunds
from Malakand, in 1897, his rear brigade was attacked one night in its
camp by the Mamund clan, inhabiting a district on the flank of the general
line of march. This clan was not concerned in the campaign, but its un
called-for hostility had to be dealt with and the brigade at once undertook
punitive measures. The operations in the first instance led to heavy
fighting, which willbe referred to in other chapters, and they resulted in
serious loss to the brigade so long, indeed, was the list of casualties that
the brigade was brought to a standstill. The wounded could not be sent
away, and to have left them behind under adequate guard would have
weakened General Jeffreys' small force to such an extent that it could not
safely have resumed the coercion of the recalcitrant clan.

—

Other impedimenta, such as supply columns and spare
stores, an army can take with it when it goes to fight, and
if the worst comes to the worst they can be abandoned ; but
the wounded cannot be moved about like this, and they
cannot be left in the lurch. Transport for the supplies and
stores exists, but it may not be available if the number of
This question of the
the wounded grows very large.
wounded constitutes a difficulty quite apart, and at times
this will endanger the safety of the entire force.
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CHAPTER VIII.
TO

AVOID DESULTORY

WARFARE

THE

ENEMY MUST

BE

BROUGHT TO BATTLE, AND IN SUCH MANNER AS TO MAKE
HIS DEFEAT DECISIVE.

In the last two chapters have been pointed out the import- Prolonged
ance of a vigorous and masterful conduct of operations in te™Toided <O
these campaigns, and how their nature tends to render trial
by battle preferable to out-manoeuvring the enemy in the
theatre of war. In this chapter the object willbe to show
how essential it is to prevent the struggle from degenerating
into desultory warfare, to regular troops the most tedious and
harassing form which hostilities can assume.
In campaigns of this class a main object to be aimed at Eeasons for
is to shorten their duration. They take place as a rule in tlns
territories and in climates which do not suit the trained
soldier. Even where this is not the case, as for instance in
some of the campaigns in South Africa, in Morocco, or in
North America, the very fact of being on active service
necessarily entails hardships on the troops, which in time
causes wastage and leads to loss. The enemy fighting inhis
own country suffers far less ; and even ifhe suffers as much
or suffers more, this does not justify the exposure of the
troops to the risks of disease longer than is absolutely neces
sary. The experiences of small wars of the past all go to Troop* suffer
*
prove that the losses in men which the regular army sustains from dl ease
—
are due far more to sickness than to fire and sword accurate
statistics have in many cases been compiled, and they place
this beyond question.
There are exceptions, of course,
—
to this as to every other rule in war as for instance
(8336)
G

-

-
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in the case of the Zulu campaign where the disaster at Isandl
whana brought the wastage due to battle up to a figure rather
—
higher than that arising from disease but in most operations
of which details upon this point exist, and especially where the
struggle has been prolonged as in Afghanistan, in the Kussian
expeditions against the Tekkes and in the case of Burma,
itis sickness and not the loss involved by actual conflict which
saps the strength of the regular army. The hostilities,
moreover, often take place in unhealthy, and even deadly,
climates, in torrid, fever-stricken theatres of war such as
Dahomey and Benin, as Tonkin and Achin ; when this is
so the troops are decimated by illhealth even when the war
is of short duration. In the French operations against
the Hovas, in 1895, they lost 3,400 out of a force of
15,000 ; of these losses only a very few occurred in the battle
field.
Another reason why protracted operations are to be
Supply
difficulties
avoided
has been already dealt with incidentally in a
render
protracted
former chapter. This is the difficulty of supply. The pro
operations
vision of food for man and beast being so very serious a con
undesirable,
sideration inthis class of warfare, itis obvious that, as a rule,
every day's delay means a waste of power. Just as the
supply question tends to cut down the force detailed for the
campaign, so italso tends to cut down the time that is avail
able. In the case of the Nile Expedition, sketched from the
point of 'view of supply on pp. 68-70, it was essential that
the task allotted to the Eiver Column should be completed
within a given period. In all campaigns in unproductive
districts, time must be a very important matter.
TEnemv
And there is yet another reason for hastening the issue of
gains time to
As already pointed out in Chapter VI, the
orgauize his such campaigns.
forces.
enemy is generally far more energetic in organizing his
strength once the operations have commenced, than he is
when they are merely impending. If allowed time the
hostile forces are apt to become much more formidable than
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they would have been had the war been prosecuted
greater rapidity at the outset.

with

This is illustrated by the French operations against Madagascar in 1883
85. The proceedings were, as far as hostilities on land were concerned,
carried out in a very half-hearted manner and they drifted on over many
months. The Malagasies were at the outset unprepared and without organi
zation ;but during the war the condition of their forces steadily improved
under the guidance of Europeans, and they were far more formidable at its
conclusion than at its commencement.
The French obtained satisfactory
terms of peace as a consequence of their blockade of the island ;but the
campaign on land was little better than a failure.

Protracted campaigns are then to be avoided as far as Desultory
0118
possible, and the question how to accelerate their progress
is one which the commander and staff must ever keep in view, prolong a
To ascertain the surest method of shortening their duration
itis best to consider what are the causes of these delays which
are so mischievous. These causes are often preventible causes.
Dilatory proceedings may arise from bad organization or they
may follow from insufficient preparation, questions with which
we are not concerned here. They may arise from lack of zeal
among subordinates, or they may be due to want of energy
in high places. But one of the commonest causes of opera
tions being unduly prolonged, is to be found in their having
been allowed to drift into a desultory form of warfare, and
this is a question of strategy and tactics.
It may be accepted as a general rule that guerilla war- Guerilla
fare is the most unfavourable shape which a campaign can
take for the regular troops. At surprises and ambushes, at to regular
troops.
petty skirmishes, at attacks on detached parties and at
cutting off stragglers, the enemy is usually an adept. Inti
mate acquaintance with the terrain, natural agility, cunning,
and the warlike instinct which is natural in races where
security of life and property does not exist, all combine to
make antagonists of this kind most formidable if the hostilities
are confined to operations of a guerilla character. In most
small wars the enemy inclines to this mode of carrying on the
g 2
(8336)

unfavourabfe
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Indecisire
conduct of
campaign
tends to
desultory
warfare.
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campaign, and shirks more regular engagements, and it
becomes necessary when this is the case to force him into
decisive action. During the French, campaigns against
Abd el Kader it was found almost impossible to get the waryemir to fight. The Spanish armies were confronted by
the same problem, as were the American forces in the Philip
pines. British troops have experienced the same difficulty
inrecent times inBurma, in the South African wars, and inthe
Tirah campaign. It is a feature of most insurrectionary
wars on a small scale, as for instance inMontenegro in1876-77.
The great Circassian leader, Schamyl, kept the Kussians at
bay for years with guerilla tactics ; it was when he formed his
followers into armies and weighed them down with guns that
his cause declined. The Poles in 1863 committed the fatal
error of assembling informed bodies ; had they confined them
selves to desultory warfare, their overthrow would have
proved a far more difficult task for the Russian armies. Still
circumstances often are such that the enemy cannot be
tempted into battle, and adheres entirely to the guerilla form
of making war, and in Chapter XI this contingency is
especially dealt with.
Invertebrate, undecided leadership of the regular troops
induces desultory operations, and guerilla warfare is merely
the most aggravated form of desultory operations. Marches
with no particular object in view or marches with no object
apparent to the enemy, advances followed by retirements,
attacks on hostile positions and the abandonment of the
ground after it has been won—itis operations such as these
which raise the spirits of the hostile forces and which may lead
to a prolonged, costly and ineffective campaign, disastrous to
the health of the troops and damaging to the prestige of the
civilized power which has put them in the field. Every
undertaking should have a definite and distinct purpose,
and once entered upon should be carried out to the end
unless some insuperable objection unexpectedly arises. The
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enemy must be forced to understand that business is meant,
that the regular army intends to accomplish whatever enter
prise it engages in. Half measures are fatal.
(1) The Russian failures in the Caucasus were mainly due to the objectless Examples,
character of their campaigns. They wouldassemble a great force and march
through the forest and over the hills to capture some stronghold, which
they often would find abandoned.
Then they would march solemny back
again, harassed all the way by the warlike Circassians, Georgians, and
Chechens, and would settle down into cantonments tillthe spirit moved
them to undertake some similar spasmodic enterprise.
(2) During the campaign in Morocco in 1859, the Spanish forces allowed
themselves on several occasions to be drawn by the Moors into purposeless
engagements. Although they generally gained a certain measure of success
in these during the actual fighting, they were obliged at its termination to
relinquish what ground they had won ;and the Moors interpreted this into
a victory for themselves. Unpremeditated actions of this kind are to be
deprecated ;they lead to loss for no advantage. On the occasions on which
the Spanish troops deliberately and with a definite object in view attacked
the forces of the Sultan, they were almost always rewarded with signal
success.

(3) The small Russian columns sent against the Tekke Turkomans in
1876-77, afford illustration of the evil of desultory, indecisive operations,
although the Asiatic wars carried out by the military forces of the Tsar against
inferior races have generally been conducted in a very different spirit.
Detachments too weak to effect any good purpose were sent out with no
very clear object in view, pottered about and after a time were driven
back, the result being merely to damage Russian prestige and to confirm
the Turkomans in their hostile attitude.
(4) The campaign against the Mahdists about Suakin in 1885 was opened
by the action of Hashin, consisting of the capture of some hills a few miles
north-west of the town. One of these hills, the furthest off and by far the
largest and most important, was stormed in fine style ;but the bush about
its base was thick, and at this point the action was indecisive. When after
a short time the large hill was abandoned the enemy at once reoccupied it;
and as the British force, after leaving a garrison in zeribas constructed some
distance to the rear, thereupon retired back to Suakin, the Dervishes were
justified in concluding that, ifnot victorious, they at least had not been
beaten. Two days later the British force commenced an advance south
westwards, and the insignificant moral effect which the slight success at
Hashin had exerted over the enemy, was shown by the determined onslaught
made upon it at Tofrek.
(5) Inthe Dutch campaigns inAchin their troops were onmore than one
occasion sent to capture a fortified village which, when captured, was
promptly abandoned. A minor episode in 1874, may be narrated as an
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instance of the objectless fighting which was rather a feature of the operations.
A patrol of one non-commissioned officer and six men with a native drummer
went out further than was intended, and was attacked and driven back,
the drummer being mortally wounded and being leftbehind. Several small
detachments moved out to the place from different points, till some 200
men were engaged, and in the end the enemy drew off. But the Dutch
lost an officer and 3 men killedand 11men wounded, having gained nothing
whatever, for the patrol was merely reconnoitring in advance of the Dutch
lines and the enemy was not in force and was making no attack or even
demonstration.

As a general
skirmishes unless
engage in them.
faites jamais de
Skobelef s. The

rule it appears to be desirable to avoid
the enemy compels the regular troops to
Skirmishes mean desultory war. "Ne
petits paquets a la guerre," was a saying of
tendency of skirmishes is merely to tem
.porarily frighten the enemy, not to inflict lasting injury.
Petty annoyance is the favourite weapon of the guerilla, and
regula~ troops are sorely tempted to retaliate in the same
coin, to haggle as it were with the hostile gatherings instead
of enduring worry and molestation for a season, biding their
time till they can strike home. For instance, using artillery
to drive off insignificant bands willseldom be desirable, they
merely disappear to come again ; it is far better to tempt
them into some rash action, to let them gather strength and
courage and then fall upon them and give them a lesson
which they will not forget. And it must be remembered
that the smaller the scale of a conflict the less does the tactical
superiority of the regular troops tell, for it gives the enemy
a better chance of utilismg to the full his skillin ambushes
and in profiting by accidents of ground ; the larger the
detachment the less liable is it, generally speaking, to be
overwhelmed by a sudden rush.
Sometimes
To lay down as an arbitrary rule that it is better to con
desirable to
ceal
than to parade the strength of the regular army would be
conceal
strength so as improper, for the moral effect upon the adversary of a show
of force is often great. But at times it willbe advisable to
enemy to
fight.
impress the hostile forces with the belief that they are con

Skirmishes
should be
avoided.

/
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fronted by a less formidable opponent than is in fact the
case, otherwise it may be impossible to get them to fight.
Whether concealment of strength is, or is not, expedient de
pends entirely on the nature of the enemy and of the war. Brave
and determined warriors like the Black Flags of Tonkin, the
Zulus or the Achinese, fanatics like the Mahdists or the
Afghan ghazis, rebels who have no alternative but to fight like
the defenders of Delhi, will acept battle in any case. In the
later French campaigns in Algeria on the other hand, in the
Russian operations against Schamyl, in wars against the
Kaffirs, the Maoris and the Burmese, the great difficulty has
—
generally been to bring on a decisive struggle most unfortu
nately for the regular forces.
For general engagements are the object to be aimed at. General
Some losses may be suffered at the moment, but loss is saved the o^jecTfco
in the end. There can be no doubt that pitched battles take be aimed at
the fight out of adversaries such as have to be dealt with
in these wars. The severer the conflict, the more the superi
ority of the regular troops is brought home to the enemy. It
sometimes happens that, even when the enemy gains the upper
hand, the havoc caused by arms of precision convinces him
Isandlwhana, so terribly disas
that the cause is hopeless.
trous to the British troops, opened the eyes of the Zulus to
the nature of the antagonists they had to deal with and shook
their confidence in their own invincibility. The heavy losses
suffered by the followers of the Mullah in the fight at Gumburu
inSomaliland, where Colonel Plunkett's force was annihilated,
counteracted the effects of their victory.

-

#

In1864, in the early days of the Russian operations against Khokand, a Examples,
a gun was surrounded by an immensely
superior force ofKhokandians at Ikan. For twodays the Russians defended
themselves against overwhelming odds ;they inflicted great loss upon the
The moral effect inspired by the
enemy, and finally managed to escape.
fight made by this detachment was very great ;although it was almost the
only conflict of the year itappears to have so gravely impressed the Kho
kandians as to have materially assisted the Russians next year in their
successful attack upon Tashkend, mentioned on p. 81.

detached sotnia of cavalry with
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The British victory at Ahmed Khel over a formidable force of Afghans

who, attacking with great determination suffered very heavy losses, had an
excellent effect over the tribes round Ghazni. When Sir F. Roberts' s force
some months later traversed the same district on the march from Kabul to
Kandahar, no opposition was offered.
In the second attack upon Dargai in the Tirah campaign the British
troops suffered serious losses and only gained the day with great difficulty.
But their victory seems to have enormously impressed the tribesmen, and,
indeed, to have had the somewhat unfortunate result of impelling them
to adopt guerilla tactics during the future operations.

Examples of this might be multiplied. The enemy seldom
fights so well again after having had a taste of the arms and
methods of a regular farce, and this is a powerful argument for
bringing matters to a fighting issue. The records of small wars
prove beyond the possibility of doubt that the campaigns
marked by a few general actions are those which are the most
decisive and the most satisfactory. The Zulu war, in spite of
its unfortunate commencement, is a case in point. The mili
tary power of the Matabili was broken by their attacks upon

the laagers at Imbembesi and Shangani during the first cam
paign in that country. The Indian Mutiny was remarkable
for the readiness displayed by the enemy in accepting battle ;
had itbeen otherwise its final suppression would have been far
more arduous.
The Eussians in Central Asia have been very fortunate in
finding their opponents, as a rule, inclined for decisive conflicts.
AtYedshar in1866, a very large army from Bokhara marching
in Tashkend in the hope of recovering that city, was con
fronted by a far inferior Eussian force. A severely con
tested action ensued in which the latter was completely
victorious. Two years later a decisive engagement was fought
under the walls of Samarcand.
These two battles decided the
Turkestan,
fate of
the capture of Tashkend having given the
Eussians a firm footing in the country to start with. Minor
engagements have been conspicuous by their absence in
Central Asia. Almost every episode in the campaigns which
brought the Cossacks to Bokhara and the sources of the Sir
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Daria was an important operation or war, and to this may be
attributed the extraordinary success which the Kussians
have achieved.
The conditions of the struggle may of course compel the Campaigns
where
enemy to commit himself to decided action, and itis a most circumstances
obli s e c
fortunate circumstance when this is so. In the Abyssinian
J
enemy to
campaign, for instance, in 1868, King Theodore had no choice adopt a
except to trust to the natural strength of his position at COuifse of
are
Magdala
°
with its defences and its guns, and to stand his action
the mosfc
ground when the British troops arrived. The first phase of satisfactory.
the French invasion of Algeria—the overthrow of the power
of the Dey and seizure of his capital —gave the regular forces
little trouble, for there was a distinct objective and one which
the enemy was bound to cover ; as soon as General Bourmont
effected his landing, the forces of the Dey were concentrated
so as to bar the French line of advance to Algiers and they
The seizure of Delhi by the
were of course utterly defeated.
mutineers in1857 was not without a certain advantage to the
British troops, for it led to this point becoming the focus of
the rebel movement, itraised the city into being a strategical
centre of supreme importance, it bound the enemy firmly to
that centre, and it enabled our forces by the capture of that
centre, to strike a blow at the insurrectionary movement which
utterly shattered the hostile chances of achieving ultimate
success. In the Ashanti and Dahomey wars the British and
French columns ineach case aimed at the Eoyal capitals ;Kings
Koffee and Benanzin were forced to bar the way as best they
could and to thus expose their armies to the risk of general
actions in which the regular troops could bring their superi
ority in armament, in discipline, and in leadership decisively
to bear. During the prolonged hostilities on the Eed Sea
Littoral near Suakin, Osman Digna's forces were always based
upon the fertile district of Tokar ; a natural disinclination to
engage in military enterprises long deterred the Cairo authori
ties from occupying the locality ; but when at last in 1891, a

.

.

.
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force was sent to seize and hold it, the sagacious Dervish chief
recognized how far-reaching would be the consequences, and
he made a resolute attempt to stop the Egyptian advance from
Trinkitat ;this led to the decisive engagement at the ruins of
Tokar which finally broke up the Mahdist power in that
theatre of protracted and desultory operations.
Owing to
Battles, then, are the objects to be sought for by the
y°
regular
troops, and since the enemy as a general rule shirks
getting
enem,> to
engagement- in
grounds
exist for
' the open field, the strongest
&
&
accept battle,
it is expedient tempting him to fight, for drawing him on by skilful disposi
6&
tions, and for inducing him to enter eagerly upon the conflict
deeisive'
¦victory when jf he shows" symptoms of inclination for a battle.
,
, ,.
,
,
he does so.
...
.
. .Where
itis so difficult to bring matters to a tactical issue, itis clear
that when efforts in this direction prove successful the fight
should be decisive. The question of luring such adversaries
on to action will be dealt with in a later tactical chapter,
as will also that of flank attacks and turning movements
—
aiming at the hostile line of retreat -forms of operation
rendered very necessary by the importance of beating the
Battles
enemy thoroughly when he is brought to action.
being so desirable and so difficult to bring about, it stands to
reason that when a conflict does occur the opportunity should
be taken full advantage of. It must be fully realised that
mere defeat of the adversary is not enough, the opposing
forces should be beaten so thoroughly that they willnot offer
further opposition. They must ifpossible be in a military sense
destroyed. Decisive victory is to be sought for and not merely

.

n .™

.

?

T

success.
In the Egyptian campaign of 1882, already referred to on p. 92, the
recognition to its full extent of this important principle was a distinctive
feature. Some days before the battle of Tel-el-Kebir, the Egyptian army
came out in force fromits entrenchments and attacked the British troops at
Kassassin, where they were then rapidly concentrating. The enemy was
repulsed with littledifficulty, and was followed up to within a short distance
of Tel-el-Kebir. The Egyptian works might possibly have been carried by
assault then and there without serious resistance being encountered. But
the British forces available on the spot at the time were not sufficient to
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achieve an absolutely decisive victory, the cavalry were not ready to follow
up a success at once, and in any case attack by day on the hostile fortifica
tions must have entailed heavy loss. The troops were therefore recalled,
the attack was delayed till everything was prepared, and the brilliant
result which followed on this temporary postponement of decisive action
justified it conclusively.

The experience gained in small wars of the past seems Battles
then to point unmistakably to the need of so conducting
voided W
operations as to bring about general actions, and if possible losses cannot
decisive actions, and the reasons for this are readily deducible
from the peculiar characteristics of such warfare. But, as
—
pointed out in the last chapter, cases may arise if a be
—
leaguered garrison has to be relieved for instance when
it may be wiser to avoid a battle, if that be possible without
too great a show of weakness.
And when a small force has
some important task to fulfil,the carrying out of which will
tax its strength, it may be undesirable to incur heavy loss
inconflicts not absolutely necessary.
When Sir H.Havelock
first advanced from Cawnpore for the relief of the Residency
—
at Lucknow he lost so heavily in three engagements un
avoidable engagements in which the enemy was signally de
feated —that he was compelled to return to Cawnpore and
await reinforcements, because with his diminished force he
could not have accomplished what he had undertaken. It is
the same when a convoy has to be protected ; an irreducible
minimum of force willbe necessary as escort and if this mini
mum becomes diminished through losses suffered by the way in
battle, the escort is no longer equal to its task and the convoy
may be placed in great peril. The inconvenience which will
sometimes follow from a fight even if the regular force is
victorious, is wellillustrated by what occurred inthe Bayuda
desert in 1885 ; the heavy losses suffered by the column at
Abu Klea and about Gubat, although the hostile attacks were
beaten off with great slaughter, so seriously reduced its fighting
strength that, tillreinforced from Korti, it was barely strong
enough to guard the great transport columns under its
protection.

bTa
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CHAPTER IX.
Division

of force, often

necessitated

by

the circum

stances,

IS LESS OBJECTIONABLE IN THESE CAMPAIGNS
THAN IN REGULAR WARFARE.

Division of force in the theatre of war is generally held
to be bad strategy, and with good reason. An army broken
up into fragments luns risk of being beaten in detail, because
it may afford the enemy an opportunity of throwing his whole
available strength into the scale at some particular point
of the total army which has been
against a mere fraction
"L'art
de la guerre se reduit pour ainsi
put into the field.
dire a un seul principe : reunir en un point donne une plus
grande masse que l'ennemi," wrote Napoleon. Strategy
and tactics alike are held to hinge upon the principle of
securing superiority at the point of contact, and division
of force tends to place the enemy in the position of putting this
principle inpractice.
But even in regular war this rule is far from absolute. As
long as the separated portions of an army are strong enough
to hold their own against any hostile bodies likely to be
brought against them, they run no risk. Circumstances will
often render it impossible or undesirable to move the whole
army as one compact force.
In small wars separation in the field is often a necessary
Conditions of
campaign
In the first
often render consequence of the conditions of the campaign.
itunavoidable place there frequently is more than one objective in struggles
in small wars.
of this nature. Thus in the Afghan wars the cities of Kabul
and Kandahar have always been inthe first instance aimed at,
necessitating at least two entirely different lines of advance.
During the Indian Mutiny, Delhi and Lucknow became two
Usual
objections to
division of
force.
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distinct gathering points of the rebel forces. In guerilla
Warfare the regular army of necessity becomes split up into
many fractions as will be seen in Chapter XI, separation
of force is the basis of conducting operations against opponents
who adopt this method of making war.
Then again, the peculiar circumstances attending the
conduct of small wars often render a separation of force de
sirable even when it is not dictated by the conditions of the
case. The importance of rapid decisive combinations has
been referred to in former chapters. Inroadless inhospitable
districts, however, quick movements of large armies are im
possible, and in such theatres of operations the mobility of a
body of troops is ininverse proportion to its size. Supply is a
great difficulty, and only a certain amount of supplies can be
moved along a particular route within a given time. Opera
tions take place inbroken intersected country where there is
little room to deploy, and where only a limited force can be
drawn up in line of battle. Allthis tends often to make it
preferable, even if not absolutely necessary, to move in several
columns instead of moving concentrated.
Moreover, moral effect has to be taken into consideration. Moral effect
The importance of impressing the enemy with a sense of his ofiu^grouB
inferiority to the forces brought into the field against him,
has been already dwelt upon. There can be no doubt that the
spectacle of several well appointed columns of regular troops
pouring into their territory, alarms the semi-civilized races
and savages more than does a single army, and for this reason
division of force is often expedient. A skilful commander
with well organized forces under his control welcomes an
opponent who moves against him in several separate detach
ments, for, working on interior lines, he hopes to beat these
one by one ; but the chiefs, to whom races such as form the
enemy in most small wars look for guidance, possess neither
the knowledge nor the skill requisite for turning to good
account the division of the regular forces into groups. To

—
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beat in detail an army separated into fractions, a better
military system is needed than tribesmen, savages, or rebels
can lay claim to, or than even fairly organized forces like the
Chinese, or like the Egyptian troops as they existed in the
campaign of 1882, generally can boast of. Therefore, because
invasion by several lines tends to impress the adversary
without as a rule involving serious risk, this plan of action
is often adopted in operations against irregulars, even when
the circumstances of the case do not in themselves dictate a
division of force.
The French operating against Tunis in 1885 invaded the
beylik from several points, and the feeble resistance offered
by the Tunisian people can largely be attributed to the alarm
caused by this procedure of the invaders. The invasion of
Manipur in 1891 was carried out by three converging columns.
In many Indian frontier campaigns, the Black Mountain
operations in 1888 for instance, several columns have entered
the hostile territory and have exercised a great moral effec :
upon the enemy, as was the case when two separate divisions,
one invading their territory from the side of Peshawur and
the other from Malakand, and meeting in the heart of it,
caused the complete submission of the Mohmunds in 1897.
The appearance of numerous distinct invading forces
Enemy
e
no
by°the
on^7 terrifies an antagonist who possesses neither the
profit
situation, and dexterity nor the power to deal with them in the most
effective manner, but it perplexes him and confuses his plans.
several
mg
n tempting to cover all points he covers none. In
forces
endeavouring to arrest the advance of each of the several
invading columns he fails to utilise his fighting strength to
the best advantage.
One of the greatest difficulties which
the leader of a tumultuary assemblage labours under is to
bow the whole to his will,and when irregular forces see their
territory invaded from several points their chief must possess
an exceptional personality, and must enjoy unusual authority,
if he is to keep them concentrated for decisive action.

*
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Many instances can be adduced from small wars to show how
true this is, of which the following may suffice.
In the Zulu war, although Ketchwayo's impis possessed a rude organiza- Examples,
tion, were highly disciplined, and enjoyed extraordinary mobility, the fact
that his territory was invaded at three different points seems to have so
greatly disconcerted the monarch that, although the British operations for
some months were singularly ineffective, he made no attempt to carry the
war into Natal.
Itappears that during the Russian expedition against Khiva, part of the
Khivan forces sent to check the column from Turkestan was withdrawn just
as this reached the oasis, being moved northwards to reinforce the
detachments confronting the column coming from the other side. In con
sequence the Ttirkestan column was almost unopposed.
The Ashanti war of 1874 illustrates this particularly well. The real
line of attack ran northwards by the shortest road leading from Cape Coast
Castle to Kumasi. But three detached forces of limited fighting value
worked independently in support on the flanks. One of these forces,
operating on the left, never penetrated into Ashanti territory at all, but in
spite of this itappears to have contained a large hostile force. Another, on
the right, moved forward parallel to the main attack a considerable distance,
eventually retiring without fighting, but it likewise occupied the atten
The third, which advanced by
tion of considerable Ashanti detachments.
a line a long way to the right, possessed some fighting value and, penetrating
far into the hostile territory, had to overcome some resistance. This column
eventually reaching Kumagi from the right after the place had been
destroyed by Sir G. Wolseley's main body and evacuated, retired by the
same line as the main body had followed in its advance to, and withdrawal
from, the capital. The Ashantis thus having four forces to deal with,
detached large bodies to arrest the progress of two of them, neither of which
were entitled to much respect, and by doing so they weakened themselves
at the decisive point for no purpose.

There is another reason for invading the opponents' terri- Several
tory in several distinct bodies which willin some of these column9nave
advantage
campaigns render such procedure desirable. This is that that, even °if
™
occasionally when great difficulties of terrain have to be ccec

.

.

information of the theatre of tlie others
succeed
war is unobtainable, itmay be doubtful ifthe objective can be
reached at all by any particular line. In such a case it is
clearly a wise precaution to move by several different lines if
possible, since it isiair to assume that all of the routes willnot
prove impracticable. Such conditions are no doubt unusual,
overcome or when accurate
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but history shows that they willsometimes be found to exist.
Inthe Kussian campaign against Khiva it willbe remembered
that the Krasnovodsk column had to turn back on account
of want of water, and that the oasis was subjugated by the
other two. The Chitral campaign of 1897 also illustrates this ;
had Colonel Kellv's column failed to reach the beleagured
fort, it is doubtful if the army advancing from the south
would have been in time to save the garrison.
Itis the case, then, that division of force is at times dictated
Separation
only
permissible if by circumstances, and is at other times rendered desirable
eacli portion by the conditions in spite of the well known strategical objec
can stand by
tions to separation in the field. Splitting up the available
itself.
Difficulty
forces is, however, only justifiable when each fraction is strong
of judging
requisite
enough to stand by itself and to hold its own against any force
strength.
which the enemy willbe able to bringagainst it. This is where
the difficulty arises in planning the campaign, because itis so
often impossible to foresee how far the opposing forces may be
able to assemble inany particular part of the theatre of war.
When itis so hard to estimate the total hostile strength, it
naturally is often quite impracticable to calculate the amount
of fighting power which may have to be dealt with along one of
the several lines of operations. The great mobility which
the enemy enjoys, the suddenness of hostile concentrations,
and the complete disintegration of the opposing forces after
Moreover,
a reverse, all tend to complicate the problem.
there is always a chance that the antagonists may possess a
chief who willknow how to profitby the separation of regular
armies inthe field. At one crisis of the campaign in the Indian
Mutiny the rebel leaders displayed sufficient grasp of the art
of war to gravely imperil the safety of the British armies ;
this was when they launched a formidable force against Cawn
pore while Sir Colin Campbell was carrying out his first
relief of Lucknow —had they been a little prompter, the
Cawnpore garrison might have been destroyed before the
;
Lucknow force could get back to its assistance.
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But it must always be remembered that separation in the Separation
33™18
field is very dangerous to an army if there is any doubt as to when
its superiority over the forces opposed to it. The disastrous superiority
termination to the first occupation of Kabul in 1841-4-2 was established.
in the first instance largely due to the detachment of small
forces far away towards the Hindu Kush. The vacillation of
those in high command soon became apparent to the Afghans,
to whom it seemed as though the invaders feared to
take any energetic action. The forces of the enemy
grew apace, they began operations by swallowing up
the isolated fractions, and these small successes encouraged
the hostile swarms which were gathering so ominously
in proportion as they disheartened the central body of troops
at Kabul. The first Afghan war was, of course, a somewhat
exceptional case, for at the very root of the art of the effective
conduct of operations against irregular antagonists are the
assumption and the maintenance of a dominant bearing inthe
theatre of war. Still,circumstances sometimes arise which,
for a time at least, impose upon the regular troops a cautious
attitude, and when this is the case a splitting up of the army is
whollyinadmissible unless each detached portion can be trusted
to act decisively incase of trouble. The disasters suffered by
the Kepublican troops in La Vendee prior to the arrival of
Hoche upon the scene, were largely due to their being scat
tered about in small bodies, which from their organization and
nature were quite incapable of striking effective blows against
the insurgents.
It is obvious that, the longer the divided portions of an Difficulty of
calculatin g
army are kept
- - apart and the further the distance theyJ have upon
exact
to march before uniting, the greater is the risk of failure, co-operation°
W
When the French were advancing to occupy Bacninh in
forces ,
Tonkin they •moved for some days in two distinct forces, intended
to
the idea being that these should meet at the strong- unite for some
1
hold and attack it from two sides, but one of the
two columns came late upon the scene. The same thing
(8336)
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occurred shortly afterwards in the attack on Hung Hua,
where the plan of cooping up the Chinese was well conceived
but where it failed inexecution. To ensure the simultaneous
arrival of the separate bodies demands very careful calcula
tion of times and distances, even under the most favourable
circumstances. But in theatres of war of which no accurate
maps exist, and of which the topographical features and
communications are imperfectly known, it is almost impos
sible to make a correct forecast of the length of time which
troops will take to reach some spot at several marches
distance. Operations of this character are dangerous in
regular warfare owing to the fact that an alert opponent
may bring his whole army to attack one of the fractions
on the march. In small wars, on the other hand, the fear is
rather that one of the fractions will, owing to unforeseen
difficulties of terrain checking the other, arrive prematurely,
and that the plan of operations willmiscarry in consequence.

>
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CHAPTER X.
Lines

of communications, their liabilityto attack, the
drain they are upon the army, and the circumstances

under

which

they

can

be

dispensed

with.

It is not proposed in this chapter to discuss the proper Organization
organization of a line of communications, a subject which is communica
dn°fc
somewhat outside of the scope of this work. Suffice it to "lons
E^
6 considered
a
say that an elaborate arrangement of posts and depots, a well in detail,
regulated chain of command, and a sound system of decen
tralization under which local commanders are given great
Many
powers, are the essential features of the system.
exist,
unofficial,
explain
official and
which
the
military works
organization. In this chapter the object will rather be to
draw attention to the drain which, owing to the hostile
methods of fighting, the protection of lines of communications
makes upon an army operating in such districts as usually
form the theatre of small wars, and to consider the circum
stances under which communications can be dispensed with
altogether.
The necessity as a rule of maintaining communications
with the base, and the freedom, which the enemy enjoys in
this respect, have been already referred to as showing how,
strategically, the regular troops are in these wars at a dis
advantage.
Communications cramp the operations of the
regular army, they act as a drag on its mobility and they tend
to tie it down. But there is another respect in which lines
of communications in warfare of this character prove a very
serious difficulty—they are often of immense length and are
generally much exposed to hostile enterprises. The con
sequence of this is that their protection absorbs a large
proportion of the forces in the theatre of war.
(8336)
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Lines of communications may lead through districts where
fche temper of the population is intensely hostile, and when
this is the case the posts and depots along the line, and the
convoys and detachments passing between them, are so con
stantly exposed to attack that special troops have to be told
off to provide against it. Not only may operations be directed
against the line by the military forces of the enemy, but the
depredations of the local population are a constant source of
anxiety. Moreover, experience shows that in small wars lines
of communications through an enemy's country are often of
great length, and this obviously adds to the difficulties of their
efficient protection. The distance from Peshawur to Kabul was
160 miles, nearly the whole of whichran through rugged tracts,
infested with turbulent marauders and inhabited by un
friendly tribes. The distance from Zula, the base on the Ked
Sea, to Magdala was 380 miles. From Majunga on the coast
to Antananarivo the distance traversed by the French was
about 230 miles, and for about 130 miles of this they main
tained a regular line of communications ; beyond that point
the force moved as a flying column.
In European campaigns the army which invades the
territories of its adversary can generally cover its communi
cations ; it is indeed one of the main principles of strategy
inregular warfare that an army must do so if itis not to expose
itself to the gravest dangers. The fighting force protects its
communications itself by the direction of its march and as
a result of the extent covered by its frontage. But in small
wars this is impossible as a rule. What happens is that a body
of troops pushes far into a country the whole population of
which goes to form the enemy ; the fighting force at the front
deals with such opponents as it meets with or as strive to
prevent itreaching the point itaims at ;but behind the fighting
force the line of communications leading back to the base
requires a separate force, or several separate forces, as a guard.
When this line of communications is of great length, and when
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the inhabitants of the theatre of war are ever on the alert to
harass the regular troops, the detachments necessary to
render the line secure accumulate until they become a most
serious drain on the available resources in men.
In an earlier chapter it has been pointed out how Examples.
the fear of exposing the communications of the expeditionary
force to menacing tribes, the intervention of which in the
struggle had not been foreseen, brought the troops to a stand
still completely in the Ambela campaign. During the Spanish
invasion of Morocco in 1859, their army advanced towards
Tetuan from Ceuta, and the line of communications was only
exposed to hostile enterprises on one side owing to its being
contiguous withthe shore ;nevertheless it was the case that the
route was never secure and that only strong detachments
could be sent along it with safety. In1874 the enemy closed
in upon the line of communications of the main British force
advancing into Ashanti, and completely severed it at times.
During the Boer war in 1881 the hostile demonstrations
against the communications of Sir G. Colley's force at Mount
Prospect led to his marching a part of the troops at his
disposal back to clear the road ; the result of this move was
the fight near the Ingogo, in which the column was brought
to action by the Boers in a most unfavourable position.
Unless, in fact, an adequate force is detailed to protect the
line, or lines, of communications there is always great risk of
their being cut temporarily or permanently.
It is surprising what forces this guarding• of the com- l^rge
numbers of
mumcations absorbs. In the Afghan campaign the number troops
of troops employed on the Khaibar line between Kabul absorbed
and PeshaWur in March 1880, was more than 15,000 men ;
at the same time the Kabul field force consisted of only
about 12,000 men. General Skobelef made great efforts to
get every available man up to the front for his operations
against Denghil Tepe in 1880, the detachments on the com
munications being reduced to the lowest possible limits

-
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consistent with the safety of the various posts ; yet, while the
army at the front mustered a bare 8,000 men, the troops
on the communications mounted up to about 4,500, or to over
one-third of the whole force. In desert campaigns, where
the wells mark the only points suitable for posts on the
routes leading back to the base, large forces are seldom
required for the defence of the line of communications, because
the number of posts to protect is of necessity small. But,
considering small wars as a whole, this loss of fighting strength
due to the drain caused by the obligation of guarding the com
munications is a distinctive and a very inconvenient feature.
Abandoning
It is partly due to the difficulty of guarding a line of com
communi
munications and to the drain which this creates on the strength
cations
altogether,
of the army as a whole, that in operations of this sort cases
so often occur of regular forces abandoning their communica
tions altogether. But there are also other weighty arguments
to influence the commander when it becomes a question
whether such a procedure, a procedure seldom attempted in a
great campaign, should or should not be adopted.
An army cast loose from its communications enjoys
Liberty of
action which
liberty of action. The very fact of its being so situated
great
the force
gains thereby, shows that it is independent as regards supplies. It can
turn in any direction, and the enemy can only foil its plan
of campaign by meeting it upon the battle-field. This is the
—
reason why the system of flying column self-contained
bodies of troops roaming through the theatre of war—is so
largely adopted in irregular warfare. Small flying columns
form, as a matter of fact, a most effective protection for the
line of communications of an army. They can move out
and deal with any gathering of hostile warriors threatening
the line in decisive fashion, and are in the meantime
unhampered by solicitude as to their own communications
inasmuch as they can always return intact to their starting
point. By employing such columns freely, a chain of com
munications may be maintained, which in reality consists
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merely of detached links. To deal with a foe who resorts to
guerilla warfare, flying columns must be largely employed in
any case, as willbe seen inthe next chapter.
When the army itself abandons its communications and Itinvolves
"
thus becomes a flying column, the fact of its being a self- being™ 3
accompanied
contained force, advantageous as this is in certain respects, by
large
has also very serious drawbacks. For it follows as a matter convoys,
of course that the troops are burdened with wounded and with
great supply trains and columns carrying military stores :
sufficient to make good whatever is expended during the
whole time that the army is cut off from its base. This means
a mass of transport, and all this transport has to be protected.
The size of the train relatively to the strength of the force
depends of course upon the length of time which itis to be
adrift ; but it is in all cases bound to form a troublesome
charge, and it may become a veritable mill-stone round
the neck of the commander if itswells to excessive dimen

.

—

sions.

The conditions of one phase of the Tirah campaign of 1897
were no doubt exceptional, still they afford a most remark
able example of comparatively speaking large forces moving
through a theatre of war as two flying columns. In this case
the Anglo-Indian army burst into Tirah from the rear, striking
the head of the valleys which form that remarkable tract of
country. The object was to overrun this territory of the
Afridis and Orukzais and, having entered it as it were by the
back door, the obvious trend of the invading army was towards
that part of the enemy's country which borders upon the
Panjab. In moving in this direction the invaders were
approaching their own country, and they could advance in
fullconfidence of finding supplies and every requisite prepared
for them. Communications were therefore abandoned and
the army, split in two, descended the valleys of the two rivers
which drain Tirah, each moving independently as a large flying
column.
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In the various campaigns which the British and Egyptian troops have
carried out against the followers of the Mahdi, the principle of moving as a
force independent of communications has often been well illustrated, and
the difficulties caused by the great transport train necessary under the
circumstances, has been made manifest. In the operations of the Desert
column between Kortiand Metemma, for instance, the force was prac
tically a flyingcolumn, and itwas greatly harassed by its convoy of supplies
and stores. When the enemy was found in force near Abu Klea, a zeriba
had to be formed for the convoy to remain in under protection of a part
of the troops, while the rest went out to fight their way to the wells.
During the French advance from the Weme river to Abomey in the
Dahomey campaign, General Dodd's force was practically a flyingcolumn
with a large convoy to protect ;this convoy often proved a sore inconvenience
during the numerous engagements which took place.
At Ahmed Khel, when Sir D. Stewart's force was marching from
Kandahar to Kabul without maintaining its communications, the necessity
of guarding the great trains upon which the army depended, prevented an
effective pursuit of the Afghan tribesmen after they had been beaten off.
During the march of half Sir W. Lockhart's force down the Bara valley
from upper Tirah, the transport columns were a constant source of anxiety,
extending as they did over a great distance on the march and thereby greatly
scattering the force in an extraordinary difficult country.

Question

There is of course a great difference between an army

greatly
merely casting itself loose from its communications for an
affected by
the length of operation which can be concluded in a few days, and the
time which
the operation same army becoming a flying column for a considerable time
involves.

—
and with a view of making some lengthy march the supplies
and stores required for some very short period seldom become
a really serious burden to the force. The final advance to
Kumasi from beyond Amoaful was made as a flying column,
supplies for four days being carried ; but the troops readily
agreed to make their rations last six days, and in conse
quence there was practically no convoy at all. The conditions
were altogether different in the case of Sir D. Stewart's march
from Kandahar to Kabul, a distance of about 260 miles
which took about six weeks to cover, and also in the case of
General Duchesne's finaladvance to Antananarivo, abandoning
communications a distance of 100 miles.
Tartial
Often the abandonment of communications is not complete.
abandonment Although Sir
H. Stewart's force which crossed the Bayuda
of communi
cations.
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Desert to Metemma was to all intents and purposes a flying
column, itleft inrear of it as itadvanced a chain of defensive
posts ; in virtue of their existence it was possible to send
strongly guarded supply convoys backwards and forwards
between the column and its base. This was the principle also
in the later days of the South African war of 1899-1902 when
the campaign had become one against nomad bands of guerillas.
In warfare of this nature there is always risk of the com
munications being cut, and the situation in the theatre of war
infact is sometimes such that itis really very much a matter of
opinion whether a line of communications can be properly
said to exist or not.
But in the case of Sir D. Stewart's march quoted above Examples of
and of Sir F. Roberts's march from Kabul to Kandahar a few
months later, there was no doubt upon this point. The forces their coy?
munications
absolutely abandoned their lines of communications for the for a
™™ era c
time. They were completely adrift. For a space they disappeared into the heart of the enemy's country, and to the
outer world their position and their progress were quite
unknown tillthey reappeared near the goal they were aiming
at. Such incidents are of very rare occurrence in regular
—
warfare the solitary instance of such an operation upon a
great scale of late years has been General Sherman's famous
march through Georgia to the sea. But as long as an army
is fully equipped, is prepared for the enterprise, and is
capable of dealing effectively with any opposition it may
meet with, the undertaking is not necessarily dangerous or
even difficult. And when, in addition to this, the force is
proceeding to some secure point where it can depend upon
establishing its communications afresh, the operation may
become quite a simple one. Inthis latter respect the march
from Kabul for the relief of Kandahar differed widely from
the march of the Ghazni Field Force, for Sir F. Roberts had
a beleaguered force as his objective, not merely a junction with
a friendly army.

. .
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The last Afghan war furnishes another and even more
striking instance of abandonment of communications. This
was when Sir F. Roberts first advanced

from the Kurum

valley to Kabul. Unable to spare the troops necessary to
guard his communications, he organized his army as a flying

Eisks
attending
this.

column and advanced into the heart of a difficult country
against a great oriental city, a city noted as a hot-bed of
fanaticism, guarded by a considerable body of fairly armed
troops, and surrounded by warlike tribes who could be
depended upon keenly to resent the intrusion of an invader
into their territories. In this case a telling blow speedily
delivered was imperative, and it was essential to strike at
once. The force was compelled by the circumstances to cast
itself loose from its communications, and its capture of
—
Kabul was a signal exploit a memorable feat of arms. But
the operation was somewhat hazardous, and it serves rather as
an illustration of the startling results which can in warfare of
this nature be obtained by boldness and resolution, than as
an example readily to be followed in the future except when
there is no help for it.
It must not be forgotten that an army without communica
tions in a hostile country, which meets with a reverse, is in a
—
very serious plight. Especially is this so ifthe population is
as is so often the case— merely waiting for an opportunity
to rise v-n masse and tread the invader down. Hicks Pasha's
force appears to have been destroyed actually on the battle
field of Shekan ;but, isolated as it was inthe desert and with
no line of retreat secure, itis most improbable that, even ifthe
termination of the fight had been les? disastrous, the hapless
army could ever have got back to the Nile. Not the least
important function of a line of communications is that of
serving as a line of retreat in case of need, the posts along it,
fortified as they usually are, afford refuges and pivots of
defence to the army in its rearward march. A force which has
no such line to follow, may have to fight its way through ever
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increasing hostile legions right back to where it started from.
It has no temporary asylum near at hand, where it can gain
a brief respite from hostile attacks and recover from defeat,
and owing to its isolation it runs grave risk of being utterly
destroyed. The disastrous retreat from Kabul in 1844 is a
case in point.
Then there is another matter with regard to an army inconveni
eDce whicll
which has abandoned its communications which should be may
arise
mentioned here. Co-operation between it and other forces from the
in the theatre of war is rendered very difficult because its m^ie to
movements are unknown. Information as to the course of communicate
with bodies
events and of changes in the military situation cannot be with which it
imparted to it. It is in the dark as to the progress of the
operations as a whole. The broad strategical conditions of
the campaign may be transformed without its commander
being aware of it. He cannot communicate with other forces
with which it is desirable that he should act in combination,
in case he is obliged to vary his plan. The inconvenience
which may arise trom this is remarkably well illustrated by
what occurred inthe beginning of 1885 in the latter part of
what may be called the fighting phase of the Nile campaign.

—

The columns which advanced from Kortirespectively to Metemma and
towards Abu Hamed, were flying columns communication between them
and Korti took some days. When Khartum was discovered to have fallen
the whole situation in the theatre of war completely changed, and the
object which the expedition had in view, namely the relief of that fortress,
ceased to exist. The British Government having resolved that the Mahdi
must be crushed at Khartum, Lord Wolseley decided that an autumn cam
paign would be necessary.
He was not aware that Sir R. Buller's column had in the meantime been
obliged tofallback withits transport crippled, and to abandon the steamers
which had come from Khartum. Unacquainted with the actual condition of
the force, he ordered it to move on Berber and to meet General Brackenbury's column there. Then, when he heard of its retrograde movement from
Metemma to Gakdul, he determined, not knowing how completely its
transport had broken down, that the Desert Column should return to near
Korti and that it should then follow the River Column along the Nile, and
he issued orders to that effect. It was not till a few days later that Lord
Wolseley learnt that the Desert Column was quite incapable of undertaking
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any enterprise involving mobility. He was also unaware that the River
Column had met withunexpected difficulties, and that in consequence it was
doubtful if its supplies would hold out. It was only when this news
arrived that it was decided to recall both forces to near Korti. Thus,
detailed orders were twice over issued under a misapprehension of the
existing conditions. This misapprehension arose from the fact that the
two forces wera flying columns and that they had no means of direct and

immediate communication with the commander-in-chief.
Conclusions
as to
abandonment
of communi
cations.

It is clear, then, that many objections exist to an army
abandoning its communications and advancing as a flying
column. Under certain circumstances the course is perfectly
justifiable, conditions will arise in small wars which may
compel such procedure to be adopted, itsaves the drain upon
the available resources in men which a line of communications
almost of necessity involves. But it is not a strategical
manoeuvre to be undertaken lightly, except as a temporary
expedient or as a minor operation of war, and it is absolutely
essential that a force which in this manner casts itself loose
in the theatre of war, should have an organization calculated
to meet the special requirements of the case and based on a
full acquaintance with the conditions of the campaign.
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CHAPTER XI.
Guerilla, warfare in general,

It has been pointed out in earlier chapters that guerilla Guerilla
warfare is a form of operations above all things to be avoided. JJjJJ^JJf m
The whole spirit of the art of conducting small wars is to strive
for the attainment of decisive methods, the very essence of
partisan warfare from the point of the enemy being to avoid
definite engagements.
The inconveniences and dangers to
regular troops when the adversary adopts this attitude, are
fully recognised by competent commanders. But no amount
of energy and strategic skill will at times draw the enemy
into risking engagements, or induce him to depart from the
form of warfare in which most irregular warriors excel and in
which regular troops are almost invariably seen at their worst.
It is only proposed in this chapter to treat of the strate
—
gical aspect of carrying on guerilla warfare or rather of the
means by which adversaries depending on this system of
conducting hostilities can best be dealt with. In those which
discuss mountain and bush warfare, outposts, surprises,
ambushes and raids, the methods by which the hostile
procedure can be best met as a question of minor tactics,
are touched upon in more detail.
The aptitude which such opponents as regular armies
have so often in these campaigns to cope with, display in
harassing the troops who have penetrated into their fastnesses,
is known to all. They revel instratagems and artifice. They
prowl about waiting for their opportunity to pounce down
The
upon small parties moving without due precaution.
straggler and camp follower are their natural prey. They
hover on the flanks of the column, fearing to strike but ready
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to cut off detachments which may go astray. Itis not only,
so to speak, the rank and file who are masters of this branch
of the military art, leaders are produced who excel in con
trolling the scattered bodies engaged in it, and who give to

it direction and vitality. A glance back over the small wars
of an hundred years reveals few chiefs of imperishable renown
in the ranks of the foes who have opposed the forces of civiliza
tion, few personalities figuring large in history. But a few
great names are handed down to us, and these are not the names
of men who led great hosts to battle, they are the names of
commanders of guerillas and banditti. No one to-day remem
bers who led the Khalsa armies at Sobraon, or the Beluchis
in Scinde, but Abd el Kader and the Circassian Schamyl
figure among the great soldiers of the age. Charette and
Andreas Hofer still live in history, not as patriots only but
also as masters of one form of the art of war. Tantia Topi
owes his reputation not to Kalpi and Cawnpore, but to the
months when, with a dwindling following and bound to
a declining cause, he kept the field while the British hunted
him in vain. And De la Rey, De Wet and Botha never fully
displayed their rare gifts of leadership tillthe Boer armies
had been dissipated, and tillthe great struggle inSouth Africa
had degenerated into a thoroughly irregular campaign.
Guerilla warfare is what the regular armies always have most
to dread, and when this is directed by a leader with a genius
for war, an effective campaign becomes well-nigh impossible.
The guerilla has ever been a thorn in the side of the organ
ized force. It was so in the Peninsular war, where the Spanish
partisans proved a formidable foe to the French invaders.
Fra Diavolo and his brigand bands were almost a match
for the veterans of Massena in Calabria.
The Cossacks,
of
this
method
of
contributed
operations,
conducting
masters
almost more towards bringing about the terrible disasters
which befel the Grand Army on its retreat from Moscow,
than did the rigours of a Russian winter or the combinations

'f
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of the able commanders of the pursuing armies. Before the
last Russian intervention in the Balkans the Turks found
the Montenegrins far more difficult to subdue than the
organized Servian armies. Itis because of this that the art of
combating the guerilla method of conducting operations
deserves especial attention when small wars are in question.
Moreover, experience proves that even when there have been
at the outset armies to beat in the field, the campaign will
drift on in desultory fashion long after these have been over
thrown, and that in small wars guerilla operations are almost
invariably a feature of some phase of the struggle.
The terrain has much to say to effective conduct of partisan Influence of
fcTT9111
warfare on the part of the enemy. The Philippines and
Brittany like Castille and Trans-Caucasia, present theatres of
operations eminently suited to operations of this class. New
Zealand, the kloofs and bushland of Kaffraria, Burma, and
Achin, all fitted to a nicety the guerilla tactics of opponents
designed by nature to pursue this form of war. Hilly and
broken ground or districts clothed in jungle growth and
thickets especially lend themselves to these very desultory
operations. On the prairie, on the veld and on the steppes, on
the contrary, guerilla methods can only be adopted by
mounted men, whose mobility at least partially compensates
for the lack of cover as they approach their foe.
Surprise is the essence of such operations —surprise, with Promptitude
and resolution
retreat ere the opponent can recover, as a sequel, and m con- essential to
sequence the combinations of the enemy are of necessity
framed on a small scale. Surprises with large forces are difficult
to carry out. The Boers, itis true, managed some of their most
effective strokes with comparatively speaking strong com
mandos, but the withdrawal of any large force when once com
mitted to action is always most risky. Guerilla warfare, in
fact, means almost of necessity petty annoyance rather than
operations of a dramatic kind. Such capricious methods of
conducting operations are best met by a resolute plan of
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campaign and by an organization favouring rapid and ener
getic counter-strokes.
Surprise can, to a certain extent, be
guarded against by measures taken for security. But the
escape of the enemy can only be frustrated by having troops
ready to follow up at once and to follow up effectively.
Abd el Kader.
The French operations in Algeria during many years of
war will ever serve to illustrate what is the right way and
what is the wrong way of dealing with an antagonist who
adopts the guerilla mode of war. Abd el Kader was a partisan
leader of the foremost rank. He intuitively grasped
the conditions of the case. He recognized at once that
his followers could not hope to beat the trained soldiers
of France in open battle. His personal ascendancy over the
nomads of the south and over the wildBerber hill-men, enabled
him to play the strategist from wherever his wandering abode
might be, over a vast extent of country. For years his bold
and sudden strokes bewildered the French leaders. He had
*

General
Bugeaud's
mode of
crushing him.

full information of their slow, deliberate movements. He
knew when a garrison was drained of troops and he straight
way fellupon it. He cut communications and he swept away
convoys. But by ihe time the French had assembled their
forces for a counter-stroke, and had dragged their guns and
impedimenta to the spot, the hostile body which had done
the mischief had vanished into the desert, or had flown to
some hill refuge whither the cumbrous column could not
follow it.
But when the right leader came upon the scene from
France a great change came over the spirit of the struggle.
General Bugeaud added to great natural gifts a ripe ex
perience. He had served an apprenticeship in guerilla warfare
years before in Spain. He knew the game, and his appear
" Vous
ance on the scene as chief marked a transformation.
aurez beaucoup a oublier," he said to his assembled lieutenants,
and he altered the whole system of campaigning on the
spot. He perceived that he had to deal not with a hostile
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army but with a hostile population, that this population con
sisted largely of clans and tribes of fixed abode, and that to
bring them to reason he must reach them through their crops,
th.ir flocks, and their property. He established numbers of
mobile detachments all over the country to watch centres of
disturbance, and to strike at once on sign of trouble. These
columns owed their strength to rapidity of movement rather
than to numbers, they were kept equipped and supplied
with a sufficiency of pack transport, aitillery and baggage
being reduced to a minimum. Their role was not merely to
disperse the gatherings of the enemy, but also to chastise the
rebels in their homes. The razzias or raids of the Arabs had
been a terror to the French, but General Bugeaud instituted
razzias by way of counter-stroke and turned Abd el Kader's
own methods against the nomad leader. 'Use quand bat il
veut, ileh rche, il poursuit l'ennemi, l'inquiete, et se fait
craindre," wrote Saint Arnaud. Abd el Kader had at last
met his match, and the cause he had upheld so long with
conspicuous ability and unfaltering courage, declined from the
day his great opponent landed in Algiers, in 1841 ,invested
withfull powers.
In campaigns where the hostile tactics have been limited Campaigns
when want of
to surprises on a small scale and to ambuscades, and which mobility and
have drifted on in desultory fashion for long periods, the decision on
want of prompt energetic action on the pait of the regular the regular
troops has generally been mainly responsible for their failure gUer;iiag has*
"
to bring the war to a speedy conclusion. In the protracted n dbad
effect.
Maori war the British operations were carried out with
marked deliberation.
It is true that at times, when
the enemy stuck to his pahs and accepted battle, the
operations were attended with great success, but the
syslem of mobile columns leady to act at a moment's
notice was not put in force, and therefore the Maoris played a
game of hide and seek, and considering their inferiority to the
regular troops they kept itup for a vexatiously long time. The
(8336)
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Kussians during the long years of war in Trans-Caucasia against
the fiery partisan leader Schamyl utterly lacked the system
of decentralized vigour which Bugeaud employed so effectively
under somewhat similar conditions in Algeria. The Kaffir
war in 1851-52 was throughout of a guerilla character, the
enemy not being formidable although greatly favoured by the
topographical features of the country, but the British forces
lacked mobility and the commissariat and transport services
were not organized to meet the case. The slow progress
made by the Germans in 1904-05 in suppressing the revolted
tribes in South- West Africa appears to have been mainly
due to the lethargic movements of forces constantly hampered
by inadequate transport. The hill campaigns of India
illustrate guerilla warfare excellently ; the climate does
not favour rapid energetic movements, the troops are
always hampered by much baggage, and only certain of the
native Indian troops are mountaineers and a match inactivity
for the hill-men ; but the fact that the marauding hilltribes
dwell in villages, the locality of which is often well known,
compensates to a certain extent for all this because they can
be punished by having their homes destroyed and their fields
laid Waste.
Vigorous leadership and the rapid movement of columns
from place to place willnot, however, sufnc3 by itself to subdue
determined adversaries who have resorted to the methods of
partisan' warfare. An elaborate strategical organization is
necessary as well. The principle of constantly harassing the
enemy and of giving the hostile detachments no rest, can only
be put inforce if the theatre of war is carefully prepared for
Experience shows that, if possible, the
it beforehand.
whole area of operations should ba sub divided into sections,
each of whichhas its own military force or aggregate of military
detachments told off to it. This was the system adopted by
Hoche when operating against the Chouans in Brittany, it
was the system introduced by Bugeaud to a certain extent
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when he took over the command in Algeria, it was the system
under which the conquest of Upper Burmah was made good,
and it was the system which, when developed to an
extent hitherto unparalleled in war, eventually compelled
the Boers to submit to the British forces under Lord
Kitchener.
When the theatre of war has been sub -divided into sections,
each section must have its defensive posts, its depots of supply
and its columns. There must be places whither raided flocks
and herds can be brought. The sections must be further
parcelled out into convenient and well-defined areas for the
purpos3 of clearing the country of the supplies which may
be useful to the enemy, to ensure that this process shall be
carried out methodically and completely. How far such
clearance is to be carried out depends of course on the circum
stances of the case ;but itis essential that itshould be carried
out systematically, whether it takes tlfe form of devastating
the country, or whether it b3 limited to the seizure of the
supplies which may be necessary for the troops.
Before proceeding further and discussing details as regards The
the strength and composition of flying columns, it will not be
out of place to refer to the case of a recent campaign which
lasted for years, a campaign in which a huge army of
regular soldiers strove vainly to suppress insurrection in a
territory with a vast extent of coast line although the
disciplined troops had sea power at their command, a
campaign which was only terminated by the intervention
of the military and naval forces of a great neighbour
ing state. As this was a case where the trained
and disciplined soldiery signally failed to overcome the
irregular warriors arrayed against them, it may be worth
while to briefly examine the causes which led to this unusual
result, and we cannot do better than to quote the opinion
of Lieutenant Barnes, 4th Hussars, who was present for some
time inthe theatre of war while the struggle was at its height,
(8336)
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and who thus had especial opportunities for making observa
tions and for forming judgment.
"Although the Spanish Government for more than three years in Cuba
maintained an army numerically far stronger than the insurgent forces,
much better armed and organized, and superior in courage, they were utterly
unable to subdue or even to check the revolt, which spread steadily westward
until the whole island was disaffected. Some explanation of this remark
able fact may be found in the following considerations : The Spanish
troops were obstructed by the intense hostility of the inhabitants. They
could get no good information of the rebel movements, while the rebels Avere
never in doubt about theirs. An insurgent was distinguished from the
peaceful cultivator only by his badge which could be speedily removed, and
by his rifle which was easily hidden. Hence the Government forces, whether
in garrison or operating in the country, were closely surrounded by an
impalpable circle of fierce enemies who murdered stragglers, intercepted
burned stores, and maintained a continual observation.
messages,
" The country
was densely wooded, and in the eastern districts moun
tainous. There were no good roads. This absence of good communications
had a most paralyzing effect on the military movements ; the mobility of
the intangible enemy was, however, unimpaired. Moving swiftly by the
tracks in the forests, the rebels harassed all the Spanish columns and occa
sionally destroyed one. Finally, the climate was deadly. Small-pox,
malaria, and yellow fever filledthe hospitals and drained the fighting units.
"All these are obstacles to success rather than causes of failure these
latter must be looked for in the tactics and conduct of the Spanish forces.
There was a complete absence of any general plan. Columns moved about
haphazard in the woods, fighting the enemy where they found them and
returning with their wounded to the towns when they were weary of wan
dering. Their method of warfare was essentially defensive. They held
great numbers of towns and villages with strong garrisons. They defended
or tried to defend, long lines of communications with a multitude of small
blockhouses.
They tried to treat the rebels as though they were merely
agrarian rioters, and to subdue the revolt by quartering troops all over the
country. The movement was on a scale far exceeding the scope of such
remedies ; it was a war, and this the Spanish Government would never
recognize. Over all the petty incidents of guerilla skirmishing, the fre
quent executions and the stern reprisals threw a darker shade.
" There appeared to be only one
way of stamping out the revolt. Itwas
a case for the subaltern withhis half company operating independently and
fighting the enemy wherever found, sometimes getting destroyed, but
usually hurting much more than he was hurt. This might have been com
bined with a liberal use of mounted infantry or of cavalry acting as such,
all working on some general system and operating in one district after
another. Itwould then have become a very bloody and ferocious struggle,

—
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but the rebels having fewer men would probably haye had enough of itfirst.
But the Spanish troops are not adapted for this sort of disseminated work,
most of the regimental officers having risen from the ranks and therefore
lacking the self-reliance and initiative which are indispensable qualifi
rations."

Itmust be remembered that the Cuban insurgents came of
an intelligent race. They were well armed and most deter
mined. To coerce such a people into submission is no easy
task, as was found in1901-02 in South Africa. But itis clear
from the above account that the broad principles which must
guide the conduct of regular forces engaged in operating
against guerillas were not put in force. Mobile columns
acting resolutely on the offensive were not employed. No
attempt was made to parcel the revolted area out into dis
tricts and to stamp out rebellion in one district after another.
The campaign against the Cuban rebels teaches us what to
avoid rather than what to do.
The sub-division of the theatre of war into sections, each Thesub
<ims:on of
withits commander, itschains of posts, and its mobile columns the
theatre
may be said to be the first step towards dealing with guerilla of war into
sec lons '
warfare effectively. It must be remembered that operations
of this class generally cover a wide area and that considerable
doubt often exists as to the position of the enemy's centres of
activity. Clearing the country of supplies and, in some
cases, rendering it impossible for an enemy to exist in the
country at all owing to no food or shelter being left, may
become part of the programme. If this is to be done
methodically it can be most effectually carried out by areas,
each with its responsible commander. If one area is disposed
of easily while another gives serious trouble, troops can if
nscessary be transferred from one to the other and a re
arrangement of boundaries may take place. It is the only
plan by which a form of operations, which will always be
harassing to regular troops and which may take an inordinate
time to conclude unless method be brought into play, is
likely to be carried out efficiently and economically. The

.
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failure to- work on these lines has been commented upon
above in the case of the Spanish efforts to subdue the
Cubans. In Burma and during the later stages of the South
African war of 1899-1902, this system formed the basis of
the plan of campaign.
The extent of the various sections depends on the nature
of the country, the amount of cultivation, the thickness of
the population, the strength of the enemy, and so forth. No
rule can possibly be laid down on such a subject. But in
open territory like the veld, and when the enemy consists
c.f mounted men, the areas will naturally be larger than in
close intersected country such as hilland bush warfare takes
place in. The area of the sections is, of coarse, also largely
governed by the numbers of the troops available for their
subjection.
Each section must have a certain number of posts told off
to it. By dint of well constructed defence works, such posts
can be rendered absolutely secure, without their proving a
serious drain on the fighting force which may be available the
essence of operations against guerillas is to be found inutilising
the troops available as far as possible for mobile columns,
and that being so the garrisons of fortified posts should be
reduced to a minimum consistent with safety. Inthese posts
supplies are collected ;and if there are many of them, columns
and detachments can move in all directions with little trans
port, always sure of finding the food which they require to
keep them in the field. These supply depots are replenished
from time to time by convoys ; and, as these convoys, unless
they are under strong escort, always offer the enemy oppor
tunities of attack under comparatively speaking favourable
circumstances, a multiplication of fortified posts where convoys
can find shelter facilitates the replenishment of supplies and
reduces the proportion of the troops required for convoy duty.
In the South African war the difficulties of convoying supplies,
added to the necessity of securing the railways, gave rise to
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those remarkable lines of blockhouses, which eventually served
the purpose of riiigdefences enclosing many of the areas where
Boer resistance was most strenuous and where Boer activity
most marked. The larger fortified posts, where considerable
stores of supplies are collected, serve as main bases for the
flying columns, and at these not only food and forage, but
also ammunition and equipment are often stored. It is to
these larger posts that captured live stock is generally brought
for safety.
The nature of the fortification varies according to the
circumstances of the campaign. Inthe Kaffir war of 1851-52
large forts existed which were perfectly secure from the
attacks of an enemy most disinclined to leave his kloofs and
mountain fastnesses except for a raid ; Sir G. Cathcart indeed
took considerable exception to the elaborate works con
structed. On the other hand in Algeria, where a determined
enemy was in the field who could at times come down upon a
garrison in considerable force, large forts were necessary
" for"
security. In the operations inKhodesia in 1896 the base
of a column often consisted merely of some wagons in laager,
with a few men and perhaps a Maxim acting as garrison.
The character oi the defences depends in fact on the
nature of the theatre of war, or the extent to which
the posts are isolated, and on the strength of hostile
resistance.
As flying columns necessarily play so important a part pijing
in operations of this class, their strength and organization columns
deserve special attention. The system which General Bugeaud
introduced in Algeria was not new— General Hoche had
worked on similar lines against the Chouans in Brittany with
brilliant success. The principle of flying columns has since
been used with much effect in the Western States against the
Red Indians. It has also been put in force in Afghanistan,
in Burma, in Rhodesia, and more recently in the prolonged
struggle against the Boers.
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The troops forming such columns must be thoroughly
equipped for the tasks they have to perform, and they should
be able to travel light. Mobility is the first essential. The
guerilla trusts to sudden strokes, and it is of the utmost
importance that the maurauding party should not have time
to disperse and that itshould be attacked before it can with
draw and dissolve. Hoche urged the leaders of mobile
columns to accustom their men to fatigue and hardships
and to keep them in condition. The detachments of United
States troops operating against the Red Indians depended for
success mainly on mobility, and inthe later stages of the South
African war mobility was the main essential looked for in
columns.
The question of the strength to be given to columns de
pends upon the circumstances of the case. In Burma they
seldom numbered more than 300 men, with one or two guns.
In Algeria, where the enemy was brave, resolute, and capable
of suddenly gathering in formidable strength, small bodies
would have been unsuitable ; General Bugeaud recommended
three or four battalions with cavalry and two guns as a proper
strength. Practically, however, ths columns should be as
small as possible consistent with safety. Their composition,
of course, depends upon the conditions of the campaign and
—
upon the terrain on open ground a large part of the force
generally consists of mounted men, in thick bush infantry
alone can be used. In Abd el Kader's days portable artillery
scarcely existed, and it was wheeled guns to which General
Bugeaud so much objected. Guns on mules are by no means
out of place in a flying column of dismounted troops, and may
prove very useful ;machine guns are generally very well adapted
for this sort of work. Where itis proposed to raid live stock,
some mounted troops are indispensable to bring the booty in.
Inthe campaigns against the roving Indians on the prairies,
the United States leaders always depended largely upon
mounted troops ; great distances had to be covered and
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the cavalry became highly efficient at this sort of work
Some of the marches were astonishing, and they often finished
up with a skilfully executed surprise of the hostile marauders ;
infantry were sometimes carried in wagons, but the most
brilliant exploits in these campaigns were carried out by
mounted troops alone. In Kaffirland, and in South Africa
generally, only mounted troops can hope to get on terms with
the enemy if he does not mean fighting. Similarly 0:1 the
steppes the mobile columns are formed of mounted Cossacks
and irregulars. The Kirghiz freebooter Kutebar, in the days
when Russia was preparing for the incorporation of Khokand,
defied all efforts to effect his capture and his subjection for
a decade ; as long as he was at large his meteoric appearances
and his impudent hardihood made him at once a peril to
Russian progress and a scourge to the clans which had
welcomed the arrival of the Cossack —only the most lightly
equipped of mounted troops can hope to cope with such a
foe. As observed above, mounted troop 3are essential to
bring in captured cattle, and, when the enemy's livestock
forim an objective, cavalry columns are the most effective
means of sweeping the booty in frcm over a wide area. In
the desultory warfare in Central Asia against the nomads,
whose sole wealth consists in flocks and herds, the Russians
employed raids of mounted men with conspicuous success. In
the Kaffir campaign of 1877 small mobile columns of mounted
police scoured the country raiding the cattle of the enemy,
and they greatly ass'sted thereby in crushing the rebellion.
The suppression of the rebellion in Southern Rhodesia in Suppression
1896 affords an admirable illustration of the right
method of of,thf. .m
D
rebellion
dealing with guerilla warriors of a certain type. The Matabili, Southern
conquered and deprived of leadership and cohesion, were not
in themselves a formidable fighting race, and they eschewed
all fighting in the open except on one or two occasions during
the prolonged operations. The Mashonas were still less war
like. But the territory affected was of vast extent, the
If.1
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available British forces were small, and certain large tracts
of country were singularly well adapted for the display of
guerilla tactics by nimble savages such as the insurgents
were. The troops employed to stamp out the revolt were for
the most part mounted, but they were assisted by dismounted
friendlies. They were broken up by General Carrington into
mobile columns, varying in strength according to the task set
before them, but often consist'ng of only a mere handful of
men. Although the food supply of these in their rapid
movements over great distances sometimes proved a difficulty,
the fine climate and open air life rendered all ranks capable
of enduring great fatigues and of covering an immense
amount of ground within the 24 hours. Some portable guns
and Maxims were available and accompanied the more im
portant columns, rendering useful service.
The principle enforced, and rigidly carried out, was that
each column had some definite task to perform, and must push
through with it in spite of distance and of natural obstacles.
The scattered impis of the Matabili were hunted down
relentlessly and compelled to fight or to submit. On one or
—
—
two occasions as in the Matoppo Hills the enemy gathered
in considerable numbers, and, profiting by the nature of the
terrain, accepted battle after a fashion. But such favourable
opportunities for giving the rebels a lesson did not generally
pres:nt themselves, and the campaign was essentially one of
surprises and ambuscades on one side, and of vigour and
determination on the other. In 1897, during the final opera
tions against the Mashonas, it was found that the only way
of compelling their submission was to hunt them into their
cave strongholds, destroy their kraals, and finally capture
them in their caves —a by no means easy task ; the method
adopted is given in some detail in Chapter XII. The opera
tions were not of a dramatic kind, but they were singularly
effective. It was the system of Bugeaud and of Hoche
adapted to the special conditions of veld and koppie
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warfare, and the campaign serves as a model of what such
campaign should be.
such The columns
The evolution of the mobile columns which played
•
i
Q fcke South
a
tit
War,
the
feouth
African
stages
a paramount part in th^ later
of
African War.
throws a flood of light upon the subject cf dealing with deter
mined opponents fighting in guerilla fashion.
In many
respecis the conditions of the struggle were extraordinarily
favourable to the Boers for prosecuting paitisan warfare,
although they were not favourable in all respects. Their
commandos enjoyed extraordinary mobility. The vast
extent of the country created almost insuperable difficulties
as regards supply for the British troops. The Boers fought
with a grit and determination worthy of the highest admira
tion, and they were gifted with never-failing cunning and
with rare foresight. But, on the other hand, the veld presents
for the most part a singularly open country, and itis in broken
and wooded territory that the gumlla enjoys the greatest
liberty of action. The British moreover had an enormous
preponderance of force, and i
heir resources inall respects were
practically unlimited.
When it became apparent that the collapse of the Boer
armies, the capture of all \he most important points in the
Transvaal and Orange Free Stale, and the appropriation of
the railway communications throughout the country, did not
mean that the war wai over, but that it was going to definitely
assume a guerilla character, an elaborate system of flying
columns was set on foot. But in the early days these columns
were for the mo-t part only flying columns in th? tens3that
they were self-contained as regards supplies. They consisted
largely of infantry. Their transport was made up of ponderous
ox-wagons travelling slowly. No self-respecting column was
without its heavy gun. Their movements were lethargic,
their spheres of operations were cramped owing to the com
paratively limited distances which they covered day by day,
rarely did they inflict serious loss upon the enemy, and
i
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considering the mobility of the enemy itisnot to be wondered
at that the roll of prisoners taken by them was small. But
in spite of this, these slow-moving columns did most excellent
work. They cleared the country of livestcck and of supplies

Danger ot
very small
columns.

with a thoroughness which the more mobile forces of a later
date could not have attempted. The torpid columns of the
early months of 1901 paved the way for those sudden strokes
and rapid movements, wh:ch culminated in the drives of the
last few months of the war.
Gradually it came to be recognised that to deal with the
roving commandos effectively and to put an end to resistance,
columns must attain a maximum of mobility. This could only
be achieved by eliminating dismounted men and forming the
columns practically entirely of mounted troops. But this
imposed great difficulties owing to the bulk and weight of the
forage which had to be carried. The number of supply depots
had to be increased, and, as these had to be scattered all over
the theatre of war and their replenishment demanded expendi
ture of force, lines of blockhouses were instituted to facilitate
—
the movements of convoys lines of blockhouses which served
a very useful purpose later on inthe time of the drives. Thanks
to this system the now genuinely mobile columns began to do
brilliant work, to make important captures of prisoners, and
to give a display of the art of war in dealing with a guerilla
enemy operating in an extended theatre such has not been seen
before in any country. They covered great distances. They
marched often at night. Their efforts were constantly directed
towards surprising the scattered Boer detachments and giving
them no rest. When by these means contact was gained
with hostile commandos, they struck at once and struck hard.
There was nothing new in the principle underlying their
operations, the novelty lay only in the methods by which the
principle was put in practice.
Although the columns organized to put down guerilla
warfare should be as small as possible they must not be
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too small. If there be any fear of the enemy combining
his forces to attack columns in detail, or of acting on interior
lines as it is called, there must be troops enough to deal
with whatever hostile forces can be assembled. In the
early days of La Vendee, separation proved fatal to the
Republican forces. The peasants gathered from time to time
in great force and overwhelmed the detachments of regulars—
the system of small columns introduced later by General
Hoche was adapted to different conditions, to a more purely
guerilla warfare than when the insurrection was at its
height. InMexico small columns of French and of Imperial
troops suffered very severely when the troubles first broke
out against Maximilian's rule, because the enemy was able to
bring considerable forces against them. In Upper Burma,
where very small columns were adopted during the pro
longed period of pacification, no serious disaster occurred.
Considering the great number of columns operating in a
vast extent of almost unexplored country for many
months, this is very noteworthy; but on one or two
occasions it would have been advantageous had they
been stronger. Sir F. Roberts's instructions were that
"the troops should make their presence felt every
where," and in view of the enormous area to be over
run, the columns had to be reduced to a minimum strength.
During the operations against the Angoni Zulus in the
Mpseni country in 1898, an insignificant force of 400 local
troops with two guns, by dint of rapid marches and resolute
initiative, completely broke up a numerous and warlike tribe,
seizing their cattle when they fled, and attacking them when
ever they made any attempt to stand. The smaller the
column the more mobile it willgenerally be ; the more mobile
it is the more suddenly it can deliver its strokes ; and the
essence of combating guerilla warfare is to hit unexpectedly
and hard. The enemy's game likewise is to hit un
expectedly, but generally not very hard.
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It is very important that flying columns should be made
as independent as is possible within their own sphere of
dence.
operations. Sir ¥. Koberts's instructions inthe case of Upper
"
"
Burma were that the utmost latitude of movement should
be given to their commanders. This principle appears also
in General Hoche's system, and to a less extent in that of
General Bugeaud. In summing up
" the lessons of La Vendee
General v. Boguslawski writes :—": — The leaders of the columns
must be officers who, incertain cases, understand how to depart
from the plan of operations on their own responsibility, if
the general situation appears to have altered." In the later
stages of the South African war column commanders were
always allowed great independence, except when some
combined operation was being carried out by several columns.
Difficulty of
In dealing with guerilla warfare like that in Rhodesia, one
the greatest difficulties to be contended with is that it is
movement^
of
separated
impracticable to issue definite orders to a force operating at
columns.
a considerable distance from head-quarters.
The incon
on
the
Nile
in
by
venience caused
this
early 1885 was alluded
123,
to on p.
although there the operations were not
directed against guerillas. During the campaign in Uganda in
1897-98, which covered an immense extent of country, messages
had to be sent by native runners ;it sometimes took as much as
six days to communicate with a subordinate, and twelve days
to get a reply. The same difficulty occurred inSierra Leone in
1898.
Under such circumstances a great deal of latitude must
be left to subordinates, whose judgment should remain as far
as possible unfettered. It is one of the awkward problems
which an officer with the general control of operations over a
large territory finds himself confronted with. On more than
one occasion inRhodesia contemplated junctions of separate
columns did not come off, but their leaders knew that what
they had to do was to strike at any hostile gatherings with
which they obtained touch, and they constantly acted on
Need for

°^
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their own responsibility in consequence. In no class of war
fare is the need of self-reliant subordinate officers so urgent
as inoperations of this nature, and the lack of such may spoil
the best matured combinations of the chief. Ithas been seen
that the Spanish failure in dealing with the Cuban insurgents
has been attributed partially to the want of an abundant
supply of such leaders, a want which willgenerally make itself
felt in any army in which the bulk of commissions are gained
from the ranks.
"
"
The drives instituted in the closing days of the South The South
African war may be called the last word in strategy directed « drives."
against guerilla antagonists. Inprinciple the drives combined
the system of sub-dividing the theatre of war into sections,
of utilizing highly mobile troops, of acting with the utmost
energy, and of getting the full benefit out of fortified posts.
The plan was practically perfect in theory, and the lines of
blockhouses were there ready to form the barrier against which
the commandos were to be forced. But its execution was
extremely difficult. There was always risk of a gap being left
somewhere, or of the enemy breaking through lines which
were necessarily stretched almost to the breaking point.
"
The drives" achieved great results however, and they present
perhaps the most remarkable feature of that long drawn out
campaign against the Boer guerillas. The method is obviously
one which could only be used after prolonged operations
and after ample preparation, and it would rarely happen that
such heroic remedies would be necessary in operations against
the class of enemy ordinarily met within small wars.
In no cla?s of warfare is a well organized and well served Need of a
intelligence department more essential than in that against f^y enoe
guerillas. Hoche instituted an elaborate system of espionage department
in Brittany, payings particular attention to this very important warfare, and
subject. Guerillas trust to secret and to sudden strokes, and of secrec 7
if the secret is discovered their plan miscarries. On the
other hand, all movements intended against them must be
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concealed or they willbe scared away. Guerilla warfare means
that the regular troops are spread about a hostile country
where all their movements can be watched by the enemy and
where their camps are fullof spies. Experience proves that
partiran leaders can seldom be trusted, and that in all
dealings with them great circumspection is essential. Hoche
discouraged parleying with the rebels by subordinate officers,
"
distrusting their chiefs.
Parle comme si tv avais confiance
"
"
en tout le monde
was the motto of General Bugeaud et
agis comme si tv ne pouvais fen rapporter a personne." Such
conditions call for a very efficient and watchful secret service,
for a trustworthy corps of spies and for a wide awake police,
with a capable intelligence department controlling the whcle.
A well organized corps of scouts drawn from the more
intelligent members of the community who may side with
the regular forces, is an invaluable adjunct to the intelligence
department. Dealing with the partisan operations of South
African races or, "n territories like Cuba , and Mexico, of
rebels, settlers in sympathy with the disciplined forces can
generally be found, whose knowledge of the country and
the people Well qualify them for such work. Moving about
secretly by night scouts of this class can detect and locate
the hostile gatherings, can discover where the enemy has
concealed his flocks, and can lead the columns to the spot
where itis proposed to strike. Inbush warfare, to be dealt
with later on, scouts are generally natives who cannot be
trusted far out of sight ; but Europeans who have long
lived an open air life in a theatre of guerilla warfare, who are
accustomed to track footprints and who are adepts at the
hunter's craft, willmove miles ahead of the fighting force and
can sometimes fix the quarry at several marches distance.
Lack of an efficient intelligence service was one of the many
causes of the Spanish failure in Cuba. In the Peninsula the
French, commanders never got over the difficulty of estab
lishing some organized method of obtaining information as
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to the movements and intentions of the Spanish guerillas.
Until Bugeaud came upon the scene the French in Algeria paid
insufficient attention to this all-important matter, and the
Russians operating against Schamyl and the tribesmen of the
Trans-Caucasian hills were generally completely at fault as
regards intelligence. In the later days of the South African
war the paramount importance of a well equipped intelligence
department was fully recognized, and its work exercised a
great influence on the course of the operations. The Germans
operating inSouth- West Africa have sorely felt the want of an
adequate intelligence service —itis only in armies accustomed
to the varying conditions of irregular warfare that the
importance cf this subject is fully appreciated.
The adoption of guerilla methods by the enemy almost Carrying off
necessarily forces the regular troops to resort to punitive destroying
measures directed against the possessions of their antagonists, property.
It must bs remembered that one way to get the enemy to
—
fight is to make raids on his property only the most
cowardly of savages and irregulars willallow their cattle to
be carried of£ or their homes to be destroyed without making
Antagonists who will not even
some show of resistance.
under such circumstances strike a blow, can only be dealt
with by depriving them of their belongings or burning their
dwellings. When operations are being carried out against
guerillas scattered over great tracts of country, it has
generally been found very useful to send raiding parties
consisting of mounted men great distances, to carry off
the enemy's flocks and herds or to destroy encampments and
villages. As already mentioned the Russians have put this
method of warfare in force in Central Asia, and the French
made large use of it in some of their Algerian campaigns.
In Chapter XVIraids will be considered from the tactical
point of view, here it is only necessary to draw attention to
them as one means of bringing guerillas to book. The raiding
plan is of course somewhat different from the methodical
X
(8336)
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clearing of the whole country such as was carried out in
Objection to
the principle
of raids.

*

South Africa in1901-02.
The objection to raids pure and simple is really one of
principle. To filch the property of irregulars when they are
absent is not the true spirit of waging war against such oppo
nents ; the proper way to deal with them is to tillthem or to
wound them, or at least to hunt them from their homes and
then to destroy or carry off their belongings. But it must
be remembered that the French in Algeria and the Russians
on the steppes have had to deal with nomads who thought
fit to adopt guerilla tactics, and whonever fought if they could
help it ; British troops have had practically no experience of
such conditions.
Eaids designed to destroy hostile depots of food or am
munition of course stand on a different footing altogether,
their value in any class of warfare can hardly be overrated ;
but guerillas, savages, or semi-civilized adversaries rarely
have such depots, therefore the question of operations against
them hardly arises in small wars. The system of raiding the
enemy's cattle was employed to a certain extent by the British
forces in Kaffirland in 1877, and in the suppression of the
Rhodesian rebellion ; but it was not found that these enter
prises had much effect upon the Mashonas in 1897, who held
out till tackled in their caves. In those campaigns great
difficulty was experienced in getting the enemy to fight, as
the French found in Algeria and the Russians in some of their
steppe campaigns, but the South African native races are
not nomads, and it is always nomads who especially prize
their flocks and herds. Of course if the force is actually
short of food, raids may become absolutely necessary ; and
should a body of troops for any reason have been compelled to
adopt a defensive attitude for a time, a bold raid willtend to
re-establish its prestige, and will encourage all ranks at a
time when they may be depressed owing to their unsatis
factory position. But regular troops who can find no better
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means of stamping out the resistance of determined guerillas
than by cattle lifting raids will probably take a long time
to perform their task.
When the operations take the form of pacifying a dis- Pacification
turbed district, as was the case inLa Vendee and as is,indeed, districts. 6
usual during at least some period of a guerilla war, much
judgment is needed. The enemy must be chastised up to a
certain point but should not be driven to desperation. General Hoche inLa
Vendee.
Hoche's system is thus described by Thiers.

" Hoche

devised an ingenious mode of reducing the country without

layingit waste, by depriving itof its arms and taking part ofits produce for
the supply of the Republican army. In the first place he persisted in the

* * *

.

establishment of entrenched camps
He then formed a circular
line which was supported by the Sevre and Loire and tended to envelope
progressively the whole country. This line was composed of very strong
posts connected by patrols, so as to leave no free space by which an enemy
who was at allnumerous could pass. These posts were directed to occupy
every hamlet and village and to disarm them. To accomplish this they were
to seize the cattle which usually grazed together and the corn stowed away
in the barns ;they were also to secure the principal inhabitants ;they were
not to restore the cattle and the corn, nor to release the- persons taken as
hostages, till the peasants should have voluntarily delivered up their arms."

This was a case of restoring order in a great tract of
civilized country where the insurrection was prompted
largely by religious feeling. It was a case of civil war, and
the brilliant French soldier-administrator substituted this
system for the devastation which had been tried by his pre
decessors and which had failed.
Similarly in Burma great care was taken not to exasperate Upper "
urma
the people of the newly acquired province, and to punish
only the dacoits and marauders who invested the country
and were reducing it to anarchy. The country was divided
into groups of posts, each group having troops enough to
garrison all the posts, while a flying column was always
ready to take the field. The operations were especially
directed against the dacoits, villages which harboured them
were destroyed, cattle were carried off and crops impounded ;
(8336)
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but great care had to be exercised not to punish villages
which were merely victims of dacoity. Fines were sometimes
inflicted to make the villagers give up their arms if it was
thought they were in league with the marauders. Butinthese
operations the population was friendly to the regular troops
and the operations were not directed against the people as
a whole.
In the Indian Mutiny, a campaign for the suppression of
rebellion
where the most drastic measures were justified b}r
a
the events at its outset, guerilla warfare was not a feature,
except in the Central Provinces and in some few localities
after the rebel armies had been overthrown. The nature of the
campaign was indeed such that the insurgents were so roughly
handled in action that the country was practically pacified
on the battle-field. But in South Africa in 1851 -52, in 1877,
and again in 1896, rigorous treatment was meted out to the
enemy in crushing out disaffection, and with good results ; the
Kaffir "villages and Matabili kraals were burnt, their crops
destroyed, their cattle carried
" off. The French in Algeria,
regardless of the maxim, Les represailles sont toujours
inutiles," dealt very severely with the smouldering disaffection
of the conquered territory for years after Abd el Kader's
power was gone, and their procedure succeeded. Uncivilized
races attribute leniency to timidity. A system adapted to
La Vendee is out of place among fanatics and savages, who
must be thoroughly brought to book and cowed or they will
rise again.
The subject of how best to deal with an enemy who
deliberately adopts guerilla tactics, and who persists in
resistance in spite of such damage as regular troops
can inflict in destroying villages, carrying off live stock
and trampling down crops and so on, presents a very
awkward problem. Elusive guerilla bands are difficult
to surprise and itis only by surprise that loss can, as a rule,
"be inflicted on them. Hillwarfare and bush warfare, to be
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dealt with in later chapters, are essentially contests against
guerillas operating in exceptionally awkward country who'
can always escape if they wish to. Wholesale destruction
of the property of the enemy may sometimes do more
harm than good, and it is, in any case, by no means
easy to carry out. In the preceding paragraphs the subject
has only been dealt within very general terms as the conditions
vary in different cases ; a plan which may be highly effective
in the one may fail altogether in the other, but the principle
of dividing up the theatre of war into sections, each treated
to a certain extent by itself, will generally be found to be
applicable, and a happy combination of mobile columns and
of defensive posts in the various sections should then bring
about success within a reasonable time.

ft. 4fc^4.vi"WUcs
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Offensive
tactics
generally

imperative.

How theory
of attack
differs in
small wars
from regular
warfare.
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of attack.

Inthe majority ofsmall wars the regular troops generally have
to adopt the offensive on the battle-field as a matter of course.
The enemy declines to attack, trusting to advantages of posi
tion and to such cover as nature provides or as can be im
provised. The Sikhs, the most formidable fighting race
which the British Army has had to deal with in the east,
adopted defensive tactics from choice, when engaged on what
was essentially an offensive campaign. Brave and fanatical
warriors who fight in masses and adopt shock tactics some
times, it is true, compel the regular army to act on the
defensive, to march and to fight in square and to forego
the moral advantage of being the attacking side, but such
conditions are the exception and not the rule.
The great importance of impressing the enemy with the
feeling of inferiority, the advantage of a dominating attitude
in the theatre of war, the value of moral effect, have been
dealt with in earlier chapters. A daring and resolute plan
of campaign affords the best guarantee of ultimate success,
and the same great principle holds good on the battle-field,
as the history of the small wars most unmistakably proves.
When decisive victories have been won by insignificant
bodies of regular troops over great masses of barbaric foe
men as at Plassey, Isly and Meani, ithas almost always been
due to the assumption of a bold offensive, and this gives to
the study of the tactics of attack against such antagonists, a
special interest.
As a broad principle of the conduct of these campaigns,
of successes in action being decisive has been
importance
the
already pointed out. Since fights are difficult to bring about,
and inasmuch as it is on the battle-field that the issue must be
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decided, itis obvious that when an action has been brought
on, mere victory is not enough. The enemy must not only be
beaten. He must be beaten thoroughly. Let there be no
mistake about this—the theory of attack when regular troops
are pitted against irregulars, differs fundamentally from the
theory of attack designed to meet the case of great operations
between armies of the first class.
On the European battle-field the end to be attained in
attack is, in the ordinary course, to drive the enemy out of
his position. The general, intent upon the progress of the
action inhis coign of vantage, his finger on the conflict's pulse,
is no less rejoiced than is the panting soldier in the firing line,
when the hostile musketry slackens and dies away —a sure
sign that the defenders are going to quit their ground. "By
all that is holy he is limbering up ! Stole away !"—King
lake's immortal story of the hillside beyond the Alma exactly
presents the spirit animating all ranks in an assault upon a
disciplined army in position. Up to the last moment there
is painful uncertainty whether the venture willsucceed or not.
To the columns sheltering in front of the Cemetery Hillat
Gettysburg, or below the Grivitza position during the second
attack on Plevna, the mere disappearance of the foe to their
immediate front would have meant triumph of the most farreaching kind.
But incombat with irregular warriors something more than
this is wanted. The issue of the assault will seldom be in
doubt, nor willitoften entail losses of any military importance.
The position which the foe has taken up rarely has any in
trinsic importance of its own, and therefore its evacuation
by the defenders will seldom appreciably benefit the troops
The mere
beyond clearing the way for further advance.
expulsion of the opponent from ground where he has thought
fitto accept battle is of small account ;what is wanted is a big
casualty list in the hostile ranks they have been brought
up to the scratch of accepting battle, they must feel what

—
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battle against a disciplined army means. Itis this fact which
justifies the plan of operating against the line of the enemy's
retreat, and which often makes some form of enveloping
attack advisable.
But before dealing with this very important subject of
the direction which attacks should take, and detailing the
reasons for adopting the various courses likely to suggest
themselves, the question of artillery preparation, which plays
so important a part in modern tactics, deserves attention.
Itis a question which affects the development of a fight, from
whatever side the attack may be directed.
The experience of recent great campaigns proves that
artillery preparation is generally of great value of attack in
regular warfare. The first duty of the guns of the attack
is to silence those of the enemy, the next is to overwhelm the
defenders with their fire at the point or points selected for
assault. In small wars, however, itis only the second phase
of this artillery preparation which need generally be taken into
consideration, because even if the enemy has guns he seldom
can use them with effect. The main object of the artillery
preparation in warfare of this nature is as a rule simply to
make as it were a breach in the enemy's line of battle for
the infantry to break in, and this is of course under certain
conditions an almost indispensable prologue to the assault.
But this procedure is not always necessary and it often is
not advisable to adopt it. Artilleryadmittedly exercises great
moral effect inevery kind of warfare, and this is especially
the case when inconflict with uncivilized forces, owing to their
tendency to exaggerate the potentialities of the arm. Asiatics
have always set great store on the possession of guns. Irre
gular warriors who can put a few field pieces into their line of
battle are apt to attach a most exaggerated importance to
—
them it is a characteristic of such opponents, and one which
regular troops can at times turn to good account, as willbe
shown further on. When the antagonist happens to possess
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guns he particularly dreads artillery fire, and even if the enemy
has no guns and does not know artillery, he is greatly terrified
when the shells begin to seek him out. The consequence is
that, in either case, a preliminary bombardment tends to drive
the enemy out of his position and to scare him away before
the attack develops, which is just the thing that is least wanted.
The French attacks on Bacninh and Hung Hua in Tonkin
in 1884 ended in the Chinese being driven out by artillery
fire with very little loss, when it was most desirable to ha\e
inflicted a heavy defeat upon them. Similarly in Madagascar
in 1896 the French found that the use of guns made it almost
impossible to effectively cut the retreat of the Hovas, who
generally fled immediately any shells burst near them. Some
times inpursuance of some special object it may be expedient
—
to drive the enemy off in this fashion the tribesmen
evacuated the formidable Sempagha position under the fire j
of artillery in the advance into Tirah. But as a general It
rule, certainly at the outset of a campaign, the withdrawal
of irregular adversaries from a position where they have
shown themselves prepared to accept battle, is a distinct mis
fortune, and on this account itis a mistake to be too free with
shell fire inthe early stages of a fight.
Moreover, artillery preparation sometimes shows the enemy Objections
to it.
what is to be the point of attack, which may be by no means
desirable. Itis of course incompatible with anything in the
nature of a surprise. The sortie from Kandahar against the
village of Deh Khoja in 1880, is an example of this ; a half
hour's bombardment from the ramparts served to alarm the
Afghans and to warn them of the project, so that they flocked
to the point of danger from all sides. This objection to
artillery preparation is, however, by no means so generally
applicable as is the objection that premature gunnery tends to
" The effect of
frighten the adversary away without a fight.
"
artillery," says Lord Wolseley, is absurdly small upon an
enemy who does not fight in large or even in formed bodies,"
ji
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referring of course to actual not to moral effect. The chances
of dealing decisively with a timid opponent may be destroyed
by the discharge of a few introductory projectiles which inflict
Ifenemy is
strongly

posted
sometimes
yery desirable,

little or no loss.
But it must not be supposed that artillery preparation may
not at times be most essential. If the enemy be strongly
posted and be resolved on offering a determined resistance, a
preliminary bombardment may be indispensable. A very
remarkable example of the value of an artillery bombardment
is afforded by what occurred at Omdurman, where the
fire of the gunboats and howitzer battery the day before
the decisive battle had the effect of driving the Khalifa's
army out of the town ; it seems in fact to have been largely
due to this bombardment that the enemy elected to fight in
the open with results so happy for the Anglo-Egyptian army.
In the Indian Mutiny the guns did splendid service in most
of the actions in paving the way for the infantry, a very
favourite manoeuvre being to send out some artillery on both
flanks so as to enfilade the hostile position to a certain extent ;
but in that campaign the rebels were well armed and often
fought with desperation. The three minutes of concentrated
artillery fire previous to the successful assault on the bluff
at Dargai appears to have greatly assisted the infantry,
although from the nature of the ground it probably caused
little actual loss to the tribesmen. Ifthe enemy be posted in a
defence work, a preliminary bombardment is most desirable
—
supposing that the resistance islikely to prove formidable
Mahmud's zeriba on theAtbara is a case in point. Instances
might be multiplied to show the need of guns to prepare the
way for the infantry insuch cases. The nature of the hostile
position, the fighting qualities of the adversaries, the question
whether the actual capture of the ground occupied by the
opposing force as affecting the situation at the moment is
of more importance than giving the enemy a lesson these are
the points which must be taken into account when deciding

—
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whether the guns are to be used freely from the outset or
not.

—

rapid Tt also
When
ithappens to be a matter
of urgency to achieve
-»---»"¦-—*»--.
<•»«•¦¦"*¦¦
sometimes
success the use of artillery freely before the infantry can get saves time.
to work may be most desirable, even if it has the effect of
driving the enemy off without his suffering seriously. An
example of such a case is furnished by the relief of Fort
Gulistan on the Samana ridge in 1897 by General YeatmanBiggs. The tribesmen had captured another post, that of
Saragheri which lay between Fort Gulistan and the relieving
army, and, as the force advanced, the hillof Saragheri was found
to be covered withhostile crowds. Great anxiety existed with
regard to the fate of Gulistan and the tribesmen were driven
off by artillery fire. The infantry got no chance and the
hostile losses were only slight, but the column was in conse
quence little delayed and it was soon afterwards seen that the
imperilled garrison was still holding out.
Itis moreover necessary to point out that there have been instances of
cases where the failure to carry out a preliminary bombard- w*?.j of
ment has led to most unfortunate results. The story of preparation.
Chillianwalla is well known. At the battle of Wad Ras near
Tetuan in 1859 the Spaniards attacked the village of Amsal
without artillery preparation, and they were several times re
pulsed ;they only carried iteventually after losing very heavily.
"JiVant of artillery preparation seems to have been a main
reason for the very severe losses of the Dutch in their attacks
on the Achmese stockades in 1873-74 ; that guns were very
effective against these works is shown by the fact that the
Kraton at Kota Raja, the main hostile stronghold, was
evacuated under a concentrated bombardment. It stands
to reason that itis far preferable to frighten an enemy out of
his position by artillery fire alone, than to suffer a reverse
owing to attacking without any preliminary bombardment
by guns. Artillery preparation is essential at times ; it is
only when it is not essential that the question arises
'-•--¦—-
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whether the nature of the case renders it expedient or other
wise.
And while on the subject of artillery, an important principle
Importance of
:apturing
of
offensive
tactics with reference to the enemy's guns may
enemy's guns
here be mentioned. This is that, when such opponents as
the regular troops have to cope with in these wars bring guns
into the field, it is most desirable to capture those guns.
The great importance which irregular warriors attach to this
arm has been referred to already. Asiatics are inclined to
calculate the strength of an army by the number of its guns.
Itis true that the ordnance which such adversaries bring into
the field is seldom formidable. The material is usually
obsolete. The ammunition is ineffective. The fuzes are
almost always useless. But it is not on account of the assist
ance which his artillery affords the enemy on the battle-field
that itis a valuable prize to strive for. It is on account of
the moral effect which the loss of the guns produces in the
hostile ranks, that their capture offers so attractive an
objective for the regular troops. Retreat can be explained
away, and gaps in the ranks waved aside with a pious
ejaculation. But the loss of guns is not so easily
accounted for. A barbaric host which marches out
—
to war with a great train of cannon symbols of military power
as they are held to be throughout the land —but which returns
without them ; brings back with it incontrovertible evidence
of its own defeat. Artillery is a favourite plaything of the
semi-civilized potentate, chieftains put their trust in it, the
rank and file regard it as a mighty engine to destroy their
foes, and so it comes about that when they see their guns
are lost they think that their only hope of victory is gone,
and a sauve gui pent is very likely to be the upshot.
Moreover, such artillery as these armies bring into the field
is not difficult to capture. The battery seldom forms a
mobile unit. The guns are dragged up into position some
how, but there is no means of carrying them off at a
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moment's notice when the assailants press the attack home
to the spot where they have bsen placed.
In those actions of the last Afghan war in which the enemy had guns
and where the British proved successful Charasia, the Peiwar Kotal and
Kandahar for instance
they were generally all or nearly all captured In
the Indian Mutiny the rebel guns were generally wall served and were
fought with great tenacity ;but the enemy seldom succeeded in carrying
them off, and largo numbors of them swelled the booty after the later British
successes in the field ; in that campaign the hostile artillery was really
formidable at first, and the rebels with justice had confidence in it, soma
of their field batteries moving in excellent style. The great losses in guns
which the mutinsers sustained were no doubt partially due to the resolution
wit'i which fiey werj k?pt in action to the last, but the result of thes3
1033es was that the en my lost all confidence and in the end fouoht
with no hope of victory. During the China war of 1860 the large number \
of guns captured by the allies at the two actions fought on the march from |
Tientsin to Pekin Shankiawan and Palikao had a most depressing effect 5
upon the Chinese levies.
A good example of the moral effect of capture of artillery is afforded by
the followingincident. In 1854 the Khokandians assembled in great force
before Fort Perovski, the Russian advanced post on the Sir Daria, and
practically blockaded it. The commandant resolved on a bold stroke. He
sent out such troops as he could spare to attack the enemy unexpectedly.
The small force, however, soon found itself in a critical situation, being
threatened from all sides ; but in their endeavour to wipe the Russian
column out, the formidable hostile forces made the mistake of leaving their
artillery almost without protection of other troops. Perceiving this the
officer in command of the Russians delivered a vigorous attack upon the
guns, and captured them. The effect was immediate. The Khokandians
took fright, fled in wild disorder leaving many trophies in the hands
of the insignificant Russian force, and Fort Perovski saw no more of them
for a time.

—

—

—
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The assailants should be prepared to turn captured guns
upon the enemy if possible ; in the French attack upon the
Hova position covering Antananarivo, their turning force
captured two guns on the extreme right of the defenders and
used them with good effect, the accompanying batteries
having been much delayed by the terrain.
It is indeed interesting to note that artillery is often not Trust of
Sular
only
to irregular
warriors but irre
•' a source of embarrassment
»
warriors in

.

their guns.
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becomes a real danger. Schamyl's cause declined when he
increased the number of his guns ; he would not abandon
them when attacked in force, and was driven by their posses
sion to abandon his guerilla tactics. In the instruction book
"
of the Bokharan forces occurred the passage, Special care
must be taken of the guns, and itmust be remembered that
"
the strength of one gun is equal to that of 1,000 soldiers ;
the Russians did not, however, find the Bokharan artillery to
be very damaging. General Skobelef inhis campaign against
" had the
the Turkomans used to say, If I
right I
would
present the Tekkes with a few old guns." Stillitwould rarely
be the case that an enemy should be deliberately permitted
to carry off his artillery ; for even when this compels him
to adopt unsuitable tactics itis the result of an exaggerated
belief in the virtue of the guns, and if the guns are captured
the moral effect is proportionate.
Just as the enemy's artillery is always a most desirable
objective on the battle-field in campaigns of this nature
because of the prestige gained by taking.it, so the capture
of trophies should also constantly be kept in view. British
troops no longer take their colours into action, although
prizing them none the less on this account as emblems of
regimental distinction ; but Asiatics and irregular warriors
in many other parts of the globe generally bring banners into
the field. Fanatics prize their standards highly and look on
them as sacred, their loss is regarded as a disaster and as pro
phetic of ultimate overthrow. There is of course no material
benefit to be gained by capturing them, but the moral effect
of securing them is great. As, in planning the campaign, the
seizure of some ancient city or historic stronghold should be
rated far above its military importance, so on the battle-field
the wresting of trophies of this nature from the enemy is to be
accounted as a very proper object to be attained. Itmust
never be forgotten that in small wars moral effect ranks
almost before material gain.
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Desirable as it is to ensure that success in action shall Difficulty cf
mean not merely the defeat of the hostile forces but their decisive
destruction, the conditions of the case willoften render such success
decisive results quite impossible. Rugged, rocky hillsides may
The fight may take place in
be the scene of struggle.
thickets and in tangled jungle growth, where control of the
The terrain in
troops engaged is almost impossible.
which a fight takes place indeed rarely lends itself to decisive
tactical combinations.
But, quite apart from the topo
graphical conditions which so often prevail inoperations of this
class, there are two notable characteristics of irregular warriors
which tend to hinder the achievement of decisive victory.
In the first place such opponents are apt to lose heart Eeasons for
prematurely at the spectacle of assaulting columns advancing
steadily upon them. The moral effect of deliberate attack

M

of this nature affects the nerves of the best of troops, to

irregular warriors itis appalling and uncanny —and they give

way before it.
In the second place, when such adversaries do give way,
they retreat with amazing rapidity. They evaporate and dis
appear. They disperse inall directions and conceal their arms,
and on this account effective pursuit becomes most difficult ;
cavalry alone can attempt it,and the ground is often unsuitable
for mounted men to traverse. The French in Tonkin seldom
got to close quarters with the Chinese, even when these had
carefully prepared their ground and when their attitude in the
preliminary stages of the fight appeared to foreshadow a
desperate resistance ; so precipitate was their retreat when
the assailants began to drive their attack home, that they got
away with little loss. Both at Charasia and Ahmed Khel
the Afghans fled so quickly from the field when the fate of the
day was decided against them, that from that moment
they suffered few casualties.
A very good example of the rapidity with which regular warriors effect
their escape is afforded by the very successful action at Landaju in 1897, by
which Sir B. Blood forced an entrance into Swat.

2
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The tribesmen were defending the Gate ofjjSwat," a typical military
defile, where a great rugged spur from the hills south of the valley of the
Swat river stood out like a buttress, allowing only a narrow passage between
its declivities and the river. The enemy fully expected that an attempt
would be made to force the defile and had gathered in strength at that point,
while sangars crowded with hill-mencrowned the spur. Sir B. Blood deter
mined to occupy the enemy with artillery fire and with part of his force, to
hold the cavalry ready for a swoop through the defile, to send a strong
force up the hills under General Meiklejohn to turn the hostile outer flank,
and by cutting off the enemy's line ofretreat into the hills, to hustle him over
the spur down into the plain beyond, where the cavalry could finish off the

\
/

job in style.
The troops under General Meiklejohn had proceeded a considerable dis
tance up the hills, and were within effective musketry range of the crest of the
spur before the enemy seemed quite to realize the nature of the movement.
Then, however, the tribesmen broke and fled precipitately, and by the time
the spur was captured they were already disappearing over the plain beyond
making for the foot hills. The victory was singularly complete, some 200
of the enemy were killed, and an entrance into Swat was forced at a trifling
sacrifice ;but thanks to their great fieetness of foot the hillmen managed
to escape out of the trap which was being laid for them, without their
suffering as heavily as had been hoped from the horsemen whom they with
good reason greatly dreaded.

Objection" to

attacks*
advantage

10

attacks.

The fact is that purely frontal attacks are a mistake
because, in the firstplace, the enemy gives way before them and
because, inthe second place, from their direction the hostile
line of retreat is left unthreatened. Frontal attacks combined
with flank attacks are infinitely preferable if circumstances
permit of the manoeuvre. Or the attack may be solely directed
against the flank and even against the rear of the opponent.
In regular warfare flank attacks are held to be expedient
owing to the heavy loss sustained in frontal attacks when
there are modern arms of precision in the defenders' hands ;
but in small wars, although frontal attacks may sometimes
be dangerous for the same reason, the great objection to them
is that they do not ensure decisive victory. Acase like Dargai
is really exceptional, although it is at the same time most
instructive. At Dargai the extraordinary strength of the
enemy's position as against a frontal attack led, on the one
hand, to very heavy loss in the assaulting columns and, on the
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other, to the tribesmen sticking to their ground far longer than
they would have done had their flank been threatened ; it
was the absence of any turning movement on the part of the
regular troops which caused the victory to be so decisive, but
at such a heavy sacrifice.
It is somewhat singular that, taking into account the Enemy
tendency of irregular warriors to threaten the flanks and rear premTed for
attacks.
of the regular forces, such adversaries
seldom seem to be Orflank
•
at iac £ m
n
prepared for attacks upon their own flank or rear. •»When
rear.
they prepare their positions for defence they do not take the
—
contingency into account. Of course it is not always so
the tribesmen had made especial arrangements for securing
their flanks with sangars at the Sempagha Pass when Sir W.
Lockhart attacked it in 1897. But an examination of the
general course of actions inmany campaigns in very different
theatres of war and under most varying conditions, shows that
it very frequently is the case. The oft- quoted Chinese com
plaint of the ignorance of the barbarians who did not know
that guns could only shoot out of their muzzles and not
backwards, and who in consequence attacked the Celestials,
?
not in front as they expected but in rear, may have been
mythical ; but ithas a spice of truth in it. Itdoes not seem
to occur to irregular warriors that they may not necessarily
be attacked at the point where they have made their most
elaborate preparations. Itis somewhat singular that itshould
be so, because such antagonists are always in great terror of
having their retreat cut, and if they find the regular troops
getting round their flanks they generally abandon their posi
tions inhot haste ; still experience shows that it is the case.
The following three examples illustrate the unpreparedness
of the enemy for attacks in rear and flank ; but many others
might be quoted.
-ip

i

*'

In 1853 a Russian force advancing into Daghestan found the Tavliens Examples,
in force in a fortified position behind the River Metchik. The bulk of the
troops were directed to assault the lines in front, but a part of the force

(8336)
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was sent to make a detour through the forests and debouch in rear of the
enemy. Schamyl's followers were preparing to offer a strenuous resistance
to the attack which they saw the troops in front of them preparing, when
suddenly they became aware of the movement against their rear. They
were completely unprepared for this, although the nature of the country
should have suggested its possibility. They incontinently fled, aban
doning their works, while the column threatening their rear was still some
distance off and before ithad fired a shot.
TJie forcing of the Khan Band defile by General N. Chamberlain in
1857 also illustrates this. This was a narrow gorge south-west of Dera
Ghazi Khan. Ithad been the scene of a combat in which the Sikhs some
years before had suffered very severely at the hands of the Bozdar tribe.
The route passed through this narrow gorge, the hills on the left being
practically inaccessible while those to the right were difficult. Plan 111,
facing p. 166, shows the enemy's position and the line followed by the
attack. The Bozdars had some sangars in the gorge itself, and others on the
hills to the right so as to take in flank the troops as they forced the passage
these latter breastworks were close to the defile and formed the left of the
enemy's position. General Chamberlain, quitting the trough of the valley
with the bulk of his force some distance from where it narrowed into a
gorge, advanced against the extreme left of the hostile line of defence by
making a detour over the hills. The sangars on the flank were not arranged
to meet such an attack, and were easily captured. The hill-men had in
fact assumed as a matter of course that the troops would follow the valley
and endeavour to force the defile itself, although it was obvious that there
was really nothing whatever to hinder a turning movement such as General
Chamberlain carried out with complete success.
The battle of Suruj Kund near Multan in 1847, also serves as a good
example of this. The Sikhs having taken up a strong position and
entrenched it, General Markham was sent with the British and Indian troops,
to fall upon the left flank of the enemy, while some Sikh and other troops,
assisted to
auxiliaries to the British,
" remained in front and eventually
complete the victory.
The battle of Suruj Kund," wrote Major Herbert
"
Edwardes who was with the auxiliaries, may be described as the most
gentlemanly ever fought. A mere manoeuvre of fine soldiership turned a
large army out of a strong entrenchment, and routed them with the loss of
five guns before they understood the attack. It was the triumph of dis
cipline over an irregular army. Aregular army in the same entrenchments
would have changed its front, but the rebels not being attacked as they
intended to be attacked were unable to fight at all. General Markham
placed his force upon the hostile flank and simply rolled up the line. The
hostile Sikhs could make nothing of it."

—

flank attacks
give better
chance of a
decisive
victory,

As a consequence of the omission on the part of the
enemy tojjrotect his flanks, an attack on one, or even on both,
of them can generally be carried out without meeting with
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serious resistance. When such a direction is given to the
assailants, or to a portion of them, it is clear that its ten
dency is to bring the regular troops, or some of them, upon
the hostile line of retreat. The direction of the attack has in
fact the effect of compensating to a certain extent for that
precipitancy of retreat which irregular warriors, thanks to their
fteetness of foot, can indulge in, and which so greatly mili
tates against a decisive success. The enemy cannot get
away so easily, and if the adversary has guns a flank attack
is far more likely to secure their capture than a frontal one.
In a word flank attacks tend to bring about decisive victories,
to ensure the very objects which in warfare of this nature
are the most difficult to obtain, and it stands to reason
that, the more the flank attack is directed against the rear of
the enemy, the worse is his chance of escape in most cases.
Of course peculiarities of terrain may modify this, but as a
general rule itwillbe so. It must however be borne inmind
that irregular warriors are always very nervous about their
line of retreat — as shown at Landaki, mentioned on p. 160 ;
they are very apt to beat so precipitate a retreat when they
feel their flanks threatened, that they get off in spite of the
best arrangements.
When the question arises of attacking a hostile position Containing
inflank or rear, itis always a matter for consideration whether of attacks en
the flafk or
a containing force should be left ¦_-in front,' and
_ whether this rear
of the
,
.
y
force should, if existing, join in the attack. If there is any enemy,
fear of the enemy abandoning his position before the flank
or rear attack develops, it is generally well to occupy him
in front. At Assaye Sir A. Wellesley brought the whole of
his small army upon the Mahratta flank. At Kandahar,
on the other hand, the enemy was to a certain extent con
tained by troops on his front and by artillery fife, although
the main attack fell on Ayoub Khan's right flank. AtEl Teb
the British square manoeuvred so as to come upon the flank
of Osman Digna's entrenchments, no containing force remaining
(8336)
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in front. At Kirbekan, where the attack was directed
against the enemy's rear, a very small containing force was
left in front ; the guns of this detachment took part in the
action but the rest of it was not engaged.
Action of

Kirbekan, a
rear attack.

Co-operation
of containing
force.

This battle of Kirbekan is so remarkable an example of an attack upon
the rear of a strong position occupied by irregular warriors, that it deserves
to be narrated in some little detail. The Mahdists held a position with
their right flank resting on the Nile, which is shown in Plan IV, facing
p. 166. Close to the Nile, and at right angles to it, was a chain of rocky
knolls on which the enemy was posted, sheltered behind stone breastworks.
About 600 yards off, in echelon to the left rear, was a remarkable ridge of
trap rock with almost precipitous sides ; this also extended on a line at
right angles to the Nile, and it was occupied by the Arabs. Inrear of the
hostile position, at some little distance off, was the mouth of the rocky
Shukuk defile ;and it was most important to cut the enemy off from
retreating into this. General Earle decided to march right round the enemy' s
left and to attack the hillocks in rear and the ridge at its right extremity.
Two guns with an infantry escort were left in front of the hillocks to occupy
the enemy, and the camel corps was deputed to demonstrate against the
front of the ridge, while the rest of the force was detailed for the turning
movement.
The operation was signally successful. The Dervishes grimly stuck to
the position, although they must have seen the march of the column
which was to attack them from the rear from the ridge. On reaching the
right rear of the hostile position, the knolls and the ridge were attacked
simultaneously. The Arabs stood their ground well and suffered heavily,
But the
although a proportion escaped before the attack commenced.
victory was complete, and the hostile power in that part of the theatre of
war was absolutely broken and destroyed in this one single action.

In this fight the small force left in front of the hostile
position was merely a containing force. It made no direct
attack. As a rule, however, the force in front co-operates
more directly inthe combat insuch operations, and the attack
takes the form of a combined assault in front and inflank or
else in rear. If it can be arranged that the frontal attack
shall occupy the attention of the enemy and keep him on his
ground, and that the flank attack shall develop just as the
flight begins so that the fugitives can be shot down by the
troops working on to their line of retreat, an ideal tactical
situation has been created. The action at Ferkeh on the
~^33»r£
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Nile in 1896 is a case where the main attack was on the
hostile front and where a smaller force appeared on the enemy's
line of retreat at the psychological moment ; the Dervish
force on this occasion was little,if at all, superior innumbers
to the regular troops, and itwas practically destroyed. General
Negrier's method of assaulting the Chinese works in Tonkin,
which were generally isolated on hills and knolls, was most
effective ; while the bulk of the infantry, supported by artil
lery, moved direct against the objective, clouds of skirmishers
pushed rapidly ahead, worked round the flanks and brought
a cross fire to bear on the enemy in retreat ; the Chinese
seldom let the French get to close quarters and, but for this
enveloping form given to the attacks, they invariably would
have practically all escaped. In the desultory fighting in
Burma, where the dacoits and other hostile bodies generally
held villages or some form of stockade, the cavalry used to
work round both flanks before the infantry attacked, so as to
be ready to deal with the fugitives. These minor operations
in Tonkin and Burma serve to illustrate the principle of
combined front and flank attacks very well.
If the hostile position is very strong, and ifa frontal attack Main attack
is therefore likely to lead to hard fighting, the main assault
is generally best made upon the flank ; a minor direct attack
upon the front willbe very effective when the flank assault
has begun to make itself felt. The conditions in this case,
of course, differ entirely from those described above as pre
vailing in Tonkin and Burma, where the enemy was dis
inclined to offer a determined resistance. As an example of
cases where, owing to the strength of the adversary's position,
the main attack has been on the flank while the assault on the
front has been only a subsidiary and secondary operation, may
be cited the attack on the Peiwar Kotal.
The capture of the Peiwar Kotalby Sir F. Roberts, in 1878, is illustrated Peiwar Kotal
by Plan V, facing p. 166, which shows the general course of the action.
The Afghans held the pass over a lofty ridge with difficult approaches.
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A frontal attack upon their position would clearly have entailed severe
losses, and so Sir F. Roberts determined to attack the enemy's left with
the bulk of his force, the plan being a surprise after a night march. Part
%

of his army was to attack from in front when the main movement against
Reaching the extreme left of the Afghan
the hostile flank had succeeded.
defences at early dawn, the turning fcrce was completely successful,
rolling up the left wing of the enemy in great confusion towards the centre.
It was however, found, that advance along the ridge became after a time
almost impracticable, and a further turning movement was then undertaken,
directed on to the line of retreat of the defenders. The cnrmy thereupon
began to give way all along the line, and this enabled the frontal attack to
be driven home. The victory was complete, the enemy's guns were all
captured, and the Afghan troops fled in the utmost confusion having suffered
considerable losses.

Antagonists of this character, if^attacked in flank, are
m
c
draw
Ji k mcune d draw all the forces over to that^giile. to
forces to meet meet the onset, thus enabling a movement against their front
attack and so to make great way. As actions in such warfare are seldom
opens the way on a i
quite feasible ; the distances
o-e scale this is generally
ar°
j ~l
o
for a frontal

Enemy

au'his

*°

are small and the massing of the bulk of the defending force
on one side or the other can be rapidly effected. The con
sequence is that a frontal attack, after the hostile forces have
been drawn off to strengthen the threatened flank, may
succeed in gaining some great and even decisive advantage,
even when made by a relatively small body of troops, if
the troops are handled skilfally.

attack.

I
,

At Charasia, in 1879, the Afghans had taken up a strong position in the
hill,"oh" either side of a defile through which the road led to Kabul, and
were especially in strength to the left of it. Sir F. Roberts disposed his
forces for the attack so as to launch the greater part under General Baker

against the Afghan right, while a small body under Major White was to
occupy the enemy in front of the defile. Plan VI, opposite, shows
the Afghan position. As General Baker fought his way forward, driving
the Afghans off, numbers of the enemy hurried over from near the defile
to reinforce their comrades on the threatened right. Major White, finding
the enemy in front of him to be no longer very formidable, attacked with
great vigour, and he was so successful with his small force that he com
pletely overthrew the hostile left and secured the defile. Hereabouts was
posted the enemy's artillery which was all captured by the small force,
the roleoi which had in the first instance merely been to contain the enemy
on that side.
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For the execution of combined attacks of this kind care- Difficulty of
™
ful calculation of time and a correct appreciation of the cMm g
general probabilities of the action about to take place, are between a
attack,
necessary. At Kirbekan, the hour at which the guns of the
containing force in front of the enemy's position were to
commence firing, was carefully laid down. If combination be
essential to success, it is imperative that the two detached
forces shall.,,actually co-operate at the proper moment. It
may be impossible to communicate between them, and the
terrain may be such that neither force knows exactly what
the other is doing ; at Charasia the two forces, although
some distance apart, could watch each other's movements to
a certain extent. As a rule it is best to allow the detached
commanders some latitude of action, because something un
foreseen may at any moment arise ; but if mutual co-operation
be the essence of the operation it is imperative that there be
a thorough understanding between the separate portions of
the force engaged. Further on, in discussing the general
question of divided forces co-operating to achieve some com
mon object on the battle-field, some instances willbe adduced
to show how difficult it often is for a commander to handle
detached bodies actually in action, and to illustrate the
strange mistakes which occur. Everything depends on both
the force which is infront, and that which is turning the flank
or which is manoeuvring against the rear of the opposing
army, having been given a correct impulse to start with.
It has frequently occurred that one or the other has,
either owing to some misapprehension or else to unfore
seen difficulties, entirely failed to perform its share of the
task. Thus General Duchesne during his final advance on
Antananarivo in 1895, finding the Hovas in a very strong
fortified position on the Amboluminas range, arranged to
attack them both in front and on their left rear ; the column
destined to turn the flank marched ofi somet ime before day
break, while the advance of the columns against the front was

.
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made ostentatiously in the morning ; but the enemy fled pre
cipitately as soon as the frontal attack developed itself and
before the turning force could join in ; the advanced troops
and cavalry of this latter managed, however, to cut in on
the hostile line of retreat, and to do good execution.
Calculations as to the length of time which will be re
quired for a force to march to a certain point over ground
which is often not very well known, are apt to prove inaccu
rate even if some unexpected action on the part of the
enemy has not upset them. Moreover any divided action
of two distinct forces moving some distance apart, is always
The
liable to miscarry owing to some misunderstanding.
1878,
attack on AliMusjid in
serves as a good example of a
turning force failing to perform its share, in an attack owing
to its meeting with unexpected difficulties of terrain. The
serious reverse suffered by the French at Bang 80, in 1885*
may be cited as an illustration of a mistake with regard to a
turning force having a most unfortunate sequel.

s

AliMusjid,

French
disaster at
Bang 80.

(1) AliMusjid in the Khaibar pass was a well placed and somewhat
formidable fort, and the Afghans had made elaborate preparations to hold
the position. The plan of operations was to send one force over the hill to
the right of the pass, aiming at a point some distance inrear of the position
so as to intercept the enemy's retreat :to send another force, moving on a
line inside of the first, to assail the position in reverse and on its lef^flank,
and to move the remainder of the troops up the pass and attack iqjynnt.
The first force, under General Tytler, started at 6 p.m. ;the second, under
General Macpherson, at 2.30 a.m. ;and the main body at 7 a.m., this last
being under Sir S. Browne, who was in command of the whole. Sir S. Browne
arrived before the position, bombarded it, and commenced his infantry
attack in the afternoon. But it soon became apparent that the turning
forces had not reached their destinations and that the project of striking
simultaneously from two sides had failed, so the action was discontinued.
General Macpherson's force had been delayed by the almost insuperable
General
difficulties of the road, and was therefore unable to co-operate.
Tytler's force, however, succeeded in striking the defile higher up, and late
in the afternoon it managed to cut off a considerable part of the hostile
which was retiring. During the night the foit was evacuated, and it
was occupied next morning without further fighting.
(2) Bang Bo lies a few miles within the Chinese frontier. General
Negriei had pushed the Chinese before him and captured Langson, and had
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followed them up into their own territory, driving them out of Tonkin by
a series of brilliant tactical operations.
The route beyond followed the trough of a deep depression in the hills.
A few miles beyond the frontier the French found the enemy in position on
some heights (A in the sketch opposite), stretching across the valley and
narrowing it into a gorge, and they carried these by a spirited attack in the
afternoon. From the high ground another line of defences was observed
about two miles ahead ; this consisted of a strong entrenchment (B) right
across the sole of the valley, of some works on knolls (C, C), and of a small
work on a commanding hill (D). The troops bivouacked for the night,
part of the fo"ce having pushed on and occupied two abandoned works
(E, E).
General Negrier determined on a combined turning movement and fronta
attack next morning, and he directed his right wing to advance at an early
hour and to capture the hill(D) from the right, thus taking in reverse the
Chinese line of defence, which was evidently well prepared and strongly held.
When this point had been captured the frontal attack was to be delivered.
The morning unfortunately broke with a thick fog. The right wing
could only advance very slowly, feeling its way to the front for about three
hours. Then the fog began to liftand the troops destined for the attack on
the hill(D) pressed forward ;but they were suddenly brought to a standstill
by the deep ravine (F), which it was found impossible to cross. The Chinese,
perceiving the movement against their left, sent men to occupy the hill(D)
which had not been held by them at alltillthen, and when the fog completely
lifted General Negrier saw these men moving up the hill. Hearing no
firing he assumed that the Chinese were not holding the eminence, and
that the troops he saw were French who had crept close up unobserved in
the mist. Under this false impression of the tactical situation at the
moment, he at once launched the remainder of his force against the entrench
ments in the valley. These proved to be most formidable, and the attack
on them failed. The right wing endeavouring to attack the hostile position
on its immediate left gained some ground, itis true, but itwas compelled to
retire before a vigorous counter-attack.
The Chinese then advanced over
their main entrenchment in pursuit of the troops who had been repulsed in
the frontal attack, and the consequence was that the two divided French
wings were only withdrawn out of action with such difficulty and after such
determined fighting, that General Negrier felt himself compelled to with
draw to Langson, having lost one-eighth of his force.

Advantageous, in fact, as

are flank attacks combined with Cavalry in

assaults on the front of the enemy's position, owing to their
increasing the probability of gaining a decisive success, there
is always a chance of the combination failing unless all goes
right. Ifthe ground be favourable for cavalry action, mounted
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troops are very valuable inflank attacks, thanks to the rapidity
with which they can act against the enemy in retreat. The
action of Badli ke Serai between the rebels and the force
moving fromMeerut to Delhi after the outbreak of the Mutiny,
is an excellent example of such action by mounted troops ; the
cavalry and horse artillery were sent to operate against the
enemy's flank and rear while the infantry attacked in front,
and the result was a completed rout of the mutineers. This
war indeed furnishes numerous other instances of the same
kind. At Kali Nuddi after the relief of Sir J. Outram, at
Lucknow by Sir C. Campbell, the cavalry was similarly sent
round by a concealed detour to fall upon the rebels inretreat •
ihe enemy was driven from his position by the infantry, but
was retiring in good order tillthe cavalry swooped down ; the
effect of the troopers' onslaught was tremendous, the mutineers'
force being utterly dispersed and suffering very heavy losses.
In the Qntol Expedition of 18£.5> the. cavalry sent round to
operate against the flank of the tribesmen on the Swat river,
who were occupied by the infantry in front, scattered, jthe
enemy like chaff by its sudden appearance, although the
ground was by no means favourable for the action of mounted
men. The fire of cavalry dismounted may be particularly
effective on an enemy's flank.
Artilleryin
The effect of artillery accompanying a flank attack is
flank attacks. algQ
wy great *~p" tfie'Peiwar Kotal the guns with the
turning force did fine executiohT A main object of such opera
tions is to act against the enemy in retreat, and as such
adversaries are very quick in withdrawing, guns are often
the only means of inflicting loss when the hostile force gives
way. In the Mutiny the horse artillery performed signal
service in this manner, working with the cavalry. When guns
get upon the flank of an enemy's position they can moreover
often enfilade it with great effect.
Imperative
warriors, or upon armies
of
In all attacks
'
, ? upon ,irregular
",
, , ,
necessity cf
?
?
?
following up inferior morale, it is not only essential to drive the assault
a preliminary
° but to follow upl any success gained
with vigour,
with
o
success.
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the utmost energy and decision. The impression created
amongst such opponents by even a trifling preliminary
success is very
uu the move they
gun on
vci_y great,
gioaii/, and once they are got
must be kept upon the move. Tins is a broad pimcipte of
&
tactics,
front,
whetner the assault be~HsFvereb!Tn
in
offensive
%
flanK, or as a combination of both directions of attack. Itis
1
at the root of the whole system of conducting operations in
warfare of this nature, in which moral effects counts for so
much. Of course when the opposing force occupies several
—
distinct lines of defence a system to which such adversaries,
notably the Chinese, are much addicted— infantry may after
capturing the first line be able to reach the second in time
to come to close quarters withits defenders ; but this seldom
Once the first line is forced, resistance as a rule
happens.
collapses to an extent which can never be hoped for when
fighting against regular troops. Dash is not only essential
to start with, but advance must continue without a pause
till the enemy has been driven from his last position. This
was the system followed inthe Indian Mutiny and by General
Negrier in Tonkin. The adversary does not understand it,
and becomes hopelessly demoralized.
Need of
In small wars the principle is so clearly
established
'
,
, .
initiative on
that the enemy once on the move must be kept on the part of
by ,-.¦:¦,¦the sub- pbordmatea
the move, that the responsibility
- ¦^~----assumed
in attack.
<^- „
-*.
"nmnfflrmrr ..
ordinate commander whopresses on, is not so great as in
'a'struggle" against regular troops. There is"lit£[e risk of the
enemy rallying. The more quickly and resolutely he is followed
up the smaller does the chance become of his showing further
fight. Inhill and jungle warfare, to be dealt with especially
further on, initiative is especially desirable on the part of
junior officers. The following striking incident at the
battle of Kandahar deserves mention, as it illustrates so
well the importance of individual initiative in not
allowing the enemy to recover from the effects of a first
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The Afghans held the long ridge, shown inPlan VIII,facing p. 176, and
the villages of Ghundigan and Ghundi to its right front. Sir F. Roberts'
plan was to attack the right flank of the enemy, and the action commenced
by two brigades advancing parallel to each other and capturing the two
villages about simultaneously. The enemy retreated round the right of the
ridge to the village of Pir Paimal and to the reverse slope of the ridge.
As the two brigades advanced, sweeping round the ridge, that on the right
struck the village of Pir Paimal and captured it;but then the advanced
troops found themselves suddenly in face of nearly the whole Afghan army
close to, and on the ridge above, the village.
Hostile reinforcements were hurrying up, and the enemy was bringing a
heavy artillery fire tobear on the British troops sweeping round the end of the
ridge. Ifthe Afghans were to make a counter-attack on the advanced
detachments, a serious check might befall the hitherto victorious troops.
The situation was critical. The enemy was showing unexpected tenacity
and was in strong force. There was no time to lose. Major White, whose
regiment, the 92nd, was furthest to the front, at once formed it for a final
attack. Charging the enemy he drove his men in like a wedge between
the masses on the low ground and those on the ridge, and captured two guns.
This sudden onslaught completely changed the aspect of affairs, the enemy
broke and fled in all directions, and all further resistance practically
ceased.

Cavalry to be
at hand to
complete
victory.

The value of cavalry in completing a victory if the ground
be at all suitable, can scarcely be exaggerated. Inthe present
day this arm of the service is, at least in regular warfare,
accustomed to work in large independent bodies on the battle
field, and experience has shown that under normal conditions
this arrangement is the best ; the tendency of modern tactical
organization is to reduce the amount of divisional cavalry
to a relatively insignificant body. But in small wars some
bodies of mounted men should generally be kept at various
ppin^jeady to assist the infantry, inpreference to the cavalry
being all practically kept as one force. This is of course
speaking of cases where the armies in action are some thousands
strong ; with very small bodies of troops the cavalry is neces
sarily on the spot. The reason why this dispersion of the
mounted troops is desirable is that there shall be mounted
men ready at all points to follow up success at once ; the
enemy gets away so quickly that if the troopers are not on
the spot they may be late.
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of the hostile position where Other arms to
When there is ground in rear
play into tho
„,
cavalry willbe able to work effectively, infantry and artillery hands of the
ysnould endeavour to driye the enemy in that direction so as cavalr
to give the mounted troops a chance of inflictingheavy losses.
It is often the case that a force of irregular warriors willbe
found occupying rugged hills, on the far side of which are
stretches of level ground ; the enemy will endeavour to
avoid these stretches of level ground when driven from his
position, but with good management the infantry and artillery
may make retreat by any other line impossible. At Landaki
mentioned on p. 160, the very rapid flight of the Swatis, and
the delay which arose in getting the cavalry through the
defile by the river owing to the road being broken, saved the
tribesmen from the mounted troops, whose prowess they had
learnt to dread ; when Sir B. Blood had broken out of the
Malakand position a few days before, the infantry had driven
the tribesmen down on to a level valley, where the 11th Bengal
Lancers and Guides cavalry had given them a lesson which
willbe remembered for years.
The great problem when attacking irregular warriors in
position is not so much to decide how to capture that position,
for the chances are that this willnot prove very difficult, as
to make certain that the victory shall be a real victory causing
the enemy heavy loss. This end may be achieved in various
ways under diverse sets of conditions. But, given the suitable
situation, no more effectual way of achieving a decisive
and lasting triumph can be found that to compel the broken
straggling array, which has been driven from the ground
whence it bid the troops defiance, to stream across a level
tract of country, where the cavalry can deal a coup de yrdce.
At the battle of Kandahar^ the plan was that the whole Importance
of the cavalry was to make a wide turning movement outside bating aTthe
the Inlantry, was to cross the Argandhab and was to fa]lright moment,
upon the enemy in retreat, but owing to unforeseen circum
stances it was greatly delayed and came up very late ; a few
?,
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Artillery to
be pushed up
to the front
to play on
enemy when
he gives way,
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squadrons following the infantry and ready to strike promptly,
would have been of the utmost assistance after the last stand
was made by the Afghans. In broken intersected country
the charge of a small detachment of cavalry may be of great
value as a minor episode of the conflict, and it is essential
that the troopers should be at hand, to strike when an oppor
tunity offers and thereby to complete what the infantry has
begun. The cavalry operations against the hostile flanks and
rear in the Mutiny and in the Egyptian campaign of 1882
were admirable, and were highly effective owing to the ground
being generally favourable. Under these circumstances mas
sing the cavalry seems to have been a good arrangement.
But on battlefields less suited for the combined action of
great bodies of horse, and in attacking an enemy who, once
the infantry have come to close quarters retires at a rate
completely outpacing the trained foot soldier, itis most expe
dient that the cavalry, or at least some of it, should be
distributed so that some of it may be available to strike
home then and there.
And as with the cavalry so it is with the artillery. Irre
gular warriors can always escape from infantry, but they
cannot so readily escape from the effects of artillery fire.
On this account some of the guns ought to be pushed up to
close quarters in good time, so as to be at hand when wanted.
In a later chapter dealing with artillery the importance of
forward tactics of this arm of service willbe illustrated by
examples. At the battle of Staweli, where the French de
cisively defeated the forces of the Dey of Algiers which had
taken up a strong position to bar their advance on the capital,
the artillery was pushed up right into the hostile position, and
it completed the rout of the enemy by its fire at short range.
In the Mutiny the guns were always handled with great bold
ness. In warfare against undisciplined opponents or against
forces of inferior morale, the role of artillery is not so much to
prepare the. way for the infantry as to complete the work
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which the infantry have been unable to carry through to the
end.
One point deserves to be specially noted. Many examples Attack often
might be cited from campaigns of recent years to show that £
when dealing with irregular warriors it is often practicable f°r deceiving
for a commander of disciplined troops to completely impose available
and
upon the enemy as to the strength of the force, and to im- strength,
thus for gam
press the foe with the idea that a far larger body of soldiers ing successes
is at hand than is actually the case. It is especially in tlforce™
attack that the circumstances lend themselves to deceptions
of this kind. Of course such ruses are not prohibited by a
defensive attitude —Lieutenant Grant's action at Thobal
already mentioned on p. 83, is a remarkable example of
one ; but from the nature of the case itis when acting on the
offensive that they are most likely to succeed.
¦"¦

.

.

.

(1) Towards evening on the second day of the final move of the 2nd
division of the Tirah Field Force down the Bara valley, the tail of the rearguard under Major Downman was unable to get into camp before dark, and it
found itself towards dusk in a position of considerable difficulty. Ithap
pened that a small party of the Gordon Highlanders was detached to one
flank covering the rearguard's retirement, and this came suddenly under
heavy fire from some houses. With four of his men Captain Uniacke made
a rush for the nearest, shouting words of command and pretending that he
had a large force at his back, captured it, and, as the Afridisbolted, he kept
up the deception by shouting and using his whistle to attract the attention of
the troops further in rear. Major Downman on arriving decided to collect
his troops at the houses, and the rearguard eventually passed the night
there, isolated but in safety.
(2) Lieut. -Colonel Baden-Powell's capture of Wedza's stronghold towards
the close of the Rhodesian operations of 1896, is another excellent illustration.
It would be hard to find a better example of bluffing the enemy in cam
paigns of this class. The stronghold consisted of several kraals perched
almost on the crest of a mountain some three miles long, which was joined to a
range by a neck. A sketch plan of the action faces the next page.
While the defenders numbered several hundreds, the entire British force
only amounted to 120 the original plan had been for another column
to co-operate in the attack which was unable to do so. Colonel BadenPowell commenced operations by sending 25 mounted men to the neck
(A in sketch) with orders to act as though they were ten times as strong ; the
guns were to bombard the crest, which the rest of the force, some hussars,

—
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demonstrated against the outer end of the mountain and against the
back of it. After some desultory skirmishing the mounted infantry
pushed their way up to the pointdesignated, leaving horses below with seven
horse holders ;but the enemy began to assemble in force and to seriously
threaten the hillparty.
Colonel Baden-Powell perceiving their somewhat critical position, sent
to the guns and hussars to make a diversion. But these had been unex
pectedly delayed on the road and were not yet at hand, so he took the seven
horse holders and with them moved round to 0 in rear of the position ;
then, scattering the men, he ordered magazine fire, so as to give the idea that
there was a considerable attacking force on this side. The ruse was com
pletely successful. The rebels who had been pressing over towards the neck
hastily spread themselves all over the mountain, and the arrival of the rest
of the troops at this juncture completed the illusion, the guns coming into
action atB. The hussars moved round the mountain, and were dispersed to a
certain extent, so as to represent as strong a force as possible and to impress
the enemy. It was decided that no assault should be delivered that day ;
but the deception practised by the 'assailants was carefully kept up during
the night. Fires (shown Din the sketch) were lighted at intervals round
great part of the mountain, which were fed by moving patrols, and the men
forming these patrols had orders to discharge their rifles from time to time
at different points. Everything was done to make Wedza and his followers
believe that a whole army was arrayed against them. The next day the
kraals were captured with ease, most of the enemy having slipped offin the
darkness.
The

separation of

force on the
battlefield.

The question of combined front and flank attacks has been

already dealt with ; it necessarily involves separation of forces
at leatt temporarily. When the enemy is holding a regular
defensive position and accepts battle, the breaking up of the
attacking force into distinct bodies working to a certain extent
independently of each other will seldom go further than
one portion attacking in front and another in flank. But
cases sometimes arise when it is necessary, or when it seems
desirable, to attack an enemy from several points, and this
generally involves separation with its attendant advantages
and disadvantages. It is especially on occasions when the
enemy is in small force and not deliberately drawn up for
battle that these conditions present themselves —they are
constantly occurring in hill and jungle warfare or when
the enemy adopts guerilla tactics.

»
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face page 176
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The reasons for and against tactical separation are analo
gous in many respects to those already given in Chapter IX
for and against strategical separation.
A main advantage is the moral effect which it exerts. Advantages
of this,
The enemy finds it very trying to be attacked simultaneously
by different columns. Some must menace the line of retreat,
and irregular warriors above all things fear a situation where
their escape, should it become expedient to fly, is jeopar
dised. Tf it is intended to completely disperse a gathering
of such opponents no better means can be adopted than
to attack them from several points if it be practicable.
In the attacks on the Waterkloof group of mountains in
1851-52, several columns were always formed to advance
from different sides meeting on the top, and the Kaffirs were
always totally dispersed with considerable loss of cattle, &c. ;
but the very dmcult nature of the wooded ridges' and ravines
was such as to prohibit heavy loss being inflicted on the
Kaffirs themselves. Another advantage of attacking from
several sides —and it is a very important one when some
village or stronghold, the exact nature of which is not known,
—
is the objective is that one or more columns may be unable
to effect a lodgment, and that the operation may be successful
in spite of this ; there is always the chance that one of the
detachments may force its way in. Many examples could be
cited of successful attacks by several columns marching inde
pendently on localities, villages, stockades, &c, and attacking
simultaneously, and of the operations proving entirely success
ful. Of these the following willsuffice.
(1) For the capture of Nareh near Constantine in Algeria in 1849, Examples
Colonel Canrobert divided his force into three distinct columns. One,
starting at night some hours before the others, was to make a detour in
the mountains, and was to occupy high ground on the far side above the
collection of villages about to be attacked ;it was then to wait tillit saw
the other two ready to attack. The other two, starting later, moved more
directly on the objective, their orders being that they, with the column
sent ahead, should fall on Nareh from three different sides soon after
daybreak. The operation was completely successful, the timing of the
(8336)
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movements was most happy, and the coup de main had a great effect
in the surrounding districts which were all in revolt against the French.
(2) The capture of Yangi Kala two miles south of Denghil Tepe by General
Skobelef previous to the attack on that stronghold in 1880, is another good
example of separation prior to an assault. The expeditionary force arrived
and halted to the west of the fortified village, which was a straggling place
with many enclosures and gardens and a few small mud forts of the usual
oriental type. One column was sent round south of the place to attack it
on its south-eastern and eastern sides, another was to assault the western
side ; the cavalry pushed on on both sides so as to threaten the Tekkes'
retreat northwards to Denghil Tepe. The operation proved completely suc
cessful, for the enemy soon became demoralized on finding the Russians
advancing from different sides and on perceiving that there was a risk of
being cut off from the fortress.
(3) Another good example is afforded by the capture of the strong
stockade of Sittang, near Pegu, in 1825, during the firstBurmese war. The
stockade was on an eminence, protected on the left by a river and on the
right and rear by dense jungle which made approach on those sides difficult.
Three columns of attack were told off, the right and centre to assault and
escalade the front face, the left to make a detour through the jungle and to
assault the right face. This left column when itreached its destination gave
the signal for attack to the others by bugle call. The dispositions proved
completely successful, and all three columns practically escaladed the very
strong defences simultaneously. The Burmese fired one or two most effec
tive volleys, but they became terrified at the concentric attack and made
for the exit at the rear, afraid of being cut off. One-fifth of the storming
force was, however, placed hors de combat in the few moments that the
defenders stood their ground, showing that had these not become panic v
stricken the assault might have failed altogether, and that in any case it
would certainly have cost the British heavy sacrifices had the enemy offered
a really stout resistance.

The dangers of tactical separation of this kind lie partly
in the opportunity which itaffords to the enemy to beat the
different columns in detail, and partly in the risk of mis
calculations as to time. Moreover, success may be im
perilled by misunderstandings with regard to orders, or by
confusion arising in the various fractions of the force in their
endeavours to co-operate with each other. There is always
the further danger that detached columns may fire into each
other.
Enemy may
" Uncivilized opponents and troops of inferior organization
0100 10 8
iiTdetaii and morale seldom understand the principle of working on

Disadvan
tages.
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interior lines, or of reaping the advantages which arise when
their antagonist divides his forces. But, actually on the
battle-field, when the defenders are in a central position
which the attackers are approaching from different sides, it
is sometimes obvious even to leaders of no great capacity for
war, that they may be able to fall upon the various fractions
coming against them and crush to a certain extent in detail ;
they can see what is going on, as sometimes also can their
followers, and they are therefore more likely to seize their
opportunity of acting on interior lines tactically, than where
itis a question of strategical combination against detached
forces approaching convergently from points in the theatre
of war far apart from each other. Stillin those cases where
separation of force in carrying out an attack against enemies
of this class has resulted in failure or disaster, this has usually
been due not to the tactical skill of the adversary but to
mistakes or mismanagement on the side of the assailants.
A very serious disaster befel a column of United States troops during
the Red Indian wars on the Little Big Horn, which illustrates the
The column consisted of 12 troops of
danger of tactical separation.
On getting touch with the
cavalry, with a train of pack animals.
Indians it was formed into four parties, one of five troops under Colonel
Custer commanding the column, and two of three troops each, one of them
under Major Reno ;the fourth of one troop formed the baggage guard. The
When itwas reported that
force was moving down the valley of a stream.
the enemy's settlement was only two miles off, Major Reno's party was sent
to the front to move rapidly against the enemy, itbeing understood that
Colonel Custer would support. The two other parties had got altogether
separated from this main portion of the force. Major Reno found the Indians
in great force and being unsupported he was, after a hot fight and heavy
loss, compelled to take refuge on a bluff close by, which proved a satisfactory
refuge. Fortunately he was joined here by the two parties which had gone
astray, and with their assistance was enabled to hold his own against the
determined attacks which the Indians kept up for many hours. Colonel
Custer's force appears to have moved to the right of the valley firing
was heard on that side. Apparently itgot back eventually to near the river
some distance lower down than where Major Reno's force had taken up
position this at least was conjectured from the tracks. But what occurred
exactly is not known, for the force was annihilated and nothing but the
bodies of men and horses served to tellthe tale of the disaster. Itappears
(8336)
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to have been the case that the five troops fell in with an overwhelming force
of Indians, and that these afterwards came to attack Major Reno's party.
'Fortunately that officer secured a good position, and had partially entrenched
his men while there was yet time.
Difficulty of
manceuyring
detached
forces
effectively,

When several detached columns are intended to co-oper
ate in a combined attack, there is always the danger of an
error with regard to time or distance marring the effect.
This occurred as already described in the case of the flank
attack on Ali Musjid, and also during the first advance on
Wedza's stronghold as mentioned on p. 176, although inneither
case did harm come of it. The manoeuvring of such divided
forces by the commander of the whole, is always difficult to
carry out successfully once they are started upon the enterprise.
The great object to keep in view is to assign to each a task
within its powers, taking the nature of the terrain, the
amount of opposition to be encountered and so forth into
—
account. It is always better to err on the safe side
to allow too much time rather than too little. To each
column a proper impulse should, if possible, be given
at the outset, then the less interference
there is
with their independence the better. Of course unforseen
circumstances may arise which render a change of plan at
the last moment imperative-; but in the absence of such a
contingency it must never be forgotten that the secret of
success lies in trusting subordinates till they are found to be
going wrong, that orders sent from a distance may be issued
under a misapprehension of the exact circumstances at the
moment, and that there is always great risk of their causing
confusion.
The unfortunate sortie from Kandahar against the village of Deh Khoja
during the blockade in 1880 illustrates this very well. The sortie took
place after daybreak, preceded by a short bombardment from the guns on
the walls (the plan opposite shows the position of the village relatively to
the city). The cavalry moved out of the Idga gate and made a wide detour
round to the east and south-east of Deh Khoja. The infantry under General
Brooke were formed into three small columns and advanced out of the
Kabul gate towards the south-west end of the village, which was held in some
»
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Large hostile
strength by the Afghans and was prepared for defence.
bodies were seen hurrying up toreinforce itduring the preliminary operations.
The centre column, which was accompanied by General Brooke, with
part of the right column, forced their way into the village at its southern end.
The rest of the right column occupied the garden close by, and with the
cavalry kept the enemy's reinforcements in check, while the left column
lined some walls to the south and west, and acted in reserve ;one and a half
columns, in fact, penetrated into the place, while the remainder halted out
side. By dint of hard fighting General Brooke and the troops with him
forced their way along the streets. They had just reached the north end
of the village when an order came from Kandahar toretire. General Brooke
thereupon gave the necessary directions to those withhim, and the dangerous
operation of withdrawing from a particularly awkward position in face of a
fanatical enemy was at once begun.
The troops in the garden, the cavalry, and also the left column, all
retired on the Kabul gate under orders from Kandahar. Those in the
village were, however, attacked with great determination by the enemy who
speedily perceived the retrograde movement, and they only extricated
themselves with the utmost difficulty. Some escaped by the north end
and some by the south, but very serious losses were suffered in the streets
and in retiring back to Kandahar. Half the force in fact was left in the
lurch in the village, while the other half, which had been far less heavily
engaged, retired practically without fighting. General Brooke himself
was killed and the sortie ended in a distinct reverse.

This affair at Deh Khoja shows how difficult it is to con- Detached
trol detached bodies in action. But there is another danger ffreTnto'eact
insuch a case, and this is that the troops may shoot into each other,
other by accident, or that one column may mistake another
for a hostile body. This actually occurred at the action of
Suruj Kund, already mentioned in this chapter ; while
General Markham's force attacked the Sikh left and rolled
up their line, an auxiliary contingent attacked the right front
of the hostile position ; the contingent was mistaken for the
enemy and fired into. The same thing occurred at the first
attack on Kimmendine, near Rangoon, in 1824, where tlie
artillery of the flank column fired into the centre one in the
jungle from a distance, causing some loss. This sort of
misunderstanding frequently occurred on a small scale in
the later days of the South African war ; little damage was
generally done and the mistake was as a rule detected very
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quickly, but an unrehearsed scuffle of this kind is very apt to
give the show away when anything in the shape of a surprise
on the enemy is incontemplation.
Risk of
misunder
standings

The following examples are of interest as showing how
misunderstandings may arise in operations of this character
under varying circumstances and for different reasons. They
serve to show that, when separate forces are endeavouring
to act in combination in terrain where the view is restricted,
there is great risk of some misapprehension either of orders
or of the conditions existing at some particular time.

Example?,

(1) In the Maori war in 1863, Colonel Warre operating in the Taranaki
obtained information of a hostile pah, and he determined to surprise it. A
party was sent round to arrive in rear of the position at a fixed time. Colonel
Warre was to make a demonstration in front to draw the enemy into their
rifle pits out of the pah. When that had effected it3purpose the detached
force was to occupy the pah. Both forces arrived at the right time. That
detached to the rear, however, became impressed with the idea that it
had been discovered and itdid not attack in consequence.
The result was
that the demonstration drew the enemy out of the pah as had been antici
pated, that there were no troops to seize the opportunity and to force
their way into it when it was practically deserted, and that in consequence
the well concocted plan came to nothing.
(2) A very singular instance of a misunderstanding of this kind leading
to a serious disaster, is afforded by the Achin war of 1874. A plan of the
ground faces page 184.
During the operations after the capture of
Kota Raja an attack upon a fortified village named Longbatta was arranged
for, which was to be carried out by a combined movement of two separate
columns ; one was to move against the front and the other to make a
detour and attack the right. The plan shows roughly where clearings
existed : elsewhere the jungle was dense, the thick undergrowth making
all movements of troops most difficult.
The column destined for the frontal attack never reached the place at all.
Itwas delayed by the obstacles in the way, itkept too much to the right,
and eventually after some hours, got to the Panjaret village much exhausted.
The left column after a most trying march reached Longbatta, and captured
it after pome fighting. Itthen received an order from Kota Raja to take
another village close by ;but the order was misunderstood, and the column
moved against Lung, a place considerably further on across more open
ground. The Achinese at once endeavoured to reoccupy Longbatta, so
part of the column had to go back and hold it, while the rest pushed on and
succeeded in capturing Lung. Here, however, they were promptly attacked
by very superior numbers of the enemy. The officer in command ordered
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a flourish on the trumpets to be sounded to apprise the rest of the force that
he was in difficulties, but this signal was unfortunately misunderstood.
The right column had heard the firing and was marching as best it could
through the jungle towards the sound of the cannon ;but the trumpet call
was taken by it to mean a paean of victory, so it marched straight back <o
Kota Raja.
The part of the left column which had moved on to Lung had therefore
to fight its way back unsupported to Longbatta, and it suffered very heavily
inits retreat. The co-operation between the two columns had failed com
pletely in the first instance. Then the mistake about the village, and the
subsequent misunderstanding with the trumpets, caused half of one of the
two columns to be left isolated and tojbe almost annihilated.
(3) The combat of the Zlobani mountain in Zululand took place under
totally different conditions from those obtaining amid the swampy flats near
Kota Raja with their dense tropical vegetation. The Zlobani mountain was
one of the singular, flat topped hills with almost precipitous sides which
are a feature of the topography of south-eastern Africa. It was, as appears
from the sketch facing next page, oval in plan, the longer axis three
British miles long running east and west. Itlay some miles east of the
camp at Kambula.
The object of the attack on it was to raid the cattle which it had been
ascertained the Zulus were concealing there. Colonel Wood decided to send
a mounted force under Colonel Buller along the south to make an assault
on the east or further end, as the main attack. Colonel Russell with another
mounted force was to create a diversion at the west end and was to act
in support. Colonel Buller's force surprised the enemy at dawn, scrambled
up with some loss, dispersed the Zulus on the top, and secured the cattle ;
it was then decided to retire by the western end. Colonel Russell mean
while had occupied a lower plateau at the western end and had ascertained
the success of the main attack. Allwas going well when a large Zulu army
suddenly came insight, approaching from the south-east and marching to
wards Kambula past the south of the mountain.
Colonel Wood had followed Colonel Buller, and, on ascertaining that
all was right, had re-descended and moved along the south of the mountain.
Here he became aware of the Zulu army's approach, and he at once sent
orders to Colonel Russell to move his force back to the Zinguin Neck west
of the mountain, where it would cover Colonel Buller's retreat. Owing
to some misunderstanding as to the locality intended, however, Colonel
Russell moved off to a point some six miles to his west.
Not only the British on the summit, but also the Zulus who were hiding
among the rocks and kloofs of the hillside, had seen the impis on their march,
and they promptly began harassing Colonel Buller's force. Having no
support to fallback upon, and the descent of the western end of the moun
tain being barely practicable, this suffered very severely. Owing to the
great hostile army to the south, which, however, fortunately did not come
into action, the situation appeared to be even worse than it was. It was
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only by a supreme effort that panic was allayed and that the force succeeded
in reaching the bottom without a very serious disaster.
The troops felt
themselves to be in the utmost peril. Colonel Russell's force, had it taken
up the position intended, would have been a moral support of the utmost
value to the hard pressed troopers as they scrambled down the steep declivity
withthe Zulus gathering allround them, even ifithad been unable to actually
intervene in the fight. Once at the bottom, Colonel Buller's force, consisting
as itdid of mounted troops, was able to retire without much molestation.

Note on the
battle of
Adowa,

Bisk of
counter
attack.

It may be mentioned here that the unfortunate battle of
Adowa furnishes a most striking example of the risks of
separation in the field. This combat does not, itis true, illus
trate tactics of attack, nor indeed does itillustrate tactics of
defence ; it was a haphazard affair, the Italians not having
intended an assault on the Abyssinians and the opposing
armies having come into contact unexpectedly.
Still in a
work of this kind it would be an omission not to draw atten
tion to what was the most prominent feature of this battle,
a battle which ended in the most serious disaster which
regular troops have encountered in any modern small war.
The fact that the Italian brigades were so scattered when
the Abyssinians came out against them arose to a certain
extent from a misunderstanding, as has been already men
tioned on p. 46. But the upshot was that they were beaten
in detail and that an army of 15,000 men, consisting for the
most part of European troops, was utterly routed by a host
of irregular warriors.
As will be seen in Chapter XXIdealing with infantry
tactics, less depth and fewer reserves are generally necessary
in infantry attacks upon irregular enemies than is the case in
regular warfare. The same holds good as a broad principle
of attack tactics insmall wars as a whole. The losses are less
severe and the risk of counter-attack is smaller than in
attacks delivered against disciplined troops. But although
counter-attack has less to be feared, and although the rela
tive strength of reserves as compared to that of troops in front
line need not be so great, reserves can never be dispensed
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with altogether. Keserves are especially needed in fighting
against fanatics who may make a sudden rush by way of
counter-attack. In the main this is a branch of infantry
tactics to be dealt with under that head in a later chapter,
but the question of absence of reserves when there is risk of
counter-attack, to a certain extent involves the other arms
also.
(1) At Denghil Tepe in 1879, General Lomakin was obliged, owing to the Examples of
smallness of his force, to deliver the assault with practically no reserves, hostile
,
When the stormers found itimpossible to penetrate into the defences and
fell away under the heavy fire poured into them by the Tekkes, there
were no reserves to lean upon. Fortunately the guns afforded a refuge to
the Russian infantry as this was swept back by the defenders, who charged
out over their battlements in great force and with much determination.
The retreating infantry masked the artillery for a while but cleared the
front in time to allow the guns to deliver some rounds of case into the
Turkoman swarms.
These sufficed to drive the Tekkes back into their
stronghold in confusion.
(2) At the battle of Tetuan in 1859, where the Spanish army made a
direct attack upon the Moors entrenched in a strong position, the enem\
unexpectedly charged out over their defences on one flank just as thi
assault was about to be delivered. This sudden counter-attack, however,
'in reality favoured the assailants, because it enabled them to fight their
way into the position with the flying Moors, who had no chance against the
Spanish muskets in the open. But the incident illustrates the possibility
of such foes delivering unexpected counter-strokes of a character which
may call for a solid front on the part of the regular troops.
(3) The charge of the ghazis at the battle of Bareilly in 1858, is another
good example of a hostile counter-attack. An attack on the rebels was
being prepared and the artillery on the British left, which was to take the
enemy in flank, had been in action for some time. Suddenly a crowd of
fanatic swordsmen charged down upon the extreme right of the British.
Fortunately, the infantry, although taken somewhat aback, had time to
close their ranks, and they effectually dealt with the ghazis. Scarcely were
the ghazis disposed of than a large force of the rebel cavalry swept round the
right flank and caused considerable confusion in rear.
(4) As instances on a small scale may be cited a sudden charge of spear
men from the hills on the right of Mahdist position at Kirbekan down upon
the infantry just preparing to storm them, and a fanatical rush at the action
of Kotkai in the Black Mountains Expedition of 1888. The enemy in this
latter case was giving way and the attacking troops were pressing forward
with all speed to complete the victory, when suddenly, out of a masked
nullah running diagonally across the battle-field, a body of swordsmen made
?
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a desperate attempt to break the line ;all of them were killed, but they
inflicted some loss and might have caused very serious confusion but for the
steadiness of the troops.

Need of
between
in

nlrJ ®nd

n

meet counterattacks.

Tendency of
enemy to
threaten
flanks and
rear of
attacking
force.

The examples cited above serve to show that there is often
being delivered by a
fraction of the hostile force, even if,speaking generally, irregu
lars are not very prone to attempt such offensive returns. To
meet counter-strokes guns are very useful. The case of Denghil
Tepe, although rather in the nature of a counter-attack after
an assault has failed, illustrates the value of artillery in
support ; it provides a further argument for the forward
action of this arm, the need of which has been already pointed
out if a decisive victory is to be gained without a turning
movement. Good troops have little to fear from a sudden
rush of bodies of fanatics if the ground be open ; but in a
broken intersected terrain where there is no field of fire,
such antagonists may create serious disorder, if they come
on with resolution and unexpectedly, and may even break
through the line if reserves are not at hand. General Skobelef
inhis instructions to the troops inthe Turkoman campaign of
1880, laid the utmost stress on the artillery being up to support
the infantry inattack, and upon the infantry being kept wellin
"
hand.
of Asiatic tactics is to preserve
The main principle
"
close formations."
The artillery must devote itself to
closely supporting its comrades without the slightest regard
for itself." Such were his maxims, and although such tactics
are inapplicable under many of the conditions which small
wars present, the rules laid down for guidance by so illustrious
a leader command consideration.
When the question comes to be considered how a regular
force about^ to attack the enemy should be drawn up in
operations of this class, there is a point which at once attracts
attention ; the fact that irregular warriors are very prone to
shirk meeting a direct attack tends to drive them into harassing
operations directed against the flanks and rear of .the regular
a chance of a very sudden counter-attack
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troops. Their instinctive appreciation, moreover, that the
flanks and rear of the troops advancing against them are the
most promising points for counter-attack, often causes them
to give a great deal of annoyance. In bush fighting, when
the enemy does not act purely on the defensive, and when
the adversary depends upon stockades and similar defences
concealed in the jungle, the flanks and rear of the regular
troops are constantly threatened. As willbe seen in Chapter
XX the French operating against opponents of these
proclivities in Dahomey made considerable use of the square
formation while acting on the offensive. At Amoaful and
Ordahsu in Ashanti the same kind of tactics on the part of
the enemy were experienced, as also in Achin, and inboth these
campaigns especial arrangements had to be made to guard
the flanks and rear of troops advancing to the attack. This
enveloping system of undisciplined adversaries is not peculiar
to the bush however, the same thing is experienced in the hills
on the Indian borders, by the French in Algeria and the
Russians in Central Asia, and recently the Somalis have been
found to adopt the enveloping method when prepared to
accept battle. The Moors employed itin 1859, and in con
sequence of their tactics Marshal McDonald at the battle of
Tetuan advanced in a formation like a wedge, his flanks
being thrown back —an order of battle not altogether unlike
Marshal Bugeaud's at Isly.
This battle of Isly is of especial interest as itis probably The battle of
the most decisive victory gained over irregular forces by any lslJ'
troops other than British since the battle of the Pyramids.
Marshal Bugeaud drew up his army in the form of, as he
"
""
himself described it, the muzzle of a boar —a triangle in
fact with blunted apex ; and in this wedge-like order of battle
he went straight at an immensely superior force of Moors. The
formation was arrived at 'by echelon of battalion columns
battalion columns being the normal infantry order of attack
and the artillery and non-combatants were within the triangle.

—
—
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The marshal had given directions that the battalions were
to form battalion square if the Moorish horse charged home.
The enemy does not appear to have penetrated through the
gaps at any time ; the hostile onslaughts were not indeed
very formidable, in spite of the enormous numerical supe
riority of the Moors. And although a formation with great
gaps in it will seldom recommend itself as an arrangement
for meeting charges of hostile cavalry, especially when there
is a great deal with the force which needs protection, it
served its purpose extremely well in this case at Isly, the
French gaining a brilliant victory at a trifling sacrifice.
An illustra
Marshal Bugeaud's battalions having been drawn up in
tion of an
heavy
columns, as was the system in those days in all regular
echelon
formation,
armies except the British, robs this battle of much of its
interest at the present time. But it is a remarkable fact
that what was one of the most decisive battles inany small war
of the last century, was won by one of the greatest of masters
of irregular warfare with a force drawn up in echelon forma
tion which advanced right into the heart of a huge hostile
army and compelled this to attack. When the Moors rushed
down upon the French, these of course stood to receive the
attack ; but their deliberate advance, which moreover was only
checked at the moment of impact, created them in reality
the assailants and makes the battle of Isly an example of
offensive tactics.
Remarks on
This method of drawing the troops up in echelon has the
the echelon
of assuring a good development of fire, and it pro
advantage
formation.
flanks.
When General Egerton advanced to the
tects the
attack at Jidballi he formed the infantry indouble echelon from
the centre, with the mounted troops on the flanks ; the
echelon however formed square when close to the enemy.
An echelon formation does not meet the difficulty of an
enveloping attack made in great force and with reckless
determination. The very rapid advance of fanatics such
as are met with in the Sudan and sometimes in Algeria enables
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these to make sudden onslaughts upon the regular forces
from any side, and mere facing about does not satisfactorily
meet a hostile counter-attack in great strength upon the
rear of a body of troops advancing in echelon formation.
Moreover if the enemy succeeds in getting through the
intervals there is great risk of the troops firing into each
other. On open ground there is little danger of the enemy,
however fierce his attack may be, getting to such close
quarters ; but experience has shown that among thickets and
in broken terrain such foemen manage sometimes to reach
the muzzles of the rifles. In view of the success which has
generally attended the employment of the square formation
under these conditions, it seems doubtful whether the echelon
order of battle makes an efficient substitute ; but in attacking
adversaries less prone to rely on shock tactics it would no
doubt at times prove very satisfactory even, in bush country.
A special chapter is devoted later on to the square for
mation. Marshal Bugeaud's order of battle was not of
course a square ; but his idea while advancing to attack the
Moorish camp was to be prepared for the onslaught of the
hostile cavalry from most sides, and the object of the square
—
is the same to be ready to meet assailants trusting to shock
tactics from whatever direction they come. The echelon
—
formation or the square formation defensive formations in
—
reality are employed on the offensive where the enemy is
in great strength and is inclined to deliver strokes against
the flanks and rear. Under such circumstances the regular
force must advance in an order of battle which can show
front at a moment's notice in any direction, covering its
impedimenta. Here, however, we are rather concerned with
¦threats against the flanks and rear of a body of troops acting
on the offensive, than with regular attacks upon them.
importance
Where the flanks and rear of the attacking troops are °^
pressing
merely threatened, the sound principle to act on seems to be and not
°
not to take these threats too seriously. The French when PaylnS t0
i
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attacking very superior forces in Tonkin usually adopted an
echelon formation, to counteract the overlapping tactics of
the enemy and prevent them from becoming a serious danger j
but except for taking this precaution they pushed ahead
disregarding the threats against their rear. It will almost
always be found that ifthe advance be resolute and the assault
pushed home, the clouds of foemen hovering on the flanks melt
away and cease to be a danger. The case of Ordahsu in the
Ashanti war illustrates this ; the British troops pushed boldly
on, disregarding the tendency of the enemy to harass the flanks
and rear, and no evil came of it. This method of combat
on the part of the enemy has, it must be remembered, very
littleincommon with the enveloping system of attack which the
Zulus employed withsuch succes at Isandlwhana, and withsuch
manoeuvring power at Ginghilovo and Ulundi—in Zululand
the regular troops acted on the defensive on the battle-field
and in square or laager, the enemy being the assailant. The
very fact of disregarding feeble tentative hostile operations
against the flanks and rear, shows the enemy that the regular
army holds him lightly, and, as has been so often insisted
upon, moral effect is all powerful in these campaigns.
General Romanovski's decisive victory over the Uzbeg army at Yedshar
is worthy of mention in this connection. The Emir of Bokhara had about
40,000 men, the Russian force consisted of only 3,000 ;but in spite of dis
parity of numbers General Romanovski attacked without hesitation. The
enemy enveloped the Russian force and made desperate attacks upon the
baggage which was guarded by only a few companies, and these were at
times in great peril. But the Russians pressed resolutely on, the baggage
escort meanwhile repulsing the hostile onslaughts as best it could and push
ing on whenever it had a moment's respite. The enemy could not stand
against the determined advance of General Romanovski and the fire of his
guns, and at last became panic-stricken and fled.
At the battle of Wad Ras, in 1859, the Moors seriously threatened the
Spanish flanks while the attack was being developed. But although itwas
found necessary to detach some troops to make head against them, the
main position of the attacking army'pressed on, unhindered by the manoeuvres
of the enemy. When the village of Amsal in the centre of the hostile
position was captured the Moors disappeared in alldirections. The Sultan's
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army being numerically far superior to the Spanish force, was able to overlap
the assailants, while at the same time offering resistance to the main
attack.

In Chapter XI a passing reference was made to the Attacks on
successful operations in 1897 against the Mashonas in their soutl^Africa
caves. Insamuch as it is a not uncommon trick on the
part of the natives in that part of the world to take refuge in
caves, and as their doing so has baffled troops at times, a
short description of the method adopted with such happy
results by Captain Hon. F. de Moleyns, who conducted the
campaign, may be useful.
A rebel gathering having been located in some kraal, the first step
towards dealing withit was to get within striking distance of itunobserved.
To achieve this end Captain de Moleyns used to make a night march to the
close vicinity of the point to be attacked, choosing moonlight nights when
possible, because moonlight would be desirable on subsequent nights while
experience showed that the enemy kept no look out except close in to the
kraal.
The kraals were situated near the caves, and were generally prepared for
defence. If the surprise was complete as was generally the case the
troops when they advanced to attack at dawn found the Mashonas in the
kraals, and the first step was to drive them out. It was always found
that after some resistance the defenders fled to their caves, a movement
which was not interfered with,itbeing in fact exactly what the assailants
hoped for. As soon as the kraals were cleared, picquets were placed all
round the caves and an impromptu siege began. Under a heavy firedirected
into the mouths of the caves these could be gradually located by watching
the puffs from the hostile muskets and rifles the picquets slowly closed
in tillthey had formed as restricted a ring as the amount of available cover
admitted of, and then a rigid investment was instituted.
The close investment having been completed, the next operation was to
blow in the mouths of the caves. Explosives were prepared in heavy and
light charges. These were brought up near the cave to be dealt with, care
having been taken that its fire was completely silenced. A small charge
with a short fuze was then hurriedly placed at the mouth of the cave ;on
this exploding the heavier charges were deposited before the natives could
recover from the shock of the first, and the explosion of these had invari
ably the effect of bringing out some women and children. These were
encouraged to bring out more, and in the end nearly the whole community
would gradually be captured, although some used to manage to slip through
the ring of picquets at night in spite of all precautions. Of course the
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Mashonas sometimes managed to pull out the fuzes of the charges, and the
operation did not necessarily proceed quite so smoothly ;but the result was
always arrived at by patience and perseverance in from three to five days.
After three strongholds had been captured by this method the rebellion
was practically crushed.
The remaining rebels, finding that their cave
fortresses were a source of weakness rather than of strength, gave up their
arms and surrendered, and the campaign came to an end.

In these operations the broad principles which should
guide the conduct of campaigns against irregular warriors
were fully observed. The enemy having chosen the guerilla
form of warfare was followed up in detail, and the blow
against each fraction was driven right home. The point kept
specially in view tactically, was to make certain that the foe
Hour for
attack.

Attacks at
dawn.

did not escape when once brought to battle.
One more point with regard to the tactics of attack deserves
attention, and this is the question of the hour at which
attacks should be delivered. Night attacks are discussed in
a later chapter together with other nocturnal operations, and
the objections to them are there set out ; they are seldom
advisable, but experience has shown how very effective attacks
at dawn of day are if practicable. Itis a very general custom
in undisciplined and irregular armies to withdraw a large part
of the force by night and to send itback inthe morning. The
French army advancing on Algiers in1830 took full advantage
of this at Sidi Khalif, where the Dey's forces were finally over
thrown ; it had been ascertained that the enemy used to
entirely withdraw at night out of the position which had been
carefully prepared, so General Bourmont attacked in the early
morning and captured itwithlittle difficulty. The same thing
was observed at Deh Khoja, already referred to inthis chapter ;
had there been no preliminary bombardment from Kandahar
this village would probably have been captured without
serious resistance.
It is somewhat singular that in view of the inclination
which such enemies display for attacking at early dawn
themselves, they rarely seem to anticipate danger at this hour.
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The fact, however, remains, that ifa body of troops can manage
by a night march to arrive before the position of an irregular
force, or even of an army modelled to a certain extent on the
European system but not ranking as a regular force, it can
generally deliver a most effective attack. Owing to the in
sufficiency of the outposts on the side of the enemy, or of their
total absence, the approach of the assailants is seldom dis
covered if conducted with skillard regularity. The difficulty
lies in the night march ;ifthat difficulty is got over successfully
there is generally good prospect of a surprise and a victory.
Itshould be noted that one great advantage of attacking at
daybreak is that the enemy finds it very difficult to ascertain
at once what especial point the assailants are aiming at. The
movement of columns round a hostile flank with the intention of
falling upon the foe at dawn from allsides are difficult to execute
by night, but a sudden concentric attack in the grey of the
morning often has achieved a great success —the guerilla phases
of the South African war of 1899-1902 provided many examples.
A good instance of such an attack at break of day occurred in Algeria in Examples
1845. Abd el Kader had, with the suddenness characteristic ofhis methods
of making war, unexpectedly appeared in the Metija near Algiers, where the
whole district had broken out in revolt. News reached the capital that he
was at a place called Cherek el Tobul iv the hills. General Gentil com
manding in Algiers thereupon made a night march to the. enemy's camp.
The movement was kept secret, the march was swift and sudden, and the
force reached the camp before dawn and surprised it at daybreak. The
rebels were wholly unprepared and were completely routed, the Emir
himself only just managing to escape.
Ludlow Castle, outside Delhi, was captured during the siege in 1857 by
an attack delivered about dawn ; the troops got up unobserved to close
distance under cover of the darkness.
The attack on the Afghan flank at the Peiwar Kotal already described
on p. 166, was delivered at dawn, and Sir H. Kitchener's force arrived beforo
the Atbara zeriba soon after daybreak.
The well known case of Tel-el-Kebir is a very remarkable example of
such an attack. The movement of a large force inbattle formation by night
right up to within striking distance of a formidable line of entrenchments
held by a large army, was a signal achievement of war. Its arrival before
the works was admirably timed and the result was a complete victory. The
Egyptians were practically surprised, their outpost service had been neglect:d,
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and the outposts, such as they were, were too close in to give any adequate
warning of a contemplated assault.
Attacks early
in the day
expedient, to
allow of
effective

pursuit.

Infact attacks at daybreak, if they can be managed, afford
considerable chance of very decisive success, so this seems to
be perhaps the most favourable time for delivering an assault
on a strong position.
Itmay be added that, when fighting certain enemies, the
only chance of getting at them at all may be by attacking at
daybreak after a night march. Itwas found inthe suppres
sion of the Matabili rebellion that approach under cover of
darkness was absolutely necessary, otherwise the rebels slipped
ofE and got their cattle and belongings off as well. One of the
most successful actions of the campaign was brought about by
assaulting the koppies among which a hostile impi was posted
at dawn, after a march of 20 miles which lasted nearly the
whole night.
In any case itis always expedient to attack early inthe day
ifpossible, so as to allow time not only for driving the enemy
out of his position but also for carrying out an effective pursuit
—this is a principle, however, which applies also inregular war
fare. It must never be forgotten that in small wars decisive
success, not perhaps as a tactical operation but as an effective
operation of war, depends not only upon beating the enemy
but also upon following up the success forthwith. The hostile
forces must not be permitted to slip away and dissolve when
only half beaten if it can possibly be avoided. A decisive
tactical victory, won in the afternoon, may have a less lasting
effect than a less pronounced triumph on the actual battle
field, achieved early inthe day, provided that the success in
action has been merely the prelude to an obstinate pursuit
and general advance of the victorious troops.

*D
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xiii
Tactics

of defence

The subject of the defensive in small wars affords little scope Defensive
for exhaustive discussion. A defensive attitude is almost un^aj t,ufc
always to be deprecated, and only under certain
special cir- sometimes
•
unavoidable,
• •
cumstances is it to be recommended.
The operations of
regular troops in such warfare must never be allowed to
stagnate ; the troops must be up and doing, striking their
adversaries when these attempt resistance, hunting them
down when they shun combat. An army acting on the
defensive tacitly admits a certain superiority on the part of
the enemy, and the very essence of the proper conduct of
campaigns against irregular and undisciplined foes is bluff.
Still, defensive tactics are sometimes forced upon the i
regular troops. In the chapters on squares, hill warfare,
£\
&c, some cases which impose upon them a defensive attitude
f|
willbe referred to. If the enemy attacks in great force and
with reckless darins itis usually best to receive the onslaught
and not to press forward to meet it. The tactics adopted by
the Zulus and Mahdists when flushed with confidence were
i
f
best met at a halt in close formation, even on ground where Q vu'V )<£>
,
arms of precision could tell with fulleffect. In the jungles of
'
"
'
V
v .j .Uv<T-i
Dahomey the sudden hostile attacks on flanks and rear could
be confronted most satisfactorily by the troops on the spot
acting on the defensive tillthe edge was taken off the hostile
appetite for combat. In every campaign detachments of
regular troops willsometimes have to accept the position of
letting the enemy attack them.
Where a small force of regular troops is opposed to great
hostile masses, no matter how ill-armed or how deficient in
(8336)
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morale those masses may be, circumstances render it almost
imperative to act on the defensive. Many examples might be
cited of small detachments being hemmed in and besieged in
these campaigns —it may not be possible for them to fall
boldly upon the enemy and fight their way through, there may
be women and children to guard, valuable stores to protect too
bulky to be moved, some post to be held which can not be
abandoned. In such a situation, although the regular troops
may spasmodically act on the defensive and teach the
enemy to respect them, they must upon the whole maintain a
defensive attitude in spite of the drawbacks attendant on that
attitude —an attitude which naturally gives encouragement
to the opposing warriors, who are as easily roused to warlike
enthusiasm by a show of weakness on the part of their ad
versaries, as they are prone to discouragement and despondency
when these show a bold and resolute front.
Small bodies
It is hardly necessary to point out that, when a small
of regular
force of regular troops is cooped up in some post by masses
troops
hemmed in, of savages or semi-civilized antagonists, its position is one of
great anxiety, because the circumstances of the case are such
as to give the enemy a great moral advantage. Under such
circumstances the hostile gatherings swell apace and gain in
courage from hour to hour. If the body of regular troops
be very small the situation becomes especially full of peril
from the very fact that, owing to its inability to depart
appreciably from an attitude of passive defence, the enemy
increases in assurance till he plucks up courage to risk an
assault in full strength, when numbers may tell decisively.
Eyen then
In such cases it is of supreme importance to maintain
defensive
active
a defence as possible, to worry the enemy inces
as
must not be
purely
santly, to compel him to believe that the garrison is full of
passive.
«*•>""»
fight and that it has not lost heart under untoward circum
stances. Even ifcounter-attack inthe shape of sorties makes
no material gain, it means a moral gain. The opposing force
can probably spare those placed hors de combat in the fight
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far better than the regular troops can- —every man counts
in a hard pressed garrison. But the flash of enterprise will
not have been without its effect if the sortie has been
planned with skill and has been executed with vigour and
determination. A purely passive defence is improper in
warfare of any kind, but in a small war it is absolutely fatal.
The enemy must be taught that the apparently insignificant
force of regulars has not lost heart and that it represents an
active power to be reckoned with. Fortunately this is a
principle which officers commanding small detachments
isolated ina hostile land and surrounded by swarms of enemies,
seldom forget, as experience shows.
During the siege of Potchefstrom in the Transvaal, which was one of Examples of
the chief incidents of the Boer war of 1881, a sudden sortie by a small party minor coun
against the hostile trenches which were slowly nearing the little^fort,had ter-attacka
D(ler sucn
a most excellent effect. It greatly alarmed the Boers, in addition to v
circum
achieving its immediate purpose of destroying some of their advanced glances.
works.
During the remarkable defence of Tuyen Kwang in Tonkin in 1885 by
the French, which lasted nearly three months, two or three effective sorties
by very small parties proved most valuable. Without perhaps achieving *»*•••- >
any success of importance, these plucky enterprises kept up the spirits of the fc-w- I ;
A \i
|U"*'
garrison and prevented the Chinese from growing too confident.
A sally by a small detachment under Lieutenant Harley during the
siege of Chitral in 1895, was not only brilliantly successful in destroying
the hostile approaches, but exercised a great moral effect upon the enemy.
Similarly during the siege of Fort Gulistan by the Orukzais in 1897, a
gallant sortie under a native officer of the Sikhs had an excellent effect ;
three hostile standards were captured, and itis said that the three sections
of the tribesmen represented by these went off to their homes. The enemy
had got up to within 20 yards of the walls.

.

None of these episodes were in themselves great operations
of war, but they contributed towards preventing the hostile
swarms which were hemming in the small hard pressed
garrisons from thinking that they were completely in the
These bold feats of arms, moreover, served
ascendant.
greatly to encourage the troops. They converted the defence
for the time being into an active defence. Such counter-strokes
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must be sudden and they must be pushed home with
decision. There is no need for a large party, the smaller the
detachment told off for the enterprise, the better may be the
chance of achieving a successful surprise and the better can
the detachment be kept in hand at the critical moment. And
even if the sally fails inits object, if the enemy's trenches
are not cleared, ifhis approaches cannot be blown up, if the
little force is obliged to regain the defences with nothing to
show for the effort it has made, no great harm will probably
one-third of our enterprises,"
come of it. "Ifwe fail in only
"
said the Duke of Wellington, we should not complain, but
make up our minds to this as a general rule." A show of
activity raises the spirits of troops driven to adopt a defensive
attitude. A counter-attack of this kind shows the enemy
that the defenders have not lost heart.
On the other hand, if any considerable portion of the
defending force assumes the offensive for a special purpose, it
isvery unfortunate if ths undertaking miscarries. A failure
under such circumstances means that an important fraction
of the force has suffered a check, and the moral effect upon
the troops, who from the facts of the case" are 'working under
may seriously 'affect their fighting
efficiency in the future. When a counter-attack on an im
portant scale is contemplated, itis imperative that the whole
scheme shall have been considered in all its aspects and that
its details have been worked out thoroughly. The sortie to
Deh Khoja from Kandahar is an example of such an enterprise
undertaken on an important scale, tailing ; it amounted
to a disastrous reverse to a force condemned practically to a
passive defence, a part of which force had already met with
serious mishap at Maiwand. What occurred at Kabul in
ISil is an even more striking illustration, of the danger of
an ill-considered and badly-executed counter-attack.
The British army was beginning to find itself in critical circumstances,
in consequence very largely of a want of enterprise at the time when the
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great hostile movement,

which ended by accomplishing the annihilation
of the force in the defiles of Jagdalak and Gandamak, had not yet come to a
head. This being so, the ill-judged and ill-planned attacks upon the Bemaru
heights had most calamitous results.
On the first occasion the main object was to capture and carry off two
guns which the enemy had planted on the heights ;but the enterprise was
only undertaken late in the day, and its execution was hurried and ineffec
tive. One of the guns sent out in support stuck in a ditch, and the other
was not given time to make any preparation. The first attack of the infantry
on the heights failed, and they were thereupon charged and swept back by
masses of Afghan horse. Then the British artillery opened an effective fire,
and after a time a second attack partially succeeded and the enemy aban
doned the two guns. But it was by this time getting dark and the upshot
was that only one of the Afghan pieces was brought in and the affair was
really a failure.
On the second occasion the attack was made before dawn. The Bemaru
village was not captured by surprise simultaneously with the heights, as it
should have been, and only one gun was taken out. An attack, later on, upon
the village failed. This gave time for the enemy to swarm out of Kabul to
attack the partially successful British troops in great force, and to drivo
them off the heights with heavy loss after a keen struggle. The army
was demoralised by previous failure, and by the manifest mismanagement of
the affair, and the net result of the two attempted counter-strokes against
the ever growing Afghan forces was to still further depress the already
shaken troops.

.
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Evils of N*—
With anything approaching
an equality of force to that passive
:.m;.,.,^j?_
is, of course, wholly mad- defence ifrot
of the enemy, a passive defence
"
missible. It may"no "Soußt occasionally Be resorted to for linP-eratlYe
—
a time sometimes with great advantage when it is intended
to draw the hostile forces on to attack ; but it must only

.

be adopted provisionally and as a temporary measure. Passive
defence may be adopted as a ruse to tempt the* enemy into
some rash action even when the regular army is as strong as
the enemy. It may sometimes be justifiable so as to afford
troops a rest, or to enable supplies to be brought up inanticipa
tion of an active campaign, or to cover Jbhe arrival of reinforce
ments sufficient to act with decisive effect. Otherwise, except
under the circumstances dealt with in earlier paragraphs
where the regular force only represents an insignificant total in
face of a formidable gathering of irregular warriors, passive
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defence is out of place. The history of British small wars
of the present generation, however, unfortunately provides
three deplorable examples of serious defeats which can be
directly attributable to an attitude of passive defence. In
none of these cases did the circumstances restrict the troops
to this attitude.
There is every reason to believe that in
each case active defence, if not actual attack, would have
completely changed the complexion of affairs.
Examples,

After the failure of the attack on Laing's Neck in the Boer war of 1881,
the enemy began to cut the communications of the British force facing the
hostile position, and to raid long distances into Natal. Itwas decided to
march a part of the force back to Newcastle to reopen communications.
No
sooner had this detachment left camp than the Boers, mounting their ponies,
The
moved round over the hills to intercept it;and in this they succeeded.
British force was compelled to take up a position near the Ingogo river,
which proved to be particularly bad a low undulation was occupied, an
undulation fringed below withrocks which gave perfect cover to the enemy
while the troops were exposed on the sky line. The Boers, approaching in
small parties and making skilful use of the folds of ground to hide their
movements, formed a ring round the position and fired on the guns and
infantry from behind the rocks, while the British force remained a passive
target for the hostile bullets tilldarkness closed in and put an end to the
fight. The losses were very heavy, and the troops only succeeded in with
drawing to where they had come from during the night, by extraordinary
good fortune. The Boers were inno overwhelming force, they were scattered
while the British were concentrated, and the distance to be traversed in
a rush was small, so that everything pointed to the certainty that a vigorous
charge with the bayonet would have great effect. The Boers at the point
selected for the effort would have rushed to their mounts, for they had no
weapons with which to meet shock tactics, and they would thus have given
the rifles of the infantry and the guns a chance which they never got through
out the disastrous engagement.
The circumstances at Majuba hill were somewhat similar a few days
later. The British force had during the night gained the summit of this
flat topped hill with its steep and broken sides, a hillcommanding the Boer
position at Laing's Neck, but not within rifle range. After a momentary
and not unjustifiable panic on discovering the British at daybreak on the
hillabove them, the Boers boldly prepared to attack it. Its sides afforded
excellent cover, inasmuch as terraces gave rise to considerable areas of dead
ground. The troops for the most part were drawn up on the summit away
from the edges, only a few men being told off to fire down the slopes. The
Boers succeeded in creeping up unobserved to immediately below a small
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a party who flanked the face up which the main
attempt was being made. A sudden and most effective volley practically
cleared this koppie, and following close on the heels of the survivors, the
Boers reached the crest. Ifever there was an opportunity for a bayonet
charge it was this ;but inplace of a counter-attack the enemy was met by
a mere desultory fusillade, the troops were unaware that their assailants
were not numerically a formidable body, uncertainty and the fatal feeling
of inferiority which mere passive defence engenders led to panic, and the
men broke and fled. Itis not a pleasant story, but itis a most instructive
one. Atthe Ingogo river there was the excuse for not delivering a counter
attack that, in crossing the 200 or 300 yards from the British position to
where the Boers were crouching behind their rocks, serious loss must have
occurred. On Majuba hill it was a mere matter of a rush of a few yards,
and of keeping up the confidence of the troops by making them feel that
if they were caught in a trap there was a way out of it.
v The other instance referred to is Maiwand. Here it was not a case of
confronting Europeans armed with rifles in the use of which they were
trained from childhood, but of fighting Asiatics Asiatics in considerable
force itis true and well supplied with guns, but none the less Asiatics. The
British force, quitting ground where a purely defensive action might have
been fought with some hopes of success, moved out to meet the Afghan
army and formed up on a stony plain for battle. Ayoub Khan's force was
allowed to slowly deploy from column ofroute, and to form a line of battle
to a certain extent enveloping the troops. The hostile guns were enabled to
bring a concentric fixe to bear on the British position, which lasted for some
hours and demoralised the native troops, infantry and cavalry. When after
a period of purely passive defence under trying circumstances, a great ghazi
rush supervened, the native troops gave way and the line was completely
broken. Itis said that Ayoub Khan's Herati regiments suffered so severely
from the British shells that they retired twice, and that they would have
fled at the first attack. Whether or not this be the case, there is no doubt
that a passive defensive under such circumstances was inexcusable. The
British Empire in India would have a very different history ifa passive
defensive attitude had been adopted at Plassey and at Meani, where the
hostile superiority of force was far more marked than it was at Maiwand
at the outset, and where, when the armies came in contact, the enemy was
drawn up for battle instead of being in motion and in column of route.

detached koppie, held by

—

It is a relief to turn from the consideration of passive Active
defence, totally opposed as it generally is to the fundamental defence
principles upon which small wars should be conducted, to that
of active defence. Itis not always practicable to attack, and
itis not always desirable to do so. Attimes regular troops will
find themselves acting on the defensive in small wars, even
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when the disparity between the forces is not so marked as to
render this necessary. When this is the case a great chance
often presents itself of seizing upon the moment when the
enemy is disordered by advance, to deliver a crushing counter
attack. It is almost impossible to exaggerate the value of
cavalry at such a moment. "When irregular warriors get into
disorder, or when their heart fails them just when they %re
about to drive their attack home, the bravest of them are
easily thrown into panic, and once a panic sets in they dis
solve into a helpless mob. Cavalry then gets it.3 chance ;
but even if there be no cavalry a rapid and resolute advance
of foot soldiers may achieve much, and all preparations for
such an advance should have been made in anticipation of the
event.
In such cases as Ahmed Khel in Afghanistan, as
Ulundi and Ginghilovo in Zululand, and as Abu Klea, where
the enemy approaches suddenly in great force and with much
ferocity, the force of the attack breaks itself in the assault,
and the survivors disperse after their onslaught has failed
they do not give the regular troops time or opportunity to
deliver a counter-attack, unless a force of cavalry be at hand
arid the terrain permit of the action of this arm. As a general
rule, however, the hostile attack is not pushed home withsuch
f
vigour and suddenness, and in consequence there are more
/
opportunities for a telling counter-stroke.
Kemarks 09$ ,_
On the defensive a areat development of fire is essential,
oralrof Rp^and unless there is risk of a fanatical rush strong reserves
™^t~: ~'J are not required. In view of the tendency of irregular oppor
nents to circle round the flanks these should if possible rest
O \ on ground very favoural)le**for defence, or else tKey should bs
well protected by cavalry or guns ; at Maiwand the flanks
were quite en Vair, although the cavalry succeeded in keeping
the enemy at a respectful distance from the one most exposed.
It will sometimes be expedient to keep special reserves in
tended to deliver the counter-attack, concealed in rear of the
fighting line. No definite rule on this head can be laid down,

—
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it is seldom possible to decide in advance exactly how and
where a counter-attack willbe delivered ; but the force should
be so disposed as to ensure that, whenever in the course of
the action it is proposed to change from the defensive to the
offensive, there may be troops on the spot to make the counterstroke with power and effect.
The combat at Kailua in front of Langson where General Negrier de- The engage
6
at
feated the Chinese after the reverse suffered at Bang Bo described onp. 169 S?
The
is an excellent example of a skilfully planned active defensive.
French exam pie of
position is shown on the rough sketch opposite, the reserve being in rear of active
Kailua on the right. The small entrenched camp on the left, the two re- defence,
doubts and the village of Kailua, all formed valuable defensive pivots, so
that the position, although commanded, was a formidable ons.
The Chinese were drawn on by the outposts as these retired into the

!^

plain, General Negrier having given orders to reserve fire so as to attract
them to close quarters. They developed their principal attack 3against the
left where, encouraged by the cessation of fire on the part of the French,
they pressed up close to the line. Fire being then suddenly oponed they lost
heavily and fell back some distance. They, however, came on again coura
geously on this side in spite of heavy losses, the French always reserving
their fire till it should be thoroughly effective. Then General Negriir
ordered part of the reserve to move out round the right of Kailua and to
fall upon the enemy in flank from the rear. This decided the day. The
Chinese left was rolled up, the reverse on this side immediately caused panic,
and the whole force fellback completely defeated. Unfortunately just as
the day was won General Negrier was severely wounded, and the victory
was not followed up as itshould have been.

The advantages

ff vs

Jm**^

of the square formation for meeting~ Advantages
i««»nn.iigMa^g»a»a«gi?iiait!*3*
¦'.-.'.¦*-r-»-a
of a line
ensuring that a firm front formation
shlnToe offered to an enemy, the direction of whose sudden OTer luare >
even when
onslaughts can never be foreseen with certainty, will be the enemy
pointed out and dealt with fully in ChagtCT^XVII. But jj800 as^j,cckfeed
when the direction which the hostile assault will take can be tactics.
foreseen approximately, and when ths ground is fairly open so
that the opposing force cannot creep round the flanks and
make a sudden rush upon the rear, the need for square for
mation is not so very apparent even when fighting against
savages who charge up recklessly to close quarters. An order
of battle in irregular line with flanks thrown back, with the
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cavalry ready to act on the flanks and with the guns distri
buted so as to ensure shell fire being brought to bear on any
point from which the enemy is delivering a determined
attack, is excellent. If there is a fairly good field of fire there
should be no fear whatever of the line being broken as long as
good fire discipline is maintained, and in such a formation
more rifles can be brought into play and a more extended
position can be occupied than ifsquare be adhered to. Strong
reserves, which seriously reduce the number of rifles in the
front line, are always out of place ;but small local reserves are
desirable, especially towards the flanks.
Examples,

At Ahmed Khel the enemy was found in strong force on high ground to
the left, and across the front, of the route which was being followed by Sir
D. Stewart's force marching on Ghazni. All the troops available were
formed for attack and the guns opened fire. Then a swarm of ghazis sud
denly charged down towards the troops, and a mass ofhostile cavalry which
had been seen on the right of the Afghan position attacked the British left.
The consequence of this was that the British force was at the moment of
the hostile onslaught drawn up in a long line with intervals, the guns being
on the right. While the Afghan cavalry fell upon the left of the line, the
fanatic swordsmen attacked the front and centre. The
held
their ground. On the right the guns kept the enemy off, although it was
found necessary to withdraw them somewhat and to throw back this flank
so as to form a front against the hostile onslaught on this side ;some
squadrons were also sent to prolong the line here. The attack of horse
men on the left, in the meantime, had caused considerable confusion, the
native cavalry being caught at such a disadvantage that the Afghan
horsemen were eventually only checked by the infantry in rallying squares.
Finally with the great development of fire which the long line was able to
bring to bear, the enemy was repulsed with overwhelming slaughter.
Matters had been criticalfor a few moments because of the tremendously
sudden nature of the hostile attack, for which on so large a scale previous
operations in Afghanistan had afforded no precedent. But a defensive line
of battle, taken up more or less at haphazard, proved excellently adapted
And the reason of this was that it admitted of a
to the circumstances.
great development of fire.
At the fight of Tokar in 1891, the Egyptian troops were suddenly
attacked by the Mahdists in great force, but managed at the last moment
to occupy a semi-circular position supported by the ruined buildings of
the old village. Formed up roughly in line, they beat off the enemy. The
Arabs worked round the flanks, however, and caused some havoc among
the baggage in rear.

infantr/
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Colonel Macdonald's brigade beat off formidable enveloping attacks at
Khartum by dint of changes of front in line. The combat is described on
pp. 387, 388.

The flanks are in fact the F'great difficulty.
_ >..... The enemy Difficulty
° a an v3'3' as
instinctively shirks the frontal fire of the line, and in consequence the attack of irregular warriors is almost always
enveloping. Zulus, Sudanese, and Moors are all equally
addicted to sweeping round the flanks of their opponents, and
at Adowa the Abyssinian attacks were so delivered as to
envelope the separate brigades of the Italians. Guns on the
flanks are excellent, as shown at Ahmed Khel ; but if so
placed their fire may be lost to a great extent at the start.
Artillery pushed out well to the front of either flank at
the outset and withdrawn later to cover the flanks, is an
excellent arrangement ; the objection to itis that, with troops
which cannot thoroughly be depended upon —native auxiliaries
for instance —the sight of the guns retiring may have a bad
effect, and withdrawing the artillery even a small distance
certainly gives the enemy encouragement. At Maiwand the
withdrawal of the smooth bore guns from want of ammunition
appears to have had a very unfortunate result.
In discussing defensive tactics in small wars, theory must
to a large extent take the place of teachings from actual
campaigns. The spirit of attack animates the regular troops
and their leaders in this warfare, and defensive actions are
therefore the exception and not the rule. History cannot in
fact be drawn upon to the same extent as in dealing with
offensive tactics.
Occupying a position and awaiting attack in it, leaves The enemy
to the enemy the choice of fighting or not fighting. Some
SYttack lme
opponents when in fighting mood may be trusted to attack,
but they can never be depended upon to do so with absolute
certainty and if the enemy declines action there is some
risk of no fighting coming off which is of course in most cases
a most undesirable consummation.
Therefore when a
J..UH,!
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position is held in these campaigns in the hope that it will
be attacked, arrangements should generally have been made
to quit it and to assume the offensive in case the opponents
shirk the engagement. The Mahdists seldom showed dis
inclination for battle at the outset of a campaign, but the
action at Agordat in 1893 shows that even these reckless
fanatics could not always be tempted into assaulting a position
which had been prepared to meet their attack.
In preparation for the advance of a large force of the enemy, the Italian
troops had occupied and prepared a position for defence. The Mahdist
army approached, but passed by on the other side. The Italian general
determined to force a fight, so he moved out of his position towards the
hostile army. Under the altered circumstances the Dervishes at once
accepted battle. The enemy attacked with great spirit, compelling the
Italians to fallback a little with the loss of their guns by the suddenness
Then, however, the effect of arms of precision speedily
of the onset.
began to tell, the troops advanced again, recovering the guns, and in the end
completely dispersed the enemy.
Conclusion,

It sometimes comes about that a body of regular troops
falling back before irregular warriors, can turn the tide by
occupying a strong position. As, however, some special
points with regard to retreats deserve notice and can best be
dealt with in a separate chapter, defensive tactics under such
special conditions willbe most advantageously treated under
that heading. The whole question of the defensive in small
wars is wrapped up very much with that of squares and of
defence WOTks/A brave and enterprising enemy acting in
masses brings about the system of laagers, zeribas, and squares.
But as a rule the antagonists with whom regular troops have
to cope in small wars, do not fight in this fashion and they
should be attacked without hesitation unless very strong
grounds exist for not doing so. Resolute initiative is the
A defensive attitude is generally unsound
secret of success.
in principle, and it is not assumed in practice without good
reason by a leader who understands how to deal with irregular
warriors.
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CHAPTER XIV.

C

"PTfRSTTTTH
Pursuits
and

A"VT> T?TJ!TPI?ATS

retreats.

The question of pursuits and retreats is in small wars to no Enemy not°
r
small degree influenced by a peculiarity of irregular warriors,
pursuit if
so marked in most cases as to be a distinctive characteristic,
, beaten, or for
This is that after the first excitement they are slow at following following up
up a victory and that on the other hand they are not prepared
Jnennf
for being vigorously pursued if beaten. "Nothing," says iftriumphant.
" will
Lord Wolseley,
demoralize the undisciplined enemy
more than rapidity of movement and an unhesitating display
of energy and a constantly renewed and prolonged effort on
your part. Ifhe on his part obtains a victory, its very success
seems to exhaust him and render his subsequent movements
slow. He halts to plunder or to rejoice over his victory, and is
correspondingly dazed and panic-stricken if,when you obtain
a success, it operates upon you in different fashion and
~
quickens your movements and gives increased energy to the
blows you follow it up with."
f f%
Irregular warriors once defeated are so apt to become panic- Their \ '
stricken, that regular troops following inpursuit can generally ™akes thenKw
act with great boldness ; this applies not only to savages and difficult to
semi-civilised races, but also to guerillas of a higher type.
But, on the other hand, the rapidity with which such opponents
naturally make off rendtera i effective pursuit very difficult.
Irregular warriors when beaten on the battle-field withdraw
at first with the utmost celerity and vanish from the scene of
conflict with quite dramatic suddenness ; but after having
gone some miles they do not anticipate being followed up
and they are greatly dismayed if they do not then find them
(1(
selves safe. This being so, it is obvious that a force of cavalry

.
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at hand on the battle-field, ready to be launched against the
enemy when he gives way, is most essential ; otherwise the
extreme mobility of the fugitives enables them to evade
their pursuers. To have a few parties of horsemen ready to
follow up is a most important point if a decisive tactical
triumph is contemplated —more so than is the case in regular
warfare. Undisciplined forces when beaten become a mere,
flying rabble at the mercy of the troopers, and travel too fast
for infantry to get on terms with them. Insmall wars the lack
of mounted troops for this purpose has often been greatly felt.
In the early days of the Indian Mutiny, during General Have
lock's advance from Allahabad to Cawnpore, and afterwards
from Cawnpore to Lucknow, want of cavalry prevented the
full fruits of the brilliant successes gained over the rebels in
successive fights from being reaped. After the fight at
Kwintana inKaffir-land in 1877, again mentioned on p. 232,
the small force of mounted men was insufficient to carry
out an effective pursuit. Hicks Pasha had no cavalry at
Marabia when his square so signally defeated the Mahdists ;
once these were out of range of guns and rifles they were
safe.
But it must not be supposed that because, to start with,
infantry finds itself quite unable to catch irregular warriors
who have been vanquished in combat, it should necessarily
on this account despair of coming up with them again. If
there be no cavalry available to keep the enemy on the move
there is always considerable probability of hostile bodies
never dreaming that the victors will have the energy and
resolution to push on again immediately after their triumph,
collecting again after having fled panic-stricken for some miles.
"When undisciplined forces, who have been driven pell-mell
from their ground, and who have reassembled some distance
from the battle-field thinking that their rapid flight has
secured them from further attack for a time, suddenly see
the troops pressing on them, they realise that they are dealing
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with a foe who means business. Astrenuous pursuit, even if
itbeslow, always has a great efiect.
It is impossible to insist too strongly on the importance Need for great
of determined a^^^org,us^pur|gj.t. The remarkable achieve- Als-our
ments of small British forces in the -Indian Mutiny were largely
the result of the extraordinary efforts of all ranks to make
every successive victory as complete as possible by following
up the defeated mutineers relentlessly. Great liberties can be
taken by mere handfuls of men in these cases, owing to the
inevitable demoralization of irregular warriors after they have
been beaten. Still, opposed to wilyantagonists it is well to
make sure that they really are beaten and are not playing some
trick ; itis advisable to keep a careful look out for ambushes
even when the foe appears to be infull flight.
A good instance of this energetic following up of the enemy is supplied
by the sequel to Sir C. Campbell's victory at Cawnpore. The cavalry and
horse artillery had, before the action, been sent to make a long detour
so as to be ready to fall upon the hostile line of retreat; but cowing to
mistaking the route they were not at hand when the mutineers broke. The
infantry could do nothing, so Sir C. Campbell took a field battery and with
his own staff and escort dashed after the enemy. Several guns were
captured and fortunately, just when the swarms of fugitives were becoming
too thick for this singular pursuing force to continue its intrepid career, the
missing mounted troops turned up and completed what had been so well
begun.

of irregular warriors after a Detached
Owing to the rapid flight
,
.../..

-j.

t

£

..
the action

force to striko
me of
in on i

reverse, ltis often jej^ejiijnjbjjetore commencing
to have a detachedforce thrown well round the hostile flank retreat,
ready to pounce down upon the enemy when he retreats.
?

This is an extension of the principle, already enunciated in
the chapter on Tactics of Attack, of flank attacks which will
bring part of the force within striking distance of the oppo
nent's rear. There is, of course, the risk which attends all
detached movements, that the force designed to strike in on
the hostile line of retreat may not for some reason reach its
place in time the cases of Cawnpore above mentioned, and
of Ali Musjid referred to on p. 168, might be cited a?
o
(8336)
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examples. But a manoeuvre of this class if brought off
successfully can hardly fail to add greatly to the completeness
of the victory, and itmay prove to be the only means of striking
at the enemy when in retreat. When such an arrangement
forms part of the scheme of operations, itis of course advisable
that the detached troops should keep their presence concealed
to the last possible moment owing to the terror which un
disciplined forces always display if their rear is threatened ; a
premature appearance may upset the whole plan of action.
It has already been remarked that in this class of war
Tendency of
dhpers^in a°l are effective pursuit is Rendered especially difficult by the
directions.
tendency of the enemy to disperse in all directions when
a \ detffaiie^^he fact that some of the adversaries met with in
these campaigns evince extraordinary courage does not much
affect this. Fanatics whoattack with the most reckless daring
are in this respect little better than the most cowardly among
the lower races, once they see that victory is hopeless and the
battle over, it becomes with them a genuine sauve gui pent.
It is an inconvenient habit of irregular warriors that if tKey
get a moment's respite after defeat they conceal their arms
and pose as harmless people of the country, in which role
they cannot well be molested by the troops— this frequently
occurred in the Indian Mutiny, and it happened also -aftgj
the battle of Kandahar. The tendency of the enemy to dis
solve completely, makes pursuit in certain respects especially
difficult ; but it must not be forgotten that it benefits the
regular troops in that very small parties can venture great
distances afield when following up a beaten foe. In any
case it imposes upon the commander, and upon subordinates
who may see an opportunity of acting decisively, the duty
of following up a success instantly so as if possible to come
up with the fugitives before they have time to scatter and
i
elude their pursuers.
The terrain is ofcourse frequently such as to render elective
I
virtually impossible. Cavalry can very rarely act in
pursuit
\\\
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the Indian hills* and infantry is soon out-distanced by the agile
tribesmen. In the bush itis simply impossible to keep up with
the enemy in flight. In such theatres of war as Daghestan
and Trans-caucasia, as New Zealand and Achin, as Dahomey
and Ashanti, victories have rarely been completed by a
successful pursuit. In hill warfare and in bush warfa&e thia
difficulty as to following up successes is in fact one of the chief
obstacles inthe way of a decisive campaign.
If by any chance the enemy retreats in some semblance
of order, guns and cavalry have a great chance just as is the
Such conditions are somewhat
case in regular warfare.
unusual. When they occur the pursuit must be executed
with no less vigour than when the enemy has dispersed ; care
| -#\
that
the
troops
following
up
must however be taken
the Tt- f*
fugitives do not become too much broken up ; the operation
must in fact be kept thoroughly under control. The object
of pursuit is to convert the retreat into a rout and to give a
x t
coup de grace to the formation and the cohesion of the beaten
force, already seriously shaken by what has gone before. For Use of ca^hj/4
such work horse artillery in association with cavalry is of artniMMHnV
course invaluable "'
if the ground
be
**-•
-• suitable ; in the Indian pursuit.
¦^^^-».«^*«»**«*'«
Mutiny this combination on more than one occasion achieved
most striking results in pursuit.
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The affair at Jaora-Alipore after the defeat of Tantia Topi at Gwalior by
Sir H. Rose is a remarkable example. 600 sabres and a horse artillery
battery under Colonel Napier were, after some delay, sent in pursuit of the
rebels. The enemy Was found 4,000 strong, with 25 guns posted in a
favourable position. But the stand was of short duration, the rebels being
routed with the loss of all their guns and baggage.
¦¦^****SSl^iS""**vt^
¦
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The conduct of a retreat is justly held to be the most
trying of all operations of war. Itis always easier to play a
winning than a losing game, no matter who may be the
opponent. But_in_face of irregular warriors retrograde rnoye
ments present 'certain features of special ciifficuitv.
(8336)
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Retreat after a reverse at the hands of such antagonists is
generally rendered particularly awkward by the necessity of
carrying off the wounded. This is of course always indis
&• ¦¦« ¦ m ¦ «m>w»»*^
pensable when fighting against uncivilized foes. Itconstitutes
one of the greatest difficulties which regular troops have to
contend with inhill warfare. Itis also a serious impediment
to their operations inbush warfare, and even inopen country
the presence of a convoy of wounded with an army retreating

Difficulty \ry
carrying off
wounded in
retreat.

j

in face of adversaries who massacre all who fall into their
hands, greatly aggravates the anxieties of a situation which
is, at the best, an unfavourable one. It is always desirable,
when it can be done with safety, to send off the sick and
those who have been placed hors de combat in action well in
advance before the retirement commences. But if the
enemy be in a position to envelope the flanks or to strike in
on the line of retreat, or if as was the case at Maiwand and
—
Adowa the people of the country through which the with
drawal takes place offer hostility, it is obviously unsafe to
detach the helpless from the immediate protection of the
army. It may even be necessary to adopt the awkward
square formation in such a case, and the retirement of the
Jl
whole force is sure to be retarded very seriously,
fi Retreat draws One of the most unfortunate results of the retreat of a
troops the force of regulars engaged with uncivilized antagonists is that
>ne
waTerew
in ft tends to convert the waverers inthe hostile ranks into
--• / the hostile
*^ ''
'*'"W-"U*UJ " "irrfiir-*"""-'*'*'active
i>~ 'j>»#'---'Xi~.
ranks.
in the figfijangj Itis very generally the case inthis
class of warfarethat when a fight is imminent, crowds of the
people of the country assemble at a safe distance to watch its
course, ready to joinin the fray if their compatriots should gain
the upper hand. If the disciplined army achieves a victory
they quietly disperse, but if itis defeated they are the first to
t
rush down upon it and to inflictall the injury they can. Many
examples of this might be given the case of the attempted
relief of Kahan mentioned on p. 61 is a typical one. At
Charasia the hills allround the scene of conflict were crowned
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with tribesmen who would have at once thrown themselves
into the melee had Sir F. Koberts' slender force failed to drive
the Afghan troops from their formidable position. In the
combat at Tokar in 1891 only part of the Dervish assem
blage actually attacked the Egyptian troops, the remainder
held off aloof waiting for the result of the sudden rush which
Osman Digna had arranged. The commander of a body of
disciplined troops who finds himself obliged to retreat from a
battle-field is very likely to find the forces which have already
successfully opposed him doubled, and even trebled, just when
that most difficult of all operations of war, a retreat, has to be

fJ^"}

commenced.

\r

Numbers of instances might be cited to prove the eager- Enemy 's^
ness of irregular warriors to take immediate advantajzei)jL! agfVieB8 at
rffirP^t'
their
Their
efforts may soon relax in follow up a
' '¦
adveraarifift'
*mmm"»*
¦«« muwLumm^mt^immf^^m-'miK^K--'
retiring force
pursuit, but at the outset this is fullof energy and confidence.
If the regular troops recoil before them they swoop down
exultingly upon the foes whom they think they have
overthrown. In the excitement of supposed victory their
leaders lose what little control over them they had. The
One moment, as they feel the
change is instantaneous.
pressure of discipline and superior armament weighing
heavily upon them, they are dejected, demoralized, bent
chiefly on escape. The next, when they see their dreaded
adversaries halt and turn, they become stirred withthe wildest
enthusiasm and rush out recklessly giving their pent-up
ferocity full vent.

.

At Denghil Tepe in 1875, the Turkomans, who had been utterly dis- Examples,
heartened by the Russian bombardment, and who had only manned the
ramparts of their fortress in despair when they found themselves hemmed
in, no sooner saw the assaulting columns falling back in confusion, than
they charged out furiously after the Russian troops. Their counter-attack
was delivered with tremendous force, and had it not been for the guns.
Lomakin's little army might have been not only defeated but destroyed.
Yet up to this moment the Turkomans had shown little inclination to
meet their antagonists in battle.
The final advance of the Afghans at Maiwand, after they had for some
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hours hesitated to deliver an attack, seems to have been to a certain extent
brought about by the retirement of some smooth bore guns ; these ran
short of ammunition and were therefore ordered out of action.
Atthe remarkable action of Bang 80, near Langson in Tonkin in 1885,
referred to in Chapter XII, a French attack upon some Chinese entrench
ments failed, almost for the first time during the campaign. The Chinese
were much disheartened by successive defeats at this time. No sooner,
however, did they see the hostile assaulting columns in retreat, than they
came out after them and followed them up eagerly so much so that the
French were not only repulsed but nearly suffered a very serious disaster.
In 1852, a large gathering of the Mohmund tribe collected in the hills
north ofShabkhadar, a fortnear Peshawur where Sir C. Campbell was in com
mand of the troops. One afternoon a large number of the enemy threatened
a raid down from the hills into the plains and they actually advanced some
distance on to the level. Sir C. Campbell issued from the fort with a small
force of cavalry and two horse artillery guns, and, attacking the tribesmen
in flank on fairly open ground, drove them into the hills with considerable
loss. But as the evening began to close in, Sir Colin was obliged to fall
back. The Mohmunds no sooner observed this than they turned back and
followed up the littleBritish force with great spirit, so much so that the
guns were obliged several times to unlimber and fire grape shot. The force,
however, regained the fort without serious loss.
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Although
irregular
warriors at
first keen in

udowsoon"
cools.

But if irregulars are keen inpursuit at the start their ardour
energy is snort lived. I
J
n the first enthusiasm
-<•».
wn—mmrrt
*i
of ."victory they are wildly excited and enthusiastic in
pursuit,, at the first symptoms of wavering in the ranks of
th c troops even those in the hostile ranks who have been
hanging back irresolute and afraid, pluck up courage and are
ready to dash to the front with the bravest. But, on the
other hand, after the first flush of victory theit enthusiasm
rapidly dies away, the tension slackens and the temptation
to stop and plunder becomes too great to resist. Such enemies
do not grasp the importance of making their triumph com
plete and enduring ; if the leaders realise it they fail to keep
their followers up to the mark. Once the battle is won un
disciplined warriors think their task is over, most of them thirst
for loot and those who do pursue do so in leisurely fashion,
allowing the vanquished army to elude their clutches. -Itis
not. only, savages and Asiatics who display this peculiarity,
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guerillas and insurgents have often shown the same tendency.
Many examples might be quoted, but the following willserve.
After the very disastrous reverse suffered in the second attack on the Examples
Bemaru hills near Kabul by the British in 1841, the troops, although com
pletely demoralized, were not followed up .by the Afghans right back to the
cantonments as thsy should have been. Had the enemy acted with vigour
the whole army might have been destroyed.
Early in the Mutiny, after the outbreak of Dinapore, when the muti
neers had gone off to Arrah and were besieging the littlehandful of Euro
peans at that place, a party was despatched from, the cantonment to attempt
the relief of the garrison by a night march. The force after marching
unopposed in the dark to near Arrah, fellinto an ambush, was surprised and
was routed. But,nevertheless, the remnants of the detachment succeeded in
getting back to their boats many miles offon the Ganges, and they escaped to
Dinapore. Had the rebels pursued with determination the whole party,
already exhausted by a trying night march, must have been annihilated.
The Afghan pursuit after Maiwand was feeble to a degree. Eor a mile or
two the enemy followed up with the utmost determination and the G6th
regiment, inendeavouring to stem the hostile advance by retiring fighting and
withdeliberation, suffered ovewhelming losses ; but as soon as that portion
of the infantry which maintained a bold front was disposed of and the Afghan
A good deal of
tactical triumph was complete, their pursuit slackened.
loss was suffered by the defeated troops on the way back to Kandahar
from villagers, but little from Ayoub Khan's army.
After the French reverse at Bang Bo near the Tonkin frontier in 1885,
the Chinese had a great opportunity of irreparably injuring the beaten force
by a vigorous pursuit. But they followed up slowly and hesitated to
press their antagonists close. This gave General Negrier's troops time to
recover from defeat, and to meet the victors on level terms at Kailua a
few days later, where an ample revenge was taken for the misfortune of
Bang 80.
After the battle of Adowa the Abyssinians made no attempt at an
organized pursuit, although in their ranks were included formidable bodies
of horse. The Italian troops happily ceased to be molested within a very
few miles of the scene of disaster, except by the inhabitants of the district
they were traversing, who turned out to harass the fugitives and to cut up
stragglers although they gave formed bodies of soldiers a wideberth.
In the later stages of the South African war it happened on numerous
occasions that detached British forces or independent columns were obliged
to retire before Boer commandos or gatherings, often after having suffered
to. a certain extent a reverse. The Boers were, when they chose, very
unpleasant as pursuers ;they moved with great rapidity and dash, and as
the British side was always hampered with a certain amount of transport,
it's extrication was often- a source of great difficulty. 'But th§y sektoin." stuck
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to their work for long, and would sometimes abandon pursuit just when
matters were beginning to look very ugly for the retreating force.

Annihilation

of regular •
forces due
generally to
their l~eing
completely
isolated or
to special
causes.

I

i
-Beginning of

retreat the

critical

period.

v

**)

Where regular forces have been completely annihilated
in these campaigns, as occurred to Hicks Pasha's army in
the Sudan, the circumstances have generally been such that
the beaten army was so placed that retreat was impossible.
In the steppes Russian forces have similarly disappeared,
victims of the enormous distances which in such a territory
must be traversed to achieve a military object. The retreat
from Kabul in 1841-42 was through difficult mountain
defiles and gorges infested with foes ; the gradual extinction
of the doomed army was far more due to the tribesmen
between the Afghan capital and Gandamak than to the
forces of Akbar Khan which followed at its heels. It must be
remembered that the retreats which so often take place inhill
warfare and which are frequently attended by serious loss are
mere local movements as a rule ; they exemplify eagerness
on the part of the enemy at the commencement of the retire
ment rather than obstinacy in a prolonged pursuit.
The critical time is,therefore, as a rule the commencement
of the retrograde movement, especially in hill warfare, as
pointed out further on, on p. 328. Itis then that the enemy is
eager and determined and that the foemen, coming on in great
force, their fleetness of foot brings them easily to close quarters.
It is generally essential to conduct the retreat as a whole
with deliberation, and to offer as bold a front to the enemy as
possibleTbecause any precipitation willonly tend to draw down
greater hostile bodies upon the troops. At the initial stage
the movement cannot be too deliberate, except when it is a
case of slipping off unexpectedly ; the slightest haste or flurry
may prove fatal. At this period the presence of a few j^m*
is simply invaluable to a regular army ; they can keep the
enemy at bay and can then retire very rapidly to a fresh
position and come into action again. In the later stages of
the South African war the chief r6le of the guns, which
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generally formed part of each column, was to keep the enemy
at a distance in case of a retirement. Cavalry and mounted
infantry can act with great effect as long as the enemy does
not consist of mounted men, owing to the fact that they can
maintain their ground longer than foot soldiers without risking
being permanently separated from the main body, and can on
this account guarantee to the rest of the force a good start
when the retrograde movement is initiated.
When an army retires thus inface of opposition a rearguard General
is always formed to keep the enemy at bay ; the need for this °£g^^treat?
is the same in small wars as in campaigns between disciplined
armies. But before referring to the special duties of the rear
guard and to the great importance of the main body keeping
touch with it,it willnot be out of place to quote the instruc
tions of a French commander who a few years ago achieved a
notable success in irregular warfare, as to the general conduct
of retreats in such operations. General Duchesne's memoran- General
dum to his officers at the commencement of his campaign in orders.
Madagascar contains recommendations which very happily
sum up the principles on which such a movement should be
conducted.

" Retreat. —In principle,

retirement is always a mistake. Against an
enemy such as this expeditionary force is going to encounter, real danger
only commences with retreat. A force which can advance no further
should halt on commanding ground as near as possible to the enemy,
should entrench itself, and should await reinforcements.
"If,in altogether exceptional circumstances,
retreat cannot be avoided,
three or four positions in echelon should be occupied by small parties (a
section at the most), covering allpaths which are practicable, and capable
of being evacuated without one party masking another. At the given signal
the line falls back unmasking the most advanced of these positions, the
troops in which will thereupon fire volleys ;under this protection the line
willretire slowly, reforming at the same time. When out of range of fire
it willresume the order of march. The parties left in position willretire
one "after the other, covered by the fireof those most inrear.
Itis a good thing insuch a case toplace a section of artilleryina position
from which it can retire tinder cover, with some rounds ready to delay
the enemy by rapid fire."

•
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This conveys the idea of how a retreat would commence
when a disciplined force falls back in presence of irregulars.
The covering troops must be posted beforehand in well chosen
positions, so arranged that the bulk of the army retires through
the intervals. The movement must be conducted slowly and
deliberately, and great care must be taken not to mask the fire
of the detachments left to hold their ground facing the enemy.
These have a very difficult task to perform, and the period
during which the main body is withdrawing from contact
with the hostile forces is a most critical one, any error
perhaps leading to a deplorable disaster. The covering troops
must be disposed so as to shield the flanks if there is any
probability of the enemy workinground with the idea of throw
ing hostile bodies athwart the line of retreat. It must be
remembered that when the necessity for retirement has been
foreseen betimes, these covering troops can often be posted on
very favourable ground and should be in a position to act
with coolness and determination.
They become the rear
retreating
guard of the
army, and their responsibility is only
beginning when the main body passes through them.
Xote as to
It must be understood that the system laid down by
retreat in face
General Duchesne, and which is generally applicable to
of rery
determined
retreats in small wars, does not meet the case of withdrawals
adversaries
who rely on inface of an enemy like the Zulus or the ghazi. Such warriors,
shock tactics
trusting as they do to shock tactics, would make short work
of isolated detachments in echelon or any other formation.
Retiring before antagonists of this class some form of square
formation for the whole force is almost indispensable. The
entire force must move in the compactest formation possible,
and it should be understood that the remarks contained in
the following paragraphs dealing with rear guards are not
generally applicable" to the conditions
" which combat with
antagonists of the fuzzy -wuzzy type or with swarms- of
irregular horse-, necessarily involve.' . ;; ..".;.,.¦"
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No matter what class of adversary be pursuing, the duty Rear guards.
of a rear guard to a retreating army is a most trying one. In
regular warfare it must at times even sacrifice itself to save
the main body ; in small wars, on the other hand, it would very
seldom be called upon to do this. The fate of a force which
sacrifices itself in regular warfare is military destruction —over
whelming loss in the first place, then surrender at discretion.
But in conflict with savages and semi-civilized opponents,
and even in many cases with guerillas in a civilized country,
there is no such thing as surrender. The fate of the force
which sacrifices itself in a small war is in most cases actual
destruction, and itis only in very exceptional cases that any
body of troops can be expected to undergo this. Moreover,
owing to the tendency- of the enemy to work round the flanks,
and owing to the fact that retreat in one of these campaigns
implies almost necessarily a march through districts infested
with guerillas and where the whole population is up in arms
and stirred to action by the exhilarating spectacle of the
invaders. retiring, it follows that, if a rear guard allows itself
to get separated far from the main body, it will almost in
evitably be cut off. This being the case, it is, under ordinary
circumstances, the duty of the main body to keep touch with
the rear guard, the relations between them differing in small
wars from what is generally accepted as correct in operations
more en regie. It is not in accordance with the theory of I
rear guard action in this class of warfare that it should halt 1
—
andurn force the.„enemy
to deploy the enemyJ generally
I
. J pursues
i.
i-ww^'-if.wiafljvS. J
¦
as a great irregular swarm without military formation. The 1
object is to keep the foe at bay, and to do so more or less on
the move.
i
In small wars, contrary to what is generally accepted as Importance of
correct in regular warfare, a rear guard is in fact almost always Jjjf^jjuch
entitled to count on support from the main body. Their duties with the rear
'
ia regard to each other, therefore, differ very materially -from gUar
what is ordinarily laid down in books on- modern- tacties-.f In
f iin -ri

?
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regular warfare the great object being for the bulk of the army
to be relieved from pressure of pursuit, this presses on at its
best pace ; in the meantime the rear guard conforms to its
movements as far as practicable, halting when necessary and
thereby compelling the enemy to change from column of route
—
to order of battle a process which means delay. But re
treating in face of irregular warriors, the rear guard cannot be
left in the lurch ; it must keep on
move and the main
b'oayhastoiconform its pace to
troops left boMnd
that
of
the
«~~—
r-r
iif
—^-.^
,^l-j^imiu lullminimi"
toKota the enemy in check. This is a very important point,
and one which is sometimes overlooked. Indeed it is perhaps
even more important inretreat than it is when advancing, to
keep the whole force compact and wellinhand. Ifthe enemy
—
means mischief that such opponents are not always keen in
pursuit has been pointed out in an eailier paragraph —he will
work round the flanks. The adversary far exceeds the regular
troops in mobility so that these cannot evade him ifhe does
not wish them to. Therefore if gaps occur between main
body and rear guard the enemy willalmost inevitably break in,
separating the two, and as this exposes the tail of the main
body there will be trouble. Occasions will of course occur
when a small rear guard may be left to hold some particular
point for some special reason. Butunder ordinary circumstances
the main body must keep touch with it,and this must be
very careful not to let the enemy work round the flanks and
cut off connection with the troops especially detailed to guard
its own rear. In hill warfare, where rear guard duties are
especially trying, the importance of keeping touch cannot
be overrated ; but this point will be again dealt with in
Chapter XIX.
The principle on which rear guards should retire is different
Withdrawal
ofrearguards,
in the case of small wars from the principle on which this
difficult manoeuvre should be carried out when both sides
consist of regular troops. In modern tactics the accepted
method is for the rear guard to deploy from time to time,
mii iiii
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to compel the pursuers to do likewise, and then, to rapidly
fall back by march route to another position. The rear guard
operates as itwere spasmodically, alternating between a bold
stationary attitude and a hasty withdrawal more or less
intact. But retiring before irregular warriors a rear guard
must generally be handled on quite different lines.
In small
wars the principle is that the rearguard is con
" *'
an»iiii«^w^»»«>iwmi»;iiaWife»<»^^^
stantly on the moyja jong.fraction, gf it always covering the
withdrawal of the remainder. The idea is always to present
a Dold front to the enemy with a portion of the rear guard.
The whole of it must never be on the move at once. Some
detachments must be drawn up in position and standing still
while the remainder pass them, ready in turn to halt so as to
protect the withdrawal of those left behind. The exact
method of course depends upon all manner of conditions —
nature of terrain, composition of rear guard, activity of
enemy, and so on—but the underlying principle of mutual
co-operation between the troops on the move and those at
the halt remains the same. Sometimes guns can be sent off
first to take up a position further back and to cover the
infantry which holds its ground while the artillery is on the
move. At other times the enemy may be checked momen
tarily by the threat or actual attack of cavalry while the
other arms take up a new position. Or again it may simply
be a case of infantry detachments passing through each
other's intervals. But in any case a considerable portion of
the rear guard will always be on the march, and there will
be a constant retrograde movement in progress.
It has been laid down in an earlier paragraph that a
retreat must be carried out deliberately, because any precipi
tation willtend to encourage the enemy and to render the pur
suit more deadly. This same principle holds good as regards
the rate of progress of the rear guard as a whole, but not
necessarily with regard to the actual pace of its component
parts. The detachments in immediate contact with the
"""w
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hostilejwarriors must generally, when the time comes for them
to tall back, make the best speed they can, trusting to the
fire of the covering troops. As a matter of fact the spectacle
of troops hurrying off is very likely to draw the enemy on,
and to cause the more intrepid spirits among the pursuers to
expose themselves.
Field guns and cavalry can of course get away easily
enough if the flanks are safe, but infantry do not find this so
easy. Still there is not merely the feeling of support, there
is a very genuine support to the fugitives in the existence of
covering detachments standing firm and possibly able to bring
an effective cross fire to bear on the ground being evacuated.
But that does not alter the fact that these fugitives, if they be
infantry, must as a general rule move at a double, and they
may be obliged to run as fast as ever they can. The enemy is
generally very fleet of foot, and the men left behind at the
extreme tail of the retreating army cannot use their arms when
they are in the act of falling back; they may, moreover,
mask the fire of the units supporting them. It is especially
in hill and bush warfare that this system has to be adopted,
for in such operations the detachments left behind to the
last generally consist of mere handfuls of men. Its value
was fully established in the hill fighting on the Indian frontier
in 1897. The instructions in "Combined Training" only
touch very briefly on the subject of rear guards in savage
warfare ; its general instructions as to rearguards hardly
meet the case of irregular operations and do not take into
account the very rapid movements of savages.
The question
will be again referred to in Chapters XIXand XX dealing
with hilland jungle fighting.
On the veld in1901-02 it often happened that rear guards
consisting mainly if not entirely of mounted troops, had to
keep pursuing Boers in check. The principles as to with
drawal laid down above were then adapted to the special
peculiarities of the case. Some detachments held the foe at a
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distance while others hurried on to take up new positions.
If the rear guard resisted too long it was outflanked, ifitdid
not resist long enough the enemy got close to the baggage or
whatever was being herded home. Its manoeuvres as a whole
consisted of part of it being constantly on the move and of
none of it halting for long. The forces generally being small
practically the whole of the combatants often formed the
rear guard, while the carts, wagons and impedimenta retired
at their best speed out of danger.
If the worst comes to the worst and the rear guard finds Counter
itself cut on and severely^presseH,' *a"Bold counter-attack will
wisest
oflST*re^ieTetne^tuation. If this counter-attack" can be the
„
• , course when a
, ,•
i
combined with the seizure oi some valuable
tacticalt pivot rear guard is
r us
offering advantages for defence, it willsometimes bring the
\°f
pursuers completely to a standstill. It must, however, be
remembered that when the rear guard, or part of it, thus
transforms its attitude from one of steady retrograde move
ment into one of temporary advance or of standing fast,
the rearmost troops of the retiring main body, and also the
connecting links between this and the rear guard, run great
risk of being assailed in great force, because the enemy is sure
to be working round the flanks of the rear guard. Moreover
there is a probability that the main body will move on some
distance before it realizes that the rear guard is no longer
following it, and that the rear guard willin consequence be
left isolated and without support. All these points must be
carefully weighed when the decision is being taken. The
maintenance of touch between all parts of the force and skilful
arrangements on the part of those in command may obviate
these inconveniences and dangers ; but they are very likely
to occur and to create an awkward situation, especially so in
hillwarfare.
The question of retirements in hill warfare willbe again
dealt with in Chapter XIX, and willbe illustrated by recent
examples. But the value of a sudden assumption of the
a
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offensive when a rear guard is in serious danger willoften be
sogreajk and itis so desirable to emphasize itsimportance, that
the following episode from the Tirah campaign may well be
relatean*e^eT*"lt was a very remarkable feat of arms ; more
over a minor disaster which attended the operation serves to
show the awkward position in which detachments between a
rear guard and its main body may be placed owing to touch
having been lost.
A brigade had been sent on detached duty into the Waran valley, and
Haughton at a f^gr completing its work there was rejoining the rest of the army inMaidan.
n doing so ne brigade had to cross the Tseri Kandao Pass over the hills
f om'th
Tseri Kandao which separate the two valleys.
As the force quitted its bivouacs the Gurkhas were left as rear guard,
Pass.
whilethe 15th Sikhs were toldoff tohold the kotal which was about half way.
The main body and baggage moved off early, and the latter reached Maidan
almost unmolested. The Gurkhas, however, were pressed from the com
mencement of the retirement right up to the top of the kotal ;then they
marched on leaving the 15th Sikhs to cover the retirement. As the Sikhs
began to draw in their picquets from the heights above the pass the Afridis,
as was their wont, grew bolder and bolder, and, taking advantage of the cover
of a wood hard by, they crept down close to the rear guard. One company
as it withdrew was suddenly charged by a crowd of swordsmen
almost the
only occasion during the campaign on which the Afridis attempted a mode
of fighting for which Pathans were formerly noted. But those who
participated in this rush paid dearly for their temerity, the Sikh company
meeting them with steady musketry and being most opportunely reinforced
by another company. The carrying off of the wounded was, however,
becoming a matter of serious difficulty ; so reinforcements were asked for.
These arrived in the shape of two companies of Dorsets and of several
companies of the 36th Sikhs under Lieut. -Colonel Haughton, who assumed
command and who withdrew his force down the hill without much loss.
It was now getting dusk. The pursuit had been checked effectually.
Allthe wounded had been sent on well in advance, and Colonel Haughton
was debating how best to get through the awkward ground which lay at the
foot of the hills, when suddenly the rear guard found itself fired into from all
sides. The Afridis had learnt the danger of attacking the Sikhs in the open
from their experience near the kotal, and had seen no chance of employing
their tactics effectually in view of the skilful dispositions adopted as the
rear-guard descended the slopes, but they had evidently been creeping round
the flanks and now hoped toreap the benefit. There were still some miles of
awkward ground to traverse. Night was closing in. The terrain hard by
was intersected and broken. The situation was perilous and the outlook

Lieut.-Ccl.
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none toopromising, but the resolute and skilfulleadership of the commander
averted the danger that was threatening.
Colonel Haughton perceived that the moment had come for a bold
stroke. A heavy fire was being poured in from some houses 300 yards off
to the flank. He fixedbayonets, and took his men against them with a rush.
The Dorsets and Sikhs were upon the tribesmen almost before these realised
what was impending. Some of the buildings were captured without very
serious loss.
Then, making the best of such defensive capabilities as
the dwellings offered, the rear guard passed the night where it was, hemmed
in to a certain extent and under fire, but nevertheless in comparative safety.
At daylight it withdrew without much molestation and met the relieving
force which had been sent out to its assistance.
But although the rear guard had by its well-timed counter-stroke saved
itself from a situation full of peril, one most unfortunate episode had oc
curred which could not have been foreseen. When reinforcements were
pushed up to help the 15th Sikhs, a half company of Dorsets had been left
to hold a well-placed house near the road, so as to act as a point d'appui for
the rear guard to retire on. The point where Colonel Haughton delivered
his counter-attack and where he passed the night was some little distance
short of the post which the half company had occupied ;but this party,
hearing movements along the road below it, mistook the passers by for
the rear guard, and, retiring from its house under this false impression,
it suffered very severely in making its way to camp in the dark.

Retreat is always a difficult operation, but regular troops Conclusion
obliged to fall back are in an especially awkward position
in small wars.
In warfare on the Continent between
armies,
pursued
civilized
and pursuers move at approxi
mately the same pace, and if the retreating infantry keeps
an unshaken front it has not very much to fear even from
the pursuing cavalry. But this is not the case in small wars,
where the enemy can always easily outpace the infantry.
Therefore battalions, companies, or sections left to form front
against the foes hanging on the rear of the retreating army,
while the remainder move off, find it most difficult to extri
cate themselves when once embroiled. It is a most trying
operation for the best troops ; but itis a point in their favour
that, if they come through the ordeal of the first hour or two
with success, they can generally hope to escape serious molesta
tion afterwards. The tribesmen of the Indian hills have, it
(8336^
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must be admitted, sometimes conducted pursuits withremark
able obstinacy, but this is not usual with irregular warriors.

Even if their leaders recognize the necessity of following up
success with vigour, the rank and file will not second their
efforts. Inregular warfare beaten troops are, from the tactical
point of view, inreality in greater peril because the enemy's
pursuit does not then cease on the confines of the battle-field
—the victors come trampling on, resolved to leave no stone
unturned to make their triumph assured. The difference is
very marked, and the point is deserving of attention inasmuch
as it involves an important principle of war.
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The

employment

of feints to

action, and to conceal

the enemy into
upon the battle-

tempt

designs

FIELD.

Itis strange that the commanders of regular forces should Drawing the
so often succeed in small wars in drawing the enemy into
action by subterfuge and stratagem.
Irregular warriors
individually possess the cunning which their mode of life
engenders. Their chieftains are subtle and astute. Allorien
tals have an inborn love of trickery and deception, the Red
Indians have won an evil notoriety by their duplicity and crafti
ness, and even mere savages like the Maoris and the Kaffirs
are constantly imposing upon regular troops by many forms
of tactical artifice. But in spite of this, history affords
numerous examples of such antagonists being lured out of
strong positions or enticed into unfavourable situations, by
bodies of trained soldiers handled skilfully—so much is this
indeed the case that the subject merits a special chapter, the
more so because the system can be turned to account both in
attack and in defence.
That adversaries so strongly addicted to the employment Reasons why
ls c nso
of ruses and feints should often be so easily deceived them- t^,
often t
be
selves is, no doubt, in no small degree due to their contempt carried out.
for the stolid methods of regular warfare.
They see how
cramped the movements are of the troops who have come to
fight them. Lying in ambush to cut off stragglers, lurking
by night around outposts, watching the camp routine of
the regular army, they perceive that it is by the system of
partizan warfare that they can best offer itresistance. Experi
ence shows them that at this sort of work they often prove
p 2
(8336)
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more than a match for the trained soldier, and so they come
to underrate the capacity of their antagonists for turning the
tables upon them and for employing stratagem and artifice
upon their side.
The great importance of moral effect in these wars has
been already dealt with in earlier chapters, and the impression
able nature of the opponents whom the regular troops have
to combat in such operations, becomes a potent factor when
this question of feints comes up for consideration ; it exposes
them to be enticed into premature attacks, or to be drawn
out of positions which they may have taken up deliberately
and with a sound appreciation of the military conditions
obtaining. If they are readily cowed by the steady advance
and resolute bearing of the regular army on the march and
in attack, they are also singularly quick at discerning signs
of wavering or of retrogression on its part, and this a
resourceful commander when he has such foes to deal with will
from time to time be able to turn to account.
How enemy's
Examples illustrating the promptitude with which the
eagerness to
enemy
turns upon the regular troops if these fall back, and of
follow up a
retiring force the spasmodic intrepidity with which they throw themselves
can be turned
into a pursuit in the first flush of triumph, might be multi
to account.
plied —this characteristic has already been dealt* with in
considering retreats. It is a feature of their mode of war
and one always to be reckoned with. Following an enemy up
persistently may not be understood by irregular warriors ; but
they start a pursuit fullof vigour and eagerness for the fray.
Now a wary commander who has his forces well in hand can
sometimes reap distinct benefit from this peculiarity of savage
and semi-civilized foemen. By simulating a retreat, or by a
well-timed show of hesitation, he can induce the hostile forces
to place themselves in a position of tactical disadvantage.
With some adversaries it is only by some such plan as this
that they can be got to put up a fight at all. Hill-men and
savages of parts of Africa dwelling in the bush are very difficult
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obstinately

-

and never give the troops a chance unless, in hope of loot or
excited to it by seeing the troops fall back, they rush out
carried away by an uncontrollable impulse.
Even when the adversaries are well disciplined and Hostile
leaders cannot
thoroughly under the control of their leaders, the excitement control their
of seeing the regular troops wavering or in retreat snaps the followers
ties which place them in subordination. In the enthusiasm
of supposed victory they get out of hand. It is indeed note
worthy that this loosening of the bonds of discipline in a
moment of success is not confined alone to the side opposing
the regular forces. Most European nations employ native
soldiers and local levies to a certain extent in the small wars
which they become involved in. Experience has proved that
the Sudanese troops of the Egyptian army, splendid fighting
material as they are, can scarcely be controlled when they
see the enemy on the run. In Tonkin the Turco officers
used inthe heat of action tomake their men lie down and cease
firing to make them tractable. The leaders may suspect a
trap, but they cannot always check the rush to the front
of men not thoroughly trained as soldiers, who see a prize
almost within their grasp and fear to lose it. This being so,
itis little wonder that bands of fanatics, of cut-throat moun
taineers or African savages, cannot be kept inhand under such
circumstances by their chieftains.
A typical example of a successful feint is afforded by The Zulus
the battle of Kambula. The incident about to be related p^tlTro
premature
is an excellent illustration of the manner in which a com- attack at
Kambula.
mander of trusty troops may draw an enemy into premature
attack, and by doing so may render a signal service to the entire
force of which his detachment forms a part. It must be
borne in mind that the Zulus, ill-armed and poorly organ
ized as they were, were comparatively speaking highly dis
ciplined and that they ordinarily obeyed implicitly those set
inauthority over them.

.
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The Zulu army marching to attack Kambula divided into three columns
as it drew near the camp. One circled round the position to the right,
another took a direction to the left, the centre moved straight on it. The

right column reached its position first and halted out of range of the guns,
whereupon Colonel Wood sent out the mounted men under LieutenantColonels Russell and Buller to engage this right column. They rode up close
to it, dismounted, and opened fire. Zulu discipline could not restrain
the mass from springing up and bearing down upon the party of horsemen ;
these promptly remounted, and keeping up a running fight with the impi
drew it on till it was close to the laager.
There the Zulus came under
heavy fire from the infantry on very open ground, and they lost so severely
that they were compelled to fallback under the cover of some rocks and took
no more part in the action. A third of the hostile army was, in fact, dis
astrously defeated before the regular attack upon the British position began.
Other

examples,

This drawing the enemy on by pretended retirement or
by sending out a small force to entice the hostile forces into
premature action, as at Kambula, has been frequently prac
tised with great success in this sort of warfare. At Sikak,
the only regular battle which Abd elKader attempted with the
French troops, the fact that General Bugeaud was compelled
to shirk engagement for a time on account of the need of getting
his convoy into a place of security, really drew the Emir's
forces on and committed them to a definite trial of strength so
that the general was able to fight them on ground favourable to
himself. The manoeuvre is a time-honoured one and was often
practised in the days when armies fought in compact masses
under the absolute control of their chief. The Normans
employed it with conspicuous success at Hastings. Kegulars
have generally used it withbest results against less organized
bodies. In 1521 Barbarossa lured the Arabs, Berbers, and
Kabyles out of their entrenched camps at Millelby this ruse,
and then inflicted a crushing defeat upon them. Jomini relates
how in 1799 the French attacking Naples, which was being
defended by the populace, pretended to retreat after they had
gained a footing inthe city, drawing the lazzaroni after them ;
having got the rabble clear of the streets the troops turned
upon the defenders, beat them in the open, and forced their
way through the streets at their heels.
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Modern small wars afford some excellent examples of
feints of this kind. They have often been practised in hill
warfare and jungle operations, which willbe dealt withinlater
chapters. They have been found practicable even in engage
ments on an important scale, and of this the following incident
—
in the Mutiny may be quoted as an instance :—:
Sir H. Havelock on his first advance from Cawnpore for the relief of the
residency at Lucknow, found the rebels holding the village of Onao and
drove them out of it. The space was somewhat restricted by swamps on
either side of the high road by which he was advancing. Perceiving
strong hostile reinforcements pressing up, he withdrew some way from the
village to a favourable position where his troops were partially concealed.
The enemy, encouraged by his retreat, came on to attack him, and so fell
into the trap. The British suddenly opened fire, detachments wading
through the swamps demonstrated against the hostile flanks, and the rebels
fled abandoning 15 guns.

In suppressing insurrections regular troops may be able to Value of the
°
use this stratagem with good effect even when their opponents p/ete^fded
in
°
are intelligent
and well armed ; those in revolt have not refcreat
msurrectionthe cohesion or the trust in their leaders requisite to enable ary wars,
these to hold them back. A remarkable example of this
occurred in 1821 during the Wallachian insurrection against
Ottoman rule.

.

.

The commander of a Turkish force, learning that a rebel battalion,
specially noted as the holy battalion, was in the vicinity, sent some dis
mounted troopers to seek it out. The party ofhorsemen on coming up with
the enemy left their horses under cover and advanced on foot. The bat
talion, taking the troopers for infantry, charged them at once and pursued
them back to the village where their horses were. The Turks then mounted
and suddenly fell upon the rebels, scattered as they were, and with their
muskets unloaded. Being almost defenceless the Wallachians were nearly
all cut down.

In this case it is seen how well adapted cavalry is for this Cavalry
sort of work. At the action of Futtehabad near Jellalabad
f°r this sort
in 1879 the cavalry and horse artillery were very successful oi
work,
in drawing a formidable body of Shinwarris out of a strong
position while the infantry were coming up. The case of

.

.
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Kambula already mentioned shows how effectively mounted
infantry assumes the role of decoy, for in most cases the
cavalry must act dismounted to produce a good result. Cavalry
is,however, almost always preferable, because if the horses can
be kept concealed there is not only a good chance of drawing on
the enemy but opportunity may also offer of delivering very
effective charges upon the adversaries when these are ad
vancing in disorder. The following two examples may be
given in support of that from the Wallachian war of inde
—
pendence, which has been quoted above :—:
In 1860, a large body of Waziris without provocation made a raid from
their hills into the plain near Tank, with the intention of sacking that town.
Ressaldar Saadat Khan commanding the troop of cavalry at Tank collected
some other mounted levies and advanced to meet the Waziris. He found
them in awkward ground near the hills, but by retiring he gradually lured
them right out into open country. Then suddenly he turned, first cut them
off from the hills and then withhis 200 sabres charged them. The enemy
numbering 3,000 was thrown into complete confusion. The whole mass fled
precipitately. 300 were killed, and many were wounded including the head
man of the tribe. The cavalry in this brilliantexploit only lost one man
killed, and a few wounded.
At the end of the Kaffir war in 1878, a mixed British and Colonial force
was in position at a place called Kwintana. Itwas threatened by both the
Galekas and the Gaikas, of which the latter (it afterwards transpired) were
being held back by their chief Sandilli who did not think an attack oppor
tune. To bring on a fight the mounted troopers were sent out with orders
to advance and to then retire in haste before the enemy. The stratagem
proved perfectly successful. The Galekas eagerly followed up the mounted
troops as they fell back, and the Gaikas could no longer be restrained and
joined them. The infantry was kept concealed in trenches till the Kaffirs
were within easy range, then a few volleys sufficed to utterly defeat them.

Enticing the

SSiade

an

In this latter case the enemy was really drawn into a
skilfully planned ambush. The French in Algeria managed
on several occasions to profit by similar artifices, their com
manders whose names grew famous in the years of warfare
—
which followed on the capture of Algiers Lamoriciere
&c. acquiring great skill in
Changarnier, Saint Arnaud,
" War,"
operations of this class.
says an Arab proverb, "is
stratagem applied by force." Abd el Kader and his

—
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satellites were past masters in the art of carrying out surprises
and planning ambuscades, and the French learnt this method
of conducting war from those who they had come to con
quer. One illustration from these operations willsuffice.
Four battalions were marching over the pass of Muzaia in 1840, when
they learnt that the Arabs were at hand in force. The baggage under one
battalion was quickly sent off, two battalions were hidden in a fold of the
ground close to the route, the fourth battalion, by getting touch with the
enemy and then retreating rapidly, drew the hostile forces after them into
the ambuscade which had been prepared. The two battalions which had
been concealed suddenly charged out with the bayonet upon the Arabs, and
threw them into complete confusion.

By a show of weakness, accidental or intended, irregular Enemy
forces are often completely misled. That the enemy may sometimes
drawn on
sometimes be drawn on to a certain extent unintentionally unintention
was well shown at the action of Arogee in Abyssinia in 1868.
In this engagement the Abyssinians were enticed out of a Examples of
U
formidable position by a disposition of the regular forces which N[g
had not been ordained with the idea of drawing the enemy
into the open.
King Theodore's forces occupied some heights very difficult of access,
covering the approaches to Magdala and overlooking a plateau upon which
the British force necessarily debouched as it advanced upon the Abyssinian
stronghold. The baggage of the leading brigade, moving by a different
route to the bulk of the brigade, approached this plateau practically abreast
of the rest of the troops. King Theodore, observing that the train of
mules was apparently unprotected, ordered his soldiery to rush down and
seize the booty. The British troops were hurried across to confront the
enemy and to protect the baggage, and they moved so rapidly that they
met the hostile swarms on the plateau where there was no advantage of
position favouring the Abyssinians. -The result was a decisive victory with
trifling loss, which completely demoralized the King's forces and which
paved the way for the capture of the mountain fortress a few days later
without encountering serious opposition.

The march of Colonel Kelly's force to relieve Chitral in
1895 affords an interesting illustration of an unintentional
feint on a small scale.
The enemy was holding some groups of sangars on the far side of the
Nis Gol ravine near Mastuj barring the road to Chitral. The fire of the
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troops was beginning to have its effect, and when it was perceived that the
were preparing to evacuate their defences arrangements were made
to cross the ravine, which was a very awkward precipitous sided nullah.
The sappers and one company began scrambling down at one point with the
assistance ofropes and ladders, but, after a few of the party had descended
it so happened that a bullet struck some gun-cotton on the top and ignited
it,- the remainder of the men were thereupon ordered to retire a short way
for fear of an explosion. Seeing this the enemy at once advanced defiantly
out of their sangars on the other side. On quitting their cover the tribesmen
came under so heavy a fire from companies preparing to descend by the
road, that they fled right across the open, and numbers of them were shot

Chitralis

down.

Drawing the
enemy on by
exposing
baggage, etc.

Drawing
enemy on

by artillery
fire.

The case of Axogee shows how the enemy willsometimes
be drawn into attack by the hope of booty. The baggage
column appeared to offer a tempting prey to the Abyssinians,
although its march was not designed by the British commander
with the idea of drawing them down from their formidable
position. What occurred on that occasion shows that such
opponents can sometimes be lured into action by exposing
baggage, transport, cattle and so forth, apparently inviting
capture. The undisciplined fighting man revels in pillage,
and is difficult to restrain inany case ifhe sees booty apparently
at his mercy; in rebellions the enemy may be moved by
patriotism or may be stirred to action by some supposed
wrong, but in most small Wars the forces which the regular
troops meet on the battle-field are really fighting mainly from
the love of loot. Plunder is their motive inkeeping the field,
they fight for fighting's sake because a victory means spoil, and
such adversaries can be trapped readily ifthe bait be tempting
enough and ifthe escort be kept out of sight.
Although not exactly a feint Colonel Macdonald's use of
the guns with his brigade at Khartum for drawing the enemy
on deserves mention here.
The problem was to induce a mass of Dervishes who were preparing to
attack from the west to deliver their onslaught before another mass to the
north, also preparing to attack, delivered theirs. ColonelMacdonald ordered
his batteries to open fire on the western force, and the effect was instan
taneous. The Dervishes swarmed down from that side and the artillery and
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infantry fire just succeeded in breaking the force of the attack in time for
part of the brigade to be formed up facing the southern mass when this
advanced. As described further on, on page 387, the western attack was
finally disposed of and the whole brigade formed up on a new front by the
time the southern attack fully developed.

But there is another form of feint which is often as useful Inducing the
0
in warfare of this class as the feint designed to get the enemy h^Tround
when inclined
to come out into the open. Ashow of indecision or a tern- to
retire,
porary retirement willsometimes induce opponents who are not
very skilful in appreciating a military situation, to hold
their ground when there is danger of their withdrawing
and escaping an engagement. A great display of force may>
as pointed out in an earlier chapter, have the effect of
frightening the enemy away ; conversely, concealment of
strength tends to encourage the foe to risk an action. The
results of the reconnaissance in force which was carried out
by a part of Sir F. Eoberts's force the day before the battle
of Kandahar illustrates this very well ; when the recon
naissance had achieved its purpose and the troops fell back, the
Afghans followed them up some distance under the impression
that the demonstration meant a real attack upon their position
and they were much encouraged and elated at their supposed
victory ; Ayoub Khan appears to have been largely influenced
by the events of the day in his resolve to hold his ground.
Thus the reconnaissance not only gained much valuable
information for the battle of the morrow, but ithad the further
effect of assisting to keep the Afghan army in the position
which it had taken up, and it thereby ensured a decisive
The reconnaissance in force previous to the
engagement.
battle of the Atbara drew strong detachments of the enemy
out of their zeriba ; it probably served to greatly encourage
the Khalifa's forces to stand their ground and to give the
Anglo-Egyptian army a chance of utterly defeating them.
Just as such adversaries can, in spite of the wariness Feints as to
and cunning characteristic of races not wholly civilized, often
be tempted into premature action, or can be enticed out of attack.

. .
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ground favourable to their method of war, they can also be
misled by feints and stratagems designed to give them a false
impression of the point selected for attack by the commander
of the regular forces. Guerillas often resort to such ruses, and
they frequently succeed by these means in deceiving practised
officers. Still they can at times be repaid in their own coin.
In the fighting after the capture of Nilt Fort in the HunzaNagar country the frequent attempts upon the centre of the
hostile position had drawn the attention of the enemy mainly
upon that point ; when, by a daring scramble up the pre
cipitous hills, a party of the troops reached the extreme left
of the tribesmen's position these were taken completely
aback. On the afternoon before the attack on the Peiwar
Kotal a great parade was made of throwing up batteries in
front of the Afghan position to induce the enemy to expect a
frontal attack. An interesting example of a successful feint
of this kind is afforded by the fighting at Batoche in 1885,
where the rebels collected by Riel were finally dispersed.
General Middleton found the half-breeds holding a long line of rifle
pits stretching across the land enclosed by a wide salient angle formed by
The Government forces encamped opposite one end
the Saskatchewan.
of this line of defence, formed a zeriba and remained facing the enemy
On the third day the mounted troops
four days engaged in skirmishes.
made a demonstration against the hostile centre, and it was observed
that a part of Riel's followers were withdrawn from that end of the line
which was opposite the zeriba, to strengthen the threatened point. On the
followingday this demonstration was repeated by the mounted men, assisted
by two guns, and these then returned quietly to camp. In the afternoon
the whole Government force attacked the end of the rebel line in front of
the zeriba. Ithad been greatly weakened there, and the troops had little
difficulty in breaking through and in reaching Batoche. The undulating
nature of the ground and the patches of woods and copses enabled the
feint to be carried out in very effective fashion.
In some cases
the enemy
cannot be
drawn into
action.

Instances might be multiplied to show how valuable
artifices of this nature may prove upon the battle-field in
these wars, how the enemy can be induced by skilful
manoeuvring to forego the advantages he may enjoy as
regards position, how he maybe led to precipitate his attacks,
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and how he may be bluffed into withdrawing his forces from
the decisive point. But before concluding the chapter it
may be mentioned that episodes have occurred proving that
irregular warriors cannot always be deceived or lured on inthis
fashion. The British frontier campaigns in India show that
itis generally quite impossible to attract hill-men down to fight
on the plains. Allattempts to draw the Matabili out of the
bush failed, and they showed clearly that they would choose
their own time for attacking the colonial force.
The The action of
is
remarkable action at Toski in 1899
worth quoting as an
of
example of a force which consisted largely of Moslem fanatics this.
—warriors especially prone to allow themselves to be carried
—
away in pursuit of a retreating foe declining battle even
after a portion of it had actually been tempted into action,
simply as a consequence of the whole being dominated by
a resolute will.
Wad en Nejumi's singular march northwards past Wadi Haifa has been
already referred to on p. 87. His goal was Egypt. Regardless of his
threatened line of retreat and of the sufferings of his force from want of
food and water, shutting his eyes to the hopelessness of the enterprise upon
which he had embarked, unterrified by the imposing concentration of troops
which he must have known were assembling to give him battle, he doggedly
pressed on to near Toski. A little further on were some low rugged rocky
hills where he would be in a position to offer effective resistance to tho
Egyptian forces. General Grenfell determined to prevent his reaching
these, and as the event proved, the Dervish chieftain was equally resolved to
gain their shelter.
Moving out from Toski to reconnoitre the Dervish position in the desert,
General Grenfell found that the ground which the enemy must cross on his
next advance was very open and favourable for an action. As allthe troops
which were mustering for the fight had not yet reached Toski, a recon
naissance of the mounted troops was determined on for the following day.
The troops were ordered to show as broad a front as possible so as, ifpossible,
to induce the Dervish leader to delay his advance.
When this reconnaissance got touch of the hostile forces next day,
these were found to be just preparing to march. On sighting the Egyptian
troops the enemy at once moved out against them, and the troops were com
pelled to retire gradually, drawing the fighting men of the Dervish army
after them. General Grenfell thereupon sent for the infantry whichhad been
held in readiness in camp ;but before the infantry arrived Nejumi had
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evidently determined to avoid a battle and to make for the broken ground.
The mounted troops were therefore sent to bar his way by making a long
detour which brought them athwart the hostile line of march, and the infantry
were hurried up with all speed. In the end the enemy was forced to fight
and was, after a severe struggle, completely routed.
To start with, in fact, the Dervish force was tempted into a partial
engagement. But Nejumi was so determined to effect his purpose of
marching on, that he actually began a flank march past the mounted troops,
covering his exposed flank by clouds of skirmishers.
By his handling
of his forces he showed himself a singularly resolute and capable leader, and,
but for General Grenf ell's promptitude in bringing the infantry up, and for
his rapidly taking decision to force a general engagement, the strangely
constituted Dervish army would have passed Toski, would have reached
the broken ground further on, and might have given much trouble there.

Conclusion

This question of feints and stratagems meant to goad the
enemy into action has been dealt -with at some length
because, as it is notorious that the adversaries with whom
regular troops have to cope in irregular operations are much
addicted to ruses and deception, it might be supposed
that they would naturally be difficult to impose upon. But
the numerous instances quoted serve to show that this is not
really the case.
It must be confessed that in the late South African war
neither Boers nor rebels were easily deceived. As the cam
paign wore on and the cunning alike of commandants and
individuals was shown in the hundreds of skirmishes which
were taking place, itbecame more and more common to try
feints and ruses so as to get the wary enemy at a disadvantage.
But the stratagems seldom succeeded. The adversary was too
wide awake. Itis one of the many respects in which the con
test for supremacy south of the Zambesi stands apart. In
conflicts with a lower type of antagonist it is different. In
spite of his native cunning the savage can be over-reached,
the crafty hill-man can be deceived, and itis due to no fortui
tous circumstance that occasions so frequently occur where
irregular adversaries are brought to confusion by a trick.
The discipline and cohesion of trained soldiers enables a skil
ful general to handle his force in such a manner as, without
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risk, to induce in the opposing forces the belief that they
can cast prudence aside and can engage themselves on ground
where the tactical superiority of the regular army has full
scope. Itis an important point to bear in mind in combats
against irregular warriors, for to decisively beat such oppo
nents itis almost always necessary to catch them in the open.
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CHAPTER XVI.

A

SURPRISES,

\|

"

uer>" wrote General Skobelef, when preparing for
l
'"
campaign against the Turkomans, you must know how
surprise." Although in small wars the enemy is generally
\vell fitted by nature and temperament, for devising ambus
cades and carrying out surprises, it is by no means so difficult
to put this method of warfare in force against him as might
be supposed.
it has already been pointed out in Chapter XIIthat the
forces which the regular troops are called upon to fight in
these campaigns seldom protect themselves with outposts
at night, and that on that account early morning attacks
on them frequently meet with brilliant success.
A night
march followed by an assault upon the hostile position at
dawn is perhaps the most effectual means of carrying out
a surprise.
The history of irregular warfare supplies abun
dant evidence of the fine opportunities which surprises at
break of day afford a commander of regular troops. The
capture of Kassala by the Italian troops in 1893 is an excel
lent example of this, and the affair of Cherek el Tobul and
the capture of Ludlow Castle, both quoted on p. 193, are
also notable examples of the same thing. The virtual
annihilation of the Mahdist force at Ferkeh in 1896 was the
result of the night march of two separate columns which at
daybreak caught the unsuspecting enemy in a trap. In the
latter part of the South African war the most remarkable
successes gained by the British forces over the nomad com
mandos were gained by attacks at dawn after long night
marches.

favourite**
weapon of the his

one^which
can also be
used against

him.
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Best time
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The question of carrying out surprise attacks at night can
best be treated generally under the head of night attacks,
dealt with in Chapter XXVII. But it may be pointed out
here that while these are generally most objectionable in
small wars if they are made on a large scale, it may often
be expedient to annoy the enemy by small parties in the dark
carrying out surprises of a harassing kind.
Irregular warriors seldom keep a good look out by night, but By day a
rapid inarch
on the other hand they are generally thoroughly on the alert from a
by day if they imagine the regular troops to be in their proxi- dlstan ce is
mity. Therefore, if a surprise by day is contemplated it is necessary,
almost always essential to lead up to it by a rapid march from
a distance. Special troops must infact as a rule be employed,
and the enterprise must be conducted with dash and boldness.
The Due D'Aumale's surprise of Abd el Kader's smala de
scribed on p. 82 is a fine illustration of this class of opera
tion ; the Arabs had no idea that a French force was any
where near them ; the duke had made a forced march with
his troopers, and the blow was as heavy as it was unexpected.
For carrying out such enterprises a good knowledge of the
theatre of war, careful preparation and bold execution are
essential. In the campaigns against the Eed Indians the
United States troops succeeded on more than one occasion in
surprising the wary enemy by making forced marches. But
in the guerilla days of the late South African war itwas found
that something more than forced marches by day was neces
sary if the enemy was to be caught unawares ; it was only by
forced marches by night and attack in the early morning
r
that a surprise could be effected.
/l/ l
CavaJT^jQounteiJnf antry and camel corps are wellsuited Mobility \
for
by day owing to mobility being so essential
\
for such work. Remarkable results have moreover on occasion cmPloyed.
been achieved by cavalry carrying infantry on their horses.
The Turkomans adopted this method in their sudden attack
on the Russians in the Khiva campaign ; Abd el Kader on
q
(8336)
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the day after his defeat of the French at Macta in 1835,
mounted 1,500 foot soldiers behind horsemen so as to fall
upon the beaten troops at a favourable place ; Dost Mahomed
in Afghanistan in 1841 made use of this same device. The
plan has seldom been adopted by a regular army in irregular
warfare, although the military history of Europe supplies
many remarkable examples of such procedure in regular
campaigns. Itis true that on one occasion, in187 1^ an attempt
was made by the French to surprise some Arab insurgents
by mounting infantry on mules by pairs, but the men were
so exhausted when they reached the goal that they could do
little fighting.
f Another very effectual method of rapidly moving a force
so as to effect a surprise is to put the men into carts ; but this
can of course only be done in certain theatres of war. Colonel
Skobelef moved two infantry companies in this manner in
1875 across Khokand. In the Mexican campaign in 1865 a
small French force was conveyed 60 miles in 24 hours to
relieve Monterey when threatened by the insurgents. The
United States infantry have made forced marches to surprise
"
the Eed Indians by using carts. The Indian ekka," familiar
to all who have soldiered in the east, is a ready means of
rapidly transporting troops.
But to carry out a surprise in warfare of this nature,
whether by day or by night, whether itbe merely some minor
episode or whether ittakes this form of a momentous operation
affecting the whole campaign, the most important point of all
is to keep the plan secret. Officers who took^part in the
mobile operations on the veld which gradually wore down the
" Aucun
Boer resistance, will realise the truth of this.
pre
paratif, aucun ordre ne fera soupc.onner l'expedition. Les
troupes seront spontanement assemblies a l'heure convenable.
Dcs ordres ecrits a l'avance et dcs instructions verbales seront
alors donnes aux commandants dcs detachments " so ran
Marshal Bugeaud's instructions. There is always an element
1

¦
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Importance
of keeping
the project
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of uncertainty in undertakings of this kind, and it is essential
that steps should be taken to prevent the secret from leaking
out. Napoleon went so far as to ascribe success in such
operations entirely to luck. "Lareussite dun coup de main
depend absolument dv bonheur, dun chien ou dune oie,"
he wrote inhis Commentaires ;but this applies rather to night
attacks than to surprises by day. These latter depend es
pecially upon their being unforeseen by the enemy, up n his
being unaware that any movement is contemplated and
his being ignorant that a force of regular troops is near him.
In Chapter V the difficulty of hiding movements and in
tentions from the enemy in small wars was commented upon.
The mysterious manner in which secrets leak out in such
warfare render it of the utmost importance to conceal to the
last any scheme which may be on foot to surprise the foe.
"Faire sentir la foudre avant qu'il ait l'eclair," Monte
vu
was
cuculli's maxim. The first condition requisite to score a
success is that the plan shall remain undivulged as long as
possible it is to a rigid adherence to the policy of secrecy
that the remarkable sequence of successes by which the Sudan
was recovered may largely be attributed. Itis astonishing
how quickly the rumour spreads abroad, if the slightest
inkling is given to the force at large that itis to undertake some
operation of a special character. Silence insuch cases is golden
indeed, and this applies alike ifthe surprise takes the form of
an important operation of war like the transfer of the British
force from Alexandria to the Suez Canal, or ifitbe merely some
petty affair of intercepting an insignificant hostile detach
ment or seizing some paltry stronghold,

—

.

In 1891 a small Italian force was told off to surprise and capture a
troublesome chieftain named Debeb on the borders of Eritrea. The secret
pf what was intended was not kept, the whole party were apprised -of what
was afoot, and a triflingunnecessary delay also occurred. The consequence
was that Debeb and his followingwere found quite prepared for all eventu
alities, and that the small force sent to effect his capture was beaten off.

Great care must be taken that the enemy does not learn
(8336)
Q 2
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what is impending by premature discharge of firearms. Eifles
should not as a rule be loaded tillthe last moment, as a careless
soldier may upset the most skilfully devised surprise by in
advertently firing off his weapon. During Sir F. Koberts's
night march to surprise the Afghan flank on the Peiwar Kotal
two native soldiers treacherously discharged their rifles in the
hope of warning the enemy of the intended attack. Ahorse
giver to neighing when momentarily deprived of companion
ship is a serious danger. Close attention to details on the
pait of commander and officers, and a realization by the troops
of the nature of the game they are playing, are essential if
the coup is to succeed.
Itis indeed always desirable to put the enemy on a false
\Jv-/ Enemy to be
put on a false
scent by every possible means when a surprise is contemplated.
scent if
possible,
THs can be done by various means. At night leaving the fires
burning in the camp of a force which is to carry out some enter
prise, willoften lull the enemy into false security. The troops
intended for the task may actually march in a false direction to
—
start with a good capture was made at Roos Senekal in the
Transvaal by a column which quitted the place one day and
which doubled back on its tracks that night. No undertaking
offers greater opportunity for the employment of stratagem
and artifice than a surprise. Guerillas such as regular troops
meet with in campaigns like those of La Vendee, in the Penin
sula, in Poland, and in1901-02 in South Africa, are fully alive
to this. In Algeria, the Caucasus, New Zealand, Somaliland,
and other theatres of desultory war, the alertness and cunning of
the enemy has been constantly demonstrated.
A leaf might
well be taken out of the book of some of the partisan leaders
whose surprises and ambuscades have so often in small wars
wrought confusion among bodies of trained troops.
General Philebert on one occasion in. 1881, when operating against
insurgents in Algeria, intended to surprise a place to the north of his camp ;
in furtherance of this object he deliberately marched at night southwards,
sounding his bugles, whereupon lights on the hills showed that the enemy
was on the watch ; then General Philebert ordered complete silence and
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turned his column northwards again. Another time when on the march to
surprise some villages, he found that his advance was observed, so he halted,
encamped, and made a show of stopping where he was ;then, as soon as he
was sure that the Arabs were no longer on the look out, he sent off a light
column which was completely successful inits raid. Sir R. Buller in 1885
withdrew his force by night from Abu Klea, where it was blockaded by a
large force of Mahdists, without molestation ; he left his camp fires burning
and sounded the usual bugles so as to deceive the enemy.

"'

/^
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The value of raids has been pointed out in the chapter on °
Raids a form
sur Pnse *
;
guerilla warfare they are often the only means of punishing
the enemy and of bringing hostilities to a conclusion, and
some point bearing upon these operations deserve a passing
mention. Eaids are a form of surprise. The idea of a raid
is to afiect captures or to do damage to the enemy's property
by the action of a small force boldly handled and capable of
covering a considerable distance in a short space of time.
British troops have rarely attempted enterprises of this nature
on a large scale and therefore the subject is to us an interesting
one.

a.

About raids undertaken to burn the villages or destroy Raids on the
the crops of recalcitrants there is not much to be said, to the enemy.
«arry out such work itmay indeed not be necessary to surprise
i
the enemy. But when the object of the raid is to carry oft
jj
live stock, secrecy and suddenness of execution are essential,
otherwise tEFenernywillhave driven off his flocks and herds
and nothing willbe found worth capturing. Experience has
shown in South Africa that a native tribe about to commence
hostilities will always send as much of its grain as possible,
and the whole of its cattle, to some place of security before
hand ; the great object therefore is to ascertain where the
tribal possessions have been concealed and to pounce down
on them by a rapid well executed movement. The Arabs of
Algeria, the Kirghiz and Turkomans of the steppes, and the
—
Red Indians all warriors enjoying invirtue of their horses or
—
camels great mobility have always displayed remarkable
prowess in their forays.
These wild uncivilized races may
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indeed be said to have taught the regular troops opposed to
them how such operation's are best conducted.
French
"The
"
The French proved apt pupils in Algeria. Adopting the
razzias in
Algeria.
Arabic name of razzia for their enterprises, they showed the
enemy that this was a game both sides could play at. The
capture of Abd el Kader's smala mentioned on former pages
amounted to considerably more than a mere raid, it involved
the overthrow of a considerable fighting force. It was
the most remarkable example of an operation of this kind
which occurred during the many years of desultory Warfare
Which were needed to pacify the great African province,
and the course of action which in that remarkable episode
—
of war proved so signally successful a forced march followed
by intrepid attack when the enemy turned out to be present
in foree may be taken as typical of the system of punitive
raids which the French made their own. The idea of a raid
is however rather to effect captures of hostile property than
to fight, and the strength of the force detailed for the enter
prise is not generally calculated with the idea of its giving
battle to strong hostile forces.
For a razzia the force was in most cases composed mainly
cavalry,
of
but a nucleus of infantry was generally found
desirable. The general idea of an undertaking of this class is
tnaCiEKe cavalry is detailed to surround the encampment Or
locality against which the enterprise is directed, the infantry
then rushes in, cuts down all who resist, carries off women,
children, flocks, and herds, and seizes any other booty which
can be removed, burning the remainder. There is of course
always considerable risk of a raid finding itself confronted by
very superior numbers, by hostile forces so formidable that the
plan of making a daring assault adopted by the Due d'Aumale
may be out of the question. The only thing for the raiders to
do then is to retire as rapidly as they came. For success itis
absolutely necessary that the foray should be a complete
surprise. General Yusuf used to make a parade of marching

—
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in the opposite direction by day and would then march back by
night and fall on the Arab encampment when this was
totally unprepared. Great care mustjbe taken not to let the
men get out ofjhand, for fear that the enemy should receive
reinforcements and fall upon the raiSers when scattered and
unprepared. Soldiers detailed for pillage are very liable to
become somewhat uninunagea^e, and, from the purely military
point of view, this is one of the strongest objections to raids.
A disciplined detachment which from any cause degenerates,
even ifitbe only for the moment, into a gang of marauders
is exposed to all manner of dangers, and finds itself in a
sorry plight if the enemy suddenly turns upon it. A bold
initiative is, however, the surest road to success in all such
operations, and is the best means of hindering the enemy
from gathering for a counterstroke.
In 1842 a column under General Changarnier in Algeria came upon a
mass of Arab nomads, horsemen, camels, women, children, flocks and herds,
all streaming along, protected by 1,500 horsemen. The General despatched
220 sabres supported by infantry to fallupon the Arabs. The odds against
the regulars were enormous ;but the French onslaught was so sudden and
was delivered with such dash that they succeeded incapturing 2,000 camels,
80,000 cattle, many prisoners and a huge booty, and bringing them into camp.

Bringing in the captured animals is one of the great

Difficulty of
m

0^"^!

difficulties which follow upon a successful raid. This has often
been found to be the case by the Kussians in Central Asia, ca tfck, etc.
by the United States cavalry in their raids upon the Red
Indians and by British troops in South Africa, as well as by
the French in Algeria and Tunis. The force told ofl for a
raid is almost necessarily small and it succeeds in the ven
ture by the suddenness of its attack ; but when the prize is
secured the troops detailed for the undertaking become con
verted into an escort for the captured live stock. Even if
the enemy makes no attempt to recover his property, driving
great herds of camels or cattle or vast flocks of sheep to
—
some place of safety is by no means an easy task sheep
move so slowly that they are especially troublesome. The
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booty seems to melt away unaccountably. After some of
their raids on the Turkomans and Kirghiz ending in the
capture of quantities of live stock, the Russians were often
within the space of a few days short of meat rations for
the troops. The camels, cattle, sheep, or whatever the spoil
may consist of, stray away at night even if the enemy makes
no attempt to recover them.
If the enemy assemble in force while the booty is being
brought back to camp, andjf there be any risk of having to
abandon it, the bestjjlan willoften be to Mil the_ animals
wEich have been captured if"there is time to do it. Two very
successful raids were effected by the punitive expedition
against the Ogaden Somalis in 1898 ; the first time over 500
head of cattle were carried off ; but the second time, owing
to the approach of night and the pursuit of the enemy, it was
found necessary to killall that had been taken. Slaughtering
great herds of cattle or flocks of sheep is however a trouble
some undertaking when a raiding force is being hustled. It
must always be remembered that a raid may have been inthe
firstplace successful and that the party detailed for the purpose
may be conveying its prize back to camp intriumph, but that if
the enemy then assembles, attacks the convoy and defeats the
troops hampered as they are, the operation as a whole willhave
been disastrous. The recovery of even a fraction of the booty
will be interpreted by the enemy as a victory. The enemy
willhave had the last word, and may at the close have had the
best of the exchange.
The raid upon the Zulu cattle on the top of the Zlobani Mountain already
referred to on p. 183, was successful in the first instance. 2,000 head of
cattle were captured and driven to the end of the mountain at which the
descent was to be made. But the whole of the capture had to be abandoned
when affairs took an unfavourable turn.

?

mbuscades

The question of forming ambuscades in small wars is one
which has hardly received the attention which it deserves.
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Stratagems of this kind have hardly been so often attempted
by regular troops in operations of this class as they might
have been, considering that the terrain and conditions are often
favourable to their successful execution. In the chapters on
hilland jungle warfare it willbe seen that insuch theatres of
war the enemy is constantly forming ambushes, and that
being prepared for them is a matter of the first importance ;
and itwillalso be shown that itis not impossible for the regular
troops to lay traps of the same kind. But itis only on outpost
service that the devising of ambuscades has up to the present
i
been taken very seriously incampaigns against irregular forces.
f\
The question of ambuscades is in reality nearly related Ease witk^J
to that of feints, already discussed in Chapter XV. Some of ene ny
(an

bo
the cases quoted on pp. 230 to 233 are illustrations of this sometimes
drawn v.to
.
combination of ambuscades with feints, and show that itis them,
often practicable to draw undisciplined opponents into a snare.
It must be admitted that in campaigns against irregular
warriors the regular troops fall into ambuscades more often
than their adversaries do ; still many interesting cases have
occurred when the enemy has been enticed into a trap and
discomfited. The characteristics of a tumultuary assemblage
of fighting men rather expose them to getting into pitfalls if
they are cunningly devised. The eagerness with which such
opponents at first follow up any success they may have
gained has been noticed in earlier chapters, and the good re
sults which may be obtained from tempting the adversary on by
pretended retreat have been touched upon. Savages and
semi-civilized races, fond as they are of stratagems, are not
nearly so difficult to deceive as might be imagined. Oppor
tunities often present themselves for preparing ambuscades
for such foes, and when these have been skilfully planned
remarkable results have sometimes been achieved. A good
example of such action is afforded by an incident during
General Sale's retreat from Gandamak to Jellalabad, which is
thus graphically described by Kaye.

. .
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" Clever

were the manoeuvres by which on that day Dennie drew the
enemy into his toils and heavy the retribution which descended upon them.
Placing his cavalry inambush he brought up his infantry, ordered them to
advance firing and then wheeled them about as if in panic flight. The
stratagem succeeded to admiration. The enemy, after a brief pause of
wonderment, believed they had accomplished a great victory, sent up a wild
shout and then rushed in pursuit of the flying Ferin ghees. They were
soon on the clear open space to which Dennie had designed to lure them.
The cavalry whom they had laughed at on the hills, able now to operate
freely, dashed at them with sudden fury. The slaughter was tremendous
the rout was complete."

\

) t Kemarks

on

the arrange
ment of
ambuscades

But ifsavages and semi-civilised races are prone to be
drawn into ambushes if judiciously arranged, it must be ad
mitted that the insurgent in a civilised country, and the higher
type of guerilla, are uncommonly wary birds. Itdid not prove
particularly easy to catch the Boers napping, they seemed to
have a miraculous instinct for scenting out an ambuscade,
The Cubans seldom fellinto a trap, and the veteran soldiers of
France set their snares invain for the Spanish guerillas during
the Peninsular war, and for FraDiavolo's banditti in Calabria.
The operations of partisan warfare tend tostimulate the cunning
and resource of the guerilla, and to place him on an altogether
higher plane than the savage or the normal irregular when it
comes to setting and to avoiding traps.
When cavalry and infantry are combined in an operation
of this nature, it is usually the mobile cavalry which draws
the enemy on, while the more easily concealed infantry falls
upon the hostile detachments at the right moment. The
Cossacks, when they were purely irregulars in the Russian
service, were wonderfully skilled in the art of luring on an
enemy, and they practised these manoeuvres with equal success
upon the splendid cavalry of Napoleon and upon the Tartar
horsemen of the steppes. Parties of them used to spread out
over a wide area, would worry the enemy into following them
up by their fire from horseback, and would draw them on with
marvellous patience to the point where, concealed in some
hollow or behind some wood, a mass of these intrepid lancers
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was hidden, ready to dash out. Sometimes the Cossacks played
into the hands of Kussian infantry, but they seem to have
preferred playing the game by themselves intheir own way.
The Boers were also very successful inusing mounted men in
this way ; it was always dangerous to indulge in a vigorous
pursuit of their detachments, except on a very broad front
overlapping any ambush which might be intended ;their skill
in concealing their mounts was remarkable. To achieve suc
cess in any operation of this kind itis essential that the troops
in ambush shall be thoroughly inhand and that there be no
excitement. As in the case of effecting a night surprise,
precautions must be taken against the premature discharge
of fire-arms, and the enemy should be allowed to come close
up before any attack is made on him. If the bayonet can be
brought into play so much the better.

General Bugeaud arranged a very successful ambuscade at Takdempt in
Algeria in 1841. He was withdrawing his forces from the place after
As soon as they
destroying the works, but he left some troops concealed.
saw the French evacuating the town the Arabs entered it at the other side.
They were quite unprepared to find troops hidden, and they suffered heavily
when these attacked them.
General Prim after his victory over the Moors at Castellijos in 1859,
drove the enemy some distance into the hills, but was then obliged to
fallback as the evening was closing in. In doing so he posted two strong
bodies of infantry among rocks on either side of the route which he foresaw
the enemy would take in following him up. The Moors fellinto the trap
and suffered severely from the unexpected Spanish fire.

Drawing the enemy on is not of course a necessary part
of arranging an ambuscade, although it tends to make irregu
lar warriors throw off their caution and suspicions. Without
some sort of feint to induce the enemy to press forward more or
less recklessly the chances of bringing off a successful ambus
cade are not bright. There is no more effective kind of ambush
than one on the flank of a route which antagonists are about
to follow ; but undisciplined forces on the march are very
much on the alert if they have any idea that regulars are inthe
neighbourhood, and there is scarcely an instance to be found
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Points to
bear in mind

I
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inmilitary records of a body of trained soldiers ambuscading
the enemy under these conditions.
The forming of an ambuscade requires skill and eye fcr
country. The great object to bear inmind of course is that the
enemy shall not become aware of its presence tillthe concealed
party is actually in a position to strike. In operations in the
bush and jungle or on very broken ground this is not difficult to
accomplish, especially if the hostile body can only move by
one route ; but when the terrain is more open and th.3 enemy
moves on a wide front, great skill is required. If it be in
tended to act against a column on the march it willoften
blow till this
be advisable not to deliver
- has partially
"*
... .„,.. the
.-...front,
crossed the
so as to cut it in half. Sometimes it
may be expedient to delay attack till this can be delivered
against the rear. "When the moment for action arrives the
concealed troops must be handled with the utmost boldness
and dash, and it is essential that arrangements shall have
been made beforehand for signalling when the time has come
for the blow to fall. Several ambuscades some distance
apart can at times be employed with great effect, although
this arrangement has of course the disadvantage of involving
a separation of force with its attendant risks. When several
ambuscades have thus been formed, it is imperative that all
the details shall have been carefully worked out and that the
commander of each party shall know exactly what to do in
any circumstances that may arise.
-'•—"
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In 1813 a band of Prussian guerillas watching for a French convoy near
Zwickau was disposed in two separate ambuscades. The parties were half a
mile apart in two distinct woods, and it was calculated that when one
attacked the advance guard, the other would find the rear guard about
opposite to it. The arrangement was completely successful and practically
the whole convoy was captured, rear and front being attacked and rolled up
simultaneously.
Skill of the
enemy in
devising

ambuscades

in small wars,

Before concluding this chapter on surprises and ambus
cades a few examples of successful ambuscades on the part
of the enemy in small wars may be given. Very numerous
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could be adduced, for in wars of this class the
against whom the regular troops are operating excel
tactics. Some remarkable cases have of late years
in West Africa in the case of minor naval boat
expeditions against petty potentates, and in the expedition
against the Yonnis near Sierra Leone in 1891, the enemy
showed much skill in devising ambushed stockades, and in
making use of obstacles so as to bring the troops to a stand
stillunder their fire.
The following are interesting illustrations of the cunning
with which irregular warriors willat times entice troops into
a trap even incomparatively speaking open country.

instances
enemies
in such
occurred

i

Inthe early days of the French occupation of Algeria a squadron one day
engaged on reconnoitring duty perceived a number of Arabs on a wide plain
driving herds in front of them. The cavalry, thinking they had an easy
prize in their hands, charged down upon the enemy, but fell into a carefully
prepared ambush. They were received with a very heavy fire from a swarm
ofBedouins concealed among some scrub, and the troopers wouldhave come
to utter grief but for the opportune arrival of another squadron which
managed to extricate them.
A somewhat similar incident occurred in the campaign in Tunis in 1885.
A reconnaissance party of French cavalry came upon a number of camels
guarded by a few Arabs, who at once mounted and drove off the camels into
a sort of defile. The troopers followed them up and fellinto an ambuscade
which cost them dearly.

Some very successful ambuscades were devised by the
Anti-Republicans of La Vendee and by the Spanish guerillas
in the Peninsular war. In small wars of more modern date,
the Moors, Khivans, and others have displayed great dex
terity in this kind of warfare, even when the terrain has not
especially lent itself to such operations. Irregular warriors
with their natural aptitude for creeping about and their
instinctive capacity for stalking unsuspecting adversaries,
are really formidable inthis branch of the art of war ; military
records prove that even when, as in Burma and Rhodesia,
they have no intention of committing themselves to a stand-up

(/:
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The ambus
cade at
Shekan,
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fight, they willmanage by their stratagems to inflict loss and
to create confusion.
The most striking example of an ambuscade of recent
years is supplied by the disastrous engagement at Shekan, in
which a whole army was involved and was wiped out.
Complete and authentic details of the destruction of Hicks Pasha's army
willprobably never come to hand ; but from various sources ithas been
found possible to obtain a general idea of what occurred. Learning from
spies the direction that the Egyptian force was about to take, the Mahdi
moved the bulk of his followers to a valley through which itmust pass, when
he concealed them inthe woods on either side of the route and in a wooded
depression crossing the line of advance. Other contingents were told off to
attack in rear.
Allremained quiet tillHicks Pasha's squares reaohed the wooded depres
sion. Then the fanatical Arabs sprang up and swarmed down from all
sides. The troops, already somewhat demoralised, became panic-stricken at
this terrifying onslaught and in a few minutes all was over. The most
striking feature of the action was indeed the manner in which a great
gathering of undisciplined warriors was bestowed and was kept silent and
concealed tillthe moment of action arrived.

Other

examples

The following examples of ambuscades occurring under
very various circumstances and in totally distinct theatres of
war may be cited inconclusion.
In 1840 the Russian General Golosojef, advancing with a force of about
5,500 men against the guerillas of the Chechnaya, fellinto a cleverly pre
pared trap and suffered heavy losses, although ultimately successful. The
enemy had arranged a most skilful ambush along the banks of the little
river Valerik and in the neighbouring thickets. The Russian troops were on
the march suspecting no eviland without elaborate precautions. Suddenly
a heavy fire was opened upon them when they were quite unprepared, and
by its unexpectedness nearly caused a panic. In the end after a severe
hand to hand encounter the regular troops proved victorious, but not
before they had lost large numbers of killed and wounded at the hands
of a numerically insignificant adversary.
In 1883 the French were practically blockaded in Hanoi, their settle
ment in Tonkin. Itwas determined to make a reconnaissance, and a force
of 400 men with three guns marched out for the purpose. Some distance
out, the road crossed a stream by a bridge and beyond this were some
The advanced guard had crossed the bridge and
villages and enclosures.
the guns were actually on it, when fire was suddenly opened from all sides
beyond the stream. The surprise was complete. The advanced guard re
treated in disorder. The guns could not be turned where they were and

\
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they had to advance over the bridge and turn on the far side ;one stuck in
the mud, and in the gallant and successful effort to save it Captain Riviere,
the French Governor, and many others were killed. This disaster heralded
the Tonkin war of 1884-85.
In the affair at Fish Creek during the suppression of Riel's rebellion in
1885 the half breeds had taken skilful advantage of ravines and opened
a heavy fire unexpectedly on the advanced guard of the Canadian troops.
The ambuscade was not successful ;the ground had, however,been judiciously
chosen, and had the rebel fire been better directed at first the advanced
troops might have suffered considerably.

The .disaster which befel Major Glasenapp's detachment
early in 1904 at Owikokero in German South-West Africa
is a remarkable example of an ambuscade.
The force consisted of 11 officers and 35 mounted men with a machine
gun. It was on the march following up the Herreros through bush grown
country when it came upon a herd of cattle which was promptly captured,
those of the enemy with it who did not take flight being shot. Some men
were left with the cattle and the force advanced, capturing two more herds ;
to take charge of these some more men had to be left behind. Then the
detachment, now reduced to 11 officers and 25 troopers with the machine
gun, pressed on, hoping to come up with the fugitives and believing them

to be merely a small rear guard.
The bush got thicker and thicker. On reaching a more open place the
detachment was, however, suddenly fired on. An attempt to outflank the
enemy disclosed the fact that the Herreros were in greatly superior numbers,
and were endeavouring to surround the force. Retreat became absolutely
unavoidable, and in this the little body of German troops lost very heavily.
The machine gun had to be abandoned, many horses were shot ; the total
casualties amounted to 10 officers and 22 troopers, and the enemy recovered
their cattle.

The Herreros in fact appear to have drawn the detachment

cleverly into an ambuscade. The detachment had been in
pursuit of them for some days and officers and men were
naturally eager to have a brush with the enemy who seemed
always to be running away. The place selected for the
ambuscade was admirably chosen, and itis possible that the
herds of cattle were left to a certain extent as a bait their
capture certainly appreciably reduced the number of men
in the German firing line. That the little band was not

—

annihilated was due to the fine behaviour of officers and men
under untoward circumstances.
. 
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CHAPTER XVII.
Squares

in action,

on

the march, and in bivouac.

Theee are certain questions of tactics in small wars, apart
sat^facto^ily rom re trea ts andpursuits, or feints and surprises, which cannot
tr ated under b e satisfactorily treated under the head either of attack or
,
,
tl:e heart
.
.,
defence and which do not especially affect any one of the
either of
attaclv cr
three arms. These can best be dealt with by themselves in
defence.
special chapters, and under this heading come squares.
The square is adopted by regular troops in small wars as
battle
formation to meet special situations, and it can be used
a
both offensively and defensively. The formation is also often
employed upon the march under certain circumstances.
Recourse is had to it under many differing conditions, both
as regards the terrain in which the operations are taking place
and as regards the method of fighting of the enemy. Although
common enough in the old days in what was then regular
warfare, it now-a-days is a formation peculiar to small wars.
Ithas been employed so largely inirregular warfare inmodern
times, the conditions which have brought itinto favour vary
so greatly in different cases, the experiences gained in actual
practice where it has played a part have sometimes been so
inconclusive, that the subject is really a very large one and
deserving of careful study.
The raison d'etre of the square, whether it be used as an
Obiect of
of march, as an arrangement for bivouac, or as a for
order
fOlmution.
n
mation for battle, is to be found inthe necessity which may be
at times imposed upon a body of regular troops of being able to
show a fighting front in any direction, and in the obligation
which itincurs of protecting its supplies and wounded. Inits
military sense the ¦term 36eTnoT*n^esTariIy"mean a rectangle
Square forma-

6
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of four equal sides. It simply means a formation showing
front to flanks and rear as well as to the proper front. Such
squares have sometimes only three sides, the rear face being
left entirely or practically open— it all depends on circum
stances. Itis worth noting that a French square at Shott Tigri
in 1882 was arranged with its rear face formed of camels, but
that the Bedouins succeeded in carrying these off and up
setting the whole arrangement.
The reason why a formation which offers a fighting front in
all directions may have to be adopted, is that inthese campaigns
attack or counter-attack has from various causes often to
be expected from any point. Sometimes this is due to the fact
that, owing to superior numbers, the enemy can surround the
regular troops. Itmay result from the position of the enemy
not being known and from the conditions not admitting of
itsßemg ascertained. It may arise from the great mobility
which irregular warriors enjoy upon the battle-field. The
cause may be found in the necessity of protecting supplies,
or stores, or wounded against marauding parties. But some
sort oT square formation is constantly being imposed upon
the regular troops in these wars, because the nature of the
case demands an order of battle calculated to offer an all
round defence.
Irregular forces are fond of threatening the rear of regular Enemy's
troops, partly because they anticipate that they will be
offered less resistance there, ancT partly because they hope against the
to loot the supplies and stores which tliey know willbe follow- rear ofregular
ing the army. At Ordahsu the enemy had made a clearing in trooPs
the bush, on purpose to attack the troops inrear after they had
passed the clearing, and they closed in as the column fought
its way forward. At Wad Has, the final engagement of the
Spanish army inthe war against the Moors in 1859, the Moors
pressed in on the rear of the invaders although these were
at the very time driving the bulk of the Sultan's army from
its position. The Zulus always endeavoured to envelope the
(8336)
R
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British forces —at Isandlwhana they captured the camp in
rear of the troops who were only formed up with the idea of
meeting a frontal and flank attack. In Algeria, Tunis, and
Tartary it has been the practice from time immemorial for
masses of horse to charge down from all sides. It is these
enveloping attacks and these hostile demonstrations agairsb
the flanks and rear, which oblige the commander of the regular
troops to draw them up in square formation in spite of its
manifold drawbacks. The formation is adopted on the march,
at the halt when resting or when bivouacking for the night,
and as an order of battle, and because, even when the troops
are not actually in action itis always employed with the idea
in view that an engagement may occur at any moment,
it will perhaps be best to consider it first as a battle
formation.
Two forms of
square, the
rigidand the
eroStic. The

riJffFform
here dealt
with,

Before proceeding further it must be pointed out here that
there are in reality two kinds of square formation —the
rigid form and the elastic form, and that itis the first with
which we are here concerned. The elastic form of square is
employed in bush and jungle warfare, its essence consists in
the army moving or being drawn up ingroups or detachments
more or less all round the convoy, the guns, the wounded, or
whatever impedimenta may be accompanying it, and this
kindof formation can best be dealt with inthe chapter on bush
and jungle warfare. Indeed, a form of elastic square is often
employed on the march in hill warfare,~*wKe^TtKe"Tieights are
crowned and the force as a whole consists of an advanced
guard of these flanking detachment and of a rear guard ;
the idea then is the same security against attack from any
point. In the present chapter itis the rigid square, designed
to meet the charge of horse or the fanatical rush of footmen
which has to be considered, a defensive order of battle forced
upon regular troops by irregular warriors who adopt shock
tactics and who enjoy superiority as regards numbers.

—
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In the rigid square formation the combatant troops Usual
forming the square are drawn up practically shoulder to
shoulder, as is laid down in principle in "Infantry Training."
Itis designed to meet the onslaught of adversaries who trust
rather to spears and knives than to firearms. In Zululand
and the Sudan the brave warriors with whom the Britishand
Egyptian troops had to deal, came onimpetuously invast num
bers and with great rapidity and suddenness.
The French
adopted the formation in Egypt and in Algeria to beat off \ *\
the onslaughts of great masses of horse. The square is in fact
\f \
employed under somewhat the same circumstances as battalion
\^\
squares were formerly used in regular warfare, but with the
great difference that when itis employed in small wars npn
combatant services, wounded, and all that is not self-pro
tecting with the force are collected inside the square. Even
the cavalry is sometimes inside the square.
In actual battle the square, as a rule, acts mainly on the Squares in
defensive till the enemy is beaten. Still it often happens jns^nation
that the action of the regular troops takes in part the form
' at once
,
offensive and
of an attack. This principle is well illustrated by the cas6 defensive.
already quoted of Isly where the French, in a formation on
the principle of the square, moved straight towards the
centre of the Moorish position and compelled the hostile
forces, consisting largely of mounted men, to charge. At
Abu Klea the British square moved close past the position
which the Mahdists had taken up in a dry river bed, and
induced them by so doing to attack. Sometimes, but more
rarely, the square is actually used in attack, as at El Teb
where the Mahdist entrenchment was turned and then
attacked in this inconvenient formation. But in the main
the square is an order of battle which is employed when acting
on the defensive.
An excellent example of the use of a square as a forma- Example of
tion enabling a small force to compel the enemy to attack itDahomey?
without great risk, and bringing about thereby an action in a
(8336)
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position favourable to the regular troops, is afforded by the
affair of Achupa in1891 inthe early days of hostilities between
France and Dahomey.
The French only held a few points on the coast at this time, of which
Porto JSTovo was the most important. The Dahomeyans were known to be
advancing in force against this town. It was a straggling place with only
one fort to defend it, and its garrison of 400 men was, owing to its extent,
quite insufficient to hold it against a determined attack. Colonel Terrillon
who was in command determined to march out and fight the enemy a few
miles off. When the forces came in contact the French formed a square. In
this order of battle they beat off the attacks of the Dahomeyans numbering
several thousands, and they inflicted such severe losses upon their savage
opponents that these retreated and that Porto Novo was relieved from all
fear of attack. Itis interesting to note that in this fight the native troops
forming one side of the square, got out of hand in the excitement of victory
and charged, leaving that side completely open for a short time.

Organization
of squares in
action.

The
which arise in the manoeuvring and the
organization of the square are obvious. A shoulder to
shoulder formation can be maintained easily enough upon the
drill ground ; but when the terrain is uneven or intersected
the force is very apt to get into confusion. The most careful
>supervision willnot prevent gaps from occurring, the pace of
the artillery and of the machine guns is not as a rule the same
as that of foot soldiers, in the interior of the square are the
non-combatant services impeding the view of the commander,
and, the larger the square is, the more difficult is it to keep
it intact. The great point to keep in mind seems to
be to check the pace of the front face constantly so as to
make sure that the sides are kept closed up and that the
rear face is inits place. Frequent halts are desirable and the
transport inside the square must be very carefully super
vised. Ifthe enemy threatens, the square should halt at once,
the sides facing outwards and the rear face turning about.
How hard it is to manoeuvre one of these rigid squares and
to keep the ranks closed up so as to leave no weak point for
the enemy to profit by, is well shown by what occurred at
Abu Klea.
t

i

t
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The force forming the square consisted of 1,200 men, with three guns Abu Klea.
dragged by hand. Inside the square were the camels for carrying the guns,
and others for water, ammunition, and wounded. Its advance was coveredby skirmishers. The ground was open but undulating. The hostile position
in the dry river bed already mentioned was well marked by banners. It
so happened, however, that when about 500 yards from the flags, the rear
face became bulged out by the camels, and that at this moment the enemy,
to the number of about 5,000, suddenly sprang up from the khor where they
were concealed to the left front, and charged the square on its leftside.
The skirmishers ran for the scjuare and by so doing masked its fire at
first. The guns were hurried out on the threatened side. The fire of the
front and left faces and of the guns was so severe, that the enemy swerved
to the right and brought the whole weight of their charge to bear on the
left rear corner of the square where partly due to the bulging out caused
by the camels there was a gap, and where the fire was in consequence not
so effective as on the flank. The confusion at this point appears to have
been increased by the tendency of the camel corps topush forward and meet
the enemy. The result was that the fanatical spearmen broke into the square
and that a desperate melee ensued, in which the British force lost heavily
and which only ended when all the Arabs in the square had been killedin a
hand-to-hand fight.

—

—

-

The first point which suggests itself when considering Question of
this remarkable conflict of Abu Klea is. the question of the skirmishers
t
skirmishers. Now it is obvious that a rigid square of this
kind covering a very narrow front has no means within itself
in at all broken ground of discovering if foemen are lurking
near its path. Moreover, the best way of replying to casual
hostile fire directed at such a square is by independent fire
of skirmishers, because great delay must ensue if the troops
forming the square reply to it—this was indeed at Abu
Klea the main reason for the skirmishers being sent out.
But if the enemy delivers a sudden attack they are terribly
in the way, and so much is this the case that upon the whole
it seems far better to dispense with them. When, two days
after the action of Abu Klea, the square made its final advance
from the zeriba which had been formed three miles from the
Nile to reach that river, there were no skirmishers out. At
Ulundi there were no skirmishers in front of the square
although the mounted troops acted to a certain extent in this

*
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capacity. It was the same at El Teb, and when the square
formation was employed near Sualrin skirmishers were generally
dispensed with.
How to deal
How^to^^grevent japs from occurring in a square is a
with gaps.
question which is easily answered in theory. It is simply a
matter of careful supervision and of constantly halting the
front face to enable the sides and rear to close up. But in
p^ac.tice these intervals occur in spite of the most strenuous
exertions. There is always the risk of the rear face being
bulged out by the non-combatants as occurred at Abu Klea.
In the disaster which occurred to Baker Pasha's Egyptian
force near Trinlritat in 1884, the rear face of the square was
in a state of chaos when the Arabs made their onslaught.
That it is a matter of supreme importance to prevent the
square from being broken stands to reason. Once the enemy
penetrates it, it becomes a thoroughly bad formation. If
the faces which remain intact turn round and fire on the in
truders, they are liable to shoot into each other. Itis, however,
interesting to note in this connection that, the day before the
disastrous fight as Shekan in 1883 in which the force was
annihilated, the rear face of Hicks Pasha's square was broken
by an Arab charge, but the enemy was driven out by the front
face wheeling round. A square penetrated by an active and
determined enemy is liable to be thrown into complete con
fusion and the whole aim and object of the formation is defeated
when it is broken through. Gaps are so dangerous and so
difficult to obviate altogether that it seems advisable to
provide especially for the case of their occurring.
The best way of providing against gaps which may occur
Suggestion as
to reserves in
a
critical moment affording the enemy a passage into the
at
squares
square, would seem to be by detailing a reserve, or several
resen es, within the square. The reserves should be distributed
so as toensure that they can at a moment's notice be pushed
into an inter\alirone occurs at a critical juncture. After the
experienc^D^JXir^rea tins system was adopted by Sir C.
,*u«»**«W" -**»,»
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Wilson, when commanding the final advance of the desert
column from that place to the Nile near Metemma. Probably
the best arrangement is a small reserve at each corner, for
experience shows that a rush of fanatics or savages is generally
directed at a comer —such warriors recognise instinctively
that this is a weak point both because less fire can be de
veloped and because there is most likelihood of confusion here.
Of course there is a very serious objection to reserves, in that
they withdraw men out of the firingline in a formation wichh
at the best only admits of a limited development of fire
except when the enemy attacks from all sides simultaneously.
No instances appear to have occurred of recent years of a
square being saved from being broken into by the action of
a reserve ; but on the other hand when squares have been
broken there ne\er seems to have been a reserve at hand
to thrust into the gap.
At Abu Klea the gap occurred at a corner. Corners are The corners,
obviously a weak point because there is a loss offire even ifthe
sides
square remains intact, and because the tendency
" in theTrain
of a square is for the men to feel inwards.
Infantry
"
ing lays down that the flanks of a battalion should not
meet at an angle, with the especial idea of providing against
this. As observed above, itis a good plan to place reserves
at the corners, and it might be desirable to detail a senior
officer to have a special control over each of the four angles
of the square.
As regards the position of artillery or machine guns in a Position of
y*
square it used to be thought advisable to place them at the
corners, partly because the corners are weak points and
partly because the plan admits of fire all round except one
quarter of a circle ;but it is very doubtful if this is necessarily
the best arrangement. As already mentioned
they were run
'
out to the side attacked at Abu Kka. At El Teb the guns
were kept inbattery and run out when required. At Tamai the
machine guns were infront of the square which was broken, and

-
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they fell for a time into the hands of the enemy. AtUlundi,
hand, the guns were for the most part at the
corners. Of course when the enemy is not close at hand the
on the other

guns can be run out to any side where their fire may happen
to be desirable. But when the enemy actually charges, there
is something to be said for their being at the corners, as long
as they are in pairs ; a single gun may somehow be put out of
action just at the critical moment, and machine guns are
always somewhat precarious weapons to depend on in a rush.
It never seems desirable therefore to place a single gun or
machine gun at a corner ; if they are to be worked singly
they are best in the centre of the sides.
When itis possible to place the guns at some distance from
thes^uare they may give the square great assistance should it
be assailed.' Their fire necessarily takes the assailant in flank.
But this arrangement of course exposes the guns themselves
to be rushed unless they are under special protection of other
i
\
troops.
\
When the final advance to the Nile was made by the desert column
from the zeriba whichhad been formed at the Abu Klea wells after the fight,
it was decided to have the guns behind. They proved of great service to the
force as it moved on towards the Nile by their effective fire on masses of the
enemy who were preparing to charge it. Although firing at longer range
than they would have been if with the square, they probably had far greater
effect than had they been withit.

~*~^ Position
cavalry

of

Cavalry are generally best outside the square, this arm is
of course for the time being merely an encumbrance when
actually inside the square ; it would indeed often happen
that there was no room for cavalry inside. At Ulundi the
cavalry after reconnoitring to the front and obtaining touch
of the enemy retired inside of th*e "sqtiafe ]^nblil} tne Zulu
system of attack was always enveloping, and had the mounted
troops remained outside when the action developed they would
have inevitably masked the fire of the square. At the fight
on the Chengo river in 1897 between the Portuguese troops
and the Gaza rebels, the small party of cavalry was kept
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inside the square ; the enemy came up near the square on all
sides, but the cavalry suddenly issued from it, and, charging
home, scattered the enemy in all directions.
In the
Sudan the cavalry has almost invariably been kept outside
and quite independent of the square ; so placed, they can
reconnoitre effectively, and mounted troops who can gallop
away clear in case of emergency seem to be better adapted
for*acttrlg*as a screen under the circumstances, than infantry
skirmishers who have to get back into the square if the
enemy~cToses. The Russians when employing this formation
in Central Asia have generally kept their mounted men out
side the square. After one of the two squares was broken at
Tamai the dismounted fire of the cavalry operating some way
off, was of great assistance, taking the enemy in flank from a
position of practical security. The distance which the cavalry
should be from the square depends of course upon circum
stances ; it should not be too far off to render prompt
assistance, but it should not, on the other hand, be so near
as to run the risk of masking effective fire from the square.
The question* whether a --single--• square is preferable to'""two" QjissJaajuaf
.
.¦C ti'"' ii"
forming two
"¦"*yyrj«y-— -y
or more squares is a difficult one to decide. When
the non- oTS^re*~"
combatant services to be protected are proportionately large,f^^f
a single square is preferable because the actual available space
in the interior of a single square is larger than that in two
squares formed of the same number of men. Moreover,
a single square willgenerally, but not under all circumstances,
afford a greater volume of fire, inasmuch as the enemy will
seldom attack more than one square at the same time.
But on the other hand two or more squares mutually
flank each other. If one square should be broken the others
can afford it considerable support by their fire, and if it is
thrown into complete confusion the disaster, however serious,
does not involve the destruction of the whole force. Thus at
Tamai, where the British force was formed into two squares,
of them,
broken and thrown into disorder, was obliged
one' "* '"*******
*''
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to fall back some distance ; the other then became of the
greatest assistance in retrieving the fortunes of the fight, not
only by its fire but by its moral support. Moreover, two or
more squares are much more easily marcpuvred than a single

square formed of the same number of men. There is, how
ever, always the risk of squares firing into .eacJbjjttb^E, if the
enemy penetrates Between them ; some slight inconvenience
was caused by this at Tamai. AtShekan the army was formed
up inthree squares, and it appears that these fired into each
other in the confusion which occurred when the Mahdists
made their sudden onslaught and thereby greatly added to
the terrors of the moment.
When the enemy attacks in great force and envelops the
regular army as in Zululand, a single square is clearly prefer
able ;for if there are two ormore squares the fireof certain of
their faces must be lost to a great extent. But upon the
whole, especially in close country when the hostile tactics
take the form of sudden pushes, there is much to be said for
having more than one square, if it be only on the principle
of not putting all the eggs in one basket.
Square affords
The great objections to the square formation are the
a target for
limited
of fire itadmits of —this has been already
the enemy.
—
touched upon and the fact that it offers a particularly good
target for the hostile fire. Even bad marksmen armed with
indifferent, antiquated weapons can do damage when they
have a square to aim at. Experience in Central Asia, in Zulu
land and in the Sudan shows that this is so. But, after all,
the losses incurred from the enemy's small arms are seldom
very appreciable even at comparatively speaking short range,
and when the hostile tactics are such as to call for the
adoption of a square formation, the enemy rarely is supplied
with guns. It may, of course, happen that the opponents of
the regular forces have guns and know how to use them ; in
that case a rigid square formation certainly affords them an
excellent mark. Thus at El Teb the Mahdists had some guns,

'
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and until these were silenced they caused loss in the British
square as itadvanced. In Dahomey some inconvenience was
caused to the French squares by the enemy's guns, which
made good practice and which might have caused serious
havoc had the shells burst. Stillupon the whole this objection
to the square, that it offers a target to the enemy, does not
prove a very serious drawback to a formation which has been
proved by experience so very efficacious in certain circum
stances.
lf oeced
The limited development of fire which this order of battle
ce]o ment
fire from
admits of is a more serious matter than the target which it of
a s^ uare *
presents to the enemy, and there seems to be no safe plan of
increasing this at a critical moment. Wheeling forward the
sides in the direction where the enemy may be, cannot be
attempted at close quarters in face of active warriors, who
would be round the flanks in a moment —as appears indeed
actually to have happened at Abu Klea. The restriction
which it puts on the fire of the men, is in reality the greatest
objection to the square formation, and there seems to be no -1
'"***"
J
remedy for this.
The square has occasionally^Jbeen used in actual attack Square in
as at
already referred to, although the formation
certainly does not readily lend itself to such action. A charge
in square is obviously difficult to carry out, there is always
a risk of confusion and of the ranks becoming broken, and the
chance that the enemy may profit thereby to break into the
interior. The square is essentially a defensive and not an
offensive
lor combat ; still the case of El Teb
shows that itis not impracticable to assault a position with
troops drawn up inthis formation. The battle of Tamai on
the other hand affords a striking illustration of the dangers
which may arise out of the assumption of the offensive in
square.

J™

<**».

ml

ElJTeb

—

The story of this fight is briefly as follows : A large gathering of Mahdists Tamai.
The two squares advanced in echelon about

was concealed in a ravine.

a
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1,000 yards apart, that formed by the 2nd Brigade leading.

As this drew

near the ravine, groups of the enemy rushed out from its shelter to attack,
but were mowed down by the fire of the square.
Then a charge was
ordered, and the front face of the square sprang forward to a point close
to the edge of the declivity, halted, and began an irregular fire against
the enemy on the opposite slopes of the ravine. The machine guns were
run out to the right front corner of the square.
There may have been
some gaps due to the right side of the square not having moved so fast as
the front face, or to the troops being nnsteadied by their rapid advance.
Whatever was the cause, itcame about that when a mass ofhostile spearmen
suddenly rushed up out of the ravine against the right front corner, the fire of
the square at that point was unable to c-heck their onslaught. They captured
the machine guns and rolled up the front and right faces. The rear face
promptly closed up ;but it was unable to stem the torrent of Arabs, and the
square formation was completely lost in the melee which ensued.
The square was in fact disordered by its own charge and, getting too close
to the ravine, its fire proved ineffective at a critical moment. The Arabs,
who were concealed in great force in the ravine, took advantages of these
circumstances to deliver a determined counter-attack which threw the

square into complete confusion.

Itis of course essential that gaps and intervals should not
occur, and inthe rapid movements which always take place in
delivering an assault, itis practically impossible to prevent
their occurrence. Iffeasible, there should be a jJause to induce
the enemy to charge horne —a feigned retreat might bring this
about atsuch a moment. Ifmarked disinclination to attack be

v>
2

\

Capture of
Bida.

shown by the adversary, and ifthe hostile position be so strong
that itis dangerous to take risks, a move of the square towards
a flank may bring about the desired forward movement on
thepart of the enemy. Even supposing that the enemy
"
declines to be drawn," a move like this towards the flank
willprobably cause the position to be evacuated ; then, while
the opponents are inretreat, the square may be broken up,
the troops may advance in line or echelon formation, and it
may be possible to bring artillery fire and musketry effectively
into play against the fugitives.
The square formation does rot in fact readily lend itself
to offensive action beyond what is involved in advancing upon
the enemy and leading him on to charge. This employment
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of the square is well illustrated by the tactical conduct of the
operations which resulted in the capture of Bida by Major
—
Arnold early in 1897 an operation which admirably shows
the advantage of the square when regular troops are acting
against masses of foemen whose musketry fire is not very
alarming.
Major Arnold's force consisted of under 600 constabulary, with seven
guns and six maxims, the guns being dragged by hand at great labour.
The attack on Bida was carried out as follows : The infantry advanced in
square with the guns in the centre, the movement necessarily being very
slow owing to the delays caused by hauling these latter along. A halt was
made on commanding ground near the town and the guns were brought
into action upon masses of the enemy thronging its outskirts. Thereupon
the square was surrounded by hostile swarms who hurried up from all
sides, but the steady musketry and maxim fire kept the Fulahs at a distance,
and their fire was of the wildest description. Then after a time the square
advanced afresh, took up a good position within 600 yards of the town, and
a bombardment of this by the artillery was begun which lasted some hours.
The enemy could not stand this, the hostile parties gradually broke up and
lost heavily from the long range fire of a 12-pr. which was with the force
as they took to flight. The battle of Bida was one of the most signal
successes ever won by British arms in Africa.

—

Before considering squares on the march it willnot be out Squaiv f ruu
of place to point out that inspite ofits obvious inconveniences, f^Vonl]
this order of battle has proved admirably suited to the con- proved mo.-t
Ct"lVG
ditions on many occasions. In the form in which it has on
occasions been employed in Algeria, which was adopted at
Ulundi, and which has played so great a part on the battle
fields of the Sudan, it has undoubtedly been a success. When
good troops drawn up in this formation have got into
difficulties, as at Tamai and Abu Klea, it has generally been
attributable to difficulties of ground, or else to the square not
being properly formed at some critical juncture. On open
ground even indifferent troops have with comparative ease
beaten off formidable attacks —at Marabia, south-east of
Khartum, Hicks Pasha, in 1883, completely defeated a most
determined Mahdist attack with untried Egyptian troops
formed in square, and he moreover inflicted tremendous loss
(.
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upon the enemy. When troops even of poor quality are drawn
up in this compact formation, a thorough fire discipline can
generally be maintained as long as the terrain is fairly open
and as long as the hostile onslaught has none of the features
of a surprise. The consequence is that arms of precision are
made the most of, and that the fanatics or savages as they
make their daring charges are mowed down by scores. Ifthere
is a fairly clear field of fire, the enemy as a rule indeed never
reaches the square. The masses of infuriated assailants melt
away under the rain of bullets. The leaders are shot down,
and the onslaught of the intrepid warriors is brought to a
standstill before they can get close enough for the hand-to
hand struggle which they are striving for.
Even in the scrub and bush around Suakin, where the
field of fire was most limited and where the maintenance
of the rigid square formation was most difficult,it invariably
proved triumphant in 1885. In those operations the hostile
rushes used to be very sudden, and the rifles of the troops had
not full scope ; but even so the square was found an order of
battle which commanded success. However unsound and ill
adapted to the circumstances the formation may have seemed
in theory, it met the case on every occasion in that campaign
in spite of the scrub and bush. Theory cannot be accepted
as conclusive when practice points the other way ; the objec
tions of the square are manifest, but it has scores of times
fulfilledits purpose.

Having dealt with the square as an order of battle or in

Square

formation as actual presence of the enemy, it now becomes necessary to
an order of
/s, ,

march.

Forming
II
vf. sqWare
?

on the

fiMffK"*"

regard it as an order of march.

The formation is obviously
prolonged
inconvenient for any
movement. On this account
commanders will generally, when it can be considered safe,
arrange their order of march not actually in square but rather
in some formation which willallow the troops torapidly assume
square if the enemy be met with in forge. As long as the
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transport and non-combatants are kept well clbsed up, and
provided that there is a strong compact rear guard to form a
rear face, the flanks can easily be drawn in to form the

sides,
and the square is then complete. But if there be the slightest
risk of a sudden fanatical onslaught, if the country be over
grown", or if nullahs abound where the enemy can muster un
observed, an arrangement of this kind is not very safe. A
hostile charge may be delivered while the force is in the act of
changing from the marching formation into square, and
pressed home at such a moment may throw everything into
confusion.
In this connection it is interesting to note that the disaster which oc
curred to Baker Pasha's force near Trinkitat in ]884 seems partially to have
been due to the fact that his troops had not time to complete the square
when they were attacked by the Mahdists. . His men were, however, so
untrustworthy and so insufficiently trained, that there is not much to be
learnt from that disastrous fight. The force would probably have been
,
rolled up no matter what formation it was inj

probability of very sudden hostile
attack, the square formation has frequently been adopted as
an order of march as the only means of safe-guarding the
convoys which accompany the regular force, and the troops

When there has been

a

have marched great distances so drawn up. Eveh when
a force is going deliberately into action, there are always non
combatant services to be protected in these wars the safe
guarding of these is one main cause of the adoption of the square
as an order of battle. But a moment's consideration will
show that when a force is on the march the numerical strength
of the non-combatant services, and the area of ground which
they occupy whether in movement or at the halt, must be far
greater than when the force has cast off all possible impedi
ment preparatory to engaging deliberately ina fight. Supplies
for days and even for weeks involving a, relatively to the size
of the army, gigantic transport column, may be accompanying
the force on the march. The convoy will sometimes be so
great that the number of combatants are quite insufficient to

—
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form a square round itpossessing any semblance of cohesion.
On the march the square formation is infact most cumbersome
and is most difficult to maintain.
In spite of its drawbacks, however, the French have made
considerable use of this order of march in their small wars.
InEgypt when operating against the Mamelukes, inAlgeria and
in Tunis, the liability to very sudden attack of formidable
bodies of horse often left them no choice except to march
insquare. General Logerot in Tunis always marched insquare
with an advanced guard in front. The Russians have some
times adopted it as an order of march inCentral Asia, notably
during the suppression of the Turkomans in the khanate of
Khiva after the occupation of the oasis in1874. In the Sudan,
and especially around Suakin, the British and Egyptian troops
have often been compelled to carry out marches in square
under most unfavourable circumstances.
Itis, of course, highly inconvenient when regulars have to
march insquare with a mass of non-combatants and transport
inside. Progress must inevitably be slow. The baggage
animals, crowded together as they are, get into disorder. From
the very fact of their being in a restricted space their super
vision is most difficult. The pace of the whole force is reduced
to that of the slowest animal. But in spite of its manifold
disadvantages, marching in square is often the only plan by
which a movement can safely be carried out, and the incon
veniences inseparable from the arrangement have to be
accepted. The advance to the Abu Klea wells is an example
of such a march, although in that case the bulk of the trans
port had been left behind in a zeriba there nevertheless was a
mass of camels inside the square.
Hicks Pasha's three squares at Shekan had inside of them
the enormous mass of transport which the carriage of 50 days'
supplies of food and a few days' store of water for his force
necessarily involved. This huge train of animals must have
been a terrible incumbrance in that last desperate fight with
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the Dervish hordes, and it probably contributed towards
bringing about the fatal results of the hostile attack. Such
—
a case would no doubt seldom arise in war itis obviously an
extreme case for an army to abandon its communications
and to launch out many days' march into a theatre of opera
tions, destitute of supplies and even of water and held by an
¦enemy so formidable as to compel the adoption of square
formation. Under ordinary circumstances the method which
would be employed in such conditions is that of forming a
zeriba or fortified bivouac inwhich the convoy is left under pro
tection of a fraction of the force, while the rest of itgoes out as
a fighting square to give battle to the enemy, as was done at
Abu Klea.
The history of small wars of recent times probably affords Suutin.
no example of the employment of square formation upon the
march, under conditions so unfavourable as was the case in
1885 at Suakin. The sudden rushes of fanatical spearmen in
this bush-overgrown theatre of operations made it obligatory
that the square should be of the rigidform withranks closed up.
The convoys to be guarded consisted of camels —a most incon
venient form of transport when the animals are crowded to
gether. Water, a most difficult thing to carry, was a main
item of supply to be conveyed by the camels. The mimosa
scrub greatly hampered movement and tended to break up the
ranks. The heat and dust were most trying to the troops.
Everything seemed to conspire against success. But the
square formation was found to work, and resolute onslaughts
by masses of fanatical Hadendowas were beaten off with
comparative ease, although progress was very slow. One
reason for this was that from the nature of the operations
the size of the convoys could be satisfactorily apportioned
to the numerical strength of the forces guarding them.
At Suakin the method adopted was to form depots a few
miles apart along the line of operations which it was pro
posed to follow. Convoys were sent out guarded by troops
(8336)
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told off for the purpose, who formed square round the transport
On reaching the depot the supplies and stores were deposited
and the convoy returned. By working on these lines the
strength of the convoy could be kept within limits which
did not exceed what the troops could safeguard in this forma
tion, and the system was strictly in accordance with the
principle, already referred to in Chapter V, of holding back
the troops and of pushing supplies ahead of them. But when
a force is moving as a flying column for some considerable
distance in an unproductive theatre of war, its transport for
supplies soon grows into an unwieldy mass which occupies
more space than the troops can possibly surround in shoulderto-shoulder square formation. When Sir H. Stewart's force
advanced from the Jakdul Wells on Abu Klea, it had with it
nearly 3,000 camels ; the number of combatants in the force
was, including officers, only about 1,500 men—a number
quite insufficient to have formed a square round such a>
mass of transport on the move without leaving numerous,
gaps.
i"-;

I
Artilleryand
f cavalry with

/ reference to
squares on
'Tv. *iiemarch.

,'*'
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Artillery in motion is defenceless. When therefore the
square is adopted as an order of march to meet the case of
very sudden hostile onslaughts, it is obvious that the guns
should be inside ; outside they run the risk of being rushed
before they can get into action. Whatever position tjie guns
are to take up when they come into action, whether at the
angles or inthe faces, this should be fixed in advance ; on the
move they should march inside the square close to the positions
they are to take up, so as to be ready to get to work at once
if the enemy makes a rush. They should be kept welTdear
of the transport, and when hostile attack seems imminent
ithas been found best to drag portable guns along by hand.
Machine guns would be treated in a similar manner.
Cavalry on the other hand willof necessity always be out
side the square on the march.^Mounted troops are invaluable
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for reconnoitring purposes and can be of great assistance in
this manner to the square. Their retirement inside the square
in case of attack willseldom be advisable unless, as at Ulundi,
the enemy is in great strength and surrounds the force, or
unless there is plenty of time for the retirement to be effected
deliberately and in good order without masking the fire of the
square. Under ordinary circumstances, in fact, the cavalry
keeps quite independent of the square. During the advance
to the Abu Klea wells, and also at Suakin in 1885, the cavalry
moved at some distance from the squares. Hicks Pasha seems
to have adopted the same arrangement.
Should the square
attacked,
outside,
be
the cavalry, ifremaining
must be guided
by circumstances ; itis in a position to act very effectively
against tne enemy when beaten off, as was well illustrated at
El Teb. It can threaten the flanks and rear of the enemy
while actually attacking the square. When cavalry vedettes
are scouting in front of a square on the march, they should be
instructed to retire to a flank in the event of coming upon a
formidable hostile gathering, so as to unmask the fire of the
infantry and artillery. In Dahomey, where the nature of the
terrain and the weakness of the cavalry detachment mili
tated against the effective action of this arm, the mounted
troops were generally on the flank on the march ; when the
enemy showed in force the troopers sometimes retired behind
the column and formed the rear face of the fighting square ;
but in that campaign the square was rather of the elastic
order suitable to bush warfare, than the rigid square designed
to meet shock tactics.
In a case where the square formation has been adopted
on the march as security against the risk of attack by strong
bodies of fanatical horse, the position oiln*eTavaTry must be
sometMn^oTapuzzle Presumably the force of cavalry will
be small. It may be obliged to scout ahead of the square.
If it bolts for the square to escape a hostile onslaught it
gets in the way. If it gallops away the enemy willpursue
and perhaps disperse it. Under such conditions the cavalry
(8336)
s 2
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willnecessarily have an anxious time and the proper course
for it to pursue is not easy to determine.
j#€sivouae in
square.

jr

;

v.\

V.i

Cj
Conclusion,

As regards forming bivouac in square there is not very
much to be said. WhentmTlsTmind to be necessary itis
almost invariably also desirable to convert the bivouac into a
temporarily fortified post or zeriba, or, in case the force is
accompanied by wagons, into a laager. The French in Egypt
generally bivouaced in square. Sir J. Outram's force
bivouaced in square on the night before the fight of Khu
shab in Persia, after it had been attacked unexpectedly by
the enemy. Itis a very good arrangement if no means exist
ofmatin^ a zeriba, or if the circumstances are such as to
necessitate provision against very sudden and dangerous
rushes from all sides. As a rule however, owing to the very
cramped space left inside, itis very inconvenient to bivouac
in rigid square formation, i.e. the men simply lying down
where otherwise they would be standing. Still it might
under certain circumstances become necessary to so pass the
night, as, for instance, in a case where the force has been
overtaken by darkness before it can form any defences.

Square formation has been treated of at considerable
length, more with a view of illustrating under what varying
conditions it has been employed in irregular warfare, than of
laying down rules for guidance as to when it should be
adopted and how it can best be organized. Itis not popular
in certain quarters. In theory there is indeed much to be
said against it. But as long as regular troops burdened with
the impedimenta with which they cannot dispense, are pitted
against warriors who, whether as a consequence of their great
numerical superiority, or of their rapid movements, or of the
nature of the theatre of operations, can attack them at
close quarters from any side at will,it will not be easy to
substitute for it a better formation.
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laager

and zeriba warfare.

1

operations under shelter of laagers and zeribas General
nnciPle3 of
peculiar
is r
warfare it is a Plaager
to small wars. Even in irregular
&
and
method of carrying on a campaign which is only practised zeriba
under certain special conditions —itis indeed only applicable to war a
some cases.
But in many of these campaigns improvised
defences have been constantly constructed whenever a force
halts, the principle of employing laagers and zeribas on all
occasions has been a distinctive feature, and their constant
utilization has occasionally indeed governed the whole course
of hostilities to a very remarkable extent.
i
The principle is an excellent illustration of defensive
tactics superimposed upon offensive strategy.
The regular
troops invade hostile territory, or territory in temporary
occupation of the enemy, and in doing so they maintain
strategically the initiative. But, no sooner do they find
themselves in presence of the irregular forces prepared for
battle than they form the laager or zeriba as the case may be,
and either await attack or else leave their impedimenta init
and go out to fight without encumbrances. In any case they
have a secure bivouac and adequate protection during the hours
of darkness.
Laagers and zeribas are really an extension of the prin
ciple of the square. They afford lines of fire in all directions,
and they offer resistance to attack from any side. They pro
vide security for the baggage, for the transport, for the food,
and for the non-combatant services.
Under favourable
circumstances they can be formed so quickly that they may
be said to represent a defensive battle formation assumed
Conducting
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actually in the presence of the enemy. The arrangement of
bivouac in square so largely adopted in Algeria, Tunis, and
Central Asia, was generally accompanied, when it was possible,
by the construction of some defences approximating to what
is understood by a zeriba.
Tactically a
Laagers and zeribas possess from the tactical point of
defensive
view
all the attributes of fortifications, their employment
system,
—
means a defensive attitude an attitude tending indeed
towards passive defence. Where shelter is improvised merely
to ensure the safety of the non-combatant portion of the force
while the remainder gives battle in the open, this is not
It is when the fighting force surrounds
objectionable.
itself with abattis or with rings of vehicles on every possible
occasion, that what is here called laager and zeriba warfare
has such drawbacks, because such a method of conducting
operations is in the main an adoption of the defensive when
Inaction. And even when the troops are not actually inaction,
the formation of laagers and zeribas has the same effect upon
them as acting on the defensive has —it heightens the respect
which they entertain for the antagonists whom they are going
to fight.
Itis perhaps to some extent a matter of opinion whether
Objections to
thw
this system of constantly shutting up the force within a land of
fort, which has been so largely adopted in many campaigns,
has an injurious moral effect upon good troops. But the
natural Inference which all ranks are inclined to draw there
from is that the army cannot in the open cope on level
terms with the foe, and many experienced leaders hold
that this must have a depressing influence upon their
men.
Sir C. Napier, after his brilliant success at Meani
in Scinde, felt himself compelled to form an entrenched
camp, because formidable bodies of Beluchis were still in
the field ; but he camped his force outside fearing lest the
troops, flushed though they were with victory, might infer
from their 'occupation of the lines that their cause was a
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TrustingTto fortifications during the day
—
night it is different undoubtedly argues infe
riority to the adversary. Laagers and zeribas do not breathe
the spirit of attack. The soldier who daily fences himself i||
round with abattis and obstacles to keep the enemy off, may jl111
come to think that deprived of this shelter he is no match |fi
for the savage whom he has come to beat. Putting the
moral factor on one side, this method of making war has
in many cases much to recommend it ; but in war the moral
factor can rarely be ignored with safety.
«
On the other hand, when the regular army is hampered gji^tions
by the responsibility of safeguarding a great column of transsport, when in fact it is merely an escort tor its own supplies, *™Mgs1
laagers or zeribas are almost compulsory, supposing the *««*«=
adversary to be strong and enterprising. Inthe jungle and the
bush where the hostile forces may creep"u.p" uhseen and
pounce down suddenly, some form of defence work round
the camp, or even during a midday halt, may be indispensable.
To stem the rush of swarms of fanatics, or to check the onslaughts of savages who swoop upon the regular troops regard
less of losses caused by modern arms of precision, obstacles
arejuvaluable. In theatres of war where sudden attacks of
masses of irregular horse are to be expected, the constant
formation of laagers or zeribas may be obligatory. But even
then itis to a certain extent a contravention of a broad principle
governing the whole art of war—the principle that success
should be sought for in attack, in preserving the initiative in
tactics as in strategy, and in reaping to the full the benefit
of^moral effect by assuming and maintaining a dominant
one.

time —at
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&
i
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bearing.
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laid down in Chapter XI that the right method Their ralue in
deall °g wlth
system
°
of dealing& with antagonists
who adhere to the guerilla
&
J
guerillas.
of^warfare, is the organization of mobile columns capable of
going^considerable^distances and designed to follow up the
hostile parties and give them no rest. The temporary bases
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of these columns generally require defensive arrangements
of some kind, and therefore in operations of this class laagers
or zeribas willgenerally be made considerable use of. More
over, mobile columns are almost necessarily small and theymust
be to a certain extent Tampered by transport. By making
use 01 laagers or zeribas this transport can often be left behind
while some especial dash is being made. During the suppres
sion of the rebellion inRhodesia, columns were often separated
from their wagons for twoortnree days at a time, these were
formed into laagers and a small guard rendered them prac
tically secure ; maxim guns in them were found very useful,
adding greatly to their defensive strength. Itis, of course
a most important point in these cases to reduce the numbersleft behind in charge of the impedimenta of the column to
a minimum, so as to have as many rifles as possible for the
active operations which are being undertaken; and with this
in view, some form of defensive post for the temporary
depot is, as a rule desirable.
<The formation of zeribas and laagers demand the existence
Conditions
of
certain
conditions. Zeribas" in the 'ordinary -acceptance
fo^theS^
construction, ot the term,' are enclosures
felocSBrH«^,J)Y abattis and
*
and
to
construct
them there must be jungle,
J>l^homjbushes,
l>ush,
Laagers,
or scrub on the spot.
on the other hand,
(jjfivrZ
?&)$£ are formed of wagons, and it is only in certain small wars
«!>
that wneeled veiucies accompany the troops. These temporary
defensive enclosures are sometimes supplemented by breast
works of pack saddles and stores, by shelter trenches, and so
forth. But the idea of this class of rapidly improvised fortifi
cation is (to use the phraseology of the engineer) not so much
to provide cover for the defence as to oppose obstacles to the
attack. It*is designed to secure the regular troops against
the shock action of their antagonists, rather than against their
fire.
Campaigns
Zeribas assumed great prominence in the campaigns in the
Sudan. Here the hostile tactics consisted chiefly in sudden.
zeribas and

V*
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rushes of reckless fanatical spearmen.
As a rale mimosa laagera 'have
°"
bushes and scrub were available on the sgot. Around Isuakin y^k. S
the thick jungle growth favoured the unseen approach of
large bodies of the enemy, but, thanks to it,the construction of
brushwood fences offered was simple and they provided the
best method of meeting the tactics of the Mahdists. Hastily
improvised defensive enclosures of this kind can, of course, be
supplemented by trenches and parapets, and they may even
tually be converted into fortified posts which can be held by a
small number of men. InDahomey the French, bivouacking in
square, protected themselves with shelter trenches and abattis
having the character to a certain extent of zeribas ; these
defensive enclosures were, however, formed chiefly as a pro
tection for the night. Zeribas were made free use of during
the Somaliland campaign of 1903-04.
Laagers have always been a special feature of warfare in
South Africa and North America. On the veld and prairie the
pioneers of civilization moved in small bodies, with their
families and property borne in great wagons adapted to these
roadless rolling downs, and often found their vehicles a sure
bulwark when attacked. Sheltered behind the bulwark which
the wagons formed, their firearms had full play and the
hostile charges were stemmed and broken. It became the
regular programme after a move to draw up the wagons
in the form of a square or oblong enclosure, the cattle, horses,
etc., being picketted or fastened up inthe interior, and saddles
and other gear being used to form a breastwork between the
wheels. Kegular troops campaigning in these countries have
adopted the same method and have found it to answer. The
United States troops when operating against Red Indians
were constantly forming laagers, or corrals as they were called.
During the suppression of Kiel's rebellion in 1885, laagers were
generally established by the Government troops when they
got into camp after a march. In the Zulu and Matabili wars
laagers were always constructed when at the halt, if wagons
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were available, as long as there was any possibility of
attack.
Their special
One great advantage of
that it
or zenba is
, forming laager...¦¦.«n.«.»«—
»«*~;"«
(advantages.
m
outposts.
The troops bivouac along the faces,
'Economy of economises
outposts.
an(j can man t jiem at a momen t's notice.
The line to be
defended is clearly denned. Each unit has its place. The
line of defence is practically identical with the line of outposts,
and a mere fraction of the force serves to secure it against
surprises —a point which is of great advantage both by day
and night.
Security at
At night the fact of being within a defensive enclosure
•
•
ni§ht'
gives security to the troops, and gives, what is of almost equal
importance, a distinct sense of security. In a later chapter it
willbe seen that although night attacks by the enemy are some
what unusual, irregular warriors are given to harassing their
opponents under cover of darkness and that marauding is
always to be expected. The wagons, abattis, &c, serve to
check this, and to avert what is a great annoyance even ifitis
not a serious danger.
Another great advantage of forming laagers and zeribas
They
7'
i
s
na
they generally enable the commander of the regular
butTnot
necessarily,
to select his own ground,
extent his
forces _.*,-*>•*-¦«•and to a certain
a
.,,
enable the
,
-.i*^^..^
.
,-,.,,,^
regular troops oTOtaie^ for fighting.
may
necessarily
This
not
of
course
"'
6
c tne case ' but
usually is so. Sir H. Stewart's force
ground and
time for
marching° from Abu"Klea for the Nile, was practically com
fighting.
pelled by the enemy to form a zeriba on unfavourable ground ;
but, under the shelter of this zeriba, the column was able to
transform itself into a purely fighting force and was enabled
to march out to fight, selecting its own time. The result of
this was that the column brought off its fight on favourable
ground, and that it was effectively supported by the guns
in the zeriba without being hampered by their presence
when in movement.
The following example from the Red
Indian campaigns may also be quoted ; in this case a laager,
which had to be formed under sudden pressure of the^enemy
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in an unsuitable position for defence, saved the troops from
destruction when in a most critical situation. |
A small cavalry force with a convoy of wagons was marching in 1879 to
the White River Agency, in Colorado. The cavalry moving in front of the
wagons came suddenly upon the enemy in strong force near the Milk River,
and the mounted troops were speedily obliged to fallback. Thereupon the
vehicles were hastily formed into a laager close to the river, and to complete
the ring, for which there were not wagons enough, wounded horses were shot
and the carcases were used to form a sort of breastwork on one side. The
position was most unfavourable for defence, but, thanks to the wagons, the
troops held out for a week tillthey were finally relieved, having been rein
forced in the meantime.
The losses in men and horses were very heavy
in the interval, but the force was saved.
;

Sir H. Stewart's force and the United States troops in
these cases had to form a defensive host as best they could
in a hurry on unfavourable ground. There is always the
chance that small bodies moving about a theatre of irregular
warfare may be suddenly attacked by superior forces, and may
be obliged to construct a zeriba or some kind of laager on the
spot. Rut the most remarkable examples of attacks on
laagers and zeribas of late years have been where these have
been deliberately established, and where in consequence
the commander of the regular troops has chosen his own
battle-field. At Ginghilovo inthe Zulu war, and at Imbembesi
and Shangani in the Matabili war, the position of the laagers
had been deliberately selected.
At Tofrek near Suakin in
1885, the site of the zeriba had been carefully chosen. By
having a temporary fortress of this kind the commander of the
force may elect to fight inside of it,most favourably placed
if the enemy can be induced to attack, orhe may prefer merely
to use the laager or zeriba to shelter the non-combatants while
the fighting portions sally forth and give battle in the open.
This latter plan was the one adopted at Ulundi, at Tamai, and
at Abu Klea. The French in Dahomey frequently left their
stores and transport under improvised cover of this nature,
issuing out of their zeribas to fight in their own time and on
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ground practically selected by themselves. When this arrange
ment is adopted the laager or zeriba relieves the force of the
encumbrances which hamper it at other times, and it serves,
moreover, as a refuge should the fates prove unpropitious on
the battlefield.
An army penetrating far into the territories of a brave
warlike race must occasionally have some rest and security
repose 'during an<l
prolonged
from alarms. For rest it must come to a halt ; but the very
operations.
fact of its coming to a standstill is in a manner a confession of
weakness and the enemy, taking ittomean a want of confidence ,
For this reason the regular troops are
gathers courage.
especially exposed, during a halt of any duration, to onslaughts
of their adversaries who willha\e been emboldened by the
temporary inaction. But within laagers and zeribas the
troops rarely have much to fear, and if the enemy is tempted
to attack them he is generally beaten of? with comparative
ease. In fact, when the soldiery really need repose the
assumption of an attitude of defence, and even of passive
defence, may not be unjustifiable ; it may indeed at times be
almost imperative.
When, as is so often the case, the broad plan of campaign
Zeribas may
defence posts a ne outse is to push supplies into the heart of an enemy's
upon the line country under limited escort, with the idea of forming great
depots for the army which is eventually to crush the resistcations, or
may serve as
ance 0£ ne enemy, some plan of constantly forming laagers
in advance of or zeribas and fighting on the defensive is imperative.
With
an army.
time, zeribas —not laagers if these are taken to mean
enclosures formed of wagons, camels, and so forth—develop
into defensive posts. As the force advances they remain
behind it—links upon the chain of communications. Some
times, as observed above, zeribas afford a means of pushing the
supplies ahead of an advancing army, a system the necessity of
adopting wlych at times was dealt with fullyin Chapter V.
Thus, in1885, when it was decided toadvance south-westwards
from Suakin, a convoy strongly guarded was sent out with
They afford
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orders for the troops to construct a zeriba in which to leave the
loads under the protection of a portion of the force, the
troops were then to return with the transport to the base. The
zeriba was formed, in spite of a desperate attack upon it
when half constructed, and then relays of convoys were sent
out to itdaily till sufficient supplies had been collected for
the force to advance beyond it. In this case the zeriba acted
at first as a secure supply depot thrust out in advance of
the army; then, when the army passed it, it served as a
This well
fortified post on the line of communications.
illustrates one phase of what may be called laager and zeriba
warfare.
The truthis that adequate reasons exist in certain theatres General
of war, and under certain conditions, for adopting this method conclusions.
of making war temporarily, and sometimes for adhering to it
throughout the campaign. In many struggles of recent years,
thepractice has invariably been tc> forrn^ jaager and zeriba
whenever the troops were halted by day, or halted for the
mjijhtor longer. In Dahomey, in Zululand and among the
Matabilis, in the campaign against Riel, and in Central Asia
in many cases, the regular army has adopted the system and
has adapted it to varying circumstances with great success.
Some think it to be derogatory, some fear its evil moral effect
upon the troops. But if kept within limits, ifemployed only
when clear necessity arises, if not permitted to cramp their
energies or to check judiciously applied offensive action on the
part of the troops, there is much to be said for a military system
which safeguards the supplies of an army and which grants ifc
m
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CHAPTER

"'

XIX,

Hill warfare.

Hill warfare may fairly be said to constitute a special
branch of the military art—typical hill warfare, that is to
warSS
say, such as Anglo-Indian troops have been fitfullyemployed
upon for two generations beyond the Indus, culminating
in the memorable Tirah campaign. It is not proposed in
this chapter to deal with general engagements in mountainous
country, like the storming of the Malakand Pass under Sir
R. Low or the attack upon the Peiwar Kotal ; nor is itin
tended to deal with the case of operations against irregular
forces, which may be occupying or may have taken refuge in
patches of hilly country, as the Matabili rebels did in the
Matoppos in 1896. It is the campaigns of regular troops
against hill-men fighting in guerilla fashion in their own
native mountains and in defence of their own homes, cam
paigns almost the most trying which disciplined soldiers can
be called upon to undertake, which create the conditions of
genuine hill warfare and which deserve to be considered as
a subject quite apart.
The memorable operations of 1897-98 on the Panjab
Its difficulties
in all parts of
general attention to the importance
frontier attracted °
of
x
the world.
training our troops with a view to meeting the exigencies of
this hill warfare, in consequence of the exceptional difficulties
which beset the regular forces and of the heavy losses which
were incurred before operations were brought to a conclusion.
But it is no new thing for disciplined soldiers to find the
coercion of mountaineers an arduous and a perilous task.
Strong bodies of French and of Bavarian troops under expe
rienced leaders suffered catastrophe after catastrophe at the.

Explanation
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.

.
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Anglo-Indian bat
talions accustomed to triumph on the plains of Hindustan
against tremendous odds, found inNepaul that the disciplined
army did not necessarily emerge victorious from combat
with the hill-men of that rugged region. The military might of
the Ottoman Empire, when stillnear the zenith of its greatness,
failed for years to subdue the highlanders of Greece. Hill
warfare presents, in fact, features of peculiar difficulty to
regular armies, and its successful prosecution demands excep
tional methods and exceptional leadership.
It will not be out of place before entering on a closer
#
consideration of the subject, to examine for a moment what
are these special difficulties involved inhill warfare. Some
of them are obvious enough. Ithardly needs demonstration
that a rugged mountainous country destitute of roads, renders
.., i the movement of organized bodies of fighting men slow and
/ laborious, quite apart from what the enemy may doTiiny
intersected terrain favours the people of the j^ountry who
are acquainted with its intricacies, at the expense of invaders
transport
to whom it is unknown. Wheeled ,....
... . .cannot be-¦•¦-. em
\
K,~- 1 ployed in such theatres of war, and vast trains of pack animals
-"
which *slfelcn"*ouT"ia"portentous Tength when onuie march
i
have to take its place. Supplies are rarely abundant in the
(t^ I mountains. Allthese are points that strike one at once ;but
there are others which are not quite so self-evident.
In the first place there is the wear and tear caused by »Sniping."
isolated marksmen perched on the hilltops, who fire down upon
the troops m camp and on the march, whose desultory enter
prises render outpost duties very onerous, who inflict appre
ciable losses among officers and men, and who thin the columns
—
of transport with their bullets this is more prejudicial to the
efficiency of the army than is generally supposed.
Then again there is the unfortunate fact that, from their Ketirements
able
nature, these operations are constantly imposing upon
very
v
/>
.4 „ the regular troops the undesirable role of acting as a force

hands of the Tyrolese peasants in 1809.
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retiring before irregular warriors. Columns_ Jiaye to visit
outlying valleys for prniitivepurooses and must then rejoin
the main body ; and even when penetrating into the heart of
a hostile mountain district the rear of the army, as it passes
successively the homes of different tribes and clans, draws
these down upon it, and, as a result of the general direction
of its march retires before them. Furthermore, it is the one
great fundamental rule inwar against undisciplined opponents,
against Asiatics and savages and guerillas, always to seize and
to keep the upper hand, to advance constantly and to harry
them tillthey beg for peace ; but in struggles against moun
taineers occasional local retreats on the part of the regular
troops cannot be avoided however resolute and vigorous may
be the general plan of campaign. Itis not only the tactical
difficulty which attends these minor withdrawals, but also the
elation in the hostile ranks at the spectacle of columns falling
back, which has to be reckoned with and which gives to hill
warfare a character of its own.

Cf J Care of the
It has already been pointed out how greatly the
?J / wounded.
responsibility for saving the wounded from falling into the
enemy's hands affects the tactics of regular troops in small

Special risk
to officers in
Indian
frontier
fighting.

wars. In no form of operations is this fact so strongly brought
home to a disciplined army as inhill warfare against savage,
The removal of wounded men
bloodthirsty clansmen.
is especially difficult owing to the nature of the ground.
Every wounded man creates a littleknot of men which offers
the sniper a favourable target, one injured man thus begets
others, and the progress of that part of the force in close
—
contact with the enemy, becomes seriously sometimes
fatally —dclayed.
Another point must not be overlooked inIndian frontier
fighting where the hostile gatherings often number many who
have served their time innative regiments. This is that officers
are very likely to be singled out by marksmen, who can readily
This is
recognize them by their clothes and appearance.
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especially the case with British officers in native regiments,
who can be detected at a considerable distance, and the value
of whose lives the Pathan is perfectly well aware of. This is
a very serious matter, and one for which unfortunately there
seems to be no remedy in campaigns on the Panjab border.
Then there is the naturally warlike character of the Enemy

A

I-fo

He is a fignter
average Hll-man to be taken into account.
and V.
n^^aday3
history
all the world over, and always
has
been.
The
of
J
J
well armed.
Europe proves it. Russian experiences in the Caucasus
prove it. Anglo-Indian conflicts with the Bunerwals and
Mohmunds and Afridis and Miranzais prove it. It is true
no doubt, that even the most truculent of Pathan clans, even
Zakka Khels and Mamunds, do not display the reckless
bravery which the Zulus did in the days of Ulundi, and
which has so often won admiration for the forces of the
Mahdi and of the Khalifa. They do not give themselves away,
but for allthat they are warriors to the core. The guerilla of the
hills plays the game inhis own way. Amongst their boulders
and gorges the tribesmen of the Indian frontier are most
formidable foemen ; they are active, cunning, determined,
and often take a long time before they acknowledge
themselves vanquished, although once beaten, they take it
like good sportsmen, hoping for better luck next time. Of
late years, moreover, a new feature has been introduced into
Warfare in their territory. Th^y have acquired a stock
of modern rifles, which have made their tactics far more
difficult to cope with than when they trusted to antiquated
matchlocks having neither range nor accuracy. It was the
martial instinct of the Afridis and their excellent arms which,
brought into play in a theatre of War presenting unprecedented
difficulties to a disciplined army, made the Tirah campaign
one of the most dangerous and arduous struggles which
British troops have been engaged in since the Indian mutiny.
Moreover in hill warfare regular armies have to contend stones and
not only with hostile bullets and charges of swordsmen, but
do^n
on fche tro°P3P 3
(8336)
T

Warlike

-
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also with the missiles which nature provides for the defenders of
a mountainous country. The enemy rolls down rocks and
stones, often with murderous precision.
A large proportion
of the defenders of the Malakand Pass in 1896, trusted entirely
to the effect produced by dislodging boulders.
The disaster
Koragh
which befel a party of soldiers inthe
defile near Chitral
at the outbreak of those disturbances which led to Sir K.Low's
advance, was also mainly caused by crowds of Chitralis who
hurled down stones from coigns of vantage. It is interesting
to note that instances have occurred where mountaineers
have rolled down trees upon the troops.
One of the most serious disasters which the French forces met with at
the hand of the Tyrolese in 1809, befel a column ofall arms advancing from
the south, not far from the Brenner Pass. The guerillas had cut down
numbers of trees high up on the mountain side above the road, and these
were suddenly precipitated from various points upon the soldiery. Whole
companies were swept down over the precipices into the torrent below. The
confusion caused was indescribable, the losses overwhelming. A formidable
body of highly disciplined troops was rolled back in confusion, routed
by a mere mob of ill-armed peasantry.

Size of
columns.

Having drawn attention to some of the peculiar difficul
ties which beset regular forces engaged in hill warfare, the
special methods which it imposes on them can be now dealt
with in detail.
Hillwarfare almost necessarily obliges the regular troops
to employ pack transport.
The inconvenience of this form
of transport has been already pointed out in Chapter V,
and the enormous length of columns which it gives rise to, has
—
been commented on. Ifthe roads are very difficult and there
are certain to be some short lengths of narrow defile on most
marches —the transport has to move in single file, and then
it must be assumed that each animal will take 3 to 4
yards of road. Ifthere are 5,000 mules to a column, and ifthat
column makes a march of 10 miles along a narrow mountain
track, the rearmost mules willstillbe in the old camp waiting
to move off, when tha head of the column has already reached
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the new camp. The result of this is that in genuine hill t x
warfare columns must be small. Itis found that four or five \ <• )
"N_..
battalions, a battery and a field company of engineers, with
their baggage and supplies for four or five days, make as
large a force as can conveniently be included in a single
column; A very practical argument in favour of small
columns is that, if the amount of transport is small there is a
reasonable prospect of its being ot good quality^ which is
essl£nT3aTrf the force is to possess mobility.
If operations are to cover an area of any extent, it is Several
generally best to employ several small columns. It is the usu^i.
only way by which reasonable mobility can be secured. But
itdoes not follow on this account that the force, as a whole,
is to advance by several lines of operations. It may some
times be best, bearing inmind the broad principle of holding
back troops and pushing supplies ahead of them into the heart
of the theatre of war, to advance by only one line inthe first
instance, not necessarily in strong force, with the idea of
massing food in some central position well within the enemy's
territory. But then, when the supply magazines have been
established and the whole force moves up, its further operations
will be carried out in small columns working independently
in different directions.
In warfare of this character the enemy is apt to retire
into mountain fastnesses with his women and children and
belongings, and these must be visited and, ifnecessary, cleared.
Very determined hill-men may decline to come to terms till
every little valley and gorge has been harried. Allthis takes
time and to get the work done numerous small columns must
be employed, even if the transport question did not dictate
a dissemination of the force when itis on the move.
Marches must generally be very short, so as to ensure Length of
that the rearguard gets in before ctarlL When there is any marclles
likelihood of opposition, and if the size of the columns and
the amount of supplies itis taking with it oblige it to include
(8336)
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some thousands of |>ack animals, a march of 5 miles is about
as much as can safely be attempted. A very small column
wiih onfy a few hundred animals could, however, cover a con
siderably longer distance than this between dawn and the
closing in of the evening. Itis really a matter of calculation,
as long as there is no opposition. But if the head of the
column has to fight its way forward and is delayed by deploy
ing in difficult ground, the time which willbe taken cannot
be accurately calculated and even a 5 miles' march may
prove inconveniently long. The importance of getting into
camp before dark willbe shown inlater paragraphs.
The troops
Inasmuch as in hilly country the routes naturally follow
n
ne
course of valley s, and as habitations, cultivation,^and
the°ower°
ground, the level patches suitable for camps
* «—"-*¦
are generally found in
de
-*- ,..
enemy on the
..-.-¦ .....-.-..-...¦¦¦
r
pressions, regular troops engaged inoperations in such theatres
heights.
of "war*'are, when not in immediate combat with the foe,
practically compelled to remain on the lower ground. This is
so whether they are on the move or at rest. The consequence
is that the enemy occupies the crests of the hills which the army
passes on the march, or which surrounds its bivouac when
it comes to a halt. Hill-men moreover always retire to
the high ground when the troops advance against vTH"*
lages or show dispositions
for a fight. As a result, what is
" Crowning technically known as " crowning the heights," is at almost
tne neignts.
a^ i[me& an essential part of any operation in hill warfare,
and it can rarely be altogether dispensed with even when the
troops are at rest. But although this principle is fully recog
nized nowadays, and although the precaution of occupying
commanding ground whence hostile parties could inflict loss
on the army below seems an obvious one to take, itis neverthe
less a fact that thejvstem has only of late years come to be
adopted as a matter of course —as the following examples

*

-¦¦-

¦

..-*.„

.

..

..

sEowT
Examples of

neglect of
thia.

n c Nepaul war the lack of flankers on the heights was the para
mount cause of failure on the part of several of the columns.
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In 1823 a Turkish commander, wellaware that all Hellas was up inarms
and full of fight, advanced through the historic pass of Thermopylae with
out previously occupying any points on the steep declivities which abut
on the land side of the defile. The Greeks suddenly appeared on the hill
sides, and swooped down upon the Sultan's troop 3as they wound along
below in column of route. The column was cleft at many points and was
crumpled up. The slaughter was appalling, guns and transport were aban
doned, and the Ottoman troops, paralysed by the sudden onslaught when
they might have defended themselves, and panic-stricken when they found
that their belated efforts to show a bold front were unavailing, fled in wild
disorder towards Thessaly.
During the retirement of the avenging army from Afghanistan in 1841
through the Khaibar Pass, the advanced brigade under General Pollock got
through unmolested, the heights having been crowned. But this precaution
was neglected in the case of the rear brigades. These suffered appreciable
loss at the hands of the Afridi tribesmen, whose demand for money in pay
ment of safe conduct had been peremptorily rejected.

In connection with this question of crowning the Enemy's
heights, it is desirable here early in the chapter to point out attacking up
a very notable characteristic among hill-men. This is their j^1.1and oi

i. antipathy

to attacking up-hill, and their almost unreasoning commandel

dread .of haying opponents above them. They are ready
enough to pick off antagonists who show up on the skyline
from their hiding place below, but they will not advance
from them even when their numbers are insignificant. Itis not
very easy to account for this, unless itis simply the result
of the moral advantage which those perched on an eminence
appear to enjoy over those at its foot. An assault down
hill, of course, gets over the ground more quickly than
wlTe*n 'Tt is deHverecT up an ascent, but on the other
hand it is easier to creep up hill unseen ffian down

hill. However, there can be no doubt —whatever the reason
may be that mountaineers are very nervous about having
opponents above them, and that in hill warfare this is an
important point for the regular troops to bear inmind, because
it influences the whole question of tactics to a considerable
extent. It^ablesjicguets to hold knolls far out of reach
V ®SP.£ or
I* offers a means of obliging the enemy
°LS2
It
to evacuate strong positions, if higher ground be near.

—
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may afford security to hard pressed troops jwho find an
eminence at hand, offering them a temporary jefuge, which
I
they can occupy and hold.
Seizing the
The principle of crowning the heights generally comes into
in attacking play in the case of forcing the passage throjigfer-a^gorge or
ravine. Hill-men are very much inclined to mainly depend
upon breastworks within the ravine itself when making their
In any case seizing
arrangements to defend such a place.
the high ground on either side of the defile willgenerally be
tEe Dest"method of forcing it when the enemy is prepared to
ofleTa resistance. The capture of the heights of course turns
any defence works down below, often taking these in reverse ;
and, once they have been secured, fire from them may
cause considerable loss to the enemy retreating along the
ravine —as occurred in the case of General Pollock's attack on
the entrance to the Khaibar which is quoted in General
Clery's "Minor Tactics." But it is not general actions of
this kind which claim special attention inhill warfare ; these
have been already dealt with inChapter XII.
th^hefghts in Before going into the operation of how to crown the
moving along heights in some detail, it will not be out of place to point
r
a valley or
out how well this obligation illustrates the inconvenience
defile.
of conflicts with guerillas as the adversary.
As will be
explained below, this crowning the heights is a most
troublesome and difficult operation, fatiguing to the troops,
breaking them up into small parties which may easily
meet with some mishap, and tending to delay the column. But
inspite of its inconveniences and drawbacks and of the wear
and tear on officers and men, it may have to be undertaken
day after day for weeks upon weeks even when the enemy
seems to be quiescent, because it is never known when
these hill-men may collect and where, and because in guerilla
warfare itis never safe to assume that there is no enemy
because there is no enemy to be seen.
Moving
Many valleys exist where flanking detachments would
partieslnd almost move as rapidly along the hill tops as the column

.
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viitli its impedimenta would make its way below. Where stationary
j tting p fc^uete.
there are no subsidiary valleys, and no ravines and gorges jutingu
*~>
out from the main valley into the mountains on either hand, -4
moving along the heights in parties is not necessarily a very \^X*hCK*K O ftfl
~-—
tedious task ; but such topographical conditions are in all
parts of the world the exception rather than the rule, snd
this is certainly the case on the high lands of the Indian
frontier. Many of the valley systems beyond the Indus may
almost be likened to the backbone of a fish, so many are the
nullahs and clefts on either side of the main depression, and
it is obvious that the movement of flankers parallel to a
column traversing this main depression will in such a case be
a slow and most exhausting process. Therefore ithas come to
be very generally recognized as the best arrangement in very
difficult country of this nature for the flanking parties to be
stationary instead of moving.
The plan adopted may be roughly described as follows :—: General
"™
The advanced guard starts as a strong force, relatively to the h g2°n.
column as a whole, and moves off some time before the main ««?, pickets
body. As it advances, it detaches parties on eitherjiand to *¦"¦»'" w'*~w
seize convenient hill tops commanding the line of route, and
to hold them while the column passes. As the rear guar^
comes level with tfre (Afferent parties these withdraw from
their posts and join it—the rear guard sweeps them up, as it
were, on its march ; and this has one great advantage !,namely,
tittt the rear guard, which as a rule gets most of the fighting,
;er and stronger automatically as it approaches its
goaL Of course this method is not without its obvious
inconveniences.
Units are broken up, and at the end of a
rough davjs work the rear guard becomes rather a^ hetero
geneous body. Moreover the troops which start first are apt
td be the last, or among the last, to get in. Still, where the
operation involves traversing a network of ravines and the
flanking parties have to be stationary, an arrangement on
this principle seems to answer better than any other. It

—
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should be noted that the flanking picquets on descending
from their posts are often sent on at once to camp, if the
rearguard be not pressed, inrecognition of the hard work they
have gone through. Itis hardly necessary to point out that
a stationary picquet, -which can, if necessary, strengthen its
position with sangars and which soons learns the surroundings
and the defensive capabilities of its post, affords a more effec
tive guard over a given stretch of ground than does a party
of the same strength which has been clambering up and down
for miles on end, meeting at every step new under-features
and new obstacles during the time that it traverses thab
same stretch of ground.
During the memorable march of Sir W. Loekhart's 2nd Division
down the Ijara valley in 1897, the leading brigade did not at first find
flanking picquets for the rear brigade ; but it was found by experience
that it was better for it to do so. And itis interesting to note that, when
on the evening of the last day but one of the march the Afridis boldly
attacked General Westmacott's rear guard which had taken up a position
on a ridge for the night, he had under his command, besides detachments of
his own five regiments, a whole wing of the 2nd Gurkhas belonging to the
other brigade, which had been on picquet duty.

Some difference of opinion exists whether it is best for
one battalion to undertake flanking duties on both sides of
the valley, or whether the picquets should be found by sepa
j rate battalions for the two flanks.
The former plan has the
along
I
that
the
entire
control
a certain stretch is
advantage
I
under one commanding officer. On the other hand, inas
much as, when one battalion has been expended another has
to be told off, it tends to mix up different units more than if
whole battalions are told off to one side. Should the enemy
be in force on one side and require to be driven off before the
column can advance, this task can probably better be entrusted
to a single battalion which would then picquet the heights
on that IGnTZ
Itis of course impossible to lay down any rule as to what
on
the strength of flanking picquets should be. They must
I

I

t
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flanking&
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be strong enough to hold the post they are detailed for, and
to safeguard the stretch told off to them. But experience
proves that the guerilla hill-men are not fond of attacking
well^£osted^Darties, and that very small (fetacliments can
remain isolated in safety if theiiTposition has been carefully
selected. "Itis a common error, says Lieut. -Colonel Martin
"
"
inhis pamphlet, Mountain and Savage Warfare," to have
far too many men on these flank picquets, which, if well
supported by one another and their supports, are far safer if
they consist of a few men properly posted ; and a few men
are, as a rule, sufficient for their requirements, whereas a
large number are not only a waste of power but may give
the enemy a better target to fire at and are more difficult to
withdraw." Still, this presupposes that the ground admits
of the picquets effectively supporting each other, and of their
having supports to lean upon, which in very broken ground
may be impracticable. But on this point the experience of
the Tirah camgaign^is^ all in favourjojvery small parties ;
for throughout those long and trying operations, where isolated
detachments were constantly posted at different points along
the lines of route and round the camps and bivouacs, not one
single one was overwhelmed by day or by night.
Of course ifc sometimes occurs that particular knolls and
Spurs may be held by the enemy and that the capture of
these entails a force of some strength being told off for attack.
But when such a point has once been secured a small picquet
willgenerally suffice to hold it.
As regards the positions to be taken up by flanking
picquets, thje considerations governing this question have
been greatly modified of recent years by the improved arma
Formerly, when the enemy's fire
ment of the tribesmen.
waTmnocuous at ranges over 500 yards, the picquets had
riotTto push out far afield into the hills. But with antago
nists whose musketry is accurate at ranges up to a mile,
it is necessary that flanking detachments should occupy

?
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the knolls and crests situated at distances of 1,500 yards,
and Sometimes more, from the point to beprotected. When
troops or baggage are moving along in column of route
offering a favourable target for the enemy's marksmanship, it
is almost indispensable that the picquets should be so placed
as to keep the tribesmen out of range of the column. In any
case the pjcquets must make it absolutely certain that small
hostile parties do not creep down clefts and gorges and get
close to the route with a view to sudden attack upon baggage
or followers. As a rule a picquet would climb up to the knoll
which it is to occupy with bayonets fixed, and in scattered
formation so as not to present a target, and it should avoid
showing up the sky-line towards the enemy, or indeed
getting on the sky-line with regard to any point where foemen
may possibly be lurking. It is very important that the
commander of a picquet should know when he is to quit his
post, because as a general rule its withdrawal is the most difficult
part of its task ; but as retreats and retirements willbe dealt
with later on, this point willbe referred to then.
passing along a valley, the system
In the case of convoys
'*"'
of stationary picquets is almost invariably adopted. On a«
line of communications through mountainous country the
picquets would usually be sent out from the post at either
end of the march which the convoy is to undertake, meeting
half way. In this case the country is generally well known
and it may be assumed that the enemy's enterprises will not
be of a very determined character.
When in place of stationary picquets the flanking parties
follow the heights and march parallel to the force -moving;
along the valley, it willgenerally be advisable for the leading
party and the rear party to consist of relatively strong bodies,:
especially the latter which is particularly likely to be molested.
Great care must be taken to keep touch between t^ejgarties,
and to ensure that they keep approximately abreast of their
proper points in the column. It cannot well be absolutely
I*1
*HWfc;*&i9K»*¦*•'*«*"*. -^- ¦¦v*** -^Jiiw-Miflß^-;—-*?*
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laid down that either the column or the flanking parties are
to set the pace. Practically, the column willmove as fast as it
can ; the advanced flanking parties keep abreast of the head,
and the rear flanking parties of the tail ; but it may turn out
that, owing to ravines or rocks or to opposition on the part
of the enemy, the flankers cannot go fast enough, and then
the column must be checked. Of course if the rate of move
ment of the flanking parties is faster than that of the columns,
they must relax their pace.
Before closing this question of crowning the heights in hill Comparison°
—
1
warfare the occupation of the commanding ground round crowning
camps and bivouacs is treated under the head of outposts inhe 'gnts to
Chapter XXVI—it is worth while pointing out that the formation,
system is really very analogous to the square formation, which
is adopted in very different terrain as a safeguard against the
operations of a very different kind of enemy. Inboth we see
the idea of all round defence, the need for which so seldom
arises in the open field in regular warfare. In the one case
resistance has to be offered to the enterprises of gangs of
cut-throats against extended columns, in the other the sudden
onslaught of hosts of reckless foemen has to be prepared for
against a column which can be kept compact. The fighting
formation in the one case is almost the antithesis of that in
the other, and yet both may be said to originate from the same
cause and both are peculiar to small wars.
Ithas already been pointed out one of the chief difficulties Retirement a
which the conditions of hill warfare create, is that the regular
troops are so often obliged to undertake retrograde movements. Eeneral
The inconveniences which arise from this have been briefly operations
referred to in an earlier paragraph, and the history of the Indian gu^as^to
border wars proves how very serious they are. These retire- render them
ments are often a disagreeable necessity. On the other hand as possible.
itis to a certain extent within the power of the authorities
controlling the conduct of operations in the hills, to reduce the
number of occasions when withdrawals are imposed upon the
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troops, and it is clearly most desirable to keep down this
number to a minimum.
Itis often the case in hill warfare almost constantly on
the Indian frontier —that the regular troops are called upon
to advance into mountainous districts of which very little is
known. An army of trained soldiers encumbered with all the
transport and paraphernalia which it necessarily involves,
cannot be launched into such terrain without its having been
previously examined to a certain extent. It thus comes about
that a reconnaissance is often the first stepbeforje anv_opera
tion is undertaken.
Under cover of detachments, their
strength varying according to circumstances, staff officers
push ahead to see what there is to be seen and toreport to their
chief ; when, however, they have found out what they want,
the force forming the reconnaissance has to return to the point
whence it started —from the enemy's point of view it
retreats. Now as these reconnaissances cannot sometimes
be dispensed with, and as the retirement which they involve
is apt to be misconstrued by the hill-men, it seems very desir
able that such operations should as far as possible take the
form of a surprise, that the information should be obtained
afteFa rapid, sudden march, and that the troops should be
back" again in camp before the enemy has had time to collect.
IftEe reconnaissance can be carried out on these lines, the
retirement may be unmolested and will not consequently
appear to have the character of retreat inface of the foe. In
view of the extraordinarily speedy movements of mQttJa
taineers, of their system of beacons on the hill tops, and of
theuHother modes of rapid communication, itisbyno^ means
easy to make a reconnaissance far into their territory an^g
getback Before they can assemble. Still,ifitcan be so arranged ,
ft wiU'proßaßry* save loss in men, and it will certainly save
some momentary loss in prestige
Then there is the question of detachments sent off on
punitive expeditions against particular villages or clans.

—
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When these have performed their task they must generally
rejoin the main body, and this involves a local retirement.
That the force detailed for such a purpose must withdraw
eventually is of course unavoidable ; but it would seem to be
a sound principle in these cases not to hurry over the opera
tion, but to make the time spent on the operation as far as
possible dependent upon the attitude of the people. of the
locality. To march into a valley early in the morning, over
come resistance, destroy dwellings, burn fodder and blow
up towers, and then to retire in the afternoon hotly pursued
by an infuriated community, does not intimidate truculent
highlanders ; on the contrary they think that they have got
the best of the transaction. On the other hand questions of
supply, and the exigencies of the general plan of campaign,
may not admit of the troops which constitute a minor expe
dition remaining detached for several days in some particular
valley, merely for the purpose of proving to a petty clan that
the regulars are in a dominant position. There are so many
considerations to be taken into account that the only general
rule on the subject that can be laid down is, that the operation
should be concluded as deliberately as circumstances admit of,
and that if practicable the force should not withdraw as long
as the enemy shows any inclination to follow itup.
The operations against the Mamund clan in 1897 are a case in point.
The intervention of these Mamunds in the Mohmund campaign was an un
expected as it was inconvenient. Occupying a side valley on Sir B. Blood's
line of communications from the borders of the Mohmund country back
towards Malakand, their sudden hostility was necessarily a source of some
anxiety, and it was not known that, owing to their numbers and to their
very warlike nature, these tribesmen were foes who required to be taken
very seriously.
A single brigade attempted to crush the clan in a single day. The
operation involved a march of some miles, the destruction of several villages,
and then a return march to camp. The task proved to be altogether beyond
the capabilities of the force within the time, and the troops suffered heavy
losses. But by deliberate methodical operations extending over several
days the same force not very strongly reinforced, later on crushed all the
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fight out of the Mamunds, finishing its little campaign in triumph in
spite of the fact that the enemy was continually getting assistance from
beyond the frontier, which coincided with the head of the valley.

Another phase of hill warfare which brines up this ques
,
, * ,• ,
.
is the case of hill crests or kotajg^jrhich
ffi*relerence
to ltmay have been captured from the enemy, but which cannot
*
/
be_li&ES_owing to the exposure which thetroops would
'
V 13*^ */ V -suffer, or to want of food, or for some similar reason. The only
thing that can be said on this point is that a victorious army
should if possible pass the night upon the battle-field (unless,
of course, it can advance beyond it), and that if practicable
arrangements should be made beforehand with this in view.
But events cannot always be foreseen, and it must be remem
bered that heights are constantly cleared of the enemy
when the conditions of the case render their subsequent
abandonment advisable, without the enemy necessarily
re-occupying" them. One hears a great deal from time to
time about positions "inhillwarfare. But the fact is that
almost every mountain crest becomes a position when the
enemy occupies it, and that the crest is captured and cleared,
not because it is a point of strategical or tactical importance,
but because the enemy is there. Still when high ground has
been wrested from gatherings of hill-men it should not be
abandoned at once, if it can be avoided ; even ifit can be held
for a few hours the withdrawal from it willnot appear to the
enemy so much inthe light of a retreat.
?2ldi;Rg*sap-

tured heights,

.

.

tion of retreements

.

.....

In this connection the two actions of Dargai in 1897, which attracted
The case of
) such attention at the time, may be instanced. The first movement against
Dargai.
the heights above Chagru Kotal from Shinawarri camp had been a recon
naissance in force to view the country, the main column approaching the
Dargai position fromits right rear (south-west) after a most difficult march
over unknown country, while a smaller force actually captured the heights by
a frontal attack from the east before the main column came insight. Strong
reinforcements kept joining the defeated tribesmen from the Khanki valley
to the north, and, had it been decided to hold the heights, a who'e brigade
would probably have been required to occupy a very isolated position, and
one for the occupation of which no preparations had been made.
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The intended line of march of the field force was northwards over the
Chagru Kotal, east of the Dargai heights, down into the Khanki valley.
Sir W. Lockhart, well acquainted withPathan methods of warfare, foresaw
that the tribesmen who had come from the Khanki valley would withdraw
as soon as they found the troops passing their front and threatening their
line of retreat. But the troops on reaching the Chagru Kotal on the second
day were launched direct against the heights, and although this operation
resulted in a very gallant feat of arms which excited general admiration,
it was not inaccordance with the design of the general in chief.

Had it been foreseen that the enemy would gather in
such force on the Dargai heights after they had been aban
doned, it would have been a matter of consideration whether
all the risks and inconveniences attending their retention by
an isolated body of troops ought or ought not to be incurred.
—
Had the sequel been foreseen a direct attack upon an
extraordinarily strong position which two days before had
only been captured by a brilliant assault, when held in far
less strength by an enemy threatened in rear —the position
would no doubt have been held at all costs. But these sub
The original
sequent events could not have been foreseen.
Reconnaissances are an un
operation was a reconnaissance.
fortunate necessity, a preliminary to the advance of an army
into little known districts which cannot safely be dispensed
with. As has been pointed out in an earlier paragraph,
reconnaissances in hill warfare very often involve the dis
agreeable consequence of the enemy closing in on the rear of
the troops when these withdraw on the completion of their
task. If heights captured from the enem^ were always to
be held as a matter of course for fear that they might be re
occupied bj thehiUjiien, the ¦yvhole >j^ffiy; ,^ould soon .he
frittered away in isolated detachments posted on ground
most Jnconyenient from the point of view of supply and
! CT

wfl,tp.r.

water.

/
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There is one very important point m manoeuvring in the Troops not to
hills which should not be lost sight of when the tribesmen chistew under
are well armed, as is now so often the case. Troops should enemy's fire.
—
never except when about to charge, at which time the
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enemy's marksmanship is certain to be erratic
into
and group 3affording a favourable, tiPgf*"'i™* thp! h°w
hlle rifles. Whether advancing or retiring within range of
the enemy's musketry, formations should be loose and dis
persed. When casualties occur some men may, of course,
have to get together to carry of! the injured ; but under no
other circumstances should compact bodies of men, however
smal 1,come under steady fire of these hill-men who often make
very good shooting as long as they are not flurried. This is in
the main a question of infantry formations which will be
dealt with later on in Chapter XXI, but it is well to
emphasize the point here before dealing with various details
of combat inhill warfare.
Attack has been already dealt within Chapter XII, and
a few observations upon infantry formations in hillycountry
will be included in Chapter XXI. But some general mat
ters in connecton with assaults on hill tribesmen may
ccnveniently be touched upon here.
Experience shoW3 that inhill warfare the broad principle
that the making of a good bag should be a principal aim in
offensive tactics, when dealing with guerillas, is especially
applicable. They are not easily caught, these mountaineers.
Expert cragsmen, as nimble as goats among their declivities
and boulders, knowing every cleft and every nullah, it*
is wonderful what mobility they possess. If their flanks or
rear are threatened they disappear as if by magic. Unless
detachments manage to get where they can pick off the
fugitives as they bolt, the assailants find after their weary
scramble up the hillsides that the bird has flown untouched,
and they have to satisfy themselves with the empty honour
of gaining possession of a knoll or crest which is of no use
to them. If possible, therefore, the flanks of hostile gather
ing3should be turned by unseen parties of active menjmd
pickedshots. The elements of concealment are indispensable,
and it must be remembered that above all things the
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detachments making the detour do not too soon show up above
the tribesmen nor in rear of them, otherwise the enemy willbe
off. For the same reason the frontal assault must not be pre
mature or the enemy willget away undamaged. This seems
to be the theory of attack in such operations, but quick eye
for country, agility, and experience are required to put the
theory effectively in practice.
Itwould be difficult to find a better example of the art
of handling men on a small scale in attack against guerilla
mountaineers, than the scuffle which took place between the
"
"
Gurkha scouts under Lieutenant Lucas and the Chamkanis
on some heights above Thati in1897.

The Guriliii

j^g^bove
Tha '»

There were 80 of these scouts engaged.
On this particular occasion they
were moving rather ahead of one flank of the column operating against Thati.
When the enemy was observed in some force on high ground, they firsthad to
scramble up some precipitous slopes. Then on approaching the crest they
found in front of them three successive spurs, each one sangared and held

by large bodies of tribesmen. Lieutenant Lucas waited until he saw
the leading company of the sth Gurkhas coming up in support ; then,
telling off one half of his command on one flank to sweep the first lot of
aangara with independent fire, he himself led the other half from the other
flank to charge this nearest position. To the wilddelight of the Gurkhas
the Chamkanis, on seeing the little party rushing forward, stood up, fired a
desultory volley and got their knives out. Itlooked as if there was to be
a scrimmage such as the scouts had been thirsting for. But the enemy
could not stand the combination of approaching bayonets and of a withering
fire, which the happy dispositions adopted for attack brought about.
They wavered a moment and then fled, leaving behind them several
dead to the credit of the firing half of the scout company. The two other
spurs were cleared in the same way, and finally, when the hill-men streamed
away over the c est and across terraced fields below, the Gurkhas shot them
down from above with deadly effect. Twenty or thirty of the enemy were
killedand not a single scout was even wounded, for these Pathans are poor
marksmen at a moving target, and their shooting goes tonothing when they
feel that they are being got at.

In this capital little bit of work the right principle of l
carrying out an attack on hill-men is very well illustrated. \
Itwas not merely a case of advancing with a rush and driving I
the enemy out helter-skelter by a resolute offensive, but I
- .
*
(8336)
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care was also taken to have detachments, halted and well
posted, ready to bring a damaging musketry fire to bear on
the fugitives. The sangars were not merely cleared of their
defenders ; the defenders were treated to a torrent of bullets
as well just when they had to quit their cover. There were
no turning movements, no attempts to manoeuvre the hillmen out of their positions, they were tackled and in a military
sense wiped out.
Writers on tactics are always harping upon turning move
ments, and in some valuable papers which have appeared
in India on hill warfare, there has been perhaps rather too
much tendency to dwell upon their value. Quite uninten
tionally the idea has been conveyed to a certain extent, that
when troops find tribesmen holding some spur or crest they
are at once to begin working round the hostile flanks. This
system should by no means be adopted as a matter ofjcourse
on the contrary, itis wholly out of place except under given
If hostile parties are strongly posted and
circumstances.
well covered, and ifa direct attack on them willinvolve serious
loss, tnen by alTmeans should troops be sent to operate against
their' flanks and rear so as to turn them out. The detailing
ol small Bodies to work unseen round the hostile flanks so as
to reach points whence an effective musketry can be brought
to bear on the enemy when driven out by direct attack, will
always be a sound and wise arrangement. If a picquet has to
occupy some knoll it must turn the enemy off the place by
whatever means seem most certain to achieve the object. But
under other circumstances turning movements do not gay in
tne™l6ng*run. Ifitis merely intended to clear spurs and crests
oTlnbal gatherings, artillery fire willoften do the trick and
save the infantry a climb ; but war carried on on these lines
has few terrors for the guerilla mountaineer.
The young
men who do most of the fighting and who are generally the
last to consent to negotiations being opened, do not worry
over crumbling watch towers and burning byres, nor do the

—
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sufferings of women and children greatly appeal to them ;
but they do not like being killed and wounded any better
than other people. The moral is obvious.
Mountain guns can travel over very awkward country, Mountain
and in the disposition of mixed forces for attacks upon hillmen this fact is not perhaps always quite sufficiently kept in atta ct in. hill
view. The killing effect of artillery firingup at sangars from
much lower groundjs^ insignificant, although it may clear'the
enemv^out ofjus defences. If the guns are toldoff to remain
down in the valley or on the lower spurs and to stick to theo*
"
reticallj good artillgry positions," thek JftaLxaJjie is joften
entirely thrown away. They should, if possible, get on to
high ground! so as to be able play on the retreating enemy
—of their mobility their ownto officers are the best judges ;
and as long as the force is advancing their escort need rarely
give grounds for any anxiety. In Chapter XXIV,which deals
especially with artillery, the desirability of very forward
tactics on the part of this arm in small wars is insisted upon ;
this principle is of paramount importance in hill warfare,
because portable guns cannot move rapidly like horse or
field artillery, to make up for having been originally left too
far back inthe line of battle.
Cavalry can of course do nothing on hill sides or in nar
row valleys ; but theterror which horsemen inspire among
mountaineers renders this arm particularly valuable whenever
there is fairly level country within the area of a day's opera
tions. "IFlhe other arms can drive the hill-men on to ground
where cavalry can work, troopers may be enabled to perform
splendid service, and their presence in wide open valleys such
as are so often found jutting up into the mountains, willoften
afford most useful support to the flanks of troops moving along
the slopes. The services of the sowars during the operations
in the Mamiind. country in1897 were extraordinarily effective,
owing to the almost exaggerated idea which the clan enter
tained of their capabilities. On the occasion when the village
(8336)
v2
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of Zagai was destroyed the enemy was, to start with, taken
somewhat by surprise, but as soon as the designs of the force
were detected the tribesmen hurried from adjoining valleys
to participate in the fray ; those coming from the left had
to cross an open space held by some lancers, but they
would not face the music, and after a considerable delay they
started to reach the vicinity of the village by a long circuit
round the hills,only arriving when the fight was over. Given
practicable terrain, cavalry can be of immense service as an
auxiliary to infantry and artillery even inhill warfare. The
difficulty about cavalry is that its forage demands much,
transport, and that the resulting increase of the baggage train
may not be justified by the few rare occasions on which the
arm is likely to come into play.
The destruction of villages is a task which is so often imposed
upon regular troops in hill warfare that a few points with
reference to this particular class of work may be included here.
Although the habitations of the enemy are sometimes perched
on crags and pinnacles, and are occasionally found clinging
to steep declivities, they are as a rule constructed either on
terraces or else down in the valleys, and owing to the topo
graphical features of the country they will therefore generally
be commanded by adjacent heights and spurs. If a strong
force is available to deal with the village, itshould have no
difficulty in occupying the high ground and in keeping the
enemy off. But if only a small body of troops be detailed
for the enterprise, the occupation of surrounding spurs may be
impracticable, and in that case the work of demolition will
probably be carried out under considerable difficulties.
Mountain guns do not have much effect upon Pathan
villages without a heavy expenditure of ammunition. If
the houses are of wood they have earth piled on the roofs as
a rule, and they will not burn unless holes are made in these.
The demolition of towers, although an easy engineering
operation in itself, takes some little time. It is often very
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difficult to find the stores of grain, &c, if the enemy has
been expecting the visitation, and unless these stores be dealt
with the job is incomplete. The destruction of a village infact
cannot be effected in a moment, and to ensure that the work
shall be carried out thoroughly the parties charged with
doing the damage require to undertake the task methodically
and with deliberation ; many of the dwellings of the Zakka
Khels in the Waran Valley, which had been dealt with in
November, 1897, were three weeks later found almost recon
structed.
The first step towards ensuring that destruction may
be effectual is to arrange that it shall if possible be carried
out by the sappers and their assistants unmolested. Under
a hot fire, and with the enemy perhaps inclined to threaten
the line of retreat, working parties will almost inevitably
fail to make a lasting impression upon the dwellings given
over to them. Therefore unless the whole operation is to be
carried out in strong force capable of brushing away resistance,
to it the character of a surprise.
it will be judicious to give
"
principle
military
When the
of
execution
was applied
in deliberate fashion to the valley of the Mamunds, General
Jeffreys, having only a small force at his disposal, always
concealed his intentions ; the troops would march up the
valley and would then suddenly turn off towards the locality
selected for the visit, the consequence being that the place
was in flames and its defences in ruins before the tribesmen
could gather in any force to interfere.
Assuming that the village about to be dealt with lies in a Principle
*ng ftof
re-entrant in the hills, as is so generally the case, and that it
is held by the enemy, the best jgrocedure willgenerally bejbo f
f
push forward troops on either flank to capture the sgurs
between which it nestles. This is a case when guns can be
used early in the fight, because it is desirable to make sure
oFthe spurs, even at the cost of simply driving off the tribes
men (who will inevitably collect on the heights above the
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habitations) instead of trying to tackle them. Once these
spurs are occupied, the enemy willalmost for certain evacu
ate the village, and come under cross fire from the troops
who have gained the high ground ; it will,moreover, be easy
to keep hostile parties at a distance who might otherwise try
to annoy the detachments engaged in destroying the place.
The object being to destroy the village, other circumstances are
made subservient to this object, and the guns can be used freely
against the guerillas on the heights. Supposing the destruc
tion of the buildings to be only an item in a programme of
general attack, a different procedure would of course be
followed, inasmuch as the plan suggested here is not calcu
lated to cause much damage among the opposing personnel
except those actually holding the village.
In the Pathan country the presence of women and children
Presence of
women and
in
a
village may be taken as a sure sign that the men belonging
children in
villages.
to it do not mean to fight. This fact need not of course
influence the decision to destroy it. But, from the tactical
point of view, itis useful to know hostile intentions, because
there may be more than one place to be dealt with, and the
enemy may mean fighting at one and not at another.
Itis well to remember that those hill-men who are detailed
|
"Jk 1 Stone
throwers,
to hurl down rocks and stones upon the troops, are as a general
rule unarmed, or that at least they have no weapons of a
formidable kind. To deal with them it is of course necessary
to get level with, or above, them ; but it will generally be
found that very small parties can do all that is required.
| Foemen
A•
assembled at the head of a stone shoot are practically
defenceless as long as the troops do not attempt to approach
them from below.
\r>/
On level open ground the communication of orders rarely
difficulty
I
of communi
; they can be rapidly conveyed by
cating orders presents mucH (Efficulty
during action
mounteHinen^ ancf on such terrain moreover, a force is
in hill
generally in fairly compact formation. But inaction against
warfare.
guerilla mountaineers intheir own country, mounted orderlies
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cannot be used. In addition to this the regular troops are
apt to be scattered in relatively speaking small parties over
an extensive battle-field, the terrain being so broken that
messengers on foot cannot traverse it at a very rapid pace.
AJuJlycountrj; favours signalling of course, and this is always
made free use of in operations in such terrain ; but when the
army engaged becomes broken up into very small units
as is so often the case, this means of communication cannot
be entirely relied upon, and its effective employment depends
on conditions of weather and light, which may fail.
Mistakes as regards orders have frequently caused diffi
culty anTTKss in hill warfare, owing to isolated parties mis
understanding the intentions of the commander and marring
his plans. And before suggesting how best to avoid such
contretemps two examples from the campaigns of 1897 on the
Indian frontier may be given, showing what unfortunate
results may attend the, non-receipt or misconception of an
order.

of\ 1..H.U

- h\f

Practically the last serious combat of the Tirah campaign ended in a
disaster owing to this. A column had crossed the Shin Kamar kotal, and
some of the troops had advanced a little way down the valley on the far or
northern side. The route on either side of the kotal was overshadowed by
hills on the flanks, the whole depression running north and south. The
enemy showed in considerable strength on the hill tops ;but there is every
reason to believe that the return journey would have been attended by no
very serious fighting, had not a company, owing to some mistake which has
never been quite explained, withdrawn from a knoll situated immediately
west of the kotal and dominating it. This knoll was promptly seized by the
enemy, and the retirement of the troops beyond was so seriously jeopar
dized by its loss that it became necessary to recapture it at all costs from
strong hostile bodies elated by an apparent success. The knoll was
stormed; but there were many casualties, and the troops forming the
rear guard thus found themselves encumbered with numbers of wounded.
In the final withdrawal from the knoll, the troops, hampered as they were
by the wounded, suffered further serious losses, and the rear guard was in
the end only extricated with the utmost difficulty from its awkward
situation. In this unfortunate affair five officers and 22 men were killed
and many were wounded, among the officers killed being LieutenantColonel Haughton, whose leadership in the Tseri Kandao retreat, men
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tioned on p. 224, and on other occasions during the campaign, had been
the admiration of all.
The first attempt to cow the Mamunds has been referred to in an earlier
paragraph. The day's fighting is remarkable for the number of lessons in
the art ofmountain warfare which it teaches, and one of its most memorable
incidents was the unfortunate result which attended the non-delivery of an
order to a certain company at the proper time. After having been heavily
engaged for some hours the brigade retired, keeping the enemy at a respectful
distance at most points. But a Sikh company on the extreme right had
pushed high up into the hills, and before the order to withdraw eventually
reached it, ithad become completely isolated and was being hard pressed
by very superior numbers. To extricate it the Guides had to turn back,
and it only reached the foot of the hills towards dusk with both officers
wounded and short of ammunition, having had a desperate scuffle. It
was largely due to this contretemps that the whole brigade was benighted,
and that, while most of itregained camp in detachments, some troops were
cut off and remained in a situation of much danger till-past midnight.

It is obviously important to devise, if possible, some
me -kno(i
of avoiding such unfortunate occurrences ; but this is
not easy. The ordinary precautions tending to ensure the
correct transmission of messages should of course be observed —messages shmMJbe_jmtt^ down, should if practi
cable be sent twice by distinct orderlies, should be clear and
concise ; if the receiver of a message is in any doubt as to
its meaning he should if possible refer back to the sender,
and so on. But all these precautions may fail under the
difficult conditions which are likely to arise in a tussle with
hill-men on awkward ground, and therefore it seems most
desirable that the officers should be informed of the intentions of their chief at the outset, and that before executing
any "change of plan, sufficient time should be allowed to
elapse to ensure that
outlying detac^ra^nTrsTSTTnave learnt
*
,""' / wEaTis^oinTfonSe clone. Especially is itimportant that the
whole force should be aware of the alteration in the direction
which the operations are to take, when a retirement is to
commence ; orders to distant parties must be despatched in
ample time to reach them before the withdrawal begins,
otherwise small bodies of troops in close contact with the enemy

Precautions to
c o served.
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may be left in the lurch just at the most critical moment.
Signalling is of course invaluable in these circumstances, and
signallers should, if practicable, accompany every detachment
sent off independently for any purpose.
In the above-mentioned affair with the Mamunds a great Importance
deal of loss was caused by the force being benighted. This being
brings us to a matter of great importance in hill warfare. beni ghtecl
Itmaybe laid down as a fundamental rule of conduct that the
\
day's operations, whether they take the form of |an attack
or of a march, should be so devised as to ensure that the troops
shall if possible reach their bivouac by sundown. This
cannot, of course, always be arranged.
It is often a matter
of mere conjecture how long a march will take, although
it has been laid down in an earlier paragraph that marches
should be very short. On the occasion of the first visit to
Dwatoi from Maidan in the Tirah campaign, although the
distance was only seven miles, the rear guard did not reach
its destination till evening on the day after the march co
menced, and it was out all night in the defile. The opposition
met on the road may be very determined, and may cause
unexpected delay to the whole force. Circumstances may
render it compulsory to move a certain distance before
halting, whether this entails being out after dark or not. On
several occasions in the frontier campaigns of 1897, when
troops and transports failed to reach their destination before
nightfall, being overtaken by darkness while still on the
march, their being thus benighted was unavoidable.
But it was not always unavoidable, and no lesson is more
clearly taught by the experiences of those operations than
that such belated movements of troops or transport are
fraught with the gravest dangers.
In the darkness the enemy is enabled by superior know
ledge of the country to work round the flanks and to get to
close quarters.
The column becomes split into fragments.
Detachments lose their way. Transport drivers become terror

-
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stricken and can no longer be controlled. The difficulties of
the route increase a hundredfold, and itis impossible to send
orders or to maintain a tactical control. Such being the
consequences when troops are benighted while on the move
in hill warfare, it is obvious that when practicable the day's
work should be calculated on the basis that itshall be com
pleted within the hours of daylight, whatever the operation
may be.
The withdrawal over the Tseri Kandao Pass, already
referred to on p. 224 and elsewhere, was one of those cases
where the movement could not have been concluded before
dark under any circumstances if the enemy gave trouble,
the distance being about eight miles. On that occasion the
goal was the great encampment of three of the four brigade
forming the field force, and it was desirable, if possible, to
reach this haven of refuge and to complete the transfer from
the Waran valley to Maidan in a single day. But the result
proved that it would have been better to take two days.
When a route is fairly wellknown and the rate of march can be
calculated with approximate accuracy, there seems to be little
excuse for sending off transport in such quantities or at such
an hour as to risk its being benighted, either wholly or inpart.
When the Tirah field force crossed the Arhanga Pass
from the Mastura into the Bara valley, nearly the whole of
the baggage had to be left behind temporarily. The route
was difficult, and the subsequent movement of the great mass
of transport in single file was necessarily a slow and laborious
operation. On two successive nights transport was still on
the road after dark and 11,000 rounds and over 500 kits were
in consequence lost. The tribesmen had not recovered from
the effects of the Sempagha fight and did not seriously molest
the transport in the darkness ; but itis clear that at that early
period of the campaign the importance of avoiding these night
movements was not fully realised, and that, what is now con
sidered one of the fundamental principles of conducting these
kind of operations, was not appreciated.
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Still, in spite of the best laid plans, it must sometimes Course to be
occur that the whole of a force, or its transport, or its rear
guard, may fail to reach its destination before nightfall, and benighted,
the question arises how, under such circumstances, itshould
act. The answer to this seems to be plain, and is, indeed,
written down with unmistakable directness in the records of
the frontier campaigns of 1897. Troops about to be benighted
J
must make irntheir minds to stop out till morning breaks,
and they should prepare for this before darkness actually sets
in. While itis stilllight some position should be selected where
the force can be concentrated on ground favourable for
defence, where the transport, if there be any, can be parked
under proper protection, and where the best can be made of
what cannot fail to be an awkward situation. The decision
must be come to in good time, so that dispositions may be
completed before the darkness closes in ; the cold and exposure
of a night in the open without great coats, &c, must be
faced, in preference to the perils of continuing the movement
after sundown. Of course this rule only holds good inpresence
of an active enemy and in a country where the troops are
liable to be scattered and taken at a disadvantage.
A com
pact column on favourable ground has not much to fear from
ordinary hill-men at night or at any other time, and at night
the enemy's sniping from a distance is not very damaging.
It happened on more than one occasion in Tirah that a An early
0
rear guard was left to its own devices at nightfall ; the main arrived^as
body of the force moved on and reached camp practically to intended
course or
unmolested, while the troops who had borne tne burden and action when
heat of the day had to choose between remaining out tillapproaches
morning or straggling on as best they could. Further on, in
dealing with retirements and rear guards, the importance of
the main body making its pace conform to that of the
rear guard willbe pointed out, as ithas already been pointed
out in Chapter XIV. But, although this principle need not
perhaps be carried so far as to make it an axiom that because

X
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the rear guard is benighted the main body must stop out all
night also, itshould be carried so far as to ensure that towards
evening the whole force should know what is going to happen,
and that the commander of the rear guard and his subordinates
shall learn in good time what is to be the further programme.
When heavy losses occurred at night in the Indian hill warfare
of 1897, italmost always arose owing to misunderstandings, or
owing to the fact that the approach of darkness was not taken
into account at an early enough hour to allow of special
arrangements being made.
/I sent on.

Officers of mountain artillery have, with good reason, a
strong objection to being caught by the darkness while on
the move, or to spending the night in any position where the
enemy can creep up close under cover. The mules get shot,
and in any case the guns are of very little use in such
circumstances.
Guns must therefore, if possible, be sent on
in sufficient time to reach the destination,
course
thattfiey willfind supporting troops when they get there.
McCaskill's brigade marching down the Khaibar in 1841, when Afghani
stan was being evacuated, was belated in the defile. The Afridis fired into
the long column from the heights, and rushing down at one point captured
two guns, after causing heavy loss to the detachments when taken at a dis
advantage. The guns were afterwards recovered, as the enemy made no
attempt to drag them off.
The first day's bout with the Mamunds, in 1897, marked as itwas through
out by dramatic incidents, supplies no more remarkable picture than that of
the four guns of No. 8 Bengal Mountain Battery, which passed the night at
the village of Bilot. With a half regiment of Sikhs and 30 sappers they
were making their way back to camp, when an order came for them to halt
and to cover the retirement of the Guides, who, after rescuing the isolated
Sikh company as narrated on p. 312, could be heard fighting their way
steadily back to camp on one flank. At this juncture a sudden tropical
storm stopped the fighting and threw everything into confusion. Only the
artillery and sappers received the order with reference to the Guides ;this
little party got to Bilot, where after the weather cleared firing was resumed
and matters assumed a most critical aspect. Most fortunately a dozen of
the Buffs turned up by accident, and their magazine rifles probably saved
the guns. For these before long were firing case shot at 20 yards range.
Both officers were wounded, the other having been killedin the afternoon.
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Many of the detachment and of the mules were hit, and the position of the
whole party was such as to cause the gravest anxiety, when, after several
hours and in the nick of time, two Sikh companies arrived. As a con
sequence of this nocturnal combat two of the guns were practically put out
of action tillthe casualties could be replaced.

Before making ,a few observations on the conduct of Examples of
troops being
»
movements by night in presence ot an aggressive enemy, benighted,
when for some reason or other the troops have not been able
to halt in good time and to take up a good position, some
examples of halting, and of not halting, will be of interest.
Allare taken from the Tirah campaign.

. . .

.

When Lieut.-Colonel Haughton, who was commanding the rear guard on
the first move to Dwatoi mentioned on p. 313, perceived that owing to the
extraordinary difficulties of the road he could not get through before dark,
he halted the baggage, parked it on suitable ground, picqueted the hills all
round, and passed the night on the road in security.
Allthe way down the Bara valley the Afridis continually pressed on the
rear guard. On the last day but one of the march to Barkai, General Westma
cott's brigade was heavily engaged all day covering the baggage and trans
port ;this was in great confusion, the drivers being demoralized with terror
and cold, and the valley presenting extraordinary difficulties to movement of
any kind. The enemy was roughly handled several times during the day,
but, coming on with a boldness not shown before, was evidently inspired with
the dread that the loot might after all escape.
Towards dusk there were
still two miles to be traversed, and General Westmacott then took up position
ona ridge for the night. The tribesmen committed themselves to an attack,
which was pushed home with desperate bravery, but they were repulsed at
all points with heavy loss. Not a mule or a follower was cut off, and what
may be looked upon as the last serious fight in Tirah proper, ended in a
notable triumph for the regular forces.
Two days earlier, when the other brigade had brought up the rear, it
had also been found impossible for the rear guard to get in before dark ¦
the affair has already been mentioned on p. 175. Towards evening it was
gradually outflanked ;but the enemy was not in strong force, and the guns
proved of great assistance till they were obliged to push on to camp two
miles distant for fear of being benighted. Between the tail of the rear
guard and the camp the river ran in an awkward ravine, and the route
passed through what was a typical military defile. Through a misunder
standing between the brigades the flanks had not been picqueted. The
consequence was that desperate efforts had tobe made toinduce the followers,
who were benumbed withcold, were utterly exhausted and were terrified out
of their wits to push on to camp. In the meantime the enemy got in
between the tail of the rear guard, now consisting of several companies,
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and the camp. The transport and drivers suffered appreciable losses,
which, however, turned out afterwards to have been less serious than was
at first supposed.
But while this was going on Major Downman withthe rearmost troops
had occupied the buildings where he passed the night in complete security,
practically unmolested and within sight of the camp. The difficulty had
occurred quite close to the picquets around the bivouac of the division. Itis
absolutely impossible to keep transport in such a situation from straggling
and from becoming more or less unmanageable when the darkness closes in,
and considering that the heights had not been crowned, it seems fortunate
that the losses in the followers and animals were not much heavier than they
actually were.
Before quitting Maidan Tirah, Sir W. Lockhart visited the Chamkani
and Massuzai country to the west of Tirah, and General Gaselee's brigade was
sent out in advance to open the road. Although opposition was not very
determined the country proved exceedingly difficult, and it was foreseen
early that the whole brigade could not get over the pass which had to be
crossed, before dark. General Gaselee therefore sent part of his brigade on,
kept part of itin the pass itself, and left the baggage well protected at the
foot of the pass. He thus spent the night with his force in three distinct
detachments, each detachment, however, being able to take care of itself.
An attack was made on the baggage during the night, which was repulsed
with loss.

Troops on the
move at night.

These incidents seem to point out clearly the course which
should generally be pursued. When a force is on the move an
understanding should be arrived at as to the intended pro
cedure before dusk actually descends. This affects not merely
that part of the force which is about to be benighted, but it
also affects other parts which have reached, or which are close
to, their destination. Ifthe rearmost detachments of the force
are indifficulties inthe late afternoon and cannot get in before
night, they should be reinforced betimes and should be halted
on favourable ground. It is far better for the force to be
broken up into detachments which, even if isolated, are well
posted, than for part of itto be drifting along inthe darkness,
encumbered with an ever-growing crowd of helpless wounded
officers and men who cannot be abandoned, and at the mercy
of savage cut- throats who can attack itfrom all sides.
Assuming, however, a body of troops to be benighted on
the road and to be unable, owing to care of transport or some
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such reason, to halt in any defensive position where it can
keep the enemy at bay, the great point seems to be to keep the
troops in compact bodies prepared to assume the offensive
when an opportunity ofiers. When it is dark the enemy
calmoTTsee to aim except at very close ranges, and if the
troops are of good cheer and make occasional rushes with
the bayonet, the wary foe will keep at a respectful distance.
Nullahs should if possible be avoided, they are very dangerous
ifthe heights on either side are not picqueted. But, above all
things, there must be no straggling on the part of the men,
or they willalmost inevitably be cut up. The disaster to part
of the Northamptonshire Regiment in retiring after the first
reconnaissance to Saran Sar in Tirah, an account of which is
given at the end of the chapter, occurred, as willbe seen, while
they were retiring through a shallow steep-sided nullah in
the dusk while the rearmost companies were hampered by
many wounded. The party of the Dorsets which came to grief
during the Tseri Kandao retirement, mentioned on p. 225,
seems to have moved in two separate bodies, one of which was
brought in almost intact, while the other got into a nullah
where the men appear to have become separated and to have
been cut up singly or in small groups. To show the import
ance of the light question, it may be mentioned that the rear
guard in this remarkable Tseri Kandao affair spent the night
in two separate parties in buildings some little distance
apart, but that Lieut.-Colonel Haughton was careful to take
his party over to join the other one before it was light enough
for the enemy to fire accurately. The advantage of keeping
in groups during a night march is well shown by the following
incident, which occurred during the night move of baggage
over the Arhanga Pass, referred to on p. 314.
Some Afridis had concealed themselves on roofs of houses close to the
road, and suddenly jumped off them as the convoy passed and got among
the mule drivers. Lance-corporal Simpson of the Queen's had collected
13 men, and was moving with these in a compact party with bayonets fixed.
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Some of the enemy tried to rush this little body, but they were bayoneted
or shot. The N.C.O. then took his men a little way up the hill side and fired
volleys into the raiders ;these tried to get above him, but he again moved
a little way up the slope and fired steady volleys. The moral effect of
the cool, intrepid conduct of this little party under its young leader was
invaluable to the rest of the escort, for itis not the Pathan's game to run
unnecessary risks on a night foray. To find a party with fixed bayonets
when he expects solitary individuals is an unpleasant surprise, but to be
greeted with steady volleys at such short range that even in the dark they
may prove deadly, quenches his thirst for plunder effectually.

i

Ui

S*W.
jLockhart's
maxims.

I

\

Inasmuch as the clangers of straggling and of small parties
getting into nullahs and ravines and falling into ambushes, are
appreciable by day as well as by night, and inasmuch as some
of the points drawn attention to above inreference to night
work are really applicable to all hours of the day, it will
not be out of place before proceeding further to quote
some remarks made by Sir W. Lockhart to the Northamptons
and Dorsets, in Tirah, in commending them for their
conduct under most untoward
circumstances.
"We must
"
remember," he said,
that we are opposed to perhaps the
best skirmishers and the best natural shots in the world, and
that the country they inhabit is the most difficult on the face
of the globe. The enemy's strength lies in his thorough know
ledge of the ground, which enables him to watch all our
movements unperceived and to take advantage of every
height and every ravine. Our strength, on the other hand,
lies in our discipline, controlled fire, and mutual support ;
our weakness is our ignorance of the country and the conse
quent tendency of small bodies to straggle and to get detached.
The moral of all this is that careful touch must be main
tained, and that if by mischance small parties do find
tfiemselves alone they should, as much as possible, stick to
the open and shun ravines and broken ground, where they
must fight at a disadvantage and run every risk of being

ambuscaded."
The regiments which are ever looking towards the border
Advantages
which experi highlands
from the Panjab plains, know all this by experience
enced troops
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and by tradition. The youngster who marches for the first enjoy in this
time into the mountains has often heard it from the men war fare.
decked out with many medals inhis company ; the subaltern
The Sikhs, the Gurkhas,
has been told it by his seniors.
Dogras
theand the Panjabis know full well that what is
practised in camps of exercise in the North West Provinces
or the Deccan, is designed to meet conditions totally different
from warfare in the hills. On the threshold of the border
highlands they shed their text-book tactics as it were a gar
ment. Filing among the ravines and gorges, and scrambling
over the crags and mountain crests, they adapt themselves at
once to the conditions of the conflict, and the stealthiest
Zakka Kehl or Orukzai knows that these native regiments of
the Sirkar are not to be trifled with. But with British troops
itis different. Battalions find themselves suddenly engaged
on.operations of a new and uncanny kind, the like of which
often not one single individual in the corps has before experi
enced. So it comes about that when in a tight place neither
officers nor men know instinctively what to do, they break up
into groups^ some group goes astray, loses its way, gets into a
¦cul de sac, and, endeavouring to save its dead and wounded,
is wiped out coolly and methodically by a not very superior
body of the enemy not nearly so well armed or so brave as
are the victims. Happily, the peculiar tactics which hill
warfare demands, and with which native regiments, seasoned
by many a border scuffle are well acquainted, are now being
practised when opportunity offers in time of peace, and the
petty disasters which so greatly swelled the lists of casual
ties in Tirah and which cloud the records of that great cam
paign, ought not to recur in the future.
The principle inculcated by Sir W. Lockhart that small Danger of
parties should keep clear of ravines and broken ground when ravines unless
possible, does not apply only to detachments. It holds good the heights
equally in the case of large bodies of men, unless the crests
and- knolls dominating the ravines and depressions in the
(8336)
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broken ground have been picqueted. The plan of crowning
the heights is just as applicable to a shallow nullah as to a
great depression in the mountains. The topographical underfeatures of any valley in the hills presents alternating spurs
and ravines more or less accentuated. At first sight it might
appear that the ravine would present a safer line of move
ment than the spur, because the former offers better cover ;
and it is no doubt generally the case in advancing to the
attack that the ravine would be the preferable route. But
when in difficulties, or when the object is to get from point to
point with as little loss as possible, the spur will almost
always be the line to take, and troops experienced in hill
warfare are well aware of this. The case of Saran Sar quoted
further on illustrates this principle well, and it willbe found
in studying the movements of regiments which, have seen
much service in the hills, that they are always on the spurs
when they are retiring or otherwise in an awkward situation.

**¦
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troops

Itis interesting to call to mind that the closing scene of the disastrous
retreat from Kabulin1840 gave evidence that the survivors, a mere handful
of officers and of men of the horse artillery and the 44th Regiment, in their
last hour recognized instinctively that the ravine was noplace for them.
They were in a depression parleying with the emissaries of Akbar Khan,
the tribesmen gathering in threatening array on the heights around them,
when somehow fire opened. They made a rush for it,cleft a path for them
selves up a hill side through their astonished foemen, and seized a knoll
where they fought it out to the bitter end with stones and steel.

effort of a doomed remnant showed not only
*a Thisc final
gallant party realized the value of ground, but that
the terrible experiences of the march through the Afghan
defiles with the crests on either hand swarming with Ghilzai
tribesmen, had not stamped out the spirit of attack which
is the fundamental principle of conducting warfare against
irregulars. In operations against guerilla hill-men this great
principle must never be forgotten. When, the worst comes
to the worst, a bold onslaught may save the situation. A
single straggler- lost in the darkness may save himself if he
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rushes in with his bayonet. A small party with a charge
and a shout may hunt away the hostile swarm which has
hemmed it in. And this is one reason why a nullah is so
dangerous, because the sides may be so steep that it is
impossible to assume the offensive, and because in any case
the slopes willbreak the force of a rush.
Still,it would be a mistake to suppose that it is only the Examples of
regular troops who get caught in such places. Gurkhas and enemy-Tn^™
other soldiers versed in the art of hill warfare manage occa- ravines.
sionally to trap the wariest of mountaineers.
At setting
kind,
snares, devising ambuscades and work of that
some of
the native corps on the Panjab frontier are quite a match for
the guerillas whom they have to deal with ; and there is no
reason why British soldiers, supplied as they always are with
a goodly proportion of officers who are keen and practical
sportsmen, should not acquit themselves satisfactorily as
guerillas if they only got the practice.
The following two
incidents which occurred in Tirah, are worth quoting in this
connection :

—

When the first column sent down the defile from Maidan to Dwatoi was
returning, the rear guard consisting of 36th Sikha was somewhat pressed
and several casualties occurred. Some ponies were sent back to help the
wounded along ;but, at a narrow place in the ravine, a number of Afridi3
scrambled down the rocky sides hoping to capture these, being( apparently
unaware that the rear guard was close by, coming up the gorge. A party
of Sikhs managed by a skilful movement to get round above the enemy, and
down into the ravine beyond. The looters were fairly trapped. Precipi
tous walls of rock shut them in on two sides, egress up or down the gorge
was barred by the 36th, and the Sikhs dealt with them with the bayonet.
On another occasion some Zakka Khels made a bold attempt to cut off
the tail of a convoy proceeding back fromMaidan towards the Arhanga
Pass. A company of Madras sappers working not far from the spot,
hurried to extricate the convoy, and indoing so drove the enemy up the valley
towards the pass where some companies of the Gordons happened to be.
One company of the highlanders hastened down each of the two spurs flanking
the ravine. The Afridis were almost surrounded, and lost about 40 men,
having only accounted for one soldier and for four followers of the convoy.

It will be observed that on both these occasions the
(8336)
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tribesmen came to grief in an attempt to loot ; and it should
always be remembered in dealing with such antagonists, that
cunning as they are, nimble, resourceful, and acute, they have
human weaknesses. They are thieves by nature, and are by
profession accustomed to harry villages, to rob and murder
travellers, and to cut off traders. They have a passion for
plunder, and sometimes forget their caution in efforts to
acquire it. Just as the Abyssinians rushed down from the
heights at Arogee in hope of loot, and suffered for it as
narrated on p. 233, so the wilymountaineers willsometimes
make a blunder and pay the penalty of greed. It is a point
worth noting, in view of luring such opponents into ambus
cades and of catching them at a disadvantage among the
baggage animals when they rush out from their hiding places
to effect a capture.
General

question of

rear guards

and retire
ments.

Early inthis chapter ithas been pointed out how one of the
greatest difficulties under which the regular forces labour in
typical hill warfare, is that owing to unavoidable circum
stances portions of the force employed are so often obliged to

retire for various causes.
As already demonstrated these
retirements are often misconstrued by the enemy into con
fessions of defeat. It is not the unfortunate moral effect of
these withdrawals alone, however, that makes them so objec
tionable, but also the fact that they at times place regular
troops in positions of great perplexity and peril, and that they
involve perhaps the most difficult operations which trained
soldiers are ever called upon to undertake in conflict with
irregular forces.
In Chapter XIVthe question of retreats has been already
dealt with, and most of the points laid stress on therein
apply to the conditions of guerilla hill warfare. It is
necessary to draw attention, however, to the fact that rearguards have a very important and often most difficult
part to play in the hills whichever way the army is going,
whether it be advancing or retiring ; because mountaineers
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are generally fully alive to the fact that detachments with
drawing before them, as a rear-guard must, are tactically in a
disadvantageous situation. In discussing withdrawals and
retirements and rear-guards it must be understood that these
are not necessarily the movements of the tail of a retreating
army. At the same time it stands to reason that troops
covering the actual retreat of a column, are more likely to
get into difficulties than are troops who are merely protecting
the rear of an advancing army, because in the one case the
enemy has the moral advantage and not inthe other.
The broad principle enunciated in Chapter XIV that
retirements should be conducted deliberately and that rearguards as a whole must withdraw slowly maintaining a bold
front, holds good in hill warfare. In operations of this par
ticular nature, the enemy is to the full as eager and zealous
in pursuit as is found to be the case in campaigns against
irregular warriors of other kinds ; hill-men are indeed
especially noted for their energy and skill when following up
retiring troops. The importance of keeping touch in a retiring
column, and of the main body as a general rule adapting its
pace to that of the rear-guard in conducting a withdrawal in
—
face of guerilla highlanders points already emphasized in
—
Chapter XIV can scarcely be overrated.
That a bold
counter-attack willoften prove the best way out of a difficulty
has been proved over and over again in hill warfare. But
there are certain other respects inwhich rear guard operations
in mountainous country present abnormal features.
In the first place, experience proves that hill-men are Persistency of
1 11 1U
exceptionally persistent in pursuit. As a rule an uncivilized
foe is desperately in earnest when the regular troops first
begin to fall back, and this first phase of a retirement is,
therefore, its most critical time ; but the history of small
wars" show's, on the other hand, that an army once fairly
launched in retreat is not ordinarily followed up with much
obstinacy by savage warriors. This, however, is not the case

"^
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when the trained -soldiers are opposed to mountaineers fight
We have only
melancholy
to look back to the
story of the retreat from
Kabul to find an example of a formidable body of troops of all
arms being harassed and dogged during its retirement for
many days by ever growing swarms of hill-men, whom even
the love of loot and the attractions of a rich harvest of plunder
in the wake of the withdrawing army, failed to draw ofi from
the trail. Moreover it is very generally the case that in
mountain warfare the retirements and rear-guard affairs are
limited to a single march and to a single day's work, so that the
enemy hardly has time to weary of the game of hovering around
the hindmost detachments until these reach a place of safety.
The fact that
Early in this chapter, the disinclination of hill-men to
the retirement
attack
up hill was referred to, they like having their oppo
is generally
down hilltells nents below them, and
their whole attitude is governed by
against the
regulars.
this question of relative levels. A moment's consideration
shows that when troops have to retire in hillwarfare, they will
generally be retiring down hill with the enemy above them or
easily able to get above them. Mountaineers stick to the crests
and spurs while they can. The regular army marches and
encamps on the low ground. Thus while the troops generally
attack ascending, they also generally retire descending.
Even if a force be retiring up a valley, the picquets on the
flanks willbe. moving down hill to join the column, and the
enemy pursuing these willhave the command.
This is one reason why the tribesmen of the Indian frontier
are so formidable in pursuit. They are enjoying not only
the moral advantage derived from the regulars retreating
before them, but also the, in their opinion, very great
material advantage of being above their opponents and of
being able to charge down on these when they fall back.
Before breech-loading rifles penetrated into the border
valleys, rushes down hillsword in hand were a very favourite
manoeuvre on the part of most Pathan clans. These onslaughts

ing in defence of their hearths and homes.
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have rarely been attempted of late years upon regular troops
who are advancing., but this national mode of fighting is not
forgotten when the soldiers turn their backs.
In Chapter XIVit was laid down that retirements should Advisability
611
But this startand
as a whole be conducted slowly and deliberately
does not always altogether hold good in hill warfare, at least raPid move
ment at first
at the commencement of a withdrawal. Indeed it is often when retiring,
expedient to withdraw in the first instance very rapidly,
-J
n
because by doing so a good deal of^rouji^^§,y be covered
"
before the enemy perceives what is going on. The nature of
the country is of assistance to the regular troops in this.
On open ground a withdrawal is perceived at once, the enemy
follows up without delay, and any precipitate movement
of the retiring force encourages him to desperate effort
which detachments in motion may not be able effectually to
cope with. Inbroken intersected country, on the other hand,
even the very watchful tribesmen may lose touch of what
is going on, and a smart retreat of the troops nearest them
may come upon them as a complete surprise. But even in
hillwarfare quick withdrawals of this kind are.only admissible
just at the start with the idea of giving opponents the slip
for a moment. Later on the withdrawal must, as a whole ,
be conducted as deliberately as in the case of retreat in open

...



country.

Retreats and rear-guard operations in mountainous
country when the hostile forces consist of guerilla warriors
who know the country, who can easily outpace the troops,
and who possess the warlike instincts rarely wanting in the
hillman, involve so much difficulty and danger, that the broad
rule which really governs the whole conduct of small wars and
"
which may be summed up in fight the enemy wherever you
"
get the chance hardly applies to them. On the contrary,
the rear guard should sneak off unmolested iTTFcan. When
a iorce is retiring througn mountain defiles the most able leader
ship, and the most admirable conduct of the rank and file, will

j
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hardly prevent the enemy from having the best of itifthere ba
a close pursuit. The retiring force suffers in prestige in any
case, and in spite of superior armament, of cohesion, and of
courage, the balance of probability is in favour of its having
more casualties inits ranks than occur amongst its antagonists.
Therefore the intention to fall back should be concealed to
the last moment —unless of course it is hoped to lure the
enemy into some rash action.
Should the army have been advancing, and should it
lSovemenT of
aflfance'inio become necessary during the day's operations to withdraw
onc~oF
again, itis very important, supposing the enemy to be in force
1 etfTement.
and inclined for fight,|that the troops shall achieve some dis
tinct success before turning to go back. To apprbacn a hostile
position and to then retire without attacking it,is sure to
bring down the enemy inforce with the possible sequel of a
harassing and dangerous pursuit. Ifitcan safely be attempted
and if there be sufficient time, the enemy should be beaten
first, and then the troops may be able to withdraw without very
serious molestation ; at any rate the enemy will,after having
been roughly handled, give them a wide berth for an hour or
two, and will probably only follow them up at a respectful
"
distance. Lieut.-Colonel Pollock in his Notes on HillWar
fare," quotes the action of Shah Alam Kaghza, in the
Waziristan operations of. 1881, in proof of this, and his
account of what occurred may be given here.
C hanging a

f

" The

Ist Sikhs advanced up a spur covered with oak jungle, so thick
that it was difficult to see more than ten yards off. About half way up they
halted and the two half companies were ordered to lie down, fix bayonets
and load. Suddenly a charge was made on them, the enemy appearing about
ten yards off. The fire they received sent them back, but the officer instead
of allowing his men to get out of hand, pursued them steadily up hill, halt
ing to re-form every now and then. This was a wise precaution as ifthe
men had got out of hand and rushed up the hill,a rush of Waziris might
have swept through them. As it was, at each hill the Waziris tried to rush
the companies, but did not succeed.
After the charge
we heard the general's bugle sounding our regimental call and the retire.
Colonel Price, who was a very able officer and quite understood the situa
tion, refused to obey the order, as he was aware that if we retired through

...
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the thick scrub before the Waziris were beaten, the result would have been
a heavy loss in men, so, instead, he drove them over the range and we halted
for some time, and then retired without a shot being fir.cd at us." .

In a case like this there must be always some difficulty
in changing < from movement forwards
wards, and it willgenerally be best to halt some time and to
make sure thaOJ^'y^^lj^n^^det^chments know exactly what
they- arejjjo. do.
The intention of retiring should be con
cealed to'the last moment, and it willperhaps be possible to
get a good start of the enemy before he realizes that the
trootosiajre turning back. Sounding the ''retire" on the bugle
especially on the Indian frontier
wiHrately he a
where the bugle Calls are known to the tribesmen. Nothing
should be left undone in the way of deceiving the enemy
by actual manoeuvre and by spreading false reports.

t

\^£O**^•***«'...
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When General Westmacott's force which had moved down from Bagh
to Dwatoi ilkTirah to reconnoitre the route, turned back after a day's stay
of the Afridis.,, The-eneiny had not expected
a^t J?wajtei}itjgo.t
that this r withdrawal would take place. From the nature of the ground
drawing in Of the picquets and moving off of the baggago
rouira
-effected without loss! had the tribesmen been on tlfe
h&reft&fea
ooaliHfttfal?
aler&aqd k^d they known the direction of the intended march.

a^le^afcart
DwaloVxfci

When the details of conducting

a retirement in the hills Details of
retirement

come to be considered itbecomes manifest how extremely diffi- op3ration3.
cult such an operation may prdve to be. Except when itis
a case- of withdrawal from a captured position, or of the
marching out of a pdrtidn 6i a force froih an encampment
which remains in occupation of other troops, the conditions
will generally be that the column has detachments out on
knolls and spurs in the direction where the enemy is, and
that, as it moves off, these detachments have gradually to be
withdrawn to other positions. These retirements of picquets
cannot always be effected without casualties.
The retreat of a picqxtet in. face of active determined °Withdrawal
pic<lue *'
tribesmen who are on the watch to catch it at a disadvantage
when it quits its position, is a delicate operation requiring
•^
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nerve and judgment. It may be assumed that its commander
has noted his surroundings and decided on his course of
action in good time in view of the contingency of recall, and
it is most important that he shall have selected a good routs
and shall have informed his subordinates beforehand of the
point where the next halt is to be. "When the moment comes
to retire, the bulk of the picquet should if possible slip off un
observed by~tKe enemy, while a few especially active men
remain behind to keep the opponents occupied and, should
these perceive what is going forward, to hold them in check.
The withdrawal should be in driblets, care being taken not to
<1
stand up before starting lest it attract attention, and in the
meantime the files left behind should extend quietly so as to
lead the enemy to think that the full muster is still in posi
tion. As soon as the main body of the picquet has taken
up its new position the men left behind hurry ofE to join this,
covered by its fire and taking care not to mask this fire ;
practically the little party has to run for all itis worth, but
itdoes not in reality incur so much danger as might be sup
posed, because irregular warriors are bad shots at a moving
target, especially when they are excited and are rushing for
ward themselves.
The re-united picquet should fire a few
steady volleys and it should if possible make a pause before
retiring again on the same principle. The men must avoid
getting into clusters while on the move, otherwise they may
give their antagonists a good target to fire at.
Sometimes one picquet will cover the retirement of
Picquets
g each
if ne ground be favourable and ifall concerned
ano 'ther an(i
othe"^
retirements,
are experienced in such operations, the system of one line of
picquets retiring through another will work to perfection.
Considerable losses may moreover be inflicted on the enemy by
cross fire if he presses forward too eagerly to occupy aban
doned positions. The great principle to be observed of course
is
that parties actually hurryingJjjEjshaU^ have their^retreat
I
\ \ I covered by the fire oiotEer parties which are halted in favourable

a\

J

r
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positions, and which can therefore aim steadily. If by
mischance a man is wounded and has to be carried off by his

r\

\

r-*

comrades, the situation becomes very nasty, because it in
volves a little cluster of men for the enemy to aim at ; the
steady fire of a few files from some secure position however has
a wonderful effect in keeping back guerilla antagonists, for
these, however bloodthirsty they may be, generally have a
rooted aversion to exposing themselves to really dangerous fire.
It is when isolated detachments retire with no support to
cover the movement, that the regular troops get into difficul
ties and that ever-increasing swarms of clansmen get in
among them and commit havoc. If it can be arranged for
picquets to retire down parallel spurs, they willbe able to
afford each other very effective support ; the enemy willtake
good care not to attempt a move down the ravine between them
and thus each picquet willhave one of its flanks secured.
If a picquet bejoverk>ojkeji J^
and if in
consequence itbe impossible for part of itto slip away unnoticed
by the enemy, the best plan may be for the whole of it to retire
simultaneously and to make a rush for the next position
decided upon. Such a movement, if there be no covering
picquet to maintain fire upon the enemy, is undoubtedly
dangerous. But if tribesmen perceive that a detachment is
withdrawing in driblets, they willmake great efforts to out
flank its position and to make the retreat of the few men left
to the last a most perilous undertaking ; then, if some of this
rearmost party get hit, the whole of it may be sacrificed. In
the event of casualties occurring, the best plan will often be
to deliver a counter-attack or to make a show of delivering
a counter-attack, and the wounded should if possible be carried
back along a line well commanded by the fire of the covering
detachments.
It is a great point to keep the enemy from
getting so close to the wounded as to be allowed an easy shot
into the little groups which collect, and a heavy independent
fire should be maintained by the covering detachments upon

t>C
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points where the enemy may be gathering, so as to disconcert
the hostile aim.
"
Above all things is it necessary that, once the retreat is in
full swing, successive withdrawals in face of an active pursuit
should be carried out with deliberation as a whole, and that
picquets, or portions of picquets, acting as covering detach
ments toparties falling back, should fire steadily and accurately.
The enemy soon takes note of it should the fire be' at all wild
and acts accordingly, he becomes more and more yjgnture
some and may finally try a rush. As long as these guerilla
warriors can be induced to stick to their skulking tactics and
to shun the open, they cannot get to close quarters with the
rearmost parties while these are actually on the move, and
that initself is a great point gained.
Obviously it is most important that commanders of
Importance
1
C( vets and
of detachments in contact with the enemy
pi
lvl
nearest the
enemy getting should get timely notice of an intended retirement, otherwise
6
they may lose touch with their supports, or they may be
of intended
retirement,
compelled to conduct their own retreat with a rapidity not
inconsonance with the requirements of the case. Owing to the
difficulties apt to arise in transmission of messages, much
judgment is required on the part of the commander of the
retiring force, and of the commanders of isolated detachments.
There is greater danger of some party or parties getting into
difficulties when an action is abruptly broken off and an imme
diate withdrawal ordered, than when the force is retiring after
a halt where there has been plenty of time for communication
und where the troops nearest to the enemy have had oppor
tunity for noting their surroundings. Detachments in close
proximity to the foe cannot simply turn round and move off,
arrangements must have been made in advance, while on the
move they must be covered by other detachments or they
are sure tticome to grief.
Direction to
In retiring, picquets and detached parties should follow
ne l
mes °f the spurs as far as possible, they should avoid
by retiring
¦

*

picquets.
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ravines unless these are swept by the fire of other detach
ments, and it is of course essential that they should take a
line in general conformity with the direction followed by the
force.
The disastrous consequences of disregarding these
rules are exemplified by the following unfortunate incident
which occurred during the Tirah campaign.
A reconnaissance was being made by the Kurrum movable column up the
long Karmana defile into the Chamkani country. No opposition was
encountered in advance ; but when the retirement commenced, the tribes
men collected in some force and adopted their usual harassing tactics ; they
were however kept in check without great difficulty. A picquet of the
Kapurthala infantry which had been detached to hold a flanking spur,
however, met with disaster. Itwas ordered to withdraw at the proper time
and itreceived the message, but instead of descending obliquely rearward
into the valley and joining the rear guard, the commander and most of the
men made an attempt to strike the valley higher up with the idea of par
ticipating in the skirmish which was going on. The party got into difficult
ground and came in contact with the enemy higher up than where the
rear guard was they in fact missed connection with it and thus became
isolated. They found themselves, moreover, in an awkward side ravine
and the tribesmen quickly closed the ends of this. The upshot was that
they were eventually shot down to a man.

—

Experience shows that if the pursuers are roughly Pursuit often
handled at any point, the fate of those slain by the troops completely
enem 7 iB
rarely fails to exercise
a most wholesome restraining in* i£
•
roughly
n
remainder,
nuence on the
at least for a time. It is most handled at
*
important to bear this in mind because a sudden counter- starfc
attack when there happens to be a chance of inflicting loss
on the enemy, or a happily conceived ambuscade, or a feint
by which the wary hill-men are induced to expose themselves,
may stave off pursuit for the nonce and may even stop it
1

altogether.
The slaughter caused by the fire of the 15th Sikha upon the Z*kka
Khels when these charged out on them on the Tseri Kandao kotal, as
narrated on p. 224, was so great that, after it, the rear guard was able to
withdraw to the foot of the hills unmolested. The rear guard, indeed,
would probably have reached camp without further loss, but for night
closing in and giving the foe fresh heart.
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On the occasion of the second reconnaissance to Saran Sar, in Tirah,
the scouts of the 3rd Gurkhas covered the retirement, while the regiment
itself took up a position some waylower down and to a flank. The scouts,
by prearrangement, suddenly fled down the hill. They were promptly
followed by the enemy, who thus came under cross fire from the regiment.
As a result of the ruse the tribesmen suffered so severely that they kept at a
safe distance for the rest of the day. The fate of the little party of Afridis,
which was trapped during the retirement from Dwatoi to Bagh, as men
tioned on p. 323, had the effect of taking all the sting out of the pursuit.
Value of
counter

attacks when
in retreat.

The check may often be merely temporary. It is never
safe to assume that, because by some deft stroke the hill-men
have been caught at a disadvantage, have been punished and
have apparently drawn off, that they have really abandoned
the idea of harassing the retirement altogether. The effect will
frequently be —as happened at Tseri Kandao to induce the
enemy to creep round the flanks taking care to give the
troops a wide berth, and to attempt an ambuscade or to
devote attention to stragglers. Still, when in a difficulty, it
may greatly relieve the troops to choke off the pursuers even
for a few minutes, and no opportunity should be lost of doing
so. It is extraordinary how swarms of hill-men gathering
round a detachment of troops which is retreating and is
apparently in peril of annihilation, will give way if this
suddenly assumes the offensive. While some of the party
advance boldly with bayonets fixed, the remainder may be
able to remove the wounded a considerable distance and to
take up a good position for covering the retirement of those
who have turned on the enemy.

—

The value of a counter-attack is demonstrated by the followingincident,
as related by Lieutenant Winston Churchill, his graphic account of the
earlier part of the withdrawal of these two companies of the 35th Sikhs

being
unfortunately too long to reproduce.
" The
retirement continued. Five or six times the two companies, now
concentrated, endeavoured to stand. Each time the tribesmen pressed
round both flanks. They had the whole advantage of ground, and com
manded as wellas outflanked the Sikhs. At length the bottom of the spur
was reached, and the remainder of the two companies turned to bay in the
nullah with fixed bayonets. The tribesmen came on impetuously, but
stopped 30 yards away, howling, firing and waving their swords.
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"

No troops were in sight except our cavalry, who could be seen retiring
in loose squadron column
The Sikhs, who numbered perhaps 60,
were hard pressed and fired without effect. Then
' some one who it was is
uncertain ordered the bugle to sound the charge.'
The shrill notes
rang out not once, but a dozen times. Everyone began to shout.
The
officers waved their swords frantically. Then the Sikhs commenced to move
slowly forward towards the enemy, cheering. It was a supreme moment.
The tribesmen turned and began toretreat. Instantly the soldiers opened a
steady fire, shooting down their late persecutors with savage energy."

—

—

It is hardly necessary ,to say that nullahs should be Eavines to be
n -i
?
t
¦rvmirfF***--**-'-*- -¦-,-¦- on avoided, and
points
commanding
avoided' during
a retirement, unless
juncfc jOn3On3 of
eiffier sicte have been picquetecL No straggling should be thf,se wlth the
valley to be
>»
-.- and constant watchr must be
n
allowed,
speedily
kept on the flanks,
especially if the rear guard be covering the withdrawal of a guarc
baggage column. In following the line of a valley, as is so
often the case when a force withdraws, the dangerous points
for the baggage are where minor ravines and gorges debouch
into the main one. Even ifthe heights are effectively crowned,
parties of marauders can often get down these subsidiary
defiles unseen, and can rush out to cut up followers, to throw
animals into confusion, and even to overwhelm small groups of
soldiers. These junctions should be held tillthe rear guard
comes up, or at least tillitis close at hand ; the troops for the
purpose drop off from the main body as itmarches along. Itis
especially important to take this precaution incase the heights
have not been picqueted, as may sometimes be the case owing
to their inaccessibility or to there not being sufficient men for
the purpose. When itis a case of protecting a baggage column,
the parties to hold the junctions should take up position
before the transport reaches the place, i.e., they should be
|
detached from troops inadvance of the baggage column.
retiring over^ unknown ground in the hills
When
it is Men to beV^
> ,
„
v -m«««^««**«h*^^
sent on ahead
very important
trustworthy
to send on
men to reconnoitre to g itlie
any possibility 6f the force getting route in
thTground, and to prevent
•
unknown
77
i
by a precipice, country.
into a cut de sac or being brought up short
Lieutenant-Colonel Pollock, in "Notes
on Hill Warfare,"
"
mentions the following occurrence : Some years ago, in
•-t

ii

n(
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retiring from the crest of the Kohat Pass, a body of men,
knowing the way, moved straight down the hill, The
Afridis saw their mistake at once and pressed them back
think about forty men
on to the precipice below them, and I
were shot or fell over it." Had the picquet of the Kapur
thala Sikhs, referred to on p. 333, observed this precaution
of sending men ahead, they would probably not have got into
the defile where they eventually perished.
Finally, in withdrawals and retreats inhill warfare, it is
[
not

V\

/Pace of
column to
regulated
thai of rea
guard.

rv

impossible to insist too strongly upon the necessity of touch
"Being kept "Between the front and rear, and upon
recog
nition by all concerned, th^t it is the duty of the leading

the^

troops to support the rear guard, just as itis the duty of the
mam bocly of the rear guard tosupport "tne'picquets ancTcletach
m^nEswnich are in immediate contact with the enemy. On no
accouSiTmust the units at the head of the column press on,
leaving those in rear to look after themselves as best they can.
The following paragraph of a memorandum issued by Sir W.
Lockhart, while stationed at Maidan in Tirah, may be quoted
"
on this subject : Under no circumstances whatever should
any of the troops return to camp without direct orders from
the officer commanding the force engaged until the successful
withdrawal of the whole force is assured, for if the troops in
the front or in advanced positions have reason to think that
they are not supported in rear, and willnot be backed up
tillthey have passed through the lines covering their with
drawal, they naturally are apt to lose heart and heavy loss
or disaster may result."
Ti e theory
The theory of a rear-guard's duty in European warfare is
that
it must protect the rest of the army from attack, that it
duties inhill
war.are.
must keep the enemy at bay at all hazards so as to give the
force the retreat of which itis covering plenty of time to get
away, and that, ifit achieves this object the fact of its being
as a fighting body wiped out of existence is quite in accord
ance with the fitness of things, however regrettable it may
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be. That these conditions do not apply to small wars in
general has already been pointed out in Chapter XII,and
in no nature of small war are they so wholly inapplicable as
in the case of conflict with guerilla warriors in a mountainous
theatre of operations.
Few armies, ancient or modern, have not been able to
point to some page in their history, where the devotion of a
few brave men remaining behind after a lost battle has kept
the foe at bay for a season, and has saved their comrades
from destruction. There is a glamour about these rear-guard
exploits scarcely to be found in any other operation of war.
But in struggles with guerilla mountaineers there rarely is
any scope for them. Campaigning against such antagonists
a rear-guard could scarcely sacrifice itself if it wished to,
because it takes two to make a fight and the average Pathan
has no fancy for the risks involved in closing in upon a body
of determined soldiers and in annihilating them. On the
contrary, if the rear-guard halts and shows an inclination
to battle on to the bitter end where it stands, the hillman
promptly slips round its flanks and harries the main body or
the baggage, whichever may be most convenient.
Just
brought
body
the same result willbe
about should the main
push on regardless of the rear-guard ; for the enemy will
detect that there is a gap with lightning rapidity, and will
get between the rear-guard and what itis trying to cover. A
column in retreat should as it were resemble a snake
or lizard, which feels any pressure on its tail along the whole
length of its body ; and the only means of approximating to
this is to ensure that constant touch be kept from front to
rear not from rear to front. Of course this applies not
only to the column as a whole, but also to the rear-guard
itself. The main body of the rear-guard should regulate its
pace by that of its outermost detachments.
..«*,
Moreover, as a general rule, the force which is retiring
is doing so for its own convenience.
Not only is it usually
' V
(8336)
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more than a match for the enemy in a stand-up fight, but it
is so much stronger that, so long as itadvances or stands still,
the foe shuns all contact with it. Only when it turns to
withdraw do the tribesmen pluck up courage to harass the
hindmost troops, because they know that these have a diffi
cult task to perform and that, relatively to the strength
of the force, they are not numerous. Therefore the whole of
the troops, if possible, or at least a considerable portion of
them, should be kept well inhand and ready to support the
rear-guard if the enemy becomes too bold. To be able to
do this rapidly and effectively, a gap must on no account be
allowed to occur inthe retiring column, otherwise the reinforce
ments willnot be at hand when they may be wanted.
Of course the conditions differ considerably according as
the retiring force is, or is not, accompanied by its baggage.
A column sent out on reconnaissance for the day has clearly
a great advantage over a body of troops which is moving with
all its impedimenta from one place to another. In the latter
case there willalmost inevitably be a string of baggage animals,
extending over a considerable distance and offering a great
extent of flank to the enterprises of a guerilla foe. To lay
down what should be the order of march of a column which is
retiring accompanied by its transport, the first point to be
considered is whether the flanks, of the line of march have
been secured by picqueting the heights. Supposing the
flanks to have been so secured independently of the force
itself, a very small advanced guard would head the column,
followed by the transport with a small escort, which would
move as rapidly as possible ; then would come the main
body, but this would regulate its pace by that of the rear
guard, not of the baggage, the defence of which would be
in the hands of its own escort. On the other hand, if the
column has to secure its own flanks by detaching picquets
as it moves along, the advanced guard must be of sufficient
strength to be able to perform this task. In any case,
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required for picqueting the flanks,
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guard
—
is
behind
the
not
in
front
of
it.
The
transport,
only
duties
exception to this is when the rear guard is obviously capable
of beating off any possible attack. The story told on p. 175
or for actual rear

of what occurred in the Bara valley, on the occasion when
Major Downman and his little force were out all night, illus
trates this.
Awkward as is the problem of conducting a retirement
through difficult mountainous country, pursued by agile,
resolute, guerilla warriors who thoroughly know the ground,
it is after all, like every other military operation, a question
of adapting manoeuvres to the special circumstances of the
case. Certain rules must be observed, certain precautions
must be taken, a certain amount of skill must be displayed
in handling the troops, otherwise the force willsuffer serious
loss and may even meet with terrible disaster. But the
—
regulars enjoy at least this one great advantage they know
almost for certain that it is when they fall back that the tug
of war begins, they know what they have to look for, and they
can make preparations accordingly.
Up to the present, hill warfare has been in the main con- Eemarks
sidered in this chapter as taking place in theatres of war
where the mountain sides are bare of forest growth. But hills,
operations often take place in valleys and on spurs and
crests, where the whole country is clothed with undergrowth
and trees.
At first sight it would appear that when
such topographical features present themselves, they must
add greatly to the difficulties of the regular army. But
in reality this is not necessarily the case. The tribesmen
of the Himalayas and other ranges around the outskirts of
the Indian empire do not seem to practise the plan of cutting
down trees on the hill sides, and launching them on the
heads of the soldiery, which the Tyrolese found so effectual.
For other reasons bush or forests on the slopes rather favour
the troops than otherwise.
y 2
(8336)
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In the next chapter bush warfare willbe considered, and
it must be admitted that it is sometimes hard to draw the
line where hill warfare ends and where bush warfare begins.
Forests, especially if there be undergrowth, undoubtedly help
to cloak the movements of guerillas. Large bodies of moun
taineers may be able to move unseen along a pine-clad hill
side, where they would have shrapnel bursting about their
ears were there no trees to conceal them. But, on the other
hand, the cover makes it far more difficult for the enemy to
know exactly what the troops are doing, and tribesmen, who
have such a wholesome horror of having their retreat cut by
their antagonists, do not like to be in ignorance on such
points. Moreover trees interfere with sniping —when the
slopes are overgrown itis almost always more difficult to see
the bottom of the valley from the heights, than when they
are bare. Of course much depends upon the nature of the
foliage. Trees of the pine class on steep declivities generally
take the form of a long stem with a tuft on the top, and
afford little cover ; bushes and scrub, on the other hand, grant
almost complete protection from view. The case quoted on
p. 328 of the Ist Sikhs and the Waziris, shows how close hillmen can lie if there is jungle on the slopes. When the Afridis
made the final onslaught on General Westmacott s rear -guard,
mentioned on p. 317, they crept up to the troops concealed
by undergrowth. Iti's interesting to note that, on the only
occasion during the Tirah campaign where the tribesmen
adopted the traditional Pathan tactics of a downhill charge
of swordsmen —at Tseri Kandao, the Zakka Khels who
made the attempt had gathered under shelter of a wood,
and it was from the cover of this that they dashed out upon
<c
the troops.
Flankers in
In marching through mountainous country, where^the
such terrain
hills are covered with dense forests, flankers must be station
"**ary. They cannoOTeep a proper look-out and at the same time
traverse sucF^SfEcult ground. But in such terrain the

>O
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stationary picquets need not be pushed out

so far to the
bare
of trees,
slopes
flanks as would be the case were the
numerically
and being thus nearer to support they need not be
so strong as on opener ground. The enemy to do much harm
is obliged to get quite close to the column, and, that being
so, very small parties of troops, being less easily observed
/
than "larger detachments, afford a good chance of dealing
drMfically with attempted hostile ambuscades. The progress
of a column is always slow in hilly country, but when the
whole district is covered with almost impenetrable under
growth, its rate of march is dependent upon the rapidity with
which a way can be cut through the thickets ; operations in
such country present rather the features of typical bush
warfare than of hill warfare, and can best be considered under
the former heading.
In the Lushai country ithas always been a favourite plan Stockades. (
\
of the enemy to place stockades on the hill sides, flanking
\
the expected line of advance of the troops. Such works
should if possible be surprised from above, special troops
being detached for the purpose as soon as the existence of
one of them is detected. In those districts of the highlands
around the Indian frontier which are overgrown with forests,
ifc has generally been found that stockades replace sangars.
The attack of stockades is sometimes an awkward task and
their presence is sure to delay the general advance of a force,
but, in spite of this, it is safe to say that the construction of
defence works by the enemy in almost any form is upon the
whole advantageous to the troops. Defence works offer an
objective ; and even if the defenders suffer no great loss, the
fact of their evacuating fortifications which have been
carefully prepared tells against them. "Lamorale est pour les
trois quarts, le reste est peu de chose" is especially applicable
in guerilla warfare.
Before concluding this chapter it willnot be out of place The first re
to give a short account of a typical day's combat inthe hills, i
gar
0
/
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warfare,

illustrating the difficulties that unexpectedly arise, and
which affords noteworthy examples of the contretemps which
may occur in such affairs in spite of the utmost foresight
and of the most judicious dispositions.
No better example
could be found than the first reconnaissance to Saran Sar in
Tirah, memorable for the losses sustained by a part of the
Northampton Regiment and for the devotion shown by
officers and men under most adverse circumstances.
General Westmacott had at his disposal for this reconnaissance the
Northamptons, the Dorsets, the 15th Sikhs, the 36th Sikhs, a Sapper com
pany, and two batteries. The object of the operation was to visit and
examine a pass over the hills by which a track, much used by the Afridis,led
eastwards out of the basin ofMaidan. Although itis impossible on so small
a scale to portray the intricacies of the terrain, especially where the
abrupter slopes meet the comparatively level parts of the valley, the sketch
facing p. 344 willgive a general idea of the lie of the ground.
To Saran Sar Kotal from camp was about five miles ; to the foot of
the hills was about three.
The force started about 7.30 a.m., the
disposition of the troops for the advance being that the Dorsets should move
on the left covering that flank, the 36th Sikhs on the right, and the North
amptons in the centre generally along the line of the well marked track.
The 15th Sikhs and sappers were to remain in reserve with the batteries,
one of which was brought into action on the rounded hill, marked A in the
sketch, the other a little further back.
Itwillbe observed that a nullah runs along the north side of this hill
A, and that this is followed for some distance by the track. Some of the
Northamptons advancing up this were fired upon at an early stage ;but
the resistance was not determined at any point in the centre, and the regi
ment worked its way steadily up towards the kotal. The 36th for the most
part followed in support, as it was soon seen that no opposition would be
met with on the right. On the left, however, the Dorsets found themselves
confronted by rugged, awkward slopes covered in places with trees ;the hill
sides here were cut into by deep ravines, and besides making very slow pro
gress the companies worked offrather to their own left and lost touch with
the centre so much so that the left flank of the Northamptons caused
General Westmacott considerable anxiety at one time. Itwas found most
difficult to communicate with the Dorsets or to see what they were doing
from the centre, and some Northamptons had to be especially detached to
watch that side. However, the summit was eventually gained at 11 a.m.
practically without loss, and a halt was made for purposes of survey and
observation.
As Sir W. Lockhart wished to see the ground himself, the withdrawal
did not commence till2 p.m., which allowed about four hours of daylight
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to get back to camp longer than ithad taken th&troops to reach the kotal.
General Westmacott arranged that the Dorsets, whohad not advanced far up
the slopes, were to keep on their own side the right flankin retreat. The
36th Sikhs were to guard the left flank and to act in support in the centre.
The Northamptons formed the rear guard.
Five companies of the Northamptons on the left were to hold their
ground, while the other three, more to the right, withdrew ; this move
ment was carried out successfully without a shot being fired. Then the
five began to withdraw and the tactical genius of the tribesmen at once dis
played itself. Four of the companies retired without the enemy showing
any sign of activity, but as the rearmost one crossed an open space it was
suddenly assailed by a flanking volley from a wooded spur to the north.
Several casualties occurred and considerable difficulty was found in covering
its retirement.
General Westmacott at once ordered the 36th Sikhs to
reascend and help the Northamptons. After that the retirement to the dip
east of the hillA was carried out most successfully and was completed by
about 5.30 p.m., the casualties at that hour not being much more heavy
than is almost inevitable insuch an operation.
The day's fighting seemed to be almost over. The troops were practi
cally at the foot of the slopes. The enemy was evidently insome strength
among the woods to the north, but was very unlikely to pursue clear
of the hills. It was getting dark, so, all the wounded being reported safe,
General Westmacott sent off the batteries and ordered the retirement
to continue, the 36th on the left, Dorsets on the right and Northamptons in
the centre, each regiment having practically to look after itself, as when
night begins to fall any general control or supervision becomes impossible.
The 36th Sikhs, who were the last to move off, took the routs round the east
and south of hillA ;but the Northamptons, retiring round its other side, un
fortunately descended into the already mentioned nullah, and the Afridis,
at once perceiving the error, began to hurry down side gullies to reap the
benefit of it.
This nullah is a comparatively shallow depression, but it follows a
most intricate and tortuous course, its sides are very steep precipitous in
places and itis joined on either side by numerous minor ravines of similar
character.
Offering as itdid the shortest road to camp, with an easy track
along it convenient for marching by and for conveying wounded along,
having, moreover, been traversed by part of the regiment inthe morning, it is
not unnatural that troops, who were inexperienced in the peculiarities of
Indian mountain warfare, should have"selected a gully for their line of retreat
withoutpicqueting its flanks. The enemy withcharacteristic cunning waited
till the advanced companies had passed on and tillthe troops on either
flank were well on their way towards camp. Then the Afridis suddenly
opened fire from the precipitous banks on to the rear companies, and these at
once became encumbered with wounded. Desperately situated as they
were, they retreated slowly down the nullah, making what reply they could
to the hostile musketry but engaged chiefly in carrying along their wounded,
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of whom the number swelled each moment. 4 Fortunately some
panies of the 36th Sikhs and some Dorsets, ordered back in haste,
to the rescue and helped to extricate the Northampton rear-guard.
about 20, including two officers, had been killed, and over 20 had
wounded in the fatal nullah before the regiment got clear of it.

com
came

But

been

This reconnaissance is singularly instructive as an illustration of hill
warfare withstealthy guerillas for foe. In the first place it illustrates the
difficulty of control over troops launched into the hillsinthis class of fighting ;
the Dorsets were practically lost to the force at a time when their absence
A regiment saturated with Indian
might have been most inconvenient.
frontier tactics would probably have advanced more rapidly and have
kept touch with the centre almost instinctively ; but what cornea natural
to a battalion well versed in this peculiar kind of warfare, can only be learnt
from experience by infantry which has not enjoyed this advantage, unless
a special training has been adopted beforehand on suitable ground. Had
the wooded spurs north of the track up to the kotal been thoroughly cleared
by the regiment on the flank, the Northamptons might not have suffered
so much when the retreat commenced, and the retirement to the vicinity
of the fatal nullah would probably have been completed long before dark.
The prompt appearance of the 36th Sikhs when the rear guard found itself
checked on the summit, shows the value of making the retirement of the
main body dependent upon the pace of the troops as the tail of the column.
The delay instarting on the return journey was unfortunate as itturned out ;
but the retirement was virtually completed before dark and, had it not been
for the unfortunate route taken by the Northamptons at the last moment,
the regiments composing the column, having no transport to protect, would
have had little to fear from the Afridis once they were clear of the hillsides.
The dangers of a nullah, unless the crests on either hand are picqueted,
are vividly exemplified by what happened to the rearmost detachments of
the Northamptons. The troops on the flanks did not safeguard the knolls
close in immediately overhanging the depression, which should therefore
have been held by the regiment itself when it followed this route. Itis
doubtful if the growing darkness seriously aggravated the situation the
bad light must have told against the accuracy of the hostile fire ; but by
daylight the evilplight of the detachments in the nullah would at once have
been observed by the other troops. The winding course of the gulleymade
communication between fror^t and rear most difficult; stillthe imperative
necessity of touch being kept between head and tail of a column in
retreat, is demonstrated by the fact that companies of the regiment for
a time tramped stolidly on towards camp in ignorance of the tragedy being
enacted a few hundred yards in rear, where their comrades were fighting
for their lives and fighting for the lives of others unable to defend
themselves. Finally, the deft manoeuvres of the tribesmen, their astuteness
in restraining their fire tillit was bound to tell, and the instinctive grasp of
the tactical situation shown by the promptitude with which these semi
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savages, scattered all over the hill sides, swooped down upon the troops
when these fell into a snare, bear signal testimony to the genuinely war -like
character of the borderland Pathan.

Before quitting the subject of hill warfare itis necessary Scouts
to say a word on trained scouts. The idea of specialists in
any form is distasteful to many ; and it is no doubt in the
highest degree desirable that the soldier should be a jack-of
all-trades. But is this possible ?
The idea of trained infantry scouts working on foot in
advance of the firing line is one of the novelties of up-to-date
regular warfare. Their value has, however, been fully recog
nized for some years inbush warfare, and seeing that itis almost
always arranged in theatres of war thickly overgrown with
jungleuj ngle to organize a special corps of them, itishardly logical not
to accept them in the hills. It is open to question whether the
scouts should not form an independent body, rather than detach
ments of them forming part of each battalion. Of the services
of the Gurkha scouts in Tirah there can be no two opinions.
Whether the expeditionary force as a whole accounted for
many more Orukzais and Afridis than its own list of casual
ties amounted to, is doubtful ; but the scouts beyond ques
tion killed such a number of tribesmen that their own trifling
losses seem absolutely absurd in comparison.
The fight
mentioned on p. 305 must not be taken as a typical example
of their methods ; it only shows that when put to it they
could bring off a good thing on quite different lines.. Ordi
narily they acted as skirmishers thrown out on the hill sides
ahead of the column. They treated the tribesmen in their
own coin, watching them, stalking them, and superior to them
to the extent that the man who is determined to get at his
opponent is superior to the man who is determined that his
opponent shall not get at him. They were up to every trick,
they could move as fast as the fleetest of the tribesmen, and
they made themselves a terror to the enemy by night and by
day.
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To hope that the average soldier could be trained to attain
so high a state of perfection at such difficult work without the
requisite terrain being available for practising over in peace
time, would be delusive. It would seem wisest to accept the
inevitable, to consider special scouts for hill warfare as a
necessary consequence of a mountain frontier, and to leave
noEning undone likely to add to their efficiency in future
campaigns.
The question of outposts will be dealt with under the
head of service of security in Chapter XXVI,and need not
be considered here.
In this chapter the examples given in support of theories
and suggestions put forward have been drawn almost entirely
from the campaigns on the Panjab frontier in1897-98. This
is not because many of the difficulties to which regular troops
are exposed in such conflicts, and the best mode of over
coming them, have not been demonstrated in other expedi
tions into the highlands where the Pathan is found, as well as
in campaigns in the Caucasus, in Switzerland, and in parts of
Spain. Itis because no operations of recent years have afforded
so vivid a picture of what warfare in the mountains means.
In the Ambela Campaign the losses were proportionately far
severer than in Tirah. In Waziristan and the Black Moun
tain the peculiar conditions of hill warfare were admirabh
illustrated. The guerillas whom the Russians had to deal
with in the Caucasus were as daring and adventurous as any
class on the Indian border. But the outbreak 01 1897-98 is
still fresh in our recollection, many of the incidents which
occurred in the consequent punitive expeditions were keenly
and not always wisely criticized, and there can be no question
that the operations in the Afridi country presented difficul
ties to Sir W. Lockhart's forces, such as no regular trcops
have been beset with in a mountainous theatre of war within
living memory.
That these difficulties were to a certain extent heightened
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by the want of experience and training among parts of the
army engaged is fully admitted. The tactics which guerilla
warfare in the hills necessitates, are as distinct from the
operations which the armament of to-day brings forth on the
modern battle-field, as the stealthy cut-throat of the TransIndus highlands is distinct from the Pomeranian grenadier.
To a soldiery accustomed only to drill-book manoeuvres prac
tised on gentle undulations, a few of the simple maxims known
to every Gurkha havildar are, when retiring down a moun
tain side in the gloaming .dogged by ferocious clansmen, worth
a whole folio of Prince Kraft. At almost any moment some
portion of the military forces of the British empire may be
called upon to engage in hill warfare, and although the art
of manoeuvre in face of an enemy can only be fully acquired
by actual experience, an acquaintance with its theoretical
principles cannot fail to be of some service in the hour of
trial.
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Comparison° Bush warfare presents many characteristics similar to those
wni°n are found to arise in operations against hill tribes,
generaT
features of l
n the first place the enemy adheres, as a general rule, rigidly
and ot hill
to the guerilla mode of fighting. Then again itis the serious
warfare.
obstacles constantly opposed in the way of the troops by the

cry

topographical features of the country which constitute one
of the main difficulties of such warfare. Moreover, itis found
that in the bush as among the hills, a regular force must be
ever on the watch against hostile enterprises directed upon
its flanks and rear, whether it be halting or be on the move.
Campaigns in such terrain are almost always prolonged,
they are rarely marked by brilliant episodes^ of war, and
they are extremely tedious and harassing to a disciplined
soldiery. In all these respects bush warfare resembles the hill
warfare treated of in the last chapter. But in other respects,
the operations of regular troops when they take place in
districts covered with undergrowth and jungle, must of
necessity differ widely from the mode of fighting adopted
when in conflict with mountaineers.
the first place the adversaries against whom the trained
soldiers find themselves pitted in bußirsgacfajre are rarely by
nature very warlike. They no doubt fight bravely enough
at times. They are quick of movement, are cunning, and
often display astonishing endurance. But, on the other hand,
they have not the love of war forits ownsake nor the sporting
—
instincts if they can be so described of the hill-manThis comparison, is, of course, merely a general one. The
Maories in their day were certainly to the full as warlike as
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most of the hill tribes of highland Burma ;but it would be
absurd to place the races of West Africa on the same platform

as warriors with the Pathans and Gurkhas of the Indian
frontier. The savage denizen of the tropical forest is, it must
be confessed, rather a poor creature as a fighting man, and this
is a fact which necessarily influences the conduct of operations
in bush and jungle as a whole to a remarkable extent.
Moreover the adversaries usually met with by regular troops
inbush warfare are jrery badly armed— this does not, needless
to say, follow as a matter of course, but itis usually found to
be the case. Having no breech-loading rifles, and being obliged
to let the troops approach fairly close to them before they can
fire with any hope of doing harm, their usual plan is to blaze rp
off a sudden ill-aimed volley and then to scuttle away to a
place of safety.
"
"
In the last chapter
sniping has several times been
referred to. There is none of this inbush warfare. The troogs
are seldom exposed to the long range fire of individual foemen,
and there is in consequence no need for flanking parties thrust
out to considerable distances to protect the force from snipers.
Any fighting which takes place must indeed almost neces
sarily be at comparatively speaking close quarters, and thus
the disciplined soldiers are given better opportunities of strik
ing home than they are likely to get on rugged hill sides.
Moreover it will always be the case that, however well the
savage may know his way through his thickets, the movements
of columns of regulars. JjtL,t]je bush cannot be observed by the
enemy as effectively as in a mountain country.
But against all this has to be set the fact that forestsjmd
jungles ofier great opportunities to the foe for forming am
. i
bushes and for carrying out petty but harassing and damaging
surprises. Insuch terrain the range of firearms is of necessity $
restricted, and in consequence the weapons of precision with
which the regulars are supplied lose much of their efficacy.
The physical features of the arena of conflict render the
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maintenance of tactical control in action most difficult for com
manders, and in consequence the disciplined force is apt to
lose that cohesion and that power of concentrated exertion of
its strength, which constitute the sheet anchor of a regular
army when operating against savages. In addition to this,
the obligation of actually cutting their way^hroughjthick
undergrowth, which is so frequently imposed upon the troops,
renders progress at times slow and most exhausting.
Transport often offers especial difficulties, owing to the
narrowners of the tracks to be followed, and to animals being
prone to all manner of sickness and to destruction by the bite
of insects.
The enemy, acting it may be assumed on the
defensive, has constantly at hand the jnaterials necessary for
running up stockades, a form of fortification which is in
reality far more efficacious than the sangar of the hills.
Lastly, theatres of bush warfare are almost always unhealthy,
noisome, fever-stricken tracts of country, where officers and
men become enervated by the heat, and where a disciplined
army is soon decimated by disease.
Bush warfare is essentially an affair of surprises and am
buscades, and experience has shown that corps of jicouts —
—
natives of the country are a great assistance to the dis
ciplined troops, if they can be organized. In the Ashanti
campaign of 1874, and again during the unopposed advance to
Kumasi in 1895, small corps of this kind, recruited from
friendly tribes, were got together and proved simply
invaluable. For work of this kind trained European s6ldiers
are of little use, and even disciplined levies are unsatisfactory.
Natives of the country can by day creep about the forest
paths, stealthy and watchful, bringing T)ack news of danger.
By night, workingin very small parties, they form an excellent
—
outer line of picquets experience proves, however, that they
dislike^movin^ about alone in the dark, and patrolling in
parties is generally a mistake.
Scouting inthe bush is an art in itself, an art which can only
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be learnt by experience and a duty for whichall are not fitted.
Natives of jungle-grown countries have a natural talent for
wood craft, for detecting footmarks and for noting details not
observable to the uninitiated eye. The objects of the scouts
is to see and not to be seen, to discover in advance where
the enemy is gathering his forces, where he is erecting stock
ades, and where he is cutting clearings. The lithe savage
—
can swarm up trees to obtain a look out a very necessary
precaution at times ; and if blue -jackets have on occasion
vied with the aborigines inclimbing, it must be admitted that
the trained soldier does not shine at such work. Bush warfare
is, it must be remembered, a form of guerilla warfare, and
therefore itis all important that when the presence of hostile
parties has been ascertained, they should be hit hard and
That being the case it is
should if possible be surprised.
essential that the scouts should not be seen, that they should
creep about with stealthy footfall, and should use to the full
the natural cunning which the lowest classes of humanity
are rarely deficient of. A strong and justifiable prejudice
exists against special corps of any kind, and as has been
already pointed out inconsidering the question of the so-called
scouts in hill warfare, it is certainly desirable that troops in
general should be trained to perform every sort of work if
possible. But scouting in the bush is exceptional ; itis best
left to irregulars enlisted on the spot, and this principle is now
very generally accepted when a bush campaign is incontempla
tion.
The scout who proves so useful in bush warfare differs,
itmust be remembered, altogether from the scout or skirmisher
known to all who took part in the campaign in Tirah, because
he is not under ordinary circumstances intended to fight.
His weapon is rather given to embolden him and to put him on
good terms with himself, than with any idea of his effectively
using it against the enemy. Scouts in the bush, have for
their duty the discovering of the hostile detachments before
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the troops come in contact with them. Once the foe is
detected, they are supposed to stand fast or to fall back after
notifying what they have seen, otherwise they are liable to
get in the way, and may even run risk of being fired at by
friends as well as foes. Of course occasions will sometimes
arise when the scouts may attack the enemy on their own
account. To lay down that they are never to do so would act
as a drag upon them, and itmight seriously hamper the freedom
of the officers who are undertaking the leadership over a class
of levies who are not very easily managed. But such action
would be exceptional, and would generally only be justifiable
when the scouts are far from support and when the opposing
forces are of small account.
Owing to the peculiar conditions of bush fighting, condi
tions which also sometimes obtain in combats in woods
during conflicts between disciplined armies, a special organi
zation of the infantry is very desirable when such operations
are about to take place. Companies of fifty to sixty files have
been proved to be too large a unit, and it has generally been
found that working by sections, or in even smaller groups,
is the most satisfactory arrangement to meet the case. The
French in Dahomey practically made the section the per
manent unit ; inthat campaign a section meant about twenty
men. In Sierra Leone in 1898 companies were divided into
sections of ten men. Once committed to action in attack
the sections or groups must be independent, and they must
look to their own leaders as they advance through the bush.
If the troops are acting on the defensive the same difficulty
of control does not arise as in attack, the force being almost
necessarily in a more compact order of battle ; but even so
the small unit willgenerally prove serviceable.
When the conditions usually presented by an engagement
in the bush to regular troops acting on the offensive come
to be considered, the arguments in favour of a group organiza
tion permanent during the operations, will be appreciated.
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Companies get involuntarily broken up into parties, which
may miss their proper direction and which are very liable
to fire into each other. Such combats are most trying to the
troops, the leadership is a strain on the nerves of the com
manders, and itis only by a system of thorough decentralization
and by a plentiful supply of capable subordinate leaders that
the men can be kept inhand. Detachments once committed
to a fight cannot be extricated, nor can their progress be
watched by the commander ; they are constantly falling into
ambuscades where they are received by a volley, which at
close quarters cannot fail to do some damage.
After the
volley the adversary evacuates his lair at once and gets away
before the men can charge in with the bayonet, unless these
are resolutely handled by subaltern officers actually on the
spot.
The Asnanti war of 1874 presented allthese characteristics to an excep. Sectional
tional extent. The theatre of operations beyond the Prah consisted for the organization
most part of forest land, the feet of the gigantic trees draped in a dense m Ashanti.
undergrowth difficult of passage. Paths were hewn through the bush in
the heat of action with sword bayonets. The topographical character of
the country was such as to illustrate in every engagement the difficulties
and uncertainty that beset disciplined troops when fighting in woods and
copses. The normal tactical formation of the Ashantis was a loose skirmish
ing order, which permitted them to display their aptitude for concealment
and for rapid movements through thickets apparently impenetrable, to great
" point,"
advantage.
One
wrote Sir G. Wolseley in his despatch after the
" stands
first brush at Essaman,
forward prominently from the experience
of this day viz., that for fighting in the African bush a very exceptionally
large proportion of officers is required. Owing to the dense cover an officer
can only exercise control over the men close to him, and for this kind of
work there should be at least one officer to every twenty men."
With a view to decreasing the tactical unit as far as possible, orders were
given for each company to be broken up into sections, each section to be
permanent during the war as regards command and for administrative
purposes. In action three sections were extended, one remained in support
from 40 to 80 yards in rear. This sectional organization worked to per
fection, and by its means the men were kept well inhand under circumstances
of exceptional difficulty. The various groups were allowed a good deal of
independence, and they used it to good advantage. At Amoaful the
different commands lost all touch of each other, and although the total
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ignorance as to the position of neighbouring detachments rendered co-opera
tion most perplexing, the group system prevented any serious disintegration
of the force at any point. On one occasion at Ordahsu a whole company
suddenly opened fire in all directions when there was absolutely nothing
to fire at, misled by the sound of musketry which seemed close by. Officers
were directed to work by compass, and the success that crowned their efforts
in keeping the rank and file under control, showed the value of the especial
organization devised to meet the case.

Tendency of
the enemy to
attack flanks
and rear.
Flanking
parties.

In the Ashanti war, as also in the bush fighting in the
Waterkloof in 1851-52, in the Maori war, and in most cam
paigns in thick undergrowth, the loss in officers has been dis
proportionately heavy. The reason for this is that they have
to be in front and that hostile marksmen are able to pick
them off at close range, and itadds considerably to the difficul
ties of such warfare. It cannot well be avoided, but it is
a strong argument in favour of having plenty of subordinate
officers. The modern principle of forming the infantry per
manently into very small groups should work very wellin this
class of warfare, but it has hardly yet been put to the test
of practical experience by well disciplined regular troops
under these conditions.
In busli warfare it is generally found that except when
very strongly posted, the enemy instead of opposing the ad
vance of the regular troops by barring the road directly,
endeavours to operate against their flanks and rear. As
troops moving through such country are always accompanied
by large transport columns, and as they must be attended
by stretcher bearers, spare ammunition, and other impedi
menta, even when going into action, it is always necessary
to move with flankers on either side of the line of route, and
with a sufficient rear guard. The column moves infact in the
form of an extended, elastic square.
The flanking parties may be stationary, detached from
the advanced guard as this moves forward ; or they may move
parallel to the column if the country admits of it. If the
rate of march is fairly rapid and ifthe bush is not very thick,
small groups moving parallel to the column may be the best
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arrangement. But if progress is slow the flanking parties will
often merely consist of a number of double sentries who remain
stationary while the column passes. The procedure to meet
the case very much depends upon the nature of the opposition,
the enterprise of the enemy, and so forth ; but ifthere is any
chance of a sudden attack, the flanking parties should in any
case be strong enough to keep the enemy at bay for the
moment without being reinforced,. Touch must be carefully
preserved, and great care must be taken that no extensive gaps
are left through which the enemy might penetrate. There is>
however, no need for the flankers to be at any great distance
from the central line of the column, as in such terrain the
enemy will rarely be able to bring long-range fire to bear.
Should the system of stationary flankers be adopted in very
thick country, it may be desirable to have a second and even
a third line of them, so as to ensure proper observation and
to afford support to the groups most exposed. If the enemy
be formidable and enterprising, it may become necessary to
contract the whole force into a fairly compact square and to
advance very slowly.
This elastic square formation was employed largely by This leads to
Prince Woronzoif in his operations against the Chechens gqu^ forma
beinS
amid the extensive forests on the northern slopes of the tion
very geneCaucasus, to cover the working parties which slowly hewed rally adopted,
clearings through the woods. In such fighting the arrange
ment is advantageous at times, even when the enemy's attacks
are merely of a desultory kind. It may be necessary when
owing to the thickness of the bush the force is moving very
slowly as must oftsn be the case in certain parts of tropical
West Africa. In Dahomey and Ashanti the French and
British forces found themselves operating against determined
savages in very thick bush, and the enemy at times pressed up
in strength close to the columns.
During the French operations against King Benanzin the its employ,
elastic form of square was their normal battle formation and Dahomey.
(8336)
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it was employed with signal success. Aformation which could
fairly be described as an elastic square, was only taken up
when an action actually commenced ; the troops didnot march
insquare, they marched inparallel columns so arranged that
by deploying certain dodies a formation approximating to that
of square was arrived at. The final operations in the advance
on Abomey took place for the most part through country
densely overgrown with jungle and bush, often so thick that
it was only possible to see a few feet to the front ;it was most
difficult for the columns to keep their intervals, their relative
positions being often only known to each other by shouts.
On coming in actual contact with the enemy, square formation
was at once adopted ; but there were often considerable
intervals in the faces owing to the difficulty of rapidly taking
up this order of battle in such, country. It was found that
the Dahomeyans gradually gave way before the French advance
and did not show much inclination to attack their antagonists
in rear; only a small detachment was therefore generally
detailed for the rear face, which sometimes there was no rear
face at all, or this was formed by the cavalry.
This elastic form of square offered the grea^,Mintage
that different faces or portions of faces could if desirable
advance against the enemy by rushes without causing con
fusion the effect was merely to enlarge the gaps. The enemy
trusted to fire, not to shock tactics, so that as long as the gaps
did not grow very largely there was no great risk of hostile
bodies penetrating through the spaces into the interior of the
square ; their movements were not quick enough, nor were
their onslaughts pushed with sufficient determination, for that
—
very awkward situation to arise the enemy getting inside
the square in force.
When General Dodds first organized his expedition he
formed his column into three groups, each complete in itself.
Inthe garlier actions square formation was not always adopted,
although during their progress the force as a rule gradually
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assumed aiTapproximation to the formation. Later on, when
square became the normal order of battle, it was arranged
that two groups should form the front and rear faces, while
the remaining one formed the two side faces.
When the
expeditionary force approached the hostile capital it became"
necessary to march in square, and the column was then re
organized and broken up into four groups instead of three-,
one fco form each side of the square. It was in this formation
that the final actions before the capture of Abomey were
fought. The square would at times open out, one or more of
the groups working of! to a flank ifcircumstances rendered it
desirable ;but the formation was always resumed again as
soon as possible. The principle kept in view throughout was
that the square was to be maintained till the action had
developed sufficiently to make the enemy show his hand —the
normal order of battle was not departed from till it was
clear that attacks were not to be anticipated on the flanks
or on the rear. The enemy had prepared entrenchments
barring the route which the column was following, and it
happened from time to time that in the thick bush, where
reconnoitring was difficult and hazardous, the square would
arrive within close range of these hostile barricades before they
'
were detected.
At the action of Amoaful in the Ashanti war the force Example
was, to start with, formed up roughly as a square of large Amoaful
dimensions.
The bush was very thick and, as had indeed
foreseen,
been
the sides lost touch very much in the end of the
front face which bore the brunt of the fighting. The rear
face during the progress of the action reinforced the frontface. But although the square formation gradually dissolved
during the course of the fight, it served its purpose in that
only small hostile bodies were able to work on to the rear of
the front face, through the intervals between itand the troopsto the flanks which had originally formed the side faces.
That the enemy was inclined to attack the column in rear,.
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shown by the fighting which took place at the same time
at Quarman a few miles further back, where the convoy had
been left under escort ; the Ashantis moreover closed in
between the main column and Quarman.
Advantages of
In this sort of bush fighting against fairly well armed
this formation
savages who can muster in large numbers, and where the
in bush
fighting,
terrain is practically unknown, the elastic square formation
was

seems excellent, at least at the commencement of an action.
An advance in line affords no protection tojfcke... non-com
An advance in column of route has a
batantservices.
front
and
permits of the enemy delivering a sudden
restricted
flank,
attack from a
thereby cutting the column inhalf ; this
formation moreover admits of no protection for the convoy
which always accompanies a regular army in these campaigns.
The bush was not generally as thick in Dahomey as in
Ashanfci, so that it was far easier in the former country for
touch to be kept up between the different sides of the square,
and for the commander to keep the movements of the whole
under control. But in any case the principle - of the square
formation is sound in this kind of fighting, because the flanks
afeldways' to a ceitain extent in danger. Even if these are
merely protected by stationary flankers while the troops are
on the inarch, there still always is a line of detached posts
on either hand which to a ceitain extent represent the sides
of a square, and there is, all round the column, a sort of
fighting line which can offer some show of resistance to hostile
attack from whatever direction it may come. Ifthe enemy's
presence be detected the flankers can be rapidly reinforced,
the advanced guard can be deployed, and the rear guard can
spread out so as to complete the square.
But, once it has been formed, the square is generally an
elastic square, not a rigid square such as regular troops adopt
to meet the onslaught of fanatics. The sides, or the front
face, or the rear face, can safely advance short distances to
attack the enemy, should such a course be desirable —only
*¦_¦
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they must take care not to move more than a very short
distance at a time. There should be detachments in sup
port of a firing line, no matter what direction itadvances in,
which should be ready to extend if necessary and to take its
place, so as to prevent the square formation being altogether
lost. To ensure, however, that there may be no serious
confusion nor complete disruption, it is essential that each
of the groups shall know beforehand what its particular
function is in the different situations likely to arise.
The baggage and supply train are nearly as great a trouble Baggage and
y
inbush warfare as they are in the hills. The transport con- Bupp
—
sists generally either of pack animals or carriers the latter
being the more common. As the paths are usually very
narrow, only allowing of coolies or animals moving in single
file, the columns stretch out to great lengths even if the force
be small. In some respects coolies are even more inconvenient
than animals as transport, because if scared they throw down
their loads and bolt. One result, however, of narrow tracks
and of pack or coolie transport is that, as in hill warfare,
the fighting portion? of columns must be small, otherwise the
length of the whole on the march becomes excessive.
: As the baggage column must necessarily occupy a lengthy Arrangement
™*Mm
stretch, itis generally best to leave this behind, parked under (Jc™e
escort and to clear the route for some miles ahead before
j-r^ n
moving it. Should this course be for any reason impracticable
Wmn^
iiwill,generally be best to break up the whole force into
detachments, each moving withits share of the baggage, with
intervals in between. Up to a certain point the smaller the
column is the more compact and manageable itis.
Moving with baggage the advanced guard must travel
very slowly, making constant halts to ensure that the carriers
,or animals keep well closed up, and that the flankers, whether
'jTthey be stationary or moving, are in their places. If the
flankers are stationary they join the rear guard when this comes
abreast of them. !But after $, time it obviously becomes

.
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necessary for troops to move up from rear to front as otherwise
the advanced guard would be reduced to an unsafe extent by
this constant drain. If the flankers are moving parallel to
the column this difficulty of course does not arise ; but their
advance willoften be very tedious and slow as compared to
that of the rest of the column, which will almost certainly
be following some sort of path. In any case there should
be troops in the centre told off beforehand to reinforce the

c

flankers if necessary, who must move outwards at once if any
emergency arises. If the enemy is met with, the bulk of the
head of the column should halt and the baggage should
close, up, every effort being, made to get the whole column as
compact as possible. When a column is thus impeded with
baggage, commanders of detachments whether inthe advanced
guard, inthe rear -guard, or on the flanks, should be cautioned
against pushing forward at once more than a few yards
towards the enemy. Too great eagerness at first may lead to
gaps inthe different firinglines just when the baggage isprobably
in some little confusion, and hostile parties may penetrate
through these spaces and do damage. It must be remembered
that the force is really acting as an escort, and its primary duty
is to ensure that the transport under its charge shall be
unmolested.
Action of
On the other hand, itis a broad general tactical rule that
troops when
in bush warfare troops when suddenly fired into should
Mired upon,
)
promptly charge towards the spot whence thej&re. comes.
To stanjl. stillis the worst thing they can do. Some difference
of opinion exists as to whether a volley should precede the
charge, although officers experienced inbush warfare generally
favour this procedure because it is often the only way of
causing casualties among the enemy. Ifthe troops are armed
with magazine rifles, magazines fire fora few second to start
with would generally seem the wisest plan. But above all
things the enemy must not be allowed time to fire a second
volley, and to prevent this a prompt bayonet charge is almost
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which, however, must not mean
more than a short sharp rush. Supposing the force to be
moving in the form of a rough square, the main point to bear
inmind is not to rush too far, and if necessary to fall back
after the cTTarge, should touch be lost — this is especially
necessary when safe-guarding baggage, or when the hostile
musketry opens without any warning of the enemy being at
hand, and the hostile strength cannot therefore be gauged.
Time should always be allowed for the baggage to close up
before the troops adopt any aggressive tactics beyond the
preliminary charge over 30 or 40 yards, which will ordinarily
be the distance of the enemy's ambuscade.
Of course if there be no impedimenta troops can act with
much more boldness ; but even so they must try and keep
touch with the nearest detachments.
Considering what a
theatre of war covered with bush and jungle means, and how
difficult it is to see what neighbouring groups are doing or
where the hostile shots are coming from, it is obvious that
warfare of this nature offers extraordinary difficulties. It
can only be carried out effectively if subordinate commanders
use forethought and judgment, and as long as they keep their
parties thoroughly inhand. The experience of wood fighting
on the Continent of Europe goes to show that even with the best
of regular troops, the men are likely to get out of hand. In
bush warfare itis often the case that the force consists ofnative
soldiers of excitable temperament and of limited discipline,
and this makes the task of the subordinate commanders all
.
the more difficult.
.«|
All this presupposes that the scouts, if there are any,
have fallen back on getting touch of the enemy. If the
scouts are suddenly fired into itis seldom incumbent upon the
nearest troops to support them —never if such a movement
would tend to disintegrate the general formation of the advanc
ing force. The scouts should fall back so as to unmask
the fire of the troops. Having detected the presence of

always expedient,

a charge
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hostile bodies and warned the force they have performed
their task.
It is often the case that very small columns are employed
in bush warfare. It will be remembered that the German
column which met with"disaster at Owikokero, as mentioned
on p. 255, consisted of under fiftymounted men. Very small
columns cannot of course adopt any formation analogous
to the square on the march ; they have not the necessary men
to spare for flankers. Therefore when bodies of troops consisting
of only a company or two have to penetrate through jungle, they
must trust to vigilance and to constant preparedness for all
eventualities for safety. Infantry should march withbayonets
fixed, and parties should be told off to charge in any given
direction at a moment's notice. Sir F. Roberts' instructions,
quoted further on on p. 368, were designed to meet such cases
as this, which were constantly occurring inBurma.
In the last chapter it was pointed out that small wars in
some regions combine to a certain extent the characteristics
of hill warfare and bush warfare, and some remarks as to the
ordinary course to be followed when these conditions present
themselves are to be found on pp. 339 to 341. In such terrain
moving flankers become almost impossible, and owing to the
topographical features troops are of course liable to be fired
down upon from knolls and eminences if the jungle be not
too thick. Even in this sort of terrain, however, the broad
principles of bush warfare hold good, in that the enemy
generally confines himself to sudden volleys at comparatively
speaking close quarters, and that the best mode of meeting
such tactics is a quickly delivered charge up to the spot whence
the fire proceeded. It is also worthy of note that in broken
ground stationary flankers, as long as they keep still and act
with judgment, have a better chance of detecting hostile
parties who may be prowling about or lying in ambush, than
'
'
they would have were they on the level.
The attack of stockades in the jungle is always a some"
what awkward operation, Natives make great use of such
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defences in their local quarrels, and are generally adepts in
their construction —itis interesting to note that the Ghurkhas,
now so famed for their offensive tactics on the hill sides,
showed remarkable aptitude in the rapid construction of
stockades in the days of the Nepaul Wars. Stockades are
by no means easy to break into, without the help of guns, so
much so indeed that it may become'necessary to turn them.
The French advancing on Abomey used to march right round
the stockades in square, but this plan has the objection that
the enemy suffers little or no loss. It seeim better to occupy
the attention of the defenders by a show of activity in front
while parties creep round the flanks to act effectively when the
foe attempts to escape. A direct attack is^ene^Uj met by
a volley which willprobably do some damage, and after that,
while the assailants are clambering over the defences, the
enemy slips off into adjacent thickets and is gone before the
troops can get a shot. A combined frontal and flank attack
is likely to achieve the best results, especially if the turning
movement be confined to a few picked shots who await the
cheer with which the main body delivers its onslaught.
Of course if the force be small and if its reaching its destina
tion in good time be of paramount importance, itwillbe best
to manoeuvre the enemy out of his stockades.
In Sierra Leone in 1898, a small force destroyed twelve stockades in a
single march by employing flanking parties to take them in rear. Paths
were cut from the main road round to the rear of the stockades by carriers,
who had been provided with especial tools for the purpose.

Stockades of course vary in different theatres of war as

regards solidity of construction and ingenuity in securing
a field of fire. Inthe Maori war the stockades or pahs were very
skilfully constructed, and were often of extremely solid
construction. Direct attacks upon them caused serious losses
on several occasions ;but the fighting assumed its most deter
mined character when the enemy's retreat was completely
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blocked ; the Maoris, brave as they were, generally fled as soon
as they found that there was a risk of being cut off. Fortunately
it is not often the case that irregular warriors in the bush
recognize the value of having several stockades supporting
each other inechelon, each preventing the next toitfrom being
outflanked. But if the enemy is wide awake enough to make

Movement
through very
thick jungle.

0
v. 7
s

such an arrangement, ilmay be necessary for part of the
regular force to make a wide turning movement., so as to
manoeuvre the defenders out of at least some of their works.
In very thick jungle, where the troops have to cut their
way through the bush with hatchets, one of the greatest
difficulties which they have to contend with is that the
enemy can build fresh stockades as rapidly as the force ad
vances, and that this may in consequence find it impossible
to avoid direct attacks on the defences from time to time.
In dense thickets the stockades are come upon very suddenly,
it is theretore generally advisable for one or more guns, if
there are any wTEh the lorce, to be pushed up well to the
front during the advance so that some artillery may come
into action at once. If from the nature of the case guns
cannot be got along, rockets at very shorb range may prove
effective ; their tubes are always easily carried.
When the bush is so thick that it is necessary to carve
way
a
through it before the army can move, the convoy
should always be left behind under escort, injgoj&e.form
of zeriba if possible. The force can then advance without
any anxiety concerning it. Having opened the route the
troops, or some of them, return to bring the convoy along.
It is generally advisable in very dense jungle to hew three
parallel paths, those on the flanks for the flankm*g~parties
wheiTtKe* column advances, that in the centre for the main
body and convoy, which latter should therefore be wider
than the others. While the parties are actually at work
they must be protected bycovering parties withfixed bayonets,
ready to act at a moment's notice. Clearings should be made
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at certain points or existing clearings should be improved,
to act as it were as stages on the line of advance.
If a comparatively speaking rapid movement is to be
undertaken along a narrow path through dense undergrowth
when there has been no time to cut flanking paths, it will
inevitably happen sometimes that, owing to swamps and so
forth, it is impracticable for the column to be protected by
/ (
flanking parties. When such conditions obtain, flanking
\
patrols^, of a§,|iye.s trained to act as scputs and mtended to
may
be found of
give warning of danger rather than to fight,
considerable use. They should be directed to retire along
their own track after firing rather than to close on the central
path, otherwise they are very likely to be shot by their own
friends — the scout always does run this risk. The natives
of Africa with a rifle and with a few round of ammunition
concealed inhis scanty raiment, can creep through the thickest
jungle and can traverse any swampy ground where an enemy
can go. But when a column depends on this kind of flank
protection alone, it must be very much on the alert and it
must not put too much trust in a form of side armour which
may fail itat any moment.
/
In bush warfare it is generally indispensable to be well Guides,
suppliecPwith guides, and to keep a sharp look upon the
-*-
movements of these. They are very likely to make off if
the enemy is suddenly met with or if any confusion occurs.
Steps must always be taken to insure that they do not escape
and leave the troops in the lurch. A corps of scouts, if these
know the country being traversed, may of course entirely
do away with the need for guides ; but if the scouts are
recruited from another district than that which is the imme
diate scene of operations, they cannot be depended upon.
ft
Itis always difficult to promptly follow up a success in this Difficultyof fa
kind of warfare, and this tends to tempt an enterprising foe succes^m the
to try the effect of counter-strokes.
It is a remarkable fact, busll and
•
consequence
-i-i-ir
and one which enforces the importance of keeping pressing on, of this.
1
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that it is in typical bush fighting such as occurred in New
Zealand, Ashanti, and Dahomey, where rapid advance is
impossible, tljat irregular warriors generally show a special
liking for attempting counter-attacks, even if these be not
driven home withmuch resolution. This tendency is oftenobservable even after some distinct success has been in the
first instance gained by the regular troops.
In the finalfight at Ordahsu before Kumasi in1874, when after the village
of that name had been captured by a resolute advance, a pause occurred in
the action, the Ashantis, after a short lull, developed a most vigorous and
thereupon brought up
determined counter-attack. A fresh regiment
" wasfollowed,"
from the rear to drive the attack home.
Then
wrote Sir A.
"
have ever seen in war. Without
Alison, one of the finest spectacles I
stop or stay the 42nd rushed on cheering, their pipes playing, their officers
to the front; ambuscade after ambuscade was successfully carried, village
after village won in succes-ion, till the whole Ashantis broke and fled
down the pathway on their front to Kumasi."

%

Such an intrepid advance is not always permissible in the
bush, even when success is assured and the foe is giving way
at all points. The troops in attack may have to feel their
way, and the enemy thus gets breathing-time and attributes
the failure of the soldiery to follow up their victory to timidity
or weakness. It is due to the deliberation which is usually
necessary in pursuit through the jungle that the adversary,
gaining courage, willoften attempt coimter-attacks at some
inconvenient moment. Such counter-attacks are liable to
cause a certain amount of loss and confusion if the troops
—
have been allowed to get at all out of hand and disseminated
it is inevitable, indeed, that in bush fighting individual
detachments will from time to time expose their flank to a
wary and enterprising foe. For this reason pursuit should
as a general rule be steady and deliberate, and, unless the
enemyls clearly on the run, the general direction followed by
all groups should be the same. Ifhostile parties attempt to
stand they should be charged at once by the troops in con
tact with them, but these should then allow the general line
to come up with them before they proceed further.
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The advance as a whole should in fact be deliberate, but
\
on the other hand long pauses are to be avoided. On the
\
momen
outskirts of a clearing itis generally judicious to call a
so as to secure cohesion, because the enemy is very
likely to be found in strength on the far side, and because the
open ground had better be crossed by a rush inconsiderable
—
foree a rush of this kind willdisturb the aim of the opposing
marksmen and will probably render their volley harmless.
Asregards clearings, it may be laid down as a rule that columns
must never, file along one side of an open space_unless the bush
on the far side has been occupied.
In the remarks made above with regard to attack on Danger of
stockades, the advisability of sending parties round the jnsuc h
flanks has been pointed out. It must however be remem- coantl 7
bered that inbush warfare special dangers attend division of
force. Inthis sort of country touch between detached bodies
of troops can only be maintained within restricted limits.
Cojiamunicatiqn by signal is generally impossible. Detach
ments, even when within a few hundred yards of each other,
are entirely cut off from each other, and do not know each
other's rate of progress nor movements.
On p. 182 a very remarkable episode which occurred in
Achin was quoted to show how in a country overgrown with
tropical forests, a force was almost annihilated within a very
short distance of support. That similar cases have not
occurred oftener is probably due to the fact that the need for
keeping forces of regulars compact when campaigning insuch a'
country, is universally recognized ; moreover, foemen so war?
like and so well armed as the Achinese are not generally
met with inbush warfare. Circumstances willno doubt often
render it desirable and even necessary to divide up a force
which is operating in jungle country and inactual touch with
the enemy, into separate columns for some special purpose ;
but, where such an arrangement is decided upon, each column
should be self contained, so that no risk of its being beaten

ta^^aTfc
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when unsupported shall be incurred. Great care musfr, more
be observed that separate columns do not fire into each
other ; this is one of the greatest dangers of campaigning in
over,

tlieimsh.
How to avoid
nmbuscadeß.

Impossibility
in some
theatres of
war.

By a happy arrangement of flanking parties or patrols,
ne force is accompanied by efficient scouts, it may be
poaaibie to avoid ambushes. But in spite of all precautions
the force must be prepared for falling unexpectedly into traps,
and

*

and must be ready to act with vigour the moment such an
accident occurs. In campaigning in parts of Kaffirland, in
Cuba, in Dahomey, and in the Philippines it has often been
found impossible to avoid being ambushed from time to time.
No precautions have availed to prevent the unexpected volley
out of tfie" busnwhich in these theatres of war the enemy
rightly looks upon as his best means of inflicting injury upon
regular troops. In anticipation of such tactics on the part of
the enemy the whole force, must be ever on the alert;, ready
to assume the offensive in any direction and at a moment's
notice.

SirF.
Roberta's
instructions
for dealing
with ambus
cades in
Burma.

In the instructions issued by Sir F. Roberts in 1886, 'for
the guidance of the columns operating "for the pacification of
To meet ambuscades,
Burma, the following passage occurs
of
followed by flight,
volley
a
which usually take the form
and which in very dense jungle it may be impossible to dis
cover or to guard against by flankers, His Excellency the
Commander-in-Chief would like the following plan to be
tried : Supposing, for instance, the fire of the enemy to be
delivered from the right, a portion of the force should be
ready to dash along the road for 100 yards or so, or until
some opening in the jungle offers itself. The party should
then turn to the right and sweep round with a view to
intercepting the enemy inhis flight. A party in rear should
similarly enter the jungle to their right with the same object.
The centre of the column would protect the baggage or any
wounded men. The different parties must be previously

—
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told off, put under the command of selected leaders, and
promptitude and dash. Each party must be
kept in compact order, and individual fire must be prohibited
except when there is a clear prospect." The Burmese, it
must be remembered, could be trusted to take to flight. But
more warlike races could not safely be dealt with inquite such
uncompromising fashion when the strength of the party forming
the ambuscade was unknown ; there would be the danger of
the enemy falling in overwhelming force upon one of the
detached parties, or upon the baggage.
Owing to the normal conditions obtaining in a bush cam- Eetreats in
paign, retreats and retirements are not so marked a feature of fcbe bush.
the operations as is the case in hill warfare. Eetreats in
face of the enemy are indeed so rare in jungle fighting that
in discussing the subject the lack of examples makes it diffi
cult to deal with it effectively.
The warriors whom regular troops have to act against
in this kind of terrain seldom seem to pursue with much
resolution or vigour, and, should they come up with a
retreating body of soldiers, a smart counter-attack would
probably bring them to an abrupt halt if it did not throw
them into panic flight. Even the Achinese seem to have
failed completely in the role of pursuers. Moreover in the
bush a retirement can easily be concealed, and a retrograde
movement would generally proceed a considerable distance
before the enemy was aware of it. Then again the retiring
force willgenerally be moving along a known track while the
pursuers may have to work through the thicket. But it must
be admitted that a really enterprising foe should be able to
make it very unpleasant for a force of soldiers retreating in
this kind of country, and this was found to be the case by the
German party ambuscaded at Owikokero. Creeping round
the flanks and discharging sudden volleys from unexpected
points, the savage inhabitants of a tropical forest could
greatly retard the movement of the troops, and the same
(8336)
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difficulty would be very likely to arise with regard to the
wounded as has so often caused anxiety inthe hills. Flankers
would be very likely to be shot when falling back to join the
column, and bringing them in,if wounded, might turn out to
be almost impossible.
In case ot a harassed retreat it would probably be best
to dispense with flankers and simply to march in as compact
a formation as possible, certain units being told off to charge
on the instant should a volley be fired by the enemy. Bag
gage, carriers, &c, should be sent on as rapidly as possible
escorted by part of the force, and moving by a path these
should be able to outstrip pursuers obliged to work their
way through the jungle. Troops in retreat when they have
to cross a clearing should leave a party to hold the edge of
the clearing next the enemy tillthe rest of the force has got
across ; the men left behind should of course rejoin the re
mainder at a double. The fringe of a clearing, away from the
enemy, should generally be held for some little time, and
during such pauses a convenient opportunity is afforded for
reorganizing the column. Guns would generally move in the
middle of the column wellprotected.
It must be remembered that in bush fighting a very few
rifles may impose upon the enemy and may induce him to
imagine that he is confronted by a strong body of infantry.
For this reason troops on rear -guard should be well spread
out, and should be instructed to shift their positions so as to
deceive the enemy. When retreating in the bush, ambus
cades might be employed with great effect. But the dread
which irregular warriors always show of having their retreat
cut off, and the uncertainty which must prevail intheir ranks
as to the exact position of the troops which they are pursu
ing, are, perhaps, the greatest safeguard which a force of
regulars enjoys in a retrograde movement of this kind.
In Chapter XXIIthe essential importance of infantry
fire discipline will be referred to, and some of the main
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points tending towards its maintenance

will be touched
upon. But it must be remembered that in bush warfare it
is very often the case that the "troops" consist, largely or
whojiv^of hastily enlisted, native levies with rudimentary
notions of discipline of any kind. To keeg the fire of such
soldiers under some sort of control in the surprises and
uncertainties of jungle fighting is a most difficult matter, and
one to which it is impossible to pay too much attention.
The Swahili and Waganda levies wasted ammunition to an
alarming extent during the suppression of the Uganda
mutiny, and itis generally found that such troops cannot be
got to husband their rounds.
The maintenance of a rigid fire discipline is one of the
chief reasons for adopting the small units^ for^nfantry which
have been found so satisfactory in the case of regulars. But
inthe case of levies an organization of this kind is impracticable
unless there are numbers of trained officers and non-com
missioned officers told off to the various corps. This question
of waste of ammunition is a very serious one in the bush war
fare which so frequently occurs inparts of Africa, and one for
which itis not easy to find a solution.
This question of expenditure of ammunition leads natur Searching the
"
with
ally to the question of searching the bush^ with volleys," a bush
volleys
method which was freely made use of in the advance to jBenin
in 1897. In that campaign the enemy was scarcely ever
actually seen, but the columns were constantly fired into out
of the jungle by individuals. Itwas found that while marching
along bush paths, occasional volleys fired into the thickets
had the effect of hurrying the enemy's fire. They caused the
hostile marksmen to shoot at random and at longer ranges
than they had intended to, and this made their fire com
paratively harmless. These precautionary volleys were made
use of both by the Houssa force and by the naval brigade,
and to save ammunition they were delivered generally by a
few files, not by whole sections or companies. In spite of this
(833t>)
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precaution they, however, gave rise to liberal expenditure of
ammunition ; but it was probably well expended ammunition,
considering the results achieved by the system.
During the operations of 1898 against the insurgents in Sierra Leone, a
place called Karma was blockaded by the rebels for some days. A small
force moving out to a locality some miles off adopted this system of pre
cautionary volleys inthe bush. But itexpended so much ofits ammunition
that it was obliged to return to Karma to replenish. Itso happened that
the conditions at the moment were such as to render a successful offensive
movement very desirable, the failure was therefore somewhat unfortunate.

Firing the
bush.

Conclusion,

Itis only in very thick jungle and when fighting an enemy
who willnot stand, that precautionary volleys would be used.
The Benis were very ill-supplied with bullets and depended
largely upon slugs. It was therefore very important to get
them to discharge their muskets at some little distance from
the troops, because the slugs were then prevented from doing
any harm by the luxuriant foliage ; they were well aware that
their arms were of little use firing through zones of thicket,
and they only assembled inforce at clearings, where they could
be satisfactorily tackled. The precautionary yojlejs really
aimed jather at keeping the snipers at a distance than at
driving off hostile bodies of appreciable strength.
It may be mentioned that in bush warfare the enemy can
sometimes bring advancing troops to a standstill by setting
the Ibush on fire. This is of course only possible in the dry
season.
The tropical jungles of "West Africa do not burn
reacßly at any time of the year.
There is, perhaps, no class of irregular warfare which it
is so difficult to discuss tactically as that which takes place
in the bush. So much depends upon the thickness of the
bush and the general nature of the vegetation that many
elements enter into the problem. But it has generally been
found that in the dense tropical jungle, where advance is
most difficult and where the maintenance of control over
troops in action becomes almost an impossibility, the enemy
is cowardly and is unsupplied with weapons of precision. Were
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the inhabitants of some of the theatres of recent wars in West
Africa brave fanatics like the Sudanese, or were they supplied
with magazine rifles as were many of the Afridis in 1897, itis
not easy to see how operations could be brought to a successful
issue without a deplorable loss of valuable lives.
Happily the warlike instincts of races inhabiting bushgrown territories almost seem to vary in direct proportion to
the thickness of the cover. When the country is fairly open
they are enterprising and courageous. When its whole face
is clothed in almost impenetrable thickets they are timid and
unskilled in war. The elastic square formation, which may be
indispensable to security when antagonists are formidable, is
therefore generally in practice only required in those theatres
of war where the terrain does not forbid its employment. On
the other hand in districts where flankers are an impossibility,
and where the column must feel its way forward depending
perhaps entirely on a rabble of scouts for intimation of the
enemy's presence, the enemy will, as likely as not, never
venture upon anything more audacious than a volley followed

by precipitate flight.
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CHAPTER XXII.
Infantry tactics.

*./"

Jf^pe of this
jrchapter.
*

I
N previous chapters dealing with attack, with defence, with
with hill warfare, &c, the question of infantry tactics
squares,
•
in general has .necessarily been touched upon under various con
ditions. But there are still some points with regard to the
chief arm of the service which have to be discussed. Fighting
formations best adapted in certain phases of hill and jungle
warfare have been described, but some explanation of the
formations assumed by infantry under more ordinary condi
tions in small wars are still necessary, and the reasons for
assuming them have to be explained. The very important
question of fire discipline has moreover up to the present been
scarcely touched upon.
The fighting formation of infantry in the present day
under ordinary circumstances would generally be a firing line
in extended order with supports some distance inrear, and
reserves SO me distance in rear, and a general reserve still
further back. The principle of sending scouts ahead of the
firing line has moreover been introduced in the British service
after experiences in South Africa. The above arrangement
is the product of the battle conditions arising from modern
arms of precision. The long range and the rapid fire of rifles
and of guns demand a formation presenting little target to
the enemy, and the extended firing line is a result partly of
this and partly of the necessity for freedom for the individual
soldier to use his weapon with good effect ; the supports and
reserves are intended to fill up the gaps in the firing line
caused by casualties and to give solidity and impetus to the
final charge at the supreme moment of the fight.
it
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a

But a fighting formation suitable in operations against
well armed opponents is not always applicable to the altogether
to
combats against applicable
conditions of the case in small wars. In
.MMMwe-o*
smWl wars.
irregular warriors the losses from hostile fire are not as a rule I
very severe. The scathing, irresistible stream of bullets which
II inmodern warfare has compelled the compact battle array of
a former epoch to give place to-day to a loose elastic formation,
is seldom met with. This being so, the main reason for the
On the
exisjej^fi^l-su^^^
3
other hand when determined onslaughts of masses of reckless
fighting men armed with spears and swords are to be expected, /
a sj^tj^e^jS^tiii^.Jine ha&--not Jjlp&.
and rigidity y
! needed to meet the shock, and when thisfirmness
is the case, the old i
shoulder to shoulder formation in.tw^j^n^Js^resorted^ 0 J
A feature in fact of the usual infantry formation which is Deep formagenerally especially noticeable inirregular warfare is that there in attack,
is so little depth. There is seldom need forTt in infantry Reasons
formations in small wars. The reason for this absence of depth
is, that on the occasions when a scattered firing line is
applicable strong bodies inrear to feed it during the course of
action are unnecessary because losses are slight, and that on
occasions when serried formation is essential there is no need
or reason for depth inasmuch as the enemy's onslaught breaks
itself against the fighting line. This absence of depth is
generally a distinct feature of attacks in warfare of this
strong reserves
nature. Owing to the circumstances
—
are not generally needed the object of reserves is to
fill up the gaps in the firing line, but gaps do not occur
fighting against foemen who, even when their weapons are
not antiquated, have not the ability to properly utilize the
firearms which they have in their possession. Troops in the
fore-front of the fray are not sacrificed wholesale as in regular
warfare. Moreover experience shows that the enemy, in firing at
the fighting line often causes considerable loss to troops inrear,
if the advance is made with large supports and reserves.

Reasons why

:.»-*-.,.,••«.¦«»¦..

-

-
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This was very noticeable in the action of Khushab inPersia
in 1857 where Sir J. Outram drew up his force for attack in
two lines ; nearly all the loss occurred in the second line
owing to the misdirected fire of the Persian army. The
great object to be kept in view is to developto the
fuTTThe fire effect of the modern rifle, and to push all men
tEat'Tan'*^alel[y be spared from the reserves into the firing
Ii
Iline.
Experience has shown that attacks can generally be
Proportion of
supports and pushed home by the firing line which opens the engagement.
reserves caa
generally be Some reserves and supports are of course desirable, but it is
the^ttack. generally found that these are used up rather in extending
the fighting line than in feeding it. The troops push on in
groups with rapid rushes, halting to fire occasionally and to
gather breath for a fresh effort. The losses are insignificant,
except when the firing line is brought to a halt by something
unforeseen under close fire of the enemy, or when ithappens to
be necessary to cross a zone of open ground under concentrated
fire from a sheltered enemy, as at Dargai. Irregular warriors
seldom stand to receive a bayonet charge. Only a small
percentage of such opponents will meet disciplined troops
n and to hand, although their inferiority in the use of the
anne blanche is generally far less marked than it is in the
use of fire-arms. Inattack, therefore, the object to be sought
for seems to be not so much depth of formation with a view to
feeding the firing"line as the assault progresses, as extension,
coupled with sufficient rigidity in the firing line to make it
secure "against a sudden counter-stroke. Practically, instead
ofirrffig^lfne,supports, and reserves well apait— three distinct
categorics —only two categories seem to be required, viz.,
firing line with supports close up, and reserves. Scouts in
front of the firing line will,speaking generally, be out of place ;
they would be rather in the way than otherwise, except of
course in bush warfare where, as pointed out on pp. 350 to
352, they are so often a special feature.
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In hill warfare it has very generally been found best in Attacks cm
oslllors
attack for an extended skirmishing line to be followed by l P
groups of supports only a few yards in rear of it, while other
groups in reserve should be only a short distance in rear of
the supports. Thus a battalion might put six companies in
the fighting line ;each company would extend three sections,
and have its other section advancing in rear of these,
from 25 to 75 yards back ; the two companies in reserve
would follow 100 to 200 yards behind the general line of
supports. As the enemy's firing line is approached the whole
gradually closes up, so that the charge, if delivered at all, is
delivered roughly inline. The companies in rear are, however,
often pushed off to the flanks, so as to make enveloping
attacks. In any case it is always necessary to fix bayonets
as the crest of the hillis approached, and the supports should
then get very close up. There is alwavsj^ ch§nce_of a charge
of swordsmen at the last moment_iaj[,ttac^g.g, heights held by
tribesmen ; and if the enemy bolts the right thing to do is
to rush up and get the heaviest possible fire to bear on the
fugitives before they gefc under cover, so the supports should
be handy to join in. When the crest is reached it is better
for the firing line to lie down for a moment. Hostile detach
ments willoften be in some position within range which may
bring a damaging fire to bear upon the troops when they
show on the skyline.
Considerable difference, however, manifests itself indifferent British and
armies as regards the general method of carrying out infantry methods.
attacks inirregular warfare. Itis impossible not to be struck,
when reading between the lines inaccounts of battles fought by
British infantry on the one hand and by French infantry on
the other, by the fact that the latter are more deliberate in
their movements, that the troops are kept more thoroughly
in hand, and that stricter fire discipline is maintained than
with us. In some respects the more dashing the attack is the
better, for the moral effect is greater, But on the contrary,
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the less the men are kept inhand in their advance, the worse
is the fire discipline and the less the enemy suffers. In
combat against such opponents as are generally met with
in these campaigns, the object is not merely to drive them off
from their ground, the object is to inflict heavy loss on them
as well, and unregulated firing is not calculated to deal
destruction in the hostile ranks. It may be laid down as a
broad rule that fire should be reserved as long as possible,
and until it is likely to be really effective. Nothing can be
more unfortunate than to alarm the enemy too soon by
musketry which at long ranges cannot cause many casualties.
In the usual British form ofattack there is emulation between
individuals, between groups, sections, companies, and even
battalions, and the enemy cannot face it. But the enemy
also cannot face the more orderly advance of the French, and
their deliberate volleys have done great execution. The
magazine rifle has been introduced since the days of Tonkin,
and volleys are no doubt now rather out of date ; but the
great point to bear inmind is that the troops must do execu
tion if their success is to be of any real use. When it comes
to a bayonet charge it will not be found that a steady and
systematic advance up to that moment militates against its
being delivered with all possible dash.
fire
In an earlier chapter it has been shown that a premature
employment of artillery fire may have most unfortunate results
in this kind of warfare —it may drive the enemy away. The
same principle applies to a certain extent to musketry. If
the infantry begin sweeping the place where the enemy is
with a hail of bullets long before they get near him, he will
as likely as hot take himself off at once. Innine cases out of
ten the less firing there is the better during an advance, tillthe
range is close enough to allow the men a chance of making
good shooting. The men are always keen to fire and this
tendency should be sternly checked unless the infantry is
evidently going to be determinedly opposed. This is a very
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important point, and the principle should be inculcated upon

--

subordinate commanders that fire is to be reserved.
But attacks in smaJL sthslmsl _not by any means always Formation at
delivered in scattered formations, and it is interesting to Telel Kebir
note that orders of battle, very akin to the time-honoured
thin red line, were adopted at Tel-el-Kebir and the Atbara
against opponents very differently armed on the two occasions.
Sir G. Wolseley's intention at Tel-el-Kebir was that the
assault should be delivered in the same formation as the night
march was carried out in, although discretion was left to the
divsionial commanders. In the Highland brigade, the batta
lions were formed into two lines, each consisting of two
companies of the right and two of the left half battalion
and the brigade was formed up in lino of battalions at
deploying intervals ; the march and attack were carried out
in this formation ; but before the assault the half battalion
double columns had closed in upon each other to such an
extent, that it was practically delivered in two nearly con
tinuous lines. The leading brigade of the other division
advanced in columns of half battalions at deploying inter
vals ; but it was deployed into line as it approached the
entrenchments, and, the Highland brigade having delivered
their assault before it had got close to the enemy, it assumed
Highland brigade
the attack formation. In - this case the ¦uMiiSwin
"
attacked . Jn^Jine^formation, because (as had been hoped) it { j
got close to the enemy's entrenchments before fire was opened.
\ *
The™siEßara zeriba was stormed by three brigades, one Attack on the
British and two Egyptian, each of four battalions.
The Atbara zeriba
—
formation was as follows : The British Brigade, under
General Gatacre, on the left, was formed up with the Cameron
Highlanders in front deployed into line, the Lincolns, Sea
forths, and Warwicks 100 yards in rear in column of com
panies ; the. idea was that Nos. 2, 3, 6, and 7 companies
of the Camerons were to overpower the enemy with their fire,
while 1, 4, 5, and 8 companies pulled away the zeriba so as
-t. -¦
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large gaps through which the other three battalions
would pass and deploy inside. Egyptian battalions had only
six companies each ; each Egyptian brigade was drawn up
with three battalions for attack and one in reserve ; the
centre brigade had three companies of each attacking bat
talion in line with the other three in column behind, while
the left brigade had four companies of each battalion in line
and two companies inreserve behind.
When the attack was ordered the brigades advanced, the
fighting line thus consisting of 29 companies in line, to within
300 yards of the zeriba ; then after independent firing for
some minutes, they rushed forward on the advance being
sounded a second time. The Egyptian brigades maintained
their formation tillwell within the defences. The Camerons,
on the other hand, breaking through the zeriba all along
their line, continued advancing. Only the Seaforths, being in
the centre, succeeded in deploying in rear of them, there
being no room except for two companies of the Lincolns ;
and the two Highland battalions became to a certain extent
intermingled in advancing across the successive lines of
intrenchments inside the zeriba. The first obstacle proving,
in fact, easier to surmount than had been expected, the plan
of the one battalion in line making gaps through it, and
then letting the battalions in rear pass through at intervals,
was not carried out in the end. In this case the attack was
delivered inlineinbroad daylight on formidable defence works.
It was foreseen that, although the enemy was armed to a
considerable extent with breech-loading rifles, the fire would
not be so accurate (especially after a heavy bombardment)
as TibcT rericler this compact formation unjustifiable, and the
order of battle ensured that the shock would be tremendous
even against opponents whose forte was hand tohand fighting.
If we compare the formations adopted at Tel-el-Kebir
and the Atbara to those usual in hill or jungle warfare, itis
seen at once how extraordinarily tactics vary in different
to form
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kinds of small wars. In bush campaigns the infantry work
in small groups inloose formation, each group ready to dash
forward independently for a short distance at a moment's
notice ; no great rushes in serried ranks to the sound of pipes
and drum take place as at the Atbara, cohesion is often
maintained only by sound and not by sight. Inhill warfare
ranks are only closed up actually at the moment of the charge,
or just belorelt when there is some times a chance of a sudden
rush down hill of fanatical swordsmen. But the principle of
reseryingfire^seems to hold good in all cases, whether the
troops come up against fn"e~Tiostile position in line or in
scattered groups ;the ~fundamental
-principle of attack
- - ' - forma
-<
.
tions in small wars is to getj^lose up to the enemy by what1
case,
suited
to
circumstances
ever method is best
the
of the
\
ignoring the hostile fire ifnecessary altogether.
|
It is remarkable how often it occurs that, even when a Tendencj to'*
normal battle formation of infantry is adopted, supports and and^eTerres
°
f rwa lto
the firing? line at, a comparatively
reserves ..are drawn into' •fw.'«-'--*-:--~i-^r-S
x
extend the
early stage of the fight so as to develop the fire. This occurred firing line,
—
at the* sudden Afghan onslaught at Ahmed Khel when,
however, the infantry were standing on the defensive, not
attacking. The tendency of the enemy to endeavour to out
flank the regular force often leads to this ;the troops are com
pelled to extend their front to meet the hostile manoeuvre.
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In the action on the Gara heights near Dakka in Afghanistan in 1880,
the infantry advanced to the attack with 300 rifles in the fighting Hne, 200
in support and 200 in reserve. During the attack the right, finding itself
outflanked by the enemy, extended in that direction. This left a gap in the
centre, but the gap was at once filled by the supports.

The supports and even the reserves are often used up in
this fashion. Itis not the purpose for which they are intended
in regular warfare ; but the system works remarkably well.
It is a striking fact that so skilled and experienced a General
°
leader as General Skobelef should have been strongly opposed pe ui-ar 8
to anything like dispersed formations in Asiatic warfare, views.
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" We shall conquer,"

he wrote inhis instructions prior
" to the
attack on Yangi Kala already referred to on p. 178, by means
of close mobile and pliable formations, by careful, well-aimed
volley firing, and by the bayonet which is in the hands of men
who by discipline and soldier-like feeling have been made into
—
a united body the column is always terrifying." And again,
"The
main principle of Asiatic tactics is to preserve close
formations." These maxims are not quoted as conclusive
on the contrary, they appear to have been enunciated under
a mistaken estimate of the Tekke powers of counter-attack
and of the fighting qualities of the Turkoman horse. But they
are none the less interesting and instructive as the views of a
great leader who thoroughly understood the art of war and
who never failed in what he undertook.
There is generally a marked tendency in small wars to
make the company the unit, although this is less observable
in the British than in the French, Kussian, and United States
armies. General Skobelef laid particular stress on this point.
Considering the battalion too large a unit inDahomey, General
Dodds' force from the beginning worked practically entirely
by companies, and later on worked entirely by sections ; this
was, however, a case of bush warfare.
Although French,
Russian, and Italian companies on distant campaigns seldom
amount to the war strength of 250, which is the supposed
establishment, they muster stronger than a British company
even at its full strength ; a company in the Turkoman and
Tonkin campaigns was generally about 150 strong. When
only small forces are engaged, the fighting unit is also neces
sarily small. The Russians have for years accepted the com
pany as the unit in their Central Asian campaigns, and they
always calculate the strength of a force detailed for a small
war by the number of companies, not by the number of
battalions. Although the importance of this company system
is most clearly established when infantry is acting on the
offensive, owing to the elasticity which it allows in that each

—

The company
frequently
made the
unit,
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company forms its own supports and even reserves, it is also
aTtmies a convenient arrangement when on the defensive.
In the chapter on bush warfare the special procedure in this
respect in Ashanti has been dealt with.
There ib one very important point to be noted as regards Attacks
infantry attacks in small wars a point which is sometimes
be
neglected inthe British service. When the enemy is evidently carried out at
determined and means to put up a good fight the advance paCe.
should, as a general rule, be conducted deliberately. Of course
where it is a case of cutting the retreat of an assemblage of
irregular warriors, or where some zone swept by effective
fire has to be crossed, the movement cannot take place at too
rapid a pace. But nothing has so great an effect upon un

—

disciplined^forces Jho^ng

a,

jDOsitiqn

¦

as a

sleaEy advance

against^ |ll§Si,;
except of course threats against their line of

retreat.
It moreover is usually the case in these campaigns that
owing to the terrain, the heat, and so forth, rapid move
ments are very trying to regular soldiers, and officers must
never forget that they have less to carry than their men.
The health of the men has to be considered, and the risk
which they run of chills if over heated by a prolonged
movement at a rapid pace. In regular warfare advance must
be carried out by rushes very exhausting to the foot soldier
because of the enemy's accurate and effective fire, and on
this account the tendency of infantry training is for attacks
to be carried out as fast as the men can go. But in small
wars there is not always the same need for this, because the
enemy's fire is not likely to be very deadly. It may be
suggested that this slow deliberate sort of advance willhave
just the effect which heavy firing would have at an early
stage, that it willdrive the defenders away before the troops
can get to close range. This does not however necessarily
follow. If the troops come on slowly and deliberately,
irregular warriors willbe inclined to hang on to their position
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till the assailants get fairly close, and then a rush may carry
them right inbefore the enemy can get away. Itis the last
two or three hundred yards which are critical, and, if the
assailants can get up as close as this with enough left in them
for a dash at the end, they may manage to do a good deal
of execution even if the defenders bolt the moment the charge
begins.
Once irregulars break and run the ordinary infantry
man has not the slightest chance of catching them ; but if
he is not out of breath and exhausted by rapid advance he
may do great execution with his rifle, and it must never be
forgotten that in small wars it is not capturing positions but
thinning the hostile ranks which brings operations to a
triumphant close. This question of pace really requires a
good deal of judgment on the part of commanders, especially
if the advance be made up hill. If the troops are hurried
they straggle, their fire becomes totally ineffective, and if
suddenly rushed by fanatics they may not be able to meet
—
them with a firm and steady front this actually occurred at
Barara Tangi in Waziristan.
The failure of the attack on Laing's Nek, which went so near succeed
ing, has been a good deal attributed to the fact that the advance, led by
mounted officers, was made too rapidly. The men of the 58th Regiment
were hurried up the steep declivity which they had to breast, and the con
sequence was that they arrived near the top out of breath, exhausted, and
incapable of making a final effort. In those days, however, the Bosrs were
very skilful marksmen, which made ithighly desirable to cross any ground
under their fire at a rapid pace.
In the Tirah campaign and during other oparations on the Indian
frontier in 1897, although the tribesmen were armed partly with breech
loading rifles and even had some magazine rifles, their aim was not generally
found very deadly. They made good shooting enough when they were in
ambush or were following up retirements and had got to close range, but
when being attacked their fire was generally wild and ineffective, causing
few casualties, so that a steady advance did not expose the infantry to
serious loss.

Infantry
crossing
especially
dangerous

zones.

There is one point with regard to infantry attack which
has not been referred to before, but which deserves a special
mention here. This is the problem of how best to get across
1
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a stretch of open ground swept by the concentrated and well
posted some distance away."
aimed fire of hostile bodies
"
Lieut.-Colonel Martin in" Mountain and Savage Warfare
says on this subject : When exposed ground has to be
crossed, the men should be sent across rapidly and in small
numbers —a second unit being pushed out before the firsthas
reached its cover. Itis fatal to allow the enemy to concen
trate his fire on one spot on reaching which each unit will
be shot down. Itis often possible to dribble men across a
dangerous zone in twos and threes, and itis remarkable what
a number of men can by this means be rapidly concentrated
at some point where cover is available." Now the plan here
advocated will work excellently as a general rule, but it may
not work always.
If the enemy be armed with matchlocks, if the zone be
short, and if the fire be not very heavy, the driblet system
iS^admiraßly suited for the purpose. The hostile marksmen
willbe in doubt what to aim at, and if they fire at one spot
the assailants who do not happen to be on that spot get
across before the defenders can load again. But when the
foe is sujyglied with modern weapons and is numerous, and
when the exposed zone ertendsover some distance —con
ditions which prevailed at Dargai —the driblet system is
fatal. In the first place small parties will turn back if they
find those in front of them shot down, they willlack that
feeling of confidence and enthusiasm which willcarry a swarm
of good troops across the most bullet swept spot, and they
willnot face the dangers that they see before them. In the
second place the enemy willin any case be able to wipe out
each driblet in succession before it can reach its cover. For
such a case as Dargai, one which, itis true, will very rarely
occur in irregular warfare of any kind, the only plan seems
to be that adopted by Colonel Mathias, to rush the greatest
body of men that can be got together across the zone of
danger, and to chance the losses, The enemy no doubt gets
2 b
(8336)
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a big target.

Losses will be severe. Failure to reach the
far side willbe disastrous. But on the other hand the oppos
ing warriors feel that they are being collared, they suffer in
morale, are apt to lose their heads, and end by firing wildly ;
it is almost certain that a considerable proportion of the
stormers willreach the far side in safety, which is, after all,
the primary object to be achieved. The driblet plan willbe
the right one to adopt in probably four cases out of five but
the fifthtime it willbe wrong.
These dangerous zones may occur inbush warfare as well
as in hill warfare. In campaigns in the jungle clearings are
often swept by heavy musketry Butinsuch cases the problem
is not so much how the patch of ground is to be crossed with
the idea of getting cover on the far side, as how to charge
across the open and drive the foe from the fringe of the
thickets on the far side. The enemy is not securely posted
at some little distance, but on the contrary is close at hand and
can only maintain his fire at the risk of being bayoneted.
The dangerous zone inbush warfare can generally be effectively
coped with by a bold charge in force across the clearing, and
the chances are that this procedure willlead to the enemy
flying through the jungle precipitately after firing off their
weapons. The driblet system is generally entirely out of
place, except when it is a question of crossing an exposed
stretch of ground with a view to assembling in some sheltered
spot beyond it before proceeding further.
Itis necessary now to say a few words as to infantry
tactics on the defensive. The defensive is an attitude so
seldom adopted in small wars, and then only under such
peculiar circumstances, that, when it is adopted, abnormal
formations willprobably be expedient owing to the existence
of peculiar conditions. Regular troops as a rule only allow
themselves to be attacked if the enemy be in very superior
force, or if his method of fighting inclines to shock tactics.
In either case it is desirable to present to his onslaught a
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compacter formation than the scattered firing line which is so
suitable in attack. In square such as was used in Zululand
and the Sudan, the infantry are of course formed up in twodeep line. The danger of attempting to meet a determined
attack of savages ingreat force by a scattered firing line was
shown conclusively at the disastrous fight at Isandlwhana.
In motion the old-fashioned line formation is difficult to
maintain, and inattack itinterferes with fire ; but standing on
the defensive these objections to its adoption disappear.
Against a two-deep line of good troops on fairly open ground
ghazi rushes, the charges of Sudanese fanatics, and the reckless
onslaught of Zulu swarms, avail the enemy little. The fact
of the troops being in a rigid formation under perfect control,
ensures the maintenance of that fire discipline which is at
the root of success when the conditions are critical. The
compactness of the formation gives the troops confidence
when facing a savage charge, and ensures that the line willnot
falter.
cd na d
No better example
r of the value of the two-deepr line for- ?^
li
the
brigade? at
mation of former days when infantry is exposed to the resolute battle of
"
ar um
attack of masses, could be found than the case of Colonel
Macdonald's brigade at the battle of Khartum.
When the guns had, as narrated on p. 234, precipitated the advance of
the western mass of Dervishes, the force was drawn up as shown in the
sketch opposite. Four out of the six companies of each battalion were in
line and two in reserve, except in the case of the 9th which had five com
panies in line. The western force attacked withreckless courage ;but the
steady infantry volleys and accurate artillery fire mowed the fanatics down,
brought them to a standstill, and eventually compelled the survivors to
seek safety in flight.
Before the overthrow of the western force had been accomplished,
however, the second and northern hostile host was already on the move.
Colonel Macdonald had ordered off the 11th to deploy on the right of the
9th, facing the new enemy while the fight stillraged with the western mass,
and number IIbattery came into action simultaneously between the 9th
and 11th. Then the 10th were moved across to the new alignment, and
the half battalion of the 9th was wheeled forward. The other -batteries
and Maxims conformed.
Finally the 2nd, which by its fire had com
pleted the discomfiture of the first assailants, was advanced and extended
(8336)
2b 2
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the new front on the left of the 9th. The battalions as they deployed into
their new positions put all their companies into line, so as to develop to
the utmost the fire against the second mass of Dervishes, which was more
formidable even than the first and which advanced with extraordinary
determination.
Colonel Macdonald timed his changes of front to the instant, his bat
talions moved with barrack-yard precision, and itwas demonstrated beyond
possibility of dispute that as long as their commander is prepared for every
eventuality good troops have, even when armed only with single loading
rifles, little to fear from the onslaught of a fanatical horde on fairly open
ground.
Infanlry

opposed lo
irregular
cavalry.

Great im

portance of
thorough fire
discipline.

It is generally acknowledged that in regular warfare in
fantry has nothing to fear from cavalry, unless it be taken by
surprise and except when it is in retreat. If this is the case
in campaigns where the infantry are liable to attack from
highly-trained, well-mounted and admirably-handled bodies
of horse, italmost follows as a matter of course that the same
holds good in small wars where the hostile cavalry is in every
respect, except at times individual swordsmanship, far inferior
to what may be met with on a European battle-field. Adepts
at scouting, excellent horsemen, highly skilled in wielding
their sabres and their lances as are the horsemen met within
Central Asia, in Tartary, and in other theatres of minor cam
paigns, as cavalry on the battle-field they are not formidable.
The great masses of horse brought into the field at Isly, in
many of the fights of the war of 1859 of the Moors against
Spain, and in Tunis, gave little trouble to the regular infantry.
Itmay on occasion be desirable for the infantry to form rally
ing squares when attacked by such horsemen. If there is
risk of t'ae baggage being molested, it may even be necessary
to form squares allround it. But steady infantry is safe unless
surprised, and ifgood fire discipline be maintained in the ranks,
itshould inflict ruinous loss upon the enemy's cavaliers.
Fire discipline has already been mentioned incidentally
in this and other chapters. Its importance is supreme. No
amount of dash and intrepidity in attack compensates for its
deficiency. On the defensive its maintenance during all
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stages of the fight is the surest road to victory and to the
compassing of the decisive overthrow and collapse of the
assailant.
Good fire discipline is the final test of infantry
efficiency on the battle-field, and it is the principal point to
be attended to from the moment that the infantry is launched
into the fight tillthe day is decided. Modern armament is a
mighty power, but it is a power which must be kept under
control or its effectiveness willsuffer. It must never be for
gotten that in almost all cases in small wars the great object
to be kept in view on the battle-field is to inflict the heaviest
possible loss upon the enemy. A civilized army may be
compelled to admit itself beaten as a result of the skilful
combinations of a great commander, but the speediest method
terrifying irregular warriors into submission is to thin their
ranks. This willnot be effectsd^by.wiJd, i™^trained[^fire of
excited men, unless the aim be steady and unless the sights
B'e'properly"s^b7tne re willbe noise and littleelse.
In some small wars the want of fire discipline among the
infantry has been very marked. In the campaign of 1859
the Spanish troops appear to have been little if at all superior
to the Moors inthis respect ; to this can largely be attributed
the numerous battles which itbecame necessary to fight before
the forces of the Sultan were finally overthrown. Vigorously
handled and determined infantry may be able to carry the
day without itin attack, but the losses inflicted upon the foe
willnot be serious. The battle willbe won because the enemy
gives way before the assailants, not because the hostile ranks
are decimated by the bullet. On the defensive the absence of
Well regulated fire control when acting against opponents
who trust to sudden rushes in great force, is sure to have un
fortunate results and it may even lead to disaster.
The battle of Khartum is the first example of combat on Magazine rifle
in the case of
open terrain between infantry armed with magazine rifles fanatical
standing on the defensive, and irregular warriors attacking rushes.
in mass, and it seems to prove that the new weapon settles
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for good and all any little chance of victory that the enemy
may have had before itsintroduction. Whether inconsequence
of this it willbe inthe future practicable to substitute for the
rigid square formation adopted at Ulundi and the earlier
British campaigns in the Sudan, a more elastic one admitting
of gaps and of the units having a greater independence,
remains to be seen.
But it seems impossible for hostile
warriors to approach infantry supplied withsuch arms across
any stretch of ground offering a reasonably good field of fire,
except at night. The Dervishes never got near the British
infantry, their phalanxes being mowed down and having ceased
to exist while they were still some hundred of yards off ;
but they approached to within short range of Colonel Mac
donald's brigade before its steady volleys laid them low.
The superiority of the new infantry weapon over the old under
these particular conditions, was shown conclusively by the
contrast between what occurred in front of the British portion
of Sir H.Kitchener's army, and what occurred infront of the
Egyptian troops. There can be no question that the superi
ority of the regular troops campaigning against this class of
antagonist^has been enormously increased by the change in
infantry armament.
The question
In the most recent developments of the tactics which are
of volleys and
considered adapted to the conditions of regular warfare, volley
of indepen
dent fire.
firing has been relegated to the background. Volleys are not
in conformity with that great development of musketry in
action which the experiences of operations in South Africa
and inthe Par East have proved to be indispensable. But itis
question whether insmall wars volley firing should not
Ojoen to
a
stiil*be made'rreelise 6fT~finmst beTemembered that infantry
detailed for campaigns of this class is not always armed with
magazine rifles of small bore, and that itdoes not always con
sist of troops of high pretensions who are inured to fire dis
cipline by careful training. Kules suitable for highly trained
regulars supplied with the most modern weapons, do not
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necessarily apply to infantry of a lower type who are armed
with older rfles and are from their nature inclined to get ou
of hand on small provocation. For such troops as campaigns '
inEast and West Africa are genSraiiy carried, oui by^ygHgyß
do not seem to be at all out of,elate, and their employment
may be theonTy means of preserving fire discipline at all and
of preventing a waste of ammunition which, unless itis checked,
may lead to awkward results.
Itused to be considered that volley firing by sections would,
ifwellregulated and directed, be found effective at a range of800
yards against a small section, 1,000 yards against a large section,
and so on, and assuming such targets to present themselves,
volley fire would of course be as effective against irregular
warriors as it would be against disciplined troops. But it
cannot be too strongly insisted upon that in attack, when
fighting against opponents whom itis difficultto bring tobattle,
fire should generally be reserved as long as possible. Under
the conditions ordinarily existing insmall wars, effective fire
at 800 yards range, whether it be independent fire or be
volley fixe, does not pave the way for decisive victory;
itleads merely to an abandonment of his position by the
foe. Officers have not merely to enforce fire discipline among
their men, but must enforce it upon themselves.
There
is a great temptation to open fire during the pauses which
necessarily take place in an attack, and the men naturally
like to use their rifles. But allranks must bear inmind that
as a rule, the great object to be achieved; is to get up close to
the enemy and to fire effectively on the fugitives when they
quit their cover. Itis interesting to note that at the attack
—
—
on the Atbara zeriba, independent fire not volley fire was
employed almost entirely by both British and Egyptian
infantry ; but there was little musketry tillthe front line
was quite close to the defences ; once inside the zeriba, con
trolof fire became of course most difficult,and itseems certain
that some of the losses among the troops were caused by bullets
intended for the enemy.
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On broken ground and in hill warfare, where the enemy
is weTTconceaied and where the only target presentea is a man
showing now and then for a moment, it willalmost always be
better to employ a few picked marksmen firingindependently,
thanto let all the men firgjreely. This plan has been largely
adopted of late years in hill warfare, and it holds
good whether the troops are acting on the offensive or on the
" Warfare the
defensive. General Egerton
on
" —"Much says inhis Hill
is
wasted
in
volley
Indian Frontier :—":
ammunition
firinginhill warfare. Itis seldom that an opportunity occurs
of firing at a formed body of the enemy in the open, when
volley firing would properly be resorted to ; but, as a rule, the
target is against individuals or small bodies ensconced amongst
rocks or behind sangars, and against such, independent firing
(controlled) is far more effective and economical. When
volleys are fired the enemy watch for the smoke and duck
under cover, but they cannot avoid independent fire in this
way." Should volleys be employed in such a case they
might be delivered by sections or groups alternately, so as
to maintain practically a constant fusillade. The enemy
would not of course see the smoke from magazine rifles, but,
except with the idea of steadying the men there is little ad
vantage with the modern rifle in substituting volleys for
carefully regulated independent fire.
The condi
It should generally be far easier to maintain thorough
tions which
control over infantry fire in warfare of this character than in
in regular
warfare mate contests
with disciplined and civilized troops. It must
unrestrained
fire at limes be remembered that in regular warfare losses are suffered
almost com
which are unknown in minor campaigns.
pulsory, do from hostile fire
exist
in
not
Infantry moving to the attack, no matter what formation
small wars.
they may be in, over anything approaching to open ground
are struck down by scores. The tension is so great that
after a time it becomes practically impossible to maintain
i
fire discipline. "Of all the incidents of a modern fight,"
"
writes Colonel Maurice, that of which itis hardest to give
Fire discip
line inhill
warfare.
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any conception is the intense absorption in the mere fact of
firing, which almost like a catalepsy takes possession of a
man." The soldiers must be allowed to fire freely to keep
them occupied. They must be kept on the move. Con
fidence must be maintained at all hazards. A thorough fire
discipline in the early stages of the fight is excellent, but as the
crisis approaches itsmaintenance becomes wellnigh impossible,
and this is the direct outcome of modern armament upon the
modern battle-field.
In small wars, however, the conditions are not analogous.
The loss caused by the small -arm fire of irregular warriors is
very slight, even at close range. There is no excuse for not
maintaining a well-regulated fire discipline, and there is every
reason for the musketry being under thorough control, as it
is essential that the shooting shall be accurate.
Unless the
shooting is accurate, the enemy suffers little loss and is
not really defeated even if he retires. The men ought
not to get excited, because the proportion of casualties is so
small as to be almost insignificant. In attack, infact, there is
/
seldom any reason for very rapid or lmagazihe fire except at
v*"^
tEeclosest quarters.
wTEen infantry is acting on the defensive itis impossible Fire discipline
to exaggerate the importance of its fire being kept absolutely defensive.
under control. The adoption of a defensive attitude will
generally, although not by any means always, mean that the
regular force is at least temporarily at a disadvantage. Itwill
often be very necessary to carefully husband the available
ammunition ; but in any case it is well to reserve fire till
the range is so short as to ensure its being thoroughly effective.
Of course a case like the battle of Khartum is exceptional
regular troops armed with magazine rifles will rarely find
foemen approaching them for many hundred yards across
the open, in phalanxes several ranks deep and affording a
target not easy to miss. Under such exceptional conditions
very long range musketry is likely to inflict heavy loss upon
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the enemy ; here itis not a question of reserving fire, for the
not likely to think better of their intention to
attack and therefore to withdraw almost undamaged, it is
rather a case of pouring in fire from the moment that it can
tell, so as to destroy a foe roused up to fanatical frenzy.
When, it is a case of an enemy making a formidable
attack ingreat force over a comparatively short stretch of open
ground, there can be little question that steady controlled
fire should be maintained up to the last possible moment
before magazine fire is resorted to.
When levies or troops of inferior calibre are rushed by
swarms of fanatics itis most difficult to maintain fire discipline,
and this has frequently led to disaster. This was Baker
Pasha's experience at Trinkitat. The disaster at Gumburu,
in Somaliland, was caused apparently by the ammunition
running out, and it is reasonable to assume that this was
partly due to insufficient fire discipline. At Major Gough's
successful fight at Darotaleh a few days later ammunition
nearly ran short which placed the littleforce in a position
of considerable danger. It is often best for troops of this
kind armed with single loading rifles to adhere entirely to
volleys.
Reserving fire tillthe range is such as to ensure its being
effective is equally desirable in attack and in defence, and
this point has been several times referred to already. To
ensure this in regular warfare is most difficult, on account of
the losses which are suffered even when at some distance, and
of the strain which this produces in the ranks. In small
wars, however, when acting on the offensive, it must never
be forgotten that under ordinary circumstances the great
object is to let the enemy get to fairly close quarters.
To drive savages off by long distance fire is a mistake,
decisive victories are not gained by such methods and to a
fight irregular warriors on these lines is to play at war, not
to make war. It is a fundamental principle of tactics when

assailants are

*
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operating against such foes that the troops must get at their
adversaries and give them a lesson which they will not forget.
Similarly when standing on the defensive itis often better
reserve
fire. Nothing can be more unfortunate than the
to
premature checking of an attack by irregulars who would
probably with better management approach close enough to
get a good lesson. The object it so tempt them to come on
tillthey are within effective range, because savages when they
are repulsed by long range fire do not consider themselves
beaten and inreality are not beaten, not having suffered such
losses as to take all fight out of them.
It is worth noting that the French infantry in Tonkin Foreign
and in Dahomey depended almost entirely on volley firing
as long as the enemy showed a bold front ; inpursuit, on the
other hand, independent firing was sometimes resorted to.
The excellent fire discipline contributed very largely to the
almost uniform success enjoyed in these campaigns. At
Kailua, the final fight in Tonkin referred to inChapter XIV,
the admirable fire discipline was the most prominent and
remarkable feature of the battle ; it was the main cause of
the defeat of the Chinese when in great force and flushed with
success. In the attack on the village of Nam in front of
Bacninh, on which occasion some of the infantry used up an
immense amount of ammunition, it was found that volley
firing was far more efficacious than independent fire and that
it made less smoke —this latter point has now of course lost its
significance. In attack a few skirmishers used to be sent on
ahead to open the fight, who, of course, made use of
independent fire ; but as the action developed they gave way
to sections advancing by rushes and firing volleys. General
Skobelef in his Turkoman campaign insisted upon the
importance of volleys and deprecated independent fire under
ordinary conditions. In the official account of the French
expedition to Antnanaarivo in 1895 there is constant refer
ence to the steady volley fire of the infantry ; magazine fire
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seems scarcely ever to have been resorted to. Abroad, as
"
in Combined Training," the utmost stress is always laid
upon keeping fire absolutely under control, and it remains to
be seen whether foreign troops willadhere to volley firing in
the future when campaigning against irregulars or savages.
Experience proves that the expenditure of ammunition is
not heavy in irregular warfare, because conflicts are rarely of
long duration. This is, however, compensated for by the fact
that owing to the difficulties of transport which are normal
to such operations, itis more difficult to replace the rounds
expended.
Statistics show that a few rounds a man
generally represents the amount in each fight. At the
actions in Ulundi, Ginghilovo and Ahmed Khel, all of them
fights where the enemy showed daring and resolution in
attack, the expenditure was not over 10 rounds a man. At
Charasia the 72nd fired 30 rounds a man, being heavily
engaged for some hours. Although individual sections and
companies sometimes run short, the experiences of the many
campaigns carried out of recent years by European troops
against all sorts of irregular opponents, tend to show that the
supply of ammunition is not as a rule a subject of much
anxiety, and that the replenishment of ammunition actually
on the battle-field is not a question likely to often cause much
difficulty. Still the cases in Somaliland referred to on an
earlier page must not be forgotten ; both at Gumburu and
Darotaleh the fighting lasted for several hours.
The Russian infantry during General Lomakin's disas
trous attack on Denghil Tepe fired 246,000 rounds, or con
siderably over 100 rounds per man actually engaged. Inthe
bush fighting in Ashanti the amount of ammunition used
up was altogether abnormal. At El Teb the troops most
committed fired about 50 rounds a man, and the same pro
portion represents what was expended by the broken square
at Tamai. At Kirbekan two companies sent in the first in
stance to storm the high ridge, and which were unable to
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achieve this, tired away all their ammunition except four
rounds a man. At the attack on Nam, near Bacninh, already
mentioned on p. 395, the sections most heavily engaged fired
the enormous total of 240 rounds a man. Atthe remarkable
engagement at Achupa in Dahomey, which was referred to
earlier in this volume on p. 260, 25,000 rounds were fired by
about 300 men in two hours and a half, or about 80 rounds
a man ; in this case the magazine rifle was employed. On the
only occasion that French troops were pressed in 1895 in
Madagascar, when two companies forming the rear guard of
the flying column near Antananarivo were attacked by very
superior numbers, the ammunition nearly gave out. Upon
the whole, however, there does not seem to be much reason
to fear that the amount of ammunition carried upon the
soldier willoften prove insufficient, especially with the small
bore rifles now in vogue. Stillinthose campaigns, where small
detached bodies of infantry are often fighting hard for many
hours, it is of immense advantage for each man to carry an
abundant supply of rounds. Bringing up reserve ammunition
onmules is by no means an easy matter under fire from skilful
marksmen in concealed positions. On one occasion in 1897
over 6,000 rounds were lost by the mules being shot during
a retirement, the troops being too hard presed to save the
boxes. When a replenishment seems desirable the opportunity
should be carefully chosen, at a moment for instance when
the operation will not draw a heavy fire. If particular units
run short, it willsometimes be best to send them up a fresh
supply by hand, parties from other units being detailed to
carry it in haversacs or to employ their own pouches

temporarily.
The experiences gained during the night attacks on the Expenditure
ammuni.of

Malakand posts go to show that on such occasions the tion during
'
defenders are apt to fire away a great deal of ammunition, and night attack3
the same was found to be the case during some of the Boer
night attacks in latter part of the South African war. It
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that inthe case of Malakand the garrison
consisted entirely of native troops, that the casualties among
the Britishofficers were exceptionally heavy, and that therefore
the maintenance of fire control was most difficult. Although
there was a considerable reserve supply the heavy expendi
ture gave rise to some anxiety, and a squadron of Lancers,
hurried up as reinforcement from the plains, managed to carry
10,000 rounds in their holsters and haversacs.
Some
regiments fired about 50 rounds a man in a single night, and
it is obvious that a fusilade of this kind, on several nights
in succession, created a serious drain on available resources.
But the hostile efforts were very determined, firing was often
at close range, and it is by no means certain that British
infantry would have expended less under like conditions.
In small wars of the old musket days, it was not unusual
to find the enemy in possession of fire arms effective up to
longer range than those of the regular troops and as efficient
intheir use. Itwas so inthe first Afghan war, and it was so in
the Spanish Campaign of 1859 against the Moors. But in the
present day itis safe to assume that the enemy from the nature
of his weapons, want of training and so forth, is almost
invariably far inferior to the trained infantry as regards the
efficacy of musketry. Exceptions might occur in the case of
a rebellion, and in the peculiar conditions of the Boer war of
1881 the enemy certainly had the advantage ; moreover,
recent experiences on the Indian frontier have prepared us
for the gradual introduction of small arms of precision among
semi-civilized races and savages, a fact which, as was pointed
out in the introductory chapter, willhave to be taken into
account in the small wars of the future Still, as a rule, the
superiority of the regular infantry is undisputed. The point
is referred to because it would at first sight seem natural that
under such circumstances any resort to the bayonet must be
a mistake.
But all experience shows that this is quite a
fallacy, and before closing this chapter it is desirable to draw
must be remembered

r
/
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to the immense value of what is the secondary Great effect
16

weapon of the infantry soldier. Spanish troops in Morocco, charges!
French troops in Algeria, in Tunis, in Tonkin, and in
Dahomey, Russian troops in Caucasia and in Central Asia,
and British troops in all parts of the world, have proved
the value of the bayonet against irregular warriors over and
over again. The bravest of them turn and flee before a bayonet
charge. The foemen whom the trained soldier meets in these
campaigns are often supplied with spears and swords in the
use of which they have been practiced from their childhood,
and these weapons are generally of excellent quality, such as
they are. Inhand to hand fighting the regular infantry seem
to throw away all the advantages which they derive from
their very superior armament. Still the fact remains that
the bayonet charge scarcely ever fails and that the enemy
willnot even face it as a rule. A few Ghazis may sell their
lives dearly, a group here and there brought to bay may
fight on to the bitter end, but such isolated efforts are of
no avail. Apart from fanatics and from exceptionally brave \
savages like the Zulus, irregular warriors, be they Pathan
\
Boers,
hill-men or Somalis or Boxers or
have no stomach
\
for the infantryman's cold steel. This is a very important
1
point to bear in mind. It often happens that small parties
of infantry, suddenly exposed to a heavy fire from superior
forces of irregular warriors, find themselves in gravest peril ;
at such a moment a resolute bayonet charge may save the
situation and may win escape from a serious dilemma.
When the enemy acts as assailant the affair is sometimes On the
not quite so one-sided.
The ghazis at Bareilly rushed right^^ba^onet
on to the bayonets.
Some of the more reckless of the Mah- is iess
dists would charge down and prove that in a melee they could
be dangerous. Fanatics and savages willinthe excitement of
attack, fearlessly throw themselves upon the lines of steel if
the bullets permit them to get to such close quarters, and
in the scrimmage they may cause deplorable loss with their
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swords and spears. Magazine fire, or steady volleys from
single-loaders, should, however, render it almost impossible
for them to get so near unless they can creep close up under
cover before they deliver their onslaught, and it can safely
be said that for regular troops to have to actually use the
bayonet when acting on the defensive, is unusual.
There is always the chance, however, that a disciplined
force acting on the defensive may have its general front
pierced at some point by the assailants. When this happens
the bayonet comes at once into play. The very fact of the
regulars not being the attacking side as a general rule in
volves their being drawn up in an order of battle intended to
—
meet hostile onslaughts from any side the troops will be in
square, or in a zeriba, or they willbe acting as garrison of a
work or a system of works. Should, under such conditions,
the enemy by any chance penetrate within the lines, the
infantry are very likely to fire into each other if musketry
be relied upon to retrieve the situation. The best method
of ejecting the intruders in a case of this kind willalmost
always be a counter-attack with the bayonet.
It was mainly with the bayonet that the interior of the square at Abu
Klea was cleared of the fanatics who had got inside of it.
On the first night of the attacks on the Malakand positions in 1897, the
enemy penetrated into the bazaar at one point, but they were promptly
turned out by a company of the 24th Punjab Infantry at the point of the
bayonet. At another point the lines were also forced, but the tribesmen
here also were driven out ;a handful of officers and men went at them, and
after two unsuccessful bayonet charges, finally expelled the hostile party by
a third charge. For such work as this there can be no question that cold
steel is best, whether by day or at night.

o
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CHAPTER XXII.
Cavalry and mounted

troops generally

The nature of the mounted troops employed in small wars Variety in
differs greatly in various campaigns. Sometimes they con- t"^p9e9 e
sist of, or include, picked European cavalry, at other times employed,
they consist of Cossacks mounted on mere ponies, at other
times they consist of colonial mounted rifle corps, at other
times again only mounted infantry are employed. The
tactics employed necessarily differ somewhat according to the
arms carried by the troops, to the character of their horses,
and to the training to which they have been subjected.
But before dealing with some of the special peculiarities Necessity
in the tactics of mounted troops in operations of this class, fespectable
it will not be out of place to point out the imperative im- force °f,
monnted
,
portance of a respectable force of cavalry or other mounted troops in
troops being detailed to form part of the expeditionary force campaigns
in most theatres of irregular war. For scouting duties, and
for service as an advanced screen concealing and covering
the movements of the army, the need of mounted troops
in regular warfare is fully acknowledged by all, but there is
in some quarters a tendency to doubt the efficacy of cavalry
upon the modern battle-field. This question is of course
quite outside the scope of this work, but it willbe as well to
say at once that in small wars it is only in exceptional ter
rain that cavalry has not a distinct and important place in
action. In campaigns against irregular warriors shock
tactics are by no means out of date. Cavalry charges re
main efficacious in all phases of such struggles as long as
the ground permits of their taking place. Itis notorious that
cavalry has performed its greatest exploits rather in virtue of
(8336)
2 C
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its moral influence than of its capacity for inflicting grievous
loss, and itis in small wars that moral influence is a^J^excep
atnrst
tionallypotent force. Even in raft
sight the cavalry soldier would appear to be out of place,
mounted troops are of great value from the fact that moun
taineers have an extraordinary terror of a class of troops
which is necessarily rather a novelty to them.
I
of
The necessity for cavalry or mounted troops in pursuits
* .'want of
has been already referred to in dealing with that subject.
mounted
troops
Infantry are helpless owing to the rapidity with which the

W

waffareT^vriere

adversaries retreat, and the incalculable value of horse
has been displayed in most theatres of irregular warfare. The
lack of cavalry was much felt in the Indian Mutiny during the
early stages. The smallness of the active cavalry detachment
which accompanied Sir H. Stewart across the desert from
Korti to Metemma was a source of much inconvenience. The
want of mounted troops in the French expeditionary force
which co-operated with the British in the China war of 1860,
was most prejudicial on several occasions. The Italians had
no cavalry at Adowa, and to the want of mounted scouts may
largely be attributed their ¦ ignorance of the position and
strength of the enemy until tfo&last moment. Experience has
proved that the regular army is in small wars often almost
helpless without plenty of mounted troops.
The Boer war of 1881 is the most remarkable example of
this. The small British force took the field with only an
insignificant mounted detachment. The Boers proved them
selves then, as they proved themselves in the later and greater
war, to be the beau-ideal of mounted infantry. Their ponies
were inured to hardships and hard work and were trained to
stand when their riders dismounted and left them. They
themselves were good shots, and, what is almost more im
portant, good judges of distance. Against a force such
as this infantry could do little and artillery could do
less. The Boers in taking up a position at Laing's Nek
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with the idea of defending it to the last, played their ad
versaries' game and incurred a great risk, although it was
justified by the event. At the Ingogo fight, on the other
hand, they employed exactly the tactics best suited to a
force constituted as theirs was if operating against infantry
and artillery, and they reaped the fullbenefit of the want of
mounted troops on the British side ; owing to this absence of
mounted troops in the camps of their opponents, they were
able to strike without the slightest fear of suffering a serious
reverse. Regular troops have seldom in a small war been
placed in a more ignominious position than Sir G. Colley's
little army. Had the British force included a few squadrons
of cavalry the Boers could not have manoeuvred with the
freedom they did outside their entrenchments at Laing's Nek, I
and itis very doubtful if they would have attempted to hold I
those entrenchments at allhad they found a cloud of troopers / \
sweeping round their flank. The presence of cavalry in such /
'
conditions would have cQppletely altered the. situation.
Mounted troops have always proved invaluable in South
Africa, where the nature of the theatres of war generally
favours their action. Infantry have never been able to catch
the Kaffirs except when these retire into some stronghold like
the Waterkloof or Sekukuni's Mountain. In the wars against
the Red Indians in the Western States the same has been
found to be the case. It is indeed only in thick bush or in
exceptionally rugged mountains that this arm of the service
seems to be out of place when campaigning against irregular
warriors.
-~- F°r rjMs sucn as ne French instituted in Algeria, such Need of
as the United States troops carried out so successfully
against the Red Indians, and such as the Russians frequently raid3
Ijp
employ in the steppes, mounted troops are indispensable.
In such cases, and in dealing with guerillas operating over a V
great extent of country like the rebels in Rhodesia, the need
for mounted troops arises from the necessity of mobility, and
(8336)
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therefore mounted infantry will serve the purpose. But in
action against determined opponents who do not confine
themselves to guerilla operations but who accept battle, the
shock tactics of cavalry are requisite if the mounted force
is not to play an altogether secondary role in the fight.
While mounted rifles and mounted infantry are, speaking
generally, only supposed to fight dismounted, cavalry fights
both mounted and dismounted. The tendency has been of
late years in some armies, and especially so in the British
service, to give to cavalry shock action a very secondary place
in tactics and to make I>he rifle the main arm of the cavalry
trooper. Difference of opinion exists whether in this respect
the reformers in preparing the arm for the exigencies of
regular warfare have not moved too fast, but it may in any
case safely be laid down that in campaigns against irregular
warriors the time-honoured principles of cavalry tactics
still hold good. Indeed the fundamental principle which,
except in certain special cases, governs the proper conduct of
all small wars affords strong evidence in favour of cavalry
shock action on the battle-field. A bold initiative for the plan
of campaign, and resolute attack when the enemy is met with,
point the way to triumph. The action of cavalry on horse
back is necessarily never defensive. It is the special charac
teristic of the arm that, apart from dismounted work, it
—
always attacks cavalry in fact incarnates the spirit which
should animate the operations and which does animate them
when in proper hands. The moral effect of a charge of
trained and disciplined horse upon a mob of irregular warriors
is tremendous. Itis like the bayonet charge of infantry, only
that it generally admits of no escape and that itis much more
easy to bring about.
Small wars offer the cavalry leader magnificent oppor
tunities on a minor scale. On favourable ground there is
scarcely a limit to what his command can effect if handled
with boldness and skill. The achievements of cavalry in the
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Indian Mutiny were brilliant in the extreme. In that cam
paign, where the offensive was adopted almost as a matter of
course, the mounted troops were in their element ; the very
fact that the rebels were organized after a fashion and fought
somewhat in the European manner, favoured the employment
—
of the arm there were formations to break, hostile
squadrons to be swept away and guns to be captured. In
$T*\
Algeria the French cavalry seldom failed to make its presence
felt, and did grand service. For work like this cavalry is far
sLJ
superior to mounted rifles or mounted infantry in any form.
v^
Inconsidering the tactics of cavalry and of mounted troops Risk of^^1^
generally, it willbe convenient to deal with mounted action ambushesor
ettin s into
first. The great risk that cavalry runs in this sort of warfare gground
wwmmw^.^.'..^
is that it may fall into an ambush on ground where it cannot where cavalry »
'
act with effect. In all theatres of war there is the danger of catmot acfc
coming unexpectedly upon concealed obstacles or upon im
practicable ground. The remarkable charge at Eamnugger
which routed the Sikhs, ended in the cavalry getting into
deep ground and suffering very heavily before it could be
withdrawn from action. Such incidents are not uncommon
in regular warfare, and they are frequent in conflicts with
uncivilized races. Sometimes, as in the action at the cross
ing of the Swat Eiver in the Chitral campaign in 1895, the
approach of cavalry will dislodge irregular warriors from
ground where they are in reality perfectly safe from the
mounted men ; but this cannot of course be depended upon,
and experience shows that cavalry pushed too far in un
favourable ground may get into very serious difficulties if it
falls into an ambuscade or comes unexpectedly under fire of
hostile bodies under cover. One or two examples of this are
worth quoting.
•;¦»»««-*-

.

The affair of Mukur, during General Nott's advance from Kandahar to
Ghazni in 1842 is a good instance. A small cavalry force came upon some
Afghans in the open, cut them up, and pursued the fugitives to the hills.
Here the enemy showed up in force, and the troopers fell back. Hostile
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horsemen thereupon pressed forward and, becoming more and more threaten
ing, a part of the cavalry was sent to attack them over rough ground.
This suddenly found itself exposed to very heavy fire from Afghans con
cealed on the flank. Retreating inhaste it was immediately charged, and
being outnumbered and at a great disadvantage it had to seek refuge in
flight.
At the battle of Castellijos in Morocco in 1859, two Spanish squadrons,
carried away by the excitement of a charge, dashed right into the enemy's
position up a narrow valley. In withdrawing they suffered very heavily
without having apparently achieved any substantial success.

At the same time it cannot be too strongly insisted upon
that, opposed to irregular warriors, itis not generally a sine
broken
qua non that the ground which mounted troops are to operate
ground where
it would be
over must be sucTT^aiTcavalry can charge over.
The best
useless in
known
cases
cavalry
got
where
have
into
serious
difficulties
/"¦v regular
I$¦ -warfare
owing to unexpected obstactles have mostly occurred in
regular warfare, where this arm of the service must almost
of necessity act at a high rate of speed. Instances can be
quoted where troops and squadrons have gone headlong over
precipices to their destruction. But such disasters only befall
the troopers when they are acting in formed bodies with the
reckless dash which is traditional with the cavalry soldier.
There is an idea very generally entertained in other branches
of the service, and it is one which is to a certain extent en
couraged by writers on tactics, that cavalry is of little use in
broken, rugged country. That this is by no means the case in
operations against undisciplined forces was shown in the
campaigns of 1895 and 1897 in the valleys of the Swat and
Panjkora Rivers. Some of the most effective work performed
on horseback by the mounted troops during the operations
against the Mamund clan was carried out at a deliberate
trot in awkward, rocky ground, where a gallop would often
have been wholly impracticable and would always have been
dangerous. Savages, Asiatics, and adversaries of that charac
ter have a great dread of the mounted man, and they are
apt to lose their nerve on his approach, even when the ground
is unfavourable to him and when he can go little faster than
Cavalry able
to act effec
tively on
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they can. It is quite different in regular warfare, where
cavalry can effect little against infantry except by surprise,

V

and where in broken intersected terrain it would be sacrificed
ifit attempted to approach foot soldiers.
It is, however, only right to point out that the mounted
troops which performed such signal service during the
advance towards Chitral and during the operations of the
Malakand field force, enjoyed the advantage of great experi
ence in irregular warfare. Because regiments like the Guides
and the 11th Bengal Lancers were able to play an important
tactical role in theatres of war so awkward to traverse by
mounted men as Swat and Bajaour, it does not follow that
corps trained on more favourable ground and accustomed
only to ordinary cavalry manoeuvres, would do as well under
the same conditions. Still,although the services of less prac
tised corps might not be so valuable, they would yet be far
from useless, and it seems to be definitely settled that in
irregular warfare the trooper has a well established place,
on a rugged battle-field cut up by nullahs and fullof pit-falls
as well as upon ground more congenial to his ordinary mode
of fighting.
One of the greatest difficulties which in these campaigns irregular
cavalfy~Tas ito contend with when delivering a charge is the four a fcjons
militate
formation
in which the enemy so generally
dispersed straggling
*mg
'
""' • , against effeo
immt mu'"j.^¦^****»^***^^
j<,i v :
r
fights. In regular warfare the mam object of the charge is to tire cavalry
throw the adversary into just such confusion as constitutes cliar geB
normal battle order of Pathans, Sudanese, Somalis and their
like. Loose crowds of this description can be ridden through
without their fighting efficiency|being much affected, although
the moral effect cannot fail to be considerable. One of the
reasons that the memorable charge of the 21st Lancers at
the battle of Khartum was so effective was that the hostile
force ridden through was massed thickly together. Sudanese
throw themselves down to avoid the troopers' sabres, and
jumping up, ham-string the horses. AtEl Teb a great throng
¥

'^^''^

s^

¦¦>¦¦.'
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Cavalry and
horse
artillery.

—

of the Mahdists was charged through several times by the
cavalry brigade, but from the want of lances this question
of lances willbe referred to later no very serious loss was
inflicted upon them. On the other hand at the fight of
Khushk-i-Nakhud two native squadrons charged a considerable
gathering of Afghans, mostly footmen, on open ground and
killed no less than 163 of them, thus showing that even under
the unfavourable circumstances of charging through dispersed
gatherings of irregular warriors cavalry can sometimes strike
a heavy blow.
In pursuit the results are of course more satisfactory.
The enemy is demoralised, and individuals are less adroit in
avoiding the sabre and the lance. Even here, however, the
tendency of such antagonists to disperse in all directions,
defeats to a certain extent the object which the cavalry have
in view. In campaigns where the enemy fights in formed
bodies, such as the Indian Mutiny and the Egyptian War of
1882, cavalry in pursuit have of course a well defined role to
perform in breaking up any semblance of formation which the
—
fugitives may try to maintain in operations such as these,
where the hostile troops adopt the form of modern tactics
without enjoying the confidence and cohesion of a modern
army, cavalry is indeed seen almost at its best. Operating
against forces of this nature the Hussar and Lancer find
exceptional opportunities for distinction. Inthe Indian Mutiny
the cavalry even broke rebel squares, and by its determined
efforts and restless energy it assumed in the open field an
extraordinary importance.
Small wars seldom lend themselves to a happy co-opera
tion between cavalry and horse artillery. The terrain does
not as a rule admit of guns manoeuvring at a high rate of
speed. When the ground is suitable, however, this com
bination has a great opening for decisive action owing to the
freedom with which the artillery can work. The Indian
Mutiny afforded some splendid examples in those phases of
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the campaign where the enemy, acting in formed units, was
brought to bay inthe open field. It is, however, unnecessary
to discuss the form which such tactics take, because they are
described and illustrated in most works on the military art,
and are practised on the manoeuvre ground.
The opponents met with in irregular operations can Cavalry '
'
1
a
often boast of mounted forces deserving of respect, tn slt"fs t"fe g!iinh
some cases the hostile cavalry is formed in squadrons and mounted
troops.
works effectively as an organized body, in others it merely
represents a mass of horsemen ready to follow a few acknow
ledged chieftains. Good cavalry, boldly handled, has not
much to fear in either case. Still it is generally of great
importance, where the enemy's mounted forces are really
worthy of consideration, that the troopers should be^ kept
thoroughly, injh,and a_nd should work in cpnigac^forniation,
because it is in their discigHne^njd^coliesioji rather than in
any superiority of armament that their advantage over the
hostile horsemen lies.
It was a saying of Napoleon's that two Mamelukes could Importance
defeat three French horsemen, that 100 French horse could and cohesion
hold their own against an equal force of Mamelukes, that in such workl
300 French would defeat the same number, and that 1,000
French would defeat 1,500 Mamelukes. For the Mamelukes
were better armed, better mounted and individually more
skilful than Napoleon's troopers ; but as the size of the
respective forces grew, tactics, order, and the power of manoeu
vring grew more and more decisive, gradually turning the scale
in favour of the trained and disciplined cavalry. The horsemen
met with by the French in Algeria and by the British in many
Indian campaigns have been individually most formidable ;
they have been well mounted, have been generally very well
armed apart from firearms, have been dexterous swordsmen,
and have been experts in the handling of the lance. It
is moreover worthy of note that when mounted irregular
foemen are inclined to assume the initiative they willoften act

.

.
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with great boldness. Owing to the hardy constitution and
good condition of their horses, they can in addition to this
lay claim to considerable, and sometimes to quite remarkable,
mobility. Inmany respects they are in fact really formidable,
and the only point in which, speaking generally, they are
found to fail is in the power of using concentrated force at
the bidding of their leaders in the right direction. That being
so, it is essential that this one point, in which the trained
cavalry holds them at so great a disadvantage, should be
profited by to the full.
To enumerate instances where small bodies of regular
cavalry have overthrown far superior numbers of irregular
horsemen would be tedious. As long as the trained troopers
are handled with skill and vigour, and as long as they reap to
the full the advantage which they hold in virtue of their
superior discipline, they will seldom fail to win success even
when the odds are enormously against them. Itis not, how
—
ever, always so, as the followingexample shows :—:
In 1864, a French squadron suddenly found itself in presence of a body
of abo at 1,000 hostile Arabs at a place called Ain-el-Khata in the undefined
territory Known as Southern Algeria. The small French force at onco
boldly charged the formidable lost. The Arabs let it come on and dash
right in among them, but they then surrounded their bold assailants and
cut them down.

Difficulty of
meeting a
reckless
charge of
fanatical
horsemen ,

Still, considering the number of cases where small bodies
of regular cavalry have utterly defeated and dispersed masses
of brave, well-armed and well-mounted horsemen, and the
very few instances of failure except from bad management,
it may almost be accepted as a principle that the regulars
should not shirk an encounter even with very superior forces
of hostile horsemen on suitable ground.
A wild charge of fanatical horsemen is not always easy to
meet satisfactorily, and it is essential that the cavalry sub
jected to such an onslaught should be ready to act in a de
cisive direction and at a moment's notice. The theory of
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tactics when cavalry fights cavalry is to attack the enemy in
flank, and regular squadrons always endeavour to work on this
principle. Irregular cavalry is not so dexterously handled,
nor is it sufficiently under control to enable it to carry out
evolutions directed by its leaders at a critical moment.
Charging in dispersed order, as such horsemen do, an on
slaught on their flank i*s no doubt insome respects less effective
than a similar manoeuvre directed against a force of regular
cavalry would be, because they are in confusion as a matter of
course, while the great object of regular cavalry is to avoid
being thrown into confusion. Still a flank attack of this
kind on s^s^arm of irregular horsemen is very likely to put
them to flight, inasmuch as they have not the manoeuvring
powers to meet it and they have not the pace to escape it.
In theory indeed, some part of a force of cavalry taken at
a disadvantage by a sudden onslaught of a swarm of irregular
horse ought always to be able to deliver a flank attack on the
enemy, even supposing that the bulk of itis obliged to retire
for the moment. Experience nevertheless shows that such
manoeuvres are not always possible at a critical juncture.
Thus at the commencement of the fight at Ahmed Khel some
native cavalry on the left flank of the British line were
thrown into serious confusion by a mass of Afghan horse
men who swooped down from the hills upon them very
suddenly, and caught them when indifficulties.
Moors, Tartars, and some of the Asiatics of the Steppes fire Enemy's
from horseback, and the Cossacks adopted the plan of firing Alined to
mounted in the days
when their guerilla tactics made them use firearms
J
.
from the
so formidable. In the later stages of the South African war saddle,
of 1899-1902 the Boers did the same withsome success. This
mode of fighting on the part of irregular horsemen gives regular
cavalry a great chance of operating against them with deadly
effect. At the battle of Isly the Moorish horse charged in
enormous masses of successive lines close up to the French
infantry and then discharged volleys, the lines inrear fired

.
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in the air, numbers of the French being hit by spent balls ;but
no impression^was made and the hostile cavalry soon began
to give way under the steady infantry fire. Thereupon Marshal
Bugeaud sent out his squadrons and these really completed
the victory, capturing the hostile artillery and camp. On two
occasions small cavalry detachments charging at an opportune
moment overthrew large masses of Tartar horse in the China
war of 1860, the efforts of the Tartars to beat off the attack
by firing from horseback proving quite ineffective. Horse
men who trust to their firearms as a principal weapon
when in the saddle, are of little use in a cavalry com
bat, and cannot therefore be proceeded against too ener
getically.
A very important point in campaigns where the enemy
Cavalry if
*
addicted
to sudden rushes, is for the cavalry to keep well
kleep^way s
from the
away from the infantry ; otherwise the mounted troops may
be borne back on the infantry in one of the hostile onslaughts,
may mask its fire, and may perhaps throw itinto confusion.
At the attack of the Arabs on General McNeill at Tofrek in
1885, the vedettes galloping in caused considerable "disorder
on one side of the zeriba. Itshould always be clearly under
stood that when the force is opposed to this class of enemy,
the cavalry must if possible withdraw to a flank if obliged
to fallback.
/ x
—
use(^
c though* an -din earlier editions of this work
Cavalry
—that cavalry opposed to mounted
/ dealing with
yyewjew was maintained
;-—
/ horsemen who
fight on foot, rifles or mounted infantry would certainly be able to act with
great effect against the horses which mounted troops must
leave under charge of horse holders when they fightdismounted.
Itmust be confessed, however, that the South African war of
1899-1902 affords little evidence in support of this theory.
The Boers were no doubt exceptionally skilful and well-armed
fighters. But they were mounted rifles who fought dismounted,
and the result of months of warfare in which some of the finest
cavalry in the world was pitted against them, was that they,

*°
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irregulars as they were and to all intents and purposes un
trained in the art of war, compelled that cavalry to transform
itself into mounted rifles. In the later stages of the war some
crack regiments of Dragoons and Hussars and Lancers aban
doned the anne blanche altogether as a useless encumbrance —
itis not suggested that such action was right, but itis neces
sary to record the fact. Itis impossible to disregard the teach
ings of that war when the question of cavalry versus mounted
rifles is considered, even if the lessons are not accepted as
final.
The Boers were, of course, a very different class of foe
from most of the irregulars against whom civilized armies have
to operate.
Antagonists of this kind rarely possess the grit
displayed by our opponents in South Africa, and they are not
as a rule armed with Mausers.
The old theory that cavalry
ought to overthrow mounted infantry on anything like level
terms, would probably be found still to hold good in action
when campaigning against an enemy armed with inferior
weapons who is mounted but who fights on foot./ The business
of the cavalry is of course to go for their antagonists' horses
if it can possibly be managed, these offer a fine opportunity
to a quick-eyed squadron leader, and if they can be captured,
or even if they can be stampeded, the enemy is in a very
awkward position. Supposing the circumstances to be
favourable, it should often be possible to occupy the atten
tion of the hostile horsemen with dismounted fire, while a
troop or detachment works round their flank and makes a dash
for their horses. But antagonists who depend upon scrambling
on to horses, or mules, or camels during the battle if the
day goes against them, and who when they have mounted
have no arms to defend themselves with, have an instinctive
terror of the cavalry soldier when he looks like business,
and they are always very anxious about the safety of their
mounts, so much so that capturing or stampeding these requires
deft and sudden movements.
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Although itis, of course, outside the scope of this work to
treat of arms and equipment except incidentally, the desira
bility of cavalry beinerarmed with lances in such warfare has
been too frequently and too clearly demonstrated of recent
years, for the subject not to be referred to here. The lance
has obvious objections in regular warfare, owing to its incon
venience when the trooper fights on foot. But in campaigns
against savages or guerillas or against troops of very inferior
class it is a splendid weapon. Asiatics know this well. In
pursuit of an enemy who scatters in all directions, who lies
down so that only the most expert swordsman can get at him
effectively, who becomes panic stricken in the moment of
defeat, the lance is simply invaluable. This was well shown
at Ulundi. After the experiences of his charges at El Teb,
Sir H. Stewart armed his Hussars with Arab spears.
At
Kambula the mounted rifles in their pursuit armed themselves
with Zulu assegais. Just as in small wars itis often necessary
to resort to old shoulder-to-shoulder formations for infantry,
so itis also necessary to give to shock action of cavalry a great
prominence in such campaigns, and to depend largely upon the
lance, however inconvenient it may be when the cavalry takes
to dismounted work.
Stobelef's
Before dealing with the question of the dismounted
views on the
action of cavalry and of mounted troops it is only right to
action of
Russian
notice that the views expressed in an earlier paragraph as to
cavalry in the
Turkoman
the desirability of cavalry acting with great boldness in warfare
campaign
of this nature, had an opponent of undoubted authority inthe
His instructions to his cavalry
person of General Skobelef.
in the Turkoman campaign throughout breathed the spirit of
caution. "As long as the enemy's cavalry is unshaken and is
not in an unfavourable position, e.g., with an obstacle in rear,
in a hollow, &c, our cavalry must not enter on a combat
with it. Pursuit of a retreating Turkoman cavalry is useless,
as it only breaks up the tactical formations— our one strong
point and sheet anchor." Such were his orders, and they
Importanci
of lan op.
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sound strange enough, for, in a word, General Skobelef taught
his cavalry to be afraid of the Turkoman horse. It must,
however, be remembered that the Russian cavalry operating
beyond the Caspian was illadapted for shock tactics, and that
with mounted troops of a different class at his disposal the
general might have held other views. Such a leader's recorded
opinions are always entitled to respectful attention even
when not accepted as necessarily sound.
It is necessary now to refer to what in small wars is Dismounted N
—
for cavalry a secondary role dismounted action. It is of cavai,T
course practically the only tactical role of mounted rifles or
mounted infantry.
Should mounted troops, unsu^jgorted by infantry, come
upon a hostile gathering on ground where charging is im
practicable, they have no option except to dismount and to act
on foot. Qn^groiind where .there is...a. good field of view there
is no objection to cavalry doing this ; but itis most dangerous
when there is any fear of a sudden rush of determined foemen
directed either against the dismounted troopers or the horse
holders, and under these conditions mounted rifles always
have an awkward task. At the action of Hashin, near Suakin,
in 1885, some cavalry were dismounted incountry partly over
grown with bush ; they were unexpectedly attacked in force
by the Arabs and suffered some loss in escaping. Inthe case
of cavalry it would very rarely be judicious to dismount the
whole of the available men except the horse-holders, supposing
the ground to be such that the enemy may manage to creep
up close ; there ought to be a party of men on horseback ready
to charge and to cover the mounting of the remainder should
these or the horse-holders be rushed.
When mounted troops are acting dismounted there is visk to horse
horse-holders,
always
this risk that
the •*-—
may, blLfilfaifikfid.if the llolders and
•¦¦~^**m*t*M*ma*M*aMm)i!r*;
J
««rr
'horses.
-'<S j
C.
enemy be enterprising. The more broken the ground the
"X
greater chance is there of a hostile counter-stroke of this
*"***..
nature succeeding, because itmay be possible for parties of the
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enemy to approach unperceived from different sides. In
any case the horses are apt to get frightened in the event of
a sudden scare and to become unmanageable.
Clustered
together as they are they present a good target and a number
of them may be shot before the dismounted men can get back
to them —as happened at Owikokero. It is needless to say
that under such conditions a careful look-out must be kept.
"
In the affair of Petrusvitch's Garden," related later on on
p. 421, the horse-holders were seriously threatened ; and the
following example from the operations near Inyat Kali, in
1897, willbe of interest in this connection :—: —
A determined attack had been made by the tribesmen on the camp at
night, and as soon as day broke a squadron of cavalry started in pursuit of
the assailants who were overtaken and charged with great effect. The
squadron then dismounted and opened fire, the tribesmen having got on to
impossible ground. The enemy thereupon turned and made a bold dash for
the led horses. One man was wounded and two horses were killed, and the
troopers? rushed back to their horses ;but in the confusion four of these
broke away and galloped off, and altogether six men were left dismounted.
These six were taken up infrontof other troopers, and after the squadron had
got out of range the loose horses were re-captured. The tribesmen, as soon
as they saw the cavalry in the saddle again, fled to the hills.

show that in
wl^ere the irregulars
X withThiswhomtendsthe cavalry
is dealing have
of
t

—

)

£

to

cases

r

mounted troops, dismounted action should not be resorted to
too readily, and that in any case a proportion of the men
should remain mounted and unencumbered with led horses
because of the moral effect which they willproduce.
\) Combination
The art of combining mounted and dismounted work
of mounted
when
the enemy is not very daring is a most valuable one to
and dis
mounted work possess on the part of a cavalry leader, especially when
suitable in
certain
acting on the defensive. The art has been brought to great
conditions
perfection in some of the Indian regiments. The system is
/
towork in small groups^ the men composing some groups
being on foot, those composing others remaining on horse
\
back. Spread out in this fashion a conipLraßveTy^sihall
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force of cavalry will cover a great extent of ground. An
unenterprising foe dare not close with the dismounted men
for fear of those inrear who are on the watch, rleady to charge ;
and small mounted groups can generally manage to find cover
from the not very damaging hostile fire till they are required
to act. Of course such an arrangement is adapted only to
somewhat broken ground where a charge on a great scale
could not be carried out. The great principle to observe is
that of constant co-operation between the mounted and dis
mounted groups.
The most awkward part of such operations is the retire
ment, should this for any reason become necessary. While
the dismounted men are getting into the saddle there is no
fire to hold the enemy in check, and hostile parties profiting
by the ground may push forward and bring a damaging
musketry to bear alike upon the groups which are mounted
and on those which are mounting. Those which have been
on foot would as a rule retire first, covered by the others ;
the withdrawal when all are mounted would be carried out
in extended line and at a rapid pace. Should the enemy be
very aggressive it may be necessary to threaten a charge, or
even to deliver a charge, so as to gain time to get away.
It may on occasion become necessary for cavalry,
engaged incovering a considerable stretch of broken ground
by^ nieans of the combination between mounted and .dis
mounted tactics described above, to carry out a slow,
deliberate retirement in face of the enemy as a part of some
general operation. A retreat of this kind demands no little
skill and judgment on the part of all concerned.
In
principle it should be conducted on the lines of an infantry
withdrawal, part of the troops always covering the retire
ment of the remainder by fire, and the groups passing
alternately through each other's intervals. But the enemy
willprobably be pressing on the rear, and itis always a critical
moment when those men who are dismounted and in close
2 d
(8336)
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contact with the pursuers have to scramble into the saddle
and ride off. If possible there should be always some
mounted parties ready to charge at a moment's notice so as
to extricate the rearmost detachment, and to recover wounded
men should the hostile fire take effect. Cavalry sent out
on foraging duty, or detailed to cover other troops engaged
in foraging, is often called upon to work out movements of
this character, movements which may prove very trying
owing to the easy target which the horses offer to the enemy.
Higgling sort of work this may seem to be, and out of
keeping with the traditions of an arm accustomed on the
battle-fields of last century to shine inmore dazzling episodes.
But small wars often present such peculiar conditions as
regards the fighting methods of the foe and the broken charac
ter of the scene of combat, that cavalry may find no oppor
tunities for shock action on an extensive scale. In many
of the minor campaigns which take place in various quarters
of the globe, troopers who are unskilled in these irregular
manoeuvres do not justify their presence with the expeditionary
force. Nor do regiments which excel in such petty warfare
seem to lose their capacity for reverting in a moment to those
time honoured manoeuvres by which bodies of horse have so
often wonrenown instruggles of a higher class.
Dismounted
In spite of the experiences in the Mamund country to
action the
only possible which special reference was made on p. 406, it willoften be
action of
the case that, when the terrain is greatly cut up and broken,
cavalry in
Charg
very broken cavalry cannot act at all otherwise than dismounted.
ground.
ing may be out of the question. Even operations such as
have been sketched in the preceding paragraphs may be
impracticable. The cavalry is then compelled to fight entirely
on foot it may indeed be obliged to act mainly on the
defensive, especially should it be unsupported by infantry ;
but even at purely dismounted work troopers can, of course,
perform valuable services. Occasions must constantly arise
in the ever changing conditions of irregular warfare where

—
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cavalry, unable to act on horseback, can by its fire afford very
appreciable assistance to hard pressed infantry especially now
that itis armed with the magazine carbine.
As an example of this may be cited the behaviour of the small force of
cavalry at the action of Umbumedi, in Dahomey. The mounted troops were
forming the rear of the square in which the French were advancing through
the bush. The Dahomeyans, while offering a stubborn resistance in front,
worked round the flank and on to the rear. Part of the cavalry thereupon
dismounted and kept the enemy at bay tillsome infantry by means of a
counter-attack put an end to an offensive movement which for a few
moments gave ground for anxiety.
Near Ben Metir in Tunis in 1885 a reconnaissance sent out came under
a heavy fire from the Kroumirs concealed inthe wooded ground. Nearly the
whcle of the cavalry dismounted to assist the French firing line, and a pro
longed musketry action ensued at the end of which the Chasseurs d'Afrique,
the squadrons engaged, had nearly exhausted their ammunition. But the
opportune arrival of infantry reinforcements enabled the French to attack
and drive the enemy off.

Dismounted action by a detachment of cavalry posted on Valuable I
may be - highly
a
flank
~ ~~..^.,.^,^i~^.-.,
T^ere ,\V
, a hot action, and this judiciously
,_
..-o-v efficacious in
is especially the case when the enemy collects in masses in- used against^
tent upon attacking or holding in check the main body of otherwise* 8868
the regular troops. The smallness of the forces engaged in engage3.
most fights of this class often admits of the detachment's fire
sweeping the whole front. The mobility of the cavalry and
its independence of the other arms enables it to take up a
satisfactory position, from which it can in security bring a
heavy carbine fire to bear on a well defined target. AtTamai
in 1884, while the disordered square was gradually retiring
before the Arab onset, a squadron of cavalry was rapidly
brought up so as to take the enemy in flank, and it greatly
assisted the hard pressed infantry by its fire, playing an im
portant part in the action without incurring any appreciable
loss. The charge of the 21st Lancers at Khartum did not
completely break up the formidable body of Arabs attacked,'
so a proportion of the troopers were dismounted and com
pleted the jobby their fire, which illustrates what a difference
(8336)
2 d2
m

¦
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there is between cavalry tactics in small wars and in regular
warfare ; cavalry can rarely charge unbroken, infantry, but,
for it to charge through a great body of infantry and then to
finish this off with dismounted fire is an operation almost
unheard of on the modern battle-field.
Dismounted
notion in
general.

IX

1 Mounted
troops when
dismounted
sometimes
able topose
as a large
force and so
deceive the
enemy.

We now have to consider dismounted work by mounted
troops in general when there is no question ofshock action or of
alternating between fighting on foot and fighting on horseback
Small bodies of mounted troops acting dismounted willoften
get openings for performing most valuable service inposing as
larger forces. Their mobility lends itself to the employment
of this veTy effective ruse. The plan was, as already mentioned
on p. 176, tried with most satisfactory results at the attack on

.

Wedza's stronghold. In the later stages of the South African
war the Boers proved themselves adepts at this sort of bluff,
and made fulluse of their mobility. Itwas almost impossible,
to tell whether they were in strong force or not. A few shots
would be fired. Then, if the troops were rushed into attack,
if often turned out that the enemy was present inconsiderable
numbers. But if, on the other hand, elaborate arrangements
were made for outflanking the enemy and time was lost, it
generally transpired that there were only a few snipers about.
After Sir R. Buller had withdrawn from Gubat to Abu Klea in 1885,
the enemy became more aggressive.
One evening large hostile bodies
occupied a hillcommanding Abu Klea and inconveniently near the wells.
From this position the Madhists were driven in the followingmorning, chiefly
owing to the action of Major Wardrop and a few troopers who, appearing
successively at different points, made the hostile leaders believe that they
were threatened by large bodies of troops from the rear.

*J IMounted
J-' troops

ttacking

dismounted.

In campaigns against undisciplined forces opportunities
willoften occur for mounted troops to actually attack on foot.
Occasions for such action rarely present themselves in regular
warfare because opposed to infantry even in small bodies,
armed with weapons of precision, the horses are likely to suffer
very severely unless they can be satisfactorily got under
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cover, and because in the nature of things tha chances are that

the opposing troops willbe insuperior force. But insmall wars
these dangers do not arise as a rule, or at least do not present
themselves to at all the same extent, and some interesting
examples of attacks of this nature are tobe found inthe records
of these campaigns.
Near the Shuturgurdan Pass during the advance to Kabul in 1879, a
party of native cavalry coming unexpectedly on a gathering of Afghans in
broken, and hilly ground, ousted them from their position by the attack of
a portion of their number dismounted.
"
The affair of Petrusvitch's Garden," near Denghil Tepe in 1880, is an
admirable illustration of this sort of workand ofits dangers. The enclosure
was held by the Tekkes in some forces. At dawn the whole of the cavalry
and some guns moved in this direction under General Petrusvitch in obedi
ence to orders to that effect. When at about 180 yards from the enclosure
the general ordered his men to dismount and to attack, the horse-holders re •
tiring some distance, while a mounted troop remained in reserve. The dis
mounted men cleared the enemy out with the bayonet (the cavalry had
bayonets), but General Petrusvitch was mortally wounded at their head
and there was some confusion in consequence.
The Tekkes now issued
out round their flank and threatened the horse-holders, but a portion of
the reserve troops dismounted and, assisted by the guns, repulsed this
offensive movement. Very severe fighting continued about the enclosure
for some time, but the cavalry managed to hold their own tillinfantry rein
forcements, which had been urgently asked for, hurried up and secured
what had been won.
Wedza's stronghold was captured by detachments of the 7th Hussars.
But the skilful operations previous to the final assault which have been
already detailed on p. 176, had the effect of reducing the resistance at the
last to a minimum.

There is of course no reason whatever why mounted troops
on foot should not attack ifoccasion for it arises, as long as the
horses are secure ; it was constantly done during the late
South African war. The great difficulty is that, as the troopers
advance, they get more and more separated from their mounts.
Horse-holders are always left, but these, hampered with reins
and so forth, have no means of properly defending their
charges. If there be any chance of a sudden rush on the part
oi the enemy, whether mounted or on foot, it willalways be
dangerous for the troopers to go far from their horses.

r
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In any sort of warfare mounted rifles and.Juaunied in
fantry are inferior to cavalry, provided, of course, that the
cavalry has been thoroughly trained to fight onjfoot as well
as to fight on horseback. But insmall wars this inferiority will
generally be especially marked, because mounted troops
are likely to get such fine opportunities for shock action, and the
only excuse for employing the inferior class of troops is gene
rally to be found in the fact that they may happen to be on the
spot. In the British service mounted infantry is cheaper to
maintain in peace time than cavalry, and itis sometimes con
venient to keep up small forces of it on foreign stations in
preference to breaking up regiments of cavalry. Mounted
rifles and mounted infantry are very generally mounted on
cobs or ponies which are preferable to horses for dismounted
work, are more suitable in very rough country, and require
less forage ; but there is nothing to prevent cavalry troopers
being mounted on cobs or ponies for a special campaign.
When it comes to charging, or to pursuing a flying enemy,
it is, of course, better to have horses than smaller animals.
But even when mounted on cobs or ponies, cavalry are
necessarily more valuable than troops without lances or swords
who are similarly mounted, because the former can fight both
mounted and dismounted. The horse of the mounted rifleman,
or mounted infantryman is merely a means of transporting
him rapidly from place to place with a view to his fighting
as an infantry soldier when he gets to his destination. While
in the saddle, he is just as useless for fighting purposes as the
gun is when itislimbered up and in movement.
But between the cavalry trooper proper and the mounted
infantryman proper there are really several intermediate
grades. The Kussian dragoon is a cavalry soldier trained
especially to fight on foot and provided with a rifleand bayonet.
Some irregular corps raised in the colonies have had swords,
although destined in t&je main for fighting dismounted.
As
already mentioned the irregular mounted troops who were
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unsupplied withside arms at Kambula used assegais with groat
During the operations in Rhodesia the mounted
effect.
infantry on one occasion charged with fixed bayonets. The
fact is that although the function of mounted rifles or mounted
infantry is to fight on foot, small wars produce such strange
situations and afford such scope for boldness and dash that it
is well for them to be prepared to fight on horseback on occa
sion. Were mounted infantry ever to be employed inthe heart
of the hill country north of the Panjab they would probably
be quite as useful on horseback as on foot without ever attempt
ing to charge home, simply owing to the moral effect which
cavalry has been proved to exert among these tribesmen and
to the recollections of what the cavalry did in the Swat valley
in 1897.
"
"
The instructions contained in Cavalry Training as to Final
remarks on
dismounted service are m general applicable to small wars, dismounted
but there are certain special points to note. In operations work>
of this class the mounted troops are likely to be working
in small bodies and isolated,, and they willoften be in very
bad ground. If there is a sudden rush of the enemy in great
force the situation of the dismounted men may become very
awkward. There is always the tendency on the part of the
enemy to work round the flanks and to try to cut the dis
mounted men off from their horses, or to cut the detachment
as a whole off from the rest of the force. Great vigilance
is in fact required, and in terrain where there is not a clear
view it is generally unwise to get the dismounted men far
from their horses. It is here assumed that the mounted
troops are only armed with the rifle or carbine, and that they
cannot therefore keep ready a small body to charge the
enemy supposing the situation suddenly to become critical.
The general rule as to reserving fire till it can tell, for
fear of frightening the enemy prematurely and preventing
a fight, of course holds good just as much withmounted troops
acting dismounted, as it does with infantry. If attacking,

.
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the great point to bear inmind should be that the main object
is to inflict loss and that this xian be best effected either by
getting part of the force round the flank so as to bring fire
to bear when the opponents take to flight, or else by bringing
up the mounts as the dismounted men advance, so that they
can get promptly into the saddle and follow up.
Need of dash
It cannot be too much insisted upon that for this kind of
¦when on foot,
work the men must have dash while on foot as well as while
onhorseback ;the Boers in this respect were nothing short of
a revelation, they were busy with their rifles almost the
instant they were off their horses. Half the tactical mobility
possessed by mounted troops is thrown away in a fight, if
this important principle has not been inculcated into all
ranks, and if ithas not constantly been put in practice on
the manoeuvre ground. This, of course, applies just as much
in the case of regular as of irregular warfare, but the
importance of the point was especially brought to notice in
the guerilla stages of the South African war, and itis theie
fore only right to draw attention to ithere.

rr

CHAPTER XXIII
Camel

htMtoJL 0^

corps.

Camel corps have many of the properties of mounted int Camel corps
,a form of
fantry. Troops on camels differ, however, from mounts mounted
infantry in the very important particular that they have infantry.
—
little mobility in actual action they < pannofc fog fflflßffi^yT^
with the freedom j*fjflgfflnHl t,mnpa on frfa fraffe-fie)d. For,
besides being slow in moving from one part of the ground to
another relatively to other mounted troops, the difficulty

-

and delay foyolved in
LfJtifßßiftfflfr^ffT prevents
their bemg able to fight effectively unless they have had a
little time to prepare for action.
The object of camel corps is rather to enable troops to Object to be
able to
move long distances through the theatre of war than to traverse long
transfer them from point to point when in close contact with dl3tanc?sl?8.
— — —tactical.
strategical
the enemy. Their mobility....ismm
rather than
*~~ *""^
•fiT
nn
liiii.
The French have made satisfactory use of camel corps in
Senegal. Abd el Kader depended very largely upon camels
in making the rapid movements which were the feature
of his guerilla warfare against the conquerors of Algeria.
The Turkomans and Kirghiz have carried out very effective
raids against the Russians and against tribes friendly to
Russia, on camels. But in all these cases the camels have
generally been left in some safe place before actual fighting
took place, and in the main the camel corps, whether on the
side of the regular army or on that of the enemy, have been
designed with a view to strategical and not to tactical mo
bility. This was well shown in the march of Sir H. Stewart's
force from Korti to Metemma, where the principle was to
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form a zeriba in which the riding camels were left with the
baggage, and to go out and fight on foot.
The celerity of the movements of irregular warriors has
been commented on frequently in earlier chapters. Camels
cannot keep up with them in pursuit and cannot evade them
in retreat. In action against such adversaries camels are in
fact somewhat out of place, their security is a source of
anxiety unless they are protected by the position of other
troops engaged. The camels willof course often be perfectly
safe on the battle-field when the camel corps is merely part of a
mixed force ; but the idea of a camel corps as a rule is for it
to work more or less independently or, as has been very
general in the Egyptian army, with the cavalry. It should
be noted that during Sir H.Rose's Central Indian campaign in
1858 a small camel corps was organized and performed ex
cellent service inconjunction with the other troops.
At Kalpi this corps acted most effectively at a critical juncture. The
rebels had skilfully concealed their strength. For a time they only pretende d
to threaten the Britishleft, but then they suddenly developed a strong attack
against Sir H. Eose's right. The infantry were being forced back by stress
of numbers and even the guns were in danger, when the camel corps was
rapidly transferred thither from another part of the field. The men dis
mounted, charged, and completely changed the situation, the rebels being
in the end defeated with heavy loss.

That camel corps are not very well adapted for working
with cavalry on the battle-field was shown at the battle of
Khartum, what occurred suggests that it is not desirable to
expose a force which possesses so little tactical mobility to
the danger of comDatwilC^ry^superTof T)oclfes oi fanatics
capable'W^veicyrapid mov^ e^^'''*»
w"-;^^"

At Khartum the camel corps, while operating on one flank with part of
the cavalry and a battery, had to bear the brunt of a resolute advance
of a mass of Dervishes. The slow movements of the camels placed the
whole force in some jeopardy. Two guns were temporarily lost, many
casualties occurred, and had it not been for the enemy coming under fire
of the gunboats the affair might have had a serious ending.
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Lord Wolseley's instructions to the camel corps in the Their
fj,
Nile Expedition of 1884-85 laid great stress on the point w]^n | Ij
I|
that troops so organized
if
attacked when on mounted.
~J
were helpless
«*«*««—»«»«««-''
How to acft I
i^^JL^+m* a-~f"
the move. It was laid down that the men were never to be ifsuddenly\*\\
• \
taken mounted over ground where there appeared to be any a af! c
v
likelihood of an attack being made on them itmust be re
membered that, during the march across the desert, practically
the whole force consisted of camel corps except for the small
cavalry force which proved so valuable for scouting purposes.
These conditions were essentially different from those of the
Central Indian campaign, where the camel corps could reiy
upon the active support of all arms of the service. Inno case
in the campaign on the Nile in 1884-85 were the camel troops
,
exposed to an attack when mounted. A_sudden onslaught
y
by
dismounting
forming
best
be
met
the
men
and
a
\
can
\ ,
square round the camels as far as circumstances permit, but
x
the essential' principle of camel corps tactics is that they
must not be placed in such a position, because, if they are,
tne^i|^^,va-risk of disaster. It should be noted that very
small parties cannot form a square possessing any defensive
strength round their camels ; in the case of a small detach
ment being assailed the camels must be used as a parapet,
the men inside —a plan which the Turkomans used very
successfully on one occasion, shortly before General Lomakin
started for Denghil Tepe in 1879. This incident gives a
remarkable illustration of camelry operations and deserves
to be narrated.
f
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A large number of camels had been collected around Burnak near Krasnovodsk on the Caspian Sea for the impending expedition, and were scattered over the plains, very insufficiently guarded by Kirghiz and a few
There was a detachment of infantry at Burnak.
irregular horsemen.
•
One morning a force of Tekkes suddenly appeared, seized a large number
of the camels and drove them off. The garrison of Burnak promptly turned
out to recover the spoil. The enemy had, however, got a good start, and
the Russian infantry, toilingon foot after the marauders, suffered greatly
nrom thirst and soon began to tail oft. The chase was becoming hopeless
/-*
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when, with ready resource, the officer in command collected some of the
camels which were browsing in the vicinity and mounted his men on
them, and then the pursuit was resumed and pushed with vigour.
The troops came up withthe freebooters towards evening and found them
drawn up on a hill, and within a laager formed of the camels which they
had captured. Made to lie down inthe form of an oval, the camels provided
an effective rampart behind which the enemy was in comparative security.
This improvised fortress the weary Russians were obliged to attack, and the
assault on it completely failed. During the night reinforcements arrived
from Krasnovodsk, but when day broke it was found that the Turkomans
had, under cover of darkness, withdrawn with most of their booty and
had disappeared.
This little affair is of singular interest in connection with the question of
camel corps. One side formed itself into a camel corps on the spur of the
moment for a rapid march. The other made a zeriba of camels and stood
an assault in it.

Camels are only suitable in certain theatres of war and
therefore the question of camel corps does not often arise.
Their extraordinary capacity for dispensing with water
enables them to be used when horses would break down
altogether, and there is no other method of pushing troops
unaccompanied by transport rapidly across long stretches of
desert. Qamels moreover thrive on scrub and bushes which
other animals willnot eat. But on the other hand they cannot
travel over rough country on account of their feet, and they
are quite helpless on slippery ground. Camel corps are in
fact of use only under given conditions. The small camel
corps which exists as part of the Egyptian army, and which
played an effective part in most of the engagements fought
by the Khedive's troops against the followers of the Khalifa,
serves as a model for such forces.
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CHAPTER XXIV.
Artillery tactics.
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In an earlier chapter it was pointed out how, what is known Artillery /**»—¦*
'
as artillery preparation, is often entirely out of place in such PreParafclon \ q^
battles as occur in small wars, but that this depencb very
much upon the circumstances of the particular case. If the
enemy be strong or be PPgted ' in a fornudable^ppsition it may
He dftgflflajjjft for the guiia'to maKgan.^jLmjpre^sion^^e^qr^.lhe
infantry can s^TeJy attack. In almost all actions which occur
in warfare of this nature the principle of pushing the guns well
[, even if they do not neces
to the front, however.
sarily at once come into action. Whether itbe in the pre
liminary phases of the fight, or during the period when the
attack is being fully developed, or at the crisis of the battle,
artillery can be and should be as a general rule handled with
a boldness not always permissible incombats between regular
armies.
Artillery preparation presents in fact somewhat
different characteristics from the prolonged concentrated fire
of masses of guns which used to be understood by that expres
sion in military phraseology.
The moral effect of artillery is very great against irregu
lar enemies. The high esteem in which Asiatics hold guns
was referred to in Chapter XII, and if the adversary be so
posted or be of such strength as to demand respect, the utili
zation of this moral effect may be very desirable. But
material effect is still more desirable, and if the enemy
does not happen to be formidable it is essential that, ifthe
guns are to be used at all, they shall inflictloss.
Bearing this inmind it may be taken as a broad principle Guns to push
governing artillery tactics in campaigns against irregular up ° close n
warriors, that throughout an engagement guns should be used
Iv
i

-
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at as close quarters as possible, so that their full vatue ma*y
be got out of them and so that they can push up into the
enemy's position and bring shell fire to bear as soon as this
has been evacuated. Of course close range is not always the
most effective range in hill warfare pluaging fire will fre
quently be more destructive ; but where casualties in the
hostile ranks willbe increased by pushing the artillery well up
to the front, forward tactics willalmost always be expedient.
The enemy's fire in such warfare is rarely really dangerous,
even at comparatively speaking close quarters. Exceptions
to this of course occur, as in the case of the Boers. In Tirah
the Afridifire was often fairly effective as long as the enemy
could fire from points of temporary security. But in the
majority of cases guns have not very much to fear from
the firearms of the adversary in small wars, and they can there
fore be manoeuvred with a boldness which in regular warfare
would only be justified on very special occasions and to achieve
very special objects. In the normal conditions which prevail
in struggles against uncivilized foes or guerillas, the guns can
safely advance to ranges at which they would inevitably be
silenced by regular infantry unless this had been previously
shaken by artillery preparation or by other means. Of course
difficulties of terrain often greatly limitthe choice of positions ;
but except for this and for the fact that artillery when in
motion is out of action, itmight almost be laid down as a broad
rule that the proper place for the guns is little in rear of the
infantry firing line, whenever plunging fire is not required.
The nearer they get to their .work. tjie_ttg£±er. If they are
required to prepare the way for the infantry they should, as
far as circumstances permit, be inaction at the point where the
infantry has come to a standstill, and this is the principle
upon which, when the regular forces are acting on the offensive,
the artillery usually does act if inefficient hands.

—

Examples,

The Indian Mutiny affords some notable instances of these forward
artillery tactics. Out of numerous striking examples may be quoted the
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cases of the Sek under bagh and Shah Nujeef at Lucknow. Before the
infantry could attack the Sekunderbagh, the guns were dragged up to within
100 yards ofits loop-holed walls, and they had to be fought for some time in
the open at this close range before the breaches were practicable and before
the infantry could get at the rebels. After the Sekunderbagh had been
stormed, itbecame necessary to capture the equally formidable Shah Nujeef.
The guns of the Naval Brigade were dragged up by the
sailors and 93rd to
" Captain
within 20 yards of the massive wallsof the building.
Peel," as Sir
"
C. Campbell wrote in his despatch, behaved very much as ifhe had been
laying the Shannon alongside the enemy's frigate." The mosque long re
sisted all efforts of the assailants, and it was night before it was in British
hands ;early next morning, however, signals and the bugle call from the
roof of the great edifice told the expectant garrison of the Residency lines
that all was going welland that their weary vigilwas to be exchanged for
action. The bringing of the guns up to the very walls of the Sekunderbagh
and the Shah Nujeef is a splendid example of forward artillery tactics.
At Amoaful the guns had to be pushed up into the firing line in the
bush to break down the enemy's resistance on several occasions, and they
caused great slaughter among the Ashantis at this very close range. At
Ordahsu one gun with the infantry, advancing a short distance at a time,
gradually worked right up to the village. It was very nearly silenced,
itis true ;but itdid its work.
At the attack upon Konoma in the Naga hills in 1880, after the capture
by storm of the first hostile work, the two guns with the force moved into
it and opened fire from it upon another fort only 50 yards off, breaching
it. Three assaults on this failed. The retreat of the storming party
after the last failure was effectually covered by the guns, which fired over
the stormers' heads as they lay down. Their fire promptly cleared the walls,
which had been reoccupied by the Nagas when the guns were masked by the
infantry.
A French column which was moving to the relief of Tuyen-Kwang in
Tonkin in 1885 made an attack upon the Chinese works at Hoa Moe. The
defenders fought with great determination, and one of the redoubts held
out after the others were captured. Two mountain guns were promptly
brought up within 50 yards to batter down the parapet of this, and they
very soon effected their object.

These episodes have been cited as good illustrations of
the principle of pushing artillery to the front in this sort of
warfare. Bold initiative and seizure of every opportunity of
getting to close quarters with the enemy, are the surest means
of making the guns tell. The enemy generally does not under
stand daring and resolute tactics whether on the part of in
fantry, of cavalry, or of artillery, and they demoralise him.
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Battles may be won by long range bombardments in the sense
that the adversary quits his position, but they are not so won
in the sense that the adversary is crushed, cowed, and con
vinced that unless he lays down his arms he willbe utterly
destroyed. Owing to the configuration of the ground or to
some special reason, it may sometimes be necessary that the
guns should open fire at ranges of 2,500 and even 3,000 yards.
But such procedure must be looked upon as exceptional and
one only to be adopted uncler unusual circumstances.
It must be remembered that in these campaigns the guns
if they push well to the front, rarely run any risk of being
actually silenced. Experience proves that there is littlechance
of the casualties among the gun detachments being so heavy
as to put the pieces out of action. The chief danger that they
incur is that of falling into an ambush or
on
;
ground
they
effectively
where
cannot
act
fornrotection
__.
-'¦¦-_
°.
/
«*"**^'f»*t-.»*i.««
againsiTthis they look to the infantry with
which they are
w^rTongT*TCFErilery has no more title to immunity from losses
than have cavalry or infantry, and itcannot be used too boldly
as long as itis supported by other troops, a principle which
happily is very generally recognized in the British service.
To show, however, that difference of opinion on this point
exists among military men, the action of Sahamafi in the
French campaign against the Malagasys in1885 may be cited.
Inthis affair a battery of artillery was pushed up to within 550
yards of a palisaded earthwork. It suffered considerable
losses, for which the admiral in command of the attack was
somewhat harshly criticised. In the end the hostile position
proved too strong to be stormed and the French force was
withdrawn. The incident is mentioned as showing that a
tendency exists to blame the exposure of guns, even when the
issue of a fight is more than doubtful. In such theatres of
operations as small wars usually take place in, guns are soms
what of an encumbrance to a force except on the battle-field,
therefore when they get a chance of striking hard even serious
losses must be accepted as the fortune of war.
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Although the, importance
of massing „artillery in action
,
,

.

.

not now considered so great as it was a rew years ago, the
principle of concejitmtion^oj^^ie is stillunder most conditions
an axiom of modern tactics, and it is, to a certain extent, the

is

Massing of\
guns unusual"
generally

an(j

"^necessary.

— '

basis of the normal action of the arm on the battle-field.
*"*
In small wars this massing of guns will,seldom be applicable.^V
Large numbers of guns are unusual in the combats which
occur. The very fact that artillery preparation at long range
should be the exception and not the rule, militates against
the concentration of the artillery at any particular point of
the battle-field, inasmuch as the space is sure to be limited t
when the guns are drawn up at short ranges. But, on the other
may be very
hand, concentration
*
clesirable^even ifthat
" of fire
IBBfcyvwv—-¦¦--
concentration be carried out by isolated sections or guns.
If there is any point where the enemy is offering a sturdy
/
\
resistance or which willclearly be difficult to carry by storm,
\
a convergent artillery fire may have a very decisive effect.
\
Supposing the enemy to have guns, it may sometimes be
desirable to qrush these as a preliminary, and a concentrated
shell fire will soon achieve this object. At the Atbara the
hostile guns were completely silenced before the assault, the
Dervish gunners being found dead round their pieces. The.
Chinese guns in Tonkin were often treated in this fashion,
although their fire generally seems to have been ineffective.
But indealing withhostile artillery itmust never be forgotten
that the end to be kept in viewis its capture, and that, although
a heavy fire of shells will almost certainly silence it, the
result may be that the enemy finding it overmatched will
manage to withdraw it.
\
The primary duty of artillery in warfare of this nature is Quegtionpf I ~*F**n*xr
to ensure that it is at hand at the critical moment and well SffSffiTnTt-ftcfc
/
to the front. Difficulties of terrain in some cases, and the
%
fact that the guns are so often portable guns and not guns
moved by horse traction in others, render very rapid move
ments impossible at times. Stillthe artillery should*generally
(8336)
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be able to move as fast as the infantry. If the guns are kept
concentrated at one spot, none of them may be able to get
to the point where they are really wanted at the proper moment,
and for this reason it willgenerally be best to keep them to a
certain extent dispersed. In regular warfare this would be
quite wrong, the breaking up of batteries being rightly held
to be unsound, under ordinary conditions, on the modern
battle-field. But in combats against adversaries, whose gun
fire and musketry are not much to be feared, the necessity
for keeping the battery intact as a fighting unit is not so great.
The accepted system of fire discipline makes it desirable
that the battery should not be split up ifit can be avoided,
but this system is designed to meet conditions which seldom
present themselves in small wars. Speaking generally
there is not the same necessity for rapid ranging when coming
into action against irregular warriors, as there is when the
battery has to be prepared for accurate and perhaps con
centrated hostile fire the moment that itshows itself.
Of course if the battery can be kept intact, so much the
better —should there be several batteries on the battle-field
the requisite dispersion will rarely necessitate half batteries
or sections working independently, or lead to the tactical
unit being broken up. But as a rule the available guns are
not numerous. It is when the force is accompanied by only
one or at most two batteries that the necessity arises for
detaching groups of two and three guns to various parts
of the field, even at the cost of loss of accuracy and rapidity
of fire. On very open ground where field or horse artillery
can move about rapidly, there is little chance of the infantry
at any point being unable to get guns to help them on emer
gency, or of shell fire failing at some moment when the
enemy offers a good target. But on broken ground, or when
only portable guns are available, there musTße*no'"mieition of
gulflirlffaffing wlieTever ifmay'suHdenly be required. On this
account the splitting up or batteries into sections may be not
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only Judicious but may be absolutely indispensable. Ex
perienced mountain artillery officers in India are perfectly
well aware of this, and they deprecate the tendency on the
part of commanders to stick totsxt book theory when dealing
with conditions to which the theory does not apply.
Plenty of examples have of course occurred in small
wars where the massing of several batteries for purposes of
concentrated fire has been most effective. At the attack on
the Sempagha Pass leading into Tirah the two brigade divi
sions of mountain artillery were for a considerable time kept
intact, and their fire was most effective in clearing the suc
cessive lines of sangars. At the battle of the Atbara —one
of those cases, so rare in warfare of this nature, where
—
a regular artillery preparation was necessary the guns
poured a concentrated fire upon the Dervish zeriba, doing
great damage to the defences and to the hostile personnel. Ac
Tel-el-Kebir the British guns were massed in the original
order of attack in the centre, acting as a pivot on which the
infantry divisions on either flank might rely in case of
reverse ; but concentration gave way to dispersion on that
occasion, as soon as the infantry poured into ths Egyptian
lines ; there was no massing of fire.
The principle of dispersion of gunsa^rrDj^s^just the same Dispersion of;
on the defensive as it doeslrTattack.
From the point of view |^9ngi"c c
of the other arms there is rarely any justification for collecting
the guns at any particular spot, even admitting that fire
discipline suffers if batteries are split up. The main object
to keep in view is that there should be one or two guns ready
to meet the enemy wherever fie may endeavour to push his
attack home. The tendency of irregular warriors when
acting on the offensive being generally to envelops their
antagonist, a dispersion of the artillery becomes almost in
evitable. The position of guns in squares has already been
referred to in the chapter dealing especially with that forma
tion, and ithas been shown that in practice they have often
(8336)
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been put singly at the corners, although there are objections
to this plan. In laagers and zeribas itis of course necessary
to disperse the guns so as to ensure artillery fireinall directions.
Defensive actions are so often fought by regular troops in
broken or bush grown terrain in this kind of warfare, and the
field of fire is so frequently restricte^^j saj th« sg^ting up
of batteries can seldom be avoided.
ip^g effect created by artillery is tremendous when troops
1
...-¦..¦¦¦•'¦•
wo"-"are called upon to receive the attack of warriors like Sudanese,
or Zulus, or gha/is who approach in masses, provided
always that there be a satisfactory field of fire. Of this
the first phase of the battle of Khartum afforded signal proof,
disastrous havoc being caused in the Dervish ranks long
before they came within effective range even of the magazine
rifles. Itis very seldom the case that as long as they are in
groups, guns cannot defend their own front unless the field of
fire is very restricted. During the determined Afghan attack
at Ahmed Khel the efforts of the swordsmen to rush the guns
only led to their being mowed down pitilessly at the most
effective range. At Tamai a battery was in the open between
the two square at the critical juncture, but itbeat off tho
Arab rush against it and stood its ground. On the other
hand, a single gun, or even a section, may ba unable to defend
its own front if unsupported by rifle fire.
When a force is acting on the defensive, thesupport of
artillery'Tslnvalua'DTe to the otner arms at a critical moment—
f6Yin¥tance when the infantry are in difficulties owing to a
sudden hostile attack. On such occasions the moral effect of
the shells bursting and of the noise of the discharges, may
create an influence out of all proportion to the actual number
of the enemy struck down. Thus after General Lomakin's
unsuccessful attempt to storm Denghil Tepe, the guns
effectually checked the Turkomans who were pursuing the
shattered assaulting columns as they withdrew in disorder.
What the artillery has most to fear at such times is that its
(ii

Value of guns
on the

defensive
against
fanatical
rushes.

(K\

i
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own flank may be turned ; at Maiwand two horse artillery
guns were lost owing to the infantry on their flanks being
rolled up by the ghazi rush. As long as the flanks are secure
the front should be secure if the guns are not in a hopelessly
unfavourable position. It should be noted, however, that
this does not altogether hold good at night, when it may be
desirable to post infantry groups in the intervals between the
guns.
is.
j A
posts
of isolated
guns
In the defence
l
***"- are
X
-• of course
--• . in-"-"^"—-mTfil'
\ '\i
valuable. General Skobelef in forming the advanced depots
on the line his troops were to follow towards Denghil Tepe,
told off several guns to each, the infantry garrisons being
very small. During the defence of the improvised fort at
Potchefstrom in 1881, the guns did much to keep the Boer
at a respectful distance, and many similar cases could be
quoted. In such fortified positions artillery can very largely
take the place of infantry ; and as only the guns themselves ,
j
with their detachments and ammunition are required, permanent arrangements for their transport can often be dis- \ V
pensedwith.
\,
Although the qu^estiqn oj^artiljery^ material and orgamga- Comparative
""**<*.
tion is really outside theiscope !oTthiswor£^Kreare certain P° werlessness
spins
WAwmw
points affecting this subject which arise in small wars and against 'mud
T1
which deserve a passing notice. The first of these is that in ases
Asiatic warfare mud villages have been found by experience
to resist shell fire very effectually. The walls do not splinter,
and the tiny rooms which are the leading characteristics of the
dwellings, absorb the explosion of the projectile and cramp its
effect. This is an important fact to bear in mind, because a
heavy bombardment prior to an attack on such a village may
not have demoralized its defenders as much as the noise and
expenditure of ammunition would have seemed to imply.
This clearly points to either guns or howitzers of large calibre,
firing heavy shells with large bursting charges, being best
suited* Tor such work ; but the exigencies of this class of
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warfare in other respects generally forbid the

use of such
ordnance.
High
The unsatisfactory effects obtained from artillery against
explosives.
mud villages suggests the use of shells with high explosives,
and it willprobably be found that these willgive good results
if they can be adapted to the class of gun suited to such cam
paigns. The melinite shells used by the French against the
Hovas demoralized them and gave every satisfaction during the
campaign ; but as inthat conflict the enemy was always read y
for flight on the first possible excuse, itwould not be wise to
attach too much importance to experiences gained in operations
so very one sided. The high explosive shells used by the
howitzer battery in the bombardment of Omdurman caused
rare havoc in the metropolis of Mahdism ; but ordnance of
this ponderous kind is not well adapted to conditions of ir
regular warfare. Itremains to be seen what effect this nature
of projectile, when fired from field and mountain guns, will
have upon hill-men sheltered in sangars or ensconced among
crags on mountain crests.
|l \ Guns must be
Owing to difficulties of terrain, itis almost invariably the
1 light and
case that lightness of artillery material is imperative. It is
generally
Jr portable,
becoming more and more recognized that in the majority of
cases draught artillery is out of place. On the plains of
India or of the Pehio basin, on the steppe land by the Sir
Daria or along the foot of the Kopet Dagh in the land of the
Tekkes, on the rolling downs of Zululand, and in many parts
of Morocco and Algeria, horse and field artillery can
manoeuvre as freely as in Belgium or Lorraine. But in most
theatres of small wars it cannot act. On the sands of Egypt
in 1882, mountain guns were found to possess mobility fully
equal to that of field artillery. In Tonkin draught artillery
Sir F.
was constantly found to be a great encumbrance.
Koberts, on his march from Kabul to Kandahar, took only
mountain guns. InMadagascar, Dahomey, Tirah, and most
theatres of recent operations portable artillery alone coulcj
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satisfactorily be used. An army which, owing to national
conditions, is liable to be called upon at almost any moment
to take part in irregular warfare, and which does not comprise
in its normal peace organisation a proportion of mountain
batteries ready at short notice for the field, lacks an important
item in that aggregate of services which constitute a force
genuinely adapted for conducting a campaign against savages,
or hill men, or guerillas operating inbroken ground. Itmust
be remembered that the guns of portable artillery can never
—
be very powerful their lightness^^renders it impossible ;
but they can go where the infantry can go, and that is, as a
general rule, tne chief aim of this arm inirregular warfare.
Inasmuch as the leading principle governing artillery Question "of
tactics in these campaigns is for the guns to push up to close
(^
I
range, and as, when regular troops have stood on the defensive
inMorocco and Algeria, in the Sudan, inChinaj in Afghanistan
and elsewhere, experience has proved that the guns must be
prepared to check attacks at very close quarters, a supply of
case shot used generally to be very desirable before the
introduction of quick-firers ; with the modern gun, however,
it is doubtful if any need remains for including them
in a battery's equipment.
It is remarkable what
very frequent examples have occurred in small wars
of late years of the use of this form of projectile.
The three batteries supporting Colonel Macdonald's brigade
when it was attacked at the battle of Khartum, fired an
immense number of rounds —one battery used up sixty-nine
during the day. Case shot is held to be quite out of date
inregular warfare ; the tactics of_ the present day demand that
\
artillery shall work atwTiaTwould half a century ago have bsen
|
absurd
in
small
range.
guns,
consT3ere3 an
But
wars
whether
§
inattack or defence, willalways be liable to find themselves in I
action at short and even at close range, and they should be I

equipped accordingly,
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CHAPTER XXV.
Machine

guns.
«<

Uncertainty The place of machine guns in tactics is now fairly well
as to how
In the British service, at least, they are regarded
best to employ established.
them.
as an adjunct of infantry and of cavalry. Itis generally recog

Their
frequent
failure till
recently.

nized that the plan of forming them into batteries in charge of
artillery personnel is a mistake for regular warfare, and the
same thing really holds good insmall wars.
It is indeed only comparatively recently that machine
guns have proved a success in any land of warfare. The
older forms, approximating to the mitrailleuse upon which
the French in1870 placed so mistaken a value, are not suitable
as a rule. In the terrain usually met with the weapon, unless
light and portable, is quite out of place. Moreover, till
within the last few years, no dependence could be placed
on machine guns at a critical moment. They jammed at
Ulundi, they jammed at Dogali, they jammed at Abu Klea
and Tofrek, in some cases with most unfortunate results. A
weapon which fails just when itis most wanted is a distinct
danger. It may do good work when all goes smoothly,
winning thereby a confidence to which itis not entitled and
causing it to be depended on to secure a vital point of which
itis incapable ; but ifitproves a broken reed insome moment
of supreme crisis later on,its presence with the force may have
done incalculable harm.
On the other hand Maxims, which can be easily handled and
moved, have done excellent service inEast Africa,inMatabili
lancj,. and inthe campaigns on the North West frontier ofIndia.
There can be no doubt that machine guns of an easily portable
and thoroughly trustworthy class may be most valuable in
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small wars, and they will probably be freely used in such
operations in future, especially when the enemy is inclined to
attack inmass. In hill warfare these weapons scarcely get
a proper chance, as they are not very well suited for picking
off individuals, and as itis dangerous to thrust them too far to
the front with the small parties which are so much used in
operations of this class. Inbush warfare also the want of a
fair target is unfavourable to them, and when the shooting is
at short range the personnel is likely to be put hors de combat,
—
as it offers such a good target this happened at Owikokero.
An open field of fire, and a well denned object to aim at, are
almost more necessary to machine guns than to artillery. .
During General Hunter's reconnaissance of the Atbara zeriba four days
before the attack on it was delivered, the enemy's horsemen moved out in
great strength and endeavoured to surround the force. The fire of the
four machine guns, however, proved extraordinarily effective, and kept the
foe from charging home. They fired 4,000 rounds.

On the defensive, machine guns can hardly fail to. be Their value
valuable. Inlaagers, zeribas, and detached posts of allkinds f.*iT.
they are ralways likely to be of service, and they may to a
certain extent taEe^eplace of guns for such work. During
the operations in Rhodesia in 1896 they were found very useful
as a protection to the small laagers left behind by^ th? columns
when they moved out for a fight. Two of them did tre
mendous execution in Chakdara Fort during the siege of that
post in 1897. It is interesting to note that at the fight on
the Shangani river inMatabililand after the attempt to capture
the King had failed, the troops, although they were in a bad
position, could not move to a better one for a while, simply
because the machine guns would have been thrown out of
action during the change of position. Against £sJsh^sofZulus,
ghazis, or other fanatics the effect of such weapons is tre
mendous as long as their fifels^ well maintained. In the ex
citement of the moment the best infantry may fire unsteadily ;
but machine guns can be absolutely trusted to commit de
structive havoc in the hostile, throng provided that their
mechanism does not go out of order.
(X(K
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CHAPTER XXVI.

The

seevice

\y
Outposts.
HouraF*

which the

0\

security.

warfare, against irregular forces the service of security is a
,
uyuw^^,..
v«.^«^-'«w«w«^^
0?':ance
Owing to the lines on
su "ject °* JR al^£S3iJffiP
winch such foes conduct their operations, it follows almost
as a matter of course that the safeguarding of the troops
from the surprises and ambuscades to which they are so
greatly exposed, whether they be on the move or at rest, is a
matter to which exceptional care and attention must be de
voted. The theatre of war is often little known, its broken
intersected character usually favours the hostile plan of
causing petty annoyance to the troops, information is un
trustworthy, and in consequence the regular soldiers must
ever be on the alert and must constantly be prepared for
the unexpected. At the halt an effective system of outposts
is essential. On the move precautions must be taken lest the
troops fall into some snare or be thrown into confusion by
the sudden attack of an enemy who disappears as soon as they
recover from their surprise. Allthis forms a very important
branch of military art in operations of this class.
The service of security always divides itself into two
great branches. When the force is halted, outposts have
to be arranged for. When it is on the inarch the protection
of the column must be assured by means of mobile detach
ments—patrols, advanced and rear guards, and so forth.
And the former being upon the whole the more important
and the more difficult to arrange, willbe treated of first.
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their attacks. It is somewhat singular that, as experience enemy is most
proves, foemen of this class generally have a marked dis- gi Te trouble,
inclination for night attacks. Some observations will be in
cluded in Chapter XXVIIon the best methods of repelling
nocturnal assaults when they are attempted, but it may be
taken as a general feature of small wars that the enemy is
much less disposed to undertake such enterprises than might
be supposed from the conditions of the case. Operations in
the dark would seem naturally to favour forces which so rarely
possess an armament comparable to that with which the
regular troops are supplied. By night arms of precision lose
much of their value, and there is therefore often a chance for
irregular warriors with their swords and spears to rush in to
close quarters and in the meUe to gain the upper hand by
force of numbers. History nevertheless shows that the
opponents with whom the trained and disciplined soldier has
to deal in small wars rarely display much keenness for such
undertakings.
Examining the records of the numerous campaigns of Hogj^okht
the last few decades itis surprising how seldom regular night uS^ial. | I
attacks have been attempted by the enemy. In the Persian
X^
campaign of 1857, a resolute attack was made upon Sir J.
Outram's force the night before the action at Khushab. A
desperate onslaught was made by the tribesmen one night
on the celebrated Crag Picquet in the Ambela campaign.
A few cases occurred in Algeria and Tunis. The Red Indians
made some effective night attacks on the United States troops.
The Maoris made one on Sentry Hill; and during the opera
tions against the Mohumnds and Swatis in 1897 the tribesmen
showed a disposition to undertake nocturnal attacks upon
the British forts and camps which is rarely evinced by ths
—
Pathans in hill warfare it is noticeable that this should
have occurred in territory adjacent to Ambela. In the early
days of the Tonkin war, when the Black Flags were still to
the fore, these made some desperate night attacks upon the
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French. During General Skobelefs siege of Denghil Tepc
the Tekkes made some most determined sorties under cover of
darkness against the Russian trenches. The remarkable night
attacks of the Boers upon British camps and columns in
1901-02, to which especial reference willbe made further on,
are fresh in the memory of us all. But these cases are the
exceptions, and itis a noteworthy fact that, except inthe case
of the Boer operations, there is scarcely an example to be found
of such an enterprise on the part of the enemy succeeding.
Not many instances can indeed be quoted of such night attacks
even causing serious danger.
The Kaffir wars, the Russian campaigns in the Caucasus
and Central Asia, the Indian Mutiny and the Chinese war
furnish scarcely a single illustration. There were no cases in
the Spanish war of 1859 against Morocco. Ashanti, Dahomey,
and Achin afford no instances, and Burma scarcely any. In
the last Afghan war the enemy attempted only two night
—
attacks, each of them on isolated posts Fort Battye and
Dubrai ; they succeeded in the latter, but these were very
minor episodes of the campaign ; in 1841, on the other hand,
a determined night attack was made on one of the gates of
Kandahar.
The Mahdists made no such attempts in the
Sudan, although the Khalifa appears to have contemplated
attacking Sir H. Kitchener under cover of the darkness, as
already related on p. 56. In the Zulu war the onslaught
upon the little garrison of Rorke's Drift was carried on for
many hours into the night, but" the fight had been initiated in
the afternoon, and except on this one occasion the Zulus
made no night attacks in force.
This disinclination of the enemy for assaults in the dark
is merely pointed out here as a fact proved by experience.
Itis not, of course, suggested that because of it precautions
should be relaxed at night —quite sufficient instances of
nocturnal enterprises by irregular warriors have occurred to
render any want of vigilance inexcusable. It must be
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understood moreover that itis only actual night attacks which
f
:
at
unusual,
not attacks at dawn. Attacks
daybreak are
are
of very frequent occurrence in these campaigns.
Itshould be noted that the small size of the force as a whole, Compara
S
of
or its various detachments and columns supposing itto be zl
of force
greatly assists the enemy in making clP8 ene py
broken upx into fractions, °
inpreparing
his preparations for a night attack. In regular warfare one for night
a
side can generally only approach the other at night along its tac 9>
front, or to a certain extent on its flanks. But in small wars
the camp or bivouac of the troops seldom occupies a large
space and it can be approached from all sides. The conse
( y
quence of this is that a very effective reconaissance can be made 4
bj^the enemy in the early hours of the night, aided by the \
lights of the fires and by the noise of the men and animals. I
Weak points can be thus detected, the vigilance being exer- !
cised by the outposts can be gauged, and plans can be perfected |
*
for taldng advantage of any favouring circumstances.
This was wellillustrated inthe closing guerilla stages of the
late South African war. Isolated columns roamed about a
theatre of war which generally presented few intricate topo
graphical features. After being on the move all day they
would often only reach the bivouac towards evening, or some
times not till after dark. Then, having come to a halt, the
force would gather itself into a comparatively speaking re
stricted space and would start the necessary cooking and
camp duties. A dull roar audible afar off in the stillness
denoted its presence. Its position was clearly defined and
unmistakeable, and its limits and any defences hastily con
structed were easily detected in the bright starlight of a sub
tropical climate.
The Boers turned this situation fully to account, and itis The Boer
aremarkable fact that those admirably executed night attacks mg a ac s>
of theirs were only intiated when the campaign had ceased to
possess any resemblance to regular warfare. Their success in
some of their bold undertakings was little short of astonishing.
J

J

-
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But, while giving them all credit for the skill with which
the operations were conducted, and for the dash, resource and
foresight with which they were carried out, it must be pointed
out that their success was almost invariably the consequence
of inefficiency in the service of security on our side. Sometimes
the most ordinary precautions were neglected.
Some
times the outposts generally, or individuals forming part of
them, failed to exercise vigilance which the conditions of the
The troops consisted largely
case imperatively demanded.
of detachments and bodies of men untrained to war and forti
fied with only a vague knowledge of the responsibilities which
itimposes alike on the commander and on the private. Circum
stances undoubtedly favoured the Boers ; but the art of war
consists in the main of taking advantage of circumstances,
and by the way in which the Boers did this and seized their
opportunities, they afforded illustrations of the manner in
which night attacks should be carried out and of how they
should be provided against, for which few campaigns, regular
or irregular, afford any parallel.
Whatever may be the case as regards night attacks, it may
accepted
be
as a broad rule that earlymorning is a specially
favourite hour for savages, Asiatics, and irregular opponents
upon regular
ol that class in general, to deliver
their assault
,
r-rtroops. The reason for this seems to be that, even when such
warriors have a perhaps, superstitious dread, of fighting
actually in the dark, they are able to creep up mute and un
observed so as to get close to the outposts. They can gather
close to the camp ready to rush forward on the given signal
—
at the first signs of break of day ; they hope there is rarely
any justification for the hope to find the regular forces at
Antagonists of a higher
that- time asleep and unprepared.
type again such as insurgents in civilized countries, prefer
attacking at dawn to attacking actually at night, because
it is easier to carry out the operation when there is some
little light. They, fullyrealise the advantage of getting to
fairly close quarters under cover of the night.
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Many examples of such early morning attacks could be
given —they are so frequent indeed that in most small wars
the regular troops stand to their arms shortly before dawn as
a matter of course. A few days after the disembarkation of
the French expeditionary force in Algeria, in 1830, the forces
of the Dey made a most determined attack upon the invaders
camps at daybreak. The first attack upon the Crag Picquet
in the Ambela campaign was made at dawn, the important
point being temporarily captured by the enemy ; it was
retaken shortly afterwards. After the capture of Khiva
in 1874 by the Russians, the Turkomans, during some opera
tions to the south, delivered a desperate assault on the Russian
camp just before daybreak, the footmen were brought up
almost to the Jbayonets seated behind the mounted men and
the enemy was only driven off after a severe conflict. The
Zulus attacked earlvjin the morning, al^iqugh^Jav^d^bvljght,
at Ginghilhovo ; they also surprised a detachment on the
Intombi river at dawn and nearly destroyed it. On the other
hand, it is very noteworthy that the mutineers at Delhi
made only one of their many attacks on the ridge at dawn ;
they knew that they would find the British force ready for
them at that hour, so many of their leaders being perfectly
well acquainted with the routine of regular troops on active
service. The abortive attempt to break into the Sherpur
cantonment at Kabul after the British force had been blockaded
there for some days in 1879, was made at daybreak. The
Dahomeyans twice made attacks upon the French at this
hour, at Kotonou in 1891 and at Dogba in1892 when General
Dodds first advanced. In 1882 the Egyptian army advanced
inforce to attack the British position near Kassassin early in
the morning. Sir H. Stewart's force advancing from AbuKlea
to the Nile was not molested during its night march, but
immediately after daybreak the enemy began to gather and
fighting commenced. The Matabili attacked the British
laager on the Shangani river in the grey of the morning.
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The Hovas attempted a daybreak surprise at Tsaratsora 0:1
the French advanced troops in1895 —it was almost the only
occasion on which they showed any enterprise or on which
their leaders showed the slightest military skill during the
campaign. Dawnis in fact the time at which a hostile
assault is especially to be anticipated in. these wars, and
preparations should be made accordingly. Even if the whole
force does not stand to arms the whole of the outposts should
do so if there is the slightest reason to suppose that any hostile
forces are in the vicinity.
Annoyance
m\
marauders
and
small
night attacks are unusual,
¦«—...-.-..-¦
«>-.. --_
,.Although
•
<•
;| by marauders
?
T
parties
/ and small
hostile
are fondi ofc causing annoyance, and their
hostile parties methods call for vigilance on the- part of the outposts. In most
*
r
<.«—at mgnt Tery
?common.
small wars these irritating acts on the part of the enemy
cause a great deal of inconvenience and frequently give rise
to scares and confusion. Sniping has of late years become
a very serious matter inIndian warfare, causing appreciable
losses owing to so many of the tribesmen being armed with
efficient rifles. These enterprises on the part of individuals
are no menace to the force as a whole, but they are very
harassing to the troops and they interfere with the repose
which is necessary to keep the men ingood condition for the
fatigues of active service. There is no certain means of pre
venting them, no assured specific against the evil ; but much
can be done by vigilant sentries who keep cool and use their
rifles with effect, and small ambuscades have proved at times
a sovereign remedy. This question is referred to again later on.
Principle of
The general idea with which outposts are pushed forward
upB s*
to protect an army is the same in every class of warfare. A
fraction of the force is detailed to act as a screen to the bulk
of the force, enabling this to rest and to temporarily abandon
fighting formation even when in proximity to the enemy.
The detachments forming the outposts are so arranged and
are of such strengths as to be able to offer sufficient resistance
to a hostile attack, should one be attempted, for the whole
1
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of the force to get under arms ancLplay its part. The detach
ments on outpost duty remain on the alert and more or less
ready to act at a moment's notice. This is the principle,
whether the troops they are safeguarding are engaged in
operations against disciplined and regular forces or are opposed
to semi-civilized adversaries, guerillas or savages. But the
fundamental system of the organization of an outpost service
differs very materially in the case of small wars from what is
generally considered right and proper in great campaigns.
Most treatises on the military art include chapters on how
to arrange the outposts on the lines sanctioned by the custom
t
and experience of regular warfare, and the principles governing j
their arrangement are laid down authoritatively in "Com- i ( *
bined Training." But mucVwhich is accented on the subject
"
as beyond dispute in the case of modern operations of war,
is quite inapplicable to small wars.
A very little consideration suffices to show that con- Difference
he
siderable modification of the elaborate system of picquets
and supports required in great campaigns is permissible inregular war
-,
fare and in
-,
irregular warfare. When engaged in hostilities against sma ll wars,
trained troops with modern arms, it is clearly essential that
these should be kept at a considerable distance from the
bivouacs of the main body. The outposts are pushed out a
long way so as to form a cordon some miles outside of the
area on which the remainder of the enemy is drawn up, and form
a screen facing towards the side where the hostile enemy is
known to be. The organization of the outposts is designed
with the view that, while the most advanced detachments
hold their ground as best they can tillsupported, other por
tions, withdrawn further from first contact with the ap
proaching enemy, hurry to the assistance of the advanced
detachments ; this gives the bulk of the army time to prepare,
and inconsequence of this the outposts must necessarily have
a considerable depth. Inasmuch as an army almost always
covers its communications inregular warfare and is so disposed
(8336)
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as only to run risk of contact with the enemy to its front
and partly to its flanks, the outposts are only pushed forward
in the shape of a fan which covers a small arc of a circle, or
at the most a semicircle.
But inmost small wars the duties of outposts are entirely
different from this, even when the campaign is against well
armed guerillas such as the Boers were in 1901-02. The
purpose for which they exist and the method on which they
are arranged are different. And in practice, the conditions
governing their organization, rarely have much analogy to
those which call for the system customary in campaigns
between disciplined armies.
In small wars forces of relatively insignificant numerical
strength move forward into the enemy's country, they are
not in a position to prevent their opponents from approach
ing them in flank and rear, and when at the halt they are often
liable to attack from every side. They must, therefore, as
secuntv against surprise and molestation, push out a ring of
outposts all round them, which absorbs a large number of
men. On the other hand the outpjosts_jieed have no'great
depth, because in the event of attack a small army can be very
rapidly drawn up for battle, and because on that account a
longwarning of impending advance on the part of the enemy
is not so necessary as is usually required in regular warfare.
Moreover, inasmuch as itis seldom the case that the adversary
is supplied with weapons likely to do much damage at long
range, they need not be kept at so great a distance from the
""Mill..]
mam body as would be thought necessary m a modern cam
paign —it is true, however, that nowadays when we find
warriors like the Afridis armed with Lee-Metfords, this must
be taken as in some cases referring rather to artillery than to
small arm fire. Instead of groups and detachments extending
far out ahead of the army on one side, as is the case in the
normal outpost system of regular warfare, outposts in small
wars usually consist rather of a narrow ring allround the army
and at no very great distance from it.
¦¦¦'-'
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It may he assumed that, in the matter of the drain in men
which the outposts create, the relatively small depth called for
in small wars counterbalances that necessity of extending them
all round the force, a necessity which does not arise in great
campaigns. In respect to the normal proportion which the
strength of the outposts bears to the strength of the army,
the question of outposts does not, therefore, perhaps differ
greatly inregular and irregular warfare.
The test of actual experience in operations all over the Outposts
globe, against opponents most diverse in their methods of ss fnep?Uy
fighting, goes to show that outposts, at least by day, need not intended
generally only consist of a chain of sentries, found by picquets serious"
which- need not generally be strong unless the ground be resiBtance
intersected or overgrown with scrub. Supports are seldom
required, reserves scarcely ever. The distance of the chain
of sentries, or of vedettes when these are used, from the main
body need not generally be great. Fighting a well-armed an
tagonist like the Boers it is, of course, necessary in daylight
for the outposts to be some distance off so as to give ample
warning of the enemy's approach, and under such conditions
it may be desirable for the picquets to be strong enough to
"
hold their own till supported. As is pointed out in Com
bined Training," everything depends upon the nature of the
enemy, the character of the country, and the strength and
composition of the force. The procedure necessarily varies
greatly by day from that suitable at night, and inhill warfare
"*%
a special procedure must frequently be adopted.
j />
One point of difference between the system of outposts o-nit8 to be
)rotected
regular
° warfare, is that while in the former ;enerally
in °
and in irregular
find
special units are detailed for the service ot security, in the heir own
latter each infantry unit in the force generallj^ Jycidjs the utposts
sentries and picquets to protect its own front. The reason
fortlus is that insmall wars the army at any point is generally
small, and the outposts are seldom very far out. It would
obviously be most inconvenient to encircle the bivouac of
2 p2
(8336)
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a brigade with a ring of sentries and picquets all found by one
battalion, the picquets being probably only a very short
distance from the defensive line. No absolute rule of course
exists on this pomt in hill warfare it is sometimes found
best to detail all the picquets from one or two units, no matter
where their posts may be with reference to their own and othor
corps. But the gJlflffty o,f fpo/i), and all questions of relief are
simj2|ji|fe£|..if each regiment Jands its ownjricquets, and there
is moreover less danger of the outpostsbejr^JredyMqJrom
the bivouac at night because each corps knows exactly where
its picquets and sentries are posted.
Before proceeding further it will be well to point out
that, looking at the warriors usually opposed to regular
troops in these wars from the point of view of what outposts
are best suited to act as a buffer against them, they practi
cally may be divided into two distinct and very different
—
classes : those who in consequence of their courage or their
numbers may be expected to deliver actual attacks upon the
troops when these are halted, and those who willmerely seek
to annoy tKe force by firing into the bivouacs, by cutting oft
stragglers, and by any similar device which their ingenuity
suggests to them. Of course the antagonists met with in
small wars sometimes partake of the, characteristics of both
classes —the tribesmen with whom Sir B. Blood had to deal
in 1897 for instance. In the Malakand campaign the hillmen
did not shrink from attempting bold night attacks upon
fortified camps, although they were also constantly on the
prowl in the darkness by night, sniping, stalking sentries, and
worrying the soldiery and followers.
It stands to reason that the service of security must be
conducted on different lines according as the enemy belongs
to one or the other of these two classes. Foes like tJ^sJßarvishes
or Zulus cannot be kept at a distance by a weakly ring of
picquels*whicK merely mask the fire of the troops in,case of
altaclffOnthe other hand Patens well supplied with modern

—
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firearms or guerillas like the Boers must not be allowed to
aj!££QaAA.te
with telling
effect. Picquets several hundred yards from any support would
besoon effacecf 1)y a rush of fanatics in force. Picquets close
in'StfforcTno protection whatever against the sniper. There
is in fact quite as much difference between the two systems
of outposts adopted to meet these two sets of circumstances
as there is between either of them and the method employed
in ordinary modern warfare. Again, the antagonists whom
regular troops are confronted withinsmall wars, are sometimes
supplied with fairly effective artillery, fight in formed units,
and incline to the tactics of the European battle-field ;
obviously neither the form of outposts adapted to the circum
tances of the Zulu war, nor the very different form which was
called for by the Afridi guerilla methods in Tirah, would afford
a satisfactory shield to the troops in a campaign like that
against Arabi Pasha inthe Wadi Tumilat.
There is one characteristic of irregular warriors which Extent to
°
j£00 c,
must necessarily greatly influence the organization of a system
/of outposts designed to frustrate their enterprises —the great ments of
V rapidity with which they generally move. This point is of warriors
°
especial importance when the campaign is being carried on
j"tt3333
against antagonists coming under the first heading detailed
above, viz., those who boldly attack the troops in masses and
who try tooverwhelm them by shock tactics. Infantry sentries
ifadvanced far from the main body when the operations are
being carried out in enclosed country, against^ Zulus,
Sudanese and warriorsjof /that class cannot get back in case of
a sudden rush, and they are of course quite powerless to
withstand it. Even vedettes can scarcely get in, as was
shown at Tofrek where the spearmen charged through the
bush almost at the same pace as the cavalry did, who were
retreating before them towards the zeriba. Moreover, in
these cases the outposts as they rush back for safety mask
the fire of the main body, just as skirmishers do when pushed
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out in advance of a square. So much is this the case that
it becomes a question whether infantry outposts are not in
the daytime a mistake when fighting against such reckless
and agile opponents, in close country. In open country they
are scarcely required, and in any case vedettes serve the
purpose far better ifsufficient cavalry be available.
The system of outposts adopted during the daytime by
the force which crossed the desert to Metemma in 1885 is
worthy of study ; it may be taken as typical of what is re
quired in fairly open country where the enemy belongs to the
recklessly charging class. No fixed rules were laid down,
but the same general principle was observed throughout.
The system adopted by night is detailed on p. 462 ; in the
daytime the arrangements were generally as follows :—:

—

The force depended very much upon vedettes ;the terrain was generally
open, which enabled the approach of an enemy to be readily descried ;the
cavalry force being very small, camel men sometimes assisted. The system
usually adopted was that of keeping two men together, who were pushed
oiit from 500 to 1,500 yards according to circumstances ; one man could
ride back and report if anything unusual occurred.
There was no need
for picquets as the small column could always fallin for action very rapidly,
and the vedettes could be trusted to give sufficient warning.
Difficulties of
outposts in
jungle and
bush and in
the hills.

As in the Bayuda desert so also generally in fairly open
ground, the arrangement of outposts by day seldom gives
grounds for much anxiety. Itis in the jungle and the bush
or inbroken ground that regular forces must when at the halt
be especially on the look out against surprise. A camp or
bivouac of trained soldiery when itis steeped inrepose, appeals
irresistibly to the militant instincts of the savage and the cut
throat, and it is in rough broken country overgrown with
scrub and trees, that such adversaries have the best chance
of approaching close, unobserved. Irregular warriors when
they think fit move almost noiselessly, and there is great
risk of the camp being exposed to a sudden onslaught unless
a sharp look out is kept by the sentries.
Operating
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in such, terrain the regular troops are very unfavourably
situated supposing the enemy to be brave and determined,
and the outposts require to be very vigilant inthe performance
of their duty of safe-guarding the force.
The attack on the Tofrek zeriba near Suakin in 1885 illustrates the diffi- Tofrek.
culty of outpost duties under such circumstances.
The bush all round the
clearing where the zeriba was being formed, was high and thick. Vedettes
were pushed out into this about half a mile, but they could see little. Nearly
all round the clear space where the parties were at work were small infantry
picquets, about 150 yards to the front. When the Mahdists attacked,
they advanced so rapidly that they came on at the heels of the vedettes
as these galloped in. The infantry picquets had practically no warning
and they had to rush back on the main body as best they could, proving
of no use whatever. The outposts were in fact of very little service, the
enemy had got to close quarters before their warning could be acted upon,
and they moreover masked the fire of the troops to a certain extent.

In such a case as this no system of outposts that could
be devised would give perfect security of the force while de
fences are being constructed. Picquets cannot check a
fanatical rush ; itis not very clear indeed what purpose they
.fulfil,as they in any case mask the fire. The troops must be
ready to protect themselves as soon as the vedettes give notice
of impending attack. Tofrek no doubt represents a some
what extreme case, since experience shows that races living
in theatres of war overgrown with jungle are not generally
addicted to resolute onslaughts upon well armed troops.
The operations in Burma, Sierra Leone, Achin, and among
the kloofs of Kaffirland, afford no examples of the enemy
attacking with such ferocity, and it is usually found in
districts where the field of view is much restricted that
the enemy confines his efforts to more desultory attempts
directed against sentries or stragglers.
In hill warfare
and bush warfare alike, the arrangements for the service of
security have often to be of a special kind, differing altogether
from what is ordinarily suitable on more open ground.
In regular warfare where outposts consist of picquets, Picquets
day.
supports, and reserves, it is very generally accepted as a

by
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tactical rule that by day the line of the picquets roughly
represents the line of defence which the army will take up.
The idea is that sentries and picquets fall back on this in
case of attack, that reserves close up on it, and that the army
moves up to it from the rear. But in small wars, where
supports and reserves very rarely form part of the outposts,
the question arises what action the picquets are to adopt ifthe
enemy approaches. The very fact that picquets willgenerally
form a mere ring of small detached posts all round the army,
seems to point to the desirability of their being very close in
if they are to fall back, or to their being strong enough to be
self contained and able to hold their own for a considerable
time if they are to remain where they are. In open country
picquets, far out, are rarely required by day. But in hilly
country they sometimes cannot well be dispensed with,
otherwise the approach of an enemy would not be obsarved
in time.
Circumstances may sometimes render it necessary by day
Objections to
the plan of
for outposts to fall back on the approach of the enemy.
outposts
falling back
This would indeed always be the case with vedettes, or where
at once on the
the hostile tactics take the form of determined onslaughts.
main tody.
Tt may happen that they are obliged to retreat in face of a
hostile attack in force which has not been anticipated, when
they have originally been sent out rather to keep marauders
at a distance. But it must always be remembered that, if
the outposts are pushed out on the understanding
thai; they are to fall back on the main body if
attacked in force, the spirit of their instructions militates
against their offering a determined resistance even to small
hostile detachments. Moreover the very fact of their retreat
tends to precipitate the hostile attack, owing to the great
encouragement which it gives to the enemy. At the action
of Nukumaru in the Maori war the enemy crept up close to
the sentries in the high fern and flax and overpowered the
picquets by a sudden rush ; the picquets were reinforced,
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but they could not stay the enemy's advance on one side till
the guns and cavalry were brought into play, and consider
able confusion resulted, attended by some loss. If it is in
tended that incase of attack the troops shall move out and
fight on the line taken up by the picquets, itis essential that / I
preparations should be made with this inview.
\*
In hill,warfare a ring of picquets at some, considerable Picquets in
-,;-¦.,
hill warfare
,
?
?
distance ironiJiiife-JGamP
or bivouac is almost a necessity, by day.
Tne army will generally be halted in a valley or on level
ground commanded by neighbouring hill tops, and unless
these hill tops are occupied by parties strong enough to keep
at a distance the bands of marauders who attempt to ap
proach and fire down upon the force, serious losses may
result. Itis just as necessary that the hills should be crowned
while the troops are at a halt as it.is whjl^ tj^ey .are_on the
move. The improved armament of Pathan tribesmen of late
years has rendered this desultory musketry of theirs most
dangerous to troops and transport intheir bivouacs, and the
increased range of the weapons in their hands has made the
pushing out of picquets to considerable distances compulsory.
The great disinclination of the enemy to attack well posted
parties in the hills makes the position of such picquets fairly
secure. But, in the hills as elsewhere, it must always be
clearly understood beforehand, exactly what course picquets
are to pursue if they are assailed. They must know whether
they are to hold their ground until help arrives, or whether
they are to fall back. Owing to the difficulty of retreating
before an antagonist who can move with such rapidity and
whose valour so greatly increases should success crown his
efforts at the start, itis obvious that isolated picquets must
almost always stop 'w^erethey are^and that they must
therefore be strong enough to hold their own. Picquets of
thisTond consisting of from a section to a company, can be
pushed out a long way from the bivouac, and, if the ground
be reasonably favourable and be taken proper advantage of,
?

\
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they willalmost entirely secure the troops against sniping
and annoyance during the day.
If the enemy is inclined to adopt bold offensive tactics, it

1*¦*"

\*

Outposts in
the bush by
day.

willoften be very doubtful what course to pursue. If the
picqueta are close in, the camp is sure to be sniped even if the
tribesmen attempt nothing worse. On the other hand if the
picquets are pushed too far to the front, it willbe impossible
to reinforce them quickly enough. As long as the picquets
are entrenched and have a satisfactory field"of lire
liKem to use their rifles to good purpose, they may be able to
hold their own without support, even against a fanatical rush.
It"isiortunately not generally the case that hill-men have
much stomach for a bold offensive by daylight, and outlying
picquets can generally be placed a good distance from the
force which they are protecting.
In bus|i. warfare against ill-armed savages who adhere to
guerilla tactics, the question of outposts presents consider
able difficulties. Then difficulties are greater by day than by
night, because in the darkness the sudden volleys which
savages deliver on creeping up within range are very likely to
prove harmless, while by day such volleys may do appreciable
damage. Interrain of this nature there is rarely any object in
thrusting out picqiiets and sentries to any considerable distance
from*the bivouac. The enemy cannot open fire except at short
range, and, inasmuch at the hostile enterprises will most
likely be confined to attempts of isolated parties to slip
through the chain of outposts so as to bring this short range
fire to bear, itis obviously important that the spaces between
sentries and between picquets should be small.
When there are timid antagonists to deal with, quite small
picquets will generally suffice. Very often all that is really
reqmreoTuiider.such circumstances is a chain of double sentries,
the. picquets inrear merely fulfillingthe object of supplying the
reliefs. Patrolling affords security very effectively inthe bush ;
outposts can
if employed ireel^*fn*e*~strength of the stationary ,
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safely be reduced, and in any ease either the picquets or else
special patrol parties should occasionally move out some dis
tance indifferent directions to search the thickets. The enemy
willbe much less likely to attempt approaching the force ifhe

fears that he may unexpectedly meet with small parties of
troops. Of course great care must be taken that the sentries
do not fire upon patrols ; when returning towards the line of
outposts these should signify their movements by calling out.
This of course assumes that, as sometimes occurs, the force
is halted actually in thick jungle. Generally speaking a
bivouac would be arranged with a clearing round it. In that
case the line of outposts would more or less coincide with the
far side of the clearing, supposing the belt to be so narrow
as to admit of the enemy firing into the troops from the fringe.
In thick bush sentries and gicquets shouj^^jyypj^bput
unlessspecially detailed to do so ; they should keep absolutely
stilland listen. Itis often best for the sentries to kneel or sit
down, and they should carefully conceal themselves. Sentries
should be double. Savages can crawl through the thickets
almost noiselessly ; but if the air be very still and if, as is
often the case in the tropics, there is no sound of animal life,
their approach may be detected in spite of this. Any talking
on the outposts should be strictly forbidden, and their existence
should be as far as possible kept concealed from the hostile
parties which may be working their way through the under
growth. If the enemy observes the sentries and picquets
without being observed, the result is very likely to be a sudden
volley which may cause casualties in the outposts. If, on the
other hand, the enemy, creeping forward towards where the
sounds of the bivouac announce the troops to be, is unex
pectedly fired upon by the outposts the situation is reversed.
In country overgrown with bush or scrub it is essential Need of even
that even the smallest parties should always post look-out men, aj'^i parfcieB
for fear of surprise. This is so obvious that it would seem keeping a
look-out in
almost unnecessary to touch upon the point, were it not for enclosed
Bparfcieß8

country.
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the numerous instances which have occurred in small wars
of negligence in this respect leading to loss.
Near the Gate Pah during the Maori war, a party sent to destroy some
Indian corn, having no guard and taking no precautions, and being suddenly
attacked by the Maoris, suffered very heavily ; the men were scattered and
quite unprepared. InAchinin1874 a Dutch picquet, inrear of their position
whilea fight was actually going onin front, was surprised in broad daylight ;
it was only saved from destruction by the timely arrival of reinforcements.
On a historic occasion in the Zulu war a mounted party reconnoitring
halted on open ground close to tall grass ;no outlook was kept and it was
At the Matabili attack
surprised with most unfortunate consequences.
on the Imbembesi laager, which was situated onan open space withextensive
bush some distance off, a picquet of two troopers had dismounted close to the
thickets ; the two men not being on the alert when the enemy delivered
their onslaught, were surprised, but one of them managed to get away.
Regular
troops to a
certain
extent at a
disadvantage
in outpost
work in small
wars.

The fact is that at outpost work inirregular warfare regular
troops are scarcely a match for their adversaries, and their infe
riority is especially noticeable when the operations are taking
place in the hills or the bush. The enemies met within these
wars may not be very formidable in the open against dis
ciplined bodies. But at creeping and crawling about, at
lying low for hours waiting tilla sentry they have stalked grows
drowsy, they are more than a match for the most highly-trained
European soldier. The greater be the confidence of the force,
the more certainly willitbe victorious on the battle-field, and
the bolder be the scheme of operations, the greater as a rule will
be the chance of decisive success itisthe fundamental principle
of conducting such campaigns.
But when it comes to the
minor details which concern the service of security, irregular
warriors must be treated with respect. Here the trained
soldier has tocope with a cunning and wary foe. Th.3 teachings
of the barrack- square do not tend to place him on the sama
level as his opponent in craft and instinctive watchfulness,
he has the advantage in arms but in nothing else. Sentries
must keep their wits about them and must keep their eyes and
cars open. Picquets must be prepared for sudden emer
gencies, and must act with coolness and self-reliance it may

—
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be laid down as an invariable rule that arms are never to bo
piled. The system of outposts differs very materially insmall
wars from that accepted inmodern tactics as the correct one,
/ g\
but the duties are to the full as important and as difficult to
I/
carry out in the former case as they are in the lattar.
So far, outposts have been considered chiefly from the point Q-ene-al \^_
of view of their organization by day. The question of out- outpos ts a t
posts at night must always be a difficult one, and the service mg]lt»
oi^secunty is almost invariably more exacting in the dark
than by daylight. Itwas stated at the commencement of this
chapter that irregular warriors do not show that taste for
nocturnal attacks on disciplined troops which it might be
supposed they would. But some system of outposts by
night is absolutely indispensable in small wars, and to decide
what is the system best suited to the circumstances is often
a matter on which there may be considerable diversity of
opinion. Even if there be littlefear of a hostile onslaught in
force, itis essential for the well-being of the troops that they
shall not be disturbed by marauders.
Armies engaged in
these irregular operations are moreover generally accom
panied by numbers of non-combatant camp followers who
have to be protected from harm. Experience proves that,
should the enemy pluck up courage and deliver a night attack,
there may be very serious confusion, and that there may be
considerable danger should the force not have time to occupy
its alarm posts before the rush.
The arrangements of outposts by night of course differs
considerably according to the nature of the terrain and to the
character of the enemy. Itis inhillwarfare that the security
of tne troops during the dark hours is especially a source of
anxiety owing to the sniping in which mountaineers so
generally indulge. But inbush warfare an efficient outpost
service at night is also mosFHTfficuft to devise"7uHless"tne^fbfce
lo*lSe*protecte3. is camped TfTan extensive clearing. Even
on open ground the stealth and activity of irregular warriors
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makes them individually very formidable in the dark when
they get to close quarters.
Oh open ground the arrangement generally adopted is
that the army surrounds itself with a ring of small picquets
close in, with sentries pushed out a very short distance to the
front to give warning of the enemy's approach. Ifattacked
in force the sentries and picquets rush in within the line of
"
"
defence. This assumes that the plan of a perimeter camp
is not put inforce. In a perimeter camp the combatant part
of the force forms a ring allround the impedimenta, horses and
so forth, and sleeps there. But ifthere be a defensive perimeter
—
—
to the camp a breastwork or fence of any kind the sentries
would be inside of this even if the troops do not sleep in the
perimeter. The object of the picquets is not merely to provide
sentries, but also to ensure that a few men shall instantly line
the perimeter if the enemy should deliver an attack.. The
system of outposts adopted at night by the Desert 'Column in
1885 may be taken as typical of the arrangement which
experience has proved to be the best in open country. It was
—
as follows :—:
By night the force was generally in some form of a zeriba. The picquets
were either in the zeriba or immediately outside of it. Each picquet the
zeriba being usually roughly in form of a square, there was one as a rule to
each side, making four altogether -found two or three double sentries. These
were posted from 100 to 400 yards to the front, but as a rule not much over
200 yards. A picquet would thus findfour or six sentries at a time. Visiting
patrols were sent out from the picquet, an officer or non-commissioned
officer going out every hour, or oftener ifthere were any grounds for alarm.
Itwas understood that in case of an attack the sentries fired their rifles and

—

—

then rushed in on their picquets.
The position occupied at Gubat consisted of a zeriba on the Nile, and of
a little fortified village on higher ground about one -third of a mile off from
the river. At first a chain of outposts picquets and sentries in the form
of a horse shoe was tried, including the whole position. But this was found
to take up too many men, so later on each position had its own outposts.
The plan adopted by the Guards' Camel Regiment who held the little village
was very economical of men. There were eight groups out, each of three
men, one on sentry and the other two asleep alongside of him ;the officers
and non-commissioned officers on outpost duty slept just outside the village.

—

—
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An arrangement like this seems upon the whole the best
suited to these conditions, and it is certainly preferable to a
system of picquets far out which are very likely to be
overwhelmed. Still, when the outposts are so very close in,
there is little time for the force to get under arms in
case of a hostile onslaught. At Tellinouet in Algeria the
French were very nearly rushed one night, the Arabs being
upon the zeriba ere the troops could man the defences ;
General Bugeaud himself, bursting out of his tent in scanty
apparel and a night-cap, restored order and discipline then
soon prevailed, the enemy being beaten off by charges with
the bayonet. In the Matabili war of 1894 the plan generally
adopted was to have several small picquets making a ring
round the laagers ; each picquet found one double sentry,
and about 10 such picquets generally sufficed. In the Zulu 1
warx and in the Sudan when zeribas have been formed, the I
sentries have often been placed actually inside the enclosure *
at night.
Reference has been, made incertain paragraphs to the Boer Outposts at
night attacks in the later stages of the South African war. south^frican
The best security against them was found to be the perimeter Warcamp, with outposts a little way to the front ifthere were any
koppies or suitable undulations available to put them on.
If no such rising ground existed the picquets and sentries
were placed either in or very little inadvance of the perimeter.
The difficulty about this arrangement was that when columns
came to consist entirely, or nearly entirely, of mounted troops,
there were not men enough available to form a satisfactory
perimeter round the extensive area which the horses and
transport took up
Owing to the nature of the terrain itwas generally possible ,
the bivouac in a position where rising ground, close at
place
to
—
hand, offered itself for the posting of picquets the undula-'
tions often created a sort of horseshoe in which the bivouac
could nestle, which was very favourable for the distribution
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proximity to the force. In the closing
days of the South African War the enemy was very short of
ammunition, and at no time did the Boers attempt sniping
at night to any appreciable extent. The compact perimeter
camp with its mass of animals and its outposts not far
from its outskirts, presented an admirable target to the
sniper ; other adversaries as well armed might have made
themselves a great nuisance. The clear atmosphere and bright
starlight was, however, a great assistance to sentries, who weie
almost generally doubled. The Boers generally left those
columns where vigilance was displayed and where proper
precautions were taken, severely alone. Inan army containing
so large a proportion of irregular troops as that which finally
conquered the Boers, outpost duties are certain to be from
time to time neglected, and to this is to be mainly attributed
of outposts in fair

Distant

pirq lets at
nigl.t.

the success which so often attended the hostile night attacks.
Dispensing with outlying picquets has the great advan
tage that there is no fear of the outposts being fired into by
the main body in case of a scare, the danger of which is well
illustrated by what occurred on the occasion of a false alarm
at Fort Newdigate in the Zulu war.
The ordinary arrangements for security at night were that the camp was
surrounded by groups of infantry with supports in rear, small parties of
At 9 p.m. on the 6th June,
natives being stationed between these groups.
the natives forming one of these parties thought they saw a Zulu creeping
towards them. They promptly fired three shots, which was the recognized
signal that the camp was attacked. The groups on either side of the party
ran in on their supports, the officer in charge of which, after firing two
volleys, retired with his men into one of the unfinished forts." The "troops
at once struck tents and manned the wagon laager. The close
was
sounded to bring in the outposts. Then fire was opened from all faces by
infantry, and two rounds were also fired by the artillery. Orders were soon
issued to cease firing, but five men of the outposts had been wounded
by the fire of their friends in withdrawing, when apparently there was no
enemy at all.
¦

—

Objectionable as they are, outlying picquets must often
be absolutely indispensable by night as willbe seen further on
£,ivrsv-'^;~-:-".'.
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they have been latterly employed to a very large extent in
hill warfare. It willsometimes be the case that certain lines
of approach have to be especially watched and that the only
means of doing so is to send out a party to act as an outlying
picquet a long way from camp. If the enemy is determined
and enterprising it will generally be necessary to establish
some kind of fortified post for this, because the picquet must
be prepared to hold its own against all comers unsupported.
Picquets retreating at night towards the camp or bivouac
they are supposed to be protecting, are very likely to get a
Warm reception from their own side. As long as they remain
stationary the troops in rear, if previously warned of their
exact position, ought not to fire into them; but this cannot
possibly be guaranteed once they quit the spot assigned to them.
The great point to remember in detailing a party for an
isolated duty such as this, is that it must be capable of offering
a stout resistance to any attack to which it may be exposed.
Itis not a question of how many sentries the picquet has to find
that is a mere question of detail —it is a question of
thrusting out a small force far to the front to spend the night
isolated and without support. It should be noted that
outlying picquets would generally not be relieved till after
daylight ; movements in the dark are so dangerous that the
plan of relieving them at dawn does not answer. It is in
teresting to note that the Boers depended for protection
very largely upon picquets posted on routes and tracks a long
way from their laager. They recognized that a force coming
to attack them by night must inevitably follow a route till
itgot close to their position, and their picquets were sometimes
several miles from the bivouac of the commando.
It is always desirable to keep up communication between
the outlying picquets and the main body in case of any
imforeseen move on the part of the latter. The importance of
this isillustrated by the following episode :—:

—

—

One night during the operations inRhodesia, news reached a camp that
there was a party of Matabili some miles off, so a party of 50 hussars was

(8336)
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hastily despatched to try and catch them. There was a picquet over some
water close by which was not informed. This fired on the hussars, without
however doing any damage. The officer in charge of the picquet was found
fault with, not for opening fire, but for failing to do any execution.
Ambuscades

as outposts.

General
Yusuf's
system

peculiar

General Bugeaud recommended small parties under an
officer sent out far to the front by night to act as ambus
cades and he employed them with some success ; the enemy
coming unexpectedly upon them is apt to think he is in con
tact with the main body, and retires. General Lewal strongly
"
"
advocates this system inhis Etudes de Guerre ; he recom
mends that the party should not fire but should use the
bayonet. The idea is a good one, and, as willbe seen further
on, it is largely put in force in Indian hill warfare. The
enemy, having reconnoitred the camp by day, creeps up in
tending to surprise it or to molest the sentries, but is suddenly
attacked himself when he least anticipates it. In Algeria
and Tunis the French occasionally made very happy use of
this method of protection, and the Russians have also tried
it successfully in Central Asia. Good native troops are very
well suited for such work, as they have natural cunning
and they delight in strategems. Indian troops recruited in
the hills are particularly good at the game. The great object
of outposts at night in these wars is not so much to give
warning of impending attack, which is the exception, as to
prevent the main body from being worried and disturbed,
which is the rule.
It is interesting to note that the very able and experi
enced General Yusuf, who saw probably more service in
Algeria than any of the great French leaders reared in that
theatre of prolonged warfare, used to push his outposts out
far further at night than by day. This is exactly the oppo
site of the normal practice on ordinary ground. Placed 150
yards from the faces of the square by day they were some
times sent out as far as 1,000 yards by night. Small parties
so far from support of course run risk of annihilation if the
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enemy comes on in force and really means mischief ; but the
terrain in Algeria was often such that an enemy coming to
attack had to follow certain routes, and picquets a long way
out were therefore a great convenience.
The arrangement is
mentioned as that adopted by a past master of the art of
irregular warfare, but its merits seem to be open to question.
It is only fair to mention that the Kabyles rarely delivered
regular attacks in the darkness, although parties of them
sometimes approached the encampments.
The arrangement of outposts by night in bush warfare Outposts by
should be much the same as that described on p. 458 as suit- warfare.
able for such terrain by daylight. Picquets and sentries must,
however, be very close in. Itis absolutely necessary that a
clearing should be made round the force, and if this be 50
yards wide or more, the picquets and sentries should be close
—
to the perimeter of the bivouac there is no object in pushing
them out beyond. A force benighted in thick jungle should
keep as still as possible and should have a ring of double
sentries close inall round it.
Insuch country the lighting of fires at night is very objec
tionable when the enemy can creep up near to the bivouac ;
a volley aimed at random towards the light is very likely
to cause casualties, even if the hostile weapons are only
charged with slugs. Isolated picquets sent out for some
special purpose should never light fires, or at least should
never lie down by fires which they have lit. A neat form of
ambuscade has been occasionally used with effect in the
bush ;a fire is lighted and the party moves off a few yards
and watches ;hostile maurauders crawl up near to the fire, but
when they discharge a volley at itunder the impression that
troops are lying round it, these fall upon them with the bayonet;
A,
it is capital if it comes off.
picquets by day mhill warfare Outposts by
The necessity for out-lying
•
,
,-. night inhill
.« ,
enemy
when the
is armed withmodern rifles has been already warfare,
Till recently it was the practice to withdraw
explained.
(8336)
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these picquets from the heights towards nightfall, and to
rely upon the close-in system of outposts round the immediate
precincts of the camp or bivouac, which is usual in small wars
when the terrain is open. But experience has led to a
great change being introduced in this respect of late years.
The process by which the new system was arrived at is so well
"
explained inCaptain Peach's Handbook of Tactics —Savage
Warfare," that the passage deserves to be quoted.

...

"Itis not to be supposed that the fullsystem
was reached at
once. On the contrary, at first, the practice of picqueting distant heights
from which the camp was fired into, was regarded with suspicion. Much
more
out at night.
" so the idea ofleaving the picquets
But the losses inflicted in camp by the longrange fire of the tribesmen
were so severe, that it was found absolutely necessary to deny to the enemy
these commanding positions and to occupy them ourselves. Accordingly
the distance of day picquets was gradually extended, but the nuisance was,
as might be expected, much greater by night than by day.

Gradually it

was seen that picquets well placed and protected by sangars, easily held
their own against all attacks, and that indeed the chief losses occurred in
the withdrawing and taking up of the positions.
"
It was therefore decided to leave them out all night in spite of the fact
that they could neither retire nor be reinforced tilldaylight. That they
would be attacked was only to be expected, and at first the enemy charged
in some cases right up to their breastwork, but in no single case did they
ever succeed in overpowering a picquet, or indeed in doing any materia]
of them, however isolated or distant.
damage
" Theto any onethe
camp was very great, as the enemy used to occupy the
relief to
position of the day picquets immediately on their withdrawal, and even
opened fire on the retiring picquets themselves. As the picquets had to be
retired early in the afternoon owing to the danger of moving in and out of
camp in the dark, there were always some hours of daylight in which the
whole camp could be overlooked and all our movements observed, and the
best positions noted on which to fire after dark. Many of the above evils
were"manifestly at once removed by the systam of night picquets.
The picquets thus drew a good deal of the enemy's attention that had
previously been bestowed on the camp. But it was not to be expected that
the system could put a complete stop to allnight firing into camp, nor did
it;but itlessened it greatly, and moreover the mere presence of the pic
quets was calculated to raise the apprehensions of the tribesmen, who in
variably disliked having any of our troops behind them. Finally it will
be readily understood that the fire from the lower ground often went over
the camp, instead of into it as formerly."
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This explains the reason for the system of outlying picquets
which played so conspicuous a part in the outpost arrange
ment by night in Tirah.
When a column marched into
camp, the heights were in the first instance crowned by
picquets from the advanced guard; these were relieved if
possible by detachments from the main body when this
reached the ground, and the new picquets held their ground
all night, their posts being rendered as defensible as possible.
The picquets may have to be as much as 1,500 yards from
the perimeter of the camp, if the enemy is supplied with
long range weapons ; they must be well posted, and should if
possible occupy commanding positions not overlooked at close
range by spurs and crests further out. The sangars should
if possible be shoulder high, with large stones here and there
round the top to make their outline irregular ; the" enemy is
apt to creep up very close, and the sentries' heads are dis
tinctly visible if the sky-line of breastworks was not broken.
As a general rule the sentries and picquet are close together,
if possible within one' single sangar. If there are buildings
or villages near the camp itis almost always desirable to place
picquets in them, otherwise the enemy will occupy them
and fire on the troops, and even small hostile parties who
shelter themselves insuch favourable places for defence may
not be easy to turn out.
In addition to the distant outlying picquets, itis often very
desirable to have some picquets on lower ground and within
300 to" 500 yards of the perimeter of the encampment. But
these iEbiuH'liot take up their positions till after dark, as a
rule, so that the enemy may not know where they are. The
stealthy tribesmen like to creep in through the intervals
between the outlying picquets on the heights, and to open a
desultory fire from points within the ring of outposts; but
if they come suddenly upon an inlying picquet they are
liable to receive an unpleasant surprise. Nothing so much
disturbs the plans of these skulking maurauders as the idea
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that detached parties of troops may turn up in unexpected
places. It must be understood, however, that picquets of
this kind are only applicable when the enemy adheres en
tirely to guerilla tactics ; having no sangars to rely upon and
not having the advantage of command which, as has already
been mentioned in Chapter XIX, influences hill-men to so
singular an extent, they run great risk of being overwhelmed
incase of a determined night attack.
The system of
Itis interesting to note that while the system above de
distant
scribed was very generally employed in Tirah, the Malakand
picquets at
night not
field force, the operations of which were going on almost
always
adopted in
simultaneously, adhered to the old system of depending
hill warfare, mainly upon picquets close to
or actually within the peri
;
meter of the encampment
Sir B. Blood's plan of making
neighbouring villagers responsible for any worry at night
(mentioned further on on p. 474), tended torelieve his bivouacs
from sniping. The tribesmen of the Swat, Bajaour and
Mohmund countries were not nearly so well armed as the
Afridis ; but, on the other hand, they showed an unusual
inclination for resolute night attacks during which the position
of picquets far from support might have been very precarious.
Operating against many of the Pathan tribes, or against the
mountaineers of Sikkim and other hill districts of the Indian
borderland, there might be no need for the system of outposts
adopted in Tirah. It was the excellent armament of tha
Afridisand Orukzais, their skillas marksmen and their cunning
and military insight, which compelled the expeditionary force
to leave out picquets on the hill tops far from support ; ad
versaries with less formidable weapons and who were worse
shots would not require such precautions to be taken against
them at night.
In the absence of distant picquets, the system of sentries
and picquets close in, or even actually within the lines, should
be adopted inhill warfare just as in open country. There are
many mountain races scattered over the globe, the Berbers
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of the Riff country for instance, the Kurds and some of the
tribes of Indo-China, with whom regular troops may have to
fight. It should be clearly understood that the arrange
ment of outposts would in most cases be rather that adopted
by the Malakand field force, than that which circumstances
rendered necessary in Tirah. All hill-men are inclined to
snipe into the troops at night, but their fire is generally a
nuisance rather than a danger. The great difficulty involved
in employing far off picquets by day only, lies in the
operations of withdrawing them in the evening and of their
re-occupying the posts which have been abandoned over
night on the following morning; there is always risk of
loss on both occasions.
Were troops to be engaged inoperations against hill-men as
well armed and as skilled in the use of rifles as the Afridis,
but who also did not hesitate to attempt night attacks in
force such as the Swat tribes led by the Mad Mullah tried
against the defences of Malakand, it would be a very difficult
question to decide whether or not to employ distant picquets.
These picquets, unless they are very strong and are posted in
well constructed defences, would be in great jeopardy. On
the other hand, were there no picquets thrown out a good
way from the camp, the troops and transport would certainly
suffer very severely from the snipers. In a campaign against
such antagonists, the outpost system at night would in fact
become a very difficult problem, and it is not certain what
would be the best arrangement to adopt. It must be re
membered that in a case like this the plan of sending out
stalking parties to harass the marauders and snipers who
approached the encampment might not be practicable, and
that thus, what is perhaps the most effective method of
frustrating hostile designs, might be lost to the force.
It is most important that snipers should not be fired at Kemarks
from the camp. Shots aimed at random at the flashes
most unlikely to take effect, and reply to their fire only night.

are^™°^
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impresses the enemy with the idea that their efforts to cause
anxiety and annoyance have been successful. If ignored
there is always a chance that the hostile marksmen may take
their departure. Unless they are cautioned sentries are very
much inclined to reply to this sniping, and this only encourages
the marauders to persist.
The best method of dealing with the nuisance is to dis
patch small jgarties out to stalk the snipers, or else to arrange

aMTmslies for them such as were mentioned on p. 469. These
stalking parties do not shoot, they trust to the cold steel.
The Gurkha scouts in Tirah revelled in enterprises of this
nature and were most successful in surprising the Afridi
sportsmen. The European soldier is not at his best at this
sort of work, but Gurkhas and Pathans are great adepts at
hoisting nocturnal prowlers with their own petard. Lord
Roberts relates how in the Ambela campaign the tribesmen
used to call out to the Gurkhas and Pathans when on out
post duty, "We do not want you ! Where are the Sikhs and
Europeans ; they are better sport." When the adversary
falls back on this essentially guerilla mode of fighting, he is
very careful of himself ; if he thinks he is being stalked
he will probably sneak off hoping for a better and safer

Sentries at
night.

opportunity.
Whenever there is a chance of this annoying and some
times deadly fire into camp at night, care should be taken
that, as far as possible, the position of head-quarters and
similar points of importance be not made obvious to the
enemy by daylight. It is surprising how readily guerillas
detect and note such matters, and what accurate fire they
sometimes deliver at night when they can creep up to
effective range.
Sentry duty on active service is always an anxious and
unpleasant task at night, and is even more so insmall wars than
in regular campaigns between disciplined armies. The kind
of performance which the sentry goes through in peace time
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is utterly opposed to what he willhave to do campaigning,
against irregular warriors—itis the worst conceivable training
for the soldier, although the spectacular effect is good. Itis
not the custom for regular troops to undertake cutting up of
isolated sentries and to prowl about at night in small parties,
little would be gained by such manoeuvres; but guerillas
and Asiatics and savages practice such tactics largely, and
are often extremely clever at them. For this reason single
sentries are almost always a mistake in irregular warfare at
night; double and even. treble^sentries are a jmujch better
arranjjernept. General Yusuf, in Algeria, used to have posts
of four men under a corporal, all required to be on the alert.
Sentries should rarely move about. They should stand still
or even sit, and should be off the skyline and so placed as not
to afford a good target to the enemy. Itis always an im
portant point that they should have an easy line of retreat
to their picquet. They should, moreover, be close to their
picquet ; it will rarely be advisable or necessary for them
to be more than 50 yards off, and if they can see what is
required they should be quite close to it.
Owing to the tendency of sentries to fire at nothing, and
to thus cause alarm, some officers go so far as to recommend
withdrawing their ammunition. This would hardly seem to
be a wise course to adopt, but it must, nevertheless, be im
pressed on them strongly that they are never to fire without
good cause, and only when they feel that they have a reasonable
chance of hitting something*
In this kind of warfare it is generally most important Posting
that picquets should be concealed and should shun the sky- night,
line. A picquet should if possible be to a certain extent
an ambuscade. In South Africa it was often arranged that
picquets should be on the reverse slope so that an approaching
enemy would to them appear on the sky line ; this had the
advantage that any defences thrown up by the picquet were
not observed beforehand by the Boers. There is of course

of
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no need for a clear view to the front from a picquet, nor is
there much reason for an extensive field offire.
Some sort of breastwork in front ofmcquets, and even

~^'**-«»>^^
.
for fear of their being
sfcntSeTCTs" "blEenve^^^iraEle
rusted aTmgKt'r^Sangars* can only be arranged if the neces
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sary stones exist. Abbatis willsometimes serve the purpose.
The most trifling obstacle may prove to be of use, cover from
view being in itself a matter of considerable importance.
Itis at times a good plan to light a fire some 50 yards or so
in front of a post, so as to light up the ground which the
enemy must cross ; the light must be far enough out not to
expose the post. In hill warfare it is a good plan if the
ground fall sharply in front of a post, to collect some large
stones ready to roll down ifhostile parties try to approach.
Wire entanglements are of course admissible if there is time
to construct them. In Algeria a system of laying down fire
arms in advance of the outposts with tight cord stretched
across, and attached to, the triggers was tried with success,
the discharge giving the alarm. The plans of attaching tins
which rattle to a strand of wire was made plentiful use of in
South Africa.
Sir B. Blood's
It is deserving of mention that in the frontier campaign
1897, Sir B. Blood made considerable use of the villagers
viUagersTs^
outposts.
near camp for outpost work. By threatening to burn their
villages a threat which was carried out once or twice —they
were not only deterred from maurauding at night themselves >
but they also prevented others from maurauding. The effect
of this system is demonstrated by the fact that in six months
there was only one casualty due to sniping, and only one
follower was cut up. This plan of using the inhabitants of
the country in this fashion, might be utilized in other theatres
of war.

°*
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Service of
security on
the march.

The service of security when on the march necessarily
*:
differs considerably m small wars from what is customary for
.„

.
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In small wars
purposes of protection in great campaigns.
it generally consists merely of small parties detachecl as
advanced guard, rear guard, and ta^^^^ank:. In regular
warfare it is only necessary to push ouT a detachment in one
direction that where the enemy is known to be ; but the
detachment willoften represent a considerable fraction of the
whole force. Ithas already been pointed out that inirregular
warfare a force has generally to be prepared for attack from
any side, and it must act accordingly. Buonaparte's army of
experienced campaigners marching from Aboukir to Alex
andria was at first completely non-plussed by the tactics of
the Bedouins and Mamelukes hanging about the flanks,
till they learnt that flanking parties were indispensable in
such operations.
Charette on more than one occasion fell
upon the flank of the Republican columns on the march in
La Vendee, throwing them into complete confusion. Irregu
lar warriors and guerillas are far more inclined to operate
against the flanks and rear than the front of troops on the
march, therefore the rear guard and the flanking parties
assume a special importance, and the ordinary rules laid
down for the march of an army are scarcely applicable.
The tendency of the enemy inthese campaigns, even in Effect of
the heat of action, to avoid decisive collision with the front of tendency to
erate
the regular troops but to work against their flanks and rear, °P
, ,
against nanKS
.
t~"~t~»«m«««-»m»«www-»»«^
nas been enlarged upon in former chapters.
In Algeria, in, and rear.
Morocco, on the Indian frontier, in Ashanti, in Afghanistan
and inSomaliland, this characteristic hostile method of making
war has displayed itself constantly. The Boers adopted the
same tactics as soon as they escaped from the spell thrown over
them by the guns and paraphernalia with which they entered
upon their great contest. It is a favourite and effective plan
when the enemy desires to harass and delay column of regular
troops on the march. While refraining from engaging the ad
vanced guard he will watch for a favourable opportunity to
attack the advancing force in flanks and rear, and unless

—
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precautions are taken much, confusion may ensue even when the
foe does not push his attacks home. Therefore the vedettes
and - flankers must-• -be pushed as far out as
possible consistent
mm "irrr—
wH.li reasonable safety, so that they may give early warning
of impending attack and may give notice at once if there be
any sign of the enemy. The great speed at which irregular
warriors advance must always be kept inmind.
Acolumn on the march is, of course, very badly^situated to
withstandi thstand a flank attack. Its train in small wars is always
large relatively to the strength of the force. The route is
generally indifferent, and straggling is most difficult to avoid.
In a great modern campaign the cavalry screen infront of the
advancing army ensures it against unexpected demonstrations

—
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against the flanks of its columns. But in small wars an
effective cavalry screen is very often out of the question.
Service of
The sc| uaje formation dealt with at length in Chapter XVII,
security when
to
a
certain extent obviates the need of advanced guards,
marching in
square.
flanking parties, or rear guards. Still even in this order jof
march itis usual to move with a cordon of vedettes ajl round
tEeT forced Baker Pasha and Sir Gr. Graham intheir advances
from
in 1884 adopted this plan ; the objection to
vedettes and still more to skirmishers is, as has been explained
in Chapter XVII,that they may mask the fire of the square.
Flanking
Itis inhilland bush warfare that this safeguarding of the
—
parties and
flanks
and rear is especially necessary the question of how
rear guards,
best to assure this in such terrain has, however, been already
dealt with fully in Chapters XIX and XX. On more open
ground the army on the march willlook especially to its
cavalry and mounted infantry or, where such troops exist to
its camel corpSj to give timely warning of any danger. The
more open the country is, the easier it is as a general rule to
keep the column compact, and flanking parties and patrols
can both move out further and travel faster. In such
country the risk of attacks on the flank and rear are much
less serious than in a more intersected and broken terrain.
>
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When there are ravines or hills near the line of match, it is
that these should be reconnoitred before the
transport passes them and that they should be watched during
the time that this is in their vicinity. If, owing to circum
stances, flanking parties cannot march parallel to the column, it
becomes necessary to send out detachments from the advance
guard to hold points from which the flanks can be protected.
The detachments so sent out join the rear guard as the force
moves past them as inhill warfare ; to meet the drain the
advance guard must be strengthened sufficiently to ensure that
itshall remain able to perform its duties efficiently up to the
completion of the march.
Nothing can be more discreditable than for a force of
adequate strength, moving in moderately easy country, to be
surprised on the march. No amount of precautions willensure
that itshall not be attacked. Flanking parties and rear guards
cannot be expected to stem a really formidable hostile advance.
But they should at least be able to give sufficient warning
of what is impending, to give the bulk of the force time to form
up so as to repel the enemy.
In case of a convoy, i.e., a column of non-combatants Convoys,
guarded by a comparatively speaking small escort, the main
rule to observe is to keejD^the^roj^^
and to make these parties of sufficient strength to afford every
probability that they willbe able to make head- against such
attacks as. from the circumst.ani3e&,oilijie case,-the enemy may
b.e ablejto deliver. Itmay be necessary to scatter parTofTEe
escort along the column to maintain order and to prevent gaps
from occurring ; but the rest of the troops should on no account
be allowed to straggle. Flankers must generally be detached,
and all the ordinary precautions usual on the line of march
must be taken. Commanding points should be occupied while
the convoy passes them and held tillit is clear of them.
Artilleryin a convoy is very useful because it willoften scare
away hostile parties *'^'^who might give a great deal of trouble ;

indispensable

sm^i
s^^^^^^.^~'^'^
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the object of the escort to a convoy is to get its convoy to its
destination in safety, and, that being the case, long range rifle
or shell fire is fully justified.
It may be assumed that a
convoy will not be despatched with a weak escort through
any district where the enemy is likely to appear in strength,
and that the duty of the escort willnot go beyond repulsing
the onslaughts of small maurauding parties.
Importance
Owing to the great rapidity and suddenness with which
of keeping
warriors deliver their assaults, itis most necessary
irregular
columns on
the march
that the force on the march should be kept welTclosed up.
wellclosed up,
Along straggling column is an invitation to the enemy to
attempt a surprise. Its flanks cannot be properly guarded,
nor can a proper look-out be maintained. AtShellala in Algeria
in 1881 the head of a French column was defeating the Arabs
and putting them to flight, at the same time that maurauders
were delivering their attacks upon its convoy far in rear with
such effect that the whole column was obliged to return to Grey
ville for supplies. It was fortunate at Ahmed Khel that the
Afghans attacked the troops leading the advance and not the
transport inrear, which formed a long and somewhat straggling
column and which might have suffered very severely. General
Philippovitch in Bosnia in1878 always moved with strong de
tachments on his flanks to repel the guerilla attacks of the
people of the country, foreseeing that his column was sure to
extend over a great distance. The very rapid movements of
the nomad Boers made the protection of the flanks of long
columns on the march a service of considerable difficulty in
1901-02. Important as itever is to avoid undue intervals on
the march and to keep the force compact, it is especially so
in irregular warfare where raids against the flanks are always
probable. The possibility of adequately safeguarding the
column against hostile enterprises by flanking detachments
will generally depend entirely upon this.
Tactical works rightly attach great importance to the
Duties of the
advanced
of advanced guards and to the explanation of
composition
guard

d
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guard is generally in great
campaigns supposed to fight, it acts as a spring to break the

their duties.

An advanced

first shock of contact with the enemy. In small wars, on / |^s\
guard is rather that of ( i •» j
of the advanced
the contrary,
the dutyrill"!**
,-»»M-.>^a».,tAj^-.wj'-«.»^m-t««^i.^»j',-«»
»*»..
f
\
#
observation, its puxpftse .^.fiQ. protect the column from ambus- v
cades and surprises. On obtaining touch of hostile bodies,
it warns the main body and tEenretires upon it should the
hostile gathering be on a large scale. The great principle of
campaigning against irregular warriors is to keep the army
concentrated tillitis about to strike ; owing to the inevitable
/
/
exposure of its flanks, there will generally be serious risk of \
the"advance guard being cut off from the main body if thrust
out a long distance to the front, and there is rarely much
obJectTn pushing itvery far ahead. Even on the rare occasions / I/"~\i
when the enemy can put guns in the field, their fire is not
t
formidable ; the question of giving the main body time to form
up out of range of the enemy does not therefore arise to the
same extent as in regular warfare. There is not the danger
that the force on the march will suddenly be enfiladed by
judiciously-placed guns, which is always present in regular
warfare unless there is an efficient advanced guard and unless
this be well to the front. Inirregular
Jhe advance
guard is rather a feeler than a buffer.
The service of security is a subject of great importance Conclusion,
in all classes of warfare, and it is impossible to pay too
much attention to ensuring its efficiency in campaigns
such as this volume deals with. It is worthy of note that
the more desultory the operations of irregular warriors are,
the more difficult as a rule is it for regular forces to carry
out this service satisfactorily. In campaigns like those
against the Sikhs, like the Zulu war, and like the prolonged
struggle against the forces of Mahdism, no very heavy
strain has generally been thrown upon the detachments
pushed out to guard the regular forces by day or by night,
whether they were on the march or at the halt. It is in
n..,,. i.am.X »i M

—
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guerilla warfare, whether it be in the Indian hills or in the
African bush, whether the theatre of war be Cuba or the Cau
casian forests, whether the adversary be the mounted and
well armed Boer or the prowling West African savage, that
disciplined troops learn by bitter experience the dangers of
any inefficiency inthe service of security, of any errors of judg
ment on the part of individuals, or of any carelessness in per
formance of outposts and similar duties.
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CHAPTER XXVII.
Night

operations.

The ever-increasing power and precision of artillery and Reason ™hV
of small arms have of recent years attracted a great deal of ngd BqJ^JI
attention to night
attacks and to night operations generally, favour in the
¦iiiitfnriimjiMtni'nimtiiY
present day.
It is obvious that the advance of science as regards weapons
makes it desirable to deliver attacks under cover of darkness
upon opponents who enjoy the advantage of possessing modern
arms of precision, provided always that the operation can
be carried out without the troops falling into confusion or
being overtaken by panic. But the qualification that it is
essential that there should be no confusion or risk of panic is
an all important one.
"
Night attacks upon good troops are seldom successful," General °
10n
wrote the Duke of "Wellington, appreciating the difficulty of $^
carrying them out owing to the danger of the assaulting advisability
, in small wars,
,
,
,
,
columns becoming disordered, and to the impossibility of con
trolling the operation beyond a certain point. Against bad
troops this objection to nocturnal attacks is not in certain
respects so great ; they are more likely to be dismayed by
the onset and to collapse before a more efficient force, even
supposing that this has lost its formation. But on the other
hand there is not much reason for undertaking such enter
prises when the struggle is against a rabble. Usually the
object of a night attack is to drive the enemy from his
position without incurring the losses which are inevitable in
advancing against well armed and efficient troops by day.
Undisciplined forces so rarely get full value out of their
weapons that their fire is not of much account, and there is in
consequence seldom any temptation to incur the perils almost
(8336)
2 h
T
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inseparable from assaults undertaken under cover of the
I darkness. Speaking generally, irregular warriors have not
arms of great precision, and if they do possess them they do
not employ them to good purpose. On the other hand, the
risk of confusion is almost as great in attacking savages in
the dark as in attacking picked troops. The consequence
is that night attacks are seldom deliberately undertaken, and
Upon the
whole the
drawbacks
decidedly

outweigh the
advantages.

the reason for itis obvious enough.
it may happen on occasions that Uzbegs, or Afghans, or
Kaffirs, orRed Indians, may take up a position so strong, or may
occupy a post so well fitted for obstinate defence, that an assault
by day promises little chance of success or that it exposes the
troops tolosses which their commander is not prepared to risk.
Under such circumstances he may elect to make his attack
under cover of darkness. Still such cases are rare. Atnight
the Zulu with his assegai or the Pathan with his knife can
fullyhold his own against the trained soldier withhis bayonet.
Hand to hand struggles with such foemen are therefore to be
avoided unless it can be assured that they will be carried out
with the steadiness which an organized body thoroughly under
control alone is capable of. Troops purposely engaging in
night combats against irregular foes as a rule deliberately
aßan3wi their advantage in weapons and, what is almost
worse, they" may at the same time abandonTKe cohesion
which is"*tKe~°slieet anchor of'a ctiscipUned^ bojdv^of soldiers.
To engage innocturnal operations involving the chance of a
melee in the dark is seldom advisable in irregular warfare.
In regular warfare there may be abundant justification for
night attacks, but inmost small wars there is none.
But this is assuming that the enemy is indifferently
armed. It does not of course at all follow that the enemy
is worse armed than the regular troops, and supposing that the
weapons in the hands of the adversary are modern rifles
the argument against night attacks must be based mainly on
the difficulty of carrying out military operations in the dark.

_
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When the regular troops are operating against adversaries
like the Boers, or against opponents such as would some
times be met with during a rebellion in a civilized country,
the enemy may, even in a small war, be so well armed as to
suggest nocturnal attacks on him. Small war is an elastic
expression covering a great diversity of conditions. But
when the enemy is civilized and well armed, one of the best
excuses which can be alleged in justification of nocturnal
enterprises in irregular warfare, will generally be found not
to apply. It has already been pointed out earlier in this
volume that irregular warriors are apt todisregard the necessity
of having outposts at night, and on this account a night attack
upon such opponents may prove a complete surprise. But
the guerillas met with in civil warfare are fully alive to the
need of keeping a look-out at all times. Such foemen are not
easily caught napping, and they are generally almost as
difficult to surprise by a night attack as are regular troops.
The danger of confusion in^elivenn£ ajiight attack is Risk of
extreme, and confusion at such a moment may lead to a
j^c.
deplorable disaster. The attacking columns may fireinto each
other. Part of the force told off for the undertaking may
lose its way, and may not arrive at the scene of action at all.
One body may reach the hostile position prematurely and
may have to bear the whole brunt of the battle unaided. Ifit
is difficult for the commander of an attacking force, which is
split up into separate detachments, to control the operation
by day, it obviously must be far more difficult for him to
maintain control at night. Even when the assault is started
with a body of troops well inhand, itis by no means easy to
keep it in hand in the dark, to detect where a check is
occurring, or to prevent dissemination when the encounter is
at its height. Then there is also the risk of sudden panic.
upon some stormers of
Napier vividly describes the effect
"
mine,"
when there was no
Badaioz of the sudden cry of A
mine. The soldier likes to know what he is about, where he
.
(8336)
2h2
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is going to, where his officer is and where the enemy is. The
storming of Kars by tho Russians in 1877, and the battle
of Tel-el-Kebir, which latter, however, did not involve night
fighting, have shown that arrangements for an attack can be
carried out by night, and that the attack can sometimes
be made at night without confusion or misunderstanding.
But they do not prove that there is no danger in such
operations, nor do they prove that enterprises of this
character should be undertaken except under very special
circumstances.
The difficulty of controlling troops at night in case of alarm was well
shown a night or two after the French army landed at Sidi Feruch in Algeria.
About 2 a.m. a loose horse in front of the line startled a sentry, who fired and
gave the alarm. The battalions close by seized their muskets and fired
wildly into the darkness, and the blaze of musketry soon extended along
the whole line ;it lasted for more than a quarter of an hour. Four men
were killed and ten wounded in this panic about nothing.

In this case, of course, the French were not attacking, but
the principle is the same. Examples of confusion occurring
in night attacks made by regular troops in small wars are
difficult to find, for the very good reason that such operations
are seldom undertaken. Itis recognized that they are generally
out of place, except on a very small scale and with detach
ments so restricted instrength that they cannot well fall into
disorder. General Reynier's brilliant night attack upon the
"
Turks in 1799 with a considerable foree — Une dcs plus
belles operations de guerre qu'il soit possible de faire," as
—
Napoleon characterized it is one of the very few instances
of a successful nocturnal attack under these conditions upon
an enemy of inferior organization and discipline. Against the
remarkable success which attended General Hunter's attack
onGun Hilland that of the RifleBrigade on Surprise Hillduring
the defence of Ladysmith, can be set many failures inthe same
war. Advocates of night attacks like the Russian General
Dragomirof base their argumsnts upon the overwhelming
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—
effect of the fire of modern troops upon an attacking foree
upon conditions which do not exist inmost small wars.
At Nui Bop in Tonkin General Negrier attempted a night attack upon

the Chinese position with one of his battalions. But this, getting into diffi
culties in the broken ground, no actual assault took place; one company,
however, got close to the hostile lines and separated from the remainder.
Itwas attacked vigorously by the Chinese at dawn, and its position was for
a time highly critical ;but itstood its ground against very superior numbers
tillreinforcements arrived.

d

The objections to night attacks on a small scale are far Objections \ v--*v- *
*
less serious than when the operation is intended as a great t^s gase°of X^
operation of war like General Reynier's attack referred to attacks ou a
above, and Lord Cornwallis's storming of Tippoo's lines Bca ie.
before Seringapatam in 1792. The smaller the force is the
"Not
less fear is there of mistakes and disorder.
only the
but the difficulty of execution as well," says Clausewitz,
risk,
"
confines night enterprises to small bodies." This perhaps
is too arbitrary a dictum, but it willbe found correct ifitis
accepted merely as a broad general rule. There is no great
difficulty inmoving a small body of troops about in the dark.
Their leader can make his voice heard, can exercise close
superintendence over the whole of his command, and if the
project fails no very great harm willperhaps be done.
It willyerv rarely be the case that the plan should admit Division of /
"
ofthe_fo£ce_being; split up into detachments moving separately. firefireest ta wght >
An operation of this Mndis a delicate one to execute under any a mistake,
circumstances, and any complications are to be deprecated.
Even supposing the different detachments deliver their assault
simultaneously there must be great risk of their firinginto each
other by mistake, which will give the alarm to the enemy
even if they do not do each other grave injury. The Boers,
itis true, managed to deliver attacks upon bivouacs at night
from all sides, which shows that it is not impossible to get
several detachments to deliver an assault simultaneously in
the dark; but the operation is so difficult that it will

I)

i
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generally be better not to make the attempt, and to deliver
wlien they have to te*delivered, on only one

night attacks,

—-'- - force.
side and by a single
When a project of this nature is determined upon the
I
preparations, most careful preparations must be made. Itis impossible to
overrate the importance of the orders being detailed, and of
the exact course of action to be taken under all circum
stances being clearly laid down. A mistake may lead to
most serious disaster. Some trifling blunder may be fatal to
success. The night assault upon the Kabul Gate of Grhazni
in 1839 nearly failed, owing to the retreat being sounded
under the impression that the engineers had not succeeded
in blowing in the gateway. Itis essential that the obstacles
likely to be encountered should have been ascertained by
previous reconnaissance, otherwise the troops may lose their
way. It has been already stated that irregular warriors do
not generally anticipate night attacks and that they rarely
have an efficient outpost system to guard against them. But
this cannot be assumed as a matter of course. The crafty
Arabs in Algeria used to leave their fires burning at night
when they expected a French attack, and to draw off ; then
they would form an ambuscade and would fall upon the assail
ants as these returned disappointed to their bivouac.
\ Precautions
Precautions should be taken that the troops shall recog
against
nize
eacXollier. In a Spanish guerilla attack upon tEe French
assailants
mistaking
in the' Peninsular War their leader made them wear their white
each other for
the enemy,
shirts over their other clothes. Operating against African
savages the white helmet is an excellent distinction, but itis
no distinct mark when the troops are fighting Asiatics with
their white turbans.
These are matters of minor detail
perhaps, but nocturnal attacks are risky undertakings and
demand the most careful forethought if they are to succeed.
Moonlight nights are of course unsuitable, and great care
must be taken to prevent the glint of bayonets or of other
metal from giving the enemy warning of what is impending.
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The general plan of attack and all the details of it which
affect subordinate officers should be made known to them ;
this is far more necessary in the case of nocturnal operations
than in the case of attacks by daylight.
Finally it cannot be too much insisted upon that the The bayonet
bayonet is the proper weapon for night attacks. Itis dim- for night
cult enough to preserve fire control by day, but by night afcfcacks
even the steadiest troops will fire wildly. The opponents
with whom regular forces have to deal can rarely stand a
bayonet charge of disciplined troops working together. It
must always be remembered that by nigh tthe moral effect
of the initiative increases enormously ; if good troops are
so liable to panic in the dark, there can be no question that
irregular warriors are apt to be scared and to lose all selfcontrol under like conditions. A handful of trained soldiers
well led and acting in concert at night, may terrify a host of
Asiatics or savages and may achieve a notable triumph without
firirig a shot or getting home with the bayonet. It must not
be forgotten that byeschewing fire there is far less chance of
Injuring friends —the danger of this is very great unless a most
rigid fire discipline be maintained. Troops belonging to the
same side ought not to bayonet each other, they willsee their
mistake when they come to close quarters ; but they willshoot .
each other for a certainty if the least disorder occurs in the
attack, or if in their excitement they fire wildly. Volleys may
sometimes be permissible, but independent firing never
the objection to this latter is of course increased by the intro
duction of the magazine rifle.
The following two examples show the efficacy of night Examples of
successful
attacks on a small scale in warfare of this nature.
night attacks

-

—

on a small

.

During the hostilities in Mexico in 1862, the enemy one night occupied sca le
some heights above the town of Orizaba, held by the French. A company
This pushed the enemy back
was promptly sent to deal with the intruders.
for a time, but eventually, when the opposition became too strong, its advance
was

checked, whereupon the commander ordered the men not to fire so as to
After_waiting for some time another company

conceal his weakness.
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arrived, and the French then charged and drove off the Mexicans. The
French, who numbered only 140 all told, placed no less than 250 of the
enemy Jiors de combat and they took 200 prisoners.
Morosi's Mountain in Basutoland stands at an elbow of the Orange
River withthree almost precipitous sides. When the night attack was made
on itin 1879, it was strongly fortified on the remaining side. Morosi's men
were good shots, and the place was most formidable for a small force to assault
which was weak in artillery. Ithad been decided to make the venture
about midnight. A fissure had been discovered on one of the perpendicular
sides, and by this a storming party withladders managed to reach the top,
the enemy in the breastworks on the open side being in the meantime
kept occupied by artillery fire tillthe last moment. The result was a com
plete surprise, the storming party reached the top of the cleft before the
Basutos could assemble in large numbers to oppose it, and the formidable
stronghold, which had baffled two previous attacks, was captured with very
little loss.

Night
inarches.
When
especially
advantageous,

It should be noted that inboth these cases the ground was
fairly well known. This was also the case. at Gun Hilland
Surprise Hill. Itmakes a great difference if the position to
be attacked has been under observation for some time, or has
been carefully reconnoitred beforehand.
Although itmay be said that upon the whole night attacks
are seldom advisable in small wars, the same rule does not
hold good with regard to night marches, even when the
enemy is close at hand. Night marches, made almost in
the presence of the enemy with a view to attack at early
dawn, have on many occasions in recenb campaigns led to
brilliant successes.
It was indeed pointed out in Chapter
XIIthat the early morning is generally the best time to
deliver an assault, and this almost necessarily involves a
previous movement under cover of darkness. Most of the
good captures of Boers made in the closing days of the late
South African war, before the institution of the drives, were
brought about by attacks in the early morning following on
night marches sometimes of great length. The veld pre
sented few serious difficulties to columns following a track
at night. The darkness in that region isseldom so great that
a path cannot be seen and obstacles avoided. There have been
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few campaigns where night operations have played so great
a part, even ifactual night attacks were seldom attempted
by our side.
Ov«
One of the great dangers of a night march in proximity E^sk of mpre
to the enemy is that, even if the hostile outpost and patrol &ffeCte<Tby
arrangements are defective, the movement may de disclosed so^.
by some accident for which the troops are no wise responsible.
Colonel Maurice, referring to the case of Tel-el-Kebir ,makes the
following observations : "It has happened in the past that
some night attacks have failed inconsequence of the attacking
troops meeting on their route cattle, geese, or other animals,
which have aroused the defenders, or roused inhabitants who
have given warning to the enemy. By a curiously bad logical
deduction a conclusion has been sometimes drawn from this
fact that therefore all night attacks are chiefly a matter of
chance. Anexamination of the circumstances and of the orders
for the night march upon Tel-el-Kebir will show that an
altogether different conclusion may be drawn, viz., that the
possibility of meeting dogs, cattle, geese, &c, is an element that
has to be taken into account by a commander in arranging his
plans for a night march. It was almost as certain that on
the night of the 12th September the infantry and cavalry
who moved to the north of the canal along the desert would
not meet with cattle, geese, or dogs as that they would not
meet with whales. It was absolutely certain that the Indian
Brigade which moved through the wady to the south of the
canal would meet with animals of all sorts before reaching
the lines ; therefore the hour of the march of the Indian
brigade was fixed accordingly." A commander would not
however always be so well acquainted with the ground about
to be traversed as was the case on this occasion. Horses insist
on neighing. Inthe countries where small wars are carried out
there is generally some vexatious form of bird which emits
weird noises when startled out of its repose. There is in fact
nearly always a certain element of chance in a night

——*'
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march intended to bring a force into position to attack at
dawn.
Enemy keeps
The enemy seldom keeps any look-out at night except
a bad look-out
close in to the bivouac or to the locality occupied, and
quite
night.
at
would not, as a rule, lie in wait for the troops on the march
unless news of the contemplated movement had somehow
leaked out. The Boers, as was pointed out on p. 465, used
to have picquets a long way out from their laager, but it was
not their practice to form ambuscades at night. Some cases,
no doubt, have occurred of attacks by irregular warriors
upon marching columns being made at night the Persian attack
upon Sir J. Outram's force the night befor3 the fight at
Khushab, and the disastrous episode of the attempted relief
of Arrah from Dinapore, referred to on p. 215, may be cited
as examples.
But the experience of many campaigns tends
that,
to show
except in guerilla warfare in a civilized country,
irregular adversaries hesitate to interfere with regular troops
during a night march and are not generally prepared for such
a move. They do not seem to anticipate nocturnal operations
even when the opposing forces are in close proximity. At
any rate they generally do not interfere with the march.

—

The case of Sir H. Stewart's advance from Abu Klea towards the Nile
is a remarkable example of this. The Mahdists must have foreseen that
such an advance was certain to take place, either by day or by night. Owing
to the column passing through a considerable patch of bush in the dark, it
got into great confusion when not far from Metemma where the enemy was
collected in force. As the march was very slow itis almost certain that
the Arabs must have become aware of it while it was in progress. But
no attempt was made to meet ittilldawn. Then crowds of Mahdists came
An attack
swarming up from the river to oppose the British advance.
upon the column when disordered in the bush would have had most disas
trous consequences, and itis strange that fanatics, who attacked with such
desperation by daylight, should have made no attempt to molest the troops
at night when they could have depended upon getting to close quarters
But, as has been pointed out earlier inthe chapter, opponents of this nature
seem to shirk night attacks, and to dread making them.
Another notable instance of this in a campaign against an enemy very
different from the savage followers of the Mahdi, is afforded by Sir G. Colley' s
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safe Withdrawal from the scene of his defeat at the Ingogo. When evening
closed in on the engagement, the enemy was grouped practically all round
the British force.
Nevertheless Sir G. Colley succeeded during the night
in withdrawing unopposed out of the dangerous position in which they found
themselves, not only his infantry but also his guns. The Boers, when morn
ing broke found only the killed and wounded left, and they were not a little
disconcerted to find their opponents gone. They did not commit such
blunders two decades later.
When General Oughterlony was advancing on Katmandu in 1816, all the
passes generally used over the first range ofhills above the Terai were held by
the Gurkhas, and reconnaissances showed the defences tobe most formidable.
A route was however discovered which the enemy had neglected, by which
the hostile positions could be turned. This route passed through a deep,
narrow ravine for some miles, and itoffered extraordinary difficulties to a
march in the darkness.
But one brigade starting after dark one night
advanced by it, and reached the crest of the hillunopposed about dawn
after an arduous march through most difficult country. The Gurkhas were
taken completely aback by this remarkable exploit, and they abandoned
all their first positions.
The withdrawal of the picquets from the Guru Mountain under cover of
darkness during the Ambela campaign is a good example of a retrograde
movement of a part of a force in the darkness, unobserved by a particularly
vigilant enemy.
Sir R. Buller's retirement from Abu Klea, already referred to on p. 245,
is a notable instance of a force of regulars withdrawing by night from a
position inpresence of the enemy without their movement being discovered.

In close presence of" an enemy who does not appreciate Risk of
confusion on
the need of a proper system of outposts, and who does not cmarch!
recognise that skilfully carried out night marches on the part
of the regular forces may entirely alter the strategical and
tactical situation, movements under cover of the darkness
may achieve most decisive results. But it must never be
forgotten that they ¦ are
to the troops and trans\ <*•
" " exhausting
"
iu£imj_L.
T.
miiiiw' r
port, and that there is great risk of serious confusion occurring
ZL
even with the best arrangements iitne terrain f>e unfavourable
some instances of this occurred on a"small scale during the
Indian frontier campaigns of 1897. In the bush such move
ments are frequently quite impracticable, and they willalways
prove difficult to execute ; night marches if attempted in
a theatre of war of this nature must be carried out with great
r"

—
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deliberation, the head of the column halting every few
minutes to ensure that the column may remain compact.
The practice which to a certain extent prevails in the East
of marching by night in very hot weather has almost as
many opponents as it has advocates, and a succession of
such night marches tends to demoralise a force. Nocturnal
movements are upon the whole adapted rather for isolated
undertakings than for constant practice. But under certain
conditions and when fighting guerillas they may be unavoidable
They were absolutely unavoidable in the later stages of the
South African war and it was mainly by constant night work
that the nomad Boer commandos were gradually hunted
down and stamped out. Many examples could of course be
given of columns falling into confusion in the darkness, but
the following are perhaps particularly noteworthty :

—

li

h)
Importance of
the troops
being well

disciplined,

Early in 1864, during the operations in Bhutan, it was found necessary
by the garrison of Dewangniri to evacuate the post by night. The arrange
ments for retreat seem to have been weell enough thought out, but the main
column somehow lost its way, and a panic ensiled. The guns had to be
abandoned and the force reached its destination in a state of demoralization.
The confusion into which this column fell during its night march from
Abu Klea to Metemma upset Sir H. Stewart's plan of reaching the Nile at
daylight, and it was inconsequence the cause ofserious loss to the force.
During the night march towards Adowa, two of the Italian brigades
which were intended to advance by separate routes, got intermingled and
some delay was caused.
The contretemps does not, however, appear to have
contributed much to bring about the disaster of the following day.
The case ofNicholson's Neck naturally comes tomind. On that occasion
the ground was no doubt difficult, but itwas typical of what may ordinarily
•
be expscted in irregular warfare.

There is one point which must not be overlooked when
considering night marches in small wars. It is very often
the case that the troops employed are not of the highest class
as regards traimng and disciplined "Under no conditions does
tnTcKSerence between good troops, and troops which cannot be
classed as better than indifferent, become more apparent than
on a night march. In South Africa there was often a con
siderable difference even between one regular battalion and
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a nether c n the march in the darkness, and irregular troops and
levies are always very difficult to keep in hand at night. Few
officers who took part in those nights of marching on the veld
in 1901-02, will not remember instances of matches being
lighted, of gaps in the column, of men straggling and being
left behind, of contretemps arising from lack of discipline,
which were only such as might be expected in an army made
up so largely of irregular corps, but which were none the less
dangerous on that account. In weighing the pros and cons
before attempting some nocturnal operation in wars of this
class, the discipline and steadiness of the troops to be employed
must be taken into account.
Instructions with regard to night marches are to be found General \
in various military works and need not be given here ; the to^i"lit°n
necessity for previous reconnaissance of route, for guides, for operations,
especial precautions at points where part of the column might
get off the line, &c, of course holds good just as much in
irregular warfare as in other campaigns. Looking at such
operations from the point of view of small wa^s^ the main
thing to be said in their favour is that in such campaigns
columns on the march are seldom^attacked at night, and that
night movements are particularly likely to surprise and perplex
the enemy. On the other hand, they generally involve
especial risk of confusion in the force owing to the difficulty
of moving through roadless country, and for the same reason
they are especially likely to exhaust the powers of man and
beast. To actually deliver an attack upon irregular warriors
in the dark will seldom be advisable, because, even if the want
of discipline and cohesion in the hostile ranks gives promise
that their resistance in a nocturnal combat willnot be very
obstinate, the regular troops by fighting in the dark sacrifice
their superiority in weapons. In a word, night operations in
irregular warfare are not to be lightly entered upon, although
circumstances will sometimes justify and even compel their
adoption, and although many examples can be quoted where
they have been crowned with brilliant success.
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That night attacks by, irregular, waxngrs are upon the
yfght attacks whole unusual, has been pointed out ma former chapter, but
numerous instances were at the same time given of enterprises
of this nature being attempted by the enemy in many parts
of the world, and itis always necessary to be well prepared for
them. The first safe-guard against any hostile assaults in
the dark is of course to be found in an efficient system of
outposts. But the advantages of having these close in to the
force under normal conditions were noted in the chapter on
the service of security, and it will often be the case that
the time between the first alarm being given and the actual
onslaught of the foe upon the encampment, is a matter of
only a few moments.
When the picquets are in close proximity to the bivouac
or camp it is essential, if the enemy be at hand, that the
/ q( v troops should have their arms beside them, that guns should
s
fr,c injection, that some of the horses should be saddled up, and
*/X that the force should be ina position to assume**ngnting forma
tion at a moment's notice. Itis usual indeed for the bulk of
*jf the combatant
portions of the force to sleep on the perimeter
4
of the camp. Allranks must be ready to spring into their
places at once without confusion. It is very important
that no firing should take place when the alarm is given
w
except Dy "ofder or*om^e^*"o:EKSwise tKe^plcquets may be
shot down, ammunition may be wasted, and the noise is sure
to add to the excitement and bustle of a moment when good
order is essential. It would rarely be the case that a force
so situated has not some form of defence work round it,even
ifthis be of a very slight character ;but, whether such arrange
ments exist or not, the troops should bivouac at their fighting
posts. In South Africa one of the great difficulties during a
night attack was found to be the prevention of a stampede
of the horses, of which there were generally large numbers in
the bivouac ; horses are especially likely to take fright at
night when firing suddenly breaks out, and a considerable
t

m
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portion of the fighting force may have to remain with them
to be ready for eventualities.

<X
up
When there is any chance of a night• attack, itis of great Lighting
the ground.
advantage to have some means of lighting up the ground to
A
the front of the troops. Star shell are excellent, but their
illuminating power is transient, and the artillery must husband
its small supply of a form of ammunition which is not de
signed for man-killing purposes. Ifitbe possible to arrange
bonfires a little way to the front, to be lighted in case of
attack, these may prove invaluable ; but care must be taken
not to ignite them in case of a mere false alarm as their glare
willenable the enemy to fire into the encampment from a
distance and to do damage. It must be remembered that
lighting up the battle-field willbenefit that side which has the
advantage in the matter of armament, therefore fires, even
supposing they are within the defenders' lines, may aid them
more than they aid the enemy should an actual assault be
delivered.
t

i

(*

This was the case at Rorke's Drift. The glare of the burning build
ings enabled the hard-pressed defenders to use their rifles with most telling
effect upon the swarms of Zulus surging around the epauhnents.
After the first two nights of the tribal attacks on the Malakand post in
1897, bonfires were arranged for, to be ignited in case of assault.
They
were placed some distance to the front of the line of defence and proved
most efficacious.



It is a good
plan if night attacks be at all probable, to Artillery and
,
machine guns
guns
train
and machine guns by daylight upon points where j
n ca se of
mßhtmB htattacks
mass,
to
or
from
expected
which
assault
is
the^enem^^m^^be
to be anticipated.
This was done at the defence of Chak
dara in 1897 with excellent results.
Experiments have
shown that rifles on fixed rests can be similarly trained. It
is also advisable, although artillery officers do not always
like the arrangement, to fill the intervals between the guns
if these be in battery on the perimeter of the encampment
with a few infantry men. Cases have occurred where the
?

?
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enemy has crept in between the guns by night. This would
of course not be necessary ifthere was some satisfactory form
of breastwork in front of the guns.
The question
In anticipation of a night attack in this class of warfare,
j^ o\ reseryes, itis generally very
jmportant to ha ye a considerable _propor
tion of the whole force told off to act as a reserve —more so
than by daylight. In the darkness the blow falls so suddenly,
and there is such a probability of isolated strokes being
delivered by the enemy on different points, that it is better
to sacrifice a certain amount of fire along the whole front,
than to run the slightest risk of the confusion and danger
which must arise if the line be penetrated by a rush at one
spot and if troops be not available to at once fillup the gap.
Whether there should be only a central reserve, or whether
there should be local reserves, or whether there should be
both, depends to a certain extent upon circumstances. With
a small compact force one central reserve under the immediate
orders of the commander may be the best arrangement. If
the encampment covers any extensive area it will almost
always be better to have several local reserves. Inall positions
certain points are especially exposed or especially important,
and detachments in reserve should generally be placed near
these.
of strict
/\Needdiscipline.
The importance of maintaining a strict fire discipline in
r*s Mre
1
r
case of a ruglit attack or night alarm can hardly be over
>/
rated. The case of Sidi Feruch, quoted on p. 484, illustrates
the tendency of even well disciplined troops to open a wild
fire at night. In the chapter on Infantry Tactics the heavy
expenditure of rifleammunition during the succession of night
attacks on the Malakand post, and the danger which arose at
one time of ammunition actually falling short, have been
referred to. There is of course generally less likelihood of
ammunition failing a force in a defensive position than when
itis attacking, because the available supply will,as a rule, be
larger. But it is most important ttat the enemy should
v

I
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suffer heavy loss for his temerity in attempting a nocturnal
assault, and to bring this about the musketry must be under
control. Hostile enterprises of this nature are undesirable,
and if irregular warriors are once beaten off with great
slaughter there is a reasonable probability that they will not
make such an attempt again. Should there be any outlying
picquets, careful supervision willbe necessary to prevent the
troops from firingin their direction, however thoroughly they
may have been previously instructed as regards the positions
of the imperilled detachments.
It was laid down in Chapter XXI that, should the Bayonet tobe
used ifthe
enemy torce his way mto a position held by regular troops, enemy pene
mto
the best and safest
method of expelling the intruders
is a JTtrieafc??lines.
•""•'•"¦•"^
«< e v«>
bayonet charge, and ithas been indicated in an earlier parafi
graph of this chapter that when troops deliver night attacks
upon irregular antagonists the bayonet is the proper weapon
to use. Should any fractions of the hostile force which deliver
a nocturnal assault upon disciplined troops in one of these
campaigns, gain a footing within the position, there is nothing
like the bayonet. In the confusion which willoccur in such
a case any firing may be most disastrous.
The signal success
which attended the use of cold steel under these trying circum
stances on the occasion of the first night attack on the Mala
kand position in 1897 has been already referred to on p. 4.00.
Itmay be accepted as a rule that this willinvariably be the
right way of dealing withsavage opponents who have got within
the lines in the darkness. Once the intruders are expelled
it might be best to complete their discomfiture by musketry
fire, but that would of course depend very much on the cir
cumstances at the moment.
It is quite impossible to lay down rules with regard to Counter,
counter-attacks in case of. a nocturnal assault by irregular !^c:rim
warriors. Offensive returns of this kind when attempted n'ght attack
ona small scale have the disadvantage that the troops making
them are apt to be fired into by their own side ; confusion and
(8336)
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doubt is an almost inevitable consequence of any sudden
movement in the dark. On the other hand, if the enemy
establishes himself close to the defensive line and renders
the position really critical, the only thing to be done will
often be to drive him off with a bayonet charge. But in
any case itwillgenerally be advisable to prepare for a vigorous
counter-attack at the first break of dawn, when there is
a great probability that the assailants will be beginning to
make off. After the second night attack on the Malakand
defences, a determined advance made by part of the 24th
Panjab Infantry as soon as it was light enough to make the
movement, proved most effective ; the enemy was hunted
for a long distance over the hills and suffered such heavy loss
that the tribesmen drew off before dawn on succeeding nights,
dreading a repetition of it.
Reference to this incident forms a satisfactory close to
this volume. Itis an example of the advantages of the offensive
The fundamental
when dealing with irregular warriors.
principle of carrying out operations against antagonists of this
class is to assume the initiative whenever itis possible to do
so, and to maintain it as long as itis practicable to maintain
it. The endeavour of the preceding pages has been to give
this principle prominence even when dealing with defensive
The commander who takes the field against
formations.
guerillas, or savages, or hill-men must make up his mind to
strike hard, to move rapidly in spite of the impedimenta
which encumber him, to pursue relentlessly after a victory
has been won and to seize the first possible moment for a
counter-stroke should he meet with reverse.
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INDEX.

Abattis. Zeribas consist of enclosures of, 280. Employment of, for pro
tecting picquets and sentries in small wars, 474.

Abd el Kader. French adapted methods of, in Algeria, 40. Capture of the

smala of, as an example of dash and audacity, 82, 83,. Most decisive
reverse suffered by, received at hands of a few troops of horse, 83.
Difficulty found by French in getting, to fight, 88. Successes of,

against French owing to guerilla tactics, 128. Bugeaud turned methods
of, against himself, 129. French operations against, drifted on for
years, 128. Sudden arrival of, in the Metija, 193. Sikak the only regular
battle which, attempted with French, 230. Skill of, in surprises and
ambuscades, 232. Capture of smala of, more than a mere raid, 241.
Use made of camels by, 425.
Abomey. Benanzin's forces destroyed in barring the way to, 36. Thanks
to Weme river French were easily able to advance half way from coast
to, 63. Nature of bush near, 356. Formation of French column
in final actions before capture of, 357.
Aboukir. Pretended attack in 1882 on, 55.
Abu Hamed. Plan to convey supplies across desert from Korosko to, 69.
Surprise of, by General Hunter, 89.
Abu Klea. March of Sir H. Stewart from, to Nile, 44. Desperate attempt
of Dervishes to prevent Sir H. Stewart from reaching wells at, 62.
Effect of fight at, as regards supply, 69. Retreat of desert force to,
70. Effect of heavy losses sustained, at, 107. When enemy found in
force at, convoy left in a zeriba, 120. Sir R. Buller's retreat from, as
an example of stratagem of putting out lights, 245. Movement of
the square at, compelled enemy to attack, 259. The battle of, as an
example of difficulty of keeping square closed up, 260, 261. Reason
for skirmishers at, 261. Guns run out to the side attacked at, 263.
Danger of wheeling forward side of square as at, 267. Difficulties at,
caused by square not being properly formed, 269. The advance to,
wells as an example of a march in square, 273. Position of cavalry
during march on, 275. At, encumbrances left in zeriba while troops
went out to fight, 282. The fanatics who had penetrated square at,
cleared out withthe bayonet, 400. Ruse of Major Wardrop for clearing
enemy off hill near, 420. The machine guns jammed at, 440. Sir
R. Buller's successful retirement at night undiscovered from, 491.
Abyssinia. Size of movable magazine in British expedition to, 59.
Abyssinian, Abyssinians. Expedition of 1868, 28. Unexpected meeting
with, host at Adowa, 46. In, campaign Theodore trusted to strength
of Magdala, 105. Enveloping attacks of, at Adowa, 205. After
Adowa, made no attempt at organized pursuit, 215. Baggage offered
a tempting prey to, at Arogee, 233.
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Achln. Dutch in, 32. First Dutch expedition to, 46. Daadly climate
in, 98.

During campaign in, villages often captured and then
Suited guerilla tactics, 127. Enveloping hostile
abandoned, 101.
tactics experienced in, 187. Difficulty of pursuit in, 211. No hostile
night attacks in, 444. Surprise of a Dutch picquet in, 460.
Achinese. Dutch not prepared for warlike qualities of, 48. Want of
artillery preparation one reason for heavy Dutch losses at, stockades,
155. Re- occupation of Lo.igbatta by the, 183. Failure of, as
pursuers, 369.

Achupa. The affair of, as an example of a small force compelling enemy
to attack itunder favourable circumstances by employing the square,
260.

Expenditure of ammunition at, 397.

Ado wa. Battle of,brought on partly by mistake

as to locality, 46. Italians
underestimated hostile strength at, 48. Battle of, a striking example
of risks of separation in the field, 184. Battle of, the most serious
disaster which regulars have suffered in any modern small war, 184.
Enveloping Abyssinian attacks at, 205. Enemy after, made no
attempt at organized pursuit, 215. Italians had no cavalry for scouting
before, 402. Confusion between two brigades during the night march
before, 492.
Advanced guard, guards. Method of dropping off flanking picquets from
the, in hillwarfare, 295. Duties of, withreference to guarding baggage
when retreating in hill warfare, 338. Duties of the, as regards pro
tecting the baggage column when advancing through the bush, 359.
Risk of the, being too much reduced in dropping off flankers, 360. In
small wars enemy avoids engaging, 475. Inregular and irregular war
fare, 479. Risk of, being cut off from main body in small wars, 479.
Insmall wars the, is a feeler and not a buffer, 479.
Afghan, Afghans. Wars of expediency, 28. At beginning of last, war
enemy had some organization, 29. Armament most inferior, 30.
Difference of, from Zulus and Matabele, 30. War as example of fall of
capital not closing campaign, 36. Twice during last, war strength of,
under-estimated, 47, 48. Large hostile forces met unexpectedly in,
campaigns, 53. Movable magazines in last, war, 60. Army for a time
dominant about Kandahar, 74. Disasters of first, war traceable to
want of boldness and vigour, 77 Always two objectives, in wars, 108.
Recognition by, that Britishleaders were vacillating, 113. Number of
troops on Khaibar line in, campaign, 117. Last, war furnishes example
of abandoning communications in Sir F. Roberta's first advance to
Kabul, 122. Rapid flight of, from Charasia and Ahmed Khel, 159.
Infirst, war firearms of enemy as good as those ofregulars, 398. Driven
out of position by attapk of cavalry dismounted, 421. Only two cases
of hostile night attacks inlast, war, 444.
Afghanistan. In prolonged campaign in, there was much loss from sick
ness, 98. Flying columns in, 135. Tendency of enemy toworkagainst
flanks and rear constantly felt in, 475.
Afridi, Afridis. Boast of, that Tirah had never been invaded, 38. De
ception of, by Capt. Uniacke, 175. Conflicts with the, prove
that the hill man is a fighter, 289. Martial instinct and excellent
arms of, 289. Attack of, in 1841, on rear brigades in Khaibar Pass,
293. Attack of, on General Westmacott's rear guard in the Bara
Valley, 296, Attack of, on McCaskilPs brigade, 316. Attack of,
on baggage in the Arhanga Pass, 319. Some caught in a ravine near
the Arhanga Pass, 323. The, unprepared for General Westmacott's
return fromDwatoi and Bagh, 323. Troops pressed back by, on to a
precipice, 336. Operations in the, country, presented difficulties such
as troops have not inliving memory met withinmountainous country,
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Armed with Lee-Metfords modify theory of outposts in small
wars, 450. Some tribesmen are not so well armed as, but more inclined
for night attacks, 470.
Armament and marksmanship of, and
Orukzais necessitated outlying picquets far out, 470. Difficulty of
outposts were enemy as well armed as, and also inclined for pight
346.

attacks, 471.
Agagi. Failure to find water at, in Benin, 62.
Agordat. Affair of, as example of regulars having to quit a strong
position, 206.
Ahmed Khel. Great moral effect of victory at, 104. At, necessity of
guarding convoy prevented an effective pursuit, 120. Rapid flight of
Afghans at, prevented their suffering any further loss, 159. When
enemy pushes attack right home as at, his forces are destroyed, 202.
Battle of, as example of meeting a formidable attack in irregular line,
204. Value of guns on flanks shown at, 205.
Extension of line by
upports and reserves at, 381. Expenditure ofrounds at, 396. Native
cavalry thrown into confusion by Afghan horsemen at, 411. Swords
men beaten off by guns at, 436. Fortunate that the Afghans attacked
head and not tailof column at, 478.
Ain-el-Khata. Disaster to French cavalry at, owing to its acting too boldly,
410.
Akbar Khan. Disaster to army retreating from Kabul due rather to tribes
men than to forces of, 216.
Alexandria. Ruse under cover of whichBritish army was moved from, to
Ismailia, 55. Need oisecrecy in a great move like that from, to the
Suez canal, 243.
Algeria. Much to be still learnt from conquest of, 24. Expedition to, over
turned despotic military power, 25. Opponents of French in, 26.
Nature of enemy in, 30. Cause of French troubles in, 33. French
experiences in, 36. French raids in, 40. In, French could not catch
Kabyles, 52. Main difficulty in later French campaigns in, to get
enemy to fight, 103. First phase of invasion of, gave regulars little
trouble, 105. French operations in, illustrate right and wrong way of
dealing with guerillas, 128. French in, had to deal with nomads,
135. French ins dealt severely with enemy, 148. Enveloping hostile
tactics experienced in, 187. Tendency of enemy in, to make sudde^n
onslaughts, 188. French feints in, 232. Skill of enemy at stratagems
in, 233, 244. General Philibert's operations in, 244, 245. Skill
of Arabs of, inforays, 245. French razzias in, 246. Difficultyfound in
bringing in captured cattle in, 247. In, masses of horse rushed down
on all sides, 258. The square a success in, 269. French adopted
squares in, to beat offmasses of horse, 272. French sometimes obliged
to march insquare in, 272. Use of zeribas for bivouacs in, 278. French
troops have found value of bayonet in, 399 Need of cavalry for raids
in, 403. Great service of cavalry in, 405. Horsemen met by French in,
individually but not collectively formidable, 409. On the defensive
in, troops had to be ready for attack at close quarters, 439. A few
cases of hostile night attacks in, 443. Attack on French at dawn
a few days after landing in, 447. French outpost ambuscades in, 466.
Genera] Yusuf's services in, 466. General Yusuf's posts of four men
in, 467. Firearms with cords attached laid down in, to give alarm,
474. Enemy's attacks on flanks and rear of columns in, 475.
Shellala in, 478. Incident at night near Sidi Feruch in, to illustrate
difficulty of controlling troops at night, 484. The Arabs in, used to
leave their fires burning and slip off when they expected a French
night attack, 486.
Algiers. Capture of, put an end to organized]} resistance, 3C. Mistake
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with regard to map before capture of, 46. Forces of Dey con
centrated to defend, 105. Decisive defeat of Dey of, at Staweli,
174. Victory at Sidi Khalif of French army advancing on, 192.
Sudden appearance of Abd el Kader near, 193. Skill of French
commanders in warfare after capture of, 232.
AliMusjid. Attack on, in 1878 as example of turning force not performing
its share owing to difficulties of terrain, 168. A somewhat formidable
fort, 168. Attack on, an example of combination failingthrough error
in time, 180. Risk of force detached to cut in on enemy's line of
retreat not reaching its place intime, exemplified by, 209.
Alison, Sir A. Description of Ordahsu by, 366.
Allahabad. Want of cavalry for pursuit during Havelock's advance from,
to Cawnpore, 208.
Ambela. Campaign as illustrating doubt which arises as to attitude of
tribes adjacent to theatre of war, 44. Troops brought to a standstill in,
campaign by unexpected threat on communications, 49. Campaign
shows danger of undertaking war insufficiently prepared, 73. Losses
in, campaign proportionately heavier than in Tirah, 346. Noticeable
that night attacks in Malakand were in a district adjacent to, 443.
Lord Roberts's story of the, tribesmen and the outposts, 472.
Amboluminas. The attack on the Hovas on the, range as an example of a
turning force being too late to join in attack, 167.
Ambuscades.
See Ambushes.
Ambush, ambushes. Enemy skilled in, 54, 99. Incampaigns where hostile
tactics have been confined to surprises and, energetic action necessary,
129. Necessity of looking out for, when in pursuit, 209. Successful,
at Kwintana, 232. Abd el Kader's skill in, 232. Question of forming,
has hardly received sufficient attention, 248. Frequency of, in hill
and bush warfare, 249. Only on outposts that question of forming,
has as yet been taken seriously, 249. Analogy between, and feints, 249.
Successful, during General Sale's retreat, 249, 250. The Cossack,
250. General Bugeaud's, at Takdempt, 251. General Prim's, at
Castellijos, 251. Drawing enemy on not always necessary for an, 251.
Forming, requires skill and eye for country, 252. Principles to be
observed in, 252. Question of having several separate, 252. Examples
of successful, by the enemy, 252 to 256. The, at Shekan, 254. Other
examples of,254, 255. Risk of fallinginto, inhillwarfare, 320. Checking
pursuit inhillwarfare by, 333. Successful, by the 3rd Gurkhas at Saran
Sar, 334. The bush offers enemy great facilities for forming, 349.
Bush warfare essentially an affair of surprises and, 350. Detachments
constantly falling into, in bush warfare, 353. Question of avoiding, in
bush warfare, 368. Sir F. Roberts's instructions withregard todealing
with, inBurma, 368, 369. Risk of cavalry falling into, on bad ground,
405, Examples of, 405, 406. Risk of artilleryboldly used fallinginto,
432. Importance of safeguarding regulars against, 442. Small, a
sovereign remedy against snipers, 448. Employment of, as outposts,
465. Form of, in the bush by lighting a fire to draw volleys, 467.
Ammunition. Replenishing of, one cause of fettering regulars, 85. Heavy
expenditure of, in bush warfare, 371. Waste of, in Waganda, 371.
Waste of, one of the |most difficult questions in bush warfare, 371.
Heavy expenditure of, arising from precautionary volleys, 372.
Examples of expenditure of, 396, 397. Difficulty as to, on the
Indian frontier, 397. Replenishment of, 397. Heavy expenditure
of, during night attacks on Malakand, 397, 398. Heavy expenditure
of, during Boer night attacks, 397.
Amoaful. Enveloping hostile tactics at, 187. At, different commands lost
all touch of each other, 353. Force formed up roughly in square to
start with at, 357. Guns pushed up into firing line at, 431.
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Amsal. Attack on, without artillery preparation at battle of Wad Ras, 155.

Flight of Moors when, was captured, 190.
Angoni Zulus. Operations against, 141.
Anglo-Egyptian. Advance on Red Sea littoral at one time always in
sured a hostile gathering, 40. Value of efficient intelligence department
shown by successful, advance from Wady Haifa to Omdurman, 50.
Khalifa not prepared for rapid advance of, forces to Omdurman, 89.
Happy results for, army of bombardment of Omdurman, 154. Chance
ofdecisive victory obtained by army by reconnaissance before Atbara,
235.
Annam. French campaign in, of 1861, 38. Experience of French in, 38.
Antananarivo. Duchesne eventually made short work of Hovas, before, 45.
Transport column with army detailed to capture, 60. Distance from
coast to, 116. Final advance to, as a flying column, 120. Atattack on,
turning force turned two captured guns upon enemy, 157. Attack on
Amboluminas position during final advance on, 167. Official account
of expedition to, dwells on effect of volleys, 395. Ammunition nearly
gave out when rear guard was severely pressed near, 397.
Arab, Arabs, of the Barbary States, 32. Effect of the, razzias in Algeria,
129. Stout resistance of, at Kirbekan, 167. Attack of, upon baggage
at Tokar, 204. Barbarossa drew, out of their camp at Millel by a
feint, 230. Proverb as to stratagem and war, 232. Successful ambus
cade of, by French at Muzaia, 233. Failure of an attempt by French
to surprise, 242. Deception of the, by General Philebert, 245.
Skill of the, of Algeria at forays, 245. The, ambuscaded at Takdempt,
251. French cavalry ambuscaded by, 253. The, at Shekan, 254
Rear face of a square broken by, the day before Shekan, 262. The,
attack at Tofrek, 283. 21st Lancers did not completely break up,
mass by their charge, 419. The, reached the zeriba at Tellinouet before
the troops could man the defences, 463. The, in Algeria, used to leave
fires burning and slip off before an expected night attack by French,
486. The, must have been aware that Sir H. Stewart was making his
night march towards the Nile, 490.
Arabi. Troops of, 30. Difference of forces of, from Zulus and Matabili, 30.
First heard of move from Alexandria and Ismail 4 when in Ceylon, 55.
Had Sir G. Wolseley not made a direct attack o.i Tel-el-Kebir, would
have avoided an engagement, 92.
Arcot. An example of effect of boldness and vigour, 78.
Argandhab. Cavalry sent to make a wide detour beyond, at Kandahar, 173.
Arhanga Pass. Transport out at night on the, 314. Action of Lancecorporal Simpson on baggage guard in the, 319, 320. Afridis caught
in a ravine near the, 323.
Armament.
When regulars operate against enemy of inferior, this con
stitutes a small war, 22. Tactics mainly a question pf, 23. Effect of
improved, of enemy on small wars, 24. Of enemy to be considered,
29. Excellence of, overburdens regulars with non-combatant ser
vices, 85. Advantage in, gives regulars upper hand in battle, 90.
How improvement in, of hill-men has affected the distance to which
flanking picquets are sent out, 297, 298.
Arms. Relative progress of, of regulars and of enemy, 23. Of enemy some
times efficient, 23. Of enemy often not wellknown, 43. Enemy when
defeated conceals, 159.
Arnold, Major. Victory of, at Bida, 269.
Arogee. Battle of, as an example of enemy being unintentionally drawn
out of position by hope of plunder, 233. Hill-men may be trapped as
the Abyssinians were at, 324.
Arrah, The relief of, by Major Eyre, 82. Attempt to relieve, from Dinapore, 215.
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Artillery. Portable, scarcely existed in Abd el Kader's day, 136. Buge
aud's objection to wheeled, 136. Portable, in Rhodesia, 138.
Preparation usual in regular warfare, 152. Only second phase of,
preparation need generally be taken into account in small wars, 152.
Great moral effect of, 152. Importance attached by enemy to,
whether he possesses it or not, 152, 153. Unfortunate use of, fire in
Tonkin and Madagascar, 153. Preparation sometimes shows enemy
point of attack, 153. Main objection to, preparation that it drives
enemy away, 153. Lord Wolseley on effect of, 153. Occasions when,
preparation is desirable, 154. Results of, bombardment of Omdurman,
154. Value of, in Mutiny, 154. Assistance of infantry of concen
trated, fire at Dargai, 154. Points which govern decision as to, prepa
ration, 154. When itis a matter of urgency to achieve rapid success
itmay be desirable to use, before infantry can get up, 155. Use of, at
relief at Gulistan, 155
Instances of want of, preparation, 155. Im
portance of capturing hostile, 156, 157. Inefficiency of hostile, 156,
Turning of captured, upon the enemy, 156. Ease with which hostile,
can be captured, 156. Examples of capturing hostile, 157. Sometimes
a source of embarrassment to enemy, 158. Capture of hostile, likely
to be brought about by flank attacks, 163. Use of horse, with cavalry
inthe Mutiny, 170. Effect of, accompanying flank attacks, 170. If
there be ground suitable for cavalry, infantry and, should endeavour
to drive enemy in that direction, 173. To be pushed to the front
to play on the enemy when he gives way, 174, 175.
Use of,
at Staweli, 174. Denghil Tepe as an example of, beating off a counter
attack, 186. Skobelef on duty of, in Turkoman campaign, 186. On
the defensive, flanks to be protected with, 202. Advantage of forma
tion in line with, well distributed, 204. Value of, on flanks shown
at Ahmed Kfcel, 205. Advantages of and objections to, being pushed
well to the front on the flanks to be withdrawn later, 205. Value of
horse, and cavalry if enemy retreats in good order, 211. Bad effect
of withdrawing smoothbore, at Maiwand, 214. Value of some, at the
commencement of a retreat, 216. Employment of, on rear guard, 22],
222. Employment of, by Colonel Macdonald to draw enemy on to
Kliartum, 234. Generally moves at a different pace from rest ofsquare,
260. Position of, with regard to squares, 263, 264. Examples of,
with squares, 264. Effect of hostile, on squares at El Teb and in
Dahomey, 266, 267. Position of, with squares on the march, 274. To
merely clear hi11 -men off crests, willdo the work as well as infantry
and save them a climb, 306. In attack in hill warfare, 307. Small
effect of, firing up at sangars, 307. To get up on high ground where
it can play on, retreating enemy, 307. Question of, being benighted
in hillwarfare, 315 to 317. Use of, against stockades inbush warfare,
364. The, with Macdonald's brigade at Khartum, 387, 388. Cavalry
and horse, in small wars, 408, 409. Question of, preparation, 429.
To be handled with boldness in small wars. 429. To be used at as
close quarters as possible, rarely has much to fear from firearms of
the enemy, 430. Examples of forward, tactics, 430, 481. In small
wars, rarely runs the risk of being actually silenced, 432. Tendency
to hold, back, 432. Massing of, unusual in small wars, 433, 434.
How to deal with hostile, 433. Great object of, that it should beat
hand when wanted, 433. Dispersion of, 434 to 436. Should generally
be able to move as fast as infantry, 434. Question of breaking up,
units in small wars, 434, 435. Necessity of being ready to act at any
point tends to split up, units 434. Massing of, at the Sempagha Pass,
435. Massing of, at the Atbara and Tel-el-Kebir, 435. Dispersion of,
on the defensive, 435. Great value of, on the defensive, 436, 437.

.
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Able to protect its own front, but its flanks must be guarded, 436.
Value of, in defence of isolated posts. 437. Powerlessness of, against

mud villages, 437. Need of high explosive shells for, in small wars, 438.
Necessity of, material being light, 438, 439. Portable, generally mere
suitable for small wars than horse and field. 438, 439. Must be prepared
for firing at very close quarters, 439. Question whether machine
guns should be attached to, 440. On ccnvoy duty ;477. No formid
able hostile, in small wars to necessitate strong advanced guards, 479.
To be in action ready for night attacks if picquets are close in, 494.
Can only carry a small supply of star shell, 495. To be trained by
daylight on likely points iA anticipation of hostile night attacks 495.
Question of putting infantry into intervals of, at night, 495. See also

Mountain Artillery.
Ashanti. War of 1874, 28. In,

war British aimed at the capital, 105.
Illustration from, war of effect of advancing in several columns, 111.
Severance of British communications in, 117. In, enveloping hostile
tactics were experienced, 187. Difficulty of pursuit in, 211. Corps
of scouts organized in1874 in, 350. The, war of 1874 as illustrating
bush warfare in general, 353, 354. Sections in the, war, 353, 354.
Heavy loss of officers in the, war, 354. Nature of enemy in, 355.
Bush not generally so thick in Dahomey as in, 358. jTendency of enemy
to counter-attack in bush fighting as in, 366. Heavy expenditure
of ammunition in, 396. Affords no instance of hostile night attack,
444. Tendency of enemy to work against flanks and rear constantly
felt in, 475.
Ashantis. Willingness of, to accept battle, 32. A people under a despotic
sovereign, 35. Tactical formation of, a loose skirmishing order, 353.
At Quarman the, closed in on rear of column, 358. Counter-attack of
the, at Ordahsu, 366.
Assault. See Attack.
Assaye. At, whole army brought upon Mahratta flank, 163.
Atbara. Neglect of their communications by dervishes before, 87. A case
where preliminary bombardment was most desirable, 154. Sir H.
Kitchener arrived before, zeriba at dawn, 193. Reconnaissance before,
probably helped to keep the enemy inposition, 235. The attack on the,
zeriba, 379, 380. Independent fire at, 391. Hostile guns silenced at the,
befcre the attack, 433. Concentrated artillery fire on the, zeriba, 435.
—*
General Hunter's reconnaissance to, 441.
-"»
Attack, attacks, attacking. Upon enemy preferable to manoeuvre, 91.
Enemy generally declines to, in small wars, 150. Special interest of
study of, in small wars, 150. Difference between theory of, in small
wars and in regular warfare, 150, 151. Question of artillery prepara
tion in, 152 to 156. Moral effect upon enemy of deliberate, 159. Purely
frontal, generally undesirable, 160. Object of flank, in regular war
fare, and in small wars, 161 to 163. Frontal, at Dargai an exceptional
case, 160. Enemy seldom prepared for, on the flank and rear, 161.
Examples of unpreparedness of enemy for, on their flanks and rear,
161, 162. In case of, on flank and rear troops brought on hostile line
of retreat, 163. Flank, bring about decisive victories. 163. Question of
a containing force incase of flank, 163. Action of Kirbekan as example
of rear, 164. As a rule containing force assists in, 864. In Tonkin
enemy would all have escaped, as a rule, but for direction given
to French, 165. If frontal, likely to lead to hard fighting, had
better be in flank, 165. Peiwar Kotal as example of flank, being prin
cipal, 165, 166. Tendency of enemy to draw all his forces over and
meet flank, 166. Points to keep in mind in case of combined, 167.
Need of artillery in flank, 170. Effect of artillery with a flank, 170.
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In all, upon irregulars itis necessary to drive assault home with vigour,
171. When troopa have been launched to the, subordinates must be
prepared to assume responsibility, 171. Opportunities for bluff in, 172.
Importance of cavalry in, 172 to 174. Desirability sometimes of,
from several points, 176, 177. Moral effect of, from several
sides, 177. By, in several columns enemy's line of retreat cer
tain to be threatened, 177. If, from several sides failure of one
of the columns may not matter, 177. Examples of, from several
sides, 177, 178. When separation of forces in, has led to a reverse this
has generally been due to mistakes or mismanagement, 179. Danger in,
from several points of errors as to time and distance, 179. Examples of
misunderstandings in, from different sides, 182 to 184. In, in this class
of warfare the line of battle seldom has much depth, 184. Denghil
Tepe shows value of artillery after, has failed, 185. Because enemy
generally shirks, he operates against flanks and rear of regulars, 186,
187. When flanks and rear of troops in, are merely threatened the
threats should not be taken too seriously, 189. Hour at which, should
be delivered, 192 Enemy seldom seems to expect, at dawn, 192.
At daybreak
Examples of successful, at daybreak, 193, 194.
offer considerable chance of decisive success, 194. Only chance of
getting at certain enemies to, them at daybreak, 194. Feints can
be used both in, and in defence, 227. Point selected for, may be con
cealed by feints and stratagems, 236. Principles of, in hill war
fare, 304 to 308.
The Gurkha scout at Thati as an example
of, in hill warfare, 305.
Artillery in, in hill warfare, 307. In
small wars, can generally be pushed home by firing line, 376.
In, extension rather than depth to be sought for, 376. Question of,
on hill positions, 377. Comparison of British and French methods
of, 377, 378. Dashing, as compared to deliberate, 378. The formation
for, at Tel-el-Kebir, 379. The formation for, at the Atbara zeriba,
379, 380.
Comparison of, at Tel-el-Kebir and Atbara to, in
hill and bush warfare, 380, 381. Fundamental principle of, forma
tion in small wars is to get close up to the enemy, 381. Great im
portance of not hurrying infantry in, 383, 384. Question of crossing
a dangerous zone in, 385, 386. In, fireshould generally be reserved, 94.
Hostile, at dawn very usual, 446 to 448. An, at dawn almost
/S>,e also Night
invariably involves [previous night march, 488.
Attacks.
Austrians. In Bosnia, 31.
Ayoub Khan. Advance of, from Herat, 48. Investment of Kandahar by,
74. Practically whole attack fellupon, flank at Kandahar, 163. Troops
of, at Maiwand, 201. Defeated troops at Maiwand suffered little
from troops of, on way back to Kandahar, 215. Appears to have been
induced to hold his ground at Kandahar by reconnaissance, 235.

Bac L6. Treacherous ambush near, 51.
Bacninh. French advance from Hanoi to, 55. French advance on, as an
example of manoeuvring enemy out of position, 94. Failure of one of
the two columns advancing on, to arrive in time, 114. Chinese were
driven out of, by artillery fire with little loss, 153. Nam near, 395,
397.
BadajOZ. The panic at, 483.
Baden-Powell, Lieut.-Col. Operations of, against Wedza's stronghold as
an example of bluff, 175, 176.
Badli-ke-Serai. Action of, an excellent example of mounted troops in
flank attacks, 170.
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Baggage. Special danger of junctions of valleys to, in hiu warfare, 335.
In hill warfare if rear guard stops enemy slips round flank and
harries, 337. The position of, in retreats in the hills, 338. Manage
ment of the, columns in advancing through a bush country, 359, 360.
To be sent on in case of retreat inbush warfare, 370.
Bagh. Afridis trapped on return march from Dwatoi to, 323.
Bajaour. All cavalry might not be able to act in, 407. Tribesmen of, not
so well armed as Afridis but more inclined for night attacks, 470.
Baker, General. Attack of, on Afghan right at Charasia, 166.
Baker, Pasha. The disaster to force under, at Trinkitat, 262, 271. Ad
vance of, with cordon of vedettes all round, 476.
Balkan, Balkans. Wars of, liberation exemplify insurrections, 27. Turks
and Montenegrins before last Russian intervention in the, 127.
Banditti. Struggles against, in case of insurrections, 26. Great com
manders of irregulars mostly leaders of, 126.
Banners. Asiatics and enemy generally bring, into the field, 158. Fana
tics prize their, highly, 158. Moraleffect of capturing, 158.
Bang 80. Action of, an example of a mistake as to a turning force, 168.
Narrative of the action at, 168, 169. As an example of readiness of
enemy to profit by a success, 214. Feeble pursuit of the Chinese
after, 215.
Bara. Anxiety caused by transport column during move down, valley, 120.
Example of bluff in the, valley, 175. Flanking picquets on the march
down the, valley, 296. Examples of troops being benighted in the,
valley, 317, 318. Incident in the, valley illustrates necessity of main
body in retreat guarding the baggage, 339.
Barara fangi. Action of, as example of infantry being hurried and then
attacked by fanatics, 384.
Baratieri, General. Leading brigade at Adowa advanced further than,
intended, 46.
Barbary States. Horsemen of the, 32.
Barbarossa. Successful feint of, at Millel, 230.
Bareilly. Ghazi charge at, 185. The ghazis at, charged right on to the
bayonets, 399.
Barkai. General Westmacott's rear guard action on last day but one of the
march to, 317.
Barnes, Lieut. On the failure of the Spanish forces to suppress the Cuban
rebellion, 132, 133.
Base, bases. Importance of the army being as short a time as possible away
from its, 61. Theory of keeping the army at its, and pushing
supplies ahead, 65 to 67. Excellence of armament and completeness
of equipment helps to tie regulars to their, 85. Regulars ifbeaten must
fallback on their, 86. Enemy has no, 86. Route leading back to,
requires separate force as guard, 116. Flying columns in guerilla
warfare must have, 135.
Basutos. Surprise of the, at Morosi mountain, 488.
Basutoland. The night attack on Morosi's mountain in, 488.
Batoche. Affair of, an example of feints misleading enemy as to intended
point of attack, 236.
Battalion, battalions. Bugeaud considered that in Algeria flying columns
should include three or four, 136. Formation at Isly echelonned,
columns, 187. Ordered to form, square when charged at Isly, 188.
Flanks of, not to coincide with corner of a square, 263. Question
whether flanking picquets should or should not be formed for both
flanks from the same, 296.
Formation of a, for attacking hill
positions, 377. See also Infantry.
Battery, batteries. Enemy sometimes possesses formed, 29. Even when
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enemy has, these dissolve in case of defeat, 88. A hostile, seldom a
a field, after Cawnpore, 209. Breaking
up of, unsound in regular warfare, 434. Necessity of splitting up, in
small wars, 434. Question of breaking up, in attack, 434. Massing
of, 435. Splitting up of, on the defensive, 435. Questions of
forming, of machine guns, 440. See also Artillery.
Bavarian. French and, troops defeated by Tyrolean peasants, 287.
Bayonet, bayonets. Value of the, when forming ambuscades, 251. Picquets
to climb knolls with fixed, 298. Small parties in the bush to march
with, fixed, 362. Enemy will seldom stand to receive a, charge, 376.
To be fixed as crest of hillis approached, 377. Great value of the, in
spite of enemy's skillin use of spears and swords, 399, 400. A, charge
hardly ever fails, 399. Value of, charge when in difficulties, 399.
The, on the defensive, 399. Iffront is pierced it is generally best to
drive out enemy with, 400. Examples of enemy being ejected with
the, 400. The, the proper weapon for night attacks, 487. The, to
be used in expelling hostile bodies which have penetrated within the

mobile unit, 156. Pursuit by

lines, 497.

Bayuda Desert. Heavy losses of column in the, reduced it to such an
extent that it could barely guard the transport columns, 107. Sir H•
Stewart's force in, not absolutely a flying column, 120, 121.
Bedouins. Ambuscade of French cavalry by, 253. Camels forming rear
face of French square at Shott Tigri carried off by, 257. Buonaparte's
army at first nonplussed by tactics of, 475.
Beluchis. No one remembers who led the, in Scinde, 126.
Bemaru. The disastrous attacks upon the, heights as examples of defeat
of counter-attacks made on a large scale, 199. The, village not cap
tured, 199. Neglect of the Afghans to pursue after second attack
upon, hills, 215.
Ben Metir. The action of, as example of cavalry acting dismounted,
419.
Benanzin. King, obliged to expose his troops to battle indefending capital,
36, 105.
Benin. Consequences of failing to find wells at Agagi in, 62. Deadly
climate of, 98. Searching bush with volleys in, 371.
Benis. The, depended chiefly upon slugs which were stopped by the
foliage, 372.
Berber. Supplies of River Column believed to be sufficient to take it to, 63.
Abandonment of attempt to capture, 63. Supplies withRiver Column
insufficient to take it to, and back, 70.
Berbers. Abd el Kader's ascendancy over the, hill-men, 128. Lured out
of position by Barbarossa at Millet, 230. Question of night outposts
in campaigning against, 471.
Bhutan. Incident in 1864 in, war, 46. The evacuation of Dewangniri in,
492.
Bhutias. Supposed stronghold of the, 46.
Bida. The battle of, as an example of moving in square to induce the
enemy to attack, 268, 269.
Bilot. The night engagement at, as an example of difficulty in which
artillery is placed when benighted, 316.
Bishensing. March to, 46.
Black Flags. Fortified positions of, near Bacninh, 55. Warriors like the,
willalways accept battle, 103. Desperate night attacks by, on French,
443.
Black Mountain. Separate columns invaded the, in 1888, 110. Fanatical
rush at Kotkai in, 185. Peculiar conditions of hill warfare admirably
illustrated in the, 346.
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81001,
Attack
" Sir B.
" on rear brigade of, by Mamunds, 96. Forcing of
Gate of Swat by, as an example of rapidity of enemy's retreat, 159.
Work of 11th Bengal Lancers after, broke out of the Malakand posi
tion, 173. Communications of, with Malakand threatened by the
Mamunds, 301. Hillmen against whom, operated in 1897 did not

shrink from bold night attacks, 452. Successful employment of, of
villagers near camps as outposts, 474.
Boer, Boers. Characteristics of, 31. Causes of reverses in, war, 33. In,
war, theatre of war well known, 47. Fighting qualities of, underrated,
47. Commencement of the, war of 1881, by treachery of the, 51.
Effect of Sir E. Wood's reconnaissance on the, 78. Good treatment of
wounded by, 95, 96. Threats against Sir G. Colley's communications
in the, war led to fight near the Ingogo, 117. Effect upon the, of
the sortie from Potchefstrom, 197. Raids of, into Natal after Laing's
Neck, 200. Pursuits by, 215. Skill of, at ambuscades, 251. Skilful
marksmanship of, gives some excuse for too rapid advance at Laing's
Neck, 384. In the, war the enemy had the advantage as regards
musketry, 398. The, war of 1881, a great example of want of
cavalry, 402, 403. The, the beau-ideal mounted infantry, 432.
Risk incurred by, in holding Laing's Neck, 403. Had British had a
few squadrons the, would not have found it so easy to oparate outside
their trenches at Laing's Neck, 403. Sometimes fired from horseback,
411. Compelled cavalry to transform its3lf into mounted infantry,
412. Skill with which, concealed numbers, 420. Quickness of, when
dismounted, 424. The, kept at a distance at Potchefstrom by the
guns, 437. The, night attacks, 444, 445, 446. Fighting, outposts
must be far out, 451. Gave vigilant columns a wide beita at night,
464. Operating against adversaries like the, night attacks might be
advisable, 483. Failure of the, to prevent the British forces escaping
from the Ingogo, 491.
Boguslawski, General V. Quotation from, as to La Vendee campaign, 140.
Bokhara. Russian campaign against, 30. Yedshar fought against large
army marching from, to recover Tashkend, 104. Almost every episode
which brought Cossacks to, an important operation of war, 104. Army
of the Emir of, at Yedshar, 190.
Bokharan, Bokharans.
Value attached by, force to guns, 158. Artillery
not formidable, 158.
Bolan. Marris flanked the, route to Kandahar, 61.
Bombardment. A preliminary, tends to drive enemy out of his position,
153. Unfortunate consequences of preliminary, at Deh Khoja, 153.
Occasions when preliminary, may be indispensable, 154.
Results
of, of Omdurman, 154. Ifresistance likely to prove formidable a
preliminary, is most valuable, 154. Examples of disaster owing to
failure to carry out a preliminary, 155.
Bosnia. Austrians in, 31. General Philippovitch's method of marching in,
with strong detachments on flanks, 478.
Botha. Reference to, 126.
Bourmont, General. As soon as, effected landing Dey's forces were con
centrated, 105.
Bozdar. Defeat of the, tribe by General Chamberlain at Khan Band,
162.
Brackenbury, General. Lord Wolseley's difficulty in communicating
with the detached column of Sir R. Buller and, on the Nile, 123.
Breech-loaders. Savages now often armed with, 24. Enemy in the bush
rarely has, 349.
Breastworks. Need of some sort of, in front of picquets and sentries in
small wars, 474.
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Brenner Pass. Disaster to the French near the, as an example of enemy
throwing down trees upon regulars, 290.
Brigands. See Banditti.
Brittany. Terrain in, suitable to guerilla warfare, 127. Hoche dealing
with Chouans of, 130. Hoche's system of espionage in, 143.
Bronker's Spruit. Boers at, 51.
Brooke, General. Operations of, at attack on Deh Khoja, 180, 181. Death
of, 181.
Browne, Sir S. Commanded main attack on Ali Musjid, 168.
Buffs. The party of the, at Bilot, 316.
Bugeaud, General (Marshal). Effect of arrival of, in Algeria, 128. Plan
of campaign of,129. Institution ofrazzias by, 129. Russians inTrans
caucasia lacked the decentralized vigour of, 130. System of, in Algeria
not new, 135. Objection of, to wheeled guns, 136. Motto of, as to
parleying, 144. Order of battle of, at Isly, 187, 188. Battalions of,
drawn up in heavy columns, 188. Order of battle had idea of
square, 189. Successful feint of, at Sikak, 230. Instructions of, with
regard to surprises, 242. Successful ambuscade by, at Takdempt, 251.
Sent his cavalry out at Isly to complete destruction of Moorish
horse already broken by infantry fire, 412.
At Tellinouet, 463.
Recommendation as to ambuscades as outposts by, 466.
Buller, Sir R. (Colonel). Lord Wolseley's difficulty in communicating
with detached forces of, and General Brackenbury on the Nile, 123.
Capture of Zlobani mountain by, and perilous retirement of, from the
position, 183, 184. Sent out from Kambula to draw on Zulus with
mounted force, 229, 230. Retreat of, from Abu Klea as example of
strategem, 245, 491. Aggressive action of enemy against, after with
drawal from Gubat to Abu Klea, 420. Night march of, from Abu
Klea, 491.
Buluwayo. Desultory fighting after the capture of, 36. Effect of advance
on, 40.
Buners. Intervention of, in Ambela campaign, 49, 73. Conflicts with the,
prove that the hillman is a fighter, 289.
Bunerwals. See Buners.
Burma. Pacification of Upper, 22. Thebaw's attempt to oppose annexa
tion of,25. War in upper, example of two stages of campaign of conquest,
26. Losses from sickness in, 98. Difficulty experienced by British to
get enemy to fight in, 100. Suited for guerilla tactics, 127. Flying
columns in, 135, 141. Sir F. Roberts's instructions for, 142. Care
taken in, not to exasperate the people, 147. In, cavalry worked round
both flanks to be ready to pounce on fugitives, 165. Minor operations
in, illustrate principle of combined front and flank attacks, 165. Enemy
in, disinclined for determined resistance, 165. Loss inflicted by hostile
ambushes in, 253. Sir F. Roberts's instructions with regard to meet
ing ambuscades in, 368, 369. Scarcely any instances of hostile
night attacks in, 444.
Buonaparte. See Napoleon.
Burmese. Main difficulty with, to get them to fight, 103. Capture of
Sittang in first, war, 178. The, could be trusted to take to flight, 369.
Burnak. The affair of, as an illustration of camel corps work, 427, 428.
Bush. Maoris and Kaffirs fought mostly in, 32. Examples of savages
inhabiting, offering battle, 32. Actions in. 32. Impossible to keep up
with
in flight in, 211. Suitability of the, for ambuscades,
252. Inthe, some sort of defence work round camp indispensable,
279. Movements of regulars in the, cannot be so well watched
as in hill warfare, 349. The, offers enemy great opportunities
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for ambushes and surprises, 349. Necessity of sometimes cutting
Scouting in
way through, makes operations in it slow, 350.
the, an art in itself, 350, 351. Sections and groups must look to their
ownleaders in advance through the, 352. Group organization impera
tive owing to characteristics of an engagement in the, 352. Nature of
the, in Ashanti, 353. Sir G. Wolseley's view that for fighting in the
African, an exceptionally large proportion of officers is required, 353.
Loss ofofficers heavy in most campaigns in thick, 354. Flanking parties
can be mobile if, is not very thick, 354. Use of elastic square ifowing
to thickness of, the force is moving very slowly, 355, 356. Thickness of
the, in advance to Abomey, 356. Nature of, at Amoaful, 357. Not
generally so thick in Dahomey as in Ashanti, 358. Arrangement of
baggage columns in the, 359. Very small columns in the, 362. Moving
flankers almost impossible in hilly country covered with, 362. Attack
of stockades in the, 362, 363. Enemy in the, does not generally recog
nise the advantage of having stockades supporting each other in
echelon. 364. In very thick, enemy can build fresh stockades as rapidly
as troops advance, 364. Hewing paths in very thick, 364. Sometimes
there is no time in very thick, to cut paths for flanking parties, 365.
Columns never to file along clearings in, unless far side has been cleared,
367. If force has to be divided up in the, each column must be self
contained, 367. Risk of separate columns firinginto each other in the,
368. No possibility of avoiding ambuscades altogether in the, 368.
Sir F. Roberts's instructions for dealing with ambuscades in the, 368.
In the, a retirement "
can easily be concealed, 369. Retreating in the
369. 370. System of searching the, with volleys," 371. Only in very
thick, that precautionary volleys should be used, 372. Firing the,
by the enemy, 372. Ithas generally been found that the thicker the,
the more cowardly is the enemy, 372. In the, especial need exists for
vigilance at the halt, 454. Value of patrolling in, as part of out-post
work, 458. Sentries and picquets not to move about inthick, 459. In,
even small parties should always post look out men, 459. Arrange
ments to be made by a force benighted in thick, 467.
Bush fighting, operations. See Bush warfare.
Bush warfare. Value of initiative on part of junior officers in, 171.
Instances ofattack on enemy from several points likely to occur in, 176.
Tendency of enemy towards enveloping tactics in, 187. Difficulty of
followingup victory in, a chief obstacle to decisive campaign, 211. Ruse
of protended retreat frequently employed in, 231. Elastic form of
square used in, 258. Difficult to say where hill warfare ends and
where, begins, 340. Presents many characteristics similar to hill war
fare, 348. Enemy in, is rarely warlike, 348. Enemy met with in, is
generally badly armed, 349. Troops not exposed to long-range sniping
in, 349. Theatres of, are almost always unhealthy, 350. Essentially
an affair of surprises and ambuscades, 350. Value of scouts in, 350.
Special organization necessary for, 352. In, itis generally found that
the enemy shirks opposing advance of troops directly, but works round
their flanks, 354. Elastic square formation in, 355 to 359. Management
of baggage and supply trains in, 359. In, troops fired upon suddenly
should generally promptly charge, 360. Troops used in, often ill
disciplined, 361. Very small columns in, 362. In certain regions
small wars combine the characteristics of hill warfare and, 362. In,
it is generally indispensable to be well supplied with guides, 365.
Difficulty of following up successes in, 365. In, enemy generally
shows inclination for counter-attack, 366. Inevitable that parties
willsometimes expose flank in, 366. In, special dangers attend the divi
sion of force, 367. Retreats not so much a feature of, as of hill cam
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paigns, 369. One great advantage of, that a very few rifles may impose
upon the enemy, 370. Heavy expenditure ofammunition in, 371. The
troops employed in, often mere levies, 371. No branch of irregular
warfare more difficult to discuss tactically than, 372. Crossing dan
gerous zones in, 386. Machine guns do not get a chance in, 441.
Arrangements for service of security have to be of a special kind in,
454, 455. Difficulty of outposts in, 458. Outposts by night in, 467.
Safeguarding of flanks and rear on the march especially important in,
476.

Cairo. 3,000 Egyptian troops sent to Ahoukir from, on same day

as trans
ports sailed from Alexandria for Ismailia, 55. Capture of, as an ex
ample of boldness and audacity, 83. Importance of securing, by a

sudden coup, 92.
Calabria. Fra Diavolo and Massena in, 126.
Camel Corps. Object of the, in the Nile Expedition, 69. Well suited for
surprises, 241. Have many of the properties of mounted infantry, 425.
Object of, 425. Have the idea of strategical rather than tactical
mobility, 425. Inaction, 426. Good service of the, at Kalpi, 426. Diffi
culty of, working with cavalry in action, 426. Lord Wolseley's instruc
tions to, 427. Difficulties of, if attacked mounted, 427. Affair of
Burnak as an example of, work, 427, 428. Can only be used under
certain conditions, 428.
Cameron Highlanders. The, at the Atbara, 379, 380.
Camels. Rear face of square at Shott Tigri formed of, 257. Examples of
use of, by the enemy, 425. Cannot travel as fast as irregular warriors,
426. Principle of forming square round the, of camel corps, 427.
Peculiarities of, 428.
Campbell, Sir C. Mutineer attack on Cawnpore while, was relieving
Lucknow, 112. KaliNuddi after relief of Lucknow by, 170. Pursuit
by, with a field battery and his staff after Cawnpore, 209. Action of,
against Mohmunds at Shabkadar, as illustrating readiness of enemy to
at once turn on regulars when they fall back, 214. On Captain Peel's
action at the Shah Nujeef, 431.
Canadian. Forces dealing with Riel, 31. Attempted ambuscade on the,
troops at Fish Creek, 255.
Canrobert, Colonel. Successful attack of, upon Nareh, 177, 178.
Cape Coast Castle. Real line of attack on Kumasi along road from, 111.
Capital. Capture of, may paralyse resistance, 35. Importance of, as
objective, 35. Generally centre of communications, 35. Usual nature
of, in small wars, 35. Capture of, may not effect people at large, 35.
Importance of. of a petty chieftain, 36. Organized resistance some
times ceases with fallof, 36. Objective may be, 36.
Carrington, General. Operations of, to suppress the rebellion in Southern
Rhodesia, 138, 139.
Carlist, Carlists. Wars exemplify insurrections, 27.
Case shot. Need of a large supply of, in small wars, 439. Heavy expendi
ture of, at Khartum, 439.
Caspian. Russians beyond the, 25. Skobtlef's fear that reinforcements
would be sent him across the, 60. Failure of column based on, to reach
Khiva, 61. Lomakin s army detailed to advance from, against Turko
man's, 66. Lomakin's failure to keep his troops west of, 66. Kras
novodsk on the, 427.
Castellijos. Successful ambuscade by General Prim at, 251. Two squad
rons pushed too far at, 406.
Castiile. Terrain in, suitable for guerilla warfare, 127.
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Cathcart, Sir G. Quotations from, as to quelling revolts, 41. Exception
taken by, to elaborate works, 135.

Russian troops in, have found the value of the bayonet, 399.
Caucasian. Danger to regulars of any inefficiency in the service of secu
rity when campaigning in the, forests, 480.
Caucasus.
Cause of Russian failures in, 101. Skill of guerillas in the, at
stratagems, 244. Russian experience in, proves that the hillman is' a
lighter, 289. Campaigns in the, have illustrated hill warfare, 346.
Guerillas whom Russians had to deal with, in the, as daring as any
on the Indian border, 346. Use of elastic square on northern slopes
of the, 355. Russian campaigns in the, provide scarcely a single
example of hostile night attack, 444.
Cavalry. Want of, a cause of reverses in first Boer war, 33. Efficiency
of United States, at surprise marches, 137. Alone can attempt effective
pursuit, 159. Sir B. Blood at Landaki wished to catch enemy inretreat
with his, 100. Action of, at Badli-ke-Serai, 170. Action of, at Kali
Nuddi, 170. Dispersion of tribesmen on the Swat River in 1595
by, 170. Value of, to complete a victory, 172. Question of dis
seminating the, on the battlefield, 172. Other arms to drive enemy
on to ground where, can act when the terrain is suitable, 173. Excel
lent way of achieving decisive victory to drive enemy on to level
ground where, can finish him, 173. Failure of, to catch enemy in re
treat at Kandahar, 173. Examples of massing, 174. Should be on
the spot to strike home, 174. Disaster to the United States, on the
Little Big Horn, 179. When enemy pushes attack right home only,
can generally manage a counter-attack, 202.
On the defensive
flanks should be protected with, or guns, 202. On the flank at
Maiwand, 202.. Need of, on the spot owing to enemy's rapid re
treat, 207, 208. Instances of want of, for pursuit, 208.
Value of
guns and, if enemy retreats in some semblance of order, 211.
of,
Value
and mounted infantry at commencement of a retreat, 217.
On rear guard, 221. Value of, for feints, 231. Value of, for sur
prises, 241. Examples of, carrying infantry, 241. Force for a razzia
generally consisted mainly of. 246. Somstimes inside square, 259.
Position of cavalry with regard to squareß, 264, 265. Examples
of, and squares, 284, 265. Kept outside of square on the march, 275.
Action of, in hill warfare, 307. Services of, in the Mamund country,
307, 308. The, at Zagai, 308. Rear face of elastic square in Dahomey
sometimes formed of, 356. Infantry opposed to irregular, 388. Ir
regular horsemen of littleuse as, on the battlefield, 388. How nature of,
employed varies in small wars, 401. Imperative importance of having
a respectable force of, in small wars, 401. Moral effect of, 401, 402.
Value of, even in hill warfare, 402. Examples of want of, 402. Dis
astrous consequences of lack of, in the first Boer war 402, 403.
Value of, in South Africa, 403. Need of, for raids, 403. Importance
of, shock action, 404, 405. Achievements of, in small wars, 405.
Risk of, falling into ambushes, 405, 403. Examples of, falling into
ambush, 406. Not necessary to, that ground should be such as can
be charged over, 408. Effective work of, at a trot in the hills in
1895 and 1897, 406, 407. Difficulty caused to, when attacking irre
gulars by their want of cohesion, 407, 408. Advantages to, when
enemy adopts modern tactics, 408. Co-operation of,and horse artillery,
408, 409. Napoleon's comparison of Mamelukes to French, 400.
Enemy's, formidable individually not collectively, 410. Regular,
should seldom shirk encounter with irregular horse even in. superior
numbers, 410. Meeting a charge of fanatical, 410, 411. Enemy's,
Horsemen firing from the saddle incapable
firingfrom horseback, 4
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of meeting, charge, 411. To keep away from infantry ifthere is a risk
of being rushed, 412. Dealing with horsemen who fight on foot, 412,
413. Question of, lances, 414. Skobelef's views on, in the Turkoman
campaign, 414. Acting dismounted, 414, 415. Danger to, acting dis
mounted in close country, 415. Question of horseholders when, dis
mount, 415, 416. Affairnear Inyat Kalias example of, horseholders in
difficulties, 416. Combination of mounted and dismounted work by,
416 to 418. Importance in small wars of, being able to combine
mounted and dismounted work, 418. On very broken ground, often
useless except dismounted, 418. Examples of valuable action by,
acting dismounted, 419. Effective action of, firing on hostile
masses otherwise engaged, 419. At Tamai and Omdurman, 419, 420.
Dismounted, posing as a large force, 420, Dismounted, in attack, 420.
Examples of dismounted, attacking, 420, 421. Difficulty as to horses
when, attacks dismounted, 421. Distinction between mounted in
fantry and, 422. Intermediate grades between the mounted infantry
man and, trooper, 422. Need of dash on part of, when on foot, 423.
Camel corps not well adapted for working with, on the battle
field, 423. Question whether machine guns should be attached
to, 440. Question of employment of, screen, 476. On open ground
troops on the march look to the, and mounted infantry for security, 476.
" Cavalry
Training." Reference, 8, 423.
Cave, caves. Only method of dealing with Mashonas to capture them
in their, 138. Operations of Captain de Moleyns against Mashonas in
their, 191, 192. Mashonas not actually attacked in their, 192.
Cawnpore. Treachery at, 50. Cause of failure to relieve, 74. Havelock's
advance from, on Lucknow, as example of wisdom of avoiding engage
ments when very weak, 107. Skilful combination of mutineers against,
]12. Example of pursuit by a field battery after Sir C. Campbell's
victory at, 209. Failure of troops detached to fall on line of retreat
at battle of, 209.
Celestials. See Chinese.
Celestial Empire. See China.
Central Asia. Nature of enemy in, 32. History of conquest of, 36.
Vigour displayed by Russians in campaigns in, 79. Russians in, fortu
nate infinding enemy ready to accept battle, 104. Russian raids in, 145.
Enveloping system cf enemy noticeable in, 187. Difficulty found by
Russians in, in bringing in captured cattle after raids, 247. Russians
generally kept their mounted men outside squares in, 265. Experience
in, proves that even bad marksmen can hit a square, 266. Russians
sometimes marched in square in, 272. Use of zeribas for bivouacs in,
278. Successful employment of principle of laager and zeriba warfare
in, 285. The horsemen of, not formidable as cavalry upon the battle
field, 388. Russian troops have found the value of the bayonet in,
399. Russian campaigns in, scarcely furnish a» example of a hostile
night attack, 444.
Central Asian. Campaigns of Russia, 79. The Russians in their, cam
paigns calculate strength by number of companies, 382.
Central Indian. Camel corps used in the, campaign, 426, 427.
Central Provinces. Sir H. Rose's campaign in the, 79. Guerilla warfare
only a feature in, 148.
Chagrtt Kotal. The, withreference to Dargai, 302.
Chakdara. Great execution done by machine guns during siege of, 441.
Good results obtained at, from training guns on likely points in antici
pation of hostile night attack, 495.
Changaraier, General. Skill of, in surprises and ambuscades, 232. Great
capture of cattle by, 247.
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Chamberlain, Sir N. (General). Campaign of, around Ambela, 49. Com
pelled to await reinforcements, 7.>. Forcing of the Khan Band defile
by, as example of the enemy's unpreparedness for flank attacks, 162.
Chamkanis, Chamkani. The attack of Lieut. Lucas on the, at Thati, IJOS.
Visit of Sir W. Lockhart to country of, 318. Disaster to the Kapur
thala infantry in the, country, 333.

Chamla. The, valley inthe Ambela campaign, 44, 49.
Charasia. Battle of, as illustrating effect of a victory upon waverers in
hostile ranks, 76, 77. Hostile artillery captured at, 157. Rapid flight

of Afghans from, saved them from further loss, 159. As example of
enemy drawing off forces to meet a flank attack and allowing small
force in front to gain a decisive advantage, 166. At, detached forces
could see each other, 167. Case of, as an example of hostile bodies
holding aloof to await result of a fight, 212. Expenditure of ammuni
tion by 72nd at, 396.
Charette. A master of one form of the art of war, 126. Successful attacks
by, on the flanks ofRepublican columns on the march, 475.
Chasseurs d'Afrique. Effective action of, dismounted in support of in
fantryat Ben Metir, 419.
Chechen, Chechens. How Russians were harassed by, 101. Use of elastic
square in operations against the, 355.
Chechnaya. Ambuscade of a Russian force in the, on the Valerik, 254.
Chelmsford, Lord. Move of, to relieve Ekowe, 76.
ChengO River. The cavalry in the Portuguese square on the, 264, 265.
Cherek-el-Tobul. Successful surprise of Abd el Kader's camp at, by attack
at dawn, 193, 240.
Chermside, Colonel. Effect of prompt action by, at Sarras, 75.
Chikislar. Base of Lomakin's army, 66. Whole army collected at once
at, 66. Skobelef did not collect army at, tilllast moment, 66.
Chillianwalla. An example of want of artillery preparation, 155.
China. Struggle between Japan and, practically a small war, 21. War of
1860, 28. Moral effect in, war of 1860 of capture of guns, 157.
Chinese. Partially organised in Tonkin, 29. In, war of 1860 fall of Pekin
decisive, 36. Treachery of,at Bac Le, 51. Treachery of,during AngloFrench advance on Pekin, 51. Driven with littleloss out of Bacninh
and Hung Hua by artillery fire, 153. Complaint of, at ignorance of
barbarians who attacked them inrear, 161. General Negrier's method
of assaulting, works, 165. Seldom let French get to close quarters, 165.
Tendency of, to occupy and entrench distinct lines of defence, 171.
Vigour of, in followingup French at first after Bang 80, 214. Silencing
of the, guns in Tonkin, 433. The, war furnishes scarcely an example of
a hostile night attack, 444. Counter-attack of, at Nui Bop, 485.
Chitral. Special objective in, campaign, 42. Colonel Kelly's advance to,
80. Colonel Kelly's advance for relief of, 94. Campaign illustrates
advantage of moving in several columns, 112. Cavalry on Swat River
in 1895 during, expedition, 405. Lieut. Harley's sortie from, as an
example of effective counter-attack, 197. Action on the Swat River
in the, campaign, 405. Signal service of cavalry during advance
towards, 407.
Chitralis. Bewilderment of the, by Colonel Kelly's methods, 80. Apti
tude of, for selecting formidable positions, 94.
Chouan, Chouans. Hoche's operations against, 40, 130.
Churchill, Lieut. Winston. Quotation from, illustrating effect of counter
attack by troops in retreat and in difficulties, 334.
Circassians.
How Russians were harassed by, 101.
Clausewitz. Dictum of, that night attacks are confined to small bodies, 485.
Clearing, clearings. To be formed as stages j'p clearing a way through
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bush, 365. Precautions to bo taken at, 367. Dealing with, when in
retreat, 370. Inthick bush bivouacs to have, round them, 459."
Clery, General.
" Account of the forcing of the Khaibar pass in Minor
Tactics of, 294.
Clive. Since days of, victory has inIndia been achieved by vigour and dash
rather than by force of numbers, 78.
Cochin China. Value of rivers in, for supply purposes, 63.
Colley, Sir G. General expectations that Boers would disperse bsforo, 48.
Effect of, communications being threatened by Boers, 117. Ignomini
ous position of force of, owing to want of cavalry, 403. The nafe with
drawal of his force from the Ingogo by, at night, 490, 491.
Colorado. Affair of MilkRiver in, 283.
Columns. Size of, in h:llv a~fare, 290, 291.
Combined training. References, 222, 396, 449, 451.
Commissariat. See Supply.
Communication, Lines of. See Lines of Communication.
Insurrections in countries where, are bad involve
Communications.
troublesome operations, 27. Capital generally centre of, 35. In civi
lized countries, generally well known, 43. Absence of, adds in diffi
culties of supply and transport, 58. Only in theatre of war with good,
can supply problem be worked out with certainty, 62, 63. Generally most
indifferent in countries where small wars take place, 62. Necessity of,
in case of reverse, 86. Enemy does not need, 86. InEuropsan cam
paigns an army can generally as it advances cover its, 106. Troops
brought to standstill in Ambela campaign owing to danger to, 117.
Numerous forces absorbed in guarding, 117. Liberty of action enjoyed
by army cast loose from its, 118. Abandonment of, in Tirah, 119.
Drawbacks when an army abandons its, 119. Difference between cases
of armies abandoning, for short and for long time, 120. Abandon
ment of,is often not complete, 120. Examples of abandonment, of, 121
An army without, which meets with reverse is in very evil plight, 122.
Difficulty of co-operation between an army which has abandoned its,
and other forces, 123. Conclusions as to abandonment of, 124.
Company, companies. The, formed too large a unit for bush warfare, 352.
In the bush, get broken up into small parties, 353. Each, broken up
into permanent sections in Ashanti, 353. Tendency to make, the unit
in small wars, 382, 383. Strength of foreign, 382. Russians count
their strength by, 382. See also Infantry.
Containing force. Question of, when hostile position is to be attacked
in flank or rear, 163. At Kirbekan, made no attack, 164.
Convoy. Question of, forming supply column, 60. When a, has to be
protected itmay be unwise to accept action, 107. Square adopted on
march to safeguard the, 271 to 273. Inconvenient nature of the, at
Suakin, 273. System of, atSuakin, 273, 274. Stationary picquets
usual when a, has to pass along a valley, 298. Protection of, on the
march, 477.
Cornwallis, Lord. Night attack of, on Tippoo's lines at Seringapatam, 484.
War, are all on side of regulars, 54.
Correspondents.
Cossacks. Need of, on the steppes, 137. The skill of the, informingambus
cades and their method of working, 250, 251. The, used to fire very
much from horseback formerly, 411.
Counter-attack, counter-attacks. Energetic, required in guerilla warfare,
128. Need of reserves when attacking for fear of, 184. Examples of
hostile, 185, 186. Enemy seldom cares to quit position to deliver, 186.
Enemy realizes that flanks and rear of regulars when attacking are the
best points for, 187. Mere facing about may not suffice to meet a, in
rear, 189. Value of, in shape of sorties when a small force of regulars

.
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is cooped up, 196. Moral effect of by garrisons, 197, 198. The un
successful attacks upon the Bemaru heights as examples of failure of,
198, 199. Chance of delivering, when enemy is advancing, 202. It
enemy pushes attack right home there is generally no opportunity for,
202. Itcannot be laid down when, should be delivered, 202, 203. Value
of,when a rear guard is severely pressed, 223. Col. Haughton's action at
Tseri Kandao as an example of, by a rear guard when in great danger,
224, 225. A bold, often best way out of a difficulty in retreating in
hill warfare, 325. Advantage of a sudden, to check pursuit in hill
warfare, 331, 333. Effect of, when in retreat inhill warfare sometime i
to drive enemy round flanks, 334. Great results achieved by, in hillw£r
fare, 334. Example of,by the 35th Sikhs, 334, 335. Tendency of enemy
to, in bush warfare, 366. Value of, in retreat in bush warfare, 369.
Idea of attack formation in small wars is extension with sufficient
rigidity to be safe against a, 376. Question of delivering, in case of a
hostile night attack upon regulars, 497, 498.
Counter-stroke. See Counter-attack.
Crag Picquet. Night attack on the, 443. First attack on, made at dawn,
447.
Crowning the heights. Necessity of, in hill warfare, 292. Examples of
failure to, 292, 293. Importance of the enemy's dislike of attacking
uphill and being commanded in connection with, 293. Principle of, in
attacking a defile, 294. Constant necessity of, and trouble caused
thereby, 294. Explanation of method of, 295, 293. Analogy of the
system of, to square formation, 299.
Cuba. Spanish operations in, 131, 133. Lack of intelligence service in,
144. Impossibility of avoiding ambuscades in, 368. In guerilla war
fare in, regulars find that any inefficiency in the service of security
may lead to disaster, 480.
Cuban. Nature of the, insurgents, 132. Failure of Spanish in dealing
with, insurgents partly due to lack of self-reliant subordinate leaders,
134.
Custer, Colonel. In command of column on the Little Big Horn, 179.
Daekoits. Operations inBurma directed against, 147. The, generally held
villages or some form of stockade, 165.
Dakka. Action of Gara heights near, bBl.
Daghestan. Action on the Metchik in, 161. Difficulty of pursuit in, 211.
Dahomey. French campaign in, 36. Savages in, fighting in bush offered
battle, 32. In, organized resistance ceased with fall of Abomey, 36.
French in, not prepared to find enemy had guns, 48. Advantage of
Weme River to French in, 63. Deadly climate in, 98. In war, French
aimed at the capital, 105. Adoption of square formation in, 187. In,
enemy's attacks on flanks and rear were met best by a temporary
defensive, 195. Victories rarely completed by successful pursuit in,
211. Affair of Achupa at commencement of, war, 260. Inconvenience
caused to French square in, by enemy's guns, 267. Cavalry with
reference to squares in, 275. Employment of zeribas in, 281. French
in, made the section the unit, 352. Nature of enemy in, 255. Enemy
never got inside square in force in, 356. Bush not so thick in, as in
Ashanti, 358. In bush fighting as in, the enemy generally inclined
for counter-attack, 366. Impossible to avoid fallinginto ambushes in,
368. The company and afterwards the section made the unit in, 382.
French infantry in, depended almost entirely on volleys, 395. Port
able artillery alone of use in, 438. Affords no instance of hostile
'night attack, 444.
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Advance of,in force against Porto Novo, 260. The, gradually
gave way before the French, 356. The, worked round the French
flank at Umbumedi, 419. The, made two attacks on French at dawn,
447.
Damaraland. German difficulties as to water in, 61.
Dargai. Enemy misled previous to second attack upon, 55. Victory of
British at, greatly impressed tribesmen, 104. Assistance given to
infantry at, by artillery fire, 154. Extraordinary strength of position
at, caused assailants heavy losses but also caused enemy to hold his
ground, 160. The two attacks on, as an illustration of the question of
capturing and of holding captured positions in hill warfare, 302, 303.
Losses in attack generally insignificant except when crossing a danger
ous zone as at, 376. The case of, as an example of how to cross a
specially dangerous zons, 385.
Darotaleh. Ammunition nearly ran out at, 394.
Dawn. Although enemy often attacks at, does not seem to be reaiy to be
attacked at that time, 192. By attacking at, enemy cannot tell exact
point aimed at, 192. Examples of attacks at, 193, 194. Attacks at,
offer chance of decisive success, 194. Only way of getting enemy to
fight may be by attack at, 194. Night march and attack at, probably
the most effective form of surprise, 240. Examples of surprises at, 240.
The enemy's inclination to attack regulars at, 446, 447. Examples of
hostile attacks at, 447, 448. Night marches necessary to bring off an
attack at, 488. Counter-attacks at, on enemy making a night attack,
498.
Daybreak. See Dawn.
D'Aumale, Due. The capture of Abd el Kader's smala by the, 82, 83.
Capture of the smala by, a good illustration of surprise, 241. If a
raid meets with important opposition the plan of, may be the best, 246.
De la Rey. Reference to 126.
De Wet. Reference to 126.
Debeb. Failure of Italians to capture, as an example of necessity of keep
ing intended surprise secret, 243.
de Moleyns, Capt. Operations of, against Mashonas in their caves, 191.
Defence. See Defensive.
Defence Works. See Fortifications.
Defensive. Strategical offensive not incompatible with tactical, 76.
Sikhs adopted, tactics from choice, 150.
Bluff not prohibited
by, attitude, 175. Lieut. Grant's action at Thobal as example
of bluff on the, 175. Square and echelon formations in reality,
formations, 189. Subject of, affords little scope for discussion,
195. Attitude almost always to be deprecated, 195. Army acting on,
tacitly admits superiority of enemy, 195. Tactics sometimes forced upon
regulars, 195. When a small force of regulars is opposed to great
hostile masses it is almost imperative to act on, 196.
When small
force is besieged it can only spasmodically depart from attitude of
passive, 196. To be as active as possible, 196. Purely passive, abso
lutely fatal, 197. Passive, inadmissible with anything approaching to
equality of force, 199. Passive, excusable as a ruse, 199. Exam
ples of British disasters due to passive, 200, 201. Result had, been
adopted at Plassey and Meani, 201. Question of active, 202. On, a
great development of fire essential, 202. Kailua as an example of
active, 203. Actions the exception and not the rule. 205. Whole
question of, in small wars wrapped up with squares and defence works,
206. A, attitude generally unsound in principle, 206. Inlaager and
zeriba warfare, tactics superimposed on offensive strategy, 277.
Employment of laagers and zeribas means a, attitude tending towards
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passive, 278. Infantry formations on the, 386 to 388. Khartum the
first example of use of magazine rifle on the, against masses. 389.
Importance of fire discipline on the, 393, 394. Magazine fire only
allowable at last moment on the, 394. Artillery on the, 435 to 437.
Value ofmachine guns on the, 441.
Defile. Importance of capturing the heights inattack ona mountain, 294.
General Pollock's attack on the entrance of Khaibar as example of
forcing a, 294.
Deh Khoja. Sortie against, as example of artillery preparation warning
enemy of point of attack, 153. Affair of, as example of difficulty of
managing separated columns in attack, 180, 181. Enemy's withdrawal
of troops from, at night, 192. Anexample of an unsuccessful sortie, 198.
Delhi. Army before, never allowed mutineers to dominate surrounding
country, 77. Only at, that rebels were for a time able to hold their
ground, 79. Hodson's exploits after capture of, 82. Defenders of,
ready to accept battle, 103. How capture of, by mutineers was of a cer
tain advantage to British troops, 105. And Lucknow formed distinct
The mutineers at, made only one
gathering points for rebels, 108.
attempt at dawn on the ridge knowing that the British would be alert,
447.
Denghil Tepe. A clear objective for Russians, 38. Small force able to be
brought by Lomakin against, 66. Skobelef's plan of ensuring that he
would have effective army to bring against, 66. Force collected at,
compared to force on communications, 118. Lomakin obliged to
attack, without reserves, 185. Case of, illustrates value of artillery
in support, 186. Readiness of Turkomans for counter-attack at, 213.
Number of rounds fired by Russians during unsuccessful attack on, 396.
Turkomans checked by guns at Lomakin's unsuccessful attempt upon,
436. Guns placed in advanced posts on road to, 437. Turkoman
sorties from, at night, 444.
Dennie. Successful ambuscade by, near Jellalabad, 250.

Dervish, dervishes. See Sudanese.
Desert column. Inoperations of, it was greatly hampered by convoy, 120.
The outpost system adopted by the, at night, 462.
Desultory warfare. Of U.S. troops against Red Indians, 22. A usual con
sequence of campaigns following on conquest,
Years of, in Algeria,
126. Examples of, 27. Fall of Algiers merely prelude to years of,36.
After capture of capital in Zulu and Matabili wars, 36. Conspicuous
by its absence in Central Asia, 37. Importance of preventing struggle
from degenerating into, 97. Usual cause of operations being prolonged
is their having been allowed to drift into, 99. Indefinite operations by

regulars bring on, 100.
Dewanguiri. The retirement from, as an example of confusion occurring
on a night march, 492.
Dey. Armies of the, of Algiers, 22. Nature of troops of, 30. Forces of,
concentrated to bar line of advance on Algiers, 105. Determined attack
of the forces of the, on French at daybreak, 447.
Dinapore. Mutineers from, attack Arrah, 81. Defeat of relieving column
from, 215. The unsuccessful attempt to relieve Arrah from, as an ex
ample of enemy's disinclination to pursue, 215. The night attack on
the relieving column from, 490.
Dismounted. Cavalry acting against horsemen who fight, 412, 413. Diffi
culties of mounted men fighting, 415, 416. Danger of acting, if liable
to be rushed, 415. Risk of horseholders being attacked if cavalry
act, 415. Affair near Inyat Kali showing risk run by horseholders
when cavalry act, 416. Combination of mounted and, work, 416 to 418.
Risk to, men when retiring, 417, 418. In very broken ground cavalry
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must act, 418. Examples of, action of cavalry, 419. Effect of, action
of cavalry ona flank, 419. Troopers after the charge of the 21st Lancers
at Khartum, 419. Cavalry, posing as a larger force, 420. Cavalry
in attack, 420. Examples of, cavalry attacking, 421. Tactics
of mounted infantry similar to those of cavalry when acting, 422,
423. See also Cavalry. Mounted Infantry.
Division of force. See Separation.
Dodds, General. Quotation from, 44. Weme River enabled, to advance
confidently, 63. Inconvenience caused to, force by its large convoy, 120.
Formation of, force at the outset, 356. Force of, worked first by com
panies afterwards by sections, 382. Fight at Dogba when, first
advanced, 447.
Dogali. Cause ofItalian reverse at, 48. The machine guns jammed at, 440.
Dogba. Attack on the French at dawn at, 447.
Dogras. Knowledge among, of hill warfare, 321.
Dorsets. The, and Sikhs at the rear guard action of Tseri Kandao, 224, 225.
Cause of disaster to party of, 319. Advice given to Northampton^
and, in Tirah by Sir W. Lockhart, 320. The, at Saran Sar, 342 to
344.
Dost Mahomed. Placing foot soldiers behind horsemen by, 242
Downman, Major. Rear guard action of, in the Bara valley, 175, 318, 339.
Dragomirof Views of, as to night attacks, 484, 485.
Drives. The, in S. Africa, 93, 143.
Dubrai. The Afghan night attack on, 444.
Due d'Aumale. See d'Aumale, Due.
Duehesne, General. Advance of, on Antananarivo with fraction of his
force, 44, 45, 120. Plan of attack of, on Amboluminas range, 167.
Instructions of, as to retreats, 217. System of, not applicable to an
enemy like Zulus or ghazis, 218.
Dntch. Experiences of, in Achin, 32. First, expedition against Achin, 45,
48. Value of Achin River to, for supply, 63. In, campaigns in Achin
villages often captured and then abandoned, 101. Incident of a, patrol,
102. Heavy losses of, in attacks on Achinese stockades partly due to
want of artillery preparation, 155. Surprise of, in broad daylight, 460.
Dwatoi. Length of time taken on first march from Maidan to, 313. Rear
guard halted and baggage parked for the night during first march to,
317. Trapping of a party of Afridis on return march from, 323. Clear
start got by force on returning from, owing to the movement not being
expected by the enemy, 329. Fate of the Afridiparty trapped between,
and Bagh took all sting out of hostile pursuit, 331.

.

Earle, General. Plan of, for attack on Kirbekan, 164.
Echelon. Formation at Isly, of battalion columns, 188. One of the most

decisive battles of the century won in, formation, 188. Reirj ks on,
formation, 188, 189. Formation defensive in reality, 189. x'rench
adopted, in Tonkin,
Edwardes, Major Herbert. Description of the battle of Suruj Kund by,
162.
Egerton, General. At Jidballi, 188. Quotation from as to independent
fire of marksmen and volleys in hill warfare, 392.
Egypt. Enemy in, in 1882 partially organized, 29. French adopted square
in, to beat off masses of hostile horse, 259. French forced to adopt
square on the march in, by the Mamelukes, 272. French in, bivouacked
in square, 276. On the sands of, mountain artillery proved as mobile
as field artillery, 438.
Egyptian, Egyptians. Position of, forces at Tel-d-Kebir, 92 Possibility
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that, works might haveb3en capturel by assault after Kassassiu, 106.
Surprised at Tel-el- Kebir, 194. At Tokar, troops beat off Sudanese in
line, 204. Two, brigades at the Atbara, 379. Formation of the,
infantry at the Atbara, 380. Difference between effect of British and,
rifles at Khartum. 390. Indepsndent fire of, infantry at Atbara, 391.
Egyptian Army. British opsrations against, in 1882, 22. Attack of, on
British at Kassassin, 106. Ambuscade prepared by the Mahdi for the,
at Shekan, 254. Camel corps used with cavalry in the, 426. Good
service performed by the camel corps of the, 428. The, attacked
British lines at Kassassin at dawn, 447.
Egyptian war, campaign. Of 1882 a campaign of expediency, 28. As
illustrating prinsiple of pushing on supplies ahsad of bulk of army,
07. Full recognition of the principle of striving for decisive battle in
the, of 1882, 92. Cavalry opsrations in the, 174. In campaigns like,
the 'cavalry charges have a well denned ro!e, 428.
Ekowe. Advance to relieve, 76.
El Obeid. Hicks Pasha's march to, 44. Wells closed up by enemy in rear
of Hicks Pasha on march to, 62.
El Teb. Square at, got on the flank of Osman Digna, 163. Square used in
attack at, 259. Position of guns at, 263. Losses caused in square
at, by hostile guns, 266. Shows that itis not impracticable to assault
a position in square, 267. Value of cavalry when enemy has been
driven off by square shown at, 275. Number of rounds expanded at,
396. Want oflances at, 408. Hussars armed with spears after, 414.
Eleventh Bengal Lancers. Efficiency of the, in irregular warfare on bad
ground, 407.
Elles, General. Broaching of tanks in 1897 one of chief difficulties, had
to contend with, 62.
Eritrea. Attempted capture of Debeb by Italians in, 243.
Essaman.
despatch after engagement at, 353.
" Etudes de Sir G. Wolseley's
Guerre." System ofambuscades as outposts advocated in, 436.
Eyre, Major. Relief of Arrah by, as an example of boldness, 81, 82.

Risk of counter-attack when fighting, 185. Good troops on
open ground have little to fear from. 186. Very rapid advance of,
enables them to make their onslaughts from any side, 188, 189.
Tendency even of, to disperse in alldirections when once defeated, 210.
Feint, feints. That adversaries so addicted to, should be deceived them
selves is due to their contempt for stolid methods of regular warfare,
227. Impressionable nature of enemy a potent factor in question of,
228. Kambula a typical example of a successful, 229, 230. Other
examples of, 230, 231. Enemy can be misled by, as to intended point
of attack, 236. Enemy sometimes cannot be drawn on by, 237. Ques
tion of, dealt with at some length because it might be supposed that
enemy was difficult to impose upon, 238. Effect of, when in retreat in
hill warfare, 334.
Ferkeh. Action of, a case where main attack was frontal, but smaller
force appeared on enemy's line of retreat, 164, 165. The result of
night marches of two columns, 240.
Fifteenth Sikhs, The. AtTsari Kandao, 224, 225. At Saran Sar, c42.
Fifth Gurkhas, The. At Thati, 305.
Fifty-eighth Regiment. The attack of ths, upon Laing's Neck, 384.
Filipinos. Unexpected appsarance of guns with, at Kalumpit, 48.
Fire discipline. With good field of fire there should be no fear of line being
broken ifgood, is maintained, 204. Thorough, can generally be main
tained in square, 270. Difficulty of maintaining, in the bush, ;>7l.
Fanatics.
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Maintenance of, one of the chief causes of adopting small units for
infantry in bush warfare, 371. Stricter, of the French than of the
British, 377. Great importance of, 389. Want of,in some small wars,
389. Necessity of maintaining, when delivering a night attack, 487.
Importance of maintaining, in case of a night alarm, 496, 497.
Fires. Use of, by Colonel Baden- Powell to deceive defenders of Wedza's
stronghold, 176. Lighting of, at night in the bush objectionable, 467.
Employment of, as ambuscades, 467. Use of, in frontof posts at night,
474. Use of, in case of hostile night attacks, 495. Examples of, assist
ing defence against hostile attacks at night, 495.
First Sikhs, The. At Shah Alam Kaghza, 328.
Fish Creek. Ambuscade at, 255.
Flankers. Question of moving, in hill warfare, 298, 299. Must bo
stationary if slopes are covered with dense forests, 340, 341. Necessary
to move witb,on either side in bush warfare, 354. No need for, to be
at any great distance from column inbush warfare, 355. Ifenemy be
discovered in the bush, can rapidly be reinforced, 358. Management
of, to a baggage column in the bush, 360. In hilly bush country
moving, almost an impossibility, 362. Necessity of paths being hewed
for, in very thick jungle, 364. Difficult position of, in retreat in bush
warfare, 370. In a harassed retreat, may have to be dispensed with,
370. To be pushed well out when safe on the march, 476. Question
of, to protect convoys, 477.
Flying column, columns. Reason why system of, is so largely adopted in
small wars, 118. Small, form effective protection for line of communica
tions, 118. Each divisionmarched out of Tirahasa, 119. Difference
between an army being a, for a considerable time and its being merely
cast loose from its communications for a few days, 120. Disadvan
tages of an army becoming a, 122 to 124. Conclusions as toadvisability
of army advancing as a, 124. Haphazard action of Spanish, in Cuba,
132. General Bugeaud's, in Algeria, 135. Advantage of,in, guerilla
warfare, 136. Nature of troops in, in guerilla warfare, 136. Guns
with, 136. On the pairie and steppes, consist of mounted troops,
136, 137. Effect of small, in the Kaffir war of 1877, 137. General
Carrington's, in Rhodesia, 137. In S.A. war, 139, 140. Size of, 141.
Disasters to very small, in Mexico, 141. To be as independent as
possible, 142. Leaders of, to be allowed independence, 142, 143.
When a force is moving as a, in an inhospitable theatre of war its
transport becomes too large to surround in square, 274.
Formosa.- French operations in, undertaken with inadequate force, 73.
Fort Battye. The night attack on, 444.
Fort Newdigate. False alarm, at, as illustrating objection to outlying pic
quets, 464.
Forty-fourth (44th) Regiment. Last stand of the, on the retreat from
Kabul, 322.
Forty-second (43nd). The, at Ordahsu, 190.
Fra Diavolo. And his brigands almost a match for Massena's veterans, 126.
Fulahs. Defeat of the, at Bida, 269.
Futtehabad. Action of, as an example of drawing enemy into attack,
231.

Gaikas. Effect of defeat of Galikas upon the, 76. The, drawn into

a

fight at Kwintana in spite of efforts of Sandilli to hold them back, 232.
Galikas. Defeat of the, at Ibeka, 76. The, drawn into ambush at Kwin
tana, 232.
Gandamak. Disaster to British army in defiles of, 199, 216.
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Gara. Action on the, heights as example of supports filling a gap in the
firingline, 381.
Gaselee, General. Disposition of his forces by, when unable to get his
whole brigade over a pass before night, 318.
Gatacre, General. Attack formation of brigade of, at the Atbara, 379.
Gate Pah. Party surprised near the, owing to taking no precautions, 460.
Gaza. Action between the Portuguese and the, rebels on the Chengo River,
264, 265.
Gentil, General. Surprise of Abd el Kader's camp by, 193.
Georgia. Sherman's march through, solitary instance of such operation in
regular warfare of late years, 121.
Georgians. How Russians were harassed by, 101.
Germans.
Difficulties of, as regards water, 61. Operations of, against
Herreros in Water berg, 93. Slow movements of, against guerillas, 130.
Failure of, to form a proper int3lligence service in S.W. Africa, 148.
Disaster to, at Owikokero, 255.
Ghazis. Attack of, at Bareilly, 185. Charge of, at Ahmed Khel, 204.
Retreating before, some form of square formation almost indispensable,
218. Rushes of, avail nothing against two-deep line, 387. The, at
Bareilly rushed on to the bayonets, 399. Effect of artillery when stand
ing on defensive against, 436. Guns lost at Maiwand owing to, rush,
437. Value of machine guns against rushes of, 441.
Gbazni. Narrow escape from failure of the night attack on the Kabul gate
of, owing to a mistake, 486.
Ghilzai. The, tribesmen during retreat from Kabul, 322.
Ghundi. Village of, at battle of Kandahar, 172.
Ghundigan. Village of, at battle of Kandahar, 172.
Gilgit. Colonel Kelly's advance from, to Chitral, 80. Nature of country
between, and Mastuj, 94.
Ginghilovo. Battle of, a defensive fight, 76. Zulu enveloping system of
attack at, 190. When enemy pushes attack right home as at, his force
is destroyed, 202. Position of laager at, deliberately selected, 283.
Number ofrounds expended at, 398. The Zulus attacked at dawn, 447.
Glasenapp, Major. Disaster to, 255.
Golosojef, General. Ambuscade of a Russian force under, on the Valerik,
254.
Gordon. General. Camel corps sent across desert to open communications
with, 69.
Gordon Highlanders. Action of party of, under Capt. Uniacke in the
Bara valley, 175. Party of Zakka Khels caught by Madras sappers
and, in a ravine, 323.
Gough, Major. Action fought by, at Darotaleh, 394.
Graham, Sir G. Advance of, from Trinkitat surrounded by a cordon
of skirmishers, 476.
Grant, Lieut. Advance of, to Thobal as an example of dash and audacity,
83. Successful bluff of, when on the defensive, 83, 175.
Greece. Failure of Ottoman Empire to subdue the highlanders of, for
years, 287.
Greeks. Victory of, at Thermopylae over Turks, 293.
Grenfell, General. Reconnaissance of, at Toski, 237. Nejumi compelled
to fight b\, 236, 238.
GreyvHle. French column obliged to return to, owing to marauders
attacking its convoy in rear, 478.
Guards Camel Regiment The system of outposts adopted by the, at
night at Gubat, 462.
Gubat. Arrivalof desert column at, 69. Effect of heavy losses about, 107.
Enemy at Abu Klea after Sir R. Buller's withdrawal from, 420. The
outposts at night at, 462.

.
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Guerilla, guerillas. Throughout regarded as enemy, 23. Examples of
methods of, being adopted by civilized enemy, 31. Ferocity of, in
La Vendee, &c, 95. Great leaders of irregulars were commanders
of, and banditti, 126. The, ever a thorn in the side of the organized

force, 126. Abd el Kader a, leader of the foremost rank, 128.
Good intelligence department important in war against, 143 to 145.
Raids sometimes only means of bringing, to book, 145. Skill
of, in La Vendee, the Peninsula, and Poland at stratagems, 244.
Successful ambuscades of the Spanish, in the Peninsular war, 244.
The, of the hills plays the game inhis own way, 289. Need of mounted
troops for dealing with, spread over a great extent of country, 403,
Inclination of, to operate against flanks and rear of a column on the
march, 475. The, met with in civil warfare are just as alive to the
need of keeping a look out at night as regulars, 483.
Guerilla warfare. Constitutes a form of small wars, 21. Later stages of
South African war typical, 31. Operations on north-west frontier
afford examples of, 32. In, in civilized countries wounded cannot
be abandoned, 95. The most unfavourable shape which a cam
paign can take, 99. Inclination of enemy for, 99. Merely an aggra
vated form of desultory warfare, 100. In, regulars must be split up
into fractions, 109. Flying columns largely employed in, 119. Only
strategical aspects of, dealt with in Chap. XI, 125. Is what regular
armies always have to dread, 126. Terrain has much to say to effec
tive conduct of, 127. Means petty annoyance, 127. French operations
inAlgeriaillustrate, right and wrong method of meeting, 128. Bugeaud's
early experience of, in Spain, 128. Hill campaigns in India well
illustrate, 130. Parcelling out theatre of war in, 130, 131. The, in
Cuba, 131, 132. The dealing with sections in, 133, 134. Fcrffied
posts and depots in, 134, 135. Flying columns in, 135, 136. Need
for mounted troops in, in certain theatres, 136, 137. Rhodesian
rebellion, an example of, 137, 138. During South African war, 139, 140.
"Drives" t:> meet the case of, 143. Need of good intelligence in,
143 to 145. Use of reprisals in, 145 to 147. Hochs's method of con
ducting, 147.
Guides. Necessity of having, in bush warfare, 365.
Guides, The. Attack of the, cavalry on the tribesmen when Sir B. Blood
broke out of Malakand, 173. Sikh company rescued by, in first day's
fighting in Mamund country, 312. The retirement of, after rescuing
the Sikhs, 316. Efficiency of the, cavalry in irregular warfare on bad
ground, 407.
Gulistan. Relief of Fort, as an example of occasion when use of artillery
was desirable without waiting for the infantry, 155. The sorties from,
as an example of effective counter-attack, 197.
Gumburu. Effect of, on Somalis, 103. Ammunition failed at, 394.
Gun, guns. -See Artillery.
Gun Hill. The attack on, 484.
Gurkha, Gurkhas. The, at Tseri Kandao, 224. The, scouts in attack
above Thati, 305. The, know that hill warfare differs from what is
learnt in manoeuvres, 321 Skill of, at ambuscading hill-men, 325.
Service of the, scouts in Tirah, 345. Skill of the, in constructing
stockades in Nepaul, 363. Skill of, scouts at stalking snipers, 472.
The dread of the Ambela tribesmen of, and Pathans on outpost, 472.
The, defences in 1816 turned by the night march of a brigade, 491.
Guru Mountain. The successful withdrawal of the picquets from the,
in Ambela campaign, 491.
of, 79. Affair of Jaora-Alipore
Gwalior. Characteristics q| the campaign
'

.

after battle of, 211,
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Hadeniowa. Nature of the, 30. Onslaughts of masses of fanatical, beaten

—

off easily in square in the bush near Suakin, 273.
'Handbook of Tactics Savage Warfare." Quotation from explaining
how system of outlying picquets at night in Tirah was arrived at, 498.
Hanoi. French advance from, to Bacninh, 55. French advance from, on
Bacninh an example of manoeuvring enemy out of position, 94. Ambus
cade of the French near, 254.
Hamdab. Starting point of river column, 63. Nile between Third Cata
ract and, 68. General Hunter's rapid march from, to Abu Hamed,
89.
Harlsy, Lieut. Sortie of, from Chitral, 197.
Hashin. Action of, followed by retirement, 101. Cavalry dismounted at,
rushed by Arabs, 415.
Hastings. Normans employed feint of a pretended retreat at, 230.
Haughton, Lieut.-Col. The rear guard action of Tseri Kandao under,
224, 225. Death of, at Shin Kamar, 311. Action of, when benighted
with the rear guard on the first march to Dwatoi, 317. Action of, in
joining his two parties at Tseri Kandao before daylight, 319.
HaV3lock, Sir H. (General). Advance of, on Cawnpore, 74. The advance
of, on Lucknow as example of avoiding engagements under certain cir
cumstances, 107. Want of cavalry for pursuit during, advance from
Allahabad to Lucknow, 208. Successful feint of, at Onao, 231.
Henry IV. Dictum of, as to supply and strength of armies in Spain, 60.
Herat. Ayoub Khan's advance from, 48.
Herreros. Wat3r a great diffiaulty in operations against, 61. Operations
against, in Waterberg, 93. Ambuscade of, 255.
Hicks Pasha. Disaster to, illustrates danger of not knowing route, 44.
Wells filledin by dervishes in rear of, 62. Although force of, destroyed
at Shekan it could probably not have got back to the Nile in any case,
122. Had no cavalry for pursuit at Marabia, 208. Beaten army of,
had no retreat, 216. The ambuscade of, army at Shekan, 254. Rear
face of square under, broken by enemy and position retrieved by front
face wheeling round, 262. Victory of, at Marabia in square, 269. The
force under, at Shekan encumbered by a mass of transport, 272. Kept
cavalry outside squares, 275.
High explosives. Desirability of introducing shells with, for small wars,
438. Effect of shells with, from howitzer battery at Omdurman, 438.
Highland Brigade. The, at Tel-el-Kebir, 379.
Hill campaigns. See Hillwarfare.
Hill warfare. In Indian, sudden gatherings and dispersions of enemy a
feature, 88. Of India illustrates guerilla warfare, 130. Value of
initiative on part of junior officers in, 171. Attacks on enemy from
several points likely to occur in, 176. In, difficulty of following up
successes one of chief obstacles to decisive campaign, 211. Especially
in, that the system of rear guard retiring in driblets holds good, 222.
Counter-attack by rear guard especially hazardous in, 223. Ruse of pre
tended retreat frequently used in, 229. A form of elastic square used in,
258. A special branch of the militaryart, 286. Genuine, is campaign
ing against hill-men fighting in guerilla fashion in their own country,
28ti. Operations on Punjab frontier of 1897-98, have shown need of
training troops for, 286. Present features of exceptional difficulty to
regular armies, 286. The special difficulties of, 287. Difficulty
caused by wounded in, 288. Special risk to officers in Indian, 288.
In, regulars have to contend against missiles whichnature
provides, 290.
" Crowning
Size of columns in, 291. Length of marches in, 291.
the
Difficulty
by
in,
caused
retirements being so
heights"
292, 293.
in,
in,
often necessary
299. Need of reconnaissances
300. Retire
ment from captured crests in, 302. Experience shows the importance
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of making a good bag in, 304. Too much stress laid on turning
movements in, 306. Principle of forward tactics of artillery especially
important in, 307. How cavalry can act in, 307, 308. Destruction of
villages in, 308. Difficulty of communication of orders in, 310.
Examples of mistakes as regards orders in, 311, 312. When heavy loss
occurred at night in the, of 1897, it was due to misunderstanding, or
to fact that approach of darkness was not soon enough taken into
account, 316. Retirements in, 324. The troops generally retreating
"
down hill in, 326. Quotation from Lieut.-Colonel Pollocks
Notes
on," 328, 329. Inretirements in,it is impossible to insist too strongly
on touch being kept between front and rear, 336. Effect of hills being
covered with trees in, 339. Scouts in, 345. Why the campaigns of
1897-98 have been specially considered in discussing, 346. Import
ance of a knowledge of theoretical principles of, 347. Liability of
British troops to be engaged in, 347. System of infantry attack in,
377. Value of cavalry in, 402. Plunging artillery fire may be best
in, 430. Machine guns scarcely get a proper chance in, 441. Sniping
a serious inconvenience at night in'lndian, 448. In, a quite different
system of outpost has frequently to be adopted from what is usual in
small wars, 453. Picquets in, by day, 457. Picquets pushed well out
in, will secure bivouac from sniping by day, 457. The bush warfare,
458, 459. Ambuscades on outpost used in Indian, 466. Distant
picquets at night in, 467 to 470. In many theatres of, the same
outpost system as that usual in open country would be best, 470.
Use of stones in front of outposts in, to roll down on hostile parties
approaching, 474. Safeguarding of flanks and rear on the march
especially necessary in, 476.
s< Hill Warfare on the Indian Frontier." Quotation from, as to inde
pendent fire and volleys in hill warfare, 392.
Hindu Khush. Detachment of troops fromKabul to the, in 1841, 113.
Hindustani fanatics. The, at Malka cause of Ambela campaign, 49.
Hoa Moe. Forward artillery tactics at, 431.
Hoche. Attitude of, towards Chouans, 41. Cause of Republican disasters
before arrival of, in La Vendee, 113. Method of, inBrittany, 130. On
mobile columns, 136. Methods of, adapted to Rhodesia, 138. Inde
pendence ofsubordinate commanders under, 142. System of espionage,
143. Description of, methods by Thiers, 147.
Hodson. Action of, after capture of Delhi as an example of dash and
audacity, 82.
Hofer. A master of one form of the art of war, 126.
Horse, horsemen. See Cavalry.
Houssa. Precautionary volleys of the, force in Benin, 37 i.
Hova, Hovas. French expedition against, of 1883, 28. Campaign of 1895
against, as example of bad intelligence, 44. Unexpectedly feeble resist
ance in 1895 of, 48. Loss of French in campaign against, from disease,
98. Unprepared at outset in 1883, but became formidable when
French failed to tackle them effectively, 99. Flight of, when shells
burst near them, 153. The, completely demoralised by French melinite
shells, 438. Attempted surprise of, on French at dawn at Tsaratsora,
448.
Hung Hua. Failure of separate columns to arrive simultaneously at, 114.
Chinese driven out of, withlittle loss by artillery fire, 153.
Hunter, General. Strategical surprise of Abu Hamed by, 89. Great
effect of the machine guns during reconnaissance of, to the Atbara
zeriba, 441. Attack of, on Gun Hill,484.
Hunza-Nagai*. The, campaign as illustrating difficultyof concealing move
ments from enemy, 54. In fighting in, after capture of Nilt the
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frequent frontal attempts on enemy's position served to attract his
attention entirely to that point, 236.
Ibeka. Fight at, as illustrating effect of a victory upon the waverera
among the enemy, 76.
Idga. Cavalry issued by, Gate for attack on Deh Khoja, 180.
Ikan. Great effect upon Khokandians of petty Russian victory at, 103.
Imbembesi. Great effect on Matab liof fight at, 104. At, the position of
the laager was deliberately selected, 283. Surprise of a picquet at the
attack on the, laager, 460.
Indian Mutiny. See Mutiny.
Infantry. For flying columns in bush, only can be used, 136. In Indian
campaigns ofUnited States, sometimes carried in wagons, 137. Object
of artillery preparation in small wars to make a breach for, to
break in, 152. Assistance afforded to the, by guns in Mutiny, 154.
Great assistance to, at Dargai by artillery fire, 154. Free use of
artillery before, can get to work most desirable if it is a matter of
urgency to achieve success rapidly, 155. General Negrier used to send
bulk of, at front of Chinese works, 165. In Burma, attacked in front
while cavalry worked round flanks, 165.
Attacked in front at
Badli-ke-Serai while mounted corps worked round flanks, 170.
No need for, to despair of coming up with retreating enemy after
a time, 208. At tail of rear guard, may have to retreat at the
double, 232. Examples of, carried behind cavalry, 241, 242.
Examples of, being carried in carts, 242. Usual role of cavalry and, in
ambuscades, 250. Cossacks sometimes played into hands of Russian,
251. Importance of, not getting into clusters inhill warfare under fire
except when about to charge, 304. To merely clear crests of enemy
artillery fire better than employing, 306. Special organization of,
desirable in bush warfare, 352. The universally accepted fighting
formation of, 375. How chief features of stereotyped, formation dis
appear in small wars, 375. Small depth of, formations in attack, 375.
Difference as regards method of carrying out, attacks in small wars in
different armies, 377. British and French, 377, 378. Importance of
reserving fire in, attack, 378. Formation at Tel-el-Kebir, 379.
Formations at the Atbara, 379, 380. Comparison of, formations at
Tel-el-Kebir and Atbara to those inhill and bush warfare, 380. How
even in normal, formation supports and reserves are drawn into
fighting line, 381. Advance to be deliberate in, attacks, 383, 384.
Question of, crossing dangerous zones, 384, 385. Formation of,
on the defensive in Zululand and the Sudan, 387.
Macdonald's
brigade at Khartum as example of two-deep line formation for,
on the defensive 387, 388. Battle of Khartum the first example
of, with magazine rifles on the defensive, 387. Superioiity of new
weapon over old shown conclusively at Khartum, 388. As opposed
to irregular cavalry, 388. Good fire discipline the final test of,
efficiency on the battle-field, 389. How losses suffered by, in regu
lar warfare affects question of fire discipline. 392. Importance to,
of fire discipline when on the defensive, 393. Expenditure of ammuni
tion by, 396 to 398. Expenditure of, ammunition in night attacks,
397, 398. Value of bayonet in spite of superiority of, to enemy as
regards musketry, 398, 399. Question whether machine guns should
be an adjunct of, 440. In small wars each, unit covers its own front
with outposts, 451. See also Battalion. Company.:
?•Infantry training," on squares, 259, 263.
IngOgo. Fight of the, brought on by Sir G. Colley's communications
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being threatened, 200. The fight of the, as an example of disaster arising
from passive defensive, 200. Compared to Majuba hill, 201. Judicious
tactics of the Boers at, 403. Safe withdrawal of the British force from
its dangerous position at, by a night march, 490, 491.
Initiative. Enemy to be overawed by bold, 24. Importance of seizing, an
established canon of the art of war, 71. Generally belongs to regulars
as a matter of course, 71 Massacres or isolated outbreaks do not con
stitute seizure of, 71. Seizure of, not generally in dispute, 72. Need
of maintainiEg the, 72. In spite of, regulars have the worst of it as
regards strategical conditions, 85. Need of, on part of subordinates in
attack, 171. On part of junior officers especially desirable inhill and
jungle warfare, 171. Major White at Kandahar as example of, 172.
Resolute, the secret of success, 206. Inlaager and zeriba warfare regu
lars maintain strategically the, 277.
Insurrection, insurrections. Campaigns undertaken to suppress, con
stitute small wars, 22. Regulars quelling, give rise to guerilla war
fare, 26. Features of campaigns for suppression of, 27. Involve
troublesome operations, 27. Object when campaign takes form of
quelling, 41. Inan, enemy generally makes the first move, 71.
Intelligence. Importance of, work recognised nowadays, 43. Accurate,
about civilized countries easier to obtain than about theatres of small
wars, 43. Absence of good, a characteristic of small wars, 44 to 46.
Examples of evil effects of want of, 44. Absence of, as regards re
sources, 45. Effect of want of, as toexact position of localities, 45, 46.
As regards enemy invariably defective, 47, 148. Difficulty of correctly
interpreting, brought by spies, 49. Reconquest of Sudan exemplifies
what a good, department can effect, 50. Advantages enjoyed by the
enemy as regards, 53. Enemy has no organized, department, 53.
Spreading fictitious, 54. Examples of spreading false, 55, 56. Need
of good, department in guerilla warfare, 143 to 145.
Interior lines. Skilful commander works on, 109. Enemy in small wars
generally incapable of working on, 109. In guerilla warfare if there is
any chance of enemy acting on, against columns, these must be
strong enough to beat any force which will come against them, 141.
Although enemy does not understand principle of working on, he
can, actually on the battlefield, see columns coming up from different
sides, 179.
Intombi River. Surprise of a detachment by Zulus at dawn on the, 447.
Inyat Kali. Skirmish near, as an example of horseholders getting into diffi
culties when cavalry act dismounted, 416.
Isandlwhana. Disaster of, 33. Owing to, wastage greater from battle
than from sickness in Zulu war, 98. Shook confidence of Zulus, 103.
Enveloping tactics of Zulus at, 190. At, the Zulus captured the camp
in rear of the troops, 258.
Isly. At, victory won against great odds by adopting bold offensive, 150.
The battle of, 187, 188. Success of echelon formation at, 188. An
example of offensive tactics, 188. Principle of compelling enemy to
attack by advancing in square illustrated at, 259. Failure of the
masses of horse at, to effect anything against infantry, 388, 411, 412.
Ismailia. Ruse under cover of which British army was moved from Alex
andria to, 55. Bulk of army remained at, while fraction pushed ahead
to guard supplies and seize canal, 67.
Italian, Italians. Reverse to, troops at Dogali, 48. Under-estimated hostile
forces before Adowa, 48. Had not intended to assault Abyssinians
at Adowa, 184T Dispersion of, brigades at Adowa partly a result of
misunderstanding, 184. The, obliged to quit their position at Agordat
so as to bring on a fight, 206. The, troops ceased to be molested after
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retreating a very few miles from Adowa except by inhabitants. 215.
Unsuccessful attempt of an, force to surprise Debeb, 243. Strength of,
companies in small wars, 382. Crossing of two, brigades during night
march before Adowa, 492.
Jagdallak. Annihilation of British army in 1841 in defiles of, and Ganda
mak, 199.
Jakdul. Proportion of camels to men in Sir H. Stewart's advance from, on
Abu Klea, 274.
Joara-Alipore. Affair of, an example of horse artillery and cavalry inpur
suit, 211.
Japan. Struggle between, and China practically a small war, 21.
Jeffreys, General. Difficu'ties of, owing to wounded, 96. Punishment of
Mamunds by, 301. System of surprise employed by, in dealing with
Mamund villages, 309.
Jellalabad. Action of Futtehabad near, 231. Example of ambuscade
from Sale's retreat to, 250.
Jidballi. Formation of force at, iBB.
Jo mini. Account of French feint at Naples by, 230.
Jungle. See Bush.
Jungle warfare, jungle operations. See Bush warfare.

Kabul. Fall of, 35. Result of under- estimating strength of enemy round,

isir D. Stewart's train on march to, 60. Afghan dominance near
Kandahar would have led to serious results but for move from, 74.
In Afghan wars both, and Kandahar always aimed at, 108. Disastrous
termination to first occupation of, due largely to separation of force,
113. Strength of, field force, 117. InSir F. Roberts's march from, to
Kandahar force absolutely abandoned communications, 121. Sir F.
Roberts's abandonment of communications during first advance to,
\22. Capture of, a signal exploit, 122. Retreat from, in 1844,
illustrates difficulty of retreat if communications have been lost, 123.
Afghans at Charasia guarded defile leading to, 166. On the retreat
from, in 1841-42, losses due to tribesmen rather than to Akbar Khan's
forces, 216. The closing scene of the retreat from, exemplifies the
doggedness of hillmen in pursuit, 326. Night attack on the, gate of
Ghazni, 486.
Kabyles. French never could catch the, 52. Lured out of position at
Millelby Barbarossa, 230. The, rarely delivered regular attacks in the
darkness, 467.
Kaffir, Kaffirs. Rebellion, 27. Method of fighting of, 33. Procedure in,
wars, 40. In operations against, main difficulty to bring on a decisive
struggle, 103. War of 1851-52 of a guerilla character, 130. Mobile
columns in, campaign of 1877, 137. In 1851-52 large forts existed
during, war, 135. Burning of, villages, 148. Dispersion of, in Waterkloof mountains by attacks from several sides, 177. Small losses
suffered by the, owing to terrain in Waterkloof, 177. Savages like
the, can impose upon regulars by stratagems,
27. In, only mounted
Kaffirland. Kloofs of, suited to guerilla tactics, i
troops generally of use, 137. In 1877 raiding of cattle adopted in, 146.
Impossibility of avoiding ambuscades in parts of, 368. Kloofs of,
afford no example like Tofrek, 455.
Kahan. Attempt to relieve, as an example of disaster owing to failure of
water, 61. Incident inthe relief of, as example of hostile bodies hold
ing aloof to see result of fight, 212.
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Kdlua. Action of, as
cipline at, 395.

an example of active defence,

203. French fire dis

KaliNuddi. Action of, as example of cavalry falling on enemy in retreat,
170.

Kalpi. Important influence exercised by camel corps at, 426.
Kalumpit. Unexpected presence of guns with Filipinos at, 48.
Kambula. A defensive battle, 76. Zlobani mountain some miles east of,
183. The battle of, as a typical example of a successful feint, 229,
230 Mounted rifles at, armed themselves withassegais in pursuit, 414.
Kandahar. Advance of Ayoub Khan on, 48. Sir F. Roberts's supply tiain
on march to, 60. Marri country flanked route to, 61. Investment of,
by Ayoub Khan, 74. In Afghan wars both Kabul and, always aimed
at, 108. In Sir F. Roberts's march to, communications absolutely
abandoned, 121. Capture of enemy's guns at, 155. Containing force
at, 163. Major Whta's actioi at, 172. After battle of, enemy con
cealed arms and pretended to be peaceful, 209. Reconnaissance the
day before battle of, had effect of keeping Afghans in their position,
235. Night attack in1841 on one of the gates of, 444.
Kapurtuala. Disaster to, infantry, 333.
Karma. Heavy expenditure of ammunition owing to precautionary volleys
near, 372.
Karmana. Reconnaissance up the, defile in the Chamkani country, 333.
Kars. The storming of, at night by the Russians, 484.
Kassala. Capture of, by Italians an excellent example of surprise at dawn,
240.
Vital importance of securing, lock, 67. Attack of Egyptians
Kassassin.
on British at, 106. Attack of Egyptian army on British lines, at, early
in the morning, 447.
Katmandu. Remarkable night march of a brigade round Gurkha flank
during General Oughterlony's advance on, 491.
Kaye. Account of an ambuscade under Dennie near Jellalabad by, 250.
Kelly, Col. Advance of, from Gilgit to Chitral, 94. Advance of, for relief
of Chitral as example of manoeuvring enemy out of position, 14.
Had the column of, failed to reach Chitral doubtful if force from south
would have been in time, 112. Example of unintentional feint during
march of, force to Chitral, 233, 234.
Ketchwayo. Armies of, 28. Although, impis were well organized, invasion
of Zululand at three points prevented him from invading Natal, 111.
Khaibar. Number of troops on, line in 1880, 117. Consequence of failing
to crown the heights in 1841 during the retirement through the, 293.
General Pollock's forcing of the entrance of the, as an example of
seizing the heights in forcing a defile, 294. Temporary loss of two guns
owing to McCaskill's brigade being benighted in the, 316.
Khalifa. Mustered more men for his last stand at Omdurman than the
intelligence department expected, 50. Contemplated night attack
before Omdurman, 56. Not prepared for Sir H. Kitchener's rapid
advance, 89. Bombardment caused, army to quit Omdurman, 154.
Reconnaissance before Atbara had effect of encouraging forces of, to
hold their ground, 235. The, appears to have contemplated attacking
Sir H. Kitchener at night, 444.
Khan Band. Forcing of the, defile as an example of unpreparedness of
enemy for flank attack, 162.
Khanki Valley. The, withreference to the actions at Dargai, 303.
Khartum. Relief of, objective of Nile Expedition, 42. Critical situation
at, obliged column to cross the desert, 69. Result of fall of, 69. Not
difficulty of getting troops themselves up to, in time but of supplying
them which caused failure of relief expedition, 70.
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Khartum, Battle of. Evening before, news arrived that Khalifa con
templated a night attack, SG. Formidable rushes met by Macdonald'fl

brigade in line at the, 205. Colonel Macdonald's success in drawing
the enemy on by artillery fire at, 234. Colonel Macdonald's brigade at
the, 387. The, the first example of infantry on the defensive with
magazine rifles against masses, 389. Exceptional as a defensive
battle, 393. The charge of the 21st Lancers at the, 407. Incident at,
showing danger of exposing camel corps to attack of rapidly moving
enemy, 426. Great effect of artillery fire during first phase of, 436.
Heavy expenditure of case shot when Macdonald's brigade was attacked
at, 439.
Khiva. Russian campaign against, 45. Movable magazine at conquest of,
59. Failure? of Caspian column to reach, owing to want of water, 61.
Example from, campaign to show advantage of advancing in several
columns, 111. In campaign against, one column had to turn back, 112.
Turkomans carried infantry behind horsemen in the, campaign, 241.
Russians marched in square while suppressing Turkomans in, 272.
Desperate assault of Turkomans at dawn on Russian camp after the
capture of, 447.
Khivan, Khivans. Withdrawal of, force opposing the Russian column
from Turkestan, 111. Skill of, in ambuscades, 253.
Khokand. Russian campaigns against, 30, 103.
Khokandians. Effect of Ikan upon the, 103. Advance of, and defeat
before Fort Perovski, 157.
Khushab. Force bivouacked in square the night before, 276. At battle
of, troops in rear were hit by enemy firing at the fighting line, 376.
Persian night attack before, 490.
Khushk-i-Nakhud. Heavy loss inflicted by two squadrons at, armed with
sabres, 408.
Kimmendine. At first attack on, artillery of flank column fired into the
centre column in the jungle, 181
Kirbekan. Attack directed upon hostile rear at, 164. Action of, as illus
tration of attack upon the rear of a strong position, 167. Hour at
which guns of containing force were to open fire carefully laid down
at, 167. Sudden counter-attack of spearmen at, 185. Heavy expendi
ture of ammunition by two companies at, 396.
Kirghiz. Russian methods of coercing, 40. Skill of the, at forays, 245,
Russians often short of meat a few days after raids on, 248. Effective
raids by, on camels against Russians, 427.
Kitchener, Sir H. (Lord). Ruse of, to prevent Khalifa from attempting
night attack. 56. Rapid advance of, disconcerted Khalifa, 89. Opera
tions of, against Boer guerillas, IM. Force of, arrived before Atbara
zeriba at daybreak, 193. The Khalifa appears to have contemplated
attacking, at night, 444.
Koflee, King. Obliged to commit hi3troops to battle in defending capita 1,
105.
Kohat Pass. Incident near the, of troops being pushed back on a preci
pice, 336.
Konoma. Forward artillery tactics at, 431
Kopst Dagh. Along foot of, horse and field artillery can manoeuvre freely,
438.
Koragh. The disaster in the,' defile caused by Chitralis hurling down
stones on the party, 290.
Korosko. Plan of sending supplies from, to Abu Hamed, 69. Convoy
organized for moving from, to Abu Hamed, 70. Reason why move of
convoy from, presented no special difficulties, 70.
Korti. River column started from Hamdab beyond, 68. Nile campaign
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proper began at, 68. Lord Wolseley's plans for supplying army beyond,
69, Delay in collecting supplies north of,69. Cause of sending column
across the desert from, 60. Difficulties which arose in communicating
between, and the flying columns, 123, 124. Smallness of the' cavalry
detachment which accompanied Sir H. Stewart from, 402. On march
from, to Metemma camels of camel corps left behind before fighting,
425.
Kota Raja. Capture of, object of first Achin expedition, 45. Failure of
Dutch to capture, 45, 46. Kraton at, evacuated under bombardment,
155. Attack on Longbatta after capture of, 182. Difference between
terrain at, and at the affair of the Zlobani mountain, 183.
Kotkai. Fanatical rush at, as example of counter-attack, 185.
Kotonou. Attack of Dahomeyans at dawn on French at, 447.
Kraft, Prince. In hill warfare a few maxims known to every Gurkha
havildar are worth a whole folio of, 347.
Krasnovodsk. Failure of column from, to reach Khiva, 61. Failure of
force from, to participate in attack onKhiva an illustration of advantage
of advancing in several columns, 112.
Kraton. At Kota Raja evacuated under bombardment, 155.
Kroumirs. Fight with the, at Ben Metir, 419.
Kumasi. Separate column reaches, after its destruction and abandonment by
Sir G. Wolseley, 111. Final advance to, from Amoaful made as a flying
column, 120. The battle of Ordahsu and capture of, 190. Corps of
scouts formed in 1895 during the unopposed advance to, 350.
Kurrum Valley. Sir F. Roberts' s advance from, on Kabul without main
taining communications, 122. Reconnaissance
by the, movable
column up the Karmana defile, 333.
Kutebar. Difficulty Russians found in dealing with, 137.
Kwintana. Insufficient force of mounted men at, for effective pursuit,
208. The action of, as an example of drawing enemy into an ambus
cade, 232.
Hoche's campaign in, 41. Cause of disasters to Republican
troops prior to arrival of Hoche, 113. Consequences of separation in
early days in, 141. Boguslawski on lessons of, 142. System of pacify
ing a district as exemplified by, 147. System adapted to, out of place
among fanatics and savages, 148. Enemy in, understood stratagems,
244. Skillof anti-Republicans at ambuscades in, 253. Charette's suc
cessful attacks on flanks of Republican columns on the march in, 475.
Laager, laagers. Wagons in, formed bases for flying columns in Rhodesia,
135. In Zululand regulars acted on the defensive in, or square, 190.
Brave enemy acting in masses brings about system of, zeribas and
squares, 206. Conducting operations under shelter of, and zeribas
peculiar to small wars, 277. And zeribas an extension of principle
of the square, 277. And zeribas possess attributes of fortifications,
278. And zeribas do not breathe the spirit of attack, 278. Ifregulars
are hampered by transport and the enemy is enterprising, and zeribas
are almost compulsory, 279. Use of, and zeribas as bases of mobile
columns in guerilla warfare, 280. Formation of, demands certain
conditions, 280. Formed of wagons, 280. Have always been a
special feature of warfare in South Africa and North America, 281.
Examples of formation of, 281. Outposts economised by, and zeribas,
282. And zeribas generally enable commander of regulars to select his
ground and time for fighting, 282. The, or zeriba can shelter encum
brances of force while it fights, 284. Regulars can obtain xepose
within, and zeribas, 284. General conclusions as to, and zeribas,
La Vendee.

285.

Value of machine guns in, 441.
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Laing's Neck. Boers raided into Natal after, 200. Majuba Hillcom
manded, but not within rifle range, 200. As an example of infantry
advancing too rapidly to attack, 384. Danger incurred by Boers in
taking up position at, 403.
Lamorici&re. Acquired great skill in surprises and ambuscades, 232.
Lance. Great importance of, to cavalry in small wars, 414. Examples
showing value of, 4 14.
Lancers, 11th Bengal. Work of, when Sir B. Blood broke out of Mala
kand, 173.
Lancers, 21st. See Twenty-first Lancers.
Landaki. Action at, as example of rapidity of enemy's retreat, 15'J, !(50.
An illustration of enemy's anxiety as to line of retreat, 162. Causes
of cavalry being unable to act effectively at, 173.
Langson. Capture of, by General Negrier, 168.
Lewal, General. Advocacy of system of ambuscades on outposts by, 466.
Lincolns. The, at the Atbara, 379, 380.
Line Of Communications. In small wars dealt with in various works, 22.
Circumstances which compel regulars to have, 85. A necessary con
sequence of conditions under which regulars fight, 86. Organization
of, not within scope of work, 115.
Object to draw attention to
drain which, are upon army and to consider when they can be
dispensed with, 115. Often lead through districts where population is
very hostile, 116. Experience shows that, are often of great length, 116.
Behind fighting force, requires a separate force as guard, 117. Examples
of, being threatened and severed, 117. Large force on, seldom required
indesert campaigns, 118. Small flying columns formeffective protection
for, 118. Sometimes a matter of opinion ifa, really exists, 120. Serves
as a line of retreat in case of need, 122. As the force advances zeribas
often become links on the, 284, 285. On a, through mountainous
oountrv nicauets generally sent from station at either end of march
tvhich a convoy is undertaking, 298. See also Communications.
Little Big Horn. Affair on the, as an example of dangers of tactical
separation, 179, 180.
Lobengula. British advance on Buluwayo obliged impis of, to fight, 40.
Lockhart, Sir W. Duty of army of, in the Tirah campaign, 38. Transport
columns a constant source of anxiety during march of, down Bara
valley, 120. Plans of, at Dargai, 303. Visit of, to the Chamkani
country, 318. On the difficulties of the Tirah operations and how to
meet them, 320. Principle inculcated by, to avoid ravines, 320.
Orders of, as to supporting troops in rear guard, 336.
Logerot, General. Habit of marching in square of, in Tunis, 272.
Lomakin, General. Campaign of, against Turkomans as illustrating neces
sity of pushing supplies ahead of army in inhospitable country, 66.
Obliged to attack without reserves, 185. Little army of, would have
been destroyed but for the guns, 213. Expenditure of ammunition
during unsuccessful attempt of, on Denghil Tepe, 396. Guns checked
the Turkomans at, unsuccessful attack on Denghil Tepe, 436.
Longbatta. The affair of, in Achin as an example of a misunderstanding
with detached columns, 182, 183.
Low, Sir R. Storming of the Malakand Pass by, 286.
Lucas, Lieut. Handling of the Gurkha scouts by, at Thati as an example
of attack inhill warfare, 305.
Luoknow. Cause of failure of Havelock's first advance on, 107. Delhi
and, formed two distinct gathering points for the rebels, 108. Attack
on Cawnpore while Sir C. Campbell was relieving, 112.
Forward
artillery tactics at, 431.
Ludlow Castle. Capture of, at dawn, 193, 240.
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Lung. Error of detached force in advancing from liongTmtta on, 182.
Lushai. In, the enemy placed stockades to flank the line of advance of the

troops, 341.

McCaskill. Loss of two guns of brigade of, owing to being benighted in
the Khaibar, 316.

McDonald, Marshal. Wedge formation adopted by, at Tetuan, 187.
McNeill, General. The attack on, at Tofrek, 412.
Macdonald, Colonel. Brigade of, at battle of Khartum as example of

meeting shock tactics in line by changes of front, 205. Method em
ployed by, to draw the enemy on to attack at Khartum, 234. The
manoeuvres of, at Khartum as an example of value of two-deep line
against masses of ill-armed warriors, 387. Change of front executed
by, 388. Expenditure of case shot by batteries with, 439.
Mac^line guns. Value of, in guerilla warfare, 136. Employed in Rhodesia,
138. Position of, in squares 263, 274. Place of, in tactics now fairly
well established, 440. Question whether, should be attached to infantry,
cavalry, or artillery, 440. Hillwarfare and bush warfare do not give, a
proper chance, 441. The, at General Hunter's reconnaissance of the
Atbara zeriba. 441. Great value of, on the defensive, 441. Incident
at the fight on the Shangani showing importance attached to, 441.
Value of, incase of fanatical rushes, 441 Training of, on likely points in
anticipation of hostile night attacks, 495.
Macpherson, General. Operations of, in attack on Ali Musjid, 168.
Macta. French defeat at, 242.
Mad Mullah. The tribesmen led by the, 471.
Madagascar.
Operations in, in 1883-85, as illustrating how enemy becomes
more formidable ifnot effectually tackled, 99. In1896 French found in,
that use of guns made italmost impossible to cut enemy's retreat, 153.
General Duchesne's memorandum on campaigning in, 217.
Madras sappers. Afridis caught in a ravine by, and Gordons, 323.
Magdala. Theodore stood his ground at, 105. Distance from Zula to, 116
Abyssinian forces quit position before, in hope of booty, 233.
Mahdi, The. Decision of British Government that, must be crushed at
Khartum, 123. The ambuscade formed by the, at Shekan, 254.
Mahmud. Zeriba of, at the Atbara, 154.
Mahrattas. Sir A. Wellesley's whole army brought on to flank of, at Assaye,
163.
Maidan. Length of time taken on march from, to Dwatoi, 313. Reason
for moving back from the Waran valley to, in a single day, 314. Afridis
caught by the Sikhs ina gorge on the return march to, from Dwatoi, 323.
Maiwand. The battle of, as an example of disaster following upon passive
defence, 201. Flanks at, en fair, 202. Bad moral eiiect of with
drawal of smooth-bore guns at, 214. Feeble pursuit after, 215. Two
guns lost at, owing to Ghazi rush, 437.
Majuba Hill. The fighton, as an example of disaster arising from passive
defence, 200, 201. Compared to Ingogo, 201.
Majunga. Distance from, to Antananarivo, 116.
Malagasy. See Hova.
Malakand. Effect of Mamund intervention during advance from, 96.
Work of 11th Bengal Lancers after Sir B. Blood broke out of the,
position, 173. Large proportion of defenders of, Pass trusted to dis
lodging boulders, 290. Heavy expenditure of ammunition during night
attacks on, 31<7, 398. Rounds brought up to, from the plains by Lan
cers, 398. Enemy driven out of,position at night with the bayonet, 400
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Hiil-men in, campaign did not shrink from bold night attacks, 452.

Out-po its at night in, campaign, 470, 471. Difficulty of dealing with
well-armed hill-men as ready to attack at night as those who
assaulted, 471. Employment of bonfires during tribal night attacks
on, 495. Expulsion of enemy out of the, position at night with the
bayonet, 497. Counter-attack at dawn after second night attack on,
493.
Malka. Advance against, 49.
Mamelukes.
Use of square by French in Egypt in the time of the, 272.
Napoleon's estimate of relative value of, and French cavalry, *409.
Buonaparte's experienced campaigners at first non-plussed by tactics
of, 475.
Mamund, Mamunds. Intervention of,in Mohmund campaign, 96, 301. The
first attempt against the, as an example of the dangers attending a
minor punitive expedition which attempts to do a great deal in a short
time, 301. Success of methodical operations against, 301. Great
effect of cavalry in, country, 307, 308. In finaldestruction of, villages
these were generally surprised, 309. First day's fighting in, valley, as
an example of an error in transmission of orders, 312. Loss caused
in first day's fighting with, by force being benighted, 313. The first
day's operations against, as an example of guns being benighted, 316,
Cavalry workin operations against, carried out at a trot, 406.
Manipur. Lieut. Grant's advance into, 83. Invasion of, in several columns,
110.
Manipuris. Effect on, of Lieut. Grant's action, BJ.
Maori, Maoris. Peculiar system of war of, 32. Main difficultyof operations
against, to bring on a decisive struggle, 103. Want of energy a cause
of desultory character of the, war, 129. Example from the, of a
misunderstanding as to co-operation between detached forces, 182.
Exceptional loss of officers in the, war, 354. Difficulty of capturing
the, stockades, 363. Night attack by the, on Sentry Hill, 443.
Affair of Nukumaru in the, war, 456. Detachment surprised by,
owing to having no lookout, 460.
Marabia. Case of, as example of want of cavalry for pursuit, 208. Hicks
Pasha's victory at, in square with untried troops, 269.
Markham, General. Victory of, at Suruj Kund, as an example of enemy
being unable to meet a flank attack, 162.
Marris. Operations against the, during attempted relief of Kahan, 61.
Martin, Lieut.-Colonel. On strength of picquets in hillwarfare, 297. Quota
tion from, as to crossing dangerous zones, 385.
Mashonas. Nature of, in 1896, 137. Attacks on, in their caves, l'«8.
Raids on, in1897 had little effect, 146. Captain de Moleyn's operatior a
against the, intheir caves, 191, 192
Massawa. Italian reverse at Dogali, near, 48.
Massena. Fra Diavolo's brigands almost a match for veterans of, 126.
Massuzai. Sir W. Lockhart's visit to the, country, 318.
Mastuj. Nature of country between Gilgit and, 94. Affair of Nis Gol
near, 233.
Mastura. The Arhanga Pass between the, valley and Bar a valley, 314.
Matabili. Method of fighting of, 30. Effect of advance on capital in, war,
36. Power of, broken by their attacks on laagers, 104. Burning of,
kraals, 148. In suppression of, rebellion it was found that the only
chance of getting the enemy to fight was by surprise at dawn' 194.
Failure of all attempts to draw, out of bush, 237. Use of laagers in the
wars, 283. Success of system of laager and zeriba warfare among
the, 285. Operations of, in Matoppos do not illustrate genuine hillwar
fare, 286, The, attacked the British laager on the Shangani River at
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dawn, 447. Surprise of a plcquet. at, attack on.lmbembesi laager, 460.
Plan of outposts at night adopted in the, war, 463.
Matabililand. Value, of machine guns in, 440.
Mathias, Colonel. Method of, of crossing the dangerous zone at Dargai, 385.
Matoppo Hills. Matabili accepted battle in, 138. Operations in the, not
genuine hill warfare, 286.
Maurice, Colonel. Quotation from, as to need of soldiers firing in a modern
fight, 392. Quotation from, as to night operations with reference to
Tel-el-Kebir, 489.
Maximilian. Early days of insurrection against, 141.
Maxims. See Machine guns.
Meani. An example of the effect of boldness and vigour, 78. At, victorj
gained by assumption of bold offensive, 150. Action of Sir C. Napier
with regard to entrenching camp after, 278.
Meiklejohn, General. Turning of enemy's flank by, at Landaki, 160.
Melinite. Great effect of French, shells in Madagascar, 438.
Menelek. Italians under-estimated forces of King,before Adowa, 48.
Metchlk River. Fight on the, as example of unpreparedness of enemy
for attack on rear, 161.
Metemma. Lord Wolseley's decision to advance straight on, 69. Trans
port crippled before reaching, 69. Reserves in square during Sir C.
Wilson's final advance to Nile near, 262, 263. Camels of camel corps
left behind before action on march to, 425. System of outposts by
day adopted by desert column on march to, 454. Night outposts at,
462. The night march of Sir H. Stewart's column towards, 490, 492.
Metija. Sudden arrival of Abd el Kader in the, 193.
Mexican, Mexicans. French force conveyed in carts in. war, 242. Defeat
of the, at Orizaba, 487.
Mexico. Losses of small French and Imperial columns in, 141. French
night attack at Orizaba in, 487.
Middleton, General. Successful feints of, at Batoche, 236.
MilkRiver. Affair of the, as an example of a suddenly improvised laager
under unfavourable circumstances, 283.
feint of Barbarossa at, 230.
Millel.
" Minor Successful
Tactics." The forcing of the entrance of the Khaibar Pass by
General Pollock described in, 294.
Miranzais. Conflicts with the, prove that the hillman is a fighter, 289.
Mobile columns. See Flying columns.
Mohmund, Mohmunds. In, campaign hill-men broached the tanks, 62.
Intervention ofMamunds in, campaign, 96. Effect upon, of invasion in
two columns, 110. Sir C. Campbell's action with the, at Shabkadar, 214.
Conflicts with the, prove that the hillman is a fighter, 289. Inclination
shown by the, to attack at night, 443. The, not so well armed as the
Afridis but are inclined for night attacks, 470.
Montecuculli. Maxim of, as to surprises, 243.
Montenegrins. Turks found, more difficult to overcome than the Servian
armies, 127.
Montenegro. War in, of a guerilla character, 31, 100.
Monterey. Relief of, by troops brought in carts, 242.
Moorish. At Tsly, battalions formed square when, horse charged, 188.
Bugeaud when advancing on, camp was prepared for attack from all
sides, 189. The, horse fired from horseback at My, 411, 412.
Moors. French operations against, 1844, 28. How the, drew the Spanish
forces into purposeless engagements, 101. Counter-attack by, at the,
battle of Tetuan, 185. Employed enveloping system in 1859, 185.
Bugeaud's attack upon, at Isly, ]87. Addicted to sweeping round
flanks of opponent, 200. The, ambuscaded by Spanish troops at
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Castellijes. 251. Skill of, at ambuscades,
253. Movements of
against flanks and rear of Spaniards at Wad Ras, 257. Small
results of Moorish horse against infantry in campaign of, against
Spain, 388. The, as well armed as the Spanish, 398. The, fire from
•
horseback, 411.
Moral effect. Importance of, 37. Napoleon on, in war, 72. Advancing
in several columns has great, 109. Of capturing banners, 158. In
small wars, of almost more importance than material gain, 158. Of
attacking in several columns, 177. Of artillery fire, 429.
Morocco. Spanish invasion of, in 1859, 21. InSpanish campaign against,
enemy used to disappear aitar every fight, 88. Spanish forces drawn into
purposeless engagements in, 101. Effect of exposure of communications
during Spanish invasion of, 1i7. Value of bayonet found by Spanish
troops in, 399. On the defensive in, troops must be ready for attacks
at close quarters, 439 Xo cases of hostile night attacks in Spanish war
against, 444. Tendency of enemy to work agaiist flanks and rear
shown in, 475.
Morosi's mountain. The night attack upon, 488.
Mount Prospect. Hostile demonstrations against communications of Sir
at, 117.
" G. Colley's force
Mountain and Savage Warfare." Quotation from, as to strength of
picquets in hill warfare, 297. Quotation from, as to crossing
dangerous zones, 385.
Mountain artillery. Mobility of, sometimes overlooked when attacking
inhillwarfare, 307. Has little effect on Pathan villages, 308. On sands
of Egypt the, possessed mobility equal to field artillery, 438. See also
Artillery.
Mountain guns. See Mountain artillery.
Mounted infantry, rifles. Value of, at beginning of a retreat, 217. Value of,
for feints, 232. Use of, for surprises by day, 241. Compared to
cavalry, 422. The distinction between, and cavalry, 422, 423.
Charged with fixed bayonets in Rhodesia, 423. Value of, in hills
north of the Panjab, 423. Tactics of, 423. Similarity of camel corps
to, 425.
Mounted men, troops. On the prairie and steppes guerilla warfare con
fined to, 127. Need of, for guerilla warfare on the prairies, 127.
Iflive stock is to be raided, an essential, 136. Chiefly used in Rhodesia,
138. Nature of, varies in different campaigns, 401. Cavalry acting
against, of the enemy, 410, 411. Tendency of hostile, to fire from
horseback, 411. See also Cavalry.
Mpseni. Operations of 1898 in, country, 141.
Mukur. Action of, as an example of cavalry falling into ambush, 405.
Multan. Suruj Kund near, 162.
Mutiny, The. In, enemy made first move, 71. Rebels for a time
secured iniativein, 74. Examples of overawing the enemy by dash
and audacity taken from the, 81, 82. Remarkable for readiness
with which enemy accepted battle, 104. During, Delhi and Lucknow
formed two distinct gathering points of rebels, 108.
Assistance
afforded by artillery to infantry in, 154. Signal services of horse
artillery and cavalry in, in flank attacks, 170. Successes always fol
lowed up in, 171. Cavalry operations against hostile flanks and rear
in, 174. In, guns handled with great boldness, !
74. Want of cavalry
for pursuit in early days of, 208. Great results achieved in, largely
due toextraordinary efforts to make each victory as complete as possible,
209. Happy combination of horse artillery and cavalry in pursuit in
the, 211. Want of cavalry much felt inearly stages of the, 402. Achieve
ments of cavalry in the, owing to the enemy being organized, 405.
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Rebel squares broken by cavalry in the, 408. Examples of horse

artillery and cavalry in the, 408, 409. Examples of forward artillery
tactics from the, 439, 431. Scarcely furnishes an example of hostile
night attack, 444.
Muzaia. Affairof, as an example of drawing enemy into an ambuscade, 233.
Naga hills. Attack on Konoma in the, 431.
Nam. Independent fire and volleys at, 395. Great expenditure of ammii'
nition at, 397.
Namaqualand. Difficulties of Germans as to water in, 61.
Napier, Colonel. Pursuit of rebels by, after Gwalior, 211.
Napier, Sir C. Would not put his men in entrenched camp after Meani
for fear of bad moral effect, 278.

Napier, Sir W. Vivid description of a panic at Badajoz by, 483.
Naples. Successful feint of French in 1799 when attacking, 230.
Napoleon. Quotation from, as to moral effect in war, 72. Quotation from,
as to bringing superior force to bear at decisive point, 108. Quotation
from, as to surprises, 243. Estimate ofrelative efficiency of Mamelukes
and French Cavalry by, 409. Description by, of Reynier's night attack,
484.

Nareh. Capture of, by means of attack from three sides, 177.
Natal. Ketchwayo's armies a menace to, 28. Prevailing opinion in, mis
taken as to Boers, 47. Reason for Ketchwayo not invading during the
Zulu war, 110.

Naval Brigade. Guns of the, at Shah Nujeef, 431.
N6grier, General. Method of, of assaulting Chinese works, 165.

Advance

of, to Langson, 161. At Bang 80, 169. Victory of, at Kailua, 203.
Wounded at Kailua, 203. Attempted night attack of, upon Nui Bop,
485.
Neill,Colonel. Advance of, on Cawnpore, 74.
Nejumi. Flank march and final defeat of, 87. Determination of, not
to be drawn into action at Toski, 237, 238.
Nepaul. Failure of Anglo-Indian troops in, 287. Cause of failure of several
columns in, due to not crowning the heights, 292.
New Zealand. Difficulty of pursuit in, 171. Enemy's skill in stratagem
and surprise shown in, 244. Tendency of enemy to counter-attack in,
366. See also Maori.
Newcastle. Force moving back to, caught at Ingogo by the Boers, 200.
Nicholson, General John. A famous advocate of boldness and vigour, 75.
Nicholson's Neck. Aa example of confusion onnight march, 4y2.
Night. Custom of enemy to withdraw part cf his forces at, 192. Examples
of enemy withdrawing forces at, 192. Difficulties of troops moving at,
in the hills, 313. Troops about to be benighted to take up position
before, sets in, 3 15. When losses occurred at, in 1897, it almost always
arose to misunderstanding as to the approach of darkness not being
taken into account soon enough, 316. Conduct of movements by, in
hillwarfare, 318, 319. Trouble caused to troops by marauders at, 319.
Outposts at, 46], Outposts by, in bush warfare, 467.
Outposts at,
in hill warfare, 467 to 471. Dealing with sniping at, 471, 472. Sentries
at, 472, 473. Defensive arrangements in front of outposts at, 474. At,
the enemy individually can hold his own with soldiers, 482. Troops
engaging in, combats against irregular foes abandon advantage in
weapons and in cohesion, 482. To engage in, combats rarely advisable
in small wars, 482. Difficulty of controlling troops at, illustrated by
incident in Algeria, 484. Clausewitz on, enterprises, 485. Enemy
seldom keeps any lookout at, except clqse to his bivouac, 490. Opera
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small wars, 493. Bayonet to
be used at, ifhostile parties get into the camp, 497.
Nigh; attacks. Not objectionable on a small scale, 241. Heavy expendi
ture of ammunition during, on the Malakand position, 397, 398.
Enemy's disinclination to attempt, 443, 444. Examples of hostile, 444.
Serious danger if hostile, finds troops unprepared, 461. Danger to
out-lying picquets ifenemy is inclined for, 470. Difficulty of devising
outposts to meet case of well-armed hill-men inclined for, 470. Im
provement of modern weapons suggests, 481 The Duke of Wellington
on, 481. Objection to, against bad troops not so great, 481. Little
object in, on badly armed troops, 481. Seldom deliberately under
taken in small wars, 482. Occasions when in small wars, may be
advisable, 482. Guerillas met withincivilwarfare are just as difficult to
surprise by, as regulars, 483. Danger of confusion in, 483. General
Reynier's, on the Turks, 484.
Arguments in favour of, 484.
Confusion in the, on Nui Bop, 485. Objections bss serioas to, on a
small seal?, 485. Division of fjrce in, almost always a mistake, 485.
Necessity of careful preparation for, 486. Enemy does net generally
anticipate, 486. The bayonet the proper weapon for, 487. Examples
of, on a small scale, 487, 488. Colonel Maurice on the, on Tel-el-Kebir,
489. By the enemy not visual, 494. Lighting up the ground ifthere is
risk of hostile, 495. Training guns, rifle?, and machine guns by day
light on likely points in anticipation of hostile. 495. Reserves in view
of host le, 496. Importance of strict fire discipline in case of a hostile,
496, 497. Bayonet to be used ifhostile bodies penetrate the lines during
a, 497. Question of counter-attacks in case cf hostile, 497, 498.
Night march, night marches. Advantage of reaching hostile position at
dawn after a, 192. A, followed by assault at dawn perhaps the most
effectual mode of surprise, 241. Advantage of keeping in groups during
a, in the hills shown by incident on the Arhanga Pass, 319. Successes
against Boers very largely due to, followed by attack at dawn. 488.
Risk of a, in proximity to the enemy being disclosed by some accident,
489. Success of, in close proximity to the enemy, 490. Examples of
attacks by enemy on columns during, 490. Experience shows that
enemy rarely interferes with, 490. Examples of successful, close to
the enemy, 490, 491. Especial difficulties of, in the bush and precau
tions to be taken in such case, 491. Importance of troops being well
disciplined in, 492. Unavoidab'e in later stag sof South African war,
492. Examples of dangers of, 492. General rules as to arrangement
of, hold good in small wars, 493.
Nile Expedition, 1884-85. Special objective in, 42. Example of un
foreseen difficulty as to supply from, 63. Boat system during the, 64.
Supply question fixed the theatre of war in the, 67. A campaign against
nature, 68. The, as an example of influence of supply in small wars, 68
to 70. Question of time in, 98. Latter part of fighting phase of,
illustrates difficulty of communicating with a force acting as a flying
column, 123.
Nilt. Position of British force after storming of, 54. Frontal attacks on
enemy after capture of, induced him to attach all importance to that
point, 236.
Ninety-second. Major White and the, regiment at Kandahar, 172.
Ninety-third. Guns dragged up to the Shah Nujeef by sailors and, 431.
Nis Gol. Incident at, showing how enemy may be brought to expose
themselves by an accident, 233, 234.
Nocturnal. See Night.
Normans. Employed feint of pretended retreat at Hastings, 230.
Northampton Regiment. Disaster to part of, at Saran Sar due to retiring
tions not to be lightly enterea upou m
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down a shallow nullah, 319. Sir W. Lockhart's advice to, and Dorset*?,
320. The, at the reconnaissance to Saran Sar, 342 ti344.
"Notes on Hill Warfare." Quotation from, 328. Quotation from, to
show necessity of sending on reconnoitrers of route when retiring in the
hills by an unknown route, 335, 336.
Nott, General. Affair of Mukur during advance of, to Ghazni, 405.
Nukumaru. Pickets unable to stop the Maori advance at affair of, 456.
Nui Bop. Attempted night attack upon, by General Negrier, 485.
Number 8 Bengal Mountain Battery. Experiences of, when benighted
at Bilot, 316.
Selection of, in small wars, 34. Generally clearly denned if
enemy has a government, 35. Capital as, 35. Absence of distinct, in
guerilla warfare, 33. Advantage of having clear, 37. When enemy
is a dangerous military power, 39. When there is not capital and no
army, 40. In suppressing rebellions, 41. Special, 42. Existence of
more than one, in small wars causes separation, 108.
Obstacles. Value of, to stem a rush of fanatics, 279. Idea of laagers and
zeribas rather to oppose, to attack than to give cover to defenders, 280.
Offensive. Strategical, the only possible attitude to assume, 75. Strate
gical, not incompatible with defensive on the battle field, 75. Alarm
which a resolute, creates in small wars, 79. Plasscy, Isly, and Mean i
won by assumption of bold, 150.
Broad principles of, tactics
to keep enemy on the move, 171.
Laager and zeriba warfare
illustrates defensive tacti:s superimposed on strategy, 277.
Ogaden Somalis. The successful raids in 1898 on the, 248.
Omdurman. Khalifa meant to oppose Sir H. Kitchener two marches
short of, 89. Bombardment of, induced enemy to fight in the open,
154. Great effect of high explosive shells at bombardment of, 438.
Onao. Feint at, 231.
Ordahsu. Enveloping system of enemy at, 187. As an example of pushing
H,O. Clearing made by
on and disregarding flank counter-attacks,
enemy at, on purpose to attack the troops in rear, 257. At, a whole
company suddenly opened fire at nothing, 354. The fight at, as an
example of enemy's inclination to counter-attack in the bush, 366.
Forward tactics of one gun at, 431.
Orizaba. The French night attack at, 487.
Orukzais. Boast of, as to Tirah, 38. Siege of Guilstan by the, 197. It
was the armament and marksmanship of the, which brought about
the outpost system of Tirah, 470.
Osman Digna. Obliged to fight decisive battle to defend Tbkar, 105. At
El Teb square moved on to flank of, entrenchments, 163. Sudden rush
arranged by, at Tokar, 213.
Oudh. During Mutiny rebels for a time gained complete ascendancy in
the, 74.
Oughterlony General. Night march of a brigade during advance of, on
Katmandu, 491.
Outposts. Owing to insufficiency of hostile, an attack at dawn very likely
to come as a surprise, 193. An effective system of, essential when
halted, 442. Importance of question what hour enemy attacks at in
considering, 443. When attacking at dawn enemy soon get close to,
446. General idea of, the same in allclasses of warfare, 448. Difference
between theory of, in small wars and in regular warfare, 449. Insmall
wars, generally surround force but need not have much depth, 450, 451
Men absorbed in, 450. Usual arrangement of, by day in small wars, 451.
In small wars each unit generally finds its own, 451. How nature of
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enemy affects, 452, 453. Mobility of enemy greatly affects arrangement
of, 453. Question whether in the bush against a reckless enemy in
fantry, are not a mistake, 454. System of, adopted by day by Desert
Column, 454, 462. On open ground, by day do not give cause for
much anxiety, 454. Question of, to a force in bush country when*
enemy attacks in great force, 455. Difficulties of, in the bush, 455.
Objection to plan of, falling back on main body at once if attacked,
456. Disadvantages unde- which regulars labour in, work, 460, 461.
of, at night, 461 to 472. On open ground, 462. System of,
Question
employed inlater days of South African war, 463. The Boers', system,
465. By night in hill warfare, 467 to 471. Arrangement of, by
night in bush warfare, 467- Sir B. Blood's plan of using villagers as,
474. See also Picquets. Service of security.
Outram, Sir J. At Khushab, drew up iris force in two lines. 376. Night
attack upon, before the action of Khushab, 443. Attack of Persians on
force of, on the march, 490.
Owikokero. Disaster of, 255, 362. Difficulties of German retreat at,
369,416. Machine guns silenced at, 441.

Palikao. Effect on Chinese of loss of their guns at, 157.

i

Panjaret. Village of, at affair of Longbatta, 182.
Panjkora. Effective cavalry work in the valley of the, river, 406.
Partizan, partizan warfare. See Guerilla, guerilla warfare.
Passive defence, defensive. See Defensive.
Pathan, Pathans. Charge of, swordsmen formerly a customary mode of
fighting of, 224. The most truculent, clans do not show the reckless
bravery of Zulus and dervishes, 289. Small effect of mountain guns,
upon, villages, 308. Presence of women and children in a, village
indicates that men do not mean to fight, 310. The, does not run un
necessary risks in a night foray, 320. Downhill charges of swordsmen
a favourite manoeuvre formerly of, clans, 326. Skill of the enemy at
Saran Sar shows the genuinely warlike character of the borderland, 345.
Hillwarfare has been illustrated in most expeditions into the highlands
where the, is found, 346. Absurd to place the races of West Africa
on the same platform as, and Gurkhas, 349. Normal loose order of,
makes eftective cavalry action difficult, 407. Disinclination of, for
night attacks, 443. Improved armament of, has made their musketry
dangerous to troops and transport in bivouac, 457. Operating against
most, tribes there willbe no need for the outposts sytem adopted in
Tirah, 470. Skill of, in stalking snipers, 472. The, a match indi
vidually for the soldier at night, 482.
Patrolling. Value of, in the bush as part of outpost work, 459.
Peach, Captain. Quotation from, as to methods by which system of out
lying picquets was arrived at in Tirah, 498.
Peel, Captain. At the Shah Nujeef, 431.
Peiwar Kotal. Enemy's guns captured at the, 157. Attack on, as an
example of main attack being on the flank and frontal attack only
secondary, 165, 166. Work of guns with turning force at the, 170*
Attack on, at dawn, 193. Great parade of throwing up batteries in
front of hostile position made so as to deceive enemy at, 236. Rifles
treacherously fired off at the, 243.
Pekin. Effect of arrival of allies before, 36. Effect of capture of guns oh
march from Tientsin to, 157.
Peninsular war. Influence exerted by Spanish guerillas on the, 126. The
guerilla ambuscades in the, 253.
Perimeter Camp. Explanation of term, 462i
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PetOVSki, Fort. Great effect oi capture of hostile guns during fight near, 157.
Persian, Persians. Loss caused to troops in rear by misdirected fire of,
army, 376. Night attack on Sir J. Outram in the, war, 443. Night
attack of, on Sir J. Outram's force on the march, 490.
One column advanced against Mohmunds from, 110. Dis
tance from, to Kabul, 116. Number of troops between Kabul and, 117.
Petrusvitch, General. Attack by, on Petrusvitch's garden, 421. Death of,

Peshawur.
4,1.

Petrusvitch's Garden. Horseholders threatened at affair of, 416.

Account
of the affair of, as an example of cavalry acting dismounted, 421.
Philebart, General. Stratagems of, to ensure surprises being successful,
244, 245.
Philippines. Opera 'iens in, 100. Impossibility of avoiding ambuscades in
the, 368.
Philippovitch, General. Method of, inBosnia for safeguarding his columns,
478.
Piequat, picquets. Inhillwarfare, can hold knolls far out ofreach of support
because hill-men will not attack up hill, 293. Stationary, flanking
line of march in the hills, 295, 296. Question whether one battalion
should find, for both flanks, 296. Strength of flanking, 297. Distances
out of flanking, 297. Occupation of knolls by, 298. Stationary, used
to protect convoys, 298. In retreats the flanking, must almost of
necessity retire down hill, 326. Withdrawal of,in hill warfare, 329, 330.
Bulk of, to slip offunobserved ifpossible in driblets, 330. Principle of
one, covering retirement of another, 330. If the, is overlooked it
may have to retire simultaneously with a rush, 331. Importance of,
nearest the enemy getting timely notice of intended retreat, 332. In
retiring, should follow the line of spurs and take a line in conformity
with general movement, 333. Ifthe hills are covered with forests
flanking, must be stationary, 340. The stationary flanking, need not
be pushed far out if there is undergrowth, 341. Size of, if there is
undergrowth, 341. Flanking, not required to be pushed out far in
bush warfare to keep off snipers, 349. Question of units finding their
own, 451. Question of, in case of different kinds of enemy, 451. Can
not check a fanatical rush, 452. Question of, by day, 455 to 459.
In bush warfare, 455, 458, 459. The hill warfare by day, 457.
Arrangement of, at night on opsn ground, 462. Risk of having, too
close in, 463. In the Matabili war, 463. Distant, at night, 464, 465.
The Boer system of, 465. Need of keeping up communications
between main body and distant, 465. At night in bush warfare, 467.
Need for distant, by night in hill warfare, 467 to 470. Process by
which system of distant, at night in hill warfare was arrived at, 468,
469. Cose in sometimes desirable in hill warfare, 470, 471. When
there are no distant, inhill warfare the, must be close in, 470, 471.
Difficulty as to distant, at night ifenemy is well armed and inclined to
attack in force, 471. Selection of positions for, at night, 473, 474.
D3fens've arrangements in front of, 474. See also Flankers. Out

posts.

Pir Paimal. Fighting at, during battle of Kandahar, 172.

Plassey. An example of boldness, 78. At, victory gained against great
odds by bold offensive, 150.
Plunkett, Colonel. Disaster to, at Gumburu, 103.
Poles. Fatal error of, in 1863, in assembling in formed bodies, 100.
Pollock, General. Brigade of, got through Khaibar unmolested owing to
heights being crowned, 293. Forcing of entrance of Khaibar by, as
example of capturing heights in attacking a defile. 294.
Pollock, Lieut.-Colonel. Quotation from, as to action of Shah Alam Kaghza,
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Quotation from, as to a retreating party going astray and being
pressed back on to a precipice, 335, 336.
Porto NOVO. The affair of Achupa brought on to cover, 260.
Portuguese.
Action on the Chengo River between, and Gaza rebels, 264.
Portehefstrom. The sortie from, as an example of counter-attack, 297. At
siege of, guns helped to keep Boers at a respectful distance, 437.
Price, Colonel. At Shah Alam Kaghza, 328.
Prim, General. Succe£S cul ambuscade of, 251.
328.

(

Prince Kraft. See Kraft Prince.
Prince Woronzoff. See Woronzoff, Prince.
Pursuit, pursuits. Great importance of vigour in, 80. Rapidity of enemy's
retreat makes efi'ective, most difficult, 159. Attack at dawn allows
plenty of time for, 1 94. How question of, is influenc ed by peculiarity
of irregular warriors, 207. Mobility of enemy renders effective, very
difficult, 207. Examples of want of cavalry for, 208. Great import
ance of vigorous, 209.
Action of Sir C. Campbell at Cawnpore as
example of, 209. Effective, rendered difficult by tendency of enemy to
disperse, 210. Although dispersion makes, difficult it enables small
parties to act with great daring, 210. Terrain often renders effective,
impossible, 211. Ifenemy retreats in any semblance of order object
of, is to convert retreat into a rout, 211. Eagerness of enemy in, to
start with, 213, 214. Examples of immediate, by enemy, 213. Ardour
of enemy in, soon slackens, 214. Examples of enemy soon abandoning
the, 215, 216. Exceptional persistency of hillmen in, 216. Hill-men
of Indian frontier especially formidable in, because they are generally
above the troops, 326. To be steady and deliberate as a rule in bush
warfare, 366.
Pyramids. Isly compared to the battle of the, 187.

Quarman. Attack of the Ashantis on the rear of the

convoy at, 358.

Raid, raids. French, in Algeria, 129, 246. Bugeaud institutes, on the Arab
lines, 129. Principle of, 245. Mounted troops required for, 245.
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Turkoman and Kirghiz, on camels against Russians, 245. Objection
to, as a matter of principle, 247. System of, on cattle, 247. How
force making, should generally act if confronted by superior numbers,
247. Difficulty of bringing in cattle after a, 247. Ifbooty cannot be
brought back after, it is best to kill the cattle, 248.
Ramnuggur. The cavalry charge at, ended in the troopers getting into
deep ground, 405.
Rawson, Admiral. Incident during advance of, on Benin, 62.
Razzia. See Raid.
How troops covering retirement become the,
Rear-guard, rear-guards.
218. Difficulty of, duties, 219. Seldom called upon to sacrifice itself
in small wars as in regular warfare, 219. If,gets separated from main
body apt to be cut off altogether, 219. Relations between, and main
body, 219. Cannot be left in the lurch, 220. Occasions may occur
when a small, willbe left to hold some particular point, 220. Principle
of retreat of, in small wars, 220. Rearmost parties of, often must
retire at full speed, 222. In South Africa in 1901-02, 222, 223. If,
finds itself cut off a bold counter-attack may be the best course, 223.
Risks attending a, turning on the enemy, 223. Method of sweeping up
flanking picquets by the, in hill warfare, 295. The, becomes rather
a heterogeneous body in hill warfare, 296. If, is to be benighted, its
commander and his subordinates must know what the programme is
to be, 316. In hill warfare, may have a difficult job whether the
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army be advancing or retiring, 324. As a whole should retire slowly
inhill warfare, 325, 32G. In hillwarfare, affairs generally only a single
day's work so enemy has not time to weary of pursuit, 326. Theory
of duty of, in regular warfare totally inapplicable to hill warfare, 336.
If,halts in hillwarfare enemy cuts it off from main body, 337. Main
body must support the, 337. In the bush columns must always move
with a sufficient, 354. The, in bush warfare to be spread out, 370.
Rebellion. See Insurrection.
Reconnaissance, reconnaissances.
The, before Kandahar and the Atbara
helped to keep enemy in position, 235. In hill warfare, almost neces
sarily involve subsequent retirement, 300. Difficulty of conducting a,
far into hostile territory in hill warfare and withdrawing before
enemy can collect, 302. Dargai as illustrating the difficulties of,in hill
warfare, 303.
Red Indians. Operations of U.S. troops against, 40. Theatre of war well
known in campaigns against, 47. Always risk of treachery in cam
paigns against, 50. In, campaigns great difficulty to find enemy's
camps, 52. Campaigns furnish examples of advantages of promptitude,
75. Flying columns used against, 135. Mounted troops chiefly used
against, 136. The engagement with, on the Little Big Horn, 179.
Notorious for craftiness, 227. Surprises of, by U.S. troops, 241. Skill
of, at forays, 245. Use of laagers in operation against, 281. Example
from the, campaigns of a suddenly improvised laager, 283. Necessity of
mounted troops for raids against the, 403. Effective night attacks
of, upon U.S. troops, 443.
Red River Expedition. The boat system on the, 64.
Reno, Major. Operations of, at the fight on the Little Big Horn, 179, 180.
Residency, The. Cause of failure of Havelock's first advance to relieve,
107. The signals to, from the Shah Nujeef, 431.
Retirement. See Retreat.
Retreat, retreats. Question of pursuits and, in small wars influenced by
peculiarity of irregular warriors, 207. Conduct of a, held to be most
trying of all operations of war, 211. In face of irregulars especially
difficult, 211. Difficulty caused by wounded in, 212. Waverers
drawn down by, of regulars, 212. Eagerness of enemy to take advan
tage of, of regulars, 213. Examples of energy of enemy at first to follow
up, 213, 214. Examples of enemy abandoning pursuit after a time when
regulars, 215, 216. When regulars have been annihilated, has generally
been impossible, 216. Inhillwarfare, often mere local movements, 216.
Critical time of the commencement of the, 216. Essential to conduct,
as a whole with deliberation, 216. General Duchesne on conduct oi,
217. General principles of conducting, 218. General Duchesne's
system not applicable to, before Zulus or Ghazis, 218. In, before
enemies like Zulus compact formation is indispensable, 218. Duty of
rear guard of an army in, most trying, 219. When in, before irregulars
main body must conform to rear guard, 219, 220. In, itis especially
important to keep force wellin hand, 220. Method of, of rear guards,
220, 221. During later stages of South African war, 222. Especially
awkward position of regulars in, in small wars, 225. Quickness of
enemy at discerning any signs of, 228. How enemy can be drawn
on by simulating, 228. Enemy gets out of hand if he sees regulars,
229. Pretended, at Kambula, 230. Examples of pretended, 230.
In hill warfare, in the main should be conducted slowly, 325, <26.
Troops in hill warfare will generally, down hill, 326. At com
mencement of, in hill warfare it may be desirable to hurry off,
327, 328. If army has been advancing it is desirable to gain some
distinct success before turning to, 328, 329. Intention to, to be
t
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concealed to the last moment, 329. General Westmacott's, frdm
Dwatoi to Bagh undisturbed at first because not expected by
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In, picquets and parties should
enemy, 329.
Of picquets, 330.
follow spurs and not nullahs, 333. Value of counter-attacks in,
333, 334. Nullahs to be avoided in, 335. In, down a valley junctions
of minor valleys to be specially held, 335. Need of sending men
on to reconnoitre in, over unknown ground in hill warfare, 335, 336.
In, touch must be kept from front to rear, 336. Column in, should
feel pressure on its tail along its whole length, 337. Position of baggage
in, in hill warfare, 338. In hill warfare regulars know that when they,
the enemy is almost certain to give trouble, 339. The, from Saran Sar,
343, 344. Rare in bush warfare, 369. A, in the bush can easily
be concealed, 369. In case of a harassed, in the bush best to march in
a compact body, 370. Difficulties of, by cavalry combining mounted
and dismounted work, 417.
Retreating. See Retreat.
Retrograde movements. See Retreat.
Reynier, General. Night attack of, upon the Turks, 484.
Rhodesia. Flying column used in, 135, 142. Losses caused by ambushe3
in, 253. Use of laagers in, 280. Mounted infantry once charged
with fixed bayonets in, 423. Machine guns found very useful in, as
protection to laagers, 441. Incident of picquet firing into has3ars in,
465, 466.
Rhodesian. Raiding cattle in the, rebellion, 146.
Riel. Canadian operations against, 31. Defeat of, at Batoche, 236. Use of
laagers during suppression of rebellion of, 281. System of laager and
zeriba warfare employed with success against, 285.
Riff. Outposts which would be adopted against the hill-men of the, country,
471.
Rifle Brigade. Attack of, on Surprise Hill,484.
River Column. Result of one-third of biscuits of, being found unserviceable,
63. Lord Wolseley's design of capturing Berber by combined move
ment of, and desert force, 70. Rendered inoperative by break down
of supply, 70.
Riviere, Captain. The death of, in an ambuscade near Hanoi, 254.
Roberts, Sir F. (Lord). Despatch of, from Kabul saved situation near
Kandahar, 74. Attack by, at Charasia with available force prevented
wavering tribes from joining the Afghans, 76. No opposition offered
to, near Ghazni, 104. Had a beleagured fortress for objective when
marching to Kandahar, 121. During first advance of, on Kabul com
munications were abandoned, 122. Instructions of, in Burma, 142.
Dispositions of, at Charasia, 166. Plan of attack of, at Kandahar, 172.
Instructions of, as to meeting ambushes in Burma, 368, 369. Only
took portable artillery withhim from Kabul to Kandahar, 438. Story
by, of the Ambela tribesmen and outposts, 472.
Rockets. Use of, at very short range in thick bush, 364.
Romanovski, General. Decisive victory of, over Uzbegs at Yedshar, 190.
ROOS Senekal. Successful surprise at, 244.
Rorke's Drift. Zulu attack upon, carried on for many hours into the night,
444. Assistance derived at, by the glare of the burning buildings at
night, 495.

Rose, Sir H. Ambela campaign undertaken against advice of, 73. Vigor
ous campaign of, in Central India, 79.
Runjeet Singh. Armies of, 34.

Ruse. See Stratagem.
Russell, Colonel. Operations of, during the affair of the Zlobani mountain ,
183, 184. Zulus drawn into premature attack by mounted *orce«
under, at Kambula, 229, 230.
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Saaflat Khan, Ressaldar. Successful feint of, at Tank, 232.
Sahamafl. Affair of, as illustrating the tendency to blame any exposure
of guns, 432.
Saigon. French capture of, 38.
Saint Arnaud. Quotation from, as to Bugeaud in Algeria, 129. Skill of,
in surprises and ambuscades, 232.
Sale, General. Example of an ambuscade from retreat of, to Jellalabad,
249, 250.
Samana. Relief of Fort Gulistan on the, ridge, 155.
Samarcand. Tchemaieff s abortive attempt to reach, 61. Consequences of
decisive battle fought at, 104.
Sandilli. Gaikas held back by, before Kwintana, 232.
Sangar, sangars. Tribesmen protected flanks with, at Sempagha Pass, 161.
Small effect of guns firing up at, 307.
Stockades replace, when
hills are overgrown with forests, 341. Employment of, for sheltering
distant picquets inhill warfare, 409. Nature of, 469.
Saran Sar. Disaster to Northamptons at, due to their getting into a shal
lownullah, 319. Illustrates question of following spurs or ravines, 322.
Gurkha ambuscade at, 334. The reconnaissance to, as an example
of a typical day of hill warfare, 342 to 345.
Sarras. Action at, an example of advantage of promptitude, 75.
Saskatchewan.
Position of Riel's forces at Batoche on the, 236.
Schamyl. Russians kept at bay for years by guerilla tactics of, 100. In
operations against, great difficulty to bring enemy to battle, 103.
Figures as one of the great soldiers of the age, 126. Decline of, when he
increased number of his guns, 158.
Scinde. Conquest of, involved hostilities against comparatively organized
forces, 25. Sir C. Napier in, formed an entrenched camp but would not
put his troops initfor fear of injuring their confidence, 278.
Scout, scouts. Importance of a corps of, in guerilla warfare, 144. The
question of, in hill warfare, 345. Incorrect use of the term, 345.
Services of the Gurkha, in Tirah, 345. Necessity of, in bush warfare,
350- Object of, inbush warfare to see and not be seen, 351. The, in
bush warfare not iutended to fight, 351. Difference between the, in
bush and inhillwarfare, 351. How troops should act if, are suddenly
fired into, 361. Employment of, as flankers, 365. Use of infantry,
general now, 374. Out of place in front of firing line in ordinary small
wars, 376.
Seaforths. The, at the Atbara, 379, 380.
Second Gurkhas. The, mixed up with General Westmacott's rear guard
when attacked, 296.
Section, sections. Working in, found to answer in bush warfare, 352.
French made the, the unit in Dahomey, 352. Breaking up of com
panies into, in Ashanti, 353. Company first then the, made the unit in
Dahomey, 382.
Sekukuni's. Effect of capture of, stronghold, 36. Infantry can only
catch Kaffirs when they retire into strongholds like, mountain, 403.
The guns at the, 431.
Sekunderbagh.
Sempagha. Tribesmen evacuated, position under artillery fire, 163. Tribes
men protected their flanks with sangars at, 161. Massing of artillery
at the, pass, 435.
Senegal. French camel corps in, 425.
Need of vigilant, to keep off marauders, 448.
Sentry, sentries.
To be close in the bush, 458. Chain of double, in bush warfare,
458. To be double in thick bush and may kneel or sit down, 459.
Disadvantages under which, labours insmall wars, 460. Position of, at
night on open ground, 462. Outlying, and picquet sometimes in the
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same sangar, 469. Inclination of, to reply to snipers, 471. Duty at
night, 472, 473. Question of depriving, of ammunition, 473.
Sentry Hill. Night attack of Maoris upon, 444.
Separation. In the theatre of war, generally held to be bad strategy, 108.
In small wars, is often unavoidable, 108. Often desirable, 109. Moral
effect of several invading columns makes, often expedient, 109. Only
Great
justifiable when each faction can hold its own, 112.
danger of, if the superiority of regulars is in doubt, 113. Fatal to
Republicans in early days of La Vendee, 113. Combined front and
flank attacks involve, of force, 176. Examples of successes obtained
by, of force, 177, 178. Dangers of tactical, 178. Disasters arising
from, of force have generally been caused by mistakes, 179. Affair of
the Little Big Horn as example of dangers of tactical, 179. Deh
Khoja as an example of dangers of tactical, 180, 181. Examples of
misunderstandings when there has been tactical, 182, 183. Battle of
Adowa illustrates dangers of, in the field, 184. Dangers of, in bush
warfare, 367.
Seragheri. Capture of, caused great anxiety as to Gulistan, 155.
Seringapatam. Lord Cornwallis's night attack upon Tippoo's lines at, 485.
Service of security. In small wars the, is a subject of special importance,
442. The, divides itself into two branches, 442. The, on the march,
474 to 479. The, a subject of great importance in all classes of war
fare, 479.
Seventh Hussars. Wedza's stronghold captured by, dismounted, 176.
Shabkadar. Sir C. Campbell's action at, as an example of readiness of
enemy to fall upon regulars when these withdraw, 214.
Shah Alam Kaghza. Action of, as illustration of need of gaining some
success in hill warfare before turning to retire, 328.
Shah Nujeef. The guns at the, 431.
Shangani. Position of laager at, deliberately selected, 283. Great im
portance of machine guns at fight on the, 441. Attack on the, laager
made at dawn, 447.
Shankiawan. Effect of capture of Chinese artillery at, 157.
ft Shannon." Captain Peel's action at the Shah Nujeef as ifhe had been
laying the, alongside an enemy's frigate, 431.
Shekan. Strategical position of Hicks Pasha's army at, 122. The battle
of, the most striking example of an ambuscade of recent years, 254.
Action the day before, 262. The army formed up in three squares at,
and these fired into each other, 266. The squares at, encumbered by a
mass of transport, 272.
Shellala. The action of, as illustrating effect of enemy attacking convoy
far in rear of the force, 478.
Shendi. Position of Mahmud on the Atbara owing to the capture of, 87.
Sherman, General. March of, solitary instance of the kind in regular
warfare of late years, 121.
Sherpur. Uprising of tribes which led to siege of, 48. The attack on the,
cantonment was made at dawn, 447.
Shin Kamar. The affair of, as an example of a mistake in transmission of
orders in hill warfare, 311.
Shinawarri. First advance from, against Dargai a reconnaissance, 302
Shinwarris. Defeat of, at Futtehabad, 231.
Shock, shock action, shock tactics. Necessity of forming front in all
directions to meet, tactics, 189. When enemy employs, retreat muat
be in some sort of square formation, 218. Rigid square necessary to
meet, tactics, 258. In campaigns against irregular warriors, are not
out of date, 404. Great importance of cavalry, action on the battle
field, 4C5.
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ShOtt Tigrl. Rear face of Frencn square at, formed of camels which enemy
carried off, 257.
Shuturgardan Pass. Successful attack of a body of dismounted cavalry on
Afghans near the, 421.
Sidi Feruch. Incident at night a few days after French landing at, 484,
496.
Sidi Khalif. French attack at dawn at, 192. At, French took advantage
of knowing that enemy withdrew part of his forces by night, 484.
Sierra Leone. Difficulty found in, in 1898, as regards communicating
with columns, 142. Skill of the Yonnis in, at ambushed stockades,
252. Companies divided into sections of ten in, 352. Turning
stockades in, 363.
Sikak. Battle of, an example of inducing enemy to quit his ground, 230.
Sikhs. Adopted defensive tactics from choice, 150. Defeat of, at Suruj
Kund, 162. When main body attacked, left at Suruj Kund auxiliaries
attacked in front and were fired into by mistake, 181. Sortie of,
from Gulistan, 197. Isolation of a, company in Mamund valley owing
to mistake in transmission of orders, 312. Knowledge of, of hill
warfare, 321. Charge at Ramnuggur which routed the, 405. Lord
Robert's story about the preference of the Ambela tribesmen for,
on outpost as compared to Gurkhas and Pathans, 472.
Sikkim. Noneed for system of outposts adopted in Tirah in, 470.
Simpson, Lance-Corporal.
Action of, on baggage guard on the Arhanga
Pass as an example of importance of keeping men together at night, 319.
Sir Daria. Almost every episode which brought Cossacks to sources of,
an important operation of war, 105. On the steppes by the, horse and
field artillery can manoeuvre freely, 438.
Sitana. Plan of Ambela campaign to drive fanatics to, 49.
Sittang. Capture of, as an example of capture of a formidable stronghold
by attack from different sides, 178.
Sixty-sixth Regiment. Overwhelming losses of, at Maiwand, 215.
Skobelef, General (Colonel). Fear of, lest his army against Turkomans
would be made unwieldy, 60. Plan of campaign of, against Turko
mans, 66. Difference of methods of, in dealing with Turkomans and
with the Turkish troops, 67. Quotation from, as to need of resolute
action in Asia, 72. Quotation from, as to skirmishes, 102. Views of,
as to effect of guns with Tekkes, 158. Maxims of, as to artillery,
186. On importance of surprise, 240. Took infantry across Khokand in
carts, 242. Strong objection of, to dispersed formations in Asiatic war
fare, 382, 383. Laid particular stress on company being the unit, 382.
Insisted on volleys as against independent fire in Turkoman campaign,
395. Instructions of, to his cavalry in the Turkoman campaign, 414.
Told off several guns to each advanced post on road to Denghil Tepe,
437.
Smala. Capture of Abd el Kader's, 82, 83. Meaning of word, 82.
Snipers, sniping. Wear and tear caused by, in hill warfare, 287. Loss
of transport owing to, 287. Every wounded man creates a cluster
affording a target to, 288. Absence of, inbush warfare, 349. Flank
ing parties need not be pushed out far in bush warfare to keep off,
349. Trouble caused to outposts by, 448. Picquets close in afford
no protection against, 453. Picquets well pushed out willalmost
secure troops by day against, 458. Dealing with, at night, 471, 472.
Stalking, 472. Necessity of concealing position of head quarters. &c,
from, 472.
Sobraon. No one remembers who led Khalsa armies at, 126.
Somaliland. Use of zeribas in, 281.
Somalis. Enveloping attacks of, 187.
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South Africa. Crushing of Zulus indispensable to peace of, 28. False
impression in, as to Boers, 47. Even in healthy climates like, troops
suffer wastage from exposure, 97. Difficulty found in bringing in
cattle after successful raids in, 247. Laagers a feature of warfare in,
281 Value of mounted troops in, 403. Position of picquets in, 473.
South African war, 1899-1902. Wrong estimate of strength of enemy in,
47. Supply inlater stages of, 65. Rapid movements, not manoeuvres
required in, 93. Abandonment of communications in, 12!. Size of
columns in, 136. Drives in, 143. Importance of intelligence depart
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ment in, 145. Early morning attacks in, 193. Boer pursuits in,
215. Guns during retreats in, 216. Need of forced marches at night
in, 240. Use of mounted men in, for ambuscades, 251. Cavalry
and mountad infantry in, 412, 413.
Skill with which Boers
concealed numbers in, 420. Boer night attacks in, 444, 445. System
of outposts employed in later stages of, 468. Difficulty as to use of
irregular troops on night marches in, 493. Difficulty of preventing
stampedes of horses in, during night attacks, 494.
Spain. Henry IV's dictum as to campaigning in, 60. Bugeaud had served
an apprenticeship in guerilla warfare in, 128. Hill warfare has been
illustrated in campaigns in, 346.
Spanish.
How the, forces were drawn into purposeless engagements
by the Moors, 101. Effect of exposure of their communications
on the invasion of Morocco, 117. Effect of, guerillas in the Penin
sular war, 126. Want of subordinate leaders one cause of, failure
in Cuba, 143. Moorish counter-attack upon, army at Tetuan, 185.
Successful ambuscade by, troops at Castellijos, 251. Ambuscade
of the, guerillas in the Peninsula, 253. Want of fire discipline
of, troops in1859 against the Moors, 389. In, campaign against Moors
small arms of enemy as good as those of regulars, 398. Disaster of
two, squadrons at Castellijos, 406. No case of hostile night attack in,
war against Morocco, 444. Precaution taken by the leader of a,
guerilla attack at night to prevent his men from mistaking each other
for the enemy. 486.
Spear, spears. Fanatics generally have, 30. Rigid square required to
meet enemy who trusts to, and knives, 259. Efficiency of enemy in use
of, 399.
Spy, spies. Doubt as to information derived from, 51. Enemy has no
regular corps of, 54. Inguerilla warfare camp of regulars full of, 144.
Square, squares, square formation. Reasons for employment of, 189.
Bugeaud's order of battle at Isly practically the, 189. Need for, on the
defensive under certain circumstances, 203. In retreat before Zulus
of Ghazis some sort of, is almost indispensable, 218. Used as battle
formation both offensively and defensively, 256. Importance of sub
ject of, 256. liaison d'etre of, to enable troops to show a fighting front
in all directions, 256. Have sometimes only three sides, 257. AtShott
Tigri one face of, formed of camels, 257. Enveloping attacks of enemy
bring about, 257. Inreality two kinds of, rigid form and elastic form,
258. Elastic form of, employed in bush warfare, 258. Form of elastic,
used in hill warfare, 258. Usual formation of rigid, 259. Object of
the rigid, 259. Cavalry sometimes inside, 259. As a rule, acts on
defensive tillenemy is beaten, 259. Formation analogous to, at Isly,
259. Achupa as example of, compelling enemy to attack under circum
stances favourable to regulars, 259, 260. One side of, at Achrpa
left open by men getting out hand of and attacking, 260. Difficulty of
manoeuvring in, 260. Abu Klea as example of, getting disordered in
movement, 261. Question of skirmishers with the, 261. Question of
preventing gaps from occurring in, 262. Risk of rear face of,
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being Tailged out toy non-combatants, .262. . At fight the day.
before Shekan enemy driven out of a broken, by intact face
turning round, 262. Dangerous position of a broken, 262. Value
of reserves in a, 262, 263. Enemy recognises that corners are the
weak points of a, 263.
Question of the corners, 263. Position of
artillery or machine guns in, 263, 264. Examples of guns in, 263, 264.
Advantage of guns at some distance from, 264. Position of cavalry
withreference to, 264, 265. Examples of cavalry and, 264, 265. Question
ofsingle, as against two or more, 265. Two, at Tamai, 265. AtShekan
Bred into each other, 266.
Single, necessary if enemy completely
envelopes army in great force, 266. The target which a, presents to the
enemy, 266. Limited development of fire of,267. Danger of attacking
in, 267. Battle of Tamai as illustrating danger of offensive in, 267, 268.
The capture of Bida as an example of offensive tactics in, 269. Ex
amples to show value of, in small wars, 268, 270. Success of, inscrub
round Suakin, 270. Inconvenience of marching far in, 270. Ifpossible
on the march, shall only be assumed at last moment, 271. Atdisaster
to Baker Pasha near Trinkitat, not properly formed when enemy
attacked, 271. Use of, on the march by the French and Russians, 272.
Use of, by British in the Sudan on the march, 272. Slow progress
of army marching in, 272. Hicks Pasha's, at Shekan impeded by
transport, 272. Ordinarily convoy left in zeriba while troops go out to
fight in,273. The use of, near Suakin, 273, 274. Impossibility of sur
rounding large convoys by, 274. Artillery in, on the march, 274.
Cavalry, with reference to, on the march, 275, 276. In Dahomey
cavalry sometimes formed rear face of, 275. Bivouac in, 276. Con
clusion as to, 276. Analogy of principle of crowning heights to
that of, 299. In bush warfare column moves in form of an elastic,
355. Employment of elastic, by Prince Woronzoff, 385. The elastic,
In Dahomey, 356, 357. Advantage of elastic, inattack, 356. Force at
Amoaful formed up in a kind of, 357, 358. Advantages of elastic, in
bush fighting, 358, 359. Very small columns cannot form a, in the bush,
362. French marched round stockades near Abomey in, 363. Question
whether magazine rifle admits of substituting a more elastic formation
for the, 390. Employment of a cordon of vedettes round a, 476.
Star Shell. Value of, in case of hostile night attack, 495.
Staweli. Results achieved by forward tactics of artillery, at, 174.
Stewart, Sir H. March of, from Abu Klea to Nile, 44. Despsrate attempt
of dervishes to keep, from wells at Abu Klea, 62. Force of, inBayuda
desert not absolutely a flying column, 120, 121. Compelled to form
zeriba on unfavourable ground, 282. Inconvenience caused to, by
smallness of cavalry force, 402. Hussars armed with spears by, after
El Teb, 414. Left camels of camel corps in zeriba when going out to
fight, 425, 426. March of, to the Nile as an example of a night march,
490. Confusion on night march of, towards Nile upset plan of reaching
river before dawn, 490.
Stewart, Sir D. Transport animals with, on march to Kabul, 60. Force
of, at Ahmed Khel hampered by its convoy, 120. Difference between
conditions inmarch of, to Kabul and march from Amoaful to Kumasi,
120. The attack upon, at Ahmed Khel. 204.
Stockade, stockades. Guns very effective against Achinese, 155. Advan
tage of attacking, in several columns, 177. Ambushed, in Sierra Leone,
252. The, in Lushai flanked the line of advance of the troops, 341.
Inhill warfare when slopes are covered with forests sangaxs give place
to> 341. Inthe bush the enemy has materials at hand to run up, 350.
The attack of, in bush warfare, 362, 363. Turning flanks of, 364.
Enemy can construct, in thick bush as fast as the troops advance, 364.
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Stratagem, stratagems. Of imposing upon enemy as to strength, 175.
Lieut. Grant's, at Thobal, 175. Captain Uniacke's, in the.Bara valley,
175. Colonel Baden- Powell's, at capture of Wedza's stronghold, 176.
Strange how often enemy can be drawn into action by, 227. Enemy's
liking for, 227. Enemy underrates capacity for, of regulars,. 228.
Examples of, 230 to 232, 234. Regulars can employ, of pretended retire
ment with good effect in suppressing insurrections, 231. Enemy can
be misled by, as to intended point of attack, 235, 236. Instances
might be multiplied to show value of, 236. Failure of, directed against
Boers, 238. Advantage enjoyed by regulars in carrying out, 238,
239.
Suakin. Action of Hashin in reference to campaign of, of 1885, 101.
During campaigns near, Osman Digna always based on Tokar, 105.
Skirmishers generally dispensed with by squares near, 262. Success
of square formation near, 270. The immense difficulties of the move
ments in square in 1885 near, 273. Depots and convoys near, 274.
Position of cavalry with reference to squares at, 275. Use of zeribas
near, 281, 285.
Sudan. Large hostile forces unexpectedly met with in., campaigns, 53.
Sudden onslaughts of enemy met with in the, 188, 189. Impetuous
attack of enemy in the, 259. Cavalry almost always kept outside
squares in the, 265. Success of the square formation in the, 269.
Troops compelled to march in square in the, 272. Prominence
assumed by zeribas in the, 280. Mahdists attempted no night attacks
in the, 444. Sentries often placed inside the zeribas in the, 463.
In face of, old orders of battle resumed, 30, Cause
Sudanese.
of, victory over Hicks Pasha, 44. Desperate attempt of, to keep Sir
H. Stewart from wells, 62. Occupation of Sarras by a force of, 75.
Tactics of, compelled regulars to adopt the defensive, 195. Sudden
attack of, upon Egyptian troops at Tokar, 204. Seldom showed dis
inclination for battle, 206. Signal defeat of, by Hicks Pasha at
Marabia, 208. AtTokar only part of the assemblage attacked, the rest
watched the result, 213. Difficulty of keeping, troops of the Egyptian
army in hand in times of victory, 229. Colonel Macdonald's success in
drawing, on to attack by artillery fire, 234, 235. The, in the battle
of Toski, 237. AtEl Teb the, entrenchments were turned, 259. Guns
at El Teb, 266. The, concealed in a ravine at Tamai, 267. Deter
mined, attack beaten off by Hicks Pasha with untried troops in
square at Marabia, 269. Baker Pasha's square near Trinkitat not
completed when, attacked, 271. Hicks Pasha's force when annihilated
by, at Shekan, 273. Zeribas a simple method of meeting the tactics
of the, 281. Rushes of, fanatics avail nothing against good troops
in two-deep line, 387. The, attacks on Macdonald's brigade, 387.
Different effect of magazine and single loading rifles on, at Khartum,
390. Loose battle array of, as a rule renders cavalry action difficult,
407. Throw themselves down and hamstring horses, 407. A mass of,
charged through several times at El Teb, 408. Tremendous effect of
artillery fire upon, when they attack, 436.. The, attempted no night
attacks, 444. In close country sentries cannot get back in case of a
rush by, 453. The attack of the, on the Tofrek zeriba, 455. The
action of the, with reference to Sir H. Stewart's march at night from
Abu Klea to the Nile, 490.
Suez Canal. Advance ofBritish troops from, to the Nile Delta, 66.
Supply, supplies. Unfortunate results of ignorance as regards resources of
theatre of war in, 45. Allimportance of question of, 57. Intimately
bound up with transport, 58. Organization of, service in regular
warfare, 58. In small wars few, exist in theatre of war, 58. Immense
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quantity of transport required to convey, 59. Difficulties as to, oblige
force employed to be cut down, 60. Water as a question of, 60 to 62.
Of food and water a matter of calculation, 62. River column as
example of unexpected difficulty arising as to, 63. Navigable rivers
as channels for forwarding, 63. System of boat, in Red River and
Nile expeditions, 64. Necessity of pushing on, ahead of troops, 64 to 67.
As illustrated in South African war, 65. Question of pushing on,
considered, 65. Failure of General Lomakin to form depots of, in
advance, 66. Skobelef's plan of pushing on, 66. Pushed up Sweet
Water Canal to Kassassin in advance of troops, 67. Attime of Nile
expedition, decided the theatre of war, 67. Nile expedition as an
example of importance of, in small wars, 68 to 70. Evils when mis
calculation as to, brings force to a standstill, 73. Bonds which fetter
regulars arise partly from, question, 85. Enemy has no fixed system
of, 86. Question of, affords additional reason for avoiding desultory
warfare, 98. Question of, sometimes necessitates separation, 109.
Liberty of action enjoyed by an army cast loose from its communica
tions because itis independent as regards, 118. When army becomes
a flying column it becomes burdened with great, columns, 119.
For a flying column for a short time do not become a serious encum
brance, 120. Care of, one reason for squares, 257. Laagers and
zeribas afford shelter for, 277. Value of laagers and zeribas when the
army is merely an escort for its own, 279. The system of zeribas affords
a means of pushing, ahead of an advancing army, 284. Difficulties as to,
in hill warfare, 287.
Surprise, surprises. War of, replaces organized resistance in second stage
of campaigns of conquest, 26. Enemy skilfulin effecting, 99. Arti!ery
preparation incompatible with, 153. French learnt art of, from Abd
el Kader and his satellites, 233. Skobelef as to importance of know
ing how to, 240. Although enemy well fitted for carrying out, he can
also be surprised, 240. At dawn, 240. Examples of, at dawn, 240.
Night, 241. Rapid march necessary for a, by day, 241. The, of Abd
el Kader's smala, 241. Red Indians dealt with by, after forced
marches, 241. Mobility essential for a day, 241. Mounted infantry
1
for, 242. Putting men in carts for a, 242. To carry out a, the first
1 point is
to keep the plan secret, 242, 243. Napoleon's views as to, 243.
Failure of Italian, owing to secret leaking out, 243. Risk cf intended,
being discovered by discharge of firearms, 244. Desirability of putting
enemy on false scent when, is intended, 244, 245. General Philebert's
methods of disguising plans when intending a, 244. Raids a form
of, 245. Importance of reconnaissances in hill warfare partaking of
nature of a, 300. Advisability of, when acting against villages in hill
warfare with only a small force, 309. Bush offers enemy opportunities
for carrying out, 349. Bush warfare essentially an affair of, and
ambuscades, 350. Importance of a system of safeguarding regulars
against, 442. Discredit of regulars being taken by, on the march, 477.
Surprise Hill. Attack on, 484.
Suruj Kund. Battle of, as an example of incapacity of enemy to meet a
flank attack, 162. Auxiliary contingent fired into at, by mistake,
181.
Swahili. Waste of ammunition by the, levies in Uganda, 371.
Swat." Sir B. Blood's forcing of entrance into, 159. Description of the
Gate of," 160. Allcavalry might not be able to act in, 407. The
tribesmen of, not so well armed as Afridis but inclined for night attacks,
'ft. 470.
Night attacks of the, tribes, 471.
Swat River. Cavalry fight in 1895 on the, 405. Effective work of cavalry
on bad ground in the valley of the, 407.
Swati, Swatis. Rapid flight of, saved them from cavalry at Landaki, 173,
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General Bugeaud's ambuscade at, 251.
Taku Forts. March of Anglo-French force from, on Pekin, 51.
Tamai. Position of machine guns inbroken square at, 262. Good service
performed by cavalry at, 265. Effective support afforded by one
square to the other at, 265. Inconvenience caused at, by one square
firing into the other, 266. The battle of, as illustrating the danger of
attacking in, 267, 268. Zeriba at, in which non-combatants were left,
283. Number of rounds fired at, 396. Effective action of cavalry dis
mounted on a flank at, 419. Battery at, beat off an Arab rush, 436.
Tamil. Advance of Lieut. Grant from, 83.
Tang Chow. Agreement that Anglo-French force might advance to, 51.
Tank. Successful feint of Ressaldar Saadat Khan at, 232.
Tantia Tope. Causes of great reputation of, 126. Affair of Jaora-Alipore
after the defeat of, at Gwalior, 211.
Taranaki. Incident in the, 182.
Tartar, Tartars. Consist largely of irregular cavalry, 32. Success of Cos
sack ambuscades against, horsemen, 250. Fire from horseback, 411.
Failure of, horse inChina in1860 firing from horseback, 412.
Tartary. In, it is the practice for masses of horse to charge down, 258.
Tashkend. Tchernaieffs coup de main on, 81. Capture of, facilitated
by Russian success at Ikan, 103. Army marching from Bokhara to
recover, defeated at Yedshar, 104. Capture of, gave Russians a firm
footing in Turkestan, 104.
Tavliens. Defeat of the, on the Metchik River, 161.
Tchernaiefl, General. Attempt of, in Samarcand, 61. Capture of Tash
kend by, 81.
Tekke, Tekkes. Russian expeditions against, Turkomans, 28. Whole power
of, Turkomans concentrated inDenghil Tepe, 38. Skobelef 's operations
against, Turkomans, as compared to his conduct with Turkish troops,
67. In Russian expedition against, there was much loss from sickness,
9R. Evil consequences of sending small Russian columns against,
in 1876, 101. The, at the assault of Lomakin on Denghil Tepe, 185.
Mistaken estimate of, power of counter attack by Skobelef, 382. The,
at the affair of Petrusvitch's garden, 421. The raid of the, upon
Burnak, 428. Determined sorties of, at night, 444.
Tel-el-Kebir. Importance of Egyptian position at, 92. Question whether,
could have been captured after repulse of Egyptians at Kassassin, 106.
A remarkable example of attack at dawn, 194. The infantry formation
at, 379. Comparison of formations at, to hill warfare, 381. British
guns massed at, 435. The night operations previous to the attack on,
484. Colonel Maurice's remarks on night operations with reference
to the march on, 489.
Tellinouet. The French nearly rushed one night at, owing to outposts not
giving alarm in time, 463.
Terai. The Gurkha defences in passes out of the, turned by a night march,
491.
Teiillion,Col. Successful action of, at Achupa, 260.
Tetuan. The objective of tha Spanish, 39. Moorish counter- attick at,
185. Marshal McDonald advanced in formation like a wedge at, 187.
Thati. The Gurkha scouts at, 305.
Thebaw. Effort of king, to prevent annexation, 25.
Theodore. King, stood his ground at Magdala, 105. Orders issued by,
to his troops to rush down and seize the baggage column at Arogee,
233.
Thermopylae. Disaster to Turkish forces at, as an example of failing to
crown the heights, 293.
Takdempt.

"i

Thiers. On Hoche's

system in La Vendee,
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Third Gurkhas. Ambuscade by the scouts of the-, at Saran Sar, 334.
Thirty-fifth Sikhs. Successful counter-attack of two companies of, when
in great danger, 334.
Thirty-sixth Sikhs. The, at Tseri Kandao, 224. Afridis caught in a gorge
by the, between Dwatoi and Maidan, 323. The, at Saran Sar, 342 to
344.
Thobat. Lieut. Grant's exploits at, as example of dash and audacity, 83.
"Lieut. Grant's bluffat, when acting on the defensive, 83, 175.
Tientsin. Effect of capture of Chinese artillery on march from, to Pekin.
157.
Tippoo. Lord Cornwallis's aight attack upon lines of, at Seringapatam,
485.
Tirab. Campaign in, affords example of peculiar objective, 38. Campaign
in, affords example of large forces moving as flying columns, 119.
The memorable campaign in, a typical example of hill warfare, 286.
Circumstances which made, campaign one of the most arduous British
struggles since the Mutiny, 289. Experience of, campaign all in
favour of small picquets, 297. Example of troops being benighted
from the, campaign, 314. Sir W. Lockhart's visit to the country
west of, 318. The petty disasters in, 321. Examples of catching
hill-men inravine? in, 323. The only occasion on which hostile swords
men charged in, 340. Service? cf the Gurkha scouts in, 345. Losses
in the Ambela campaign severer than in, 384. In the, campaign the fire
of the enemy was seldom found formidable when being attacked,
J384. Only portable artillery can be satisfactorily used in, 438. System
jofoutposts adapted to, not suitable for campaign against Arabi Pasha,
The outpost arrangements at night in, 469, Contrast of outpost
\452.
system employed at night in, and by the Malakand field force, 470.
In most hill warfare the system of outposts employed in, would not
be adopted, 471.
Tofrek. Determination of enemy at, showing how small was moral effect
of Hashin, 101. Site of zeriba deliberately selected at, 283. Confusion
caused by vedettes at, 412. The machine guns jammed at, 440. The
vedettes could scarcely get in at, 453. The attack on the, zeriba as an
example of difficulty of outposts inbush with a reckless enemy, 455.
Tokar. Importance of, to Osman Digna, 105. Importance of the engage
ment at, 106. The fight at, as an example of beating off a formidable
attack in line, 204. Part of hostile forces held aloof at, 213.
Tonkin. Chinese forces in, partially organized, 29. Example of misleading
enemy from campaign in, 55. Advantage derived by French fromrivers
in, 63. Moraleffect in of capture cf Bacninh, 94. Deadly climate in,
98. Black flags of, ready to accept battle, 103. Failures of the French
in, on two occasions to bring separate columns together at the right
time, 114. Unfortunate use of artillery by French in, 153. Difficulty
found by French in getting to close quarters with Chinese in, even
when these had prepared their ground, 159. N6grier's method of
assaulting Chinese works in, 165. Enemy in, disinclined for determined
resistance, 165. French adopted echelon in, in attacking very superior
forces, 190. Difficulty found in, of keeping native troops in hand at
moment of victory, 229. The ambuscade of the French at Hanoi which
brought on the, war, 254. Strength of companies inthe, campaign, 382.
French in, depended almost entirely on volleys, 395. French in,have
found value of bayonet, 399. Silencing Chinese guns in, 433. Draughtartillery found an encumbrance in, 438. Determined night attack* of
Black Flags in early days of, war, 443.
Toski. Campaign of, as illustrating disregard for communications shown
by enemy, 87. The battle of, as giving an instance of enemy refusing
to be drawn into action, 237, 238.
?
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TranskeL

Kaffirs of, 66.

Trans-Caucasia. Terrain ii, suitable to guerilla warfare, 127. Want of
decentralised vigour on part of Russians in, 130. Difficulties of pursuit

.#

#

in, 211.
Trinkitat. Desperate attempt of Osman Digna to stop Egyptian advance
from, on Tokar, 106. InBaker Pasha's disaster near, the rear face of
the square was in a state of chaos when attacked, 262. Baker Pasha's
force had not time to complete formation of square near, 271. Failure
of fire discipline at, 394. Cordon of vedettes round forces advancing
from, 476.
Tsaratsora. Attempted surprise of the Hovas on French at, at daybreak,
448.
Tseri Kandao. The rear guard action of, as an example of value of counter
attack when in difficulties, 224, 225. The withdrawal over the, pass
a movement which could not be completed in one day ifenemy gave
trouble, 334. Disaster to Dorsets at, due to getting into a nullah
and straggling, 319. Junction of the two parts of the rear guard
at, before daylight, 319. Result of the Zakka Khel charge at the,
Kotal, 333. At, after suffering loss the hill-men worked round the
flanks, 334. The only occasion when in Tirah swordsmen charged,
340.
Tunis. French invasion of, an example of separation, 110. Difficulty
found by French in bringing in captured cattle after raids in, 247.
French cavalry ambuscaded in, 253. In, itis the practice for masses
of horse to charge down, 258. French practice of marching in square
in, 272. Use of zeribas in bivouac in, 278. Masses of hostile horse
in, gave the infantry little trouble, 388, Ambuscades used as outposts
in, 466.
Turco. The, officers in Tonkin used to make their men lie down and cease
firing to keep them in hand," 229.
Turkestan. Inhabited largely by nomads, 37. Yedshar decided fate of,
104. Withdrawal of Khivan force opposing the Russian columns from,
111.
Turkish. Skobelef's procedure against Tekkes compared to his procedure
against, troops, 67. Successful, feint in the Wallachian insurrection,
231. Disaster to a, force inpass of Thermopylae, 293.
Turkoman, Turkomans. Russian campaigns against, •as illustrating
principle of pushing supplies on in advance of army, 66, 67- Difference
of Egyptian campaign of 1882 from, campaigns, 67- Swarms pursuing
Lomakin's infantry checked by artillery, 185. Counter-attack of, as an
example of eagerness of enemy to follow up at first, 213. Saying of
Skobelef's as to surprises when preparing for campaign against, 240.
Carried foot soldiers behind horsemen in the Khiva campaign, 241.
Skillof, in forays, 245. Russians marched in square during suppression
of,in the khanate of Khiva, 272. Effective raids of, mounted on camels
on Russians, 425. The, at Burnak, 427.
Turks. In Montenegro, 31. Montenegrins found more difficult to subdue
by, than Servian armies, 127.
Tuyen Kwang. The sorties from, as examples of effective counter-attacks,
197. Incident at Hoa Moe on march of relieving column to, 431.
Twenty-first Lancers. Charge of, at Khartum effective because enemy
was massed, 407. The action of the, very remarkable, 419.
Twenty-fourth Panjab Infantry. Expulsion of the enemy who had pene
trated into the bazaar at Malakand by a company of the, 400. Success
ful counter-attack of, at dawn from Malakand, 498.
Tyrolese. French and Bavarian troops defeated by, peasants, 287. A
French column destroyed by, by throwing down trees, .290. The,
found hurling down trees very effectual, 339.
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Tytler, General. Operations of force under, intended to reach defile above
AliMusjid, 168.
Uganda. Difficulty of communicating with distant columns during cam
paign in, 142.
Ulundi. Occupation of, 36. At, regulars acted strategically on the offen
sive adopted tactically the defensive, 76. Zulu enveloping tactics at,
190. No skirmishers out at, 261. Position of guns in square at,
264. The cavalry at, 264. Success of square formation at, 269.
Zeriba near, in which non-combatants were left, 283. Number of
rounds fired at, 396. Value of lance shown at, 414. The machine guns
jammed at, 440.
Umbumedi. Rear of square closed by cavalry at, 419.
Uniacke, Capt. Bluff of, in the Bara valley, 175.
Utrecht. Sir E. Wood's reconnaissance to, 78.
Uzbegs. Romanovski's victory over the, at Yedshar, 190.

Valerik. The ambuscade of the Russians on the, 254.
Vedette, vedettes. Confusion caused by the, at Tofrek, 412. Distance of

chain of, in outposts from main body relatively small in small wars,
451. In close country may not be able to escape a fanatical rush, 453.
The, at Tofrek, 455. Must be pushed well out when safe, 476.
Employment of a cordon of, to safeguard troops on the inarch, 476.
Village, villages. Question of destruction of, 41. Advantages of attack
in several columns on, which is not well known, 177. Destruction
of, in hill warfare, 306, 309. Little effect of mountain gun 3on
Pathan, 308. Reasons why destruction of a, takes time, 309. Destruc
tion of, to be carried out by working parties ifpossible unmolested
309. If force be small expediency of giving to destruction of, the
character of a surprise, 309. General principle of attack on a, in
hill warfare, 309. Presence of women and children in, show that
men do not mean to fight, 310. Extent to which mud, resist shell
fire, 437. Desirability of shells with high explosives for bombarding,
438.
Villagers. Sir B. Blood's plan of using, as outposts,
Volley, volleys. General plan of enemy in bush warfare to deliver a, and
then scuttle off, 349. Qxiestion whether troops should fire a, before
charging when fired at in the bush, 360. Question of precautionary,
in bush warfare, 371, 372. The system of precautionary, adopted
in Benin, 371. Objections to, 372. Ammunition expended in pre
cautionary, in Sierra Leone, 372. Great execution done by French, in
attack, 378. Question of, 390, 391. General Egerton on, in hill
warfare, 392. Question of, in hill warfare, 392. French depended
almost entirely on, in Tonkin and Dahomey, 395.
General
Skobelef on, 395. Official account of expedition to Antana narivo
on, 395. Hostile, in the bush more dangerous by day than by
night, 458. Sometimes permissible during a night attack, 487.

Wad en Nejumi. See Nejumi.
Wad Ras. Village of Amsal at, attacked without artillery preparation.
155. As an example of regulars pushing on disregarding threats of
enemy on flanks and rear, 190.

troops

at, 257.

Moorish attacks on flanks and rear of

Wadi Haifa. Reason for, being considered as base of Nile Expedition, 68.
Troops held back below, 69. Advance of Nejumi past, 87.
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Waganda. Waste of ammunition by, levies in Uganda, 371.
Wallachian. Example of successful feint from the, insurrection, 231.
Waran valley. Rear- guard action of Tseri Kandao brought on as brigade
retired from the, 224. Dwellings destroyed irf, found rebuilt in three
weeks, 309. Reason for moving back from, to Maidan in a single day,
314.
Wardrop, Major. Successful ruse of, at Abu Klea with a few troopers,
420.
Warre, Colonel. Attack of, on a pah as example of misunderstanding
between detached columns, 182.
WarwickS. Formation of the, at Atbara, 379, 380.
Wastage. Fact of troops being on active service causes, 97, 98. In Zulu
war, by battle greater than by sickness owing to Isandlwhana, 98.
Water. Importance of knowing resources of theatre of war in, 45. Ques
tion of, as affecting supply, 60, 61. Examples of failure of expected,
supply, 61. Supply of food, and, a matter of calculation, 62. Advance
up Nile relieved troops of all anxiety as to, 68.
Waterberg. Operations in, 93.
Waterkloof. Attacks on, group of mountains in 1851-52 always made in
several columns, 177. Heavy loss of officers in the, 354. Infantry
could only catsh Kaffirs when they retired into strongholds like the,
403.
Waziris. Drawing of, out of hills by a feint near Tank, 232. The, at the
action of Shah Alam Kaghza, 328.
Waziristan. Hill warfare well illustrated in, 346.
Wedza's Stronghold. The capture of, by Col. Baden- Powell as example
of successful bluff, 175, 176. Error as regards time in first advance on,
175. Capacity of cavalry for posing as a large force illustrated at,
420. Captured by hussars on foot, 421.
Wellesley, Sir A. At Assaye, brought whole army upon the Mahratta
flank, 163. Remark of, as to failures in enterprises, 198. Views of,
on night attacks, 481.
Wellington, Duke of. Sec. Sir A. Wellesley.
Weme. Advantage conferred on French by the river, 63.
West Africa. The ambuscades in, 252. Absurd to place races of, on same
platform as Pathans and Gurkhas, 349. Difficulty of achieving success
in some parts of, were the enemy brave, 373.
Westmacott, General. How crowning the heights makes the rear-guard
a heterogenous body exemplified by attack on rear-guard of, in the Bara
valley, 296. The great rear-guard action of, in the Bara valley, 317.
Retirement of, from Dwatoi to Bagh unexpected by the Afridis, 329.
Afridis crept up close to rear-guard of, under cover of bush, 340. The
reconnaissance under, to Saran Sar, 342 to 345.
White, Major. Successful frontal attack of, upon defile at Charasia, 166.
Action of, at Kandahar as example of individualinitiative, 172.
White River Agency. The affair of the MilkRiver while a column was
moving to, 283.
Wilson, Sir C. Final advance of, to Nile near Metemma, 263.
Wodehouse, Colonel. Attack of, on Wad en Nejumi, 87.
Wolseley, Lord (Sir G.). Quotation from, on objective, 40. Plan of,
for Nile Expedition, 67. Decides to send camel corps across desert,
69. Disappointed in hopes of capturing Berber, 70. Quotation from,
as to need of prosecuting operations vigorously, 73. Line of advance in
Egypt selected by, 92. Object of, was to fight a decisive battle in the
desert, 92. Arrival of detached column at Kumasi after withdrawal
of, main body, 111. Decision of, that an autumn campaign would be
necessary to crush the Mahdi at Khartum, 123. Coasequences of, not
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knowing condition ofRiver and Desert Columns, 123, 124. Decision of,
to recall columns to Korti, 124. On effect of artillery., 153. Quotation
from, as to importance of vigorously following up success over an un
disciplined enemy, 207. Despatch of, as to bush warfare after fight at
Essaman, 853. Intentions of, with regard to the formation for attack
at Tel-el-Kebir, 379. Instructions of, to the camel corps in the Nile
Expedition, 427.
Wood, Col. (Sir E.). Force of, at Kambula acting strategically on the
offensive although tactically on the defensive, 76. Moral effect of
reconnaissance of, to Utrecht, 78. The attack of, upon the Zlobani
Mountain, 183, 184.
Woronzoff, Prince. Employment of elastic square formations by, in the
Chechnaya, 355.
Wounded. Sending, to the rear one cause of strategical disadvantage
under which regulars labour, 85. The question of the, 95, 96. Effect
of presence of, with General Jeffrey's force operating against Mamunds,
96. Difficulty caused in retreat by necessity of carrying off, 212,
Care of, one reason for squares, 256. How greatly the, impede the
regulars in hill warfare, 288. Importance in hill warfare when in
retreat of preventing the enemy from getting near enough to, to get
an easy shot, 331.

Yakoub Khan. Overthrow of troops of, 38.
Yangi Kala. Capture of, as an example of separate attacks

*

on a position,

178. Skobelef's instructions previous to attack on, 382.
Yeatman-Biggs, General. Relief of Fort of Gulistan by, 155.
Yedshar. Importance of the battle of, 104. Battle of, as an example of
regulars pushing on and disregarding hostile threats against flanks and
rear, 190.
Yonnis. Skill of the, in devising ambushed stockades, 252.
Yusuf, General. Stratagem of, prior to a raid, 246, 247. System of out
posts adopted by, 466, 473.
'i

Services of the lancers at, 308.
Zakka Khels. Rapid rebuilding of dwellings in the Waran valley, 309.
The, know that native regiments of the Panjab are not to be trifled
with, 321. Party of, caught in a ravine by the Gordons and Madras
Sappers, 323. The fire of the 15th Sikhs on the, when they charged at
Tseri Kandao so effective that rear guard able to withdraw unmolested
¦
to the foot of the hill,333.
Zeriba, zeribas. A brave enemy acting on defensive brings about system
of laagers, and squares, 206. Formation of, preferable to marching with
a large convoy in square, 273. Desirability of forming, round bivouac,
276. Conducting operations under shelter of laagers and, peculiar to
small wars, 277. Laagers and, really an extension of principle of
square, 277. Bivouacs in square in Algeria, Tunis, and Central Asia
generally acoompanied by construction of some form of, 278. Laagers
and, possess from tactical point of view all attributes of fortifications,
278. In the main a formation of laagers and, has same effect on
troops as acting on the defensive, 278. Laagers and, do not breathe the
spirit of attack, 278. Ifregulars are encumbered by a mass of transport
and the enemy is enterprising, laagers and, are almost compulsory, 279.
Value of laagers and, as bases for mobile columns in guerilla warfare,
280. Requirements for formation of,280. Prominence assumed by, in,
the Sudan, 280. InDahomey, 281. Laagers and, economise outposts
Zagai.
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282. Laagers and, enable commander of regulars to select his own
ground and time for fighting, 282. Hasty construction of laagers and,
283. How laagers and, relieve force of encumbrances in action and
serve as a refuge ifitis defeated, 283, 284. Value of laagers and, when
troops want rest, 284, How, come to form links on the line of 'com
munications of an advancing force, 284, 285. Use of, at Suakin, 284.
General conclusions as to laagers and, 285, Value of machine guns
in, 441.
Zinguin Neck. The misunderstanding about the, at the affair of the
Zlobani mountain, 183, 184.
Zlobani mountain. The affair of the, as an example of a misunderstand,
ing occurring with detached forces, 183, 184. Cattle captured at raid
on, had to" be abandoned, 248.
Zula. Distance from, to Magdala, V,6.
Zulu. Zulus. War a campaign to overthrow dangerous military power, 28.
Characteristics of, impis, 30. Comparison of, to Kaffirs and Boers, 33.
Fought in organized armies, 34. Desultory fighting after capture of
Ulundi in, War, 36. Difficulties caused to British by mobility of,
impis, 52. War illustrates combination of strategical offensive with
tactical defensive, 76. In, war wastage from battle greater than from
sickness owing to Isandlwhana, 98. War a campaign marked by
general actions, 104. In, war advance of separate British columns pre
vented Ketchwayo from invading Natal, HO. Enveloping tactics of
the, 190. Tactics of, compelled regulars to stand on defensive, 195.
Tendency of, to sweep round flanks of opponents, 205. Discipline
of the, 229. Part of, army drawn into premature action at Kam
bula, 229, 230. Enveloping tactics of the, 257. 258. Enveloping
tactics of the, necessitated the cavalry going inside the square at
Ulundi, 264. Employment of laagers in the, war, 281. The, swarms
could effect nothing against two-deep lines, 387.
Tremendous
effect of artillery when standing on the defensive against, 436.
Value of machine guns against rushes of, 441. The attack of the,
upon Rorke's Drift, 444. The. attacked Ginghilovo and detachment
on Intombi River at dawn, 447.
Outposts suited to, war would
not suit campaign against Arabi Pasha, 453. Sentries if far OBt
in close country cannot escape a, rush, 453. Incident in the, war of »
disaster to a party owing tono outlook being kept, 460. Sentries placed
inside zeribas in, war, 463. False alarm at Fort Newdigate inthe, war,
464. Assistance derived at Rorke's Driftfrom glare of burning build
ings for firingby the, 495.
Zululand. Objective in, 39. In, regulars acted on the defensive on the
battle-field, 190. Impetuous attack of enemy in, 202. In, where
enemy attacked in great force and enveloped a single square was best,
266. Experience in, showed that even bad marksmen could damage a
square, 266. System of laager and zeriba warfare adopted withsuccess
in, 285. Infantry two dt*r *nauuare in, 387.
+Btm&\p Prussian guerillas at, 262.
Zwickau. Amhuscadr
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SCHOOLS. ARMY:—
Regulations. 190S. Price id.
Inspectors of, &c, Ac. Standing Orders for. 1900. Price 4d.
Siliging in Regns. for Teaching. 1901. Price Id.
Technical Terms and Words of Frequent Occurrence in Army Orders,
Lists of 1904. Prioe 2d.
Type Exercises from Regimental Orders or use of Candidates foi Brd olass
certificates. Price 8d .
?»•
¦WAR ON LAND. The Laws and Customs of, as denned by the
,
1904.
Price
6d.
Hatfue Convention.
f
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WOR X 8
PREPARED BY THE GENERAL STAFF
AT THE

WAR

1

AFRICA, BRITISH EAST PROTECTORATE, AND ZANZIBAR.
Precis of Information concerning. 1908. 'Price 3«.
CYPRUS. Compiled by Captain A. R. Saville, 18th Foot. 1878.
Price 2s. 6d.
DUTCH ARMY (HOME AND COLONIAL). Handbook of the.
1896. Price 9d.
FRANCO-GERMAN WAR, 1870-71. Authorised Translation from
the German Official Account by Major F. C. H. Clarke, C.M,G.,R.A.
Fihbt Pabt : History of the War to the Down/all of the Empire.
Vol.I.: Sections 1to 6. From the Outbreak of Hostilities to the Battle of
(Out ofprint.)
Gravelotte. With case of Maps and Plans. Price 26».
Vol.11.:—Sections 6to 9. From the Battle of Gravelotte to the Downfall
of the Empire. With case of Maps and Plans. Price 22*. (Out of print.)
Second Part: History of the War against the Republic.
Vol.I.: Sees. 10 to 13. From the Investment of Paris to the re-occupation
of Orleans by the Germans, with case of Maps and Plans. Price 265.
Vol. 11. : Sees. 14 to 18. Events in Northern France from the end of
November. Inthe North-west from the beginning of December. And
the Siege of Paris from the commencement of December to the Armistice ;
the Operations in the South-east from the Middle of November to the
Middle of January. (1883.) Price 26*.
Vol.111. :— Sees. 19 and 20. Events in Southeast France from the Middle
of January to the Termination ofHostilities. Rearward Communication 6.
The Armistice. Homeward March and Occupation. Retrospect. 1884.
Price 31*,.6j£
Analytical Inde*. By Colonel LonsdALX HaiJ. Price It.6d.
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The Events inJuly. Price 84.
Events to the Eve of the Battles of Worth and Spioheren. Price 3».
The Buttles of Worth and Spicheren. 1882. Price s*.
Advance of the Third Army to the Moselle, Ac. Second edition, revised
and corrected. With 1Plan and 7 Sketches. Price 4*.
5. Operations near Meta on 15th, 16th, and 17th August. Battle of Vionville
Mars-la-tour. Price 6* 6<£
{Out of print.)
6. The Battle of Gravelotte— St. Privat. bs.
7. Advance against the Army of Chalons. Price 6s.
8. The Battle of Sedan. Price Us.
(Out ofprint.)
9. Proceedings on German Coast and before Fortresses in Alsace ana
Lorraine. General Review of War np to commencement of September.
Price As. bd.
10. Investment of Paris. Capture of Tool and Strasburg. Price 6«.
11. Events before Paris and at other Points. Price 6*. 3d.
12. Last Engagements with French Army of Rhine. 1878. Price 4#. 6d.
18. Occurrences on the Theatre of War in Central France up to the re-occupa
tion of Orleans by the Germans. ClBBOO Price 6s.
14. Measures for the Investment of Paris. Price 4*.
1.
2.
8.
4.
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War, 1870-71— continued.

Section
3.6. Measures for protecting Investment of Paris. (1880.) Price 2*. 6of
16. Proceedings of the Second Army, Price 3s. 6d.
17. .Proceedings of the First Army, Price 3s.
IS. Occurrences on the South-Eastern Theatre of War up to the Middle of

ft
*

'H

Jan nary, 1881. Price B*.
19. 0.-our "i>noe,s on the South-east Theatre of War. Price 13s. $d.
nor, Retrospect of the War. The Results of Lhe War. Price os\
(
"^O.
FBEN-JH ARMY. Handbook. 1901. Price Is.
&EBKAN ARMY. Field Service Regulations. 1900. Price 6d.
9EBMAN ARMY (HOME AND COLONIAL). Handbook. Second
Eiiiljon. .Price Is. 6d.

&ER3IAK FIELD ARTILLERY. Drill Regns. By Major J. H. V.
Oho we, 11. A..,Staff Captain. Price Is. Gd.
GERMANY :Campaig-n of 1866 in. Compiled by the Departmen t
of MilitaryHistory of the Prussian Staff. Price £1 Is.
HOSTILITIES WITHOUT DECLARATION OF WAR. By Bt.
!
Lieut.-Uol. J. P. Maukice, R.M. 1883. Price 2s,
NILE AND COUNTRY BETWEEN DONQOLA, SUAKIN,
KASSALA, AND OMDUKMAN. Report on the. 1898. Price 4s. 6d.
j
| RECONNAISSANCE ?N LITTLE-KNOWN COUNTRIES. Hints
by Captain 0. E. (3ai.lv/ell, 11. A., Staff Captain. Pi-ice Id.
RE '"> fIISIA, SOUTHERN. Precis of Information concerning:.
By
M...jor C. T. Dawkins, O.M.Q. Jan., 1899. Price 2s.
STAFF DUTIES IN THE FIELD. 1891. Price 3s.
A

SUDAN ALMANAC. 1905.

ARMY. Handbook.

i

Price Is.

SUDAN CAMPAIGN. History of. In Two Parts, with Case of j
.Maps. By Colonel H. B. Colville, O.B.,Gren. Guards. 1890. Price 16s. j
SUDAN. Handbook of the. Parti. Geographical. Part 11. Historical, j
By Captain Count Glmchen, Grenadier Guards, D.A.A.G. 1898. Price ~/s.
DITTO. SUPPLEMENT. July, 1899. Price 2s. 6d.
SUDAN, RED SEA, AND EQUATOR.
REPORT ON THE
EGYPTIAN PROVINCES OF THE. July, 1884. Price 3s. 6d.
SURVEYS (GOVERNMENT) OF THE PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES.
NOTES ON. 1882. Price 6s.
DITTO. SUPPLEMENT TO. A Guide to Recent Large Scale Maps,
including both Surveys and Compilations, together with a List of Some
Large Sheet Atlases. By A. Knox, M.A, Price ss. 6c?.
SWEDEN AND NORWAY. Handbook. 1901. Price Is. 6d.
SWISS

"?»

1898.

A

Price 6d.

TACTICS, MODERN. Precis of. Originally Compiled by Colonel
Pi. Home, C.8., R.8., and revised and re-written by Lt.-Colonel Sisson Pratt.

1

1892. Price 4s. 6d.

UGANDA PROTECTORATE.
Precis of Information concerning
1902. Price ss. 6d.
VALPARAISO. THE CAPTURE OF IN1891. Report on. Price Is.
WAR GAME. On a Map. Conduct of. Rules for the. 1899. Price 3d,
WAR ON LAND. LAWS AND CUSTOMS OF. Price C>d.
ZULULAND. Precis of Information concerning. With Map. 1894
Price 45.
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